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This book is designed for students ard auditors of the radio

departments of institutes of higher technical education and may serve

as a textbook for engineers and graduate students specializing in the

field of radar.

2his book examines the principles of radar, methods of measuring

coordinates and of scanning, and alc-., givea block diagrams of radar-

station design for three types of obs'rvers: an operator, an analog

computer, a digital computer. The character,.stics of radar signals arc

given, taking into account the statistical laws of the reflection and

propagation of radio waves and of the application of noises to the

signal.

Optimal and neai'ly optimal methods of designing receivers are de-

scribed, based on the statisticat epatial, and frequency-time charac-

teristics of the signal itse'f and of interferences.

An estimate is given of the limitations of radar stations in de-

tecting and measurtng tarjet coordinates. A statistical evaluation is

given of the target position or of its trajectory on the basis of the

radar meaeurement data.

In conclusion a description is given of techniques of combating

various types of interference and also of the principles of operation

of passive rada: systems.

All of the factual and mathematical material is taken from un-

classified Soviet and foreign literature.
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FOREWORD

In recent years the fruitful application of the methods of in-

formation theory and mathematical statistics have led to the creation

of a harmonious theory of radar. This theory makes it possible to

evaluate the pctential of a radar system and to determine the most ap-

propriate lines of its development. The intensive development of a

series of trends in contemporary radioelectronics, and the ise in ra-

dar systems of automation and digital computers, have also contributed

to the rapid progress of radar.

All of these circumstances required a substantial alteration in

the program of the "Foundations of Radar" course ich is standard for

a whole series of the country's institutes of higher technical educa-

tion, and a corresponding revision of the textbooks.

The present textbook is the result of the authors' many years of

experience teaching radar courses and of their work on a series of

Itextbooks and textual materials. The authors have endeavored to il-

luminate, in a form accessible to students of institutes of higher

technical education, contemporary concepts dealing with the theory of

the reception of radar signals, the principles of design of automatic

and non-automatic radar systems, and also with the estimation of tar-

get position or trajectory on the basis oV the data of radar observa-

tion. Since part of the readers are more familiar with the older con-

cepts of radar, the book's material is so arranged as to make it pos-

sible to integrate with newer concepts of the technique of processing

radar signals.

-2-
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Chapter 1

GENERAL INFORMATION ON RADAR DEVICES

AND METHODS OF RADAR OBSERVATION

i §1.1. RADAR AND ITS AREAS OF APPLICATION

[ : Radar is the name fc.r that area of radio technolog which uses

reflections, retransmissions, or the electromagnetic radiation of the

object itself to detect various objects and to measure their coor-

dinates and the parameters of their motion.

We will use the term, radar observation, for the process of de-

tection of objects, of determining their positions, and of measuring

the parameters of their motion using radio methods; and the device

which fulfills these functions we will call the radar station (RLS).

Information on the objects of observation (radar targets) is car-

ried by radar signals. The latter may be formed in different ways.

Three types of radar observation may be distinguished on the basis of

how the radar signals are formed.

The first type is based upon the reflection from the object (tar-

get) of the outcoming or direct signal emitted by the radar transmit-

ter (Fig. 1.1a). With this method the characteristic of the observed

objects is the distinction between their reflective properties and the

reflective properties of the surrounding medium. In other words the ob-

served objects must possess radar contrast.

The reflected radar signal carries information on the parameters

of the position (coordinates) and movement (velocity, acceleration) of

the object, and also on its physical characteristics (dimensions,

-'4-



snape, electrical properties, etc.).

A very important property of this type of radar observation i,;

that it make,, posible the detection of objects which are not in them-

selves the sources or rad.o ra.iiation. Therefore it has been most

widely used in solving various problems of a military or non-military

character.

The second type of radar observation is based upon the retrans-

mission of the radar-station signals by a special transponder located

on the object (Fig. 1.1b).

At large ranges or with small target contrast it is difficult to

distinguish the reflected signals from the background of external in-

terferencer and fluctuating receiver noises and thus to derive useful

inforination from them. For this reason some objects may be equipped

with transponders which, in the process of retransmission, develop

answering signals of adequate intensity. Here the radar station itself

works in the same way as in the first case. Furthermore, one and the

same radar station may observe targets equipped with transponders and

those without them at the same time.

Such a method of observation is sometimes called active radar,

and the corresponding system - a radar system with active response.

In practice, the method of active radar is used in observation of air-

planes, rockets, satellites, and also in air and sea navigation. it

permits a considerable extension of the range of a radar station and

improves the reliability of the reception of information. And, since

the object is equipped with an apparatus which can receive and trans-

mit signals, supplementary information, inclading infcrmation irrele-

vant to the radar observation itself, may be transmitted from the

transponder to the radar station.

Active radar methods have also been widely used for recognition

-- 5 -
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Fig. 1.1. Signal formation with various types of radar observation; a)
using a reflected signal; b) system with active response; c) passive
radar system. A) Direct signal; B) reflected signal; C) radiation from
the object; D) radar station; E) object; F) transponder.

of the nationality of various objectz. Special interrogators, usually

located in radar stations, send out interrogation signals which are

received by the transponders located on airplanes, ships, and other

objects. Under the stimulation of the interrogation signal, the trans-

ponder radiates a coded response signal which indicates its national-

ity.

A third type of radar observation is called passive radar. It is

based upon the reception of the signals of the object's own radiation

(Fig. 1.1c). Such types of radiation may include:

- thermal radiation of bodies In the millimeter and centimeter

ranges, such as infrared radiation;

- long-wave radiation emirtted by rocket engines, nuclear reac-

tionz, and lightning fla.;hes;

-the radiation of various radio devices which may be located on

objects,
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Passive radar is applied in radio astronomy, in scanning th,

earth's surface, in radio navigation, in systems for reconnoiterintg

racar, radio-navigational, and other radio systems, and for observa-

tion of thunderstorms, etc.

Radar methous are widely used in the navigational problems asso-

ciated with the spatial orientation of moving objects (airplanes,

ships, etc.).

Radio navigation is in substance one of the trends of contem-

porary radar based upon the scientific and technical principles which

are identical for all radar. However, because of the specific nature

of the application of radar navigation systems, the latter is usually

stadied as an independent discipline.

In its early years radar technology was used fundamentally for

military purposes. The first radar stations were set up for detecting

airplanes in f'ligh.t, since, because of the technical growth of avia-

tion, the old acoustical and optical methods of antl-aircraft defense

were no longer satisfactory.

As radar devices were improved, and as increasing experience in

their practical application was accumulated, ever newer uses were

found for them, both military and non-military. At the present time

the field of application of radar methods has become exceptionally

broad.

Radar systems can solve such problems as:

1) detection of airplanes, ships, pilotless missiles, and other

targets;

2) guidance of airplanes, winged and ballistic missi !s;

3) interception of airplanes and pilotless missiles of the oppo-

nent;

4) bombing when the target is not optically visible;
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5) guiding artillery fire (on land, on ships, on airplanes, etc.);

6) the detection of airplanes, sh-ips, and other, objects of the

opponent with searchlights;

7) controlling the detonators oif artillery shells, air-borne

bombs, mines, and torpedoes;

8) warning airplane and ship crews of the dartger of collision

with moving objects and obstacles;

9) the detection of tank columns, individual tanks, self-propelled

artillery, and mortar batteries;

10) guiding the trajectories of moving objects;

11) the navigation of airplanes, ships, and space devices;

12) veather investigation and storm warning;

13) geodesic measurements;

.4) astrophysical research, etc.

Radar techniques of target detection and of the measurement of

the parameters characterizing its position and movement, are based

upon the virtual constancy of the propagation velocity of electromag-

8netic waves (c = 310 m/sec) and upon the linearity of the propaga-

tion of electromagnetic waves in a homogeneous medium.

The constant velocity and linear propagation of electromagnetic

waves makes it possible to determine the target range through direct

or indirect measurement of the time taken by the wave to traverse the

distance from the radar station to the target and back. If this time

is r, then with linear propagation of zhe radio waves at velocity c,

the target range will be

R = cT2. (1.1)

Because of the linear propagation and the constant velocity of

electromagnetic waves, the use of a receiver with spatialky dispersed

antenna elements provides for determining the target direction -



through measurement of its angular coordinates (target hearino deter-

mination).

The relative delay of the signals received by the various antenna

elements is a function of the Target direction. With change in the

latter the phase relations of these signals also change, and, conse-

quently, the amplitude of the resultant signal at the antenna output.

By using the dependence of the phase relations of the signals or of

their resultant amplitude upon the direction of arrival of the elec-

tromagnetic wave, it is possible to determine the target's angular co-

ordinates.

With a moving target the delay time of the reflected or retrans-

mitted signals chvnges from observation cycle to the other. This leads

to a change in the phase shift of the received signals over the radi-

ated ones, which is equivalent to a frequency shift between then (Dop-

pler effect). By measuring the magnitude of the frequency shift it is

possible to determine the radial velocity of the target relative to the

radar station.

Furthermore, the different Doppler frequencies of the signals re-

ceived by the dispersed antenna make it possible to measure the angu-

lar velocities of the target.

Despite the comparative simplicity of the principles of radar ob-

servation, several decades were required before they could be applied

in practice. The modern achievements of radar, technology are the re-

sult of the theoretical research and practical elaborations of the

scientists and engineers of many countries. A prominent contribution

to the development of radar was made by Soviet physicists arid radio

specialists. Even before the Great Fatherland War they had created ra-

dar devices with high tactical and technical performance cha sacteris-

tics. In 1941 scientists of the Physical-Technical Institute, Yu.B.



Kobzarev, A.P. Pogorelko, and N.Ya. Cnernetsov, were awarded the State

Prize "for inverting a device for detecting airplanes."

In subsequent years the efforts of Soviet scientists, engineers,

designers, and industrial workers were directed at the further im-

provement of radar technology and at the creation of new types of ra-

dar devices.

As has been noted above, radar methods are used in the solution

of many problems. Therefore there exists a large variety of types of

radar stations and devices. They may be classified according to their

position, purpose, techniques of developing the radar information, and

other characteristics,

§1.2. TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATTON IN THE RADAR CHANNEL AND METHODS OF
DETERMINING TARGET POSITION

Radar observation is a means of obtaining iaformation on targets

lying within the scanning area of the radar station. The actual car-

rier of information on the position, movement, and properties of the

objecc is the electromagnetic wave coming from it to the radar station.

In contrast to the usual comniurniations or telemetry channels,

the oscillations emitted by the radar-station transmitter, even though

they may be modulated in amplitude, phase, or frequency, are still not

radar signals. In their propagation from the station they bear no ra-

dar information about the target, and therefore the frequently used

terms, "outcoming" or "direct" signals, are to some extent convention-

al. In fact, these signals may carry some useful information and may

* be points of reference for calculating the parameters of the coordi-

nates and movement of the observed objects.

In their propagation through the area surrounding the radar sta-

tion the emitted electromagnetic waves encointcr objects and are re-

flectAd from them. In the process of reflection the electromagnetic
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waves are transformed into a radar signal which carries information

about the target. This information is imprinted on the changes in the

parameters of the reflected electrcmagnetic wave in comparison with

the wave emitted by the radar station.

In systems with active response the signal retransmitted by the

transponder plays the role of the reflected signal. In addition to

pure radar information the response signal may be used also to trans-

mit supplementary data from the object upon which the transponder is

located. In passive systems the radiationof the object itself con-

stitutes the useful signal.

The radar-station transmitter may work in a continuous or a pulse

mode. The type of radiated selected determines to a considerable ex-

tent the volume of the information which can be derived from the sig-

nal arriving from the target. At the present time the following types

of direct signals are utilized:

- amplitude-modulated oscillations;

- frequency-modulated oscillations;

- undamped oscillations.

And of these the most commonly used signal up until recent times

has been a particular form of amplitude modulation known as pulse-amp-

*litude manipulation of the radiated signals.

The electromagnetic wave reaching the radar station from the tar-

get is characterized by:

- amplitude;

- phase;

- frequency;

- polarization;

- direction of propagation.

Modern radar stations emit signals with linear (horizontal or

- ii -
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vertical) polarization and sometimes with circular polarization. The
4

polarization of the signal may be altered upon reflection from the

target, that is, it becomes depolarized. Therefore one may generally

consider that the reflected wave has an elliptical polarization. Such

a wave may be conveniently represented as the sum of two orthogonal

linearly polarized waves of the same frequency: horizontally polarized

wave Ex and vertically polarized wave E (Fig. 1.2a). These waves will

differ from one another in amplitude and phase

C) (1.2)

where EMX is the amplitude of the electric field strength of the hori-

zontally polarized wave; EMy is the amplitude of the electric field

strength of the vertically polarized wave; w is the circular frequency

of the oscillations; R is the distance from the radar station to the

target; q) and (2 are the phase shifts, taking into account the ini-

tial phase of the oscillations and the shift of the phases of the or-

thogonal components.

IV4

a •b

Fig. 1.2. Coordinate system for an ellip-

tically polarized wave (a) and polariza-
tion ellipse (b).

The values of the amplitude and phase shifts of the orthogonal

waves fully determine the character of the polarization of the re-
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fleected signal. However, it is more convenient to characterize the

polarization of the wave by the direction of rotation of the resultant

electrical field vector and by the parameters of the polarization el-

lipse: the eccentricity k, which the ratio between the

minor and major semiaxes of the zllipse, and the tilt angle y between

the major axis of the ellipse and the horizontal axis x (Fig. 1.2b).

The character of th-e depolarization depends upon the form of the

object and upon the relations among its dimensions. Therefore the po-

larization parameters of the reflected wave carry certain information

on the target and may be used in evaluating its properties. However,

as a rule, radar-station antennas emit and receive signals of the same

polarization. For that reason, in the case of an antenna with linear

polarization, one of the orthogonal components of the reflected signal

is not received at all. As a result of this, all of the target infor-

mation contained in the polarization parameters of the radar signal is

lost by such stations.

All parameters of the electromagnetic wave may carry information

on target position and motion.

The signal amplitude contains information on the physical proper-

ties, dimensions, movement, and range of the target. It is practically

impossible to derive information on target range from an analysis of

the magnitude of the signal amplitude, however, since the latter de-

pends very strongly upon the propagation conditions of the electromag-

netic waves, and, for targets of complex shape, may vary sharply de-

pending upon the direction from which it is beamed. Nonetheless, an

examination of the statistical laws of signal amplitude fluctuation

makes it possible to determine the character and dimensions of the tar-

get and sometimes the characteristics of its motion.

In active response systems the amplitude of the response signal
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contains little information on the character of the target. And in ac.-

tive response systems information on target range cannot be derived

from analysis of the magnitude of the amplitude, since the propagaticn

conditions are unknown, and at the point of the signal's reception the

radiation power of the transponder is unknown. In contrast to the re-

flected signal, the retransmitted signal may be amplitude-modulated in

the transponder in order to transmit supplementary information from

the object to the radar station.

In passive radar observation the amplitude of the received signal

enables one to judge, primarily, only the properties of the observed

object.

The phase of the reflected or of the coherently retransmitted

signal is connected with the delay time T of the incoming wave rela-

tive to the transmitted one. Delay time is determined by target range

2R/c. Thus, the phase of the received signalT=- X(- - depends

upon target range and may be utilized to measure the latter.

It should also be borne in mind that if the amplitude or fre-

- quency of the signal emitted by the radar station is modulated accord-

ing to a definite law, the phase of the modulation of the reflected

signal will be determined by target range. Therefore, information on

target range may be derived from a comparison of the phases of the re-

ceived and emitted signals or of the phases of their modulation. Phase

fluctuations of the signals coming from the target depend upon the

structure of the target itself and upon its displacement ,,elative to

the radar station; they may in principle be used to obtain such infor-

mation.

The frequency of the reflected or retransmitted signal carries

information on the radial velocity of the target. Because of the Dop-

pler effect the signal coming from the target possesses carrier fre-

- .1. -



quency (Fig. 1.3)

f=f0+ F,

where fO is the carrier frequency of the outcoming si*nal; F, is the

Doppler shift of the carrier frequency of the radar signal a:; deter-

mined by target iovement.

Doppler frequency Fd is proportional to radial velocity vR of the

observed object relative to the radar station. Thus, by measuring

value Fd, we can establish the value of the target's radial velocity.

The direction of propagation of the electromagnetic wave reach-

ing the radar station is the opposite of the direction from the radar

station to the target. The basis of the determination of the direction

of propagation of electromagnetic waves is the measurement of the an-

gular coordinates (bearing-determination) of the target through recep-

tion of signals on a spatially dispersed antenna system and the subse-

quent analysis of their amplitude or phase.

The radar channel, like other types

of radio channels, is subject to the in-

0,.4A fL fluence of externally and internally de-

Fig. 1.3. Frequency dia.. rived interferences (Fig. 1.4). inter-
gram of direct and re-
flected signals in mono- ferences reduce the effectiveness with
chromatic radiation.

which the radar signals are processed

and lead tc the derivation of erroneous

infor:mation on the target. Some target signals are omitted, and the

existence of some targets is indicated where they do not in fact exist.

In addition, interference leads to an imprecise measurement of the

parameters characterizing target position and movement.

The reception of target signals should be free of all unwanted

information caused by external and internal interference, and the use-

ful information on the target should be isolated. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 1.4. Block diagram of a radar channel. A) Sources of interference;
B) internal noises; C) source of information (target); D) transmission
line of radar signal; E) receiver; F) end device; G) transmitter; H)
transmission line of outcoming snal; I) sor'r.es of interference
(false reflections); J) radar staion.

useful information should be presented in a form convenient for the

user.

One must bear in mind that in the r&dar channel the primary

[ source of information is the target. Therefore the properties of the

target and its performance characteristics must be borne in mind in

approaching the problem of Its observation by radar. In particular,

one must bear in mind that erery moving target has its own trajectory

and that this expresses more fully the distinguishing characteristics

of the target than do the instantaneous values of its current coordi-

nates and velocity.

Radar observation means the derivation of information on the cur-

rent parameters of the target -its coordinates and their derivatives.

Depending upon the task to be solved 'by the radar station, the condi-

tions of observation, and the principles of design of the radar sot,

various coordinate systems may be used to determine the spatial posi-

tion of the target. Thus, for example, a spherical coordinate system

is very commonly used to determine target position. In this case, as

follows from Fig. 1.5, the position of the target in space is fully
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determined by:

A - range R,

- azimuth c,

- elevation angle 0.

Sometimes, for example, in guiding

the interception of enemy airplanes or

in landing an airplane, one must know
Fig. 1.5. Systems for
reading off coordinates, the altitude cf the target and its hor-
A) North; B) south.

izontal range. In such cases, it is

convenient to utilize a coordinate sys-

tem in which the spatial position of the target is characterized by:

- horizontal range Rg,

- &zimuth a, and

- altitude H.

it is in principle possible to construct a radar system capable

of analyzing all signal parameters and of deriving the greatest pos-

sible amount of info-rmation about the target. However, because of

technical difficulties and the characteristics of the problems to be

resolved, the radar stations used in practice usually measure a lim-

ited number of target position and movement parameters.

In general, the geometrical locus of the points in space for

which the parameter measured by the radar station is constant is a

surface, henceforth called the position surface. If the problem is

viewed in a plane, the geometrical location of the points of the con-

stantly measured parameter will represent the position line. For ex-

ample, in the case of a radar station measuring only target range R,

the geometrical location of the points at which R is constant is a

sphere of radius R with its center at the radar station. In a plane

surface this will be a circumference of radius R. In a system which

- 17 -
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determines direction, the geometrical location of the point" at which

the measured parameters have constant values will represent a straight

line passing through the radar station.

The target location may be defined as the point of intersection

of the position lines or position surfaces corresponding to the values

of the measured parameters. Depending upon which position parameters

(coordinates) are measured by the radar system, various methods of de-

Ktermining the target position are possible. In practice, the following

methods have been used most widely.

The range and angular measurement method is used when the radar

station measures all three target coordinates: range R, azimuth a,

* : and elevation angle 0. Then the target position is found as the

point of intersection of a sphere of radius R and the straight line

corresponding to the direction of the target. This method is fundamen-

tal for radar observation since it makes possible a unique definition

of the position of the target when the target is observed from the

point of the location of the radar station. If the observation is done

in a plane, the target position corresponds to the point of intersec-

tion of circumf'erence R = const and the bearing line (point C in Fig.

1.6a).

The range-meaauring method is used when the radar device measures

only one target coordinate - range R. Here the target position is de-

fl..ned as the intersection of the spheres or the circles correspond-

ing to the ranges measured and having their centers at the locations

oV the radar stations (Fig. 1.6b). To avoid major errors in determin-

ing target position, the distance between the points from which range

is measured should be commensurable with the presumed target range.

_A
The range-measuring method can be applied in both navigational

and in pure radar systems. It is advisable to use it in the latter
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case, if substantial errors enter into the measurement of angular co-

ordinates by radar.

The method of bearing determination (angular measurement) is userl

when measurling systems located at various points are used to determine

just the direction of the target. Then, in terms of a plane surface,

the target position is found as the point of intersection of two bear-

ing lines (Fig. 1.6c).

Because of its simple design, the method of bearing-determination

is utilized very widely. It is applied specially frequently in radio

navigation. In radar this method is used in passive systems utilizing

observation of a radiating object. In addition, this method may also

be useful in ordinary radar when interference disturbs the operation

of the range-measuring channels of the radar station, and the target

can be observed only through determination of its bearing.

The differential range-.measuring method is based upon measurement

of distances R1 and R2 of the target from two fixed points and deter-

mination of the difference between these two distances (Fig. 1.6d).

The pos..tion line for which the difference between R and R2 is con-

stant is a hyperbola. passing through target point C. Here points A and

B are foci of hyperbolas. The position of the target is defined as the

point of intersection of hyperbolas R1 - R2 = const and R3 - R4

= const, these being derived f.-om different bases (AB and AD).

This method has been most widely used in navigation. I

The aummary range-measuring method consists in the measurement of

the sum of the distances from two points of reference (Fig. 1.6e). The

position line for which R1 + R2 = const is an ellipse in the foci of

which the radar units are located. The various values of the .rm of

R1 + R2 yield a family of ellipses. In this case the position of the

object is defined as the point of intersection of two ellipses belong-
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' §1.3. TACTICAL AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RADAR STATIONS

By tactical data of a radar station we mean the parameters char-

acterizing its possible military uses.

The basic tactical characteristics of a radar station are:

- the station's operating zone or scanning area,

- the coordinates which can be determined and their measurement

accuracy,

- its resolution capacity,
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- its noise resistance,

- its scannIng t: me,

- its reliability.

Operating zone of a station. The spatial area in which a station

can conduct uninterrupted radar observation of targets is commonly as

its operating zone. The boundaries of the operating zone are defined

by the station's maximum and minimum observation ranges and by the

scanning range in azimuth and elevation.

The extent of the operating zone depends upon the function of the

radar station. Thus, for example, a ground station for long-range de-

tection of intercontinental ballistic missiles must have an operating

zone with a range of thousands of kilometers, while devices for pro-

tecting the tail of an airplane require zones of only a couple of

kilometers. A station used for detection and aiming must have circular

scan, while an airplane's radar station for interception and aiming

only needs to scan within the limits of a part of the forward hemi-

sphere.

The coordinates to be determined anJ their measurement accuracy.

The practical utilization of a radar station depends upon the coordi-

nates which it can define and the accuracy with which they can be

measured. Thus, for example, in determining the location of targets on

land and on water only two coordinates need be measured: range and

azimuth, while the observation of targets in the air requires the

measurement of all three coordinates. For guidance of weapons or of

pilotless objects, velocit " and acceleration must be measured in addi-

tion to the coordinates of the object's position.

The degree of accuracy within which the coordinates must be meas-

ured is determined by the tactical function of the station. Such accu-

racy must be very high, especially in the case of stations used for

-21-
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automatic guidance of weapons. Stations used for aiming weapons meas-

ure range with an accuracy of the order of tens of meters and angular

coordinates with an accuracy of hundredths of a degree. In stations

used for long-range detection, the accuracy of the coordinates is,

natura-ly, lower. In the latter case, range-measurement error may be

as great as sex.;ral hundred meters, while errors in measurement of an-

gular coordinates may be as high as several degrees.

Reeolutt-on. A station's resolution is its capacity to distinguish

among targets which are close to one another. Since targets may be

displaced with reference to one another in range and in direction, a

distinction is made between range resolution and direction or angular

resolution.

Range resolution is characterized numerically by minimum distance

6R between two targets displaced radially relative to the radar sta-

tlon and which can be ultimately distinguished on the radar screen.

When the distance between the targets is less than 6R, it is impos-

sible to distinguish between these two targets by radar.

Angular resolution is characterized numerically by the minimum

angle between two targets equidistant from the radar station at which

the targets can be distinguished from one another on the radar screen.

-In the plane of the azimuth such an angle will be denoted by 6a, and

in the vertical plane by 60.

Noise protection. The operation of the radar station may be af-

r fected by various types of interference, both natural interference

and interference deliberately created by the enemy. Interference may

be divided into .nternal and external dependilg upon its point of oft-

gin.

In the ultrahigh-frequency range the basic sources of external

r;oises are the noises of the atmosphere, the galaxy, and the sun,
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and of internal noises - the fluctuating noises of various elements of

the receiver. The relation between the intensitiej of the external and

internal noises depends upon a series of factors and, principally,

upon the noise characteristics of the radio receiver.

Radar operations may be interfered with by passive noises, the

signals reflected from various objects in the space around the radar

station (buildings and structures, trees, hills, mountains, etc.). In

the case of stations operating in the centimeter and millimeter ranges

supplementary sources of reflection are hydroineteors (raindrops,

snowflakes, hail). It is also possible that the enemy will use special

reflectors which hamper the normal work of the radar station.

Active interfererce is very dangerous for radar operation. In

this class we find, above all, such organized active interference as

electromagnetic waves emitted in order to suppress or complicate the

work of the radar station.

It is possible to interfere eftectively with the operation of a

radar station if its fundamental par- :eters, primarily, its carrier

frequency and other characteristics of the radiated signals, are known.

Whether or not these parameters can be determined depends upon the

concealment of the radar. The greater the concealment of the radar

station, the more difficult it is to observe its operation, to measure

the characteristics of its signals, and to create the necessary inter-

ference.

In addition to deliberately created noises, the operation of the

radar station may b2 hampered by radiation from other radio devices,

in particular, the operation of other radar stations located nearby

and operating in the same frequency range.

Noises act on the receiving system and the end devices of the ra--

dar station. When interference is very intense the radar statijn can-
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not operate normally. Comparatively weak interferences hinder observa-

tion of the target spots on the station's indicator screen, lead to

measurement errors, and distort the functioning of various automatic

devices.

We will characterize the radar station's capacity to fulfill itz

functions in the presence of external interference by the term noise

resistance. One of the major effects of external noises is the reduc-

tion in the radar station's range. Here we mean by range the distance

at which target detection is accomDlished with the required trust-

worthiness and at which It maintains the assigned accuracy in measure-

ment of coordinates and in resolution. Since range is the main tacti-

cal characteristic of the radar station, its noise resistance may be

quantitatively defined as the reduction in the observation range

caused oy noise.

Noise protection is the characteristic which takes into account

both secrecy and the radar station's ncise resistance.

Scanning time T0 . In time T0 the antenna beam accomplishes a sin-

gle scan of the whole assigned space. The value of T0 selected depends

upon the speed of the target and its maneuverability. The greater the

velocity and maneuverability, the shorter the scanning time must be.

Otherwise target displacement in a single scanning cycle would become

so great as to make continuous observation impossible.

Reliability. By reliability we mean the station's ability to

maintain its tactical and technical characteristics within the as-

signed limits under the assigned operating conditions.

Modern radar stations consist of a large number of interconnected

elements, and each of them must be in proper working condition for the

w.,ole system to operate efficiently. The failure of any element will

put an end to the normal operation of the radar station and prevent it
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from fulfilling its assigned task.

In order to evaluate the possibilities of use of a radar station

it is necessary to know its reliability. Reliability is characterized

quantitatively by the probability of uninterrupted operation during a

determined number of hours, or by the average period of uninterrupted

operation of the station, frequency of breakdown, etc.

The technical parameters of the radar station are indissolubly

connected with its tactical characteristics. The basic technical param-

eters of the radar station include:

- the carrier frequency of the oscillations f or wavelength A;

- the method of measuring range and the fundamental characteris-

tics of the emitted signal;

- radiation power;

- the method of measuring angular coordinates;

- the shape and width of the coverage diagram of the antenna sys-

tem and the antenna's coefficient of directivity;

- the scanning method and scanning speed;

- the sensitivity of the receiver;

- the dimensions and weight of the device;

- the feed-power required;

- the end device type.

Technical characteristics of a radar station are selecic ' so as

to satisfy the tactical demands made upon the station.

Since any radar station is a complex device, subject to the in-

fluence of various noises and unstable operating conditions, its tech-

nical and tactical parameters are usually statistical in character.
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Chapter 2

METHODS OF SPACE SCANNING AND OF MEASUREMENT OF COORDINATES

§2.1. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF MEASURING RANGE AND RADIAL VELOCITY

Two of the properties of radio waves are used for measuring range

by radio methods: their constant propagation velocity and their lin-

earity of propagation in a homogeneous medium. In practice, the medium

is not homogeneous, and therefore these properties are displayed only

with a certain degree of accuracy.

Radio waves are propagated at the speed of light, which, accord-

ing to the most recent measurements, is c = 299,792 1 0.4 km/sec in a

vacuum, or, if rounded off, c = 3.10 8 m/sec. A radio wave traverses a

distance R in a time

T = R/c. (2.1)

This formula is customarily used to measure the difference be-

tween inter,,als. The value of R = 300 m corresponds to delay T = 1

psec.

In measuring an absolute range value using radio methods, the de-

lay time of the reflected or retransyd.tted signal is usually measured

by comparison with the transmitted signal. Since here the radio waves

travel along two paths, the delay time

T = 2R/c (2.2)

leaving out of the calculations signal delay in the circuits of the

interrogator and the transponder. The obtained relationship is funda-

mental for radio range-measurement. A distance of R = 150 m is equiva-

lent to delay T = 1 usec.
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I
Thus, to measure range it is necessary to note the moment of radi-

ation and the moment of reception of the answering signal. Measured

time interval T corresponds uniquely to this range. There are various

methods of noting the moment of radiation and of reception and of meas-

uring time intervals.
i 1. Phase Method

Measurement of range by the phase method is based upon the propor-

tional relationship between phase shift A and signal delay time T =

= 2R/c.

Let us assume that the transmitter is radiating an unmodulated si-

nusoidal oscillation of frequency wo, whose initial phase we will as-

sume equal to zero. If the target is stationary the received signal

frequency is also equal to w0 . The current phase of the radiated oscil-

lation is equal to w0 t, and that of the received signal is w(t- .

The constant phase shift between the received and the emitted oscilla-

tion

A WO-2R or Ai--2s-R-(2.3)

is proportional to range.

As follows from the derived formula, target range in the UKV

range can be measured with great accuracy using the phase method, but

the resulting value is not uniquely defined since a phase shift which

is a multiple of whole number 2w cannot be measured. A uniquely defined

reading for range, within the limits of interval 2w, may be obtained

using the phase method according to Formula (2.3) under condition

t maks = A/2, corresponding to an operating wavelength at least twice as

great as the operational range of the RLS. Since Rmaks is at least sev-

eral tens or hundreds of kilometers, not only would such a wavelength
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be unsuitable for radar use, but it could not even be effectively raoii-

ated.

In addition to the lack of a unique definition, measurement of

range from the phase of a sinusoidal oscillation is also made difficult

by the fact that the phase shift occurring when the signal is reflected

from the target is unknown.

In the case of a moving target, received signal frequency wpr is

diff'erent from the frequency of the radiated oscillations, In fact, if

we differentiate received signal phase w0 rt - [2R/a)] over time, we ob-

tain

2V*
Wn P =--WO W@ C ,

where VR = dR/dt is the target radial velocity.

As has already been pointed out, the difference between the fre-

quencies of the received and the radiated oscillations

Ao 
2vR 2v. (2.4)

is proportional to target radial velocity and is called the Doppler

frequency.

1 resvMpPmeV

I D E
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m~ n

Fig. 2.1. Block diagram of a continuous-wave RLS for measuring veloci-
ty. A) Sinusoidal generator; B) attenuator; C) mixer; D) Detector and
beat amplifier; E) frequency meter.

Figure 2.1 gives a block diagram of a continuous-wave RLS used for

measuring radial velocity. The emitted oscillations enter the receiver

through the attenuator and in the mixer form a beat with the received
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signal. The beat frequency is equal to Doppler frequency Fd. At the

mixer output there is a detector and an amplifier which develop cGcil-

lation frequency Fd which is then measured by a frequency meter. The

scale of the frequency meter can be directly graduated in Units of ve-

locity.

v4 Vc° d ce,

Fig. 2.2. Airborne mul~ibeam RLS
for measuring ground speed vec-
tor. A) Beam; B) line of flight.

An analogous principle underlies airborre multibeam RLS used for

measuring the ground speed vector of a flying device (Fig. 2.2).

The RLS antenna forms four symmetrical anternna beams 1, 2, 3, and

14 which are displaced by azimuth1 angle and elevation angle 8 relative

to the longitudinal axis of the flying device. Since VR = V cos a cos 8,

the radial component of velocity vector V along one of the narrow

VR

S beams is proportional to the absolute value of velocity V.

~The RLS receiver contains two mixers. One of these mixer:3 recetives

the signals of the first and third beams as reflected from the earth,

and the second - the second and fourth. In the absence of wind, the

symmetricity of the beams means that the Doppler shift of the frequen-

cies of the first and third signals, and of the second and fourth, are

equal in magnitude and opposi.te in sign. Therefore the beat frequencies

* at the outputs of both mixers are equal to double the ;Joppler frequency
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and are identical. r'ihe value of the doubled frequency is ppoportional

to the absolute vale of the ground speed of the device.

If there is a sideways drift due to wind, the beat frequencies at

the outputs of tLe first and second mixers will differ. Using these

frequencies a special computer determines the absolute value of the

velocity and of the drift angle - the two values which characterize the

ground-speed vector.

Thus, by using the unmodulated carrier type of rr,diation, a suffi-

ciently accurate determination of target radial velocity may be ob-

tained - a derivative of range - but not range itself.

This difficulty in determining target range by using the phasie

method is overcome in various ways. One way is to emit oscillations of

two frequencies: w = W 0 and w2 = W0 + Wd' possessing very low differ-

ence frequency wd << W0. Since frequencies w1 an. N2 are so close, the

conditionsfor propagation and reflection of radiowaves at these fre-

quencies are identical. If the initial phases of the emitted oscilla-

tions are assumed equal to zero, the current phases of the received os-

cillations will, correspondingly, be equal to

W2R

and

2R R (2.5)

The constant phase shift between the two received signals

AT or A R,= (2.6)

where X d is the wavelength corresponding to differential frequency Wd"

We then differentiate the phases of received signals
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and

u2P to + W4) - (wo + W4)-s

Here the second items are the Doppler frequencies, and the second

items in Exprcsion (2.5) are the phases of the Doppler frequencies.

Therefore Formula (2.6) expresses the difference between the phases of

the Doppler frequencies of the two received sinusoidal oscillations as

a function of target range.

Difference frequency wd in Formula (2.6), in contrast to working

frequency w0 in Expression (2.3), may be assumed to be rather small so

as to satisfy the condition that range be uniquely defined

Thus, for a unique determination of range, the outcoming signal

must consist of at least two sinusoidal oscillations. If range measure-

ment accuracy turns out to be unsatisfactory, a method using several

scales may be used: a third oscillation is emitted, yielding a second

difference frequency larger than the first. The first difference fre-

quenc-y ensures a crude uniquely determined reading, the second - a

highly accurate one. The first difference frequency may be likened to

the hour hand, the second - to the minute hand. In case of need a "sec-

ond hand" - a third difference frequency - may be employed, etc.

There is another method for unique definition of phase measure-

ments: modulation of the carrier by a low frequency sinusoid whose

phase shift is proportional to range. In this case the minimum number

of frequencies is three: one carrier frequency and two side frequen-

cies.

The phase method of measuring range is associated with a whole se-
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ries of difficultLes which cause it to be inadequate.

In the first place, durinr reception it is necessary to suppress

direct passage of oscillations from tile transmitter. Even when differ-

ent antennas are used for reception and transmission these oscillation,:

enter the receiver and form, together with the received signal, a total.

signal from whose phase range cannot be determined. By using rejector

filters tuned to the frequencies of' emission, direct passage of these

oscillations may be suppressed. As a result of this, it is possible to

detect and measure the range of moving targets only, since the signal

frequencies of stationary targets are equal to the frequencies of the

emitted oscillation.

Targets with radial velocities equal to zero are not detected by

this type of phase RLS, which is both its merit and its drawback. Its

merit consists in the fact that the reflections from local objects and

from all targets except moving targets are automatically eliminated.

At the same time, the loss of moving targets whose radio velocities

are, with respect to the RLS, accidentally equal to zero is a drawback

of the phase method.

A second drawback of the phase method is the absence of range re-

solution. The sinusoidal signals of two targets located at different

ranges but possessing identical radial velocities form a total signal

which cannot be distinguished. This drawback can to some extent be cor.,-

pensated by a technique of velocity selection of targets using filters

tuned to various Doppler frequencies.

A third drawback of the phase method is, finally, the need for ac-

curate phasemeters.

When the corresponding phase meters are available, the phase meth-

of is very accurate. When observation is deliberately limited to a sin-

gle target, the apparatus may be of rather simple design.
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2. TV Keying Method

Range may also be uniquely defined, and a distinction made between

direct and reflected signals, if one of the parameters of the emitted

oscillation: amplitude, frequency, phase, or polarization, is sharply

altered from time to time. Then the re-

ceJved and th! emitted os.cillations will

IA -  1 differ with respect to this parameter

during delay time T = 2R/c.

Figure 2.3 gives the processes of

emission and reception in frequency key-

Ing. By measuring time interval r during
Fig. 2.3. Range measure-
ment by frequency keying. which the kryed paramcters of the direct
A) Constant component.

,nd reflected signals differ, target

range may be determined.

Frequency keying differs from the phase method, involving the si-

multaneous emission of two frequencies, in that oscillation first of

one and then of another frequency are emitted sequentially. During time

period T = 2R/a fo' each half cycle of keying, there will appear at the

recelvcr output beats whose freqency is equal to the difference be-

tween the iwo frequencies. After amplitude clipping the detected beat

pulses may be fed into a smoothing filter. The constant component de-

rived is proportional to target range.

By making the apparatus more complicated, it is possible to deter-

mine separately the range and velocity of a moving target arid also to

select targets according to their velocities.

The frequency keying method possesses approximately the same draw-

acks as the phase method.

However, it does not require special procedures for distinguishing

between direct and reflected signals and, therefore, it may be used to
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measure the range of a stationary target.

Another type of keying is the amplitude method in which the H-L7

transmits during half of a cycle ana during half of the cycle does not

transmit. This method has al:o been called the small reciprocal duty

factor metnod.*

Like the phase method, the keying method is applied when range re-

solution is not needed. The oscillations have a narrow frequency spec-

trum which prevents a sufficiently large volume of information from be--

ing superimposed upon them; in particular, the signals of several tar-

gets cannot be t:ansmitted separately.

An improved method is the one in which the reflected target sig-

nals of various ranges are distinguished .either in time or in frequen-

cy. The first condition is satisfied in the pulse method of operation,

the second condition in the frequency method.

3. The Pulse Method

The pulse may be represented in the form of an infinitely large

ri1 mber of harmonic components in such defined relationships with cer-

dA w C

Fig. 2.4. Bunching of target signals according to range in the pulse
method. A) Outcoming pulse: B) target signal 1; C) target signal 2.

tamn mutual phase shifts that they are summed at pulse length inter-

val Ti and extingaish one another over t1he whole remaining time inter-

val. These lomponents are propagated in free space after emission, and

return to the receiver after reflection, in the same mutual phase rela-

tionship as during emission, since the relative width of the sigrcs
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spectrum is small and thie propagation conditlons of the various spec-

trum components are practically identical. The phase shift of the sig-

nal is converted into a group delay which will be greater as the target

is further away. At the receiver input these components again form

short pulses some of which appear earlier and cthers later (Fig. 2.4).

V The time distribution of the received pulses relative to the mo-

ment of emission of the upcoming pulse depends upon target range. Be-

*cause of this, the signals of two targets of different ranges are re-

ceived separately, if the targets are not too close to one another. It

follows from what has been said that such a division is possible be-

cause of the broad frequency spectrum of the emitted oscillation. One

or several of the harmonic components utilized in the phase method can

not be bunched in time in such a way as to cancel one another during a

certain time interval and thus to leave a place for the signals of oth-

er targets. Precisely because of this, the phase method does not pos-

sess M nge resolution.

If' a

.UU U U -.

c /

d

e .Z '

Fig. 2.5. Beat detection: a) beatsof continuous signals; b) reference
voltage of phase detector; c) output voltage cf phase detector dubing a
continucis signal; d) beats of received signal pulse with coherent
voltage; e) output voltage of phase detector in pulse signal.
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Because of its merit the pulse radar method has become the predom-

inant one at the present time. In the first place, it makes possible a

simple measurement of range - by time delay. It is only necessary to

note two moments in time: the moment of emission and the moment of re-

turn of the reflected signal. Another merit of the pulse method is the

comparatively simple way in which it distinguhahes between direct and

reflected oscillations: during emission the receiver is closed by using

an arcenna switch, and during reception the transmitter does not oper-

ate.

Together with this the pulse method also possesses certain draw-

backs. One of them is the need for large transmitting power which in-

volves the danger of arcing and requires application of cumbersome

pulse modulators. Furthermore, very short ranges cannot be measured be-

cause of the paralysis of the receiver during recovery of the antenna

switch discharger after emission.

A major disadvantage of the pulse method is that the Doppler meth-

od cannot be used for a unique determination of target radial velocity.

We will understand this disadvantage if we examine the processes taking

place during production of beat frequencies in the continuous and in

the pulse modes of operation (Fig. 2.5).

During continuous operation the received and emitted oscillations

form beats whose envelope changes with differential Doppler frequency

Fd (a). A phase detector which is fed with reference voltage (b) is

used to p2ciuce frequency Fd* The phase detector output yielas sinu-

soidal os,.illation (c) of frequency Fd which is measured to determine

radial velocity.

The received pulse signals may be represented in the form of slic-

es of continuous oscillation; pulse length is Ti, and the repetition

period is T 1/F After the output of the mixer (d) and of the phasE

p p
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detector (e) these signals form pulses whose amplitudes change with the

frequency of the beat. By observing the change in the amplitude of The

pulses the frequency of the beat may be determined.

With a continuous signal the beat frequency produced is always

equal to the Doppler frequency. In the case of a pulse signal, beat

frequency Fb of the high-frequency direct and reflected oscillations

coincide with Doppler frequency Fd only when condition Fd << F p/2 is

fulfilled. In other cases the beat frequency derived is not a uniquely

defined function of the Doppler frequency; this is one of the manifes-

tations of the stroboscopic effect and is explained in Fig. 2.6.

The pulses given in drawings a and b follow sufficiently closely

upon one another for it to be possible to depict Doppler frequency in

the form of a modulation of their amplitude. With the increase in fre-

quency Fd > F p/2 (drawings c, d, e) the rate of arrival of pulses be-

comes too low to represent all of the changes of the modulating func-

tion. During pulse repeat period T all cycles of the changes of the
p

modulating function are completely lost to the observer. In particular,

the derived beat frequency F3 is zero when the Doppler frequency is a

multiple of the frequency of' the packages (drawings d and e). The case

F( ( = F p2 (drawing b) is the boundary case. The case in which frequen-

cy Fd is not a multiple of whole number F (drawing c) is transitional.
d p

The stroboscopic effect occurs until the point at which the Dop-

pler frequency becnres large enough so that, within the limits of the

length of a pulse, there is not Les.3 than a single Doppler frequency

cycle. As a result of this the Doppler frequency may be discovered from

the change in amplitude within the limits of a single pulse. For fre--

quencies Pd N 1/Ti and higher quality Fb = Fd again applies, and target

radial velocity may again be uniquely defined. Howevev, because of the

short pulse length, this phenomenon obtains at excessively high veloci-
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ties, and, for the time being, has no practical meaning.

aT- 1,a1
aFA- l "?AF A 'A--A Ta I-b. VJo

bFg. 2.6. Stoosoi effect: a,

bS -=v FA V V V \ V \1
-.Jr"k

, d•e p-resenceI. of strobotscopc

Ffe. 26 toocpcef :a

effect.UWD
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eFaFa FF. 4 /r5 "FA

Fig. 2.7. Dependence of beat frequency upon Doppler frequency and upon
the frequency of pulse packages. A) Interval within which values are

not uniquely defined.

The dependence of Fb and Fd is given in Fcg. 2.7, which sets

forth, in the circular dots and the corresponding letters, the rela-

tionships given in Fig. 2.6. The interval within which radial velocity

cannot be uniquely defined using the pulse method extends from Fd = Fp

/2 to Fd = 1/ri. A uniquely defined reading over the whole interval of

Doppler frequencies is possible only if both limnits coincide, that is,
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in continuous operation.

The pulse-package method of operation is often used to measure ra-

dial velocity: during a given time period a pulse package is emitted at

a sufficiently high frequency, and then emission is stopped for an ex-

tended interval. This method is used in order to eliminate the incon-

veniences associated with the use of continuous emission.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that during pulse operation

the emitted signal is usually cut off during reception. Therefore, a

special coherent oscillation is produced using a rather complex circuit

and used as a reference voltage in order to form a beat with the re-

ceived signal.

4. Frequency Method

The continuous method of operation with frequency modulation can

also be used to maintain range resolution and to measure velocity. In

&PeAimwi A -B

fl AMEm" .L____ I -'~l~,

!Fig. 2.8. Simplified block diagram of a continuous RLS with frequency

~modulation. A) Transmitter; B) modulator; C) antenna; D) receiver; E)

~mixer; F) receiver and frequency analyzer.

describing the principle of operation of an RLS with frequency modula-

* tion we will assume that frequency changes rather slowly; this makes

possible the comparison of instantaneous frequencies.

Figure 2.8 gives a block diagram of a frequency RLS, and Fig. 2.9

illustrates its operation.

The transmitter emits co'ftlnuous oscillations which are frequency

I odulated according to tihe sawtooth aw (continuous broken line). The

s~ignals from a stationary tazgec, which are delayed by time r with ref-.
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erence to the emitted signal (dashed line) are fed into the mixer. A

weakened direct signal is also fed to the mixer. A beat frequency Fb =

FR: is formed, w'hich is proportional to target range.

Actually, if we denote the frequen-y de'iation by Af, &'nd the mod-

ulation period Uy Tm = 1/Fro, we obtain, in accordance with Fig. 2.9

Ad df Af -A 2R

whence

= 4 fF R. ( 7'

A modulation period T m is selected such that it is many times

greater than the maximum delay time. Otherwise the time of the transi-

tional processes would play a noticeable role in the beat signal (see

Fig. 2.9), and the linear dependence between range and beat frequency

would be violated.

1;

Fig. 2.9. ,lleasur.ng the range of a stationary target: a) frequency of
emitter, oscillations; b) frequency of received signals. A) Transitional
processes.

After zmplification, the beat signal enters the frequency analyzer

(frequency meter), which is directly graduated in units of range.

Two types of frequency analyzers ex.,.;!;: the sequential and the

parallel.
The sequent.al analyzer consists of a inarrow-band filter whose

frequency is periodically retuned. During the retuning process the fil-

ter is tuned to the beat frequency during a small part of tne period of
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retuning, and this beat frequency corresponds to target range; a signal

appears at the receiver output. Target range is determined by the fre-

quency to which the filter is tuned at the momenL of appearance of a

target signal. During the greater part of the period of tuning of the

filter, there is no target signal at the receiver output even though

there is one at the receiver input. Because of this the greater part of

the energy of the received signal is lost, and the operational range of

an RLS with a sequential frequency analyzer is several times smaller

than that of a pulse RLS.

An analyzer of the parallel type, which consists of a large selec-

tion of narrow-band filters covering the whole range of the beat fre-

quencies, does not possess this drawback. The whole energy of the signal

reflected from the target passes through one of the analyzer filters to

the receiver output. Target range is determined by the number of this

filter. Radar stations with parallel analyzers possess the same opera-

tional range as pulse RLS if the average power is the same and other

conditions are equal.

The continuous method of operation with frequency modulation, like

the pulse method, possesses good range resolution thanks to the pres-

ence of a broad spectrum of frequencies. The difference iz in the prin-

ciple of bunching of the signals of targets of different ranges. In

the pulse method target signals are bunched in pulses which are dis-

bursed over time and, consequentially, over range. In the frequency

method, target signals at the mixer output are bunched into "pulses" ol'

the beat spectrum whose frequencies are disbursed according to target

range (Fig. 2.10). Signals from targets of different ranges are differ-

entiated according to beat frequency if the targets are not too close

tcgether.

The greater the deviation Af, the broader the signal spectrum. In
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accordance with Formula (2.7) an increase in Af causes an increase in

the beat frequency at the same target range. As a result of this the

signals of targets which are close to one another differ by larger in-

its - R A 'A

Fig. 2.10. Bunching of target signals by range in the frequency method.

tervals in their beat frequency and that can be effectively distin-

guished. Consequently, expansion of the signal spectrum also heightens

resolution in the frequency method.

Target signals are grouped according to range in a very similar

way in the pulse and frequency method. However, these two methods dif-

fer very greatly in their technical implementation. The pulse method

has a range scale available - current time, during which the delay time

is established by noting the time of emission and that of reception.

The frequency method does not have available such a scale but must cre-

ate one by using a frequency analyzer. As has already been noted, the

sequential analyzer involves inacceptable energy losses, while the par-

allel analyzer is very complex and cumbersome. This drawback of the

frequency method is 'one of the principal factors which have led to the

broad application of the pulse method at the expense of the continuous

method.

A second major drawback of the continuous method is that it is

difficult to distinguish effectively between the emitted and the re-

ceived oscillationis. The ferrite dividing devices which have appeared

in recent years have made this task much easier but have not yet solved

it completely. There also remains The problem of reducing the level of

the transmitter noises which pass through the mixer into the receiver.

A third drawback is the stiff requirement for linearity of the
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change of frequency in order to obtain a uniquely determined reading of

range in RLS of high resolution.

The frequency radar method has a number of advantages over the

pulse method, and this explains why people strive to use it.

In the first place, with the frequency method very short ranges

can be measured. This is why the frequency method is used in low-alti-

tude radio altimeters where the presence of only one target - the

earth's surface - makes it possible to do without the filter array, al-

titude being measured by counting thE number of beats per unit of time.

A second merit of the continuous method is the low radiating power

required - several hundreds or thousands of times lower than the peak

radiating power of a pulse RLS with the same range. Already pulse RLS

are operating at the pulse radiation limit determined by the danger of

arcing, and this prevents their range from being increased. The weight

and dimensions of the transmitter are also reduced in the frequency

method.

i I'

Fig., 2,,,.1-,, ,,

Fig. 2.11. Measurement of target range and radial velocity using the
frequency method: a) frequency of emitted oscillations; b) frequency of
received signals from stationary target; c) frequency of received sig-
nals from moving target.

An important advantage of the continous method is the possibility

of a uniquely determined measurement of target velocity. Figure 2.11

illustrates the processes occurring in a station when target radial ve-

locity is not equal to zero. In this case beat frequency Fb is deter-

mined not only by frequency PR which is proportional to range, but also
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by Doppler frequency Fd = FV, which is proportional to velocity. Be-

cause of this, the beat frequency for one modulation half-period is

greater by quantity- F than frequency FR, and for the other - less by

the same quantity, that is, F.:F +Fv. F,2 -FR-Fv, , and, consequently,

FR= ... _
(2.8)

r --I

Thus the determination of range is reduced to a measurement of thE

half-total of the beat frequencies for two half-periods, and the deter-

mination of target radial velocity - to measurement of the half-differ-

ence. Here it is assumed that condition FVmaks F Rmin is fulfilled.

When a filter array is available, signals may be selected not only

for range, but also for velocity, which heightens the noise defense of

the RLS. However, the technical implenentation of all of these merits

is complex and is still in the stage of development.

§2.2. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF MEASURING ANGULAR COORDINATES AND ANGU-
LAR VELOCITIES

The measurement of target angular coordinates (direction-finding)

uses the same properties of radiowaves as the measurement of range:

constant velocity and linear propagation, together with reception of

the target signal on spatially dispersed points of reception. The dis-

persed reception points form an antenna system at whose output the sig-

nals received by its various elements are compared. The result of the

comparison depends upon the direction of arrival of the signal and can

therefore be used to determine the direction of the target.

Depending upon the manner in which the signals are compared, two

basic methods of dlrection-finding are to be distinguished: the phase

method and the amplitude method.

1. The Phase Method

Let us now take up the case of target direction-finding in a sin-
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gl2e plane using the simplest antenna system in the form of two nondi-

rection vibrators (Fig. 2.12). The space between the vibrators is

called the-base and is denoted by ba. The target direction is read off

from. a line perpendicular to the center of the base, which is often

called the equLsignal direction.

a b

Fig. 2.12. Target direction find-
ing with two dispersed antennas
(phase method): a) adjacent zone;
b) distance zone. A) Target.

The principle of direction finding consists in the measurement, by

two vibratora, of the difference in the times-of reception of the tar-

get si-nals. As the target deviates from the equisignal direction,

there arises a difference in the signal traces AR - RI - R2. Because of

constant velocity and linearity of propagation of radiowaves, relative

signal delay is proportional to trace difference

-- (2.9)

Systems using this principle are called differential-range sys-

tems. In these systems the difference in times of signal reception de-

pend, gener,1ly speaking, not only upon target direction, but also upon

the distance between the target and the center of the base. On a plane

surface the lines corresponding to an identical difference in distances

have the form of hyperbolas (P'.g. 2.12a).
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However, at large distances 'rom the center'of the base, when P >

>b ba, the hyperbolas in practice coincide with their asymptotes, in

"' , ( u, , r--a'3

-~ ~~ -191W 13 .mvC ...
C nPOONtIE

MOM APV C

Fig. 2.13. Block diagram of phase direc-
tion finder. A) Receiver with limiter or
ARU; B) phase detector; C) reeeiver with
limiter or ARU; D) comparison circuit.

the form o! beams radiating out from tne center of the base. Differen-

tial-range systems are converted into angular systems. Actually, in

this case beams P 1 and R2 iay be assumed parallel (Fig. 2.12b), and

when the target is deflected by angle a, trace difference

A= basin ,

arises which, Adth the given base dimensions, depends only upon the di-

rection of reception. The relative signal delay

(2.10)

is also determined only by angle a.

Time interval T may be measured by any of the methods examined

above: phase, pulse, or frequency. However, in practice only the phase

method is used since it Is the most accurate, delay being measured from

the difference of the phases of the very carrier frequency fo itself.

The basic reasons limiting the use of the pha.,e method n measur-

ing range ro longer apply. In the first place, a phase difference is

measured and not the absolute value of a target signal phase containing

some unknown initial phase. In the second place, the difference of dis-

tances AR is small - does not exceed base dimensions b a - and therefore

C ...147..
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I ii the novunique definition of the angular reading is also small and is

comparatively easily eliminated.

'he pulse and frequency methods are considerably less accurate,

azA %bey a):e therefore used only in differential-range systems with a

relatively large base. In direction-firding systems these methods may

be used to eliminate the phase method's lack of unique definition.

Figure 2.13 shows a block diagram of a phase direction-finding

system in a single plane. In order to determine target direction simul-

taneously in two planes, a second identical direction-finding system in

the other plane is required. No transmitter is shown in the circuit

since, in contrast to the measurement of range, it is in principle ,.ot

needed: direction may be determined with equal success from one's own

reflected signals as well as from outside signals of the same frequen-

cy. The circuit doet not show the frequency converters and the local

heterodyne which 15 common to the two receivers, since the phase

relations among the signals are maintained during frequency conversion.

The uhase.difference of the received signals, determined by their

relative delay =A sina, is

=i 2wfo% = 2w bsia

or

Ay~=2 sine.(2.11)

The sensitive (comparison) element in the system is the phase de-

tector. If signals to be compared, possessing amplitude U1 and phase

difference Aq, are fed directly to the input, of the phase detector,

the output is the obtained voltage

fJ=AU Wics Ap=hkUco(24vng).

it is not yt possible to determine angle a of signal ar~rival from
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I.
tht- magnitude of tMhs voi%-age. In the first place, amplitude U1 of the

received signals is ,'nknown. To eliminate unknown quantity U1 either

the signal is sharply limited down to a constant amplitude or automaticl

gain control (ARU) changing the receiver gain factors in inverse pro-

poeotioar to the received signal amplitude, is used. In the second place,'

function cos [21T(b a/X) si.n -] does not depend upon the direction of de-

viation (+a or -a) and is quadratic, that ts, weakly dependent upon the

angle, when a is small. Therefore the phase of one of the signals is

shifted by %/2.

As a result of these measures mismatch voltage

in(sin.)a (2.12)

is obtained from the phase detector. This voltage depends only upon an-

gle a, since factor Um is a constant obtained as a result of the limit-

ing or of the operation of the ARU.

At small angles a the dependence of minmatch voltage

U. U.2 S

upon the direction of reception iE linear and changes its polarity

(sign) with change in the direction of deflection, whicli is convenient

for direction finding.

.

PIN

Fig. 2.14. Direction-find- Fig. 2.15. The phase method
ing characteritrtic of a of expanding a nonunique an-
phase direction finder. gular reading.
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Because of imperfections in the equipment, equipment error,3 arise
P

in the system. Thus, different phase shifts of the signals in the two

8ecei:er c-ircuits causq displacement of the equisignal direction. When

clipping is not perfect or when the 4RU circuit is not operating cor-

rectly, the mismatch voltage depends not only upon the angle, but also

upon the dimennlons, target range, etc, This is the basic cause of dif-

ficulty in designing phase direction.-finding systems.

The dependeuce of the relative aismatch voltage value Fpkh = Unr/

1U. is called the direotion.-'inding characterietic and is depicted in
Pig. 2.14. The steepness of the direction-finding characteristic in the

I equisignal direction

Is determined by the r~.i o..si.e h, , T t---- the direc-

tion-finding characteristlc, the smaller insensitivl y angle amin at

the assigned noise level Um, and zhe better the system's directicn-

finding sensitivity.

Consequently, increasing the relative size of the base by increas-

Ing the spacing of the waves vr by reducing their length heightens the

directionfinding sensitivity of the system. However, at the same time

the nonuniqueness of the angular reading from the value of the mismatcb

voltage also increases. As follows from Formula (2.12), as the target

deviates from the equisignal direction, mismatch voltage Unr again be-

comes equal to zero, and its phase is altered by whole number +w. The

number of transits through zero (cycles of nonuniqueness) N , 2(ba/A)

is also determined by the relative size of the base.

To obtoin high accuracy and a uniquely determined readi.ng at the

same time, several scales are used. Figure 2.15 gives an antenna sys-

tem with two bases b and b2 formed by three antennas. Sm.-t1 base b
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yields a crude but uniquely determined angular reading; large base b 2

.5 provides high accura: . When the accuracy of the reading from the sec-

ond scale is inadequate, another antenna with a still larger base can

be added etc., if a single crude scale is not enough *ully to eliminate

the nonuniqueness of the most accurate scale.

The decisive role in direction-finding is played not by the abso-

lute size ba of the base, but by relative size b aA. Therefore the same

base may be used for several scales by employing several signals of

different wavelength.

It folloas from what has been sald that there is a complete analo-

gy between the phase method of measuring range using system wd = 2fd

of different frequencies and the phase method of measuring angles using

the system of relative bases b aA = (ba/C)fO.

The phase systems in the form presented do not possess resolution.

Two targets located in different directions create in space a total

signql which in the antenna system forms a phase difference correspond-

ing to some false direction which, generally speaking, does not coin-

cide with the direction of one or the other target. For high direction-

al resolution and a long operational range the antennas must possess

sufficiently sharp amplitude directivity characteristics.

Continuing the analogy between the range and angular phase sys-

tems, we may note one further common property, Just as the range phase

system can be used for accurate and unique measurements of radial ve-

locity, angular phase systems may be used to measure target angular ve-

locities.

Actually, the phase difference of the compared signals is propor-

tional to the distance differential between the target and two points
D of reception
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the cerivative of the phase difference, and also differential frequency

(2.13)

are proportional to taiget angular velocity ;. Near the equisignal di-

rection F z (ba/A);. The antenna system sensitivity to angular veloci--

ty increases with an increase in the rela;ive size of the base as well

as during measurement of the angles themselves.

Frequency F; is the difference 1etween Doppler frequencies Fdl =

R1 /A and Fd2 , R2 /A, w~ich are proportional to the corresponding tar-

get radial velocities :l .d A2 relative to both points of reception.

[ Two ways of measuring target angular velocity are possiblei measuring

the Doppler frequencieb it dispersed reception points and then sub-

t~racting them or the direct mxuasurement of' the differential Doppler

frequency obtained using a mixer. The latter method is better, since,

with the same relative error in measuring the frequency, the absolute

error in measuring the frequency difference is less. In the first case

She abioolute error is proportional to the Doppler frequency itself, and

in the second - to the difference of the Doppler frequencies which is

several orders lower than the Doppler frequency.

2. The iJmplitude Method

The phase relation among signals received by a dispersed antenna

may be converted into a dependence of the amplitude of the antenna out-

put signal upon the angle of' arrival.

In the simplest antenna system, one consisting of twovibrators,

tne two signals are summed. The amplLtudes UA of these signals may be

-ionbidered equal, since the differeaice in the -races AR << R. If the

phases of the signals are read off relative to the phase of the wave

in the center of the base, one of these signals arrives with phase ad-

vance A9..2 and the other with phase delay -- /2, where Aq - 2w(b a/).

- 52 -
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i

•cos o is the difference in the signal phases. After addition we obtain

a total signal with amplitude

The obtained dependence of the total signal upon angle enables us

in principle to determine target direction according to the ;4ignal max-

imum. However, direction finding involves a series of drawibacks. In the

first place, at small a tne dependence of amplitude on angle is quad-

ratic, and the direction-fi;dM.ng sensitivity is low. In the second

place, the direction of the deviation is not determined, since the re-

sult is identical when the target deviates by angle +a and -. In the

third place, the total signal depends not only upon the direction of

arrival, but also upon the unknown amplitude U1 of the received signal.

The first two drawbacks are eliminated if the signals are not

summed but subtracted. At low a, different signal amplitude

Up,= 2U sin (W -r Ona

is proportional to the angle, and the direction of deviation may in

principle be determined from the sign (phase) of the voltage. The ob-

tained dependence is used in frame antennas where the electromotive

forces of the two opposed sides of the frame are connected in such a

way as to be opposed. Target direction is determined from the position

of a line perpendicular to the plane of the frame at the moment when

signal Urs at the frame output is zero. From this the direction-finding

method has gotten the name of minimum method or, more accurately, zero

method.

The drawback of the minimum method is that during direction-find-

ing the antenna must be keyed so as to ensure that the signal vanishes,

while at the moment of the direction finding it is impossible to meas-

ure target range or even to reach a confident Judgment as to its pres-
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enoe, since the signal is equal to zero. Furthermore, the difference

signal cannot be used to determine the amount of the deviation since it

contains unknown factor Ul. Nor is th~ere any reference voltage for de-

termining the direction of deviation according to the signal sign

(phase).

These drawbacks are eliminated when the difference and the total

signal are used at the same time. For this the antenna output should be

equipped with adding and subtracting devices whose signals are then fed

into the two receiver circuits. The relation between the difference

signal and the total signal

U, s4=g isn 6) (2.141)

depend only upon the direction of reception and is called the direc-

tion-finding characteristic. This function may be obtained by automatic

gain control of the difference signal by the total signal. The correla-

tion between the phase of the total signal and of the difference signal

is used to determine the direction of deviation with a phase detector.

Furthermore, the total signal may be used to discover the target and to

measure its range by the delay time.

It should be noted that such devices are rather complex and are

usually combined with highly directional antenna systems. Therefore,

their more detailed description will be postponed to a somewhat later

stage.

The di.rection-finding sensitivity of the amplitude system is de-

fined by the steepness of the direction-finding characteristic in the

equisignal direction

and increases with the increase in the relative size of the base b -A.

The very simple, two-vibrator, phase and amplitude direction-find-
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ing systems examined above are based on quite identical principles and

therefore, in principle, possess identical properties and capacities.

To the general disadvantages of the

OCI very simple ystems examined above

should be added the absence of resolu-

tion and the fact that when the base is

lar&e the angular reading is not unique-

Pee ly defined. Both of these disadvantages

are eliminated in complex antenna sys-
Fig. 2.16. Principle of
shaping of directivity di- tems with small or large bases; they can
agram of cophasal antenna
grid. bo used to obtain angular readings whiuh

are both uniquely determined and highly

accurate, and they are also highly directional which makes possible a

high degree of resolution and a long operating range. These properties

are characteristic of multivibrator -ophasal grids and continuous aper-

ture antennas.

Let us examlne a cophasal antenna grid consisting of n nondirec-

tional vibrators spaced at intervals b (Fig. 2.16). In all vibrators

signal amplitudes V 1 are identical while the relative phase shift in-

creases evenly by quantity AT - 2w(b /) sin a, frcm vibrator to vibra-a
tor, the signal phase in the vibrator on the far left being equal to

-[(n - l)/2]A9, if phase is read from the middle of tfe antenna grid.

Then the amplitude of the total signal at the output of the antenna

grid

UM = UieT+ eJi3 _Alp+ ... r"

e -e--1 __,

,U,

as the sua of n memters of a geometrical progression with initial
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ber a,=e and denominator q-eIAIP . If the last expression under-

goes an Euler transfL qation, we finally obtainIiC U , -- /
At U the maximum value of' A 0 is nUI . Therefore the standar-

dized directivity characteristic of a grid consisting of n vibrators

• (2.15)

A cophasal antenna with continuous aperture da and even field dis-

tribution may be represented as a multivibrator antenna at n -, with

da nb, b - da/n , and, therefore, the function of the sinus in the de-

nominator of Formula (2.15) may be replaced by the argument. Then the

directivit , characteristic of a continuous antenna with aperture d, and

even distribution of the field across the aperture

sin (a4si
F,(a) =(2.16)

has the form sin xix (Fig. 2.17).

I. .
-7.

A t

Fig. 2.17. Directivity diagram of the type sin xlx, formed by a cophas-
al antenna with even field distribution across the aperture.

I The first zero of the characteristic appears at aosjca= . and

the aperture of the directivity characteristic at the zero level e0

I] 2A/d a . If the angle is read at level 2/w ' 0.63, which corresponds

1 -56-
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approximately to the generally accepted level for reading at half pow-

er, an aperture angle of the directivity diagram, expressed in radians,

W--. (2.17)

is obtained.

In actual antennas the aperture field is not usually distributed

evenly, but falls to zero at the edges. Therefore part of the aperture

has no effect, and the directivity diagram is somewhat wider (to 20%).

Cruicnw A10 .1 A MOSPONAI F

I -

Fig. 2.18. Analogy between RLS range and angular characteristics: upper
diagrams - accurate measurement of coordinates, absence of resolution;
lower diagrams - simultaneous measurement accuracy and resolution. A)
RLS range characteristics; B) spectrum; C) signal; D) RIDS angular char-
acteristics; E) aperture field; F) directivity diagram.

TargLet s.;Znals which do not fall within the limits of the aperture

angle of d:Lrectivity diagram e are not received by the antenna; this Is

the basis of directional resolution. Thus, directional resolution in

each of 'the tw, planes is determined by the relative antenna aperture

d a/X in the corresponding plane and increases with an increa~xe in the

latter.

There is a direct analogy between signal spectrum width 1s and

relative antenna aperture d fA. Range resolution; and range acuracy in-a
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I

crease with an increase in spectrum width Af; with an increase in the

relative aperti're da/A the width of the directivity diagram is reduced

thanks to which directional resolution and direction-finding accuracy

are heightened. In an analogous manner, use of two sinusoidal oscilla-

tions widely spaced along frequency fd ensures highly accurate measure-

ment of range but not range resolution; in precisely the same way,

large relative spacing b ax of two nondirectional antennas makes it

possible to deteinine target direction precisely but does not ensure

directional resolution. The full signal section is needed for range re-

solution, and directional resolution is obtained by using continuous or

nearly continuous antennas, Th e propositions are illustrated in Fig.

2.18.

3. Radar Direction-Finding Syzatems

Let us examine the characteristic of amplitude direction-finding

methods using complex (directional) antennas which are not only accu-

rate but possess high directional resolution and long range.

At the output of a directional antenna is obtained a signal whose

amplitude depends upon direction of arrival

U. (a) =

where Us0 is the signal amplitude in the direction of the maximum,

while F(a) is the antenna directivity characteristic. When a direct

slenal in received, F(a) is replaced by FE(a) - the field strength di-

rectivity characteristic. In the case of a reflected signal Fr(a) =

2P) is aubstituted for F(a), since signal amplitude is twice multi-

plied by the directivity characteristic: during transmission and recep-

tion.

It is still not possible directly to Judge the direction of signaa

arrival and to determine target direction by the amplitude of the re-

ceived signal, since this depends upon unknown quantity Us0 "
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To obtain the angle from voltage U (a) it is necessary to elimi-
S

nate the dependence upon Us0 Such exclusion is done using one of the

following methods.

gem A

4C

-'A BJ~~jjj~~,
b

a

Fig. 2.19. Amplitude direction finding:
a) method of envelope analysis (by the
maximum); b) comparison method. A) Tar-
get; B) RLS; C) equisignal direction.

Fig. 2.20. Differential characteristic of amplitude direction finder
operating by the comparison method. A) Equisignal direction.

1. A highly focused directivity diagram is shifted relative to the

target at a certain angular velocity (Fig. 2.19a). If quantity V so does

not change substantially during the time of irradiation of W,.e target,

the amplitude envelope of the received % ignals nuay be considered to re-

peat directivity diagrams F(a). In analyzing the envelope target dire-

tion a0 is detertiined from the position of the antenna at the moment

when the envelope passes through the maximum. Hence this method has

been called the envelope analyai8 method or the method of the maximm .

) 2. Two intersecting directivity diagrams may be employed and there

corresponding signals Usl1 and U.2 , compared (Fig. 2.19b). If the re-
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ceive! signals are equal, the tirget may be considered to lie in the

equiCignal direction where the dlirectivity diagrams interseit. Hence

this method has received the name of compariscn method.

The envelope analsis method combines well with sequential phase

scanning but may be used to measure only one angular coordinate, in the

simplest case the operator clamps the maximum at the highest point of

the signal in amplitude indicators or at the brighbest point in bright-

ness indicators.

The sharDer the directivity characteristic, the more precise is

the maximum of the envelope and the lower the d~rection-finding error.

Consequently, by using the envelope analysis method directLon-finding

accuracy is determined by relative antenna aperture da/X.

The comparison method employs subtraction of the signals corre-

sponding to two identical directivity diagrams, whose maximums are sym-

metrically displaced by bias angles c from the equisignal direction

(Fig. 2.20). The directivity diagrams are usually biased by moving the

radiators from the focal axis of the antenna's parabolic mirror.

The signal obtained after subtraction is described by differential

characteristic

I ~~~ ~UP(&)=UCO[Fas PasJ

which is linear at small angles and changes sign in the equisignal di-

rection. Therefore the comparison method is broadly used in target di-
rection autotrack systems.

In the equisignal direction the steepness of the differential

characteristic

s I. " =Ut~lF 2

A 1£a 2U..~Ps),(2.18)

since [d/da]P(W) - (/d*JF(-a), The directivity diagram is a function

of the relative value of angle a/6, tnerefore
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and the steepness will increase as apertu.re angle o of the directivity

diagram decreaser,. Therefore in the comparison method also, direction-

finding accuracy i s determined by the relative antenna aperturc da /.

Consequert-ly, in principle t;he metnod of the envelope maximum and

the comparison method are equally accurate. However, in practice the

method of the maximum in scanning Eystems often takes into account the

behavior of the envelope only near the maximum itself and ignores sharp

declines at ti'e edges, as , result of which direction-.finding accuracy

is substantially reduced.t
The equisignal direction may be claxped with sufficient accuracN

fom different signal U r(a); however, because of the presence of factor

U SOthis signal may not yet be used to determine the value of the .'v.-

ation. Therefore, for direction finding, the relation between the dif-

ference signal arnj the total signal

+ - (2.19)

which %'epends orly upon the angle and is called the direction-finding

characteristic, !s used.

The difference signal Js divided by the total signal in the re-

ceiver device by changing the gair: factor in inverse proportion to the

amplitude of the total si,;nal (ARU). At the output of the receiver de-

vice is obtained mismatch voltage Ur which is proportional to Fpkh.

Direction finders using the comparlson method are of two kinds:I ingle-circuit (sequential) and multicircuit (parallel).
In single-circuit comparison, the signal is received through a

common receiver with the directivity diagram first in one posi;ion and

L.-'n in the other (Fig. 2.21a). lihe received signals are fed one by

one, in synchronization with the anteAna cormutatioi,, into an inertial
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comparison circuit with different signs. Therefore, from the output of

the comparison circuit is obtained the value of the difference of the

tdIJ L4_]J
a

A

b

Fig. 2.21. Block diagra of amplitude direction finder operating b- ,he
comparison method: a) single-circuit (sequential); b) multicircult
(monopulse). A) RSN; B) antenna; C) inertial ARU; D) receiver; E) com-
mutator; IT) inertial comparison circuit; G) receLver 1; H) ARU; I) re-
ceiver 2; J) comparison circuit.

signals of one or the other sign, averaged over both half-periods of

commutation. The signals of both half-periods are fed with the same

sign into an inertial ARU, thanks to which the gain factor of the re-

ceiver changes in inverse proportion to the average value (sum) of the

signals Cor both half-periods.

I, muZti oircuit comparison the signals which have passed through

different roceivt circuits are compared ac the same time (Fig. 2.21b).

An ARU to which the total signal is fed acts upon the receivers. Sig-

nals may in principle be compared in a p~rallel circuit through recep-

tion of a single target pulse; hence such systemz ar-e called monopulse

systems.

The merit of single-circuit comparison lies in the simplicity of
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the device and the rather low demands upon it. One receiver will suf-

fice even for finding the direction of a target in two planes. Antenna

commutation is achieved by rotating a radiator, which has been dis-

placed from its focus, around A:e focal axis of the antenna mirror, as

a result of which the directivity diagram describes a 3one in space,

occupying the right, upper, left, and lower positions in sequence.

Pence such a method of commutation is called conical scanning (rota-

tion) of the b9am and has been very widely employed.

The basic drawback of the single-circuit system is the presence of

additional direction-finding errors: a change in the target-signal in-

tensity during the commutation period yields a false mismatch voltage.

Interference whose amplitude changes with the frequency of commutation

may completely upset the operation of the system. Therefore, at the

present time efforts are being made everywhere to change to multicir-

cult comparison.

Multicircuit (monopulse) comparison lacks these drawbacks. Any

change in the power of the received signal is reflected equally in both

of th signals being compared and has no effect on the system. There-

fore, in monopulse direction-finding, it is impossible to create an ef-

fective angular interference from the same point in space dt which the

tartget itself is located. in principle, a multicircuit system is capa-

ble o f distinguishing among the direction of several targets falling

within the limits of its dlrectivity diagram; this is impossible in

si:.gle ,"trcuit systems,

Howrer, the design of multicircuit comparison systems is diffi-

cuJ.t because of the complexity of the apparatus, the stiff requirements

or: identiy of the circuits, and on the stability of their operation.

Wher, target direction is determined in two planes, 4 radiators to-

gether with' their separate feeder lines are placed iii the antenna, and
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not ess than three receiver channels are used, whose characteristics

should be identical.

.A difference in the receiver gain factors leads to a shift of the

equisianal direction; less than perfect operation of the ARU leads to

an incorxect determination of the magnitude of the deflection. In some

systems the signals are subtracted directly at the antenna output be-

C ore amplification, and "or that reason there is no displacement of the

equisignal direction.

We may note in conclusion that, in contrast to amplitude systems,

phase directicn-finding systems using highly directional antennas in no

way differ in principle from the simplest systems. This is because di-

rectivity is reflected in signal amplitude, while phase systems react

to phase, the latter depending only upon the extent of the dispersion

of the reception points.

§2.3. CLASSIFICATION OF SCANNING METHODS

in radar systems range scanning is done naturally - on the basis

of the propagation of radiowaves at constant velocity from the RLS to

the target and back. No special operations are required. Because of the

high velocity of propagation of radiowaves, the delay time of signals

from even the most distant targets in the regions of space near the
earth is very small and does not depend upon the design of the RLS it-

self. Therefore scanning of the whole range interval is practically in-

stantaneous.

On the other hand, scanning along angular coordinates depends to a

great extent upon the structure of the hLS and also upon the number of

elements to be resolved within the limits of the scanning zone.

Radar stations may employ either a single beam or multiple beams.

The element whose angular coordinates are to be resolved corresponds Co 4

the angular dimensions of the RLS antenna beam and is selected on the
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condition that the assigned direction-finding accuracy and directional

resolution are assured. The number of resolvable elements depends upon

the dimensions of the resolvable element and also upon the dimensions

of the -canninp zone ai deter-iined by the purpose for which the RLS is

used.

The space scanning method is conditioned by the correlation be-

tween the number of RLS beams and the number of elements whose angles

are to be resolved within the scanning zone.

If the number of resolvable elements is equal to the number of hLS

beams, and these cover the whole scanning zone, scanning is instantane-

ous, its length being equal to the largest delay time of the ranging

signals.

If the total number of beams is less than the number of resojvak'e

elements, and they do not cover the whole scanning zone, it is neces-

sary to employ sequential spacing by means of a sweeping movement of

the antenna beams within the limits of the scanning zone. During sweep-

ing each direction within the RLS scanning zone is viewed during the

course of a certain time interval Tobl, known as the target irradiation

zime. The interval T0 between the period
4 cally repeated .mission in a

given direction is, as is know:, known as the scanning ttme.

Thus, :.n sequential scanning, targets are detected and their coor-

dinates are measured only during the moment of irradiation, that is,

discretely, at time intervals T0 .

i

Fig. 2.22. Change in range of a target passing by RLS during time T.
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For undistorted reproduction of a target trajectory on the basis

of the data of a discrete reading of its coordinates, the scanning time

must satisfy the Kotel'nikov reading theorem

TO -< -1 (2.20)

where Fm is the maximum frequency in the spectrum of the target c,,ordi-

nates as functions of time.

To determine the maximum frequency Fm of the spe;tzum difficult

target trajectories are selected and target coordinates :rs represented

as functions of time. Figure 2.22 shows as an example the change R(t)

in the range of a target passing along a given trajectory to the side

of the RLS. Then by using Fourier transformations the spectrum of these

coordinates may be found according to Formula

R(F)= ( e(OeP'd,,
0.

where T is the observation time.

The spectra of all free coordinates for various target trajector-

ies obtained according to this formula are compared with one another.

The spectrum with the widest band is selected. Then at some convention-

al level, sufficiently close to zero, the largest frequency m is read

off (cut-off frequency). The scanning time obtained by substituting

this frequency in Formula (2.20) makes possible an undistorted determi-

nation of target trajectory from discrete data of observation, if coor-

dinate teasurement error is not considered.

During radar observation of rapidly moving targets, using sequen-

tial scanning, Condition (2.20) is usually not satisfied in practice,

and as a result the accuracy of determination of the trajectories of

radar targets may turn out to be low, despIte the fact that the coordi-

nates were measured with sufficient accuracy. Ignorance ef the precise
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character of the target trajectory may, for example, lead to an inaccu-

rate conception o.' its later course ana may hinder interception of this

target. Therefore maximum efforts are made to reduce the scanning time.

It should be pointed out that when not on.ty the target coordinates

ar~e measured, but also the v of their first derivatives, the require-

ment as regards the maximum permissible scanning time may be lowered by

P + 1 times, according to the reading theorem

TO < IP( 2.21)

*g*4 *IE p G, a i H L~. .

M/P. pe cmo-m If

ecor#'U go e- EErMI

] Afa , PACA.O ARepmblo _ ""0" 0
_ mp Of ... , 1.,_..0 ,,.,.

Fig. 2.23. Classification of scanning methods. A) Methods of space
scanning; B) single-beam; C) multibeam; D) single-beam instantaneouv
scan; E) single-beam scan with sweeping in one plane; F) single-beam
scan with sweep in two planes; G) multibeam instantaneous scan in one
plane; H) multibeam instantaneous scan in two planes; I) multibeam scan
in one plane with sweep in the other; J) ranging RLS; K) RLS with pan-
oramic scan; L) RLS with raster scan; M) RLS with instantaneous scan in
one plane; N) RLS with instantaneous scan in two planes; 0) RLS with
mixed scan.

Measurement of the derivatives increases the volume of informa-

tion, reduces the errors involved in determining the target trajectory,

but on one indispensable condition; data relating to the coordinates

and their derivatives must be determined independently.

For exa.mple, using the Doppler effect to determine velocity and
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measuring range from echo-signal delay are independent measurements. On

the contrary, determining velocity by differentiating the measured

range values over time is not making an ' dependent measurement and

does not yield zny supplementary information on the target trajectory.
In line with these considerations a classification of space scan-

ning methods is given below (Fig. 2.23), and a short comparative de-

scription is given.

Instantaneous scan using single-beam RLS is only possible when the

antenna beam covers the whole scanning zone (one resolvable element).

Stations utilizing this method are called ranging stations.

If the scanning zone contains one resolvable element alone one an-

gular coordinate and several resolvable elements along the other, the

single-be.'u RLS sweeps in one plane (panoramic RLS). When there are a

large number of resolvable elements along both angular coordinates, the

antenna beam sweeps in both planes according to a complex law (raster

scan).

Multibeam RLS can accomplish instantaneous space scan in the pres-

ence of a large number of resolvable elements both in one plane and in

two planes. There are also mixed scan multibeam RLS which in one plane

cover the whole bcanning zone by using a selection of beams, and in the

other plane sweep in a manner similar to single-beam panoramic RLS.

Single-beam RLS are much simpler than multibeam but involve a long

scanning time, especially when sweeping in two planes. The actual scan-

ning time is equal to the time of irradiation of the target multiplied

by the number of elements of resolution and by a certain coefficient

characterizing the supplementary time losses. Since the condition of

effective discovery of the target and of accurate measurement of coor-

dinates requires that the time of irradiation not be very small, the

actual sweep time, in the presence of a large number of elements of re-
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solution, turns out to be much greater than is necessary, as determined

by Formulas (2.20) and (2.21). TI-is circumstance can lead to overlook-

ing targets, to an inacc'"urate conception of their actual trajectories,

to data delay, etc.

It should be noted that the contradiction between the required and

the actual sweep time is manifested with particular acuteness in sin-

gle-beam RLS with nigh-performance technical characteristics, where a

broad scanning area together with extreme accuracy of measurement of

coordinates is required, tnat is, where there are a large number of el-

ements of resolution.

Multibeam RLS with instantaneous scan do not possess this defect.

They have the additional merit of being able to accomplish direction-

finding with great accuracy by comparing the signals received on sever-

al beams. The drawback of these stations is that they are complicated

to build and operate, especially when there are a large number of ele-

ments of resolution along both angular coordinates. Mixed scanning sys-

tems which swcep in two planes have appeared as a compromise between

the complexity of the multibeam system and a large actual scanning time

of the single-beam RLS.

§2.4. RANGING RADAR STATIONS

Radar stations accomplishIng instantaneous scan with a staticnary

beam measure only one target coordinato - rpnge. In many practical in-

stances this is quite sufficient. Thus, radio altimeters are designed

to measure just the true altitude of f'light - the distance to the

earth's surface. Radio rangefinders measure target distance and auto-

matically introduce this informationI into a computerized sighting de-

vi-e with an optical sight. Ranging stations are also used for special

purposes: to give warning of the danger cf collision at sea or in the

air, to measure the altitude of metecr formations, etc.
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A station of this type has a stationary beam which must be broad

enough to cover the whole scanning zone.

In radio altimeters the width of the beam is determined by the

maximum heali.ng angle y:6 = 2ymaks* The figure 2 takes into account

healing in both directions from the vertical (Fig. 2.24a). If this con-

dition is not met, the altitude reading is incorrect.

C Lb J& D

A p flpanlu D

*m w kff"WW E"
a b

Fig. 2.24. Requirements on width of directivity diagram: a) radio al-
timeter; b) radio rangefinder of a gunsight. A) Incorrect altitude
reading; B) correct altitude reading; C) target; D) interception point
of target; E) rangefinder antenna.

The gunsight radar rangefinder has an immovable antenna whose di-

rectivity characteristic is oriented along the axis of the pursuit

plane, The width of the characteristic should be such that when the

airplane width and immovable weapon turns to its maximum interception

I angle maks relative to the target, the target should remain within the

limits cuf the antenna beam. This requirement is met at condition 0 =

= 2 maks (Fig. 2.24b). Analogous requirements are imposed upon the di-

rectivity diagram in other cases as well, for example, in the radio

rangefinders of movable artillery installations, where the angle of

drift has also to be taken into account.

Range-finding stations utilize the simplest kind of amplitude in-

dicator or automatic range measurement system. The immobile weakly di-
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rectional antennas are small and do not require rotating mechanisms or

any energy losses to drive them. Nor do they require any rotating ar-

ticulated waveguides or systems for transmitting the angle of rotation

to the indicator. The whole station becomes extremely simple as is ex-

plained by the limited nature of the tasks to be accomplished. Another

merit of an RLS with a motionles& beam is that scanning is continuous.

The disadvantages of ranging RLS are the result of the weak direc-

tivity of the antenna, as determined by the requirement of a wide scan-

ning zone. Because of this, the energy relations deteriorate, there is

no angular resolution, and the station's noise--protection is lowered.

The reason for the low noise-protection is that, with sach a broad di-

rectivity diagram, intense noises can enter from various directions.

The deterioraticn of the energy relations is to some extent com-

pensated for by scanning continuously, which makes it possible to re-

ceive and integrate a large number of target pulses. Very often, as in

the case of altimeters, the absence of directional resolution is riot a

drawback.

§2.5. PANORaMIC RADAR STATIONS

Single-beam radar stations which scan by sweeping the beam in one

plane are used to measure two coordinates: range and azimuth. In many

B

a -

Fig. 2.25. Airborne RLS for scanning the earth's surface: a) circular
scan RLS; b) lateral scan RLS. A) Flight path; B) lateral beams; C)
scanning belts.
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cases Knowledge of two coordinates is quite enough for detcrmining tar-

get position. This is the case, in particular, with airborne radar sta-

tions fop scanning the earth's surface during flight over a flat sur-

fQe or over water, and also with sure-based and sh!p-bcrne stations

for spotting targets on water. Knowledge of two target coordinates is

enough to establish its position in one plane. Sometimev these types of

stations are also used for scanning the sky from the earth or from a

ship if the altitude of flight of the target is of no interest or can

be established by some other radar station.

The most widespread radar stations of this type are the airborne

RLS for scanning the earth's surface which are used by airplanes and

other flying devices. These stations may be subdivided into two types:

circular scan RLS and lateral scan RLS.

Airborne circular scan RLS have a fan-shaped antenna beam which

rotates around the vertical axis with constant angular velocity a or

which sweeps back and forth within the limits of the assigned sector

(Fig. 2.25a).. Circular scan stations use brightness indicators; these

are usually circular scan indicators (IKO). A two-coordinate image is

well reproduced on the flat screen of the indicator. The picture on

these screens closely resembles a geographical map of the area.

For a detailed representation of the earth's surface the station

must possess good resolution. Radial resolution is obtained by employ-

ing short ranging pulses, and azimuth resolution - through a suffi-

ciently large horizontal antenna aperture. During scan the antenna ro-

tates or rocks (if a sector is being examined); a special system trans-

mits the angenna rotation angle to the indicator for representation of

angular sweep. (In land-based circular scan RLS the control room and

the transmit-receive apparatus often rotates with the antenna in order

to avoid the employment of rotating waveguides at high levels of radi-
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ated power).

Despite their broad application and their simplicity, airborne

circular scan RLS are bezinning gradually to -rield to other types of

stations because of a number of limitations which increase with in-

crease in the velocity uf flight of Lhe device on which this station is

mounted.

in the first place, the large rotating antenna is covered by a

bubble which, projecting outside the fuselage, degrades the aerodynamic

characteristics of the flying device. As a result, the antenna must be

sharply reduced in size, and this prevents improvement of the azimuth

resolution. Furthermore, a substantial portion of the energy consuned

by the station is used to rotate the antenna.

In the second place, circular scan does not fit in well with the

forward movement of the flying deviate itself. The portral oV the area

is undistorted only when the movement of the device during the time of

a single antenna rotation may be neglected. At high flight speed this

condition is not satisfied. That being the case, it is difficult to ob-

tain a continuous radar map of the area along the flight path of the

flfjng device.

These disadvantages are completely eliminated by the use of air-

borne lateral scan RLS (Fig. 2.25b). In contrast to the preceding, in

lateral scan RLS the forward movement of the flying device plays a use-

ful role: it makes it possible to sweep with a stationary beam. Two

stationary cophasal antennas are stretched out along the fuselage of

the airplane. Because of their large dimensions the antennas form high-

ly directional fan-shaped beams which "look" to the left and the right

of the fuselage.

When pulse signals are emitted, narrow strips of ground across the

flight path are irradiated. A cathode-ray tube with range sweep regis-
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ters the signal crosswise on phototape. With the movement of the flying

device the tape is stretched, relative tc the tube, in propcrtion to

the velocity of flight; the result i! that after many irradiations, the

tape will register a continuous radar map of the area along the flight

path. Usually two lateral strips are examined; the area immediately un-

der the flying device is not viewed because of the poor range resolu-.

tion and the steep sightin, angles. (By the same token, in circular

scan stations the center of the indicator screen is completely light.)

knong the merits of the lateral scan may be included the success-

fal arrangement of the antenna. The antennas are stationary and, being

located along the aircraft, may cover the whole length of the fuselage.

The resul'. is a comparatively high resolution along the flight path

(analogous to the azimuth resolution In circular scan RLS) and no ener-

gy is wasted on antenna rotatior.
The antennas may be arranged in the form of of slots in the body

of the fuselage or they may be suspended below the airplane in a cigar-

shaped container. The firsZ arrangement is very advantageous from the

point of view of the size and weight of the antenna system; the second

arrangement yields better antenna. electrical characteristics.

The disadvantage of the lateral scan system is the absenLe of for-

ward radar visibility, the relative complexity of the antenna feed de-

vice for eliminating electrical oscillation and distcrtion of the an-

tenna beam during creep of the transmitter frequency, temperature

changes, and vibration.

1. Requirements on the Shape of the Directivity Diagram

As has already been noted, panoramic stations use a fan-shaped

beam which is narrow in the scanning plane and wide in the second

plane. In the narrow section the beam width is selected so as to yield

the assigned direction-finding accuracy using the method of the maximum
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and so as to possess resolution Ln the direction-finding plane. The di-

agram selected in the second plane is wide enough to cover the 4hole

scanning zone in this plane. Thus, in an airborne RLS foe scanning tt.

earti.i's surface, the vertical dimen-

siori3 of the zone are defined by the

e maximum operational range and by

flignt altitude yd,=arccos \RHM)

2.26). Beam wi.dth in this plane
Fig. 2.26. Width and shape of
flat antenna beam of airborne should also be the same.
RLS in the vertical plane.

The shapp of the directivity di-

agram in the vertical plane is selec-

ted so that the point targets on the earth's surface with equal in in-

tensity of reflection should yield the signals of identical force at

the receiver input cr of identical brightness on the indicator screen

a b

Fig. 2.27. Selection of the shape of the
directivity diagram: a) inverted cosecant
beam of ground RLS; b) bf.cosecant beam of
ship-borne RLS.

regardless of their range.

In circular panoramic scan with constant antenna rotation veloci-

ty, a number of' pulses are constantly being received from targets of

different ranges. Therefore, for all targets to register with the same

brightness and with an identical dispersion area, the intensity Ppr of

the received signals should not depend upon their range.

It is known that, because the signal moves in the direct and re-
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verse directions, the amplitude of the reflected signal at the point of

reception is proportional t the square of' the antenna directivity

characteristic for tne field voltage, and power - to the fourth degree.

Furth?rmore, the power of the received signal is invwrsely propnrtiorial

to the fourLh degree of distance R, since during propagation in both

directions the power flux density decays proportionately to the square

of the distance.

In accordance with thi.s, in surface scanning stations, received

signal power

~jiI

where k is the proportionality factor, and FE(8) is the directivity

characteristic for field voltage in the vertical plane.

If we replace R by H cosec 0, we obtain.

Pp = k2 C

where k2 A is a constant factor.

It is obyious that received signal power Ppr will not depend upon

range if

Fz () =cosec

or

F,. =cosec'P. (2.22)

An antenna beam with such a characteristic is called a ooaeoant

beam and has the shape shown in Fig. 2.26.

* Calculations show that the directivity characteristic should also

have approximately the same form in order to obtain an evenly bright

background formed by the reflections from homogeneous targets distribu-

ted on the surfa..e.

The cosecant beam has also been broadly employed in ground and

ship-borne radar stations. in ground RLS used for discovering airborne
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targets up to altitude Hmaks, an inverted cosecant beam is used (Fig.

2.27a). Such a shape of the beam is economical, since it distributes

the emitted power in the most suitable way. Some ship-borne stations

are used for scanning both the air and the surface of the water. These

operating conditions are satisfied by a bicosecant beam, consisting as

it were of direct and inverted cosecant beams (Fig. 2.27b).

In lateral scan the number of pulses receivcd from targets located

at different distances from the flight path varies and is proportional

to target range n = k3R, since, at constant velocity of flight V, the

linear dimensions of the antenna beam and the time of irradiation of

the target increase with increasing range, while the frequency of the

packages is constant.

The energy of a single pulse is proportional to received signal

power Ppr' while the energy of n pulses is proportional to the poduct

To make this independent of R, if we proceed analogously to the preced-

ing, we obtain

3
ze (9) -cosecTO ( 2.23 )

or

3
F, (p) - cosec9.

In lateral scan, consequently, a less stretched-out directivity

diagram than the cosecant diagram is required, and therefore it is

easier to shape.

2. Time Correlations in Circular Scan

We will assume that during scanning a series (package) of pulses

of constant amplitude is received from the target, that is, the antenna

t" ) directivity diagram is replaced by its right-angle equiva-ent with

aperture angle ee. At antenna angular velocity a the time of irradia-
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tion of the target

(2.24)

At repetition frequency Fp the number of pulses received per sec-

ond of' irradiation is

= (225)

Usually the number n of pulsea is assigned beforehand (on the condition

of certain disclosure of the target against the background of noise),

while the frequency F of the packages is limited by the condition that
p

the range reading should be uniquely determined. Pulse width ee is se-
lected on ,he basis of the requirement for resoluion and for precision

of the angular reading. Then the angular velocity of displacement of

the antenna beam is uniquely determined from Formula (2.25)

2 =L

Let us assume that the station is effecting circular scan, that

is, the scanning zone in the horizontal plane og = 2w. Then scanaing

time T is equivalent to the time required for the antenrna to make one

rotation

*oF (2.26)

It should be noted that at assigned values of n, Fp, and ee this

time is the mlnimum possible

2mwT, r. (2.27)

In sector scanning og < 2w and the minimum scanning time

(2.28)

while the actual scanning time

T. ,, T .-. (2.29)

Coefficient b, which accounts for time losses in excess of the
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minimum necessary ones, is known as the coefficient of the use of scan-

ning time. In stations using mechanical rocking of the antenna bemn,

supplementary time is required for reversing when the beam reaches the

boundary of the scanning sector or for running unloaded outside the

scanning zone. Coefficient t characterizes the degret- ol' development of

scanning methods. The closer It is to unity, the more per'fect the meth-

od.

for

Fig. 2.28. Sequential irradiation of the scanning zone by several an-
tennas. Antenna I is radiating.

In scanning using the rocking method, velocity decreases to zero

at the moment of reversing, and then, changing to its opposite, accel-

erates. Targets near the sector boundary are irradiated for a longer

time, and therefore

I , 2-4-1,6;

where the lower value corresponds to low velocities and small antennas,

and the higher - to large R and massive antennas. Subscript n next to *

means that the time losses are due to the unequal irradiation velocity.

In sector scanning (cg < 21) it is sometimes advisable to rotate

the antenna all. the way around, even though outside sector (og the an-

tenna is not radiating. Then the scanning time will be equal to time of

rotation: T = 2w/9, and the time losses during no-load operation are

evaluated by coefficient
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if (o < 2w/k, where : is a whole number, scanning time may be re-

duced by using the k of alternately radiating antennas rotating as a

single unit around a common axis (Fig. 2.28, where k = 3). In each mo-

ment of time only the antenna whose beam lies within the boundaries 9o
og

of the sector is emitting. Here time losses during no-load operation

are evaluated by

and are practically absent when 9 2w/k. The drawback of such sys-
og

tems is the need for commutation, which involves serious difficulties

at high radiating powers.*

In a circular scanning station with a large operating range time

T0 is significant, since the frequency of the package cannot b- high,

the beam is narrow, and therefore the rotational velocity of the anten-

na is low. Short-range stations have a comparative~y short scannint

time, thus satisfying the requirements of the theorem of readings. In

lateral scan stations the very concept of scanning time is absent,

since no area of the surface is swept by the antenna beam more than

once.

A drawback of the statf.ons examined is the presence of a broad di-

rectivity diagram in the vert'cal plane. This reduces the noise-protec-

tion of a RLS, and, if they are used in aerial scanning systemN, there

is no angular resolution in the vertical plane. Therefore these kinds

of stations satisfy their requirements best only when used in airplanes

or ships for panoiamic scan of the earth's sr.rface.

9.2.6. RASTER RADAR STATIONS WITH MECHANICAL SWEEP

A radar station whose antenna beam is displaced in two p.l9anes

views the whole scanning zone sequentially according to a complex law '

(a raster). Staticns of this type use a sharp, needle-like beam whose

-8I'
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width in both planes is determined by the assigned accuracy of measure-

.nent of the angular coordinates and by the angular resolution.

There are many types of rasters. In

stations with mechanical sweep the prin-

ciple constraint upon them is that time

losses over the minimum necessary ones

defined by coefficient 4 be as low as

possible. The importance of this con-

Fig. 2.29. Line or screw straint derives from the fact that the
raster.

time required for a narrow beam to scan

the assigned zone, which is already large

enough, increases with the transitions from line to line and with re..

versing at the boundaries of the scanning zone. The type of raster se-

lected is also determined by the scanning zone shape required as well

as, in some cases, by the convenience of switching to conical scan au-

totrack.

Line or ecraw raster. Let the assigned vertical and horizontal di-

mens-lons of the scanning zone be Ov and (og' the effective beam width

along the line be e e, and the width of the line, or the scanning space,

be esh (Fig. 2.29).* The beam illuminates the whole scanning zone line

by line, moving along the line with angular velocity 2= -P, making
n

possible the reception of assigned number of pulses n from the target.

The vertical dimension 90v of the zone is usually small and,

therefore, all the lines of the raster can be considered approximately

equal in length. Scanning along eac, line is equivalent to sector scan-

ning in one plane, and therefore the minimum scanning time of a single

line
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At constant spacing 6sh within the limits (0v of the whole zone

the number of lines z - p0v/esh, and then the minimum scanning time of

the whole zone

T0 -- zWT1= (2.30)

Further time losses are determined by the manner of passage from

.J line to the other. If horizontal scanning is circular (q0 . 2w),Og
the passage from line to line is accomplished by gradually raising the

beam, during the time of a single line Tstr = 2w/s, by one space esh at

velocity

The beam trajectory has the form of a spiral. As the vertical

boundaries of the scanning zone are approached, Q reduces to zero and

changes its sign. In this part of the lines are superimposed upon one

another. Since the vertical velocity is small, additional time losses

due to overlay of the lines do not exceed 20% and, consequently,

*=1 1,2.

Maintaining the spiral at gOg < 2w yields the additional losses

due to no-load operation. Then the total increase in scanning time is

For the case of gOg < 2w/k using k antennas rotating as a single

unit around a common axis, the coefficient *kh may be equal to unity.

The vertical reverse and the passage from one line to the.other may be

i accomplished when each antenna is operating loaded. Therefore * p 1,

and the scanning time is reduced to its minimum possible value.

If, at gOg < 2w, horizontal rocking of the antenna ia employed in-

stead of circular rotation, to avoid dynamic shocks during rocking at

high velocities, this rocking should be accomplished according to the
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harmonic law, which yields a (Om = ir/2)-fold increase in the scanning

time. Furthermore, vertical rocking causes losses *p = 1.2 due to su-

perposition of the lines. Here the over-all times losses may be evalu-

ated by factor k = p 1.9.

A - n of all the ways of effect-

ing the linear iise-hod demonstrates that a

scanning tame close to the minimum pissible

Rvalue may be obtained if the antenna is

_-----#m oved circularly, and not rocked, in the

Fig. 2.30. Spiral ras-. horizontal direction. Furthermore, a less
ter.

powerful drive is required for even rotation

of the antenna than for roc-king.

Another advantage of the linear method is that the most practical-

ly convenient scanning -one shape can be obtained with It, one which is

wide in the horizontal plane and narrow In the vertical plane. A disad-

vantage of the linear method is the complexity of the transition to

conical scanning when the station is switched to target autotrack. In

direction finding using the method of simultaneous signal comparison

(instead of sequential) this disadvantage disappears, but the station

itse.f ceases to be a single-circuit station.

A spiraZ raster is formed by rapid rotation of the beam around an

axis forming the center of the scanning zone, with gradual displacement

of the beam along angle 9 from 0 to 90 (Fig. 2.30). The lines of the

raster are the spires of a spiral. The number of lines x z 0/esh.

The linear displacement of the beam at distance R from the RLS

Lstr U 2wR sin (P is a function of angle (P. The angular displacement of

the beam along the line O((p) - Lstr/R = 2w sin (p is also a function of

T. When the dimensions of the scanning zone, as is usually the case,

are small (O0 < 300), O(() 2wq may be assumed as an approximation. If
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e F p/n is assigned as the constant angular velocity of the movement

of the beam along the line, one assuring even irradiation of all tar-

gets, the minimum scanning time of one line

will be a linear function of angle T. Since qp changes from 0 to cp , the

average minimum time zof a line is Tstr mn at rp= e0/2

un (2.31'

Then minimum scanning time

Xx--z (T M)CP= e- • (2.32)

However, because of technical considerations, stations with me-

chanical sweep do not retain 9 as the constant value, but rather time

Tstr during which the beam traverses the line and returns. Here the an-

gular velocity of the antenna beam

increases with an increase in angle P and is maximum at (P = 01 Here

the number of target pulses is minimum. If the minimum number of target

pulses is required to be equal to the rated -umber, the maximum veloci-

ty should satisfy the condition

Then the actual scanning time of any line

will be twice as great as the average line time in Formula (2.31) dur-

ing even irradiation. Consequently, time losses due to unevenness of

irradiation are determined by quantity *n = 2. If it considered that

time losses due to superposition of lines in rocking at the edge of the

scanning zone n 1.2, the time use factor in spiral scanning 4 -
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- 'n 'p =2.4.

np

Thus, from the point of view of time lossrs, spiral scanning is

not advantageous. Furthermore, the very shape of the scanning zone is

inconvenient. Thus, in airborne RLS for space scanning, the large ver-

tical dimensions of the scanning zone cause powerful reflections from

the ear'th to be received, not to mention the fact that a certain amount

of time is lost on scanninT an unnecessary part of the zone.

An advantage of the spiral method is that it lends itself readily

to the transition to conical scan autotrack: the beam is at angle P,

equivalent to displacement angle e, relative to the axis of the zone.

Cycloidal raster. If the beam is moved so that its trajectory has

the form of a sliding cycloid, the result is a scanning zone of conven-

ient shape, narrow in the vertical and wide in the horizontal planes,

and also a simplified transition to conical scan autotrack (Fig. 2.31).

A cycloidal rasr.er is obtained by rapid rotation of the antenna bea!n

around the horizontal axis, the beam being displaced relative to this

axis by angle. = q0/2, and by slowly turni.ng the whole antenna system

in the horizontal plane.

l- 1 WIthin the limits of the scanning

-yt 6 1zone the vertical density of the raster

is uneven. In the center of the scanning

O n zone, where the lines are most distant

from one another, their relative dis-

Fig. 2.31. Cycloidal ras- placement is equal to the width 6sh of
ter. ho

the line,

Near the upper and lower boundaries

of the zone the lines are superimposed. If che horizontal beam was mov-

1'ig along the vertical, and not in a semicircle (right-hand side of

g. 2.31), there would be no superposition and the beam would cover
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the line w/2 times more rapidly.

Fig. 2.32. Sweep of long-range RLS beam using a specially designed an-
tenna system. A) Reflector; B) radiator.

If a factor of the order of 1.2 is use.4 to cover additional losses

due to overlapping of the lines during reversal, the scanning time use

factor in the sycloidal method will be 4* = 1 1.2w/2 = 1.9.

As regards time loss, the cyclo.ldal method is inferior to the lin-

ear method but more economical than the spiral method. Its drawback is

that the pulse packet is broken up, since any target is irradiated

twice while being scanned: on the ascending branch of one line and on

the descending branch of the other line.

There exist other types of rasters than the ones enumerated

, above. .ach of them may be evaluated in accordance with this method.

Raster space-scanning radar stations are the most complicated to

design. The antenna must be very large in both planes in other to emit

a narrow antenna beam. Rocking the antenna in two planes requires a

complicated and cumbersome antenna drive, one consuming a considerable

-, amount of power. The remote transmission system must transmit to the

indicator the antenna position in two planes for purposes of angular

scanning. The plane screen of the indicator cannot ba satisfactorily

used to reproduce all three target coordinates. Therefore the third co-
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ordinate is either given conventionally by using some special notation,

or it is reproduced on a seccnd irdicabor screen. In either method the

reading of coordinates is difficult in the presence of many targets. No

practical result has yet been A',tained from attempts to design three-

dimensional indicators.

If a single-channel receiver is used, the accuracy of the measure-

ment of angular coordinates at right angles to the line is low. The an-

gle is read from the position of the line upon which the target is dis-

covered. This yields an error of the order of 0 .5esh = 0.30, while

along the line measurement error using the method of the maximum is as

low as 0.10.

The basic defect of raster methods is the very large scanning

time. As follows from a comparison of Formulas (2.28) and (2.30) the

scanning time in the raster method is at least z times greater, in

terms of the number of lines, than in the circular or sector scanning

method. As a result of this, in long-range stations where the frequency

of the packages is low and a very narrow antenna beam is selected so es

to obtain a long range and a uniquely defined reading, the scanning

time is excessively long. For this reason the raster scanning method

finds a limited application in long-range stations.

Another limitation of the raster method in long-range stations Is

the complexity of mechanical sweeping when antennas are large, reaching

hundreds of meters, and when the radiation power is great - tens and

hundreds of meg,'watts. Antennas must be specially designed in order to

eliminate this drawback, or else electrical sweeping is used.

An example of such a specially designed antenna system is given in

Fig. 2.32. The reflector is a spherical radum of large dimension con.-

structed to very close specifications from radio-transparent material.

The radum is covered with a network of metallic bands laid on at a 450
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angle to the vertical. An antenna radiator with a movable head, located

in the center of the sphere, irradiates a part of the inner surface of

the radum with a wave of plane polarization whose field is parallel to

tht . band. As a result the irracalated sector of the radum acts as a con-

tinuous metallic reflector and forms a narrow beam. The metallic strips

-an the opposite wall of the radum are at a 900 angle to the field vec-

tor and thus do not hirnder the passage of the raclowaves. There is no

limitation on azimuth scanning with an antenna of this design.

52.7, RADAR STATIONS WITH ELECTRICAL SWEEP

Inertialess electrical sweep requires no additional time losses

( 1) and may follow any law. Furthermore, no cumbersome antenna

drive is needed, upon whose rotation as much as 50% of the energy con-

sumed by the station is sometimes expended. Therefore radar stations

with electrical sweep are the most advanced.

fteftiewam A

B.

'pu~ , C -

a *b -

Fig. 2.33. The principle of electrical sweep using a phased antenna ar-ray. A) Phase shifters; B) from the transmitter; C) to the receiver; D)

from the scanning control circuit.

However, up until recently the development of such stations was
delayed by the absence of practicable devices for rocking the beam.

With the development of ferrite phase shifters and other elements of

antenna-waveguide technology, the era of the RLS with electrical sweep-

ing of the antenna beam arrived.
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FiguLre 2.33 explains the principle of sweeping in one plane using

a phased antenna array. To simplify the explanation only 5 vibrators

are shown in the figure; actually there are a

several dozens and hundreds of them in a row.

The operating principle of the phase ar-

ray consists in the following.

By using ferrites inserted in waveguide

sections of the antenna array and controlled

by a special circuit, a supplementary mutual

Fig. 2.34. Antenna phase shift cp is applied to the transmitted

array for electrical and received signals of the vibrators. Linear
sweeping in two
planes. growth of the phase shift along the array may

be obtained either in series or in parallel

(see circuits a and b in Fig. 2.33).

Then the maximum received signal w4ll correspond to direction a 0 ,

satisfying condition

2f 6(--V-Sin% 40(2.34)

where b is the space between the vibrators, since target signals re-

ceived from this direction by the individual vibrators will have their

L _g I LP r!

C t t~4e

F ~ g. 2.35. Electrical sweeping through changing the frequency of the
enitted oscillations. A) From the transmitter; B) to the receiver; C)
w-veguide with delay.

phases summed. In an analogous manner, the transmitted oscillations

will create maximumr. field strength in this direction.

Thus direction a0 is the direction of the maximum of %he directiv-
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ity diagram formed by the antenna array during nonc-)hasa" feed. The

directivity diagram aperture is determined by array aperture d a . A

change in the control current from the -canning control circuit causes

the beam of the antenna array to rcck within the limits of the assigned

sector through variable shift of phases (p.

As the antenna directivity maximum is deflected by angle aC, the

antenna dimensions d visible from the direction of the maximum dimin-

ish: d - dA cos The antenna beam widens accordingly. Thus, at a

600 the aperture angle of the antenna beam is doubled. Therefore

electrical sweeping is always done in a comparatively narrow sector

(of the order of (= 600), whose dimensions are determined by the al-

lowable broadening of the beam and reduction of the directional gain.

In order to shape and rock a narrow beam in two planes, the phase

antenna array takes the form of a curtain whose height and width are

bith large (Fig. 2.34). Here there may be as many as several thousand

phase vibrators.

In some RLS each vibrator is connected to its tran:mitter and re-

ceiver, thanks to which very long-range operation is achieved with the

radiating power of each individual transmitter being kept limited. The

signals received by each receiver are summed after being amplified,

which is equivalent to summing the vibrator signals at the input of a

common receiver if the receivers of all circuits are cophased. The

whole device is rather complex, but it consists of a large number of

identical elements which is tecnnologically convenient.

Another technique for electrical sweeping of the antenna beam is

retuning the signal frequency by feeding one end of the antenna array

from a waveguide delay line (Fig. 2.35).

The phase Jump from one vibrator to the other
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y=2w 4 (2.35)

where Z is the lenj:th of a section of the waveguide feed between adja-P V

cent vitrators, and X is the wavelength in the waveguide. Through

change in the transmitter frequency Av and y also change, thanks to

which the beam sweeps at a. in accordance with Formula (2.34).

To obtain a sufficiently large phase shift q with a limited fre-

quency deviation, the length of waveguide sections Iv must be large,

and to this purpose the waveguide J.s specially looped.

Sweeping the beam by changing frequency resembles the deflection

which a beam of monochromatic light of various frequencies (colors) un-

dergoes when passing through a prism: the beamns of the red light are

deflected in the prism by a greater angle than those of the blue or vi-

olet light. An even change of the wavelength of light on the red to the

violet is obtained by rocking the light beam in a given sector.

§2,8. MULTIBEAM INSTANTANEOUS AND MIXED SCANNING SYSTEMS

Multibeam systems of instantaneous scanning make it possible to

measure all target coordinates at the same time. Because of this the

antenna beam may remain stationary and s til. e-ffect continuous space

scanning. The basic drawback of the sequential method a large scan-

ning time -disappears.

I..

a-b

Fig. 2.36. Instantaneous multi-
beam scanning: a) i' one plane;
b) in two planes.
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In order to possess exactly the same range and resolution as sta-

tions with narrow beam sequential reception, multichannel systems must

employ a large number of narrow reception beams covering the whole

A~IS

A C

Fig. 2.37. Block diagram of mul-
tibeam Instantaneous-scan RLS. A)
Transmitter; B) delay line; C) kth
total signal.

scanning zone. Each beam must be connected to a separate multichannel

receiver; this ensures high direction-finding accuracy through compari-

son.

The multibeam stations used for instantaneous space scanning in

one plane must, at scanning zone width To and with effective antenna

bcam 4idth e in principle possess N = 90/e receiver antenna beams,

each of which is connected to a multichannel receiver (Fig. 2.36a).

Multichannel RLS for instantaneous scan in two planes, whose scan-

ning zone dimensions are Pg and gv and whose beams have, correspond-

ingly, effective dimension ee and esh' must possess

receiver beams (Fig. 2.36b). According to classic principles of station

design the signal from each of these beams should enter a three-channel

receiver device which can be used to determine all three target coordi-
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nates at the same time. Thus the total number of receiver circuits is

3N.

However, multichannel systems cannot be suitable designed accord-

ing to this principle. By foliowing another design principle, the total

number of receiver channels can be substantially reduced and the diffi-

culties associated with shaping a large number of highly directional

antenna beams using a single antenna x:e avoided.

The new principle cf designing multichannel systems is based on

the use of the phased antenna arrays examined above. The difference

consists in the fact that only the receiver device is multichannel,

while the common trank-mitter possesses a separate antenna (Fig. 2.37).

~.0

b

Fig. 2.38. V-beam ,h.: a) depen-
dence of target altitude -n the rota-
tion angle a; b) additionJI turn of'
beams through angle a

The directivity diagrams of the transmitting antx'rua and of all

receiving antennas are identical and cover the whole scai.ing zone.

Tberefore all targets within the limits of the scanning zone are ir'ra-

diated during transmission. The signals from each target are re'ceived

by all receivers, but their phase relations differ depending upon the

condition of the target. After amplification the signals enter delay

lines with a large number of turns.

The supplementary phase shift imparted to the high-frequency si.g-
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I nal depends upon the number of the turn, By combining the signals of

all channels in such a way that the supplementary phase shift increases

t linearly from channel to channel, the kth total signal is obtained.

This signal is maximum when the target is located at direction aOk de-

termined by formula

where Apk is the phase jump between two adjacent channels.

As the target deviates from direction aOk the total signal de-

clines rapidly. This corresponds to reception of the signal by an imag-

inary narrow beam formed by an antenna array with aperture de) whose

maximum is at direction aOk"

In other words the stmming of signals at the output of the receiv-

ers is equivalent to the summing of signals by the antenna array exam-

ined above at the input of a common receiver.

If we combine the signals with the other phase shifts as deter-

mined by the combination of taps from the delay line channels, we ob-

tai- a signal corresponding to reception and an imaginary narrow beam,

but from the other direction. If we then proceed further in the same

manner we will form a large number of output channels. Target direction

is determined by the number of the channel in which the maximum signal

is discovered, and target range - by the delay time. The antenna array

must be two-dimensional for direction finding in two planes.

Thanks to this system design, the whole zone may be examined dur-

ing the time it takes for the signal to return from the most distant

target, as in range-finding RLS, that is, I.ractically instantaneously.

Multibeam systems are extremely complex to produce and operate.

They are presently in the developmental stage. However, it ri:ust be

borne in mind that multibeam systems are capable of replacing many
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of the single-beam RLS presently in operation, and in many cases their

application promises large economic and technical advantages.

Since three-coordinate multibeam systems are extremely complex,

and single-beam systems involve excessively large standing times, mul-

tibeam mixed scanning systems have been widely employed in space scan--

ning as a compromise solution.

The V-beam method is the simplest of the mixed scanning methods

(Fig. 2.38). This method can be used to measure all three target coor-

dinates: range, azimuth, and altitude, the beam being displaced in only

one plane. The essence of the V-beam method consists in the following.

The complex antenna beams consist of two plane beams, one vertical

and one inclined, which together form a figure in the form of the let-

ter V (Fig. 2.38a). Both beams emanating from point 0 where the radar

station is located, are conventionally depicted in the form of plane.

The beams are formed by two antennas on a common base, as a result of

which both beams rotate around the vertical axis as a single unit, the

vertical beam contacting the target first and the inclined beam second.

Each beam is connected with its receiver. Target range and azimuth

are determined from the signal received by the vertical channel, the

time interval between the moments of reception of target signals in the

vertical and inclined channels is a function of altitude. The greater

altitude H, the 6:-ater this interval, and the greater is the antenna

rotation angle a between the moments of irradiation of the target by

both beams.

To find the relation between H and a we again turn to Fig. 2.38a.

Let the vertical beam intersect the target at point 1, and the in-

clined beam at point 2. The inclination angle of the inclined beam is

450, as a result of which the distance from point 2 to the plane of the

vertical beam is equal to flight altitude H. Fronm triangle 01'2', in
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H = R sin a, where R. = VR2 - H2 is the horizontal projection of range

R. By solving equation H = /I2- 7 sin a for H we obtain

H R)ne (2.36)

This function is what is used to determine the flight altitiv'a of

the target.

It should, however. be pointed out that with this mutual arrange-

~Fig. 2.39. Indirect reading of altitude on the indicator using the V-
i beam method. A) Transparent cOVer; B) azimuth; C) range; D) guide r'ails.

j ment of the beams it is difficult to determine

I the altitude of low-flying targets since the two

I beams come together and form a single signal. To

i eliminate this drawback the beams are further

t it

i Fig 2.40 Theseparated in the horizontal plane, by angle a0

Fig.A, -A4. h

method of partial = 100 (Fig. 2.38b). Then the moments of reception
diagrDs.

of Fignals of low-flyng targets in the two chan-
bm mnels are distinguished. The angle of rotation be-

tween the moments of reception is at 0 and + at H #d0.

The target's altitude of flight, as deterined by Formula (2.36),

may be read directly from an altitude indicator whose screen is fitted

with a special transparent cover (Fig. 2.39).
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Target range is laid out along the axis of the abscissa, and azi-

muth along the axis of the orjinate. Target signals received in differ-

ent channrvls produce two bright spots at the same range but at differ-

ent azimuths. Spot I represen! tlie signal of the vertical channel. The

azimuth of spot 2, representing the signal of the inclined channel,

lags behind that of spot 1 by the magnitude u0 + a.

The transparent cover may be moved vertically along the indicator

screen. Horizontal base line AA is Dlotted on the lower edge of the

cover, and above it are laid out the lines of' equal altitude as calcu.-

lated from Formula (2.36). The line of zero altitude is located at an-

gle a0 away from the oase line. All other lines of equal altitude take

the form of cur-es which diverge at R - 0, since, according to Formula

(2.36), if H = const and range R is reduced, angle a must increase.

To determine altitude the radar station operator moves the trans-

parent cover up or down in such a way as to superpose base line AA on

the first target blip. Then the altitude of flight is read off along

the line of equal altitudes upon which the second target slip falls. If

the target blip falls in the space between lines of equal alcitude, the

operator uses interpolation to determine altitude precisely.

The merit of the V-beam method lies in the comparative simplicity

of the equipment needed. By using the vertical and inclined beams tar-

get direction may be found from the method of the maximum, which impos-

es no serious demands on the receivers. However, the V-beam method pos-

sesses serious drawbacks.

This method is strictly correct only for a stationary target,

since the derived relationships were based on the assumption that tar-

get position does not change between the moment when the target is ir-

radiated by both beams. Methodological errors arise in determining the

altitude of supersonic and hypersonic targets.
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Another drawback of the V-beam method is that the accuracy of

measuring altitude is comparatively low and changeable. At long ranges

angle a is weakly dependent upon altitude.

Furthermore, in the process of reading altitude cn the inaicator,

if there is more than one target at the given range it is difficult to

determine which pair of b.ips refers to one iazget and which to the

other. Reading the altitude of any target also requires manipulation of

the transparent cover, which reduces the carrying capacity of the sta-

tion. Finally, angular resolution is very low in the plane of each of

the beams.

The method of partial lobes is an improved form of mixed scan.

The RLS antenna creates a vertical beam in space, consisting of a

large number of needle-shaped beams in the form of a fan (Fig. 2.40).

By rotating the fan-shaped beam in the horizontal plane, scanning is

accomplished, and azimuth and range are measured, in all channels at

the same time. The signals reoelved by the Individual beams (lobes) en-

ter their respective receivers. Elevation angle is crudely determined

by the number of the lobe upon which the signal is received. Within the

:i;.its of the lobe the elevation angle is refined through a comparison

o. phases or amplitude.

In this more advanced method of reception all the drawbacks asso-

ciated with the V-beam method disappear. Accuracy and angular resolu-

tion are heightened.

The drawback of the partial lobes method lies in the complexity of

the equipment required. This complexity is due, in the first place, to

the use of comparison for precise reading of the elevation angle: spe-

cial devices are needed to compare amplitudes, phases, or the length of

pulse packages in contiguous lobes, and also to eliminate the influence

of interfering factors on angular reading (standardization).
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Other drawbacks of the method are the need for a large number of

receiver channels and the difficulty of fitting a large number of re-

flectors in the aperture of the common antenna mirror. However, by com-

parison with the V-beam method the increase in the equipment is not as

great as may at first appear. The reason is that in the V-beam method

each of the two beams usually consists of several narrow beams connec-

ted to their receiver (and transmitter). These beams are arranged in

approximately the same way as in systems utilizing the method of par-

tial lobes.

At the present time, long-range ground stations are gradually

changing over from the V-beam method to the more advanced method of

partial lobes.

§2.9. BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF TYPICAL RADAR STATIONS

Radar systems utilizing the pulse method are the most widespread

at the present time.

I I r*mreo

F

/ I G

Fig. 2.41. Simplified block diagram of pulse RLS. A) Transmitter; B)
antenna switch; C) synchronizer; D) receiver; E) synchronous transmis-
sion system; F) terminal device; G) to the receiver of radar informa-
tion.

The pulse radar station periodically transmits short pulses, of

length T,, of high-frequency oscillations. The reflected signals are

received in the time intervals between the periodic emissions. In the
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simplest cases, when the targets are isolated objects of small dimen-

sions, the received signals are in the form of high-frequency pulses of

very low intensity and of approximately the same shape and length a

the transmnittred pulses. Each target yields its own signal. The time

shift between the emitted (direct or outcoming) and reflected pulses is

When there are several targets, the signals reflected from them

will be displaced in time relative to the moment of transmission in ac-

cordance with target range.

A simplified block diagram of a pulse radar station is given in

Fig. 2.41. Basic elements of the radar station include: a synchroniz-

er, a transmitter, an antenna-feeder device with an antenna switch, a

system for synchronous transmission of the antenna rotation angle, a

receiver, and a terminal device.

The terminal device is an extremely important element of a radar

station. At the receiver output there are always interferences of vari-

ous origins as well as the internal noises of the receiver device it-

self, as well as the useful reflected signals. Therefore, the signal

must be cleansed of its noise before the radar information can be con-

verted into a form suitable for the user. The terminal device should

solve two tasks: in the first place, distinguish the signal against the

background of noise and preserve all its useful parameters bearing va-

rious information on the target, and, in the second place, measure the

target coordinates and the characteristics of its motion from the par-

ameters of the derived signals.

Various types of terminal device8 may be employed depending upon

who is to utilize the radar information.

If the user of' the radar information is the operator, a cathode-
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ray indicator is, as a rule, employed as the terminal device of contem-

porary radar stations. This is a very effective way of transmitting ra-

dar information and is the reason for the broad application of visual

indicators employing cathode-ray tubes.

The user of the radar information may be a computer or a continu-

ously and directly acting mechanism. In this case the radar station

t"rrminal device should be a system for automatic tracking of the tar-

get. Such a system usually gives information on target range tn the

form of voltage, and information on target angular coorlinates in the

form of rotation angles of the antenna axes.

In complex guidance systems, for example, the radar station may

be one of the sources of information. In order to make such systems au-

tomatic, the information arriving may be introduced intc. a digital com-

puter which develops the guidance commands.

A digital computer is a discretely acting device. It deals with

quantities presented in the form of numbers. Therefore, if the receiver

of the radar Information is a digital computer, the terminal device

should feed all target data derived from the received radar signal into

the input of the computer in the form of a binary code. The terminal

device for filling this sort of function is called a device for the in-

strumental registration of data.

1. The Radar Station with Cathode-Ray Indicator

Let us in the first place examine the operation of a pulse radar

station utilizing a cathode-ray indicator as its terminal device. Fig-

ire 2.42 gives the time diagrams explaining che interaction of its ele-

ments.

Using periodically repeated control pulses (Fig. 2.42a), the syn-

chronizer coordinates over time the operation of all elements of the

radar station. To each synchronizer pulse there corresponds one cycle
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of work of the station, whose Aength Tp is customarily called the pulse

repetitlon period. The quantity which is the inverse of T p is the pulse

repetition frequency Fp

A - t htu sIrM
t

c11 0 t

Fig. 2.42. Time diagram explaining the operation of a pulse radar sta-
tion utilizing a cathode-ray indicator: a) synchronizer control pulses;
b) modulator pulses; c) outcoming transmitter pulses; d) signals re-

j ~flectedi from target; e) signals at receiver input; f) signals at re-

ceiver output; g) indicator range scan voltage.

tt

The transmitter consists of a modulator and a high-frequency gen-

erator. The modulator is usually triggered by the synchronizer and

Thaped pulses of a determined shape and length (Fig. 2.42b). Stimulated

by the modulator pulses, the generatir develops pulses of high-frequen-

cy oscillations (Fig. 2.2c). Their length i is deferined principally

by the length of the modulator pulses.

Most radar stations use the same antenna for emitting electromag-

netic oscillations and for receiving signals. During emission of the

outcoming pulses the antenna-feeder device is connected to the trans-

mitter and disconnected from the receiver. This is necessary in order
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to avoid damage to the input circuits of the receiver by the powerful

transmitter pulses. During reccption, on the contrary, the receiver

should be connected tc ,he antenna-feeder device, while the transmitter

is discorlected from it. Disconnecting the transmitter makes it possi-.

ble to avoid losing part of the energy of the received signals in its

output circuits. These switching operations are accomplished by a low

iThrtla antenna switch.

As the antenna L'ctates the intensity of the re'ceived signals

changes in accordance with a definite law, achieving its greatest value

each time the maximum of the directivity diagram coincides with the

target direction. This circumstance is utilized for target dfrection

finding (determination of angular coordinates) by simply reading off

the antenna rotation angles corresponding to the maximum value of the

r'eflected signals.

The high-frequency signals (Fig. 2.42d) reflected from the target

and received by the antenna pass through the feeder system and the an-

tenna switch into the -eceiver where they undergo the necessary ampli-

fication and are rectified into video pulses.

Despite all these measures, the antenna switch cannot completely

disconnect the receiver from the antenna-feeder device during operation

of the transmitter. For that reason outcoming transmItter pulses (Fig.

2.42e) leak through the antenna switch, although in a considerably

wealkened form, and appear at the receiver input together with the re-

flected signals. The amplitude of these leaked pulses is considerably

greater than that of the pulses reflected from the target.

The amplified and rectified signals pass from the receiver output

to the RLS indicator (Fig. 2.42f).

Two types o. indicators are utilized in radar stations: amplitude

and brightness indicators. The simplest pulse radar indicator is the
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range indicator using a cathode-ray tube with electrostatic drive and

amplitude marking.

RM-nge sweep is accomplished by feeding voltage from a sweep gener-

ator whlch JF trigcered at the same time as the transmitter by the syn-

1,nronizer pulses, to the horizontally deflecting plates of the cathode-

r'ay tube. The sweep generator develops voltage which causes the light

spot to move across the screen along the line of sweep from the extreme

left position, corresponding to zero range, to the extreme right posi-

tion, corresponding to the maximum observed range. The movement of the

spot from left to right is the working stroke of the sweep. During the

working stroke the voltage increases linearly over time (Fig. 2.42g).

Because of this, the movement of the light spot from thie beginning of

I the sweep line is proportional to the time elapsing from the beginning

of the radiation of the direct pulse. During the return stroke the

sweep voltage rapAdly returns to its initial value. The electron beam

must move from the extreme right position to the extreme left position.

As a rule, the return stroke of sweep is not viewed on the screen since

i the cathode-ray tube is switched off during this operation.

Signals reflected from the target and received and amplified in

the re.-iver are fed to the vertically deflecting plates of the cath-

ode-ray tub(. These move the light spot in the vertical direction.

Over the sweep line appear blips whose shape corresponds to the reflec-

ted signals - target amplitude blips (FIg. 2.43a).

The space between the beginning of the sweep and the target b!p

is proportional to the time interval between emission of the outcoming

oulse and arrival of the reflected signal and, consequently, is propor-

tional tr ratige. Therefore a scale graduated in units of range may be

i laid out along the sweep line, its point of origin coinciding with the

beginnivig of rhe sweep. A direct transmitter pulse is usually applied
1~04-I --
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to the beginning of the indicator range scale.

- Range blips may be observed on the indicator screen, and rangy may

be read off, only for those targets which at the given time are located

in the direction of radiation of the antenna system. When it is neces-

sary to observe the positions of all targets in the surrounding space

at the same time and to read off their ranges and azimuths rapidly, a

circular sweep indicator with radial-circular scan and brightness mark-

.-at,

b)

Fig. 2.43. Types of radar indicator screens: a) range indicator; b)
circular scan indicator; 1) outcoming transmitter pulse blip; 2,3,4)
target blips.

ing is utilized. The center of the screen is, as a rule, used as the

beginning of such a kweep and as the point of zero range (Fig. 2.43b).

During the working stroke the bright spot moves along the radius from

the center of the screen to its periphery, thus accomplishing range

sweep, and during the return stroke it returns to its initial position.

After ccmpleting the rsturn stroke the bright spot begins to move along

the next radius, one which is displaced relative to the preceding radi-

us by an angle equal to 'he angle in the azimuth plane through which

the antenna has moved during the pulse repetition pai-lud.
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Thus it may be considered that radial sweep is accomplished by

movement of the bright spot along the radius with the velocity of the

raige sweep and of the rotation (synchronous with the antenna rotation)K If this r.diiis. A definite position of the radius of the sweep on the

cathode-ray tube screen corresponds to each position of the antenna-

beam axis in the azimuthal plane.

The voltage at the receiver output is fed to the control electrode

of the cathode-ray tube. When che reflected signals arrive, the bright-

ness of the luminescence on the screen increases - the presence of the

target is indicated by a brightness marking in the form of a small

lighted arc which is brighter in the middle. The length of the arc of a

point target is determined fundamentally by the aperture angle of the

antenna directivity diagram in the azimuthal plane. Distance R' of the

blip from the center of the screen is proportional to target range,

while the rotation angle of the radius of the sweep, at which the cen-

ter of the arc is located, is equal to target azimuth a relative to the

initial position (Fig. 2.43b).

Circular scan indicators utilize cathode-ray tubes who:se screens

possess considerable afterglow. Because of the afterglow the image on

the screen is retained through one Lotation of the antenna, as a result

of which it is possible to observe at the same time the blips of tar-

gets located at various points in the space around the radar station.

Only two types of radar station indicators have been exantined as

examples. Because of the variety of tasks which must be solved in the

practice of radar, various types of indicators are employed. However,

the general principles of design and operation of the RLS remain analo-

gous tc those examined above.

Information is usually taken directly from the indicator screen by

the operator. His possibilities, however, are very limited, and, there-
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fore, special registerIng devices are employed when it is necessary to

effect detailed processing and analysis of the obtained data, especial--

.ly during observation of objects traveling at high speed. Their compo-

nent is the ordinary cathode-ray indicator with amplitude or brightness

marking. The image on the indicator screen is photographed with an

inary photograph or movie camera. The radar image which has been regis-

tered in this way can be subjected to detailed analysis at a later

stage in order to derive the information of interest.

2. Radar Station with Target Autotrack

Target autotrack systems may be employed in airborne stations for

interception and sightIng, in radar stations for tzacking objects in

space, in stations for sighting weapons, and in devices for the sight-

ing and self-sighting of rockets and guided missiles.

t . t"

.4huh A AL
t, tt

Fig. 2.411. Dependence of the am-
plitude and phase of the received
signal envelope upon the extent
and direction of target movement.
A) Target; B).equisignal direction.

The RLS with conical rctaton of the antenna beam may serve as 1.n

example of a radar station with target autotrack. For autcmatic deter-
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mination of angular coordinates this station uses the method of compar-

ison of the amplitudes of signals received in a single-channel receiv-

er.

B _ DE

F G-[ H T -- J-- K

__ _ __ _ _'___ _ __ _ _ DUl

Fig. 2.45. Block diagram or target autotra~k system with conical rota-
tion of the antenna beam. A) Correcting circuits; B) elevation channel
motor; C) power amplifier; D) amplifier; E) amplitude-phase discrimina-
tor of elevation channel; F) antenna beam rotation mnotor; G) reference
voltage generator; H) RLS receiver; I) range selector'; J) envelope rec-

S tifier; K) error-signal amplifier; L) from the range autotrack system;
M) azimuth chAnnel motor; N) power amplifier; 0) amplifier; P) ampli-
tude-phase discriminator of the azimuth channel; Q) correcting circuits.

The axis of the antenna directivnty diagram is displaced relative

to the antenna optical axis by displacing the radiator from the foca-

point of the mirror. As the radiator rottes the axie ofthe radio beam

describes a conical surface in space. The power of the emitted and re-

ceived signals does not change in the direction of the axis of rota-

tion. This direction is called the equisignal direction. If the target

is located in the equisignal direction, the reflected signal reucived

by the RL3 will consist of a sequence of pulses of identical magnitude.

But if the harget is located at some angle relative to the rotation ax-

is, the reflected pulses are amplitude-modulated with the frequency of
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the antenna's rotation, the extent of the modulation being proportional

to the size of the angular displacement of the target relative to the

equisignal direction and the phase of the envelope being determined by

the direction of displacement of the target in space relative to some

direction accepted for purposes of computation.

Figure 2.144 demonstrates the 'iime diagrams of signals at the out-

put of the receiver detector for various target positions relative to

the equisignal zone. The upper drawing shows the change in the ampli-

tude of the received signals over one rotation period at varicus devia-

tions of tne target from the equisignal zone, The luwer drawing shows

the change in the phase of the envelope at identical target displace-

ment from the axis of rotation, but for various positions of the target

in space. The drawings show tnat tne envelope amplitude characterizes

the extent of target deviation, and the phase - the direction of this

deviation.

The voltage of the envelope may be utilized to guide an tntenna

system and to .bring the axis of rotation automatically in line with the

target direction. Since, generally speaking, the target may be dis-

placed relative to the equisignal zone both in elevation and in azi-

muth, autotrack should employ two tracking systems, one for tracking in

the vertical plane, and the other in the horizontal plane.

Each of the tracking systems consists of an amplitude-phas -dis-

criminator, a reference voltage generator (usually common to both chan-

nels), voltage and power Pmplifiers, and a driving motor for changing

the antenna position (Fig. 2.45). The tiacking systerms of both channels

function in an absolutely identical manner.

The target signals enter a detector which isolates the voltage of

the envelope of the target pulses. The amplified voltage, which is usu-

ally called the error signal, is a harmonic oscillation whose amplitude
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characterizes the extent of target deviation relative to the antenna

axis, and whose phase characterizes the direction of this deviation.

The error signal voltage is fed to two amplitude-phase discriminetors

in which th.e error voltage is resolved into its components which are

proportional to displacement of the target in azimuth and in elevati.on.

The error signal is resolved thus using the reference voltages devel-

oped by a special generator. The latter, whose rotation is synchronous

with that of the radiator, creates two harmonic oscillations of a fre-

quency a and whose phases are shifted by 900 . These voltages are usual-

ly transfcrmed into rectangular oscillations ,.n,& in that form fed %,o

the corresponding phase discriminators. As a result of the combined ac-

tion of the error signal and the reference voltage, at the output of

each phase discrl.rnLnatnr is developed a control f-ignal whi,;b is propor-

tional to target deviation in the corresponding plane. The control

voltages of each channel are amplified and fed to the azimuth and ele-

~vation motors. The anigular tracking device includes directing circuits

which improve the dynamic qualities of the system and eliminate the

ponsibility that autooscillations will arise in it.

Direct-current motors, operating together with amplidynes, are

imost frequently used L%' drive the antenna. It is also possible to em-

ploy biphas4 asynchronous motcrs with magnetic amplifiers. The drive

motors turn the antenna in azimuth and ele,ratin in a direction which

reduces the error signal., that is, in a direction which reduces the

mismatch between the target direction and the equisignal zone.

Thus the antenna axis coincides accurately with the target direc-

tion unless there is error in the autotr.ack. The positior of the anten-

na axis uniquely defines the targez angular coordinates.

Obviously, automatic directional tracking is possible only when

A signals from only one target enter the envelope detector. This is pro-
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vided by gating the receiver with a selector pulse generated by the

target range autotrack system (ACD).

A typical block diagram of an ACD system is given in Fig. 2.46.

! C r w.n uwu it ,azlarm A: --

C D xaamw' ,
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Fig. 2.46. Block diagram of range autotrack system. A) Selection and
locking circuit; B) AP; C) receiver; D) range selector; E) to the di-
rection tracking system; F) search voltage generator; G) transmitter
and synchronizer; H) gate generator; I) locking relay circuit; J) delay
pulse generator; K) tracking pulse generator; L) coincidence cascade I;
M) integrator; N) range voltage; 0) coincidence cascade I; P) target
tracking circuit.

The ACD system consists of a selection and locking circuit and a target

tracking circuit. The selection and loeklng circuit is for automatic

discovery (interception) of the target and for supplying the pulse of

the target selected to the autotrack circuit. The target is intercepted

jointly by the search voltage generator, the locking relay circuit, and

the range selector. During search of the target a voltage from the

search generator which periodically charges and discharges the integra-

tor capacitor linearly, is fed to the generator. The sawtooth voltage

of the integrator causes the delay pulse generator (for example, a
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phantastron), which is triggered by the synchronization pulse, to de-

velop pulses whose length is proportional to the instantaneous value of

the search voltage. Because of this, the selection pulses triggered at

the moment of termination of the daly pulse will be periodically shif-

ted first n the direction of an increase ini range, then in the direc-

tion of a decrease in range. When the selectropulse coincides with the

target signal the latter passes through the selector into the locking

relay circuit.

The locking relay circuit includes a simple storage device (for

example, a capacitor) and a relay. Target pulses are accumulated syn-

chronously in the range selector; all interference which do not coin-

cide in time and in tracking frequency with the target pulse are sup-

pressed. Since the range of the selectropulse is slowly being retuned,

several target pulses pass through the selector, and the capacitor is

tuned to the value necessary to trigger the relay. The relay discon-

nects the seatch voltage generator from the integ&,ator, and the range

autotrack system switches over to tracking.

In the tracking regime the tracking pulse generator, which devel-

ops two short pulses following right upon one another, the length of

each of them being equal to half of the selectropulse, is triggered at

the same time as the selectropulse generator. Because of this the back

side of the first tracking pulse and the front of the second tracking

pulse coincide in time with the middle of the selectropulse.

The tracking pulses open the two coincidence cascades one after

the other, and the target pulse passes partially through the first co-

incidence cascade and partially through the second. At the output of

the coincidence cascades is a capacitor which is discharged by the out-

Dut current of the first coincidence cascade and charged by the current

of the second cascade.
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if the middle of the reflected signal is somewhat delayed relative

to the dividing line of the tracking pulses, the capacitor at the out-

put of the coincidence cascades will be discharged less than it is

charged, and the voltage at the integrator output will increase. This

increased voltage compels the pulse delay generator to shift the track-

ing pulses in such a way that their divi.ding line coincides with the

middle of the reflected signal. But if the middle of the target pulse

is somewhat in advance of the dividing line of the tracking pulses, the

capacitor is discharged more than it is charged. Range voltage is re-

duced, and the tracking pulses are shifted in the reverse direction.

Thus, the tracking pulses always accompany the target signals.

And here the output voltage of the integrator is proportional to target

range at any moment in time. This is how target range autotrack is ac-

complished and target range converted into voltage.

3. Radar Station with Digital Data Output

Only a discretely acting computer device - a digital computer

(TsVM) - is capable of automatic analysis of the scanning zones of one

or several RLS, taking into account the relative positions and dis-

placements of several targets at the same time. Therefore in automated

scanning and guidance complexes the radar stations are connected to a

digital computer.

In contrast to analog computers, discretely acting computers pos-

sess high carrying capacity and run very fast. They consist of many

comparatively simple standardized elements and, consequently, are suit-

able for mass automated production. Because of its universality and

high speed, one digital computer re,)laces a large number of analog com-

puters.

Computation by digital computers is of practically unlimited accu-

racy. Accuracy is determined only by the number of series in the arith-
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Computation by digital computers is of practically unlimited accu-

racy. Accuracy is determined only by the number of series in the arith--

metical device of the computer, also by mistakes in rounding off, and

have nothing to do with the precision with which the individual ele-
ments are manufactured. The elements of the analog computer, even when

manufactured with the greatest precision and individually fitted, pos-

sess a limited, and in some cases inadequate, accuracy.

~Digital computers may vary the order of the problem's solution de-

pending upon the results of intermediate calculations. This pronrty,

which is known as self-tuning, gives this computer a flexibility whicn

is unattainable by analog computers.

The drawback of the digital computer is the need to transform all

the input data into digits, and the output data - from the form of dig-

its back into the continuous electrical signals which drive the execu-

tive mechanisms. The reason for the reverse transformation is that the

digits cannot be directly used to drive these mechanisms. Since t

quantity of input and output data may be very great, the device which

links the TsVM with the rest of the control system at the Input and

Ioutput may be very cumbersome.
Of the discrete ccmputers the most widespread are those using the

binary system of nurbering as opposed to the generally accepted decimal

t system of numbering. The binary system of numbering 13 based on tile

nunber 2; each unit of any series contains two units of the preceding

I series. Any number may be transmitted by using the two digits 0 and 1.

The binary system is the most convenient for digital computers

principally because most electronic circuits for registering and trans-

mitting numbers (triggers, relays, etc.) may take two sharply cpposed

stable positions: op,-' and shut, connected and disconnected, charged

and discharged (yes and no). The value 1 is ascribed to one positior,
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the value 0 to the other. Eacrt binary series may be transmitted by one

of these elements taking one of tne two possible positionb.

Another important merit of the binary system is that it is econom-

ical: to register and reproduce any number in the binary system one-

third as many elements is required as in the decimal system.

When operating Jointly with a radar station the digital computer

fulfills the functions of the operator, while the terminal device of a

RLS, instead of being an indicator, is a device for the instrumental

registration of data (Fig. 2.47 ). The device for instrumental registra-

tion solves two basic task-.

The first task is the suppression of noises and isolation of the

useful target signal. The operation of noise suppression is known as

the primary processing of the signal and is executed by a preliminary

selection element, i.e., the preselector. The ultimate suppression of

noise is done in the computer itself. The prese ector only accomplishes

preliminary isolation of the signal, hence its hame.

A - - -- - D-
, Ih IJ ,;v, * I

Aft C war e

Il pulel __' t .t,. M l .I t L G

Fig. 2.47. Coupling of RLS and TsVM. A) Antenna; B) AP; C) receiver; D)
device for instrumental registration of data; E) digital cowr.ute,.; F)
preselector; G) circuit for registration of data In a binary (ode- H)
antanna drive; I) transmitter; J) synchronization pulse; K) angular po-
sition of antenna; L) radar station.

The second task is the representation of target coordinates in the

form of binary numbers, and this is accomplished by a circuit which de-

livers data in binary code.

Data on target coordinates are already contained in the received
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signals. Thus the delay time of the echo pulse relative to the synchro-

nization pulse determies target range. To measure delay time, target

pulses and trigger pulses must be fed to the data delivery circuit.

A '. as C D
B

* tE, n

Fig. 2.48. Principal of noise suppression in preselector. A) -2.ra re-
ceiver output; B) delay line; C) target pulses; D) noise blips; E) VS;
F) to tne circuit for.binary delivery of data.

The angular coordinates of the target are determined from the direction

of the RLS antenna axis at the moment of arrival of the echo signal.

For this data on the antenna angular position are fed from the antenna

drive to the data delivery circuit. All calculated values for target

coordinates enter the memory element of the digital computer in the

form of binary numbers. This operation resembles the calculation of

target coordinates by the operator from a scale on the indicator

screen.

Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that even the primary pro-

cessing of signals (noise suppression) is accomplished through regis-

tering and preservation of data on target coordinates. Therefore to the

preselector are also fed data on the time of triggering the transmitter

and on the Lantenna angular position.

As is known, in visual observation the operator himself plays an

active role. In observing the position of blips on the indicator screen

from one scanning cycle to another, the operator distinguishes false 9
signals from genuine ones. The digital computer performs an analogous
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task. To this end, the TsVM, in analyzing changes in the target coordi-

rates, establishes the regularities in these changes from one cycle to

another for each target individually. Because of this the computer can

discard false targets caured by leakage of Interference through the

preselector, since there is usually no regularity i.n their changes.

This operation is called secondary processing of radar data and is

accomplished by remembering target data over several scanniqg cycles.

Thus the following sequence of ope:r-ations is performed when the

RLS and TsVM are coupled: primary processing - registration of data in

a primary code - secondary processing. We will analyze each of these

operations using the 3implest possible example, devoting greater atten-

tion to secondary processing, since the first two operations will be

/analyzed in detail In subsequent chapters,

The simplest p.inciple of noise suppression during primary proces-

sing of signals is selection according to repetition frequency. Target

pulses are spaced at repetition period Tp, while noise blips are spor-

adic. if the receiver output sig,.al is delayed for a repetition period,

and then the delayed and undelayed signals are fed to a coincidence

valve (VS), at the output of the valve is obtained only the target

pulse, the noise blip whose intervals are sporadic having been sup-

pressed (Fig. 2.48).

Part of the noise nonetheless reaches the output of thVe circuit

and there forms a false target which can be discarded during secondary

processing.

We may also note that the pulse at the circuit output coincides in

time with one of the target input pulses, and therefore retains infor-

mation on range. If. furthermore, the largest pulse of the packag, IL

isolated, from its poition the angular position of the target can also

be read.
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Let us examine the functioning.of the binory data output circuit

from the point of view of its transformation into a number representing

the target range and angular positio:.

The principle of the regIstraition of range in the form of a number

is the following (Fi$, 2.49). The pulse counter counts the number of

courtier pulses arriving at high frequency fron a special generator dur--

ing the echo-signal delay time T = 2R/c. Interval T during which the

counter pulses reach the counter is assigned by a control circuit con-

sisting of a coincidence valve (VS) and a trigger.

B CI~~~~~~ 20ml Ib- - 90 €"

Fig. 2.49. Principle of registration of range in the form. of a binary
number. A) Generator of counter pulses, B) VS; C) ,ounter of'the number
of puldes; D) "stop" and synchronization pulse; E) trigger; F) "stop"

target pulse.

A.' The synchronization pulse which

B clamps the moment of emission of the

t. transmitter pulse t given by the

moment the trigger feeds a positive

Fig. 2.50. Principle of binary voltage to the coincidence valve,
registration of angular coor-
dinates. A) Target pulse; B) opening it. Upon arrival of the tar-
to the TsVM -.tmory.

get pulse from the Nreselector, the

trigger again returns to its initial

stage. As a result, tbe coincidence valve is open during time interval

* 2R/o. The number of cotuter pulses entering the counter through tte ,D

coincidence valve (luring this time interval is proportional to range.
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The device which tvan,.L'o,ns target angular coordinates into a bi-

nary coue s;.ould solve ',o tasks: it shou)d represenL any antenna posi-

tir in the form of a binary number and, at the moment of arrival of

the target pu2se from the preselector, should feed this number to the

TsVM memory.

Figure 2.50 explains tne principle of operation of ths device. A

methanioal switch which is rigidly attached to the antenna axis and ro-

tates together with it closes one of the contacts on the immovable base

of the antenna.

He~re, closure of one of the contacts of the "positive source -

ground" circuit correspond to one of the eight values, of the angle of

rotation. For the number of -h2 contact to be received at the output

in binary form a matrix network of semiconductor diodes and resistances

1 02 N,

a b

Fig. 2.51. Principle of secondary
processing of data: a) extrapolation
and identification; b) isolation of
data on several targets.

is employed. Thus, when the switch is in position 5, current passes

throuigh the resistances of series 22 and 20. The appearance of voltage

in resistors R corresponds to a binary unit, and therefore the figure

101 (5) appears in the form of voltage at the inputs of the coincidence

valves.

At the moment of arrival or the target pulse from the preselector

to the TsVM memory, pulses (units) are registered only int those coin-

cidence valveo at whose inputs there are voltages. This number corre-
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sponds to the target angular position.

In the memory element of the TsVM are concentrated data on the co-

ordinates of all targets, including false targets, for each scanning

cycle of the RLS. On the basis of these data the TsVM accomplishes sec-

ondary processing of the signals, the essence of this process consist-

Ing of the following.

After, in a given sca-nning cycle, obtaining numbers expressing the

target coordinates, the computer must determine that these numbers em-

anate from so~yn particular target which is either known or unknown de-

pending upon the previous scanning cycle. This task is known as target

identification. To solve this problem the digital co'nputer must, on the

basis of the data of preceding cycles, independently determine, with

regard tooeach successive scanning cycle, in what area of space the ap-

pearance of the target is to be anticipated, that is, it must extrapo-

late the coordinates.

Let us assume that on the basis of the data of three preceding

scanning cycles it is necessary to determine at what point on plane XY

the target will be located at the k + 1 scanning cycle (Yig. 2.51a).

Let us take the three last actual positions of the target (the black

dots k - 2, k- i and k) and formulate a hypothesis on target movement.

It would be a natural assumption that the target will continue to move

along the same trajectory and with the s ine velocity as in preceding

cycles. On this basis we may extrapolate the target trajectory (in the

figure it is the arc cf the circle expressed by the continuous curve)

and plot on it a section equal to the path traversed by the target be-

tween the two last cycles. We thus obtain the point at which the ap-

pearance of the. targeo is to be expected at the k + 1 irradiation cy-

ole; Phis is denoted in the figure by the little circle. 0
This is Just the task which the :omputer is to solve, that is,
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calculation of th. target coordinates to be anticipated at the k + I

scanning cycle

The TsY must at the same time determine the extent of the possi-

ble deviation of the carget from the computed position AX and AY. This

deviation is determined both by the radar station's inaccuracy in de-

termining the coordinates and by target maneuvering, that is, by devia-

tion of the actual movement of the target from that accepted as the hy-

pothesis of the extrapolation.

In the k + 1 scanning cycle the RLS gives the actual target coor--

dinates Xk+l and Yk+l (black dot). The task of the computer is to com-

pare the actual and the anticipated (computed) coordinates, and as a

result of this the target is identified.

If the condition is satisfied that the actual coordinates of the

target do not differ from the calculated coordinateb by more than AX

and AY

iX4 1 - X&+I<AX,
I< AY, +(2.37)

tht target is considered to be the same, and the actual target coordi-

nates are substituted for the anticipated coordinates in the memory el-

ement of the computer. The computer then immediately sets out to com-

pute the anticipated coordinates for the k + 2 scanning cycle for which

the coordinate of the k - 2 scanning 3ycle are discarded and only the

data of the k - 1, k, and k + 1 cycles are considered (Fig. 2.51a, dot-

ted curve). This process continues to be repeated as long as the target

reinains within the RLS scanning zone.

If Condition (2.37) is not satisfied, the computer compares the

measured coordinates with the anticipated data of other targets pre-
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served in other memory cells. Upon cofn idence (with deviation by not

more t,,an AX and Ai) of the measured data with the Anticipated data for

some target, new co-ordinates are attributed to that target. If Condi-

tion (2.37) is not satisfied for all targets, the target is considered

a new one, and its data are introduced into a new memory cell.

Here ther are three poi.nts of extrapolation. Depending upon the

noncrete situation other types of extrapolation may also be used.

By continuous calculation of anticipated coordinates and compari-

son of them with actual coordia&t., the TsVM accomplishes continuous

observation if each individual target. The coordinates of one target

cannot be confused with those of another target since their trajector-

ies are what is being analyzed. As can be seen from Fig. 2.51b, the co--

ordinates of two targets (one stroke and two stroke, respectively) are

distinguished, despite the fact that the targets occupy the same posi-

tions both on X and on Y during 6 scanning cycles.

What is more, accidental vanishing of a target in a given st.nding

cycle does not interrupt the tracking process. In this case the antici-

pated coordinates of the preceding cycle are used instead of the actual

coordinates to calculate the anticipated coordinates of the subsequent

cycle. The computer, as it were, "restores"' the target when it acciden-

rtally vanishes for a short time.
Cn the other hand, if the passage of noise through the preselector

causei false target coordinates to be delivered, they are rejected

through the operations of extrapolation and comparison in subsequent

Icanning cyclea, since there is no regularity in the "behavior" of

false targets from one cycle to another: tho trajectory is unreal and

confused.

Thus the process of extrapolation and identification makes it pos-

sible to track target trajectories, to deteyi!,ne their velocities and
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directions, and also to reduce noise interference: to restore the. tar-

get signal if it vanishes for a short time, and to discard false tar-

gets caused by noise. Secondary processing, as it were, cleans out the

"flaws" arising during primary processing of the sigral in the prese-

lector. The designer's task is to distribute the functaon of noise sup-

pression in the best possible way as between the presele-:tor and the

computer.

Error in extrapolation of AX and AY reduces the resolution of the

RLS-TsVM system, especially during the first scanning cycle (after ap-

pearance of the target) when the target trajectory is still insuffi-

ciently clear. During subsequent cycles the law of the target's motion

becomes more clear, and the device automatically narrows down the area

of ind-terminateness AX and AY (self-tuning). The area of indetermi-

nateness is ultimately determined only by imprecise delineation of the

target trajectory because of coordinate measurement errors or because

of possible maneuvers of the target during a scanning cycle. Conse-

quently the RTLS resolution may Lo '. .htenad by improving the coordi-

nate measurement accuracy and by.. reducing the scanning time.

Manu-

script [Footnotes]
Page

No.

35 The reoiprcoaZ duty faotor means the ratio between the repe-
tition period and the length of the repeated signals.

80 Systems ..nsisting of several antennas are also used in pan-
oramic circular-scan RLS to increase the data deli:rery rate.

81 The ratio between antenna bean, width e and quantitLs e and
esh will be examined in Chapter 5.

1
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script [Transliterated Symbols]

Page
No.

28 YKB - UKV = ul'trakorotkiye volny = ultrashort waves

28 MaKc maks - maksimurn, = maximum

29 np pr - prinimayemyy signal = received signal

29 A = d u Doppler - Doppler

34 nep - per - peredavayemyy - transmitted

34 6 - b - byeniye - beat

35 z - i a interval a interval

37 n - p - period - period

41 m - m - modulyatsiya a modulation

45 umH - min - minimal'nyy = minimum

' 47 A!'Y a ARU - avtomaticheskaya reguli.rovka usileniya • automat-
ic gain control

47 Hp w nr - naprezheniye rassoglasovaniya = mismatch voltage

49 m - sh - shum n noise

50 nx.a pkh a pelengatsionnaya kharakteristika = direction-find-
ing characteristic

53 cc - ss = summarnyy signal = total signal

53 pc - rs - raznostnyy signal = difference signal

58 c - s - signal - signal

6,2 p a r - otrazhennyy - reflected

64 PAC - RLS a radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya - radar station

59 PCH = RSN a ravnosignalnoye napravleneniye - equisignal di-
rection

60 p a r = raznoutnyy - differential

65 odn = obl a oblucheniye a irradiation

72 NKO a IKO = indikator krugovogo obzora a circular scan indi-
cator 0
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: Manu-
script
Page iNo..

78 o6n obl obluchenlye irradiation

78 a - p = povtoreniye - repetition,

78 mHH - min - minimal'nyy = minimum

78 r = g = gorizontal'nyy = horizontal

79 q = n a neravnomernyy nonuniform

79 x - kh = kholostoy = no-load

81 B - v a vertikal'nyy - vertical

81 m = sh - shirina = width

81 OTp w str - stroka - line

91 B = v xe volnov~d = waveguide

99 x = i = impul's a pulse

102 n = p - povtoreniye - repetition

ill AI AP = avtomaticheskiy povtoritel' = automatic repeater

1iAC ASD = avtomaticheskoye soprovozhdeniye tseli po
dal'nosti = target range autotrack system

116 BC = VS ventil' sovpadeniy = coincidence valve
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Chapter 3

RADAR TARGETS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REFLECTED SIGNALS

63.1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON RADAR TARGETS

An electromagnetic wave striking a material body provokes, regard-

less of the nature of the body, forced oscillations of free and bound

charges which are synchronous with the oscillations of the applied

field. The forced oscillations of the charges create a secondary field

inside and outside of the body. As a result of this, the energy of the

electromagnetic wave striking the target is dissipated in all direc-

tions, including the direction of the radar station. The retransmitted

wave returning back to the radar station forms the reflected signal of

the target.

The character of the secondary emis:ion or reflection of the elec-

tromagnetic waves depends upon the shape of the object located in the

path 3f the propagation of the electromagnetic wave, upon its dimen-

sions and electrical properties, and also upon the length of the wave

and its polarization.

it Is customary to distinguish among specular, diffuse, 6,ri reso-

nance reflections If the linear dimensions of the reflecting surface

SI are much great: thnh the wavelength, and the surface ltc-If is smooth,

i ;the reflection is specular. The angle of incidence of the radio beam is

eqal to the angle of reflection, and the wave of secondary emission

S dn,.s not r-turn to the radar station (unless the wave strikes the sur-

face perpendicularly).

If the linear dimensions cf 'he object's surface are large as com-
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pared with the wavelength, and the surface itself is rough, reflection

is diffuse. Benauie of the different orientations of the surface ele-

ments, the elect.omagnetic waves are here reflected in different direc-

tions, including th., direction of the radar station. The so-called

"resonance reflection" is equally favorable for radar observation. This

type of reflectioz, is observed when the linear dimensions of the re-

flecting object or their elements are equal to an odd number of half-

waveE. In contrast to diffuse reflection, secondary resonance emission

usually possesses hig.i intensity and sharply defined directivity, de-

pending upon the construction and orientation of the reflecting ele-

ment. The intensity of reflection will depend substantially upon the

angle between the electrical field intenbity vector and the axis of the

element.

When the wavelength of the radar station is iarge in comparison

with the linear dimensions of the target, the incident wave envelops

the target and the intensity of the reflected wave is insignificantly

small.

From the point of view of the shaping of the structure of signals

during reflection, a number of different types of objects (targets) are

encountered in radar practice. In this connection one may first of all

isolate individual objects of the simplest geometrical form whose di-

mensions are small in comparison with the t;3nsverse dimensions or -he

antenna bear and with quantity OTi/ 2 (diensions of the volume to be

resolved). The reflective properties of such objects may, as a rule, be

determined theoretically and foretold accure.tely for each relative po-

sition of the target being viewed and the radar station.

Under actual conditions of radar observation targets of the sim-

9 plest type are encountered rather rarely. More frequently one encoun-

ters either objects of complex shape consisting of a whole series of
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reflective elements which are tightly bound to one another, or with a

group oZ' objects arbitrarily distributed in a particular area of space.
As examples of targets of complex shape may be given airplanes, ships,

various structures, etc. Representative targets of the second type are

targets which are distributed with regard either to volume or to sur-

face. Typical complex targets and elementary objects of the simplest

shape occupy av insignificant part of the volume of resolution when

they are at great distances from the RLS. For this reason they are

viewed as point-shaped. The concept of the point-shaped target is de-

rived from purely geometrical considerations and has nothing to do with

the question of the shape of the reflected signal, which is determined

by the physical properties of the object and by the relation between

its dimensions and the wavelength.

A volume-distributed target represents a collection of a number of

reflective elements which are relatively close to one another and occu-

py a comparatively large area of space. The dimensions of this area may

greatly surpass the dimensions of the antenna beam and minimum range-

resolution distance (cTi/2). Volume-distributed targets include various

hydrometeors, clouds of dipole reflectors, etc.

A particular case of tW3 volume-distributed target is the group

target, This consists of several isolated objects the distances between

mhich are less than the resolvable distances. Such group targets may

include airplane formations, ship formations, ete.

fIndividual reflective elements may combine into one comparatively
thinner layer which thus forms a 3urface-distributed target. Such types

of targets are encountered during radar scanning of the surface of the

earth or sea.

The components of complex or spatially distributed targets are

sources of the reflected waves which are summed at the input of the ra-
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dar station receiver. The amplitudes of the electromagnetlo waves re-

flected from the individual elements differ from one another, since theK?
elements themselves may possess different reflective properties. And

because of the differences between the distances from the radar station

to each of the elements, the phases of th reflected waves will also

differ from one another.

Because of the arbitrary relative positions of the station and the

irradiated target, the relations between the amplitudes and phases of

tne waves of individual elements will generally be accidental. However,

for each fixed position of the RLS and the reflecting objects, the am-

plitudes and phases of the reflected waves are completely determined

quantities. Tberefore, in principle, a resultant total reflected signal

may be determined for each concrete relative position of the radar sta-

tion and the target.

The relative position of the target and station usually changes

during the process of radar observation. The reasonz for such changes

may be movement of the radar station together with Itt. carrier, target

movement (airplanes, ships), movement of the reflecting elements which

form the target (drops of rain, snow, leaves and branches of trees,

stubble). Because of the relative displacement of the radar station and

the target, the amplitudes and phases of Individual reflected waves

change continuously, and this gives rise to accidental fluct_.Zors in

the intensity of the resultant reflected signals.

93.2. THE EFFECTiVE SCATTEhING CHOSS-SECTION OF THE TARGET (EPR)

Calculation of the range of radar observation requires a quantita-

tive characteristic of the intensity of the reflected wave. The power

of the reflected signal at ;he station receiver input depends upon a

whole series of factors and, above all, upon the reflec!tive properties

of the target. Rada' targets are usually characterized by effectiv,
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scattering cross sections a ts.

By effective scattering cross section of a target is meant quanti-

ty yts satisfying equation
-4-=173;

where R, is the power flux density of the direct wave at the location

of the target, R2 -s the power flux density of the wave reflected from

the target at the radar station antenna, R is the distance from the ra-

dar station to the target. It follows from this that the value of the

effective scattering cross section may be calculated directly from for-

mula

*et 4wRL (3.1)

As rollown from Formula (3.1), the quantity ars has the dimen-

sions of area. Therefore, it may be viewed provisionally as a

certain plane surface 0 ts , perpendicular to the radio beam and equiva-

lent-to the target, which, scattering evenly in all directions all the

power incident upon it from the RLS, creates at the point of reception

the same power flux dersity H2 as the actual target.

If the effective scattering cross section a of the target is as-

signed, for known n and R the power flu density of the reflected wave

may be calculated, and then, by determining the power of the received

signal, the operational range of the radar station may be estimated.

Thus, quantity cto is a quantitativ6 characteristic of the target's re-

flective properties in the direction of the radar station.

The obtained relation for ats includes quantities characterizing

the field intenseties at the target and at the radar station antenna,

and also the distance between these points. Quantity cts does not de-

pen either upon the intensity of the emitted wave or upon the distance
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between the target and the station. Actually, any increase in H1 leads

to a proportional increase of n2' and their ratio does not change. With

change in the distance between the radar station and the target, ratio

R12/il1 changes in inverse proportion to R
2 , and quantity a t here re-

mains unchanged. Thus, the effective cross section of the target de-

pends only upon the latter's reflective properties.

Equation (3.1) may be expressed in terms of the electrical field

intensity

4r'-ks -ZET(3.2)

where E1 is the electrical field Intensity of the direct wave at the

target; T-. is the electrical field intensity of the reflected wave at

the radar station.

It follows from Formulas (3.1) and (3.2) that to determine the

magnitude of the target's effective scattering cross section, one must

know the field intensity of the direct wave at the target and also the

intensity of the reflected wave at the radar station antenna. The task

of finding the intensities of the direct and reflected wave may be

solved either by calculation or experimentally. The analytical deter-

mination of the direct wave field does not usually involve any particu-

lar difficulties. However, data on the reflected wave field and quanti-

ty ats may be found theoretically only for targets of the simplest

shape.

In principle ;he effective scattering cross sevtion of targets of

complex shape may aso be disccvered analytically. nowever, this in-

volves great diffic,ilties. Therefore, in the case of complex Largets

like the great waJ.)rity of the actual objects of radar observation,

quarItty ats is defined experimentally.

In the case of objects of the slirlest shape (spheri, cylinder, a
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flat plate, etc.) the zize of the effective scattering cross section

and its dependence upon the direction of irradiation are sufficiently

complete characteristics of the reflective properties of these objects.

In the case of complex and spatially distributed targets, when the

resultant signal is shaped as the outcome of the combining of' signals

of separate reflectora, the effective scattering cross section is sub-

Ject to fluctuations and is an accidental value. In order to character-

ize it one must resort to the methcds of probability theory and mathe-

matical statistics.

13-3. THE LINEAR VIBRATOR

Our examination of the problem of the effective scattering cross

section of bodies of the simplest shape will begin with the linear vi-

P "brator.

Let us assume that at some point A,
i where the electrical field strength of a di-

rect wave is E1 , there is a linear vibrat6r

Fig. 3.1. Determining of length 24, the perpendicular to which
the effective scat-
tering cross section

forms angle # with the direction of the radarof a linear vibrator.

station (Fig. 3-1).
It is obvious tnat in the vibrator will

be inda ced, e.m.f.

A e= E1hk cos 9
where h d is the e"fective height of the vibrator.

If the vibrator input impedance is Za. the e.m.f. will cause cur-

rent to flow in it

The current flow gives rise to a ser'ondary ignition whose electri-

cal field strength in a distant zone at distai.ce R will be
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- ihjtcog4 E1 a p+CC'
P260af 60n~

wh~re X is the wavelength.

Knowing field strength E1 and E2 , we can determine the effective

scattering cross section of the vibrator

°.-4,, --'?-E 3Woh . COO,
• Us~-- 114t.. (3.3)

In radar practice one encounters electromagnetic wave reflecticns

from bodies whose shapei are similar to that of the vibrator. Suh vi-

brators are very often much shorter than X.

In the case of an elementary vibrator for which 21 << X, the ef-

fective height hd = 1.

Furthermore, it may be considered that the resistance R of the

vibrator is approximately equal to its radiation resistance Rz, while

the latter is significantly less than the reactance Ra . Then the input

Impedance

tg-r I

where i0 Is the wave impedance of the vibrator, which is about 1000

ohms for relatively thin, and about 400 ohms for relatively thick vi-

brators.

Since Z << X and tan (2w/X)l (2w/A)Z, it may be considered that

quantity

a
After subsitttion of value Z a in Expreseion (3.3) '-e finally find

that the effective scattering cross section

S, ,.. T. (3 .4 )

As is seen from the fortnula, quantity as .s proportional to ratio

z 6/A4 This sort of depender;ce is characteristic both for a small vi-
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brator and fcr other bodies whose dimensions are much smaller than the

wavelength. vuthermore, for the vibrator the intensity of reflection

is strongly dependent upon the direction of irradition (polarization

of the incident wave).

Another cha.,acteristic case is that of reflection of electromag-

netic waves from a half-wave vibrator. Dipole reflectors, elements of

eh.ops, airplanes, etc. may have properties similar to this.

As is known, the effective height of a half-wave vibrator hd

- )t , and its input impedance

Z,'R,=731 ohms

B iubstituting values hd and Za in Formula (3.3), we obtain a re-

!ationshi; for calculating the effective scattering cross section of a

half-wave vibrator

%=0.86X to$. (3.5)

If the half-wave vibrator is parallel to vector Pl. the intensity
of the reflected wave is maximum, and the effective surface of the vi-

brator,

a. 0,860'.

On the other hand, when the vibrator is perpendicular to vector

i its effective scat* ring cross section in equal to zero.

S3.4. THE METALLIC ?,TAVE

At a sufficient distance from the RLS the wave front near the tar-

get may be considered flat. Because of this, calculation of the effec-

tive scattering cross section of the target in free space is reduced to

an investigation of scattering of a flat wave by the target. Such a

problem may be precisely solved on'.y for a sphere, and approximately

solved for some bodies of very simple shape.

Let us ossume that a flat electromagnetic wave falls perpendicu- CI

larly upon a metallic plate with a mirror surface whose dimensions are
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much greater than the wavelength. The power of the incident wave will

be 11IS, where Hi is the power flux density of the incident electromag-

netic wave at the plate, and S is the cross sec-

tion of the metallic plate.

The effect of the incident wave is to cause

build-up of currents in the plate which coincide

Fig. 3.2. Dis- in phase and amplitude at any point of the plate.
Fga of refle-
gram of reflec- Thus, the field of the plate's secondary emissiontion from a flat

metallic plate. will be equivalent to the field of a cophased an-

tenna with gain factor

f The power flux density of the reflected wave at the radar station

or, after substitution of value G,

On the basis of Formula (3.1) the effective scattering croL sec-

tion of a metallic plate perpendicular to the direction of the radar

station

The value of the o ts of a metallic plate at normal incident of a

wave is proportional to the square of its cross section. This can be

explained physically by the fact that with increase in S, in the first

place, the power of the reflected wave grows, and, in the second place,

thu directivity of the secondary emission also increases. As the direc-

tion of incidence of the wave deviates from the perpendicular, the val-

ue rts alters sharply, and the diagram of .econdary ratiation (scatter-

ing) of the plate becomes globe shaped.
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The greater part of the power of the reflected wave lu contained

in the major lobe, and only a small part goes into the side lobes. If

the direct wave forms angle * with the direction perpendicular to the

plane of the plate, the axis of the major lobe of .he diagram of secon-

dary emission will also be displaced by angle * to the opposite side o.

the perpendicular (Fig. 3.2).

63.5. METALLIC AND DIELECTR.:C SPHERES

A body in the form of a aphere is a very characteristic object of

radar observation. Elements of verious targets, ex-1oratory balloons,

hydrometeors, etc. may take this shape,

The character of electromagnetin reflection from a sphere Qepends

upot. the relationship between its diameter and the wavelength of the

oscillations, and also upon the material of which it is constructed.

Let us first examine a sphere whose diameter d sh is much smaller

than wavelength X. Such a sphere behaves like an electrical vibrator of

small dimensions. Just aa in the case of the vibrating elewent, the ef-

fective scattering crose section of a small sphere is proportional to

ratio d6 sh/ 4

The effective scattering surface of a metallic sphere of small di-

ameter is determined by formula

690-F (3.7)

And in the case of a dielectric sphere of small dimensions

ok=3640,(3.8)

If the small sphere is a drop of water, its relative specific in-

ductive capacitance a'-.8O i ands, consequently

36(3.9)

Let us now exaine the reflecticn of electromagnetic waves by a
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sphere whose diameter is much greater than the wavelength. In tbs ,qase

analysis is based upon the methods of geometrical optics.

* .. .... °

#, Milli r

~b

a -

Fig. 3.3. Analysis of uIe reflection of
electromagnetic waves from a sphere of
large dimensions: a and b) Fresnel zones
on the surface of the sphere; c) deter.
-mining the resultant electrical field
strength.

.Let us assume that a flat electromagnetic wave of length A is in-

cid nt upon an ideally conducting sphere-cf radius rsh. Let us d.vid4

the surface of the sphere into Fresncl zones (Ffg. 3.3a). The depth of

each zone In the direction of incidence of the electromagnetic wave

must-be A/4. The difference in the traces of.the beams to the edges of'

each zone and back will be X/2, and the corresponding difference be-

tween the phases of the reflected oscillations will equal tj w.

- Field strength E of the reflected wave 1 ,equal to the s';m ofthe

field strength of the component waves reflected from the variovs -

Fresnel zones. Corsidering that the phases of the waves reflected f~'om

adjacent Fresnel zones are shifted by 7r, the following equality may be

written for the resultant electrical field strength

where El, F21 ... are the .component field produced .by the action of the

) corresponding Fresnel zones.

Despite the fact that the cross sections of the Fresnal zoles are
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"equal, being surfaceu of spherical belts of Identical altitude, the in-

tensities of the waves reflected from them will differ. This iz due to

the different slopes of the zone surfaces Pelative to the direction of

incidence of the wave. The larger the nwber of the Presnel zone, ;he

smaller the strength of the wave reflected from it, that is,

E, > E2 > 253> E4 > ,> E..

Considering what has been written abo,?? we may write that
F, (E - (E -ED-E) (3.10)

In Relationship (3.10) all The differences enclosed in parentheses

are positive. Therefore the strength of resultant field E will be less

"Phan the field i'I created by the reflection from one first Fresnel

zone.

In order to conduct a quantitative .valuation of the field

strength of the reflected wave we add th. f'ield intensitio- produced by

various sections of the surface of the sphere, taking into account the

phase difference. To do this the whole surface of the sphere is broken

'up into very small sections - spherical belts (Fig. 3.3a). Each of

these sections creates a reflected wave whose intensity and phase will

be characterized by the length and direction of the elementary vector

A (Fig. 3.3c). Thus, vector Aa corresponds to lower section "a" of

the first Fresnel zone, to section "b" corresponds Ab which is turned

through a rather small angle relative to vector APa, etc. Vector A
a ya'

corresponding to the upper element of the first Presnel zone, point in

the opposite direction to vector J a

By summing elementary vectors Ak, we find the strength of field

created by the first zone. Here, in the case of elements of infi-

11tely emall value, the broken line is transformed into an arc resting

upon vector

If we add up the field determined by the elements of the second
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zone, we obtain vector P2, which is shorter than vector i After sum-

ming the fields of the elements of all the Fresnel zones we obtain a

diagram (Fig. 3.3c) from which it is seen that the resultant field

strength is equal to half the field strength of the wave formed during

reflection from only one first zone

E -+El.

Th.e fild strength of the wave reflected from the first Fresnel

zone, with a spherical surface, is n/2 times smaller than the strength

of electrical field E1 vid' which arises when the wave is reflected

from a flat plate with the same apparent cross section S1 vid (Fig.

3.3b) as in the first zone:

E .r, !
I-y

-4h1 4n N i4ti 41(~II

Fig. 3.4. Dependence of the effective scattering cross section of a
sphere upon the relationship between its radius and the wavelength.

Correspondingly, for the voltage of the resultant field of a wave

reflected from a sphere,

Since the effective c:,noss sections of objects are related as the
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squares of the voltages of the waves reflected from the objects, be-

tween value ats of a sphere and the effective surface of scattering

ai vid of plane surf:ace S1 vid there exists the relationship

I

The apparent cross section of the first Fresnel. zone

S, = W()'.

lt follows from triangle OAB (see Fig. 3.3a) that at r sh

= r.u

Consequently, the apparent cross section of the first z:,ne

S D* = sr. 1

The effective scattering cross section of plane surface S1 vid

will, in accordance with Formula (3.6), be

Hence the effective scattering cross section of a large sphere

Thus, the effective scattering surface of a sphere of large dimen-

sion is the same as its apparent cross section.

From the example of a sphere it becomes quite apparent that the

character of the reflection of electromagnetic waves changes as a func-

tion of the relationship between the dimensions of the body and the

wavelength (Fig. 3.14).

At rsh << A diffraction phenomena predominate, and the sphere acts

like an elementary electrical vibrator. The intensity of the reflection

tions is small, and the effective scattering cross section changes in

proportion to ratio r6St.. As ratiQ rsh/A increases, ats increases

monotonously until the point at which the dimensions of the sphere be- 3
come commevurable with the wavelength, as a result of which resonance
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phenomena occur dui_, reflection. If rsh X/4, the reflected wave is

2shaped by only first Fresnel zone, and therefore the ratio ash/fr sh

reaches its maximum possible value, approximateiy equal to four.

Further increase in ratio r sh/X leads to the appearance, within

the limits of the sphere, of an area corresponding to the second

Fresnel zone. Because of this, as ratio rsh/ grows, ats will decline.

Then, with the appearance of sections corresponding to the third zone,

Sts will begin to grow, etc. Thus, the change in ratio ats/nr 2sh with

those of rsh/X is oscillatory. And with the increase in rs the sweep

of .h oscillations is reduced (Fig. 3.4), and at zshA % 1.6 the value

of the effective scattering cross section becomss practically equiva-

lent to the cross section of a transverse section of the sphere.

Reflection from a sphere is a particular case of scattering of

electromagnetic waves by a curvilinear surface. In general, in the case

of an idea, reflecting surface whose dimensions are considerably great-

er than the wavelength, the effective scattering cross section is de-

termined by expression

on rrl, (3.12)

where r and r2 are the principal radii of the curve.

In the particular case of a spherical surface for which r1 = 2,

Formula (3.12) becomes Formula '3.11).

§3.6. ARTIFICIAL REFLECTORS

It is very often necessary to employ artificial devices which, un-

der irradiation from various directions, form intensive reflected sig-

nals. Such devices may be corner reflectors and dielectric reflecto..

Corner reflectors are broadly applied in practice. They are used

for radar orientation and may also be used for radar camouflage. Corner

reflectors are a combination of three mutually perpendiculqr specular

reflecting facets.
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The most important property of corner reflectors is their r4bility

intensive]y to reflect waves incident frcm varicus directions. At vari-

-' ous angles of incidence of the electromag-

netic wave the corner reflectors act like a

flat plate which is perpendicular to the di-

rection of the RLS.

The process of shaping a reflected wave

may be most simply examined from the example

of a corner reflector made up of two mutual-

Fig. 3.5. Path of' bei ~ly perpendicular facets (Fig. 3.5).
in a two-facet cornee
reflector. We will consider that the direction of

propagation of the incident electromagnetic

Yave is perpendicular to tne rib cf the two-facet reflector. Since the

dimensions of the corner reflector must be much greater than the wave-

I length, we may utilize the methods of geometrical optics. Then deter-

mining the effective scattering cross

I section of a corner reflector for each

possible direction of arrival of a radio
a b

Fig . 3.6. Path of beams in beam is reduced to discovery of the

three-facet corner reflec- equivalent flat plate perpendicular to
tors.

the beam.

Analysis of the possible trajector-

ies of radio bears perpendicular to the rib of the reflector leads to

the conclusion that not all the beams which are captured by the corner

reflector are actually reflected from its two facets and returned. iks

-an be seen from Fig. 3.5, at angle of incidence * only those beams are

reflected back which strike the facets within the limits of sections

A'B and BC. Beams striking section hA' are reflected only from facet AB

and do not return. Thus, the trace of' the plane surface equivalent to
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the corner reflector and perpendicular to the incident beams is given

in the plane of the drawing by DE (Fig. 3-5).)
On the basis of the designs given :In Fig. 3.5 the cross section of

an equivalent plate, with facet cross section S is tetcir,,]nee ty ex-
gr

pression

S.= 2S. sin.

The effective scattering cross section of the equivalent plate and

of the whole corner reflector

a,, -= 41r 16r sln (3.13)

The obtained correlation is true for angles p < 450. At angle >

> 450 the factor sin ' should be replaced in Fori,'ula (3.13) by cc '.

Maximum values of Se and at8 occur at p 450, that is, when the inc -

dent beams are parallel to the bisector of the reflector angle. In

'his case all the beams captured by the reflector are returned, and

formulas

SMAKC=V - S,
S2

are true.

The two-facet corner reflector is not very effective since, if the

incident beam deviates from the plane perpendicular to the rib, the re-

flected beam does not return to the radar station. For return of the

beam regardless of the direction of incidence of the wave, it is gen-

erally necessary to employ triple reflection from three mutually per-

pendicular planes. For this reason, three-facet corner reflectors are

used in practice (Fig. 3.6).

The formula for the effective scattering cross section of a three-

facet corner "-eflector is also found by determining the cross section

of an equivalent flat plate. The cross section of an equivalent flat
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plate reaches its maximum value when the direction of incidence of' the

wave coincides with the airection of the axis of symmetry of the corner

reflector, In this case the effective cross section of a corner reflec-

tor with triangular facets

4 1, (3.14)

and, for a reflector with square facets

here 12s - (3.15)

here Z is the length of the reflector rib.

A comparison of Formulas (3.14) and (3.15) indicates thEt, with

ribs of identical length, the effective cross section of a corner re-

flector with square facets is nine times greater than that of a trian-

gular reflector. However, reflectors with triangular facets have been

most widely u3ed i- practice. This is because they have a broader dia-

gram of reflecticn than reflectors with rectangular facets, and their

facets are more rigid. The latter circumstance is extremely important

since the effectJveness of a reffl-ctor tie-ends very greatly upon the

ability of its corner facets to retain their strict perpendicularity.

A#

a b

Fig. 3.7. Biconic reflector (a) end
dielectric Luneberg lens (b). A)
Screen; B) dielectric lens.

The corner reflects electromagnetic waves within the limits of one
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quadrant. However, it is sismetimes necessary to InstaA! an artificial

reflector with broad diagrams of secundary emission in the horizontal

and vertical planes. This task is usually solved by grouping several

1rlectors together. The result is a system yielding a sufficiently

even reflection when beamed from several directions.

li, iradar practtce cases are enco'intered when the elements of arti-

ficial struictures f'm angular reflectors. The most frequently encoun-

tercd formations are of the two-facet reflector types. The consequence

of this is an increase in the observation range of railroad and road

embankments, excavations, and also certain industrial structures.

In addition to corners, biconic reflectors (Fig. 3.7a) may be used

as artificial reflectors. In reflectors of this type the path of the

beam is analogous to the path of the beam in the two-facet corner re-

flector. however, in this case a change in the direction of arrival of

the wave in the plane parallel to the bases of the cones causes no va-

riation in the effectiveness of the reflector. Because they are complex

to manufactur., bicon'Lc reflectors have not yet seen widespread use.

Another type of artificial reflector s the Luneberg dielectric

lens, which is spherical in shape (Fig. 3.7b). Depending upon the dis-

tance to the center of the lens, the diffraction factor of the lens di-

electric should vary according to the law

A0=r)112 ( -a

where rsh is the radius of the lens. Half of the lens is covered with a

metallic scre ,n.

Parallel beams striking such a lens are focused at a point on the

external surface of the sphere. This focal point F is diametrically op-

posed to the point at which the flat front of the incident wave con-

tacts the lens.
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The beams which collect at the f£ca*. point are reflected from the

J screen and, after passing again throt.h the dielectric sphere, form a

bunch of parallel beams hsadin.; in th.. direction of the RLS. Thus, the

Luneberg lens very effectively reflectz bacl the waves which strike it

at various angles. Because they are complicated to manufacture and ex-

pensive, such reflectors hve as yet found limited practical applica-

i tion.

r " 3. IDENSITY OF AMPLITUDE DISTRiBUITTON OF THE SIGNALS OF FLUCTUATING
TARGETS

Before passing to an evamination of the characteristics of the re-

flection of electromagnetic waves from the fundamental types of complex

and spatially distributed targets, let us discuss the statistical char-

acteristics of signals of such objects and their effective scattering

cross section.

Since the signals and the effective scattering cross sections of

complex and distributed targets are subject to random fluctuations,

they may be characterized by using the methods of probability theory.

In this way the statistical properties of signals of the effective

cross sections of targets may be adequately described:

- by the laws of distribution,

- Ly the spectrum of fluctuation (autocorrelation functlon).

In this paragraph we will discuss the density of amplitude distri-

bution of the signals of fluctuating units.

Let us assume that a complex or distributed target consists of a

large numbeir of arbitrarily distributed elements. The target contains

Ian clement (shining or bright spot, stable target) giving off a stable

reflected signal whose amplitude exceeds the sum of the amplitudes of

all other elements. In contrast to the shining spot, the amplitudes and

phases of the signals of other elements undergo random variations dur-
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ing relative displacements of the target and the PLS.

Such conditions may be fulfilled during observation of single in-

tensively and steadily deflecting objects on a background of a spatial-

ly distributed target (hydrometeors, dipole noises, earth's surface).

Furthermore, one may encounter cases in which the c(mnplex target (a

ship, airplane, structure) contains an intensively and steadily re-

flecting element (bright spot).

a -b

Fig. 3.8. Derivation of the distribution function of the resultant sig-
nal amplitude: a) vector representation of the signal; b) oalculation
of the probability that a random vector will strike an elementary sec-
tion.

Taking into account the accepted conditions for the strength of

the resultant signal, we may write

U s cos wt(+ i4Cot- , (3.16)

where A is the signal amplitude of a target or a bright spot; U k is

the signal amplitude of the kth element; p. is the phase shift of the

signal of the kth element.

If the resultant amplitude of the sum of random elementary signals

is denoted by U., and the phase by qp, Expression (3.16) takes the form

u = A cos ot + U. cos (mt- Ts). (3.17)

We expand oscillation

u, - U, cos (Mt - 40

into its two orthogonal components of ahich the cosinusoidal con>.ionent

coincides in phase with the signal of the stable target (brighL spot):
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u=- U, cos ud1 U.2 sin to,

zdzepre'

Ur =Us COS = Ut cos4,t,
- (3.18')

Representing oscillations with amplitudes A, U 1,
1E by vec-tors,

we may show their interaction by diagram (Fi.g. 3.8a).

The cosinusoiial componUent of -andom signal U,, together with the

signal ef the bright spot which is constant in value and coincident in

phas;e, yields resultarit vec~or

-- UA + Ull.

The sinusoidel component of the ran'doii sign'. is accordingly represen-

ted by vector

L-2

which is orthogonal to vector

It is obvious tcat the amplitudes of orthogonal components U and

e are independent quantities - variation of one has no influence on

variation of the other.

sinVector P (Fig. 3s8a), which is coqua to the geometrical sum of the

h,1 2 represent the resutant signal

whc sorthogonal eto andor l

a= UCOS(t -a)=mApcoswt+ uds cosot - (n), (3.19)

whose amplitude U and phase are random quantities.

We are interested, above all in variations of the amplitude U of

the random total signal. To find the law of the probability distribu-

tion of this random quantity. we proceed in the following way.

With variations in the relative positions of the rodar station and

the target, the distances to the elementary reflectors and the effec- __

tive scatterirng cross sections of the latter will also vary. This caus-
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es random variation in the phases and amplitudes of the reflected sig-

nals. Consequently, the amplitudes of components U~l and U,2 will also

vary in a random manner.

Each of these conmponern:; is the result of the addition of a large

number of elementary signals for which the .entral limiting theorem of

probability theory is true. It may therefore be considered that random

amplitudes U and UZ2 of the o rthogonal component are subordinated to

the normal distribution law

e;, I.- -f-
W(Un) =x [,

(3.20)

exp 2o J'2( = 2K. an 2

where a2 and 02 are the amplitude dispersions of the orthogonal compo-
1

nents.

Considering the physical symmetry of the expansion of the random

resultant strength into its orthogonal components, it can be maintained

2 2
that. dispersions o01 and a2 are equal, that is

1 = oZ1 2 CZ

When the laws of distribution of random amplitudes zi Ilnd Ur2 are

known, the laws of distribution for the amplitudes of orthogona: compo-

nents UI and U 2 can be determined. The average values of these o, mpo-

nents are, accordingly,

U.,- A,

2=0.

Quantities U1 and U2 themselves undergo, relative to their average

values, random oscillations in accordance with the normal law of die-

r ribution

) [; (LA-A)1 (3.21)

W (U2)- =. 1 exp -- j
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Orthogonal components U and U2 are statisticalli independent.
'I"Therefore the two-dimensional density of tlie probab 'tity of ran~dom

qantities U, and U2 16 equal to proc,:ct

W(U, U2)= W(UJ) W(U2 ) -- xp 2" ( 3U .,2- 2 )

In this case we are interested in the one-dimensional law of prob-

ability distribution of resultant amplitude U. We will find this dis-

tribution by using Relationship (3.22) for which we turn to Fig. 3.8b.

The probabilities that quantities U and U2 will be found within

the limits of elements dU1 and dU2 are, accordingly, (U 1).dU1 and

W(U2 )dU2 . Consequently, the probability that resultant amplitude U will

be located within the limits of rectangular element dU1dU 2 shaded in

Fig. 3.8b is

W (UI, U2) dUdU2- W (U.) W (U2) d..dU2. (3.23)

Amplitude U and phase T of the resultant reflected signal are ran-

dom polar coordinates of the p)int which we were examining in the coor-

dinate system U1, U2. We will therefore go on to the law of distriou-

tion of probability density in polar coordinates d and p. Inasmuch as

the form of the elementary section plays no role n transformation of

the coordinates, we may write

dU dU2 = UdL'dg.

Here, for corresponding elements of probability, the equation

W (U. U2) dUdU2 = W (U, T) d'dt. (3.24)

apples-

From an examination of Fig. 3.8a it follows that in the numerator

of the exponent of Formula (3.22) there is an expression for the square

of the quantity of vector Up which, from the theorem of cosines,

i U-U'2- A*- 2UAcpsc. (3.25)

Then, taking into account Relationships (3.24) and (3.25) we may write
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W (U, )dUdy upp--s+ s-2Aco4

Whence the two-dimensional distribution of probability

(3.26)

We find the probability density of random resultant amplitude U by

averaging the two-dimensional distribution W(U,q)) through integration

over all possible values of phase ( from 0 to 2ir:

w (U)=aW (U, p,) d?,
(3.27)

= -exp [- 2a2j-, €:

It is well known that the integral written above

22

I ex i A U cos l p 1 . u( .8

where Io(AU/a 2) is the Bessel function of the null order from the imag-

inary argument.

Substituting Relationship (3.28) in Formula (3.27), we come to the

expression for the probability density of the amplitude of the resul-

tant signal

as)UsA2z]0 AU (3.29)

which is called the generalized Relay distribution.

In the absence of a stable signal component A - 0 and Io(AU/a) =

0(0) = 1. As a result of this the probability density of the resul-

tant amplituoe of the signals of random reflectors will be determined

by the simple Relay law

(U) = _L .. P gr]. U ( 3.30)

Distributions (3.29) and (3.30) may be written in a more general

form by introducing relative quantities
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a , __U d31

After transformations, we pass from Distributions (3.29) and (3.30)

to the distributions for the relative quantity v

~(3.32)K jW(v)=vxp[_I-±_ .(v,(3.33)

I Figure 3.9 gives the distribution curves (3.32) and (3.33) con-

wN) structed for various values of relative

As quantity a of the amplitude of the stable

S- component. It follows from the curves that

I /  when the stable component is large, the law

of distribution is normalized.

Fig. 3.9. Distribution In the absence of a stable component

curves of resultant the total signal is formed by addition cf
amplitudes of signals.

only the signals of random reflectors. The

average relative value of the amplitude of

this signPl

V= vexp[- v =ITT
1 L

and the dispersion of the relative amplitude

I 4-xt

For a complete characteristic of the total received signal it is

still necessary to examine tl.e distribution law of resultant phase q.

To this end we write two-dimensional distribution W(v, c), taking into

consideration initial expression (3.26) and introduce designations:

W(v . exp f)---l [ Jexp(avcosJ. (3.34)

By averaging (3.34) over all possible values of v from zero to in-
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finity, we obtain a distribution for the resultant phase of the total

signal

J W )- - -+ (a cos ) exp [-- -- ], (3. 35)

where the Laplace function is designatee

I* (Z)=}e-Tdt.

The obtained distribution is shown on Fig. 3.10. In the absence of

a stable component (a = 0) the total signal is formed from the addition

of random components, and all phases are equally probable. As the aa-

plitude of stable component a increases, the phase of the resultant

signal differs less and less from the phase of this component.

-02

-Z

.2 .

4'

Fig. 3.10. Distribution of the probability density of the phiase of the
resultant signal.

§3.8. DISTRIBUTIONS OF SIGNAL POWER AND OF THE TARGET EFFECTIVE SCAT-

TERING CROSS-SECTION

In analyzing the range of radar observation we will be ir'terested

in the problem of the power of the reflected signal and the laws of its

fluctuation. In this section, utilizing the generalized Relay distribu-

tion for amplitudes (3.29), we will establish the distribution law of

probability density for the resultant signal power.
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As a preliminary step let us explain the physical meaning of dis-

pe 'Lsion a 2 Ln 1pression (3.29). According to the definition given be-

fore, cne may write

(12
'12 - -,

where Ut is the resu.tant amplitude of the sum of random elementary

signals. However, U2/2 is the average value of the power P, of the sum
Sof random reflector signals, which is derived from a resistance of one

ohm. Thus, dispersion is equal to the average value of the power of the

total signal of the random reflectors.

The power of the resultant signal, obtained on a one ohm resis-

tance, P = U /2 and, accordingly, dP = UdU. In an analogous manner, the

power of the stable component of the signal P0 = A 2/2 and UA = 2/P

On the basis of the equality of probability elements which corre-

spond to one another W(P)dP = W(U)dU and utilizing Distribution

(3.29), we may write

W(, P)dP= .. ep[I ()"

dP 02 P-- 
0 2

'-- -xp[_ o11 1VP7

Hence the probability density of the resultant signal power

W(P)=-Lexp P Yo P (3.36)

We denote by the letter m the ratio ;f the power of the stable

signal component to the average power of the total signal of random re-

flectors

In i2 (3.37)

Here the average power "of the received resultant signal

)5=t+P.. ( 3.38 )

Utilizing Relationships (3.37) and (3.38) we may write that
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"(3.39)

Then Dis'ribution (3.36) takes the form

W(P) = =L - xp M-m-(+)=jvr(+m) (3.40)

If the stable component is absent, m = 0 and the power of the re-

sultant signal is d:.stributed according to the exponential law

W(P)=P (3.41)

The effective target scattering cross-section ats is proportional

to the power of the reflected signal. Taking this circumstance into ac-

count and utilizing Formulas (3.40) and (3.41), we obtain the laws of

distribution of the effective scattering cross section

X'- (3.42)

WOO= [ .j (3.43)

where ats is the resultant effective scattering cross section of the

target; ts is the average value of the resultant effective scattering

cross section of the target.

Here parameter

42 1 As Po_ P0 __ o

may also be viewed as the ratio of effective scattering cross section

ats0 of a stable reflecting element to the average value of the effec-

tive scattering cross section Wt., of all random reflectorv.

For relative effective scattering cross section a ts/ts Distribu-

tions (3.42) and (3.43) take the form
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U(3.45)

\! L OIL
Figure 3.11 gives the distribution curves W(ats/Fts) for several

values of parameter m.

In the absence of a stable reflecting element (m = 0) the cffec-

tive scattering cross section of a number of random reflectors is dis-

tributed expoventially. The most probable value of a /t is zero, thetspyts

probability that a 1W > 1 is 0.37, while the averaged value of a/ t

is about 0.7.

For m < 1 distribution (3.44) differs from the -Imple exponential

function by very little. As quantity m increases, thf.- maximum appears

on the curve W(at/1ts)! , and the influence of the zjtable signal compo-

nent begins .o prevai' When m becomes significantly greater than uni-

ty, thd curve W(ats/ats) approaches the normal law of distribution with

maximum at ats/uts = 1.

nuN

Ir
m.D

to I's M Z

Fig. 3.11. Distribution of effective scattering cross section of a spa-
tially distributed or complex target.

At m >> 1 the signal of the stable reflecting element becomes pre-

dominant. It considerably exceeds the total signal of the random re-

flectors and determines the target's effective scattering cross sec-
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tion.

3.9. THE AUTOCORRELiTION FUNCTION AND THE SPECTRUM OF FLUCTUATION OF
REFLECTED SIGNALZ

In the preceding spction we examined the laws of intensity distil-

button of signals ai.d o. The effe-tive sca tering cross sections of' a

number of reflectors taken togetber. The characteristics obtained make

it possible to evaluate the probability

-of appearance of a given value for am-

plitude, power, or effective scattering

I cross section. However, the question

still remains unclear how rapidly the
Fig. 3.12. Autocorrelation
function. fluctuations in these quantities occur.

To characterize random changes in sig-

nals over time it is advisable to employ

the autocorrelation function or the signal spectrum.

The statistical connection between the adjacent values of fluctu-

ating strength U, separated by time interval T, may be evaluated using

the autocorrelation function

IM (3.416)R () =lmT[ U(t) U(t + C) dr.(3.

For a stationary random process the autocorrelation function does

not depend upon time t but is a function only of quantity T.

The maximum connection between the values of the signal, and, ac-

cordingly, the largest value for the autocorrelation function, occurs

at T = 0, namely:

1? (0) =J Ihn I ld1 Us.

As can be seen, in this case the autocorrelation function equals the

average value of the square of the fluctuating strength. As interval T
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increases, The connection between the values of the random strength de-

creases. These values become increasingly independent statistically,

while the autGcorrelation function here approaches zero at the limit

i1mR( )O.
The approach of the autocorrelation function to zero with the in-

crease in the quantity T may be both monotonous and oscillatory.

Time interval T = T 0 during which the auto orrelation function re-

duces to a determined, sufficiently low value, is called the correla-

tion time (Fig. 3.12). The values of the fluctuating strength, sepa-

rated by interval T > To, are considered independent. Sometimes the

correlation time is determined as the base of the quadrilateral with

altitude R(O) and a cross section equal to the cross section under the

curve of the autocorrelation function at T > 0, that is

(t) d"

During investigation of the reflected signals of complex and dis-

tributed targets the autocorrelation function is usually determined by

a tested method. The changes over time of the anLplitude or envelope of

the reflected signal are written down on film or on paper by a regis-

tering device. From the obtained oscillogram a certain section, of

length T, is selected so as to contain all the most charecteri.stic

fluctuations of the quantity investigated. Then, after assigning varn-

ous values to T, a special instrument - the correlometer - which per-

forms operation (3.46) is used to calculate the value of the autocorre-

lation function R(r).

In many cases it is more convenient to use the standardized value

of the correlation function
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'"i!.e autocorrelation function is closely connected to the fluctua--

tion spectrum of the signal. While the changes in the amplitude of the

fluctuating signal represent a stationary random process U(t), limited

by t]rtv interval --T < t < T., the current spectrum of amplitude fluctua-

tions is determined by relationship
r

S(f)- - U (i) e-fl" dt.

Here the spectral density of fluctuations

Quantity G(f) has the dimensionality of the power per unit of band

and represents the spectral density of the average power of the proc-

ess. Here G(f)df iJ the average power of the signal fluctuations within

the limits of infinitely small frequency band df.

In accordance with the Khinchin theorem, between the autocorrela-

tion function of the viewed signal and its spectrum there exists a con-

nection described by Fourier transformations

I?(C) G (f)cos2/f'cdf,

0(f)=4 R -) co 2uf 4t.
0J

The presence of this connection results from the fact that both one and

the other characteristic describe the viewed process fvom the point of

view of the velocity wich which it transpires. A broad spectrum of

t'luctuations corresponds to a weak statistical connection. On the con-

trary, when there is a strong statistical connection, the spectrum is

narrow. In accordance with this one must bear in mind that correlation

time :0 is connected to the width of the fluctuation spectrum in an in-

versely proportional dependence.

Now let us dwell briefly upon the basic factors determining the
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spectral and correlational characteristics of the signals of moving

targets composed of many reflecting elements. For objects of this sort

the fundamental reasons "or fluctuations of reflected signals wtll be:

1. Displacement, re-ative to the RLS, of the elementary reflectors

representing the target; this displacement is caused by the movement of

Lhe target or of the vehicle carrying the radar station.

2. The mutual displacement of the individual elementary reflectors

of the target (movement of branches and leaves of trees, rotation of

the helicopter propeller, etc.).

3. Variation in the composition of the elementary reflectors form-

ing the signal as a reEult of the sweeping movement of the antenna

beam.

4hen the target or the vehicle carrying the RLS is moving at high

velocity, the width of the spectrum of the fluctuaticns is determinea

principally by the mutual displacement of the RLS and the target. For

this i.eason let us examine the influence of the first factor in greater

:CA

--- b

c

Fig. 3.13. Determining the spectrum of
Doppler frequencies.
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detail. In addition, for the sake of simplicity let us examine the case

of a target of limited size. The vesults obtained in this case may be

employed for a qualitative evaluation of the signal characteristics of

distributed targets occupying large areas of space.

Let us assume that the radar station is moving relative to the

target Q, conisting of many refle itors distributed at random, at ve-

locity v (Fig. 3.13a), the midpoint of the target is located at course

angle a. Then the course angles of the outside elements of the target,

determining its dimensions, are, accordingly, equal to

- e +

ac= Cc-

As a result of this the Doppler shifts of the carrier frequency of

the signals reflected from elements A and C will differ

v ' (. +

where f is the carrier frequency of the radar station.

The remaining elements of the target will yield reflected signals

whose carrier frequencies will have Doppler shifts lying between FdA

and FdC* Thus, the carrier frequencies of the signals reflected from

Individual elements of the target occupy the frequency spectrum from

f0 + F to FdC with width

= = C (. )- (3.48)

O (- fosln * • sin

in th, case of observation of an individual complex target (air-

plane, shift, bridge, isolated structure) angle ts, may be veryseli/ ~el m tel/

smal, and sin ( t  /2) t (e /2 ). Therefore the spectrum of Dop-
tei tseli

pler frequencies of the carrier for such a target will be
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2v 0
AFA- J,0 L (3.49)

The diagrams illustrating the character of the dependences of Dop-

pler shift of frequency fc and cf the spectrum of Doppler frequencies

F upon the target course angle are given, respectively, in Fig. 3.13b

and c.

Transformation of carrier frequency f0 of the radar signal into a

spectrum with width AFd is the result of the fact that the target con-

sists of many reflecting elements which are distribted in space ard are

moving at different velocities relative to the station. The presence of

frequency band AFd in the reflected signal spectrum is evident that the

resultant signal varies according to a more complex law than the emit-

ted signal. In the final analysis this indicates fluctuation of the re-

sultant signal.

If the radar station emits a continuous monochromatic signal of

frequency f0 , the discovered quantity AFd fully characterizes the width

of the spectrum of the reflected signal fluctuations, Most radar devi-

ces in fact operate in the pulse mode. In this mode the outcoming sig-

nals occupy a broad frequency band Af. After reflection of such a sig-

nal, all of its frequency components undergo transformation in accor-

dance with law (3.48).

Inasmuch as in this paragraph we have set ourselves the task of

conducting a qualitative analysis of the phenomena, we may for purposes

of simplification limit ourselves only .o an examination of the spec-

trum of fluctuations occurring during reflection of a monochromatic

signal. The regularities elucidated as a result of such an analysis

will also appear in the case of signals of ,nore complex shape, although

the quantitative relationships between the basic parameters, of course,
-J

will change and will become more complicated.
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It follows from Formulas (3.48) and (3.49) that the width of th;

spectrum of the fluctuations is proportional to carrier frequsncy f0

and is heavily dependent upon course eagle a, upon the target dimension

(angle ut sei) and upon the velo;tty of its displacement relative to

the radar station.

When we know the width of the spectrum of fluctuations AFd, we can

determ.ne the connection between this quantity and the correlation time

of the signal. In'-r for purpubec of simplification we will consider

that within the limits of band AFd the spectrum is continuous and even.

Then, in accordance with Transformations (3.47) the auto correlation

funct ion
AF

sin 2 AP
G~~o2.ftf- cos 2vfdf -=C!!

0 0

where G(f), as agreed, is equal to constant quantity C.

From the obtained expression it is seen that the autocorrelation

function changes in accordance with a law of the form sin x/x. There-

fore, during the correlation time we wJll accept interval T corre-

sponding to the first interception of c-, ' s R(T) and the axis of

abscissi.

It is obvious that R(T0 ) = 0 under condition 2rAFA 0=w. Consequent-

ly, correlation time

(3.50)

Analys's of Formulas (3.48), (3.49), (3.50) enables us to conclude

that the spectrum of fluctuations and the correlation time depend upoi.

the velocity oP the relative displacement, target dimensions, and the

target position relative to the radar station. It is characteristic

that with increase in the dimensions (larger than 0tseli ) the spectrum

of fluctuations increases and the corvelation time decreases. This reg-
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I
ularity may be explained by the fact that in the case of an increase in

the target dimensions a large. nurmbcr of reflectors partJ " .- .patc In

shaping the resultant signal. Therefore, with the sanie displacements,

there is a redistribution of the f:-±ases and amplitudes of a larger num-

ber of signals, which lead to an acceleration in the fluctuation of the

resultant amplitude.

The connection between the spectrum of fluctuations and the dimen.-

sions of the target may be utilized to determine the latter's dimen-

sions. For this it is necessary to possess data on the station's move-

ment, the distance uo the target, and the target's course angle, and

also to measure the correlation time or the spectrum of fluctuations,

after which, using Correlations (3.49) arid (3.50) or similar ones, the

dimensions of the target can be calculated.

As has been noted above, the mutu-

•- al displacement of the reflectors form-

. 'ing the target is also a source of

7V fluctuations of reflected signals. The

mutual displacement of reflectors
Fig. 3.14. Determining cor-
relation time in lateral (branches, leaves, trunks of trees,
scan. drops of rain, etc.) usually occurs at

low velocity. For this reason the width

of the spectrum of the corresponding fluctuations is comparatively

small.

During the process of sweeping the antenna beam there is ? change

in the composition of the reflectors falling within the limits of the

volume of resolution during scanning of distributed targets. This cir-

cumstance, in turn, leads to fluctuations of the reflected signals. The

c:orrelation time of such fluctuations may be detennined by establishing

the time during which the composition of the reflectors which shape the
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signal changes completely.

As an example let us find the correlation time of the signals of a

distributed target; this time is determined only by the shift in the

rofleci;ors in lateraJ scan when the axis of the antenna beam is perpen-

dicular to the trajectory of the vel.icle carrying the RLS (Fig. 3.14).

There is a complete shift of the reflectors when the linear dis-

placement of the vehicle carrying the RLS along axis y is RO, where R

is the distance to the part of the locality under observation. For this

to occur at velocity v of the vehicle carrying the radar station, time

T 0 RB/v, which may be viewed as the signal correlation time, is re-

quired. Thus, if R = 100 km, 0 = 05', then at v = 2000 m/sec correla-

tion time T0 : 0.5 sec and AF 2 cps.

Thus, in a lateral scan RLS the width of the spectrum of' fluctua-

tion determined by a shift of the reflectors is small. The fundamental

role is played by the spectrum of Doppler frequencies whose width is

determined by Formula (3.49) at etseli = e and a = 900.

§3.10. COMPLEX AND GROUP TARGETS

Earlier we examined the reflection of electromagnetic waves from

individual objects of the simplest shape. Most actual radar targets are

complex condemnations of reflectors of various types. In the process of

radar observation of such targets one encounters a signal whict- is the

result of the interference of several signals reflected from different

elements of the target.

In irradiation of a complex object (airplane, ship, tank, etc.)

the character of the reflections from its various elements depends

strongly upon their orientation. in some positions certain parts of the

airplane or ship may yield extremely intense signals, while in otherI positions the intensity of the reflected signals may fall to zero.

Furthermore, during change of the position of the object relative to
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the radar station there is a change in the phase relationships of the

signals reflected from the various elements. As a result of this fluc-

tuations occur In the resultant signal.H There are other possible reaons for changes in the intensity of

reflected signals. Thus, for example, in the case of an airplane there

may be variation of the conductance of the contacts between its various

elements. One of the causes of this is the vibration caused by the en-

gine. Because of the variations in the conductance of the contacts,

there is a change in the distribution of the

current induced on the surface of the air-

plane and in the intensity of the reflected

signals. In propeller driven airplanes a

supplementary source of variation in the in-

tensity of the reflections is the rotation

of the propellers (propeller modulation).

Figure 3.15 gives an experimental dia-
Fig. 3.15. Reflection
diagram of an airplane gram of the intensity of reflection from an
(X = 10 cm).

airplane in the horizontal plane for X = 10

cm. It is seen from the diagram that insig-

nificant reflections of the direction of beaming cause sharp variations

in the power of the reflected signal, up to 30-35 db.

Figure 3.16 gives as another example the variation in the effec-

tive scattering cross section of the second Soviet earth satellite.

This curve was obtained by processing the recordings of reflected sig-

nals on a wave 69 cm long.

In the process of radar observation the mutual positions of the

airplane (a ship, satellite) and the RLS are continually changing due

to the mot. .n of the former. The result of this 4s fluctuation of thz

reflected signal and corresponding variation in effective scattering
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cross section ats*

The laws of the probability distribution of the target effective

scattering cross section, and the character of the variation of this

quan ity over time are usually determinted experimentally. For this the

intensity of the reflected signals is recorded and, after processing of

the recording, the statistical characteristics of the signals and of

quantities ats are found.

.1 Z
30

100 - O 8 70

za 0 to~ so t0 oo 12P

Fig. 3.16. Dependence of effec-
tive scattering cross section
of the second Soviet artificial
earth satellite upon the direc-
tion of beaming.

TABLE 3.1

1 " n piNOAo0totUOHOl ne. WoUWb ,

1 flcpeftmeab.. .. .. .. .. ... 3-5
CpeanR# 6oM6apaHpoauxxx . . . 7-10
AJI).bHHA 6oMapApoBRnMC . . . 15-20
TpacnopTUaN camoer ..... ... 6 l1 o
KpeAcep ..... : ...... 14000

TpaHcnopT maxoro TOHHA . . . 150
TpamcnopT cpeulero TOHHa~a . . 7b0O
TpaHcnopT 6ojuxnoro ToRma*&i . 15000

3 .]TpayAep . . . ;. . • . . . . . 750
MaMaa nOABOH&t AOOKAa 3 HAA-

IIOAOM COCTONtUN ...... 140
14 KTep.. . .O. ... . .... 1
14 PyOKi flOADORORAo 1
15 4eaoaex .. ..... ............ 0,8

1) Type of radar target; 2) ef.fective target cross section, m ; 3) pur-
suit plane; 4) medium boz:b.r; 5) long-range bomber; 6) transport plane;
7) cruiser; 8) sm-.ll cargo ship; 9) medium cargo ship; 10) large cargo
ship; 11) trawler; 12) small submarine on the surface; 13) launchi; 14)
submarine conning tower; 15) person; 16) upto.

As much research has shown., for fluctuations of the ats of air-

plane the exponential law of distribution
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applies with suffi :ient accuracy.

The diagram of the reradiation of a ship has a more subtly lobe-

shaped structure than that of an airplane, which is due to the signifi-

cantly greate' dimensions and more complex construction of the ship

The reflective elements of a ship are numerous and variagated. There-

fore the ship must also be viewe d as a group of elements whose reflec-

tions have random phases. Experimental research shows that fluctuations

in the effective scattering cross section of a ship may also be approx-

imately described by "he exponential law of distribution.

On the basis of recordings of amplitades of complex target signals

,a-rr' rnci, ships satellites, etc.) it is possible to determine the

autocorrelation function of signals and also the spectrum of their ani-

plitude fluctuations,

Data on the laws of distribution of signal amplitudes or of effec-

tive scattering cross sections are necessary for calculating the opera-

tional range of a rad.ar station and as a basis for the method of pro-

cessing the signals. Information on the autocorrelation function and on

the spectrum of fluctuations, furthermore, is important for determining

the accuracy of measurement of coordinates.

The average value of the effective scattering cross section ats

is usually employed in the practical evaluation of a radar station's

operational range. This quantity may be derived by averaging the values

of at, for various directions of incidence of the irreadating wave.

Table 3.1 gives the average values of the effective cross sections

of various real targets as obtained by generalizing a large number of

measurements on waves in the centimeter range.

By using these quantities the average values of the range of de-
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tection of various targets may be calculated.

The effective scatteringc cross sections of actual targets are usu-

ally determined experimentally.

In practice various methc!s of measuring the target's effective

scattering cross section are applied. Above all, quantity ats may be

deLermined by measurin, electrical field strength E1 and E2 • This meth-

od1 is convenient in the laboratory or under test conditions, but is not

app±icable in practice for investigation of such targets as airplanes

or ships.

In some cases it is convenient to, find the effective scattering

cross section ats by measuring the intensities of waves reflected from

standard targets under test conditi-dis. If the effective cross section

of a standard target is ao, and the field strength of the wave reflec-

ted from it is EO, then ",t is found f.oin formula

4 (3.51)

where Ets is the field strength of the wave reflected from the target

under investigation.

The use of Relationsh.p (3.51) assumes identity of the conditions

in which qtuantities Et and were measured.

The most suitable standard target is a metallic sphere, since its

reflective properties are identical during irradiation from various di-

rections, a.nd its effective scattering cross sections can be calculated

accurately.

It is also possible to determine the effective cross section of a

target by comparing the free-space range of standard target R0 and the

free-space range of test targets Rt s. It is obvious that, if there are

no losses,
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Th) effective crcss section of a target, which cannot be investi-

gated using the method3 examined abcve, is found by measuring the maxi-

mum range of its detection by a radar station and by calculating ts

JA_

Fig. 3.17. Pulsations of a signal from a grou target.

using the equation of the range of radar observation.

In radar observation the case is often encountered of a group tar-

get several of whose isolated objects are located at distances which

are less than resolvable distances. This means that they fall within

the antenna beam of the station and, as regards range, are located

within the limits of a section which does not exceed c i/2.

The phase relationship among signals of individual targets are de-

termined by their mutual positions and by the frequency of the trans-

mitter. Relative displacements of individual targets, as well as fre-

quency creep, are always encountered in practice. Because of this, va-

riations in intensity - fluctuations of the resultant signal over

time - are observed. On an indicator screen with amplitude marking, for

example, this dependence is displayed in a continuous signal pulsation,

change of its shape, and the appearance of gaps in the middle of the

resultant pulse (Fig. 3.17).

Let us assume that a grovp target consists of n objects. Let the

signals reflected from them be characterized by electrical field
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strengths E,, E2, ... , E . If the phase relationships are favorable,
En

the -trength o,' the resultant electrical field attains its maximun

E,KC E l+E2 +E3+ .. +-EW

,ch pease relationships are also possib e in which The electrical

fLeld strength is minimum and equal to zero: Emill 0. In this case the

signals reflected from the various objects cancel out one another.

In view of the fact that the effective scattering cross section of

a target is proportional to the square of the electrical field strength,

its maximum value may be written as

OMK = (Val+ VOL2+ + +/~Y (3. 52a)

Taking into account the arithmetical adding of the powers of sig-

nals, the average value of the effective scattering cross section will,

accordingly, be

(3.52b)

If the objects forming a group of targets are complex in shape and

themselves consist of a number of elements, variations in the effective

scattering cross sections of the individual objects may be a supplemen-

tary source of fluctuation of the resultant signals. A skilled observer

can usually distinguish the blips of group and individual targets from

t .e appearance of the blip on the indicator screen.

.).11. VOLUME-DISTRIBUTED TARGET

Above we have examined targets whose dimensions are small by com-

parison with the transverse diaensions of the antenna beam and with

Fig. 3.18. Calculating the effective scattering cross section of a vol-
ume-distributed target.
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quantity cT /2. Targets such as these nay usually be viewed as point

shaped.

i In radar praci ice one very ofter Encounters reflections from vol-

K ume.-distribut:d taryets consisting of a large number of reflecting ele-

merits which are located relatively close to cne another and take up aH considerable amount of space.

Characteristic of three-dimensional targets is the fact that the

elementary reflectors of which they are composed, as a rule, are In a

state of continuous movement under the influence of the forces of grav-

ity and wind. Because of this their relative positions and orientations

change, which leads to continuous variation In the phase and amplitude

relationships between the elementary signals. In this case the instan-

taneous value of the total signal at the receiver input will be randcm

quantity

= I Lkcos W -
k-1

By analogy with Formula (3.52b) the average value of the effective

cross section of a volume-distributed target will be

k-1

where ak is the effective scattering cross section of an elementary re-

flector.

The elementary reflectors which participate in the shaping of the

total signal are distributed within the limits of some volume V (re-

flecting volume). The boundaries of volume v are determined by the an-

gular and range resolution of the radar station (Fig. 3.18). The ine-

quality

where R is the distance to the reflecting volume, is in practice always
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true.

it may therefore be accepted as an approxi.mation that the observed

volume has the chape of a cylincer w ,tL base QAR 2 and altitude cTi/2,

that is

9 7 1

Fig. 3.19. Standardized spectrum of fluctuations of radar signals r-e-
fAl cted from metallized strips.

where QAis the solid angle of the antenna beam..

Solid angle n A is expressed by effective cross section A or the

antenna directive gain D

and, consequently, the reflecting volume

_ (3.53

V 4-K C% 3--5

It i.s rather difficult to determine the effective cross section of

a volume-distributed target on the assumption that its elementary re-

flectors possess different ak. Therefore wa will con~iAder ..at the ele-

mentary reflectors in volume V possess identical effective scattering

cross sections, that is

alV02 a -0,COlSt,

where a0 is the avera e value of the effective cross section of the re-

nflectors

nCt us assume that the elementary reflectors are evenly distribu-
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ted in space at density n0. Then the volume will contain 7 = 0oV re-

flectors, and their average effective cross section

1 o- =o0 70 V. (3.54 )

By substituting Expression (3.53) in (3.54), we obtain a formula

for calculating the average effect.ive cross sectian of a vo].ume-distri-

buted target

• (3-55)

It can be seen from Formula (3.55) that the characteristic of vol-

ume-distributed tirgets is the dependence of' the effective cross sec-

tion upon radar station parameters Ti and D, and also upon the distance

between the station and the target.

The obtained relationships make it pocsible to evaluate the aver-

age power value of the resultant signal of a rol me-distributed target.

The amplitude of the resultant signal changes, since the individual re-

flectors are always changing the position relative to one another.

Therefore the resultant signal received by the radar station receiver

in consecutive repetition periods fluctuates over time in a random man-

ner.

Experimental study of the reflections from a cloud of metaLlized

strips and from hydrometeors has shown* that the actual laws of the

distribuzion of amplit!ide probabilities and of effective scattering

cross sections correspond well with the laws examined above which were

developed theoretically. And in particular, the Relay distribution

U'

W (U) - e ,

is true for amplitude fluctuations, while the exponential law

W4 I

-=-- e

Iva

is true for the effcotive scattering cross section.
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The velocity of the observed fluctuations is not great. It is de-

- termined by the time required for regrouping of the elementary reflec-

tors in the reflecting volume and is therefore corsiderably lower than

the velocity of noise fluctuations. The regrouping tme of reflectors

is usually so great. that during it several pulses are reflected.

The shapes of the frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of sig.-

nals reflected from metallized strips resemble the error curve which is

symmetrical relative to the origin of the coordinate. The spectrum

width depends strongly upon the reldtive velocity of displacement of

the strips. The influence of the horizontal component of the scattering

velocity, which is determined by the speed and gustiness of the wind,

is particularly strong. iL may be accepted as an epproximation that the

width of the spectrum of fluctuations is proportional to the average

wind speed and to the frequency of the radar station.

Figure 3.19 gives, as an illustration, the frequency spectrum of

the fluctuations of radar signals reflected from metallized bands.

It should also be borne In mind that the length of the signal re-

flected from a volume-distributed target may be significantly in excess

of the length of the emitted pulse. This length Is determined by the

radial extension of the volumetric target. As the emitted pulse is

propagated further, new reflections are given off b new areas of the

volume-distributed target.

If some sort of object (for example, an airplane) is located with-

in a volume filled with distributed reflectors, radar observation of

this object is made difficuilt. In this case the refiections from the

volume-distributed target constitute an interference which can mask the

useful signal. The conditions of observation of a useful signal may be

:,haracterized by the ratio of signal Power to noise. The size of the

ratio of the power of the signal reflected from the target to the aver-
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TABLE 3.2 I Cptz"°c pie" WMC' aH.,-,o ,- ooh.

Diii rH.Ip, ert')HOO ( CTOOlIle MP*K- OC h BO, OCT3..
o6p., X%-%. XX 'S ',,, .. [ .t y AY awmi O. _ l

]- :j ' 41 :

06alca . 0,005-0.007 1--1,6 0,2-1,0j'Tm. .. .. !O 4,5 0,00fi

,ryCTOI TyIaH . . . ' ; 21 0,05 0,057
Ia. ajONAb . . . o,20 3 025 0,093

1 O er mfi Ao*;zb . . . 0.45 70 1,00 0.14
I I Ymepe.it AOxc*A 1,00 123 .1,00 0,28
1 CHUHM, aozab . 1,50 130 15.00 0,83

'Oqenb CHJAHbHI
- cM tb ...... 2,10 138 40,00 1,8. ....... 3-5 137 100.00 5,4

1) Type of hydrometeor formation; 2) drop diameter, mm; 3) average
space between dr:rs, :-Ln; 4) intensity of precipitation, mm/hour; 5) wa-
ter content, g/m 3 , 6) clouds; 7) fog; 8) thick fog; 9) fine rain; 10)
light rain; 1l) nyodcrate rain; 12) heavy rain; 13) very heavy rain; 14)
cloud bu'st.

age power of the signal from the volume-distributed reflectors is equal

to the ratio of their effect:ve cross sections, that is

p ~ - D
p no 4(3.56)

It follows from Formula (3.56) that the effective discrimination

of useful signals against the background of reflections from a volume-

distributed target may be heightened by shortening the pulse length and

narroi.ing the directivity diagram of the antenna.

Reflections from hydrometeors are those encountered most frequent-

ly in radar practice. In the case of rain of drop diameter d., quantity

and signal/noise ratio

___ I .b (3.57)-cg
The reflection of electromagnetic waves from hydrometeors may oe

utilized for meteorological purposes. In such a case the reflections

from hydrometeorG are the useful signals. They can be used to determine
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the locations of atmospheric formations, their intensities, and some-

times e-.en their direction of' movement.

For a preliminary estimate of the effective cross sections of rain

the averaged data given in Table 3.2 may be used. In ,'act, the dimen-

sions of rain drops may differ from one to the other. As follows from

Formula (3.9), small oscillations in the distribution of drop diameters

nay cause substantial changes in the instantaneous values of *hc re-

flected signals.

Atmospheric hydrometeors in the hard phase (hail, snow) possess

relative specific inductive capacitance e' 3.0 at temperatures from

00 to -500 C. For this reason the factor [(0l - 1)/'& + 2 )]
2 in Formu-

la (3.8) is approximately 0.165, and not unity, and therefore the in-

tensity of reflections from hail is considerably lower than from rain.

The situation with regard to snow flakes and ice crystals is analogous.

When there is precipitation from clouds of ice particles at a cer-

tain height, the temperature being sufficiently high, the ice may begin

to melt (a zero isotherm layer). The ice crystaas become covered with

water, and their effective scattering cross section increases sharply.

It is characteristic that, because of their large dimensions and the

characteristics of their shape, the ats of such particles is larger

than for drops of water of the same mass. Because of this the z:ro iso-

therm layer gives rise to a reflection of maximum intensity. Further-

more, when the ice crystals turn into drops of water, th i.r effective

cross section is slightly reduced, and the intensity of the reflected

signal declines.

Other hard particles suspo,,ided in the atmosphere (sand, dust) can

also cause reflection of electromagnetic waves. The dlmens'ois of sand

paticles are commensurable with the dimensions of rain ..rops. There-

fore, sand storms create reflectiors of considerable intensity. Parti-
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cles of dust or smoke are mvch smaller in size. According to experimen-

tal investigations, for particles of dust to remain suspended in the

air for a long time their diameters must not exceod l0p. It is obvious

that the reflection from a cloud of such particles must be very weak.

In conclusion it should be noted that intense reflections from hy-

drometeors and hard particles can be observed only with waves in the

centimeter and millimeter ranges.

I §3.12. SURFACE-DISTRIBUTED TARGETS

Examples of surface-distributed targets ;Lre: grass cover, forest,

bushes, fields, waves on the surface of the water. In this case, in

contrast to volume-distribited targets,

it is difficult to distin :'!ilh the indi-

I ,vidual reflecting elements. Being dis-

tributed in a random manner, they form

r ,a continuous surface layer which gives

Fig. 3.20. Determining the off a scattered reflection of electro-
effective scattering cross
section of a surface-dis- magnetic waves.
tributed target.

Let us assume that at point 0 (Fig.

3.20), at altitude H above the earth's

surface, there is an airplane. In the horizontal plane its antenna beam

has width 8 and irradiates sector AD 1D2 on the earth's surface.

We will consider that the radar staticn emits pulses of length Ti"

Even when the antenna is not moving, irrauiation of the surface in sec-

tor AD D2 is not simultaneous. The first reflected signal returns in

AA
t t

Fig. 3.21. Time diagram of voltage at the receiver output of a surface-* :ican radar station. A) Noises.
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time T = 2H/a after the outcoming pulse (Fig. 3.21). Furthermore, de-

spite the pulse-like character of the emission, reflected signals are

continuously entering the input of the radar station receiver. The rea-

son for this is that, as the emitted wave spreads, the reflected wave

returns from ever further sections of the surface. Since the surface is

continuous, the signal at the receiver output will also be continuous.

At each given moment in time, the signal at the receiver, input

will be the result of the addition of the signals reflected from the

elementary reflectors distributed in a random manner within the resolv-

able area of the surface.

The resolvable area is limited in azimuth by the width of the di-

rectivity diagrams. In range the boundaries of the resolvable area de-

pend upon pulse length T i and upon sighting angle y. Thus, in our case

BID,=-

The size of the effective scattering cross section, in the case of

a homogeneous surface with random distribution of irregularities, is

proportional to cross section S' which at the given moment shapes the

reflected signal.

To determine quantity ats we examine area S perpendicular to the

direction of incidence of the wave. All the energy reflected from re-

solvable area S' passes through its surface.

The resolvable area on the surface of the earth has cross section

Consequently, the cross section of surface S perpendicular to the

sighting line

)=rnjR '" tg7.

Knowing S, one can determine quantity ats if coefficient P which
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takes into account the influence of the reflective properties of the

earth's surface:

PRO- tg 1. (3.58)

is introduced.

Characteristic of the surface-distributed target is the dependence

of the effective scattering surface ats upon the parameters Ti and 6 of

the radar station, and also upon the distance to the area observed and

the angle at which it is sighted. In this respect the properties of the

surface-dist-ibuted target are close to those of the volume-distributed

target.

As is seen from Formula (3.58), the reflective properties of the

surface-distributed ta:get depend upon quantity p. Knowing tais quanti-

ty and the other parameters characterizing the scanning conditions one

can determine the effective scattering cross section and proceed to a

calculation of the :nensity of the reflected signal.

In many cases the reflective properties of a surface-distributed

target are conveniently characterized by a standardized value for the

effective scattering cross section, one equal to the ratio of a ts to

the crcss section of the corre.,pcnding area of the earth's surface

a = 1

TABLE 3.3

I" e a " I MY 8a

17 13 1,
22 1,0 0
30 0.2 I.100
50 0.0 I I,0

1) Wind velocity, km/hour; 2) AF at a le'-el 0.1 from the maximum, cy-
cles.

The reflective properties of the surface and, consequently, quan-
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tity Ots , are influenced by:

- surface irregularities,

- angle of incidence (angle of sighting) of the wave and the wave-

W(I)
XIj .121,

Fig. 3.22. Distribution of effective scattering cross section of a hill
covered with wood: 1) gusts of wind with a velocity of 40 km/hour; 2)
wind at velocity of 16 km/hour; 3) for rocky art of the hill at a wind
velocity of 16km/hour.

l.ength,

- polarization of the wave,

- the specific inductive capacity of the 1-io I.

All the earth covers encountered in practice may, roughly speak-

ing, be divided into smooth and rough. Smooth surfaces include asphalt

and concrete roads, etc. For them the intensity of the reflected signal

drops rapidly .iith reduction in the sighting angle and depends upon the

polarization of the Incident wave.

In the case of uneven surfaces the roughness considerably exceeds

the wavelength in value. Sections of land overgrown with grass, sewn

areas, bushy patches, forest, etc. all have this character. Investiga-

tions demonstrate that the value of p depends very little upon sighting

angle y and upon polarization in the case of actual rough surfaces. For
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each type of surface the values of p and a'ts usually fall withi~n fefi-

nite limits. Because of this, for example, the general chai-acter of the

area from which the signals are reflected may be judged by the value of

ts*

Radar ,efections from a surface covered with plants undergo sea-

sonal chang.s which are a runction of the change in the water content

of th* plant. In addition, the character of the reflection of electro-

magnetic waves from all surfaces depends strongly upon their moisture

content and upon the presence or absence of snow.

During observation of surfaces covered with pJants the reflection

comes from many random reflectors (leaves, stalks, branches). These re-

flectors are moved by the wind. The stronger the wind the more inten-

sive "heir movement. In addition to moving reflectors there are various

randomly dispersed but immovable reflectors (rocks, trunks of trees).

The resultant signal is the sum of the signals of the first and second

types of reflectors.

If' the radar station is stationary, the reflections from moving

elements yield a fluctuating signal component, while the reflections

j from stationary elements yield a stable component.

The law of distribution of the effective scattering cross section

of this sort of target depends upon ratio m of the powers of the stable

and fluctuating components if the resultant signal.

:1 Figure 3.22 gives an example of the variation in the character of

the distribution of effective scatterin6 cross sections of a heav-

ily wooded hill. When the wind blows in gusts at velocity of about !0

km/hour, m z 0.8 and the distribution is almost exponential (1). In tbe

case of a weaker wind at velocity of 16 km/hour, the noticeable stable

signal component prevails, m z 5 and a clearly expressei maximum is

formed in the distribution curve (2).
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Figure 3.22 (3) also gives the distribution curve for the rocky

part of the hill with sparse plant coverage at the same wind velocity

of 16 km/hour. In this case m z 30, and the distribution law approaches

the normal.

Comparison of Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.11 enables us to conclude that

the distribution laws for effective scattering cross sections obtained

experimentally coincide well with the same laws as predicted on theo-

retical grounds.

The width of the spectrum of signEl fluctuations of the examined

surfaces depends upon the latter's properties and upon wind velocity.

Table 3.3 shows the dependence of quantity m upon the width of the

spectrum of che fluctuations of reflections from a wooded area in waves

of the 10-centimeter range.

Tn obiiervation of surface-distributed targets from flying devices

the character of the signal fluctuations will be determined principally

by the movement of the radar station itself. The width of the spectrtun

of fluctuations and the correlation time will depend upon the flight

mode and upon the target dimensions in accordance with Formulas (3.49)

and (3.50).

Manu-
script [Footnotes'.Page

No.

174 See [19] in Chapter 3.
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Manu-
script ITransliterated Symbols]
Page
No.

1.30 U = ts = tsel' = target

]ui ueno = tsell = target

1311 PlC - RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya radar station

161 = d = doppler = Doppler

168 MMH - min = minimal'nyy = minimum

176 up = pr = plushchad' rasseyaniya = effective scattering cross
section

176 1oM = pom = por.'ekha = noise
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Chapter" 4

RADAR OBSERVATION RANGE

§4.1. THE FREE-SPACE OBSERVATION RANGE

The task of radar observation is to detect targets-and to measure

the parameters of their position and movement. Target detection is an

operation involving the discrimination of signals reflected from the

tarqe- against a background of external interferences and fluctuating

receiver noises. Characteristic of this operation is the statistical

character of its results as determined by the random law of change of

the interference voltages and by fluctuation in the size of the ef-

fectivetarget cross sections. The useful signal may be discriminated

with a certain degree nf reliability, such reliability being character-

ized by the probability of detecting the target. Thus, a strict ap-

proach to the question of determining the maximum range of radar obser-

vation requires that it be viewed as a statistical task.

Radar observation range depends not only upon the random pro-

cesses noted above, but also upc.n a series of Lompletely determined

factors: emission power, antee'na directivity, atmospheric damping of

electromagnetic waves, etc. The influence of these factors is very sub-

stantial and should be the first thing considered. However, this can be

done only if the question of the operating vange of 9 radar station is

viewed from the standpoint of the powel relationships which take into

consideration the averaged conditions of radar observation.

To establish the fundamental functions determining the range

of radar observation, we begin with tne simplest case of target detec-
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tion in free space. The analysis will be based the assumption that,

the atmosphere is homogeneous and that there 's no damping of electro-

magnetic waves. ',

Let us assume that at some point in space, at distance R :'ur

the radar station, there is a target with effective scattering cross

section ats. At a sufficient distance, the electiomagnetic wavq radi-

ated by the transmitting antenna of the station possesses a spherical

front which is limited by the limits of the directivity diagram. Hence

the power flux density of the outcoming electromagnetic wave at the

target

= -p,

where P£ is the power of the emitted oscillations; Dprd is the direc-

tive gain of the transmitting antenna.

According to the definition of the effective cross-section of

the target the power of the scattered oscillations

It follows from this that the power flux density of the reflected wave

at the receiving antenna of the radar station

112D

If we multiply quantity H2 by effective cross section Apr of the re-

ceived antenna, we find the power of the reflected signal at the input

of a matched receiver,

PZ,, a A4l
P1V=72Ap PA at(14.1)

It is known from antenna theory that dependence

A(4.2)

which exists between the effective cross section Aprof an antenna and
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its power gain factor Gpr , is true for any direction in the zone of

emission 6nd reception of tha particular antenna.

Quantity Apr is proportional to antenna aperture cross section Sa

A., = K..

The cross-section utilization factor KS depends upon the distribution

of the field in the antenna aperture. If 'he field is identical in

phase and in intensity over the whole aperture, factor KS is unity. For

most radar antennas K = o.4-0.7.

Taking into account Formula (4.2) the expression for the power of

the received signal

This expression may be written differently if one takes into account

the fact that the directive gain Dpr and the received antenna gain fac-

tor 3pr are in the relationship

a =

where n is the efficiency of the antenna.

As a rule, n = 0.9-0.95 for radar antennas, and it may be assumed

that Gpr D pr. Then the power of the received signal

PD= D . (4.3)

As dfistance R increagea, power Ppr of the received signals rapidly

diminishes. At a certain value of R quantity Ppr drops so far that the

target signal cannot be distinguished by the terminal device with the

assigned degree of reliability against the background of fluctuating

noises.

The target range at which power Ppr is reduced to the threshold

value Ppr min is the maximum operating range R sv maks of the radar sta-

) tion for the given target. It follows from Rel1ationship (4.3) that the

maximum range
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1C 49 41 PM n 4
Pnp NUN (4)a

Equation (4.4) is applicable both in the case of stations with

separate antennas for transnassion and reception and for stations w.th

common antennas.

In pulse radar stations one and the same antenna are usually em-.
ployed for reception and t. n smission, that is, Dpr d = Dpr = D. Then

Eq. (4.4) takes the form

• 4 p
idIE . P S_ (4,)' (4.5).__ Mac _--_ppg (_P•

If D is expressed in terms of effective anteana cross section A,

!! another variant of the range equation is obtained:
RI . __ __ .(____

=a v-p-c V' (4.6)

Analysis of the obtained expressi,,nB leads to the following con-

clusions:

1. The radar observation range increases rather weakly with growth

in the emission power. Thus the emitted power would have to oe in-

creased by 16 times to increase the station's operating range 2 times.
2. The range of radar observation also depends comparatively lit-

tle upon receiver senritivity. The effect of an increase in receiver

sensitivity (reduction of Ppr min ) is equivalent to a corresponding

growth in the power of the radar station transmitter.

3. The operating range of a radar station depends to a great ex-

tent upon antenna directivity. Thus, for example, D would have to be

increased 4 tines to increase the range of radar observation 2 times,

other conditions being equal.

4. Change in the value of the effective scattering cross section

of the target has ccmparatively little influence on the range of radar

obsaervation. As a result of this, there may be comparatively little
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difference in the range of detection of targets whose dimensions dif-

fer considerably.

WavelpitgtI7 ' enters into the expression for Rsv maks" It should be

borne in m:nd that in fact all quantities ini Eqs. (4.4), (4.5) and

(4.6) are functions of the wavelength. However, these dependences were

not brought out in the obtained equations, and quantity A was i ntro-

duced into the fc-.mulas only to take into account the influence of the

antenna's directional properties. Because of this, the influence of X

upon Rsv maks may be examined in the present case only by considering

this circumstance ard by realizing that all other quantities entering

into the equations remain unchanged. Thus, for example, at assigned D

(see Eq. (4.5)) as wave A becomes shorter there is a reduction in Lhe

range of radar observation, since at D - const a reduction in A is ac-

companied by a reduction in quantity A and, consequently, also in the

power at the receiver input. On the contrary, if the condition A -

= const is accepted (see Eq. (4.6)), as X becomes shorter the observa-

tion range increases. This is explained by the fact that with unchanged

antenna dimension, reduction in A leads to an increase in the directive

gain and, consequently, to an increase in the power flux density of the

wave going to the target.

The range equations obeained aove may be used to evaluate various

types of radar systes, since, when they were derived, no limiting as-

sumptions were made regarding the method of operation used.

In examining pulse 3yatems, emitted pulse power Pi should be sub-

stituted instead of Pr in the range equations. This cirrumstance may be

the cause of mistaken conclusions to the effect that pilse rada.r sys-

tems posseeb greater operating ranges than continuous emission systems,

since a large amount of power can be obtained more easily during pulse

operation.
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Actually, increase in the power emitted in the pulse leads to an

increase in the power of the received reflected signal rpr" However,

the sensitivity of' the receiver depends above all upo. the noise level,

that is, is determined by the relationship between the received signal

power P and the noise power P If if there are no external noises,pr pr pom'

the sensitivity of the station ib limited by the internal fluctuating

noises of' the receiver and is determined by ratio

sgnal/noise = Ppr/Psh*

In order to discriminate reflected signals in the terminal device

with a rellability no lower than that assigned, it is necessary that

the signal/i.oise ratio at the receiver input be not less than some ful-

ly determined quantity mr, that is

> >M,. (4.7)

where the equality corresponds to the threshold condition.

Quantity mr is called the discrimination factor. It shows how many

times greater the power of the minimum received signals must be than

the power of the internal noises of the receiver, as reduced to the in-

put or a radio device, for the target signals to be discriminated with

the assigned reliability.*

The power of the internal noises of the receiver, reduced to its

input,

'P, = NTAf.

where k - 1.38"10-23 w-deg/z is Boltzmann's constant, which cha.as-

terizes the increase in noise power per unit of passband with a one-

degree increase in temperature; S is the receiver nese factor; T fs

the absolute temperature; Af is the receiver passband.

At a certain noise power and an assigned valtze of the discrimina-

tion factor, the threshold value of the received signal power
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P, ,'- nP-" m N TAf. (4.8)

The largest signal/noise ratio at the output of the receiver chan-

nei of a pulse system occurs at the optimum value of the receiver path

and

where is a constant dimensionless factor depending upon the pulse

shape and with a value close to unity.

W. substitute value Ppr min in range equation (4.5), assuming that

the optimu receiver band has been selected:

" I:JI: ( 4.9)

It follows from Expression (4.9) that target deteution range is

determined by the pulse energy. This important circumstance must be ta-

ken into account in selecting the transmitter power of a radar station

and the length of the emitted pulses.

We express power Pi emitted in the pulse bj the average emission

power Psr during pulse repetition period Tp

P, T.- (4.10)

By substituting Relationship (4.10) in Eq. (4.9) we obtain

#.q, (4, (4.11)

The second factor in Expression (4.11) under the radical is a

quantity which is constant for the given radar station and target.

Thus, if the ieceiver passband is selectea in acccrdance with the opti-

mum shape and length of the signals, the radar observation range is de-

termined by the average emitted power.

With very long pulses, the optimum band may be so narrow that the

frequency instability of the transmitter and the receiver heterodyne

may cause interruption of the reception of reflected signals. For this
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reason the receivwr band must be broadened beyond the necessary point,

which leads to a r aduction in the radar observation range with the same

emitted power. An analogous difficulty arises in the case of radar sys-

tems with continuous emission.

The desire to increase the range of radar observation leads to the

use in RLS receiver devices of low-noise high-frequency parametric and

quantum amplifiers. Here the role of the external fluctuating noises

from the surrounding space increases, sine their power may be commen-

surable with the power of the receiver's *,n noises. Thus, the effect

of external noises must be taken into account in calculating the sensi-

tivity of a radar receiver with a high-frequency low-noise amplifier.

Furthermore, under these conditions the noises introduced by elements

of the feeder channel connecting the receiver and the antenna must be

taken into consideration.

In calculating the range of radar observation in the expression

for the threshold signal power

the full value of the noise power as determined by all sources acting

upon the receiver channel of the station must, in general, be accepted

as quantity Psh

Noise power Psh may be expressed as effective noise temperature

Tsh

P. kAft*. (4.12)

The radar station noise temperature is made up of anuenna noise

temperature Ta and the noise temperature of the reception channel Tpt,

that is

-~T To + rM.

As is known, the noise temperature of the reception channel )
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where N is the receiver noise factor; Nf is the feeder system noise

factor. Then the equivalent noise power, reduced to the input of the

receiver device

P. = k /7'==k 17's+ (N4,N- 1) 290-1.  (4.13)

When Expression (4.13) is taken into account, range equation (4.5)

takes the form

.nC (4.14)

This is a mcre general form of the range equation for radar observation

in free space. It takes into account not only the fluctuation noises of

the receiver itself, but also noises captured by the antenna and also

the noises of the feeder channel.

All of the formulas examined above for range of radar observation

were obtained on the assumption that when electromagnetic waves are re-

flected from the target, their polarization is maintained. Under actual

conditions, the polarization of an electromagnetic wave may be changed

by reflection from a target - it becomes depolarized. The character of

the depolarization depends upor the particular configuration and struc-

ture of the observed object. Her- the polarization of the field of the

reflected wave will no longer coincide with the antenna polarization,

leading to a reduction in the signal power at the RLS receiver input.

The influence of change in the polarization of the reflected sig-

nal may be taken into account quantitatively by a corresponding reduc-

tion in the effective cross section of the RLS antenna. This is effec-

ted by introducing factor y < 1 *nto the numerator of the expression

under the radical sign in range equation (4.14). The size of this coef-

ficient may be determined if the RLS antenna polarization and the po-

larization of the reflected wave ale known.
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14.2. RADAR OBSERVATION RANGE WITH ACTIVE RESPONSE

We will take up the question of radar observation range in free

space with active response. We will consider that a responder is in-

stalled on the object which is being observed. It receives RLS signals

and emits respore signals at the same frequency. Usually the same an-

tenna is used in the responder for trans.mission and reception.

The power of the RLS signals at the responder reception input

PIDA, (4.15)

where R is the distance from the RLS to the responder; P is the RLS

emissive power; D -3 the directive gain of the RLS antenna; Aotv is the

effective cross section of the responder antenna.

If Aotv is expressed in terms of the antenna directive gain Dotv

Relationship (4.15) may be presented in the form

P'P0= (-- )' D "*. (4.16)

The power of the response signal received by the RLS may be ex-

pressed analogously

pop - D m, (4-17)

where PE otv is the power of the signal emitted by the responder.

The operating range of a radar system with active response is de-

termined both by the length of the connection between the RLS and the

responder and by the length of the connection between the responder and

the RLS. If the reception sensitivity of the responder is Ppr otv mn'

the length of the connection between the RLS and the responder

Rpim P. DD9. (4.18)

And accordingly, the length of the conneetion between the responder and

the RLS will be determined by formula
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R2 -D V D, (4.191

where P is the RIS receiver sensitivity.

At 19' i maks the RLS signals cannot trigger the transmitter of

the responder, and in case R > R2 maks the response signal will not be

distinguished by the RLS terminal device against the background of

flictuating notses.

In designing t radar system with active response tt is advisable

to seek to obtain equality of the communication range between the RLS

and the ren,,nder and between the responder and the RLS, when

RVa=R2ur = Raft. (i4. 20)

Such a system is the most economical from the power point of view.

By equating Expressions (4.18) and (4.19) with one another, we ob-

tain the condition at which Relationship (4.23) is satisfied

J6 P PVMW = Pz TSPR VMUM.(4.2:1)

Fquation (4.21) makes it possible correctly to select the trans-

mitter power and the receiver sensitivity of the responder.

In cases where Condition (4.21) is not satisfied, the operating

range of a radar system with activt response is detenrined by the low-

est value for communication range obtained by calculatf.ng according to

Formulas (4.18) and (14.19). In practice, the range from thv responder

to the RLS is somewhat larger, since RLS receiveis operating under sta-,

tionary conditicns have better parameters than the responder receivers

which are located on moving objects.

As has already been pointed out, recognition systems are a variety

of the radar system with active response. In such systems the connec-

tion with the responder is often through a special interrogator which

operates on a frequency different from the RLS frequency. In this case,

the par-ameters of the interrogator are to be introduced int3 the above
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K formulas instead of the RLS parameters for calculating recognition

range.

§,,.3. INFLUENCE OF THE REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM THF

EARTH'S SURFACE UPON THE RAN(iE OF RADAR OBSERVATION

1. Some Characteristics of the Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves from
the Earth's Surface

One of our assumptions in deriving the equation for range of radar

observation was that the earth's influence could be neglected.

Emission and reception of lectromagnetic waves by a radar station

Fig. 4.1. Analysis of the prob-
lem of the range of radar obser-
vation.

antenna occur within some solid angle. Therefore, as the result of the

reflection of electromagnetic waves from the earth's burface, there ap-

pears a supplementary path for propagation of electromagnetic waves

from the radar station to the target and back. Because of this, the

electrical field strength at the target will be determinea by the vec-

tor sum of the strength of the direct wave and that of the wa,, arxiv..

ing as a resul.t of reflection from the earth's surface.

The electrical field strength E1 of the direct rave and the

strength E2 of the reflected wave differ in amplitude and phase from

one aaother. This difference is conditioned:

1) by the influence of the antenna directivity diagram, which has

different gain factors for the target direction and for the d1rection
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to the point of reflection from the earth's surface (Fig. 4.1);

2) by change in the amplitude and phase of the wave during reflec-

tion from the earth's surface;

3) by the geometrical difference in the traces of the direct and

reflected waves.

If the surface of the earth at the point of impact of the electro-

magnetic wave is smooth (the height of roughness is small in comparison

wit- the wavelength), reflection is specular. Here the reflected beam

is in the plane of the incident beam and perpendicular to the reflec-

tive surface at the point of incidence, and the angle of reflection is

equal to the angle of incidence. The change in amplitude and phase dur-

ing reflection is characterized quantitatively by reflection factor

p= pe -  . Quantity p depends upon the parameters of the soil, the po-

larization of the emitted wave, slip angle *, and the wavelength. In

horizontal polarization the reflection factor
, s 4-p'.-o"I

and in vertical reflection

P* -s1i-Ya+'-oStcu

In these formulas e' is the relative dielectric permeability of

the earth's surface in the area of reflection.

Distance R to the target is usually much grcater than altitude h

of the radar station antenna or altitude H of the target itself. Be-

cause of this, beams OC and BC (FZig. 4.1) are practically parallel,

slip angle # may be considered equal to elevation 8. Consequently, the

reflection factor for a wave coming to the target along the path OBC

is a function of elevatior.

If the target is viewed at small elevation, the size of the re-

flection factor is practically independent of the parameters of the
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earth's surface, polarization, and wavelength. In this case

Prop -P sep~ 1

prop 5 1 peep ~1
Trop Sep

Thus, regardless of polarization the amplitude of the reflected wave is

equivalent to that of the incident wave, and its phase differs by 1800.

The examined relationships for

reflection factors are true for cas-

es where the air-earth interface is

smooth and there is specular reflec-

Fig. 4.2. Deriving the cri-
terion of specular reflection. tion of the incident wave. However,

under actual conditions the earth's

surface has irregularities which can

provoke a change in the character of reflection of the electromagnetic

waves.

To establish the limits of the conditions in which there is specu-

lar reflection, we assume that a flat electromagnetic wave of length X

(Pig. 4.2) is incident upon a surface with irregularities of height 6.

According to the Huygens principle each element of the front of a prop-

agated wave may be viewed as the source of secondary elementary waves.

Therefore, points A and B or. the earth's surface will be viewed as

sources of secondary emission.

If there were no irregularities, all the elementary sources of

emissions on the earth's surface would form a flat reflected wave as

the result of interference. One of the positions of the front of this

wave would be the equiphase surface denoted by line BC in the plane of

- Ithe drawing.

Because of the irregularities of altitude 6, reflective elements

A and-B form fields which are shifted in phase at points B and C by a
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quantity which depends upon 'he difference in traces

A

AR =AB-AC= -s-F (I -cs2t) =28sin.

to which correspond phase difference

7A 
sin

The phase shift between the oscillations at points B and C indi-

cate that, due to the influence of the Irregularities of the earth's

surface, the front of the reflected wave is no longer flat. Because of

this the waves are scattered in different directions upon reflection

from a rough surface.

The influence of the irregularities will be smaller the smaller

is the phase shift Aq. For a surface of ideal smoothness 6 - 0 and

A- 0. Tn practice it may be considered that if the phase shift is

small, the reflection is almost specular.

Similarly to the way this is done in optics, we assume that the

phase shift may be neglected if a ! w/4. Then the height of the irreg-

ularities at which the earth's surface may be considered smooth,

1 (4.22)

It follows from Formula (4.22) that the.larger the wavelength and

the smaller the slip angle *, the larger the permissible irregularities

of the earth's surface.

As a rule, Condition (4.22) is satisfied with waves in the meter

range. With waves in the decimeter range it is necessary to take into

account the diffuse character of the reflection of electromagnetic

waves, especially when targets are viewed at large elevations. In the

centimeter range the earth's surface and the unquiet surface of the sea

are almost always rough. Because of this the reflection is diffuse, and

the intensity or the reflected wav falls to a very low value. The mod-
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ulus of the reflection factor is tens or even hundreds of t'Aes smaller

than in specular reflection. Therefore, in many cases only the direct

wave need be examined in diffnse reflection.

2. Refining the Range Eguation for Radar Observation Taking into Ac-
count Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves from the Earth's Surface

Assuming that the reflection of electromagnetic waves from the

surface of the earth or water is specular, we examine the most general

case when the antenna beam maximum is not directed at the target (Fig.

Resultant electrical field strength R at the target represents the

sum of the field strength of the direct wave F1 and the reflected wave

2

+ A

For strength F1 and E2 at the target, one may-write

where E0 is the electrical field strength at the target created by a

nondirectional antenna; D(O1) and D(O2) are the values of the antenna's

directive gain in the corresponding directions (Fig. 4,1); p, 9 are,

correspondingly, the modulus end the argument of the reflection factor;

4%Ay=-r smnP is the phase shi '. between the direct and reflected beams

as conditioned by their trace difference.

Taking these relationships into account, the expression for elec-

trical field strength may be written in the form

=e1 -a [1-+" ]
or
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Qoantity

)pos=pV' (4.24)

will be called the generalized reflection factor. It shows the extent

to which the amplitude of the wave reflected from the earth differs

from the amplitude of the direct wave. Here the factor pob takes into

account not only the reflective properties of the earth's surface, but

also the influence of the directivity diagram of the radar station an-

tenna. In Expression (4.14) the latter is characterized by function

We determine the amplitude value of the electiAcal field strength

by multiplying Formula (4.24) by 'he conjugate complex expression

4=I0 =k ) =4 1 [I +poer+A9)] [I +p e"+'")].

Whence the amplitude of the strength of the resultant field

E. = E,/I 7+ 2pcos (,V+A).

The analogous expression will be true also for the actual value of the

electrical field strength

E= E / +.+2p.cos(p+A) (4.25)

or

E=Ej .Oft (4.26)

where

IPP) =/ +p.26cOSf?+ A4P. (4.27)

The function *(0) is called the interference factor.

In passing from the effective -field strength values to the power

flux density at the target, we may write

where
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The electromagnetic waves refl.ected from the target also return to

the radar station by two paths, thanks to which at the RLS

and, consequently, for the power of the signals received by the radar

station one may write-

P-P =.Pop ftle, ( 4.28 )
where Ppr sv is the power of the signals at the receiver input when the

target is viewed in free space.

By comparing Exp:ressions (4.3), (4.4) and (4.28) with one another,

one reaches the conclusion that, taking into account reflection from

i the earth, radar observation range

(4.29)

where R8v maks is the radar observation range in free space.

As is seen from Expression (11.27), the interference factor may,

depending upon the target elevation 0, vary between #(0) 1 - Pob

and #(0)maks = 1 + Pob. Thus, because of the reflection from the earth,

the remultant characteristic of emission and reception even of a nondi-

rectiorvil antenna is lobe-shaped. Because of this the radar observation

range will, depending upon target elevation, change from (1-pj)Rc,,*c to

( +P'.)Res.m.

Fig. 4.3. Character of resultant directivity diagram in the vertical
plane of a nondirectional antenna.

Lot us examine e veral characteristic examples explaining the in-
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fluence of the reflection of electromagnetic waves upon radar observa-

tion.

First case. The antenna is nondirectional in the vertical plane,

that. is, D(81 ) = D( 2 ). The polarization of the emitted electromagnetic

waves is horizontal, and, consequently, at any elevation the modulus of

the reflection factor p z 1, and the argument 9 z r.

In this case the interference factor

'()2 sin(. hsinp) (4.30)

Relationship (4.30) is evidence that the resultant emission character-

istic of a nondirectional antenna has become lobe-shaped because of the

influence of the earth. Here 0(s' = 0, while t(a) 2 2. In cer--m1~ 0I whl 4~maks =2 ncr
tain directions the radar observation range increases 2 times by com-

parison with Rsv maks* Together with this there is also a negative ef-

fect consisting in the fact that tne power of the signals entering the

receiver changes sharply with change in the target position, and there

are directions in which the target cannot be vlewed (Fig. 4.3).

It can be seen from Relationship (4.30) that for extremes of the

resultant directivity diagram the condition applies

2rA (4.31)

in which odd values of n correspond to the directions of the maxima,

while even values correspond to the minima.

We can use Condition (4.31) to derive the formula for determining

elevations corresponding to the directions of the maxima and minir;a of

the resultant directivity diagram

(4.32)

- For small elevations it may be considered that
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and, consequently,

--. (4.33)

On the basis of Formula (4.33) the tilt angle of the first lobe

Pwaste . (4.34)

Regardless of the alt..tude at which the target approaches the ra-

dar station, it will always pass through a zone in which it is observed

1 at low elevau1ons. If the target elevation a << 81 maks' that is, the

direction on the target is much lower than the maximum of the first

lobe, the dis.rimination of target signals will be made much more dif-

ficult. To improve the conditions of detection of targets at great dis-

tances or flying at low altitudes, it is necessary to increase the

height of the anteni. (see (4.34)). If th'.s is done, the first lobe of

the resultant directivity diagram hugs the surface of the earth, and

the conditions of detection are Improved. On the basis of Relationship

(4.32) it is possible to determine the number of lobes of the resultant

directivity dXagram. Within the limits of elevation values from 0 to

900 the number of lobes of the directivity diagram is found from condi-

tion

Hance the number of maxima and winima of the directivity diagram is

found from expression

i as the nearest smaller whole number. The number of lobes N_ is equal to

the number of maxima, that is

At.

or
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2.- (4.35)

Since N1 is a whole number ubtained from calculation according to

Formula (4.35), the result Y.ust be rounded off to the nearest smaller

whole number.

It is obvious that the number of lobes of the resultant diagram

depends substantially upon the height of the antenna and upon the wave-

length. As the wavelength is shortened and the station antenna is

raised to a higher altitude, the nuimber of lobes of the resultant di-

rectivity diagram is increased.

Second case. We will consider that the radar station antenna is

directional in the vertical plane, while the emitted electromagnetic

waves possess horizontal polarization. In this case the modulus of the

reflection factor p z 1, the argument ( = w, while the generalized re-

flection factor for all cases when the tilt angle of the maximum of the

directivity diagram 0 0 -, will be

PO--P r'-W<p

Consequently, the limiting values for the interference factor

(p),== -PO6 > O,
o +). - .6 < 2.

A#

a, B

b

Fig. 4.4. Constructing the envelopes of the resultant directivity dia-
gram. A) Envelope of the minima; B) envelope of the maxima.
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The station's resultant directivity diagram in the vertical Pvane

is lobe shaped as it was before, However: in the valleys of the aiagram

the intensity of the resultant field does not fall to zero, and in the

maxima the field strength is not doubled.

The method of graphi.c construction of the envelopes of the maxima

and minima of the diagram may be used for rapid evaluation of the re-

sultant directivIty characteristic of the radar -tation antenna.

As has been demonstrated, the resultant elei, trical field strength

For the mininwa of the resultant direntivity diagr~am

T+ Ap=(2k +I),

and for the maxima of the lobe

y+,=k.- 2w,

where k - 0, 1, 2,

This means that the effective values of the field stren.' in ,he

minima and maxima will be

,,M... = - p-

where F 0 is the effective value of the field strength created by a non-

directional antenna at the target.

Accordingly, we obtain in relative values

L= )Z W) - p Y/f ,

(4-36a)

If it is considered tha* in the case examined p 1, then

(4.36b)

On the basis of Relationsh-i, (-.36) a first conception of the re-

sultant directivity diagram may be obtained by using the antenna direc-
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tivity diagram and data on the character cf the reflection of electro-

magnetic waves from the earth's surface. For th .s an antenna direc:,r

ity diagram must be constructed to a certain scale in the tertical

plane (Fig. 4.4). Let the maximun of this diagram be directed at ngle

00 to the horizon. To find the point of the envelope of che diagram

lobes from the origin of the coordinates we mark out beam CA' at some

angle 8 to the line of the horizon 00'. The beam intersects the diagram

at point A. Radius vector CA characterizes in relative quantities the

field of the direct wave. To determnne the field of the reflected wave

we project, starting from point 0, beam OB which is displaced, also by

angle B, down from the linr- of the horizon.

This beam intersects the diagr&a a6 point B. In the case under

discussion, when p z 1, radiu3 vector Oh characterizes, in relative

units, the field of the reflected wave. Then, by adding segment OB to

OA we obtain point A' of the envelope of the maxima of the resultant

diagram. Point A" of the envelope of the minima of the resultant dia-

gram is, corrpspondingly, found by subtracting OB from OA. Other points

of the envelopes of the maxima and minima of the resultant directivity

diagram are found in an analogous manner. When the directions of the

maxima and minima have been determined, they may be noted o:' the envel-

opes, and the lobes may be approximated.

If the target is flying at a constant altitude, as it draws nearer

to the radar station ik will fall within the lobes and the valleys of

the resultant directivity diagram. Because of this there will ocuur

mhanges In the character of the power Ppr of the received signals (Fig.

4.5). In some range intervals quantity Ppl will fall be'ow the thresh-

old value, and norma). 'adar observation will be interrupted. The nuimber

) of zones of this type, in wnich the target is not viewed, depen-s upon

uL. number of lobes, which Is de:ei.Ined by the relationsh'A . tw'n ;
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and .1. The smaller is X, and the higher the radar station antenna, the

more lobes there will be in the resultant diagram. During operation in

the centimeter range the valleys Jn the observable zone are small. They

are sources of supplementary fluctuation of the reflected signals when

the target is moving. With longer, especially meter, waves, the number

of lobes is small, and the valleys between them are so great that ob-

servation of the target may be interrupted.

Fig. 4.5. Character of change of the power of a signal reflected from a
target flying at constant altitude. A) Zones where target is not viewed.

Third gees. The radar station antenna emits electromagnetic waves

with vertical polarization. Here the modulus and argument o' the re-

flection factor depend upon target elevation. In the genera. case p <

< 1, and, consequently,

• D,,u 1+pO#< 2.

The argument of the reflection factor qj < w, and it approaches r only

for small elevations. This all means that the maxima and minima of the

resultant directivity diagram, and their positions, will differ from

the case of horizontal polarization.

At small e~evations th size of the angular shift of the maxima is

determined by relatioiship

IU
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where Tv is the argument of the reflection factor for vertical polari-

zation.

Inasmuch as cv < n , quantity maB s 0. Thus, with vertical po-

larization the lobes of the resultant directivity diagram are located

somewhat higher than with horizonta3 polarization. This circumstance

makes it difficult to detect targets observed at small elevations.

As was noted above, in the direction of the emission maxima the

observation range increases considerably. For this reason the shaping

of the maxima of the resultant diagram is of practical interest. For

the maximum of the lower lobe to be shaped better, the area around the

station within the limits of radius

r=23 4h.
(first Fresnel zone) must provide specular reflection. If there are any

irregularities or interfering objects, they must be smoothed and lev-

eled off.

3. Detection Range of Low-Lying Targets

Low-lying targets are those whose sighting line is lower than the

maximum of the first lobe. In this area, as a result of interference

between the direct and reflected wave, there is a noticeable weakening

in the strength of the resultant field, which leads to a sharp reduc-

tion in radar observation range.

Let us calculate the detection range of a low-lying target. To

simplify the analysis without especially limiting the general validity

of the obtained relationships, we will consider that the antenna used

is nondirectional in the vertical plane.

If the accepted assumptions are taken into account, the interfer-

ence factor
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As an approximation it may be considered that sin 8 H/R and, conse-

quently,

Since R < R, for low-lying targets, quantity in(7 )< and the

interference factor

Substituting Expression (4.37) into Formula (4.28) and considering

that Ppr a Ppr rin' we obtain the formula for the maximum range of ra-

dar observation of low-lying targets

R,=j ,P 4xH'th (4.38)

It is teen from Eq. (4.38) that the power of the reflected signals

received from low-lying targets is inversely proportional to the eigh';h

power of the distance. Such targets are detected only at comparatively

small distances. To increase target detection range 2 times, the emis-

sion power would have to be increased by 256 times.

In accordance with the above derivation, the zone in which targets

should be considered low lying is found from condition

sin •- T) V ' F

It is satisfied if

2 HA

Hence the distance to the area in which the target is low lying

R.=0 (4.39)

It follows from the latter formula that the higher the antenna,

and the shorter the wave, the earlier the approaching target will be

detected. On the contrary, if we are anxious to approach to within a 3
minimum distance of the radar station without being detected, we should
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fly at the mini..w,: possible altitude.

§4.4. THE INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH'S CURVATURE ON THE RANGE OF RADAR OB-
SERVATION

Hitherto we have been examining radar observation under conditions

of propagation of electromagnetic waves over a flat earth. Such a way

_________ of viewing the task is correct when the

A 17>(- Ni target range is comparatively small. At

T# large target distances from the radar

station it is necessary to take into

Fig. 4.6. Determining the account the influence of the earth's

range of dil-ect visibility, curvature.

Range of direct visibility. The

earth's curvature limits the range of radar observation to the range of

direct visibility Rpr, which depends upon the altitude h of the radar

s ation antenna and upon target altitude H. Figure 4.6 shows the path

A C

I N

I •
4*F

Fig. 4.7. Accounting Spherical diver-
for the influence of gence of beams.
the earth's curvature.

of beams in the limiting case of observation of a target at poirt C lo-

cated on a line tangential to the earth's surface. From the drawing it

is seen that the range of direct visibility

R V( + H)s.-1 +
(4.40)

where Rz is the radius of the earth.
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The case of prcoagation of electromagnetic waves within the limits

of direct visibility must be distinguished from the case of their prop-

agation outside the limits of Rpr. In the first case the field in the
pr-

zone of radar observation is characterized by interference, and calcu-

lations may be carried out according to the formulas for reflection

examined above, corrected to take into account the earth's curvature.

In the second case the concept of interference cannot be used 'n re-

flection formulas.

Taking the earth's curvature into account in determining the in-

terference factor. The formulas derived above for calculating the range

of radar observation, which were obtained on the a.4sumption that elec-

tromagnetic waves are reflected from the flat surface of the earth, be-

come untrue for a spherical surface (Fig. 4.7). However, if a tangen-

tial plane is drawn through the point of reflection of electromagnetic

waves from the earth's surface (point B), and the altitudes are calcu-

lated not from the surface of the earth but from this plane, the calcu-

lation procedgre examined above can be used. For this it is sufficient

to replace, in the appropriate formulas, the true altitudes of the tar-

get and antenna by their reduced altitudes H' and h'. Such a substitu-

tion is justified because the slip angles of the beam relative to a

spherical surface and relative to the plane of reduction are identical,

both being equal toI.

On the basis of the constructions given in Fig. 4.7 one may write

that the redpced al.titudes*

h'
H'A-- ' (4.41)

Correspondingly, the elevation relative to the plane of reduction )
siP'= . (4.42)
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It can be demonstrated by geometricel constructions that target

elevation, as read off from the earth's surface
)

(4493)R,.

We are usually interested in distant targets for which angles 8'

are small and sin 0' can be replaced by its argument, whereupon

W(4.44)

Using this formula the positions of the lobes of the resultant direc-

tivity diagram relating to the spherical surface of the earth are cal-

culated.

In reflection of electromagnetic waves from a spherical surface

there is divergence of the reflected beams. A bunch of parallel inci-

dent beams (Fig. 4.8) is transformed into a bunch of divergent reflec-

ted beams (spherical divergence) as a result of which the intensity of

the reflected wave is reduced. This circumstance may be taken into ac-

count by reducing the coefficient oC reflection from the spherical sur-

face of the earth in comparison with the coefficient of reflection from

a plane surface with the same parameters. Then the generalized coeffi-

cient of ief]ection

P06 = ~p. (4.45)

where the coefficient f ripherical divergence

D, " (4.46)

In Formula (4.46) R denotea the horizontal range of the observed,

target.

The coefficient of spherical divergence is minimum and equal to

zero in slipping incidence of the beam upon the earth (B = 0). It

reaches its maximum value, equal to unity, in perpendicular incidence
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of the radio beam.

14.5. THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION UPON RADAR OBSERVATION
RANGE

In analyzing the question of range it has been assumed up until

now that the electromagnetic waves are propagated in a homogeneous at-

mosphere. In fact the atmosphere is a nonhomogeneous medium in which

changes of the specific inductive capacitance cause changes in refrac-

tion factor n - v7J. As a result of this the trajectories of radio

beams are bent - the electromagnetic waves are refracted.

The lower level of the atmosphere - the troposphere - has a sub-

stantial influence upon the RLS operating range. In the troposphere the

specific inductive capacitance of air is a function of meteorological

parameters: air pressure, temperature, and humidity. Being a function

of meteorological parametes., the size of refraction factor n is deter-

mined by formula

1) 1, _ 77. + 80#(14.4 7 )

where T is thp absolute temperature of the air; pv is the total air

pressure in millibars (1 mb - 0.75 mm col. merc.); e is the partial

pressure of water vapor in millibars (absolute humidity).

A

• ..

Fig. 4.9. Trajectories of out-
coming horizontal radio beams
with different kinds of refrac-
tion.

Relationship (4.47) does not depend upon frequency in the 100-
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10,000 mc. it is considered to be true with an accuracy o' up to 0.5%

and for frequencies of up to 300,000 mc for usual values of tressure,

humidity, and temperature.

When Formula (4.47) is used, a useful relationship may be that be-

tween the partial pressure e of water vapor and the relative humidity

S

Here pvd is the pressure of water vapor in millibars at which, at the

given temperature, there is saturation of the space.

The meteorological parameters of the atmosphere, and with them al-

so the refraction factor, change with altitude. In this connection

three characteristic cases of propagation of electromagnetic waves

(Fig. 4.9) may be distinguished in function of the gradient of change

of the refraction factor with altitude.

1. The case in which there is no refraction. Here dn/dH = 0 and

electromagnetic waves (,%7e propagated rectilinearly.

P 2. Negative ±efraction occurs with

increase in the refraction factor with al-

titude dn/dH > 0. In this case the radio

beam is bulged downward, and the beam gradu-

ally moves away from the surface of the

earth.
Fig. 4.10. Trajectory
of a radio bea-: tucough 3. Positive refraction occurs when the
stratified atmosphere.

refraction factor becomes weaker with alti-

tude (dn/dH < 0). In this case the trajec-

tory of the radL oer m is bulged upwards. In contrast to negative re-

fraction, positive refracticn leads to an increase in the range of ra-

dar observation.
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A quantltative evaluation of the influence of refraction on the

range of radar observation requires in each concrete case a knowledge

of the law of the change of the refraction factor with altitude In

practice, no general solution of this problem is possible because of

the extreme variability of the atmosphere. Because of this, the influ-

ence of refraction on r'adar observation must, first of all, be evalu-

ated for refraction in standard atmospheric conditions. The results ob-

tained from such an analysis can be used, after the necessary adjust-

ments have been made, for other cases as well.

For a standard atmosphere at the earth's surface the air pressure

Pv = 1015 mb, the temperature T = 180C, the relative humidity Sz = 70%,

and the relative specific inductive capacitance e' = 1.000676. Within

the limits of the troposphere pressure, temperature, and humidity de-

crease with increase in altitude. Because of this quantity e' also de-

creases, tending toward unity as the air becomes thinner. In standard

atmospheric conditions the gradient of the refraction factor is nega-

tive
dlO-n O _.

This comparatively slight change in the refraction factor with al...

titude causes the trajectory of the radio beam to bend toward the nori-

zon, that is, there is positive refraction which in this case is known

as normal refraction.

If the troposphere is viewed as consisting of a number of thin

layers of air, differing in their refraction factor values n, the tra-,

jectory of a beam h-s the form shown irn Fig. 4.10. For each layer the

relationship is valid

n R1 sin 4i, = o,

where n. is the refraction factor of the layer; R i is the distance from
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the center of the earth to the layer; *j is the angle of incidence of

the wave at the boundary of the layer.

The propagatio:: of ultrashort waves over the spherical surface of

the earth of radius R. in a nonhomogeneous troposphere with refraction

factor n decreasing with altitude, may be reduced to the case of pi'opa-

gatior of electromagnetic waves in a homogeneous atmosphere with a co.--

stant refraction factor over the spherical surface of an earth of

equivalent radius

,R,' kpR.,

where k. is the refraction factor calculated from formula

kp

For standard atmospheric conditions In which R. = 6370 km the re-

fraction factor kr = 1.33. The average value of kr changei with lati-

tude: in arctic region 1.2 < kr 1.33, and for the equatorial region

1.33 < kr < 1.5.

It should be pointed out that in the case of positive refraction

kr > 1 and R'z > Rz, and, on the contrary, with negative refraction

kr < 1 and R', < R. It is obvious that in the absence of refraction

= land R', = Rz.

One manifestation of atmospheric refraction is increase in the

range of direct visibility. To take this increase into account, the

equivalent radius of the earth for standard atmospheric conditions

R'z = 1.33? z 8500 km must be substituted in Formula (4.40). Then

we find that

,RP= 4,12 (~ /)

where Rpr is in kilometers, while quantities R and h are in meters.

Thus, under normal atmospheric conditions, refraction increases

the range of direct visibility. However, refraction can also have an
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undesired effect. Thus, curvature of the trajectory of the rado beam

leads to mistakes in radar measurement.

Change in c' and In the refraction factor with altitude causes a

charge in the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic waves a

the curvilinear trajectory of the radio beau. This, of course, should

cause certain changes in the phase shifts of the direct and reflected

wave heading toward the target. Analysis of the problem indicates that

the influence of changes in the phase shift due to changing velocity ib

practical identical for the direst and the reflected beams. Therefore,

in a first apprcximation, it may be considered that the influence of

refraction is displayed crly in change of the geometrical difference

AR of the paths of the direct and reflected beams. Under usual condi-

tions, when refraction factor n decreases approximately linearly with

altitude, this circumstance may be taken into account by replacing the

radius of the earth by its equivalent value in the formulas examined

above which were obtained on the basis of the interference concept.

The real atmospheric conditions are very often quite different

from standard atmospheric conditions. In this connection let us examine

some particular instances of positive refraction.

If the refraction factor of air changes with altitude in such a

way that dr/dH < -4.10 - a- 1 , the curve in the radio beam trajectory

increases in comparison witb standard atmospheric conditions. Criticc.1

= -.570 m 1 . Chracteristic of this isrefraction occurs at dn/dH = -1.57.10 m Char

transformation of the trajectories of radio beams, which were initially

directed horizontally, into circles whose centers coincide with the

center of the earth (see Fig. 4.9).

The conditions for critical refraction arise if the air tempera-

ture decreases by 10C with each 9-10 m increase in altitude, or if the

* absolute humidity decreases by 1 mb with each 30 m increase in alt!-
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Conditions may arise in the troposphere in which dn/dR < -1.57.
- 7 cases the curve of the radio beam trajectory becomes

larger than the curve of the earth's surface, and there is superrefrac-

tion. In this case waveguido propagation of electromagnetic waves is

possible (Fig. 4.9), when the trajectory of the radio beam lies com-

pletely within the limits of the lower layer of the troposphere - a

waveguide cr;nnel.

The occurrence of a waveguide channel leads to a sharp increase in

the limiting range of propagation of ultrashort-waves and causes a no-

ticeable increase in the field strength.

If the altitude of the atmospheric waveguide above the earth's

surface is such that the radar station antenna and the object are with-

in this waveguide, the object may be viewed at distances many times ex-

ceeding the observation range under normal circums.ances. Thus for ex-

ample, case2 are known in which a station located at an altitude of 80

m above sea level detected ships which were more than 1120 kmr. away, and

detected the coast line at distances of up tn 25u0 km whil, the normal

operating range was about 909 1m.

Waveguide ",hannels ari formed when the temperature of tre lower

air iayers increases with increase in altitude, while the specific hu-

midity falls. With darkness the soil is cooled through radiation, caus-

4.ng supercooling in the lower layers of air. In the absence of wind the

masses of air are not mixed, and, if the weather is clear, favorable

conuitions arise for the formation of a waveguide channel. Over the eea

a low waveguide channel may arise ii. the region of the trade-winds

where there is a sharp decrease in humidity sith altitude. In addition,

a waveguide channel is formed under the influence of the transfer of

warm air from dry land to the cooler surface of the sea.
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Superrefractlon is an irregular phenomenon which it is hard to

foresee and to utilize for radar observation. In practice, ,uperrefrac-

tion leads to the appearance of signals from targets located at ranges

in excess of the operating range of the station. Since the calibration

of terminal devices and the selection of repetition period T do not
p

provide for the reception of signals from targets at ranges in excess

of operating ranges, superrefraction is usually a source of supplemen-

tary interference in radar observation.

In observation of artificial earth satellites and space rockets

the electromagnetic waves must pass through the ionosphere. This con-

sists of a number oi' layers which differ from one another in the degree

of concentration of frce electrons N.

As is known, the refraction factor of a medium containing free

electrons is determined by formula

2 -. -80,8- - 4.48)

* 3where N is the concentration of electrons in electronc/cm ; e is the

electron charge, equtvalenat to 4.8. -1.0 electrostatic units; m is the

mass of the electron, equal to 9.1.10- 2 8 g; f is the frequency of the

incident wave.

It is obvious that fcr regions of the ionosphere in which the con-

centration of electrons increases with increase in altitude, dn/dH < 0

and there is positive refraction. On the contrary, in layers with dn/

/dH > 0 refraction is negative.

s4.6. THE INFLUENE OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF ELECTRCMAGNETIC WAVES

ON RADAR OBSERVATION RANGE

Atmospheric Attenuation of Electromagnetic Waves

During propagation in the troposphere ultrashort-waves are attenu-

ated. The reason for attenuation are:

1) absorption of the energy of electromagnetic waves by atmospher-
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ic gases, hydrometeors, and particles of dust and smoke;

2) scattering of electromagnetic

waves by liquid and solid particles

which lead to a reduction in the power

flux density of the wave, that is,

causes an effect analogous to energy

absorption. The decrease in the power

flux density of the electromagnetic

wave with distance as a result of ab-

sorption and scattering is exponential.

9 AW Therefore, an exponential weakening

Fig. 4.11. Attenuation in factor which accounts for attenuation

the air as a function of oP electromagnetic waves should be in-
wavelength.

troduced into the formulas expressing

the dependence of power flux density or

the power at the receiver input upon distance R. If the signal power at

the receiver input in the absence of attenuation is Ppr sv' in the

presence of attenuation

P6-- P-r (4.49 )

where e- g is the weakening factor; r is the coefficient of total atten-

uation.

The size of the weakening coefficient depends upon the attenuation

factor and upon target range. In the general case, when the intensity

of attenuation of the electromagnetic wave changes along the trajectory

of the radio beam

r=2JtR)dR, (4.50)

where R is the distance from th radar station to the target; a(R) is

the attenuation factor in an elementary section of the radio beam tra-
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Jectory.

For areas of homogeneous atmosphere characterized by constant at-

tenuation, coefficient r = 2aR, and the signal power at the receiver

input

P p p ,ppt 
-

a 
,

where a is the attenuation factor in napiers per kilometer, unchanged

over the whole radio beani trajectory.

If attenuation factor a is expressed in decibels per kilometer,

the obtained formula assumes the form

up p rpot "

The size of the attenuation factor depends upon wavelength, atmos-

pheric pressure, humidity, and temperature, and also upon the parame-

ters of the particles causing scattering of the electromagnetic waves.

if Lhere are no hydrometeors or other particles in the atmosphere, at-

tenuation is conditioned by energy absorption, principally by molecules

of cxygen and water vapor. In accordance with what has been said, it

may generally be considered that attenuation factor a is the sum of the

items characterizing absorption of energy by molecules of oxygen - a1

and molecules of water vapor - a2 , and also characterizing the influ-

ence of hydrometeors and other particles - c3, t1 t is

a M + d2 + ~

The absorption of ultrashort waves by water vapor is due to the

fact that water molecules are polar and possess a constant electrical

moment. The electrical field of the transient wave causes these mole-

cules to oscillate. To each frequency of these oscillations there cor-

responds a particular energy level of the molecules. The number of

these levelr may be comparatively great. In the transition from the

lower energy level to a higher one the gas molecules absorb energy from

the electromagnetic wave. The opposite transition is accompanied by
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emission of energy. However, this transition is disorderly and, as a

result, the intensity of the transient wave is reduced. Collision

among the molecules is a supplementary cause of energy losses by the

wave.

Oxygen molecules possess constant magnetic momer '-fract

with the magnetic field of the transient wave, the result of wnich is

also absorption of the wave's energy.

The absorption of energy by gas iolecules depends upon the fre-

quency of the electromagnetic wave There exist areas of resonance ab-.

sorption where the absorption intensity increases sharply. The frequen-

cies of 2esonance absorption are close to the frequencies of the tran-

sitions within the molecules themselves or coincide with them. On the

whole, experimental research has demonstrated that the attenuation

factor, as a rule, increases as the wave shortens.

Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of attenuation factor a = a + a,

in the air at the earth's surface upon wavelength at a pressure of 760

mm col. merc.,a temperature of 200C and with a water vapor content of

8 g per cubic meter of air. It is seen from the curves that there are

peaks of resonance absorption in the centimeter and millimeter ranges.

Theoretical and experimental research has demonstrated that the reso-

nance absorption peaks at X z C.5 cm and A t 0.25 cm are due to oxygen

molecules, and at I z 0.18 cm and A = 1.05 cm - by water molecules.

Furthermore, from an examination of the curves the conclusion may be

drawn that absorption of the energy of electromagnetic waves by water

vapor and oxygen in the air may be neglected for waves longer than 10

cm.

It should be borne in mind that absorption of the energy of elec-

tromagnetic waves by oxygen molecules varies in proportion to the

square of the pressure (at p2) Therefore, with increase in altitude
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quantity aI is reduced. At constant pressure absorption in oxygen va-

ries in inverse proportion to temperature. The absorption of electro-

magnetic waves by water vapor is a function of humidity and tempera-

TABLE 4.1 ture. Within the limits of the normal values of ab-

AAI-t*On, .% solute humidity it may be considered that attenua-

0 010 tion is proportional to humidity and, in the range2.0 0 05 -/
3.0 0,032 =310t
4 o.01i4 3-10 cmi, inversely proportional to (T)4, 0,007

6* 0.003 In many instances hydrometeors cause a very
10, 5.10-4

intense attenuation of electromagnetic waves. The

1) Wavelength. size of the attenuation factor of a madiun filled

with hydrometeors depends upon the wavelength, the

intensity of precipitation, the evenness of the distribution of parti-

cles, temperature, etc. A theoretical calculation of the influence of

A B

'IN

I A
00 a.:. lts AS1 D,5.D S14SW
ab

Fig. 4.12. Dependence of attenuation factor on wavelength at a tempera-

t 'e of 18OC: a) for various intensities of rain; b) for fog of various

optical visibility. A) Rain intensity, mm/hour; B) limit of visibility,

m.

all these factors is difficult. Consequently, in calculation either em-

pirical expressions or experimental data are used for c3
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For an approximate evaluation of the average value of absorption

factor a3 expressed in decibels per kilometer, one may employ the for-

mula

where a0 is a coefficient depending upon the temperature and wave-

length; Sd is the intensity of precipitation, mm/hour.

Tables 3.2 and 4.1 give data characterizing the various ki.ds of

hydrometeors and quantities a0 for rain at a temperature of 18
0C and

for various wavelengths.

For a more precise calculation of attenuation one may employ

graphs of attenuation factor a3 which are constructed from data ob-

tained theoretically and, in many instances, tested experimentally.

The graphs given i:n Fig. 4.12a are constructed for a temperature

of 180 C. Therefore corrections must be introduced into these data for

other temperatures.*

In the case of clouds and fog, when the drop diameter is small,

the weakening of electromagnetic waves occurs principally thivough their

absorption. Therefore, the average value of attenuation factor a3 de-

pends not upon the drop diameter but upon the overall mass of water per

unit of volume. For A = 0.5-10 cm an approximate value for the attenua-

tion factor in clouds and fog may be determined from formula

M
*= 0,483 Ts

where a3 is in db/km; M is water content, g/m3 ; I is in cm.

Electromagnetic waves are also attenuated when they pass through

regions of hail. In the case of hail the size of the attenuation fac-

tor may be app:ioximated by formula

where a. is in db/km; Sgr is the intensity of precipitation after melt-
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ing, mm/hour; u6 is a coefficient depending upon the temperature and

wavelength. B

A

Fig. 4.13. Attenuation off electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere during
S propagation in one direction. Target altitude H - 1000 kmn; 8 1 is the

beam elevation at the lower boundary of the atmosphere. A) Night; B)jday; C) attenuation.

Values of a for hail at TO OO00 and various values of X~ are given

..in Table 4.2. T 4 .2

I~~ I I IPI

X 2,710' 3,7'10- 'k2-.10-6

9.5 2,B-.02 1.5.10-- 2,710'1

1) Diameter of hailstones, CM.

In radar observation of objects in the ionosphere and higher it

is necessary to consider attenuaton of electronic waves during passage

through ionized media. The intensity of absorption of electromagnetic

waves in the ionosphere is proportional to the electron concentration

and the frequency of collisions of electrons with other particles.

Figure 4.13 gives graphs of the attenuation of electromagnetic

waves in the ionosphere from which it may be concluded that under nor-

* Mal conditions and at frequencies higher than 100 Mhz attenuation in

the ionosphere is comparatively slight.
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2. Making the Radar Observation Range Equation More Precise by Intro-
C3 ducing Attenuation of Electromagnetic Waves

It has been pointed out above that the attenuation of electromag-

netic waves leads to an exponential decrease in the received signal

power as a function of distance R to the target. In the absence Lf at

tenuation, the received signal power is

B
I'.

where B is a quantity whose value is determined by all the other para-

meters entering the range equation.

In the presence of attenuation

B' -r

It is obvious.that in the first case , longer range Rsv maks cor-
responds to the threshold value of received signal power Ppr min than in

the second case, For threshold conditions

B B -r

Hence the maximum rangc of radar observation in the case of attenuation
I

IRK -- =Rc u- 4 r .  (4.51)

Substitution of the value of the coefficient of total attenuation

(4-50) lin Eq. (4.51) yield an expression for the general case
- Rwjsc 4

(4.52)

If the trajectory of a radio beam can be broken down into a series

of segments ARi within the limits of each of which a ai const, the

coefficient of tctal attenuation

l-I*r'=2 &R

and, consequently, the maximum range
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I I
..1 R. , ,  (4.53)

where

] Z~ AR5 ,. (4,54)

A N

2 ' t - 0'WZ W MM2F- 41 Rlive d e in

ZI I IIII_ II:"

range as a funct ion of atmospheric
attenuation.

The scliution of Eqs. (4.53) and (4.54) for R maks involves great

difficulties. In pr'actice, this sort of technical calculation is done

through trial substituItions.

In many cases the meditum through which the electromagnetic waves

are being propagated is homogeneous, and in it attenuation is constant

(a-const). It Is sometimes possible to assume, as a preliminary es-

timate, that attenuation is constant along the whole trajectory of the

.adio beam, attenuation factor a being equal to some averaged quantity.

Then q. (4.5,2) takes the form

S II i l-

R.409 mRcmageeT (4.55)

rif a is expressed in nepers/km, and
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when a is ir db/kin.

Although Ec.. (4.55) is comparatively simple, it is impossible to

obtain a general value for Rmaks* This equation must either be solved

graphically, which requires a large expenditure of time, or, making a

rough approximation, the Rmaks in the index may be replaced by Rsv maks"

For a precise solution to the problem one may proceed as follows.

Transforming Eq. (4.55) into its logarithmic form, we obtain

In R...= In Re, WRc - R.K

and after transformations

2  ResM&.C I RatecRci mze k " In. (4.56)

The introduced quantity

IR- R---M U

which characterizes the relative decrease in radar observation ran e

as a result of the attenuation of electromagnetic waves. When y. is

taken into consideration, Eq. (4.56) takes the form

aR,,..Wate'=-2.- Ln-- -4, f -  1 g (4 577R ' ."(14.57)
IR R 7R lit

Thus we have obtained a dependence of the type

This dependence is cuivenieiit for practical calculations because it

can be used to determine the value of the relative decrease in range as

a function of knovn quantities: observation range in free space with-

out attenuation Rsv maks and without attenaation factor a. Figure 4.14

gives the dependence curve

By using this curve we may determine the range of radar observation of
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electromagnetic waves.*

An examination of Fig. 4.14 leads to the conclusion that the rela-

tive decrease in R increases with increase in the observation range
ma ka

I and the attenuatic,n. Radar iractice shows that waves longer ";han 10 cm,

even under the least favorable meteorological conditions, undergo lit-

tle attenuation in the troposphere. Therefore, attenuations may be dis-

regarded in calculating the Rmaks of radar stations in the decimeter

and meter ranges. Waves in the centimeter and millimeter rangr.. undergo

sensible attenuation in the atmosphere. For that reason the y .annot be

used in long-range stations. However, in short-range radar stations

the centimeter and millimeter ranges may be quite suitable.

Ionospheric attenuation must be considered in the case of extra-

long-range radar observation. Puring glancing impact of a radio beam on

the ionosphere when the F2 layer is very dense, even the shortest waves

in the meter range undergo sensible absorption in the regular iinosphere.

Ionized heterogenieties cause scattering of the electromagnetic waves,

and the resultant attenuation may be noticeably heightened.

In the case of extra-long-rage detection of objects it is desir-

able to initiate observation when they are still below the horizon.

For this it is usually recommended to use waves shorter than 1-2 m.

i However, t:oo short waves cannot be used, since they would be intensive-

ly attenuated in the tro;ophere.

1 s4.7. DIAGRAM OF RADAR STATION VISIBILITY

From the point of view of the utilization of the radar station it

is important in what zone or space the target will be observed. Visibil-

ity diagrams are used for visual representation of this zone.

The visibility diagram reproduces the geometrical locus of the

space within which a target with an assined ats would have a reflected

signal power writh the minimum acceptable value Ppr oin" The visibility
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diagram divides all of space into tao areas:

the area in which targets wits an aasigned

0 ts are detected and that in which these tar-

o gets are not observed. To represent complete-

ly the zone of radar observation the visibil-

Fig. 4.15. Diagram of ity diagram would have to be constructed in
radar station visibil-
ity. a three-dimensional coordinat. system. How-

ever, such a three-dimensional diagram is in-

convenient to use in practice and difficult to construct. Therefjre

visibility diagrams are used which represent the radar observation zone

in one plane - the vertical. Since the station antenna is usually scan-

ning, the diagram is constructed for the plane of the antenna's maxi-

mum emis3ionl.

Visibility diagrams are moat often constructed in the vertical

plane. This is because in many types of stations the a .tenna beam Is

e.ther motionless or practically so in the vertical plane, and a sweep7

ing i! accomp±ished through movement in azimuth.

The visibility diagram is usually constructed either in range -

elevation coordinates R = R( I), or range - altitude coordinate R = R(H).

In the latter case, reduced altitude H' are laid out instead of true

target eltitudes H so as to aioid introducing substantial errors due

to the curvature of the earth's surface. The equation of the trace of

the eartn's surface in e plane passing through the center of the earth

and the RLS takes the form

R1 + (R, "+ H')2 =

From this, removing the brackets and ccnsidering that 61 << R 3

we obtain

H' .
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This relationship is 'he equation of a parabola. Thus, the lines of

equal altitudes in the visibility diagram are a family of parabolas.

Fundamental for the construction of visibility diagrams is the

equation
RGKC (P) =R. MI,. (P) ®(P).

By assigning values for elevation, the corresponding values for

observation range increases and for the interference factor are deter-

mined, R maks() is calculated, and the diagram is conistructed (Fig.

4.15).

The initial data for calculating the diagrams are the station para-

meters, the effective target area, and data on the part of the earth's

surface which participates in shaping the reflected beam. Ii cases,

where surface reflection can be ignored, the visibility diagram is geo-

metrically similar to the antenna directivity diagram with respect to

strengt-

It is difficult to calculate accurately all the factors determining

the visibility diagram, especially the influence of the 3tructure of the

earth'a surface. Therefore, the diagrai which is calculated theoretical-

ly must be corrected by the results of observation of real targets

(through test flights over the radar station).

script
Page
No.
190 In some work the factor mr is also called the observability

or visibility factor.

212 These questions are treated more fully in the book by M.P.
Dolukhanov "Rtsprostraneniye radiovoin" [Propagation of:
Radio Wavesj Svyaz'izdat [Communications"Publishers], 1951.

. -p

225 See the book by L.G. Arenberg "Rasrostraneniye detsimetrovykn
i santimetrovykh voln" [Propagation of Decimeter and Centi-
meter Waves], Izd-vo "Sovetskoye radio" [Soviet Radio Publish-
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ers], 1957.

230 Sucn a me*hod of calculating radar observation range was
first proposed by N.I. Klyuyev.

script Transliterated Symbols
Page
No.

186 u = ts = tsell = target

186 np = prd = peredacha = transmitting

186 np = pr = priyemnyy = receiver

±87 cB = sv = svyaz' = link

187 MMH = min = minimal'nyy = minimum

187 !xavc = maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum
189 x = i = impul'snyy = pulse

190 noM = pom = pomekha = noise

190 m = sh= shum = noise
190 p = r = razlicheniye = discrimination

191 OnT opt = optimal'nyy = optimum

191 cp = sr = sredniy = average

191 n = p = povtoreniye = repetition

192 PIC = RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya = rrdar

192 nT = pt - priyemnyy trakt = receiving chanr.-

192 = f = rider = feeder

194 OTB = otv = otvet = response

197 rop = gor = gorizontal'nyy = horizontal

197 Bep = ver = vertikal'nyy = vertical

201 o6"= ob = obobshchsnnyy = generalized

204 = 1 = lepestok = lobe

208 B = v = vertikal'nyy = vertical

210 H = n = nizkoletyashchiy = low-lying

211 = z = zemlya = earth

213 p = r = raskhozhdeniye = divergence

214 B v = ozdukh =air

215 BA = vd - voda = water

217 p = r = refraktsiya = refraction

225 A = d = dozhd' = rain
225 rp = gr = grad = hail
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Chapter 5
STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF RADAR SIGNAL OBSERVABILITY

65.1. RADAR SIGNAL RECEPTION AS A STATISTICAL TASK

Radar observation is accompanied by a whole series of factors which

are not known to the observer and which cannot be calculated in any way

other than statistically.

In the first case, the reflected signal of any real target itself

undergoes fluctuation (this type of fluctuation is lacking in systems

with active response).

In the second place, during propagation in a nonhomogeneous medium

reflected or retransmitted signals undergo random fading due to inter-

ference by signals reaching the point of reception in various ways.

In the third place, upon, the signal are superposed various types

of interferences (noises) which are received by the antenna together

with the signa] from the surrounding space or are formed in the receiver

itself.

As a result of the superposition of noises, the signal is distorted,

and its intensity either increases or decreases.

In the fourth place, in nonautomatic systems where the observer is

a person, radar observation is inf2uenced by the operator's subjective

qualities which do not lend themselves to accurate calculation: train-

ing, attentiveness, fatigue, the exten . to which he is subject to ex-

ternal influence, etc. The influence of such factors is eliminated in

fully automatic bystems.

In viet: of the random statistical character of all of these factors,
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the results of radar observation may be evaluated only by methods of

the theory cf probability and of random processes.

Chapter 3 ,_ave a mathematical analysis of the statistical laws ap-

plying to the process of reflection of a signal from a complex target.

Signal fading during propagation may be viewed as the process of

multiplication of the signal u(t) by random factor pdt) which changes

slowly over time by comparison witb the high-frequency duty ratio of

the signal. Hence noises of the fading type are known as multiplicative

noises from the Latin word multiplicatio.

In view of the fact that in defining the concept of effective scat-

tering cross-section the reflected signal was evaluated not at the point

of reflection but at the point of reception, the statistical laws exam-

ined above, which describe the processes associated with reflection, at

the same time also cover the processes occurring duing propagation.

Therefore, there is no special need for examining multiplicative noises

separately in describing the parameters of the received signal. This is

even more true in that the phenomena of fading and interference of sig-

nals during reflection from a complex target have a similar physical

nature.

However, knowledge of the statistical laws of fading should certain-

ly not be regarded as devoid of interest. The law of fluctuation of the

reflected signal is one of the characteristics bearing Information on

the properties of the target. Violation of this law through fading dur-

ing propagation inhibits clarlficatlcn of the true properties of the

target. Therefore the statistical properties of multiplicative noises

must be known in order to extract maximum information about the target.

The theory of optimum reception under conditions of multiplicative

noises has not yet been developed. However, most contemporary RLS are

not designed to distinguish targets on the basis of their fluctuation
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law, and the tatistical laws of the signal during fading need not be

examined separately.

The influence of the operator upon the process of radar observa-

tion may be cvaluated only experimentally, by extensive observation of

the work of many operators under different conditions.

It only remains to evaluate the effect of noises upon the radar gig-

nal,which is what will be done in the following section. Inasmuch as,

during their interaction with the useful signal, noises are superposed

upon the signal, they have been called additive noises from the Latin

word additivus.

The radar station's capacity to observe targets in the presence of

noises is called the observability of radar signale. Together with the

other RLS parameters, observability is determined by the statistical

properties of the target signal itself and by the properties of the

noise. Therefore, observability will be evaluated both for a nonfluc-

tuating and for a fluctuating target. By noise is usually understood

noise of natural origin. The capacity of the RLS to observe targets

against the background of other noises is usually viewed as part of

its noise-resistance, which will be exarmined in a separate chapter.

Observability is closely linked to receiver sensitivity. In the UKV

range sensitivity is usually evaluated by the power of the minimum de-

tectable signal at the receiver input Ppr min' which is introduced In-

to the formula for calculating the RLS operating range.

As has been noted, sensitivity is limited by the average power of

the receiver noise as calculated as its input:

P.=NAT04f. (5.1)

The minimam e-tectable signal under assigned conditions of observation

should stand out above the noises in a determi'aed way; this is called

the discriviination factor:
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The discrimination factor is a quantitative measure of observability:

the more effectively the receiver device discriminates the signal

against the noise background of assigned intensity, the lower the dis-

crimination factor, and the better the signal observability.

Let us move from power to energy. The energy in a pulse of a mini-

mum detectable signal E,,)NHu---- ,,.,4.. The noise energy opposing the

signal over the length of a pulse in an optimum receiver passband

Af , ag is equal to the noise power per unit of band, Eo-Put= L

s NkTo . Therefore, if we multiply the numerator and the denominator

in Formula (5.2) by Ti, we will obtain

MP= o EstIM. (5.3)

This latter expression shows that observability does not depend

up i pulse length or upon the receiver passband when it is optimum, but

is determined only by the ratio of the energy of the minimum detectable

signal to the noise power per unit of band and does not depend upon

the spectrum width. This means that if we artificially widen the spec-

trum of the pulse, maintal ,ing its energy unchanged, in order to neight-

en accuracy and range resolution, the sensitivity and operating range

of the RLS will remain unchanged. Therefore, Formula (5.3) is more gen-

eral than Formula (5.2), it also applies to signals with pulse-wide

modulation, in which Af=- , where K >> 1. RLS sensitivity could be

calculated fox such signals from Formula (5.1) if Af is taken to mean

not the actual widtn of the signal spectrum for the receiver passband,

but A I' t

Thus, sensitivitj is deGermined both by the noise level in the re-

ceiver and by the capacity of the RLS to distinguish the signal against

a background of noise, that is, by observability. Observability is
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evaluated quantitatively by the magnitude of the minimum detectable

signal in comparison with noise. Sensitivity is evaluated by the abso-

lute magnitude of the minimum detectable signal when the noise level is

taken into account. Sensitivity is heightened both by reducing the noise

level in the receiver strip and by using more effective methods and de-

vices to improve signal observability against the noise background.

Reduction of the absolute noise level in the receiver strip is a

purely technical task and is accomplished by using antinoise circuits

and low-noise elements, by preamplification of the signals before the

mixer, by the use of balance mixes, etc. Recently parametric and molecu-

lar amplifiers have come into use in receivers; these almost completely

eliminate the influence of internal noises in the receiver. In this

case the basic role is played by noises reieived by the antenna from

space.

The task of the present chapter is to evaluate observability, that

is, to determine the discrimination factor mr for an assigned noise le-

vel in the receiver input and also for certain assigned results of ob-

servation. This can be used to determine the receiver sensitivity and

the RLS operating range. In detection the results of observation are

evaluated by the probability of detecting target D and the probability

of false alarms P (false detection) or, in other words, by the signal/

/noise ratio in the RLS output element when the coordinates are mea-

sured accurately. In addition, this chapter evaluates the influence of

certain RLS parameters upon radar signal observability.

55.2. INTERACTION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY SIGNAL AND NOISE

Noise voltage at the receiver input (antenna noise) has a complete-

ly disorderly structure. Noise takes the foim of sharp peaks of posi-

tive and negative polarity, which rise and fall very rapidly, practical-

ly instantaneously (Fig. 5.1a), relative to the average zero value. The
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noise spectrum may be viewed as even all the way up to very high fre-

quency (Fig. 5.2a). As a result, such noise is called "white noise" by

analogy with light oscillations which possess a broad spectrum.

The structure of noise changes sharply at the output of the linear

part of the receiver: from the whole broad spectrum there is detached

only a narrow :?requency band Af around resonance frequency f0 of the

UPCh band filter (Fig. 5.2b). At the output of a narrow-band filter

noise oscillations can no longer vary arbitrarily. They take the form

of almost sinusoidal oscillation with average frequency f0 , and the

amplitude and phase of these oscillations can neither rise nor fall

more rapidly than the filter passband permits. It is difficult to speed

up or slow down a narrow-band, high-Q system, Just as it is to bias the

phase of the oscillations, and, therefore, the amplitude (envelope) and

phase of high-frequency noise oscillations of frequency f0 vary at com-

paratively low frequencies in the range from 0 to Af (Fig. 5.1b).

b)

Fig. 5.1. Form of noise voltage: a)
At the input of the linear part of
the receiver; b) at the output of the
linear part of the receiver.

b) 4

Fig. 5.2. Noise spectrum: a) At
the receiver input; b) at the
output of zhe linear part of the
receiver.
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The length of the shortest blip of the envelope of a high-frequency

noise is of' the order is f[ ; within the limits of the time interval

known as the correlation interval the amplitude and phase of the noise

oscillations may be considered approximately unchanged.

When signal pulses of constant amplitude, with frequency f0 and
!

length t.-L , reach the receiver input, the high-frequency oscilla-

tions of the signal and the noise are added the result depending upon

the relationship between the amplitude and the phases of these oscilla-

tions at each moment in time. Since frequencies are identical, and the

length of the signal pulses and noise blips are approximately equal, the

amplitude of the blips of the resultant oscillations (signal plus noise)

will be equal to the sum of the amplitude of the signal and noise when

the phases of their high-frequency duty ratios are equal and their amp-

litudes are different at a phase shift of 1800. In general, the ampli-

tude of the resultant oscillations may have any value between the sum

and the difference, depending upon the random phase relationships. In

particular, if the amplitudes of the signal and the noise are acciden-

tally equal, while the phases are opposed, the resultant amplitude is

equal to zero, and the signal is lost.

As a result of the superposition of internal receiver noises upon

the sequence of pulses of constant amplitude, there appears a sequence

of signal (plus noise) pulses whose amplitude is a random quantity

which can vary within broad limits from zero to the highest value pos-

sible in the receiver (formally - to infinity).

In addition, when the signal is absent, pure noise may yield large

blips which are in no way to be distinguished from signal pulses.

The signal and noise may also interact in such a way as to be add-

ed together in one phase at the beginning of the signal pulse and in

another at the end of the pulse, as a result of which the obtained to-
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tal pulse may be biased. Since target range is judged from the pulse

position, such a manifestation of the influence of noise upon signal

leads to measurement error.

Thus, superposition of noise upon a regular signal may lead to the

disappearance of the useful signal, to the appearance of a pulse sig-

nal and of measurement errors. The first two types of errors impose

limits on sensitivity, the third type imposes limits on accuracy.

Noise voltage at the output of the linear part of the receiver may

be represented in the forni

n Nt) N(t)cos [(0ot - 'fM ,(5.4 )

where amplitude N(t) and phase 9(t) are mutually independent random

functions which change slowly by comparison with cos w0 t. Oscillation

may be represented in the form of random vector P. If we analyze vec-

tor I into its two orthogonal components in the rectangular coordinate

system

N1 =Mcosf and N 2=Nslnrp,

representing oscillation

n1 (t)NicosWot and n2 ()=N 2 sinw0t. (5.5)

In the first place, these two components are independent: the pro-

jection of one of them upon the other at any moment in time equals zero,

and therefore variations in one projection have no influence upon the

magnitude of the second (the property of being orthogonal).

In the second place, these two components are also functions which

change slowly by comparison with cos L.0 t and sin w0 t..

In the third place, each of these components is distributed in ac-

cordance with normal law

.(2)-- exp --

with average values N N 0 and average squares N 2 a
w = N = ash,
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known as the noise dispersion or the noise power dissipated over a .

ohm resistance.

A I

C E

,ay b) '

Fig. 5.3. Effect of independent disturbances upon a narrow-band system:
a) Effect of single pulse; b) effect of noise voltage. A) Pulse at in-
put; B) filter response; C) envelope of response; D) noise voltage at
the input; E) envelopes of components of output noise voltage.

The normal distribution law is condition by the narrowness of the

band of the receiver Ligh-frequency filter and by the lack of dependence

of the various noise blips, at the receiver input, upon one another.

Actually, when a single noise blip acts upon the input of a narrow-band

filter, at the output is obtained a high-frequency voltage, known as the

response for the pulse characteristic of the filter (Fig. 5.3a). The in-

put noise voltage takes the form of a sequence of spiked pulsei, while

the output voltage at any moment in time T is equal to the sum of the

filter respbnses for each pulse (Fig. 5.3b). In this case, in accord-

ance with the central limiting theorem of probability theory, the out-

put voltage, being at any moment in time the sum of a large number of

independent random-quantities (responses), is subject to the normal

distribution law regardless of the law of distribution of each term.*

The normal law is even more applicable when the receiver itself

possesses supplementary sources of noise (heat noises of the elements

and shock noises of the tubes). -

Let the signal at the receiver output take the form of a pulse of
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sinusoidal oscillations of frequency w0 wi'.h irr1stanc amplitude A

s(f)= A coswt. (5.6)

Here and below, quantities x, s, X, A and ash will denote voltages

across a 1 ohm resistance, numerJcally equal tothe nurrent.

We resolve (5.5) random vector I into two components: the phase

n1 (t) and the out-of-phase n2 (t) in such a way that the phases of the

signal 8(t) and or the noise component n1 (t) coincide. Then, after add-

ing the signal and the noise, we obtain two inaependent components

l = A + N1 ard X2 = N 2 , which are, as before, slowly changing random

quantities wb.Ch represent two oscillations

x1 ()=X(t)coswot and x2(t)=X2(0Ins*in.

Accordingly, the average values of these components are Xl = A

and 72 = 0, and quantities X1 and X2 themselves undergo random oscilla-

tions, according to the normal law, relative to their average values:

exp -. -A) (5.7)

and

Wil(X2 )=-exp yI

Thus, we have obtained distribution for the two orthogonal compon-

enzs of the .signal-plus-noise similar to those obtained in Chapter 3

for the two orthogonal components or the signal of a complex target.

By proceeding in the same way we can find the combined distribu-

tion of the probabilities of both orthogonal components W(X1, X2 ) and

then go on to the combined distribution of envelope (anplitude) X and

of phase T of the high-frequency signal at the detector input

-, ' I expr + A' -AXco_.tI
W (x, .... ."(5.8)

We introduce relative quantities
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Aa=-i- ana V -"m

which do not depend upon the noise power. Then Formula (5.8) for the

combined distribution of the normalized amplitude and p..ase takes the

form

VS + aW(v. exp exp [av cosy. (5.9)

If we e3tminate phase by integrating Distribution (5.9) for all P

from 0 to 2w, we will obtain the probability distribution for the ampli-

tude of the signal-plus-noise at the output of the linear part of the

receiver

2 (5.10)

where 10 (av) is the Bessel function of the zero order from the imaginary

argument, equal to 1 at av - 0.

If a = 0 in the last formula, we find the probability distribution

for the envelope of a pure noise

W(v)=vexp[-J (5.11)

As has been pointed out, such a distribution is called the Rayleigh dis-

tribution for the circular Gaussian distribution. Expression (5.10) is

called the generaZized Rayleigh distribution.

By integrating over all values of envelope v from 0 to -, Formula

(5.9) can also be made to Sleld the probability distribution for the

phase of a high-frequency signal-pub-noise

"V@aos~x[ I 81wr1 (5. 12)

* where * z) erdt Is, as before, the Laplace function (probabil-

ity integral).

The phase distribution for pulse noise
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(5.13)

Formulas (5.10) and (5.12) for the amplitude and phase of a regu-

la signal-plus-noise coincides fully with Formula (3.32) and (3.35)

which describe the distribution of the amplitudes and phases of a re-

flected target signal. From the formulas and graphs given in Thapter

3 it is seen that as the signal intensity a increases, the distribution

of envelope v of the signal-plus-noise approaches the symmetrical nor-

nal law. The law of the distribution of phase with the growth of a also

becomes normal, the probable values of the phase of oscillations con-

centrating near w = 0. In the case of a very strong signal the phase

of the resultant oscillation hardly differs from the phase of a pure

signal (P = 0) and, consequently, is stable.

The appearance of phase shift p i 0 in the resultant oscillation

is due to the presence of the out-of--phase noise component. The fact

that the vector of a strong signal-plus-noise nearly coincides with the

vector of a pure signal indicates3 in this instance, the weak influence

of the out-of-phase ccmponent. Therefore, elimination of the out-of-

phase noise component, for example, to synchroncus detecting, will have

a weak influence on the envelope of the strong signal. Ca the contrary,

when the signal is verj weak (a < 1), elimination of the out-of-phase

noise component yields a significant improvement in the signal/noise

ratio, by eliminating the effect of suppression of the relatively weak

signal by noises. Thus, in synchronous detecting, when both amplitude

and phase relationships are taken into sonsideration, noise will have

an idpetlcal influence on the cnvelope of a weak and of a strong signal.

In ordinary deteoting only amplitude relationships are taken into

account, which lead to a loss of energy at small signal/noise ratios.

Actually, the voltage at toe output of the so-called linear detector is
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proportional to the amplitude of the high-frequency signal at its in-

put. Probability distribution for signal with noise and for a pure sig-

nal at the detector output are described by Formulas (5.10) and (5.11),

respectively. When signals are weak (a is small) the most probable and

average signal values differ very little from the corresponding values

for a pure noise because of the strong influence of the out-of-phase

noise component.

Voltage at the output of a quadratic detector is proportional to

the square of signal amplitude at the input. By substituting w = v2/2

and dw -, 2vdv in Formula (5.10), we obtain a distribution density of

signals at the output of the quadratic detector
U ()=exp [I , - 2w)

~(5.14)

for the signal-plus-noise and
W (iw) =expU'"i (5.15)

for pure noise.

The power of higb-frequency signals is distributed according to

the same laws. Aetually, w--- is a relative value for the power

01 A2of the signal-plus-noise, while - --- - is the relative value of the

power of the signal itself (across a 1 ohm resistance). Setting P=o,

P= and P=-, we will find the probability distributions for the

power of the signal-plus-noise

w~p)= exp[P+f l"2 YPX,
WP= e p = 1 .- m' (5.16)

and fcr pure noise

Thus the receiver noise power is distributed exponentially, while

the distribution law of the signal-plus-noise power is gradually nor-

malized with increase in power P of the signal itself.
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§5.3. PROBABILITY ESTIMATE OF THE RESULTS OF OBSERVATION AND CALCULA-
TION OF THE DISCRIMINATION FACTOR

Distributicns (5.10) and (5.11) characterize, respectively, the

behavior of a signal with noise and of pure noise at the output of the

so-called linear detector which reproduces without distortion the en-

velope of high-frequency oscillations.

The averase relative value of noise at the cutput of a linear de-

tector

v- vW(v) dv =ve 2dv
W 0

is not zero. The absolute value of the average noise voltage

X= -van = .V 7(5.l;

is proportional to the effective value, as is characteristic for the

Rayleigh distribution.

"? y

Fig. 5.4. The probability that target pulse Ps will exceed some given
level as a function of relative signal intensity a at various values
for the probability that nois. voltage Psh will exceed the indiuated
level.

The probability that noises will exceed some assigned level z.

%02

v e'- (5.19)
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To improve the conditions of observa-

HIO Ation of signals the noises are usually

Klimited from below. For example, bias vol-
tages applied to the control electrode of

Ole the indicator tube (hum cutoff). It is

Fig. 5.5. Probability
that pure noise (a = 0) easy to evaluate the degree of choking of

and signal (a # 0) will
exceed level v0. A) Noise; the screen by noise at various limiting[ ' B) signal. levels. If limiting level X=3a.(vO=3) is

assigned, then p*=e - 0O1. Thus, if 100 resolvable areas are laid

out on the range sweep, corresponding to a noise blip length A-

an average of one noise blip may be anticipated during each range scan-

ning period.

If we assign a probability for the appearance of noise blips Psh'

the required limiting threshold

S= Y2Inp. (5.20)

is fourd logarithmically from Formula (5.19).

When the output voltage of the receiver is fed to the indicator,

i a limiting need not be used in principle, since the operator himself

sets the "threshold" in his mind, by noting only the sufficiently bright

blips among all the others which he perceives as background. But in au-

4 to matic radar stations such limiting is required.

If noise blips exceed the threshold level, they may form a combina-

tion resembling the target blips. The appearance of such a Pombination

is known as a false alarm. False alarms may not be completely climina-

I ted regardless of the level of limiting, since the probability of noise

blips of large amplitude is not equal to zero.

A second quantity of interest to the observer is tne probability

that the signal-plus-noise pulse will exceed the samne threshold level,

This probability may be determined as the integral
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PCSv exp 1. !](av) dv

or by taking into consideration (5.20)

oV= v ex 2j1.(v (5.21)

This integral may not be worked out analytically and may be cal-

culated only through numerical integration. As follows from Formula

(5.21), probability ps is a function of psh and a. The results of the

calculation of p5 as a function of a, where p = const is a parameter,

are given in Fig. 5 .4. Thus, the graph reflects the mutual dependence

of the three parameters: Ps' Psh and a.

Figure 5.5 demonstrates graphically the dependence of probabili-

ties Psh and ps upon the level of limiting. Probability Psh is deter-

mined by the area under the curve a = 0 to the right of point v0 ; prob-

ability p, is numerically equal to the area under the curve a ; 0 to

the right of point v0. It can be seen from this drawing that reducing

the probability of the appearance of noise through increasing level v0

at an assigned value of a leads simultaneously to a decreasing probabil-

ity that signal ps will exceed this level. At the assigned value of psh

probability ps may be heightened only by shifting the curve a ; 0 to

the right, that is, by decreasing sensitivity, since a is the relative

amplitude of the signal itself.

The probaoility of correct detection of a target D, which depends

also upon the number of pulses n received from the target, as well as

upon the design of the RLS terminal device, is found from quantity p..

These functions will be examined in detail in the following chapter.

Here we will limit ourselves to a calculation of a simplified model of

the observer.
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I Let us assume that from the target are received n pulses of iden-

.{ tical amplitude, and it is considered as discovered as long as a single

blip has appeared at the output of the limiter. The probability that

any one of these pulses will exceed threshold v is ps. The probability4 that any pulse will not exceed threshold v0 is 1 - Ps. The probability

i that not cne of n pulses will exceed the threshold is equal to the pro-

duct of the probabilities (I - Ps )n , since any time one of these pulses

exceeds the threshold it is an independent event. The sum of the prob-

ability that at least one pulse will exceed the threshold, or that none

of them will exceed 14, is unity (full group of events). Therefore, the

probability of detecting target D, that ig, the probability that at

least one pulse will exceed the threshold, is equal to unity less the

probability that all n pulses will not exceed the threshold:

D=1 -( -- P. (5.22)

It should be pointed out that ir the case of a sufficiently large

number of pulses n, the probability thu one pulse will detect target

D is sufficiently great even at a low proba.ility of the appearance of

each of the pulses. Thus, for ps = 0.1 D = 0.817 at n - 16 and D = 0.926

I at n = 25. In this consists the distinctiveness of the integration of

signals.

The probability of false alarm F at a given point in Space may be

I determined analogously, if psh is substitutea in place of ps in Formula

(5.22). However, probabilities F and PCh arc- 'usually very small, and

therefore (I--p.) !-p. and

F-- !(1 -- pa)" M- riPM ( 5.23 )

On the basis of the results obtained it is possible to calculate

the relative value of the amplitude of the minimum detectable signal

amin and discrimination factor mr if at the assigned number of pulses
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n and the assigned probability of false alarms F it is necessary to as-

sure a probability of detection of the target of not less than D.

Actually, according to Formula (5.23), probability Psh is deter-

mined from assigned F and n, while, in accordance with Formula (5.22),

probability ps is found from D and n. Knowing Psh and ps, from the graph

in Fig. 5.4 we find the point whose abscissa a - amin. Since, in accord-

ance with denotations a = A/a sh introduced above, the discrimination

factor

M .= To =Nn (5.24)

If, in addition, we know the receiver noise power calculated at

its input, it is possible to calculate the receiver sensitivity and,

from its parameters, the RLS operatino uaxe for any value of the tar-

get effective scattering cross-section.

Example. On the basis of the method set forth above calculate dis-

crimination factor mr if F = 10 -, D x, 0.82 and n = 10.

a) We determine psh '.a accordance with Formula (5.23):

b) We determine ps in accordance with Formula (5,22):

c) We find a n from the diagram in Fig. 5.J4 at ps = 0.1 and Psh =

= 10-6:

d) We calculate discriminati,n factor mr irom Formula (5.24):

Mp = %_ ft 15.

A statistical evaluation of the observability of signals of a non-

fluctuating target against the background of internal noises has been

given above. Most real targets yield a fluctuating echo-signal, and for
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K that reason a complete evaluation of observability must also take into

account the statistics of these fluctuations.

To simplify this task we will consider at the outset that the sig-

nal fluctuations caused by noise are negligibly small by comparison with

the fluctuations of the echo-signal itself.

Let us examine the case of a strongly fluctuating target where,

among the elementary reflectors of the target, there is no bright spot.

According to Formula (3,43) derived in Chapter 3, the density of the

probability distribution of the effective scattering cross section

(e.p.r.) of a svrongly fluctuating target

W ex J

whence we find the probability that tne e.p.r. will exceed a given value

of the ct

W(~ja5 .xp (5.25)

where ats is the average value of ats corresponding to the probability

P( ts ) - 0.37.

Since the received signal power is proportiona] to ats' if quantity

ats exceeds a given level, this reans that the received signal will also

exceed the corresponding level at which the target will be detected in

the absence of noise.

Consequently, probability F(r) Is a.l.so tha probability of detect-

ing the target; we denote it by pts' distinguishing it from probability

D which takes intu account the influence of noise.

We utilize range formula

4 4
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Fig. 5.6. Connection between detection range and probability of detee-
tion of a strongly fluctuating target (1), a weakly fluctuating target
(2), a nonfluctuating target (3).

Whence

Ronxc ' ,,

kR) "(5.26)

where

, 4 P.D'-- (5.27)

is the operating range of the HY-S at ats - ts. Substituting Expression

(5.26) into Formula (5.25) and considering pts = p(a), we find that the

probability of dete-ting a heavily fluctuating target is a function of

normalized range R /R'_
maks maks

This dependence is given in Fig. 5.6 (curve 1). The probability of

detecting the target at range R' corresponding to ats = s' ismaks '

0.37.
Let us now take up the case of a weakly fluctuating target possess-

ing, among its many reflectors, one strong reflector - a bright spot.

Then the total target signal will contain a nonflickering constant
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component which, against the background of the remaining elementary

signals yielding a fluctuating component,may be viewed as a signal

1 against a background of noises.

Probability pts of a weakly fluctuating target may be obtained
from Formula (3.42) in precisely the same way as for the case of a

i : strongly fluctuating target. However, integration is not done analytical-

ly. Therefore, we will limit ourselves to a qualitative examination of

the task for the case when the constant component of the reflect,:d sig-

nal is sufficiently great in comparison with the fluctuating component,

and the amplitude of the field strength of the reflected signal is dis-

tributed approximately normally around its average value. Since the RLS

operating range is proportional to the field strength, the probability
of detecting Pt, as a function of normalized range R R is de-

of~~ak MtaI' s -
termined by the integral function of the normal distribution (Fig. 5.6,

curve). The probability of detecting a weakly fluctuating target at

range Rk m Tts) is 50%, since the normal law is symmetrical rela-

tive to its average value.

The function of Pts for a nonfluctuating target is shown in Fig.

5.6 (curve 3). Consequently, any law of the distr,.bution of probabili-

ties for t may be described by a curve lying between two limits:Gts |yb

curve 1 for a strongly fluctuating target and curve 3 for a nonfluctuat-

ing target. The actual curve for each complex target may be determined

* experimentally.

This analysis of the properties of the target effective scattering

cross-section shows that it makes sense to speak of the target detec-

tion range only when it is indicated with what probability the target

may be detected. That value for ats which corresponds to the assigned

detection probability should be substituted in the range formula. For

oalculatior: it is necessary to know at for ats' corresponding to any
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other known detection probability, and also the character of the fluc-

tuations.

Example. Determine the RLS operat.ng range when the probability of

detecting a strongly fluctuating target pts - 0.5 and Pts = 0.9, if the

operating range at ats =Ots Rmakskm.

From curve 1 in Fig.5.6 we find:

a) p=Os : R" = OSdRKC= 0,9 . 300 270 k

6) PA =0,9: O.55UadRasc = 0,55 - ,= 165 kmn

In evalutating the combined set of target fluctuations and internal

receiver noises upon the detection probability it is necessary to take

Jnto account not only the characl;er of the fluctuations but also their

velocity.

Most real targets, such as airplanes, fluctuate comparatively slow-

ly. During the time of irradiation the echo-signal amplitude remains

practically unchanged, changing only from one scanning period to an-

other. Received signals of this type are called "a harmoniously fluc-

tuating pulse packet." Probability ps for this case is calculated in

the following manner.

We will assume that fluctuation law ats is known and, consequent-

ly, the distribution law W(a) for the received signal amplitudes. Since

Psh is known, and depends ncither upon the intensity nor upon the velo-

city of the target fluctuations, we find particular probability p' for

a given fixed value of a from Formula (5.21):

P~ ~'1Jo(av) dv.

Then, averaging particular probabilities p' over all values of a weight-

ed by W(a), we obtain the probability wnin:h we are seeking
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, =.W (a) jvexp - 1. (av) dvda.
~(5.29)

Unfortunately, calculating for all possible values of p and dis-

tribution laws W(a) is excessively cumbersome , . be accomplished

only by using high-speed digital computers.

When the radiation frequency changes from pulse to pulse, the ampl-

tudes of thne target pulses in the packet fluctuate independently, since

the phase relationships among the elementary items of the 'otal signal

are added each time in a different way. The resultant signal is called

a noise-like signal.

The calculation of probability ps in this case is rather simple.

Let the target be fluctuating strongly and the dispersion of the fluc-

tuation of the signal amplitude, which is K2 times greater than the

dispersion of the normalized noise 1 - , be equal to 1. Then the

amplitude of the noise-like signal will be distrtbuKd ac-ording to

the Rayleigh law with resultant dispersion i + K
2 :

W('i1=- L + xp[-(r+')] (5.30)

and the probability that the signal pulse will exceed a given level is

determined by integral

I

(531P. SV. (5.3)

Therefore the sought probability ps may be determined from Formula

(5.31) taking into account Relationship (5.19) as

I

rb yrpor (5.32)

Probability ps for a noise-like signal of a weakly fluctuating

target may be calculated analogously.

We point out in conclusion that the probability of detecting a tar-
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get with independently rluctuating pulses is somewhat higher than with

harmoniously fluctuating pulsLt, since in the latter case the complete

vanishing of all the pulses in the packet is more probable. However,

the accuracy of determining the target angular position is lower, since

the form of the pulse packet envelope is distorted to Jts rnaxirrium.

§5.4. INFLUENCE OF INTEGRATION UPON OBSERVABILITY OF RADAR SIGNA.S

The radar station usually receives from the target not one but

several pulses. These ptilses carry energy which can be accumudated (in-

tegrated) and used for better discrimination of the signal against the

background of noise.

The integrated signal-plus-noise forms a target blip, and the in-

tegrated noise forms a noise hum. The target blip will stand out against

the noise hum more reliably the greater is the difference among the aver-

age values us+sh - 4sh of the integrated signal-plus-noise and the pure

noise, respectively. However, the effectiveness with which the target

signal is discriminated is determined not only by the absolute magnitude

of the difference, but also by how great it is in comparison with the

fluctuations of the noise hum, which are determined by the dispersion

of the total noise sh.

Therefore, the signal/noise ratio is introduced in order to eval-

uate observability

M= (5.33)

When the number of integrated pulses n is great, the distribution

law of the resultant voltage approaches the normal. The normal law, as

is known, is fully determined by the average value and by the dispersion.

From the distribution law are found the detection probability D and

false alarm probability F, which yield a statisticai evaluation of ob-

servability. The signal/noise ratio, as follows from (5.33), is also
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determined by the average value and by the dispersion. Therefcre, with

a normal distribution law, an evaluation of the quality of detection

frorm the output signal/noise ratio M is as effective as an evaluation

from F and D.

When tPe distribution law differs from the normal, the signal-noise

ratio is no longer 9n effective evaluation. However, the normal law oc-

curs in a very large n.amber of situations, while evaluation of the qual-

ity of detection from quantity K is rather simple and in many cases can

be uzed to investigate important laws (for example, to compare the ef-

fectiveness of various systems of detection).

Let us examine the influence of integration upon signal/noise ra-

tio M.

a b c d

Fig. 5.7. Integration of pulses: a) Sweep and blips on indicator screen;
b) optimum integration of pulses of constant amplItude; c) optimum in-
tegration of pulses of variable amplitude; d) equilibrium integration
of pulses of variable amplitude. 1) Noise; 2) signal; 3) weight.

Coherent integrations. If integration includes phase relationships,

fox- example, at high frequency, the signal amplitudes will be added. The

average value of the amplitude of the resultant signal, in integration

of n pulses of identical amplitude A, will be

while that of the resultant noise

since the average value of the sum is equal to the sum of the average .4

values, while the averxge value of the noise .s equr.i to zero.
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The dispersion of the sum i- equal to the sum of the dispez'sions

of the items, and therefore

now

whereah2 is the noise dispersion before integration.

Then, ir. accordance with Formula (5.33), the s'Lgnal/noise ratio

with respect to voltage after ccherent integration

A (5 .34)

where a = A/ash is the signal/noise ratio with respect to vo!tage before

detection.

The signal/noise ratio with respect to power increases in propor-

tion to the number of pulses n. Consequently, coherent integration ac-

cumulates all the energy of the signal. However, to do this, it is ne-

cessary to maintain the required phase relationships among tae items,

which at the present time is an extremely difficult problem.

Incoherent integration., The integrator is usually the indicator or

some other terminal device after the detector. When it is necessary to

discriminate signals which are weakcr than noise signals (a < 1), the

detector is quadratic wkth respect to them. Then the signal/noise ra-

tio with re:pect to voltage at the detector output is proportional to

the signal/noise ratio wibh respect to power at its input.

As is kmown, the signal/noise ratio with respect to power before

integration Is a2/2. In integrating voltage at the detector output which

is pr-oportional to the powex 14 tbs input, we obtain a signal/noise ra-

tio

M(5.35)

Thus, as regards the power of a high-frequency P.gnal, incoherent

integration yields a loss of r' in comparison with coherent integration.

The detectlon threshold of the RLS terminal device with respect to
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the outpu signal/noise ratio Mr is such that a signal exceeding it will

be detected against the noise background. In accordance with Formula

(5.35) the threshold ratio in each pulse before integration

in,- (5.36)

is the discrimination factor which we have already encountered. The

greater the number of target pulses n at the assigned terminal device

threshold Mr, the smaller the discrimination factor, and the greater

the sensitivity of the RLS receiver device.

Example. Let the signal on the indicator be definitely detectable

when the signal/noise ratio upon the screen increases to quantity Mr r

- 3. With the number of pulses n - 25, the minimum signal/noise ratio

in each pulse

Se= Up. "3 • _

The example indicates that the RLS will detect a signal which is

lower than the average noise level, despite the fact that this signal

becomes visible on the indicator only when it is three tiwes in excess

of the noises.

With signals which are very strong by comparison with the noise

(a >> 1) the detector acts linearly, taking the signal phase into con-

sideration yie-ds no additional advantage, and the integration after

the detector is equivalent to coherent integration, that is, the sig-

nal/noise ratio with respect to power increases n times. In the inter-

mediate case (a = 1) the detector occupies an intermediate position be-

tween being linear and being quadratic.

In concluding this section we will examine how pulses should be

integrated in the RLS terminal device.

Let a packet of target pulses of identical amplibude (Fig. 5.7a

and b) be registered on an indicator with scanning of the azimuth -
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range type. Then blips will be formed on n adjacent range lines. If the

range sweeps are sufficiently close to one another, the brightnesses of

the blips are added together, and one spot of the screen is actually

lighted. Tnis is how the signal is integrated. The noise hum is inte-

grated in the same way, but not as effectively, since the bright noise

blips are distributed chaotically on the screen.

Whern the range sAeeps are not sufficiently close together, only

part of the target pulses will be integrated. If the sweeps are so close

together that more than n sweeps will be registered at each point on the

screen, this just leads to an increase in the brightness of the noise

hum. In both latter cases the signal/noise ratio will be low.

Consequently, for optimum intgration of n pulses of identical

amplitude, range sweeps should be so distributed that the signals of

exactly n sweeps are integrated, while the signals of the remaining

sweeps are not integrated. In other words, the signals of n sweeps

should be summed with weight 1, and those of the remaining sweels with

weight 0. The appearance of the we.ghting function is given in Fig.

5.7b: the weightin., function reproduces the form of the envelope of the

pulse packet.

In fact, the packet of target pulses possesses variable amplitude

which is determined by the shape of the antenna directivity diagram. In

this case also optimum integration must be done usin.: weights corres-

ponding to the form of the packet envelope (Fig. 5.7c). Actually, in

thts case signals which are strong in comparison with the noise are ful-

ly integrated, while the weaker signals in which the noise component is

relatively great are integrated with a lower weight, while signals of

pure noise are not integrated at all. Thereby the best signal/noise ra-

tio after integration is ensured.

Not all integrators can total signals with different weights. There-
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fore in many devices the pulses of variable amplitude are totaled with

equal weight within the limits of a given angle near the directivity

diagram maximum (Fig. 5.7d). If this angle is small, not all pulses will

be integrated. A considerable increase in the angle leads to a reduction

in the integration effect through accumulation of only one noise at

those values of angles in which there is no signal. Therefore, there is

an optimum integration angle ?a at which the signal-noise ratio be-
oDt

comes maximum after equilibri_m '*.tegration. However, this maximum ef-

fect is nonetheless lower than at what is actually optimum integration

with different weights (Fig. 5.7c).

§5.5. EFFECTIVE ANTENNA BEAM WIDTH

Evaluation of the results of integration and of the probability of

detecting signals is simple for a rectangular pulse packet, which does

not exist in reality. In the case of a real pulse packet with variable

B

A

Fig. 5.8. Packet of target pulses of a real directivity diagram and of
its rectangular equivalent. A) Directivity diagram; B) equivalent.

amplitude the difficulty of calculation increases many times, Therefore,

to simplify the calculation, it is desirable to replace 'he real pulse

packet by .its rectangular equivalent; in tnis way the same integration

effect is obtained and, consequently, the Identical target detection

raige.

We will assume the amplitude of the puli es of the rectangular equiv-

alent to be equal to maximum pulse amplitude AvO of the real packet

(Fig. 5.8). Finding the equivalent is then the same thing as calculating
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the angular size of rectangular Dacket ee, known as the effective an-

tenna beam width.

The amplitude envelope of high-frequency pulses reproduces the

shape of the directivity diagram with respect to pow.r, which can be

approximated by a bell-shaped curve

Fx. (Q) = nxP[- 0,7 OY.

where a is counted off to one side of the directivity .iagram maximum,

while 3a is the width of the directivity diagram at the half-power level,

read off on both sides of the maximum.

Since integration is done after the detector, which acts quadrati-

cally for relatively weak signals, the amplitude of the integrated video

pulses Av is proportional to the square of the pulses A at the detector

input, that i s, to the square of the directivity diagram with respect

to power Fr ()r

A,()-- A., exp [ 1,4 M

We will introduce the concept of pulse density, equal to the num-.

ber of received pulses per unit angle of the directivity diagram

where n0 is .the number of pulses arriving over the width of the direc-

tivity diagram e8. We will assume pulse density to be great, in order

to have the right to use an integral representation of the summing of

pulses.

Let us take elementary angle do. The amplitude of the pulses may

be considered constant within the limits of this angle, the number of

pulses is equal to n'do and the result of integration of the amplitudes

A, (a) n'da = A,$ exp 1,4 r )'1'
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Integration of the amplitudes over the whole range a from 0 to

on both sides of the maximum, with Weighting exp-1,4('*)I1 yields

2A,0n' exp[-1A (')/J] ex [ .4 da=A~l 5-7

where

1=2 exp . 8  '2 (5.38)

Since te uz- assuming z= 2a and g=j1, we obtain

V:4i 0,. (5.39)

The result of the integration of the dispersion of video noises
2

avsh over interval da, accordingly, is

while integration over the whole range a with weight exp -2.8(4) yields

21o..nh exp[-2,8 (/2a)2]d =0 ll'. (5.140)

Here the weighting function is equal to the square of the weighting

function for the amplitudes, since noises are summed according to their

power (dispersion).

After .integration, the signal/noise ratio is equal. to the ratio of

Quantity (5.37) and the square root of Integral (5.40):

em Y R7 em (5.41)

A rectangular pulse packet contains n'e pulses, with amplitudee
VA0. Then the results of integration of the pulses of the equivalent

packet
(5.42)

By equating the results of integration according to Formulas (5.41)
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and (5.42), we find the effective antenna beam width during optimum in-

tegration of The pulses

O.- 0 .. (5.43)

In equilibrium integration within the limits of optimum angle

(2aopt M 0.84e a), the effective width, as calculation demonstrates,

S=0,4S* (5.44)

turns out to be somewhat smaller; this corresponds to the sensitivity

loss of about 0.5 db.

In view of the slight difference between Formulas (5.43) and (5.44)

if the factor is assumed equal to 0.5, the accuracy will be adequate for

practical purposes. The.. the effective number of integrated pulses

V . (5.45)

where a is the angular displacement velocity of the antenna beam during

scanning. This is the number of pulses which should be utilized in cal-

culation, considering that all pulses are identical and have an ampli-

tude equal to the directivity diagram maximum.

During optimum integration relative to strong signals, when the de-

tector's load characteristic may be considered linear, the effMictive

width increases to 0.74% , and during equilibrium integration - to

0.679 (2aopt = 1.2e ). However, as far as detection is concerned, this

case of strong signals is of almost no practical 1nterest.

§5.6. SWEEP INTERVAL

Easter space scanning with an antenna beam is sequential, line by

line. The angular displacement of the antenna beam during the transi-

tion from one line to another is called the sweep interval esh.

To dete rrine the optimum size of the sweep interval it is neceD-

) sary to examine the directivity diagram in two plenes. We may also ap--

proximate the directivity diagram ii, two planes by a bell-shaped curve. V
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Then the amplitude of the relatively weak signals at the detector out-

put, being proportional to the square of the directivity pattern, as a

function of the angular displacement relative to the maximum assumes the

form

A , = A 3Oexp[-1.4 128 e [ /-i\f,

41w

F,,

Fig. 5.9. Calculating the sweep
V j interval.

Here a is the angle along the line, 8 is the angle across the line,

A v is the amplitude in the diagram maximum. in general, the width of
the directivity diagram is not the same with respect to a(Oe) and with

respect to 8(e8).

Let us examine two targets: target 1 on the axis of the line and

target 2 halfway between the axes of adjacent lines (Fig. 5.9).

As the antenna beam moves alohg a(8 = 0) the amplitudes of the

puls;z of target 1 have their maximum posible value

Target 2 is displaced relativf, to the axis of the line by angle
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Ssh/2, and therefore the amplitudes of the pulses of target 2, as

the beam is displaced along a

are exp 1,4(-.)] times less than the corresponding amplitudes of the pul-

ses of target 1. However, in contrast to target 1, target 2 is irrad-

iated twice.* The dual irradiation may be treated as a doubling of

pulse density n'.

The sweep interval is selected such that the observability condi-

tions of targets 1 and 2 are identical, that is, the effect of integra-

tion of pulses of greater amplitude (5.46) received from target 1

should be equal to the effect of integrating the doubled number of pul-

ses of target 2 with Amplitudes (5.47).

In accordance with Expression (5.40) we write the equality

Lx 1,4 2a .

or, after cancellation,

1= exP[ 1,4 (-Y2_.
From this we find the size of the sweep interval

O.=0,5. (5.48)

If the corresponding calculations are dore for relatively strong

signals, we obtain

Ino (5.49)

In general

=(-;-0,7) Ot) . (550)

For RLS of high sensitlvity r,. s-feep interval is selected closer

to the lower limit, for RLS of low sensitivity - close to the upper

limit. The sensitivity of an RLS employing rastar space scanning is
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usually not very high, lower than the sensitivity of stations employing

Icircular or sector scanning, and therefore the upper limit is most fre-

quently selected.

In stations measuring the second angular Coordinate using the meth-

lod of partial diagrams, the angular separation between neighboring lobes

of the directivity diagram must also be selected in accordance with

Formula (5.50).

It must be pointed out that the conditions of observability, and

consequently, also the detection range of target 1 and 2, are equal

only on the average, since, during the time between two irradiations of

the target which are registered by two lines of the raster, its signal

may change substantially due to flickering. Tie same applies to the

method of partial diagrams if radiation is at different frequencies in

the different lobes.

§5.7. INFLUENCE OF SCANNING SPEED ON THE OBSERVABILITY OF RADAR SIGNALS

The effective numiber of target pulses [see (5 .45 )] depends upon

angular velocity a of the displacement of the antenna beam during scan-

ning. Therefore, the observability of radar signals as evaluated by

discrimination factor (5.36) also depends upon the scanning speed.

In practice, real integrators cannot always effectively integrate

all n pulses as determined by Formula (5.45), since their effective

integration time Ti is finite.* Therefore, observability depends upon

the relationship between effective integration time Ti, on one hand,

and target irradiation time =-- , as well as the scanning period

sc-ani , on the other hand (we limit ourselves to the case of circular

scanning).

These relationships are determined by the speed of antenna rota-

tion (Fig. 5.10).

At very low antenna rotation speed the target beaming time is
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Fig. 5.10. Influence of scanning
speea upon oiservability of ra-
dar signals.

a b

Fig. 5.11. Dynamic narrowing of anten-
na beam: a) Case of a trailing beam;
b) .ase of a leading beam. 1) Target.

greater than the time of integration: -> T, (section I). At the

assigned repetition frequency n.PT, the effective number of integrated

pulses does nct depend upon velocity 0. Consequently, the discrimina-

tion factor al3o remains unchanged
Al, " l,

? =(5.51)

The second section in Fig. 5.10 corresponds to the condItion

It startE from the abscissa. l=V at which the irradiation time is

equal to the integration time. In this section the nuzber of integrated

pulses is determined by the irradiation time

and decreases with growth of Q. The discrimination factor increases

accordingly
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I

PM -('3.52)

and observability deteriorates. 
2x

This continues up to velocity 122=V , at which the time of one

rotation (scanning period T0 ) is equal to the effective time of inte-

gration. Starting at this moment (section III) with growth of 9 the

target irradiation time and the number of pulses received during one ir-

radiation continue to decrease, but tne number of irradiations during

the integration time increases in accordance. The effective number of

integrated pulses is equal to the number of pulses during one irradia-

tion (n-'-) , multipiied by the number of irradiations of the targez

during tne integration time

n= ..-' --,

and does not depend upon P. The discrimination factor

= Ap JW /- -- (5.53)

also does not depend upon the velocity of antenna rotation, ana its

maximum quantity determines the limit of the deterioration of observa-

bility.

Actually, curve m (0) varies much more evenly than is indicatedr
in Fig. 5.10, since the drop in the intensity of signals at th; edges

of the directivity diagram, and the drop in the effectiveness of ite-

gration over time, occur slowly.

Here two circumstances should be noted.

In the first nrace, for accurate measurement of azimuth a lrrge

enough number of pulses must be received from the target.

In the second place, the increase in velocity cannot continue in-

finitely, as would seem to be the case, at first glance, from the cal- 4

culations given above. At high antenna veloci.ties a dynamic narrowing
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of the beam begins to take place. This effect is stronger as the target

is more distant, that Is, precisely where the task of detecting the tar-

get is solved. It is determined by the finite propa gation time of radio

waves.

To explain the dynamic narrowing effect we employ the rectangulhr

equivalent of the direitivity diagram, which in polar coordinates has

the form of a sector (FtE. 5.11.).

Let us flrst examine tnt case of a trailing beam (FIR. 5.11a). Let

the antenna beam be still directed at the target and be irradiating it

(solid line) at the moment of irradiation of the target, and, at the

moment of return of the reflected signal, let the antenna beam have

turned enough (dashed line) to prevent the signal from being received.

In the case of a trailing beam (Fig;. .llb), on the contrary, the

signal could be received (dashed line), but at che moment of irradiation

the beam is still not directed at the target, and there is no reflected

signal.

As a result of the influence of the dynamic narrowing effect, the

number of pulses received from the t:get is no longer equal to the

number of pulses sent out during the irradiation time, that is

and, therefore, Formula (5.53) ceases to be applicable, The dynamic

narrowing of the beam begins to be promin~ent when velo-ity ft is so

great that the rated num ber of pulses approaches unity.

As a result of dynamic narrowing of the beam, section III in Fig

5.10 may be altogether absent if at n 9 a2 the rated number of pulses

is approximately equal to unit7.

In selecting a scanning speed it is also necessary to take into

accounh the fact that the detection of a target cannot be determined
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with confidence from the blip obtained during a single scanning period,

because of the influence of pulse noise blips. Confident detection of

the target is possible only if two or more target blips are obtained

in the given point on the screen during the observation time, and this

is determined by the overall probabiZlity of detection.

The overall probability of detection depends both upon the number

of irradiations of the target per unit of time and also upon the prob-

ability of detection for each irradiation. With increase in scanning

speed a the number of irradiations per unit of time tnn-.eases, but the

probab' lit" of detection during each irraCiation falls, since the num-

ber of received pulses decreases.

There exists an optimum scanning -,peed 2opt' which yields a maximumK overall probability of detection. However, in view of the complexity of

the calculations, and also of the weakly expressed character of the op-

timum, these calculations are not done. Let us only note that the opti-

mum velocity corresponds to a small number of oulses received from the

target, which is in contradiction with the raquirement of accuracy of

measurement of the azimuth by the method of envelope analysis.

Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

237 This problem will be examined in more detail in Chapter 7.

242 The only limitation is the requirement that any item be
.ia .er than all the rest taken together'.

267 Formally, both targets z.re irradiated many times, since a
bhll-shaped directivity diagram theoretically extends tc in-
vinity. ]In fact, irradiation is done through the side lobes,
and these, because of their smsl size, need not be taken
into account; this is even more true in view of the fact that
the approximazion of the bell-shaped curve is inaccurate out-
side the maln lobe.
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268 The integrating properties, in fact, fall gradually. The ef-
fective integration time is the time during which the inte-
grating properties remain unchanged, and then drop suddenly
to zero, giving rise to the same integration effect.

Manu-
script Transliterated Symbols
Page
No.

236 m = sh = shum = noise

237 p = r = razlicheniye = discrimination

237 np - pr = priyem = reception

237 MH = mn = minimal'nyy = minimum

237 x = i = impul's pulse

247 c = s = signal = signal

249 PAC = RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya - radar

250 mxH = min = minimal'nyy = minimum

252 U = ts = tsel' = target

252 MaKc = maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum
263 B = v = video = video

265 a = e = effektivnyy = effective

265 OnT = opt = optimal'nyy = optimum

268 o6n = obl = oblucheniye = beaming, irradiation

268 x = i = integrirovaniye = integration

269 n = p = povtoreniye repetition
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Chapter 6

OPTIMUM RECEPTION AND DETECTION OF RADAR SIGNALS

.6._1. ENTROPY AND INFORMATION

The transmission and reception of any communication may be viewed

as vhe selection of one of all the many possible communications. From

the point of view of the receiver this selection is accidental; to each

of the .)ssible c:.mmunications could be ascribed the anticipated, or

a priori pzrobability of its transmission.

Consequently, until the signal is received the receiver is uncer-

tain of the selection. After reception of the signal this uncertainty

is either completely removed, if there is certainty that the signal has

been received without distortions, or it is only reduced, if there is

no such certainty. The latter' case is the most characteristic for trans-

mission of signals by radio because of the distortion of the signal by

the inevitable noises. The reduction of indeterminacy after reception

if the sgna3 is precisely the role of the information received by the

receiver.

To establish a basis for selecting a measure of indeterminacy we

propose that one of two equally possible communications may be transmit-

ted. The indeterminacy consists precisely in the possibility of select-

ing one of these two communications. Now assumte that the number of

equally possIble communications has increased and become equal to some

number N. It is felt intuitively that after this the indeterminacy of

the situation has ir.creased. Therefore, as a measure of the a priori

indeterminacy may be taken the very number N of equally possile com-
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munications. however, this measure.of indeterminacy is not very coi.ven-

lent.

In the first place, at N - 1 there is no indeterminacy, since

there exists only one single situation, which is known to the receiver.

Therefore, it is desirable that at N - 1 the measure of indeterminacy

should be zero.

In the second place, it is desirable that the measure of indeter-

minacy, consisting of several particular indeterminacies, should be

equal to the sum of their measures (should be additive). We will clari-

fy this requirement with an example.

12I4 123455 1234S.
Cue&.Wa B3 C&a B cmgeN

a bC

Fig. 6.1. Probabi~Litles of reception: a)
of four equally possible communications;

b) of siX unequally possible communica-
tions; c) of six equally possible commun-
ications. A) Probability; B) comunica-
tions.

Let us'assume that information on a certain signal is to be trans-

mitted, this information comprising a complex communication consisting

of two particulars. The first particular communication is the signal

intensity: low (code 00), medium (01), high (10) and very high (11) --

in all, four equally possible situations. The second particular commun-

ication relates to signal polarity: positive (0) or negative (1) - two

equally possible situations. We obtain a total of 8 equally possible

communications.
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A) First particular communication
(intensity); B) second particular
communication (polarity); C) low;
D) medium; E) high; F) very high;
G) positive; H) negative.

If we simply *Lke the number of equally possible communications

N as the measure of 3neterminacy, the requirement of additiveness will

not be satisfied: the sum of the first indeterminacy N1 = 4 and the

second indeterminacy N2 - 2 is not equal to the total indeterminacy of

the complex communication N = 8.

Therefore, as the measure or indeterminacy we take the logarithm

of the number of equally possible communications N, whose probability

of being transmitted is p - 1/N:
I

H=logN=--og--.-ogp, (6.1)

This measure satisfies the first and second requi.rements:H = 0 at

N 1 and H 1 +H 2 .

In the above example, taking the logarithm to the base 2, we ob-

tain H1 a 1og2 4 - 2; H2 - 1og 22 = 1; H = 1og 28 = 3.

Actually, any complex communication in this example may be trans-

mitted with a unique meaning by three binary signs.

It is more complicated to calculate the measure of indeterminacy

in the case of unequally possible communications. Figure 6.1 gives the

probabilities for four equally possible communications, fc- six unequal-

ly possible communicattons, and for six equally possible communications.

In this concrete case the second situation (.. = 6) hardly differs from

the first situation (N = 4), but at the same time it diverges substan-

tially from the third situation, where N = 6.
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As assumed from this example, the indeterminacy of tie situation

depends very strongly upon the relative weight of some communications

witb respect to others. Consequently, the overall uncertainty should be

calculated taking into account the individual contribution of each sep-

arate comiananication, which is determined precisely by the probability

of this communication. We use this to find the indeterminacy in the

case of N unequally possible communications.

If the ith communication were one of the equally possible communi-

cations with probability pi, according to Formula (6.1) the indetermin-

acy of selection would be determined by quantity - Log r£. In fact,

this communication represents only the pith part c;2 all po:3sible com-

munications, and, therefore, the indeterminaov of the situation, being

conditioned by this one communication alone, ta -pi log pi. If we add

up these particular indetermiaacies with respect to all possible com-

munic. tions, we obtain a measure of indeterminacy of the selection of

one of the unequally possible communicaticns

N
H=-i' logpL. (6.2)

This quantity is known as the entroy of the discrete communica-
I

tions. In the case of equally possible communications pi=p= and For-

mula (6.2) is transformed into Formula (6.1). From a comparison of Por-

mulas (6.2) and (6.1), and also of the two last situations in Fig. 6.1,

one will be convinced that at the assigned P. the entropy, or indeter-

minacy, wil2 be maxim-um when all communications are cqually possible.

If the communication is a continuout}.y varying quantity 8, which

may assumie an -Lifinite nunber of meanings, its distribution is charac-

terized by pro.bability density°'(i), and the probability that it will

fall within interval a, a + As is W(s)A8. By breaking down this whole

interval of values a into equal sections As, we ottain the calculated
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K numbcr of' values s. of this quantity. The entropy of the obtained ag-

gregate of values si is de'termined i.n accordance with Formula (6.2) oy

the dependence

H(s)=-. W (s,) AsIog W (st As].

The letter i under the sign of the sum indicates that summing is

for all i.

Sinc the logarithm of the product is equal to the sum of the lc.-

arithms of the factors and that, for decomposition into equal segments,

log As does not aepend upon the number i, we write

H (s,) - W (s) As!og W (st) - !og As i W (s) As.

As As tends toward zero, the sunms at 'he limit turn into integrals,

the second of them being equal to unity as tlhe ?.3m-iosite probability.

The &s under the sign of the logarithm cannoL tend to zero: noise and

interference always limit the number of actually discernib. levels.

Therefore, at the assigned noise intensity, there exists a Asmin at

which -og Asmin is transformed into the constant C.

The expression for the entropy of continuously distributed communi-

cations assumes the form

Hl(s)=- IW(s) log W(s) ds + C, (6.3)

where the letter S at the integral denotes summation for all values of

Maximum entropy corresponds to total ignorance of the situation.

By employing the method of variational calculus it is possible to seek

out those forms uf distributions W(s) yielding maximum entropy in the

presence of certain limitations imposed upon random quantity s by its

physical nature.

The following distributions of continuous quantities possess maxi-
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mum entropy:

-uniform distribution, if the quantity itself is limited from

above and from below (for example, distribution of the phase over the

interval -w, fr);

- exponential distribution, if the quantity itself is limited only

from one side (positive), and its average value is fixed (for example,

the distribution of noise power or of random time intervals);

- normal, or gaussian, d.-stribution, if the quantity itself is

limited neither from above nor from below but the average square (power)

of its fluctuations is fixed (for example, the distribution of noise

voltage).

In the case of reception of radar signals we are in the presence

of continuously varying quantities (voltage) representing a communica-

tion.

In accordance with Formula (6.3) the indeterminacy of the situa-

tion before reception is fully determined by a priori distribution W(e).

After signal e has been transmitted (that is, has been reflected from

the target), the receiver receives signal z which is the sum of re-

flected signal a and the noise, The indeterminacy of the situation rel-

ative to a after reception of %e signal

H(S) W.W(S) fogW'() + C (6.4)

is completely determined by the a poet riori distribution of probabil-

ities W '(s), that is, by the probability that some sort of a was trans-

mitted on the condition that x was received. if hhere were no noises

or interference, to eachl received x there would correspond a completely

determined a, and there would be no a posteriori indeterminacy.

In fact, because of the presence of the inevitable noise, after

reception of signal x the indeterminacy is not eliminated but is re-
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duced. The reduction in indterininacy, for entropy, after reception

J (s) = H (s)-H.s) (6.5)

is the quantity of information received by the receiver. The quantity

of information is measured in the same units as is entropy. The logar-

ithm to the base 2 is usually adopted, and one of the two equally pos-

sible communications is selected as the unit of inforriation.

Consequently, reception amounts to receiving a posteriori distribu-

tion W (8). which is determined by the second term in Formula (6.5),

while the first term is considered to be known to the receiver before

reception.

In conclusion, let us note the two following circumstances.

In the first place, entropy and the quantity of information are

functions only of the pobabilities of the communicaticns, but not of

the communications themselves. Therefore, only the statistical charac-

teristics of communications are of interest for the transmission of in-

formation, and not tne meaning or any other properties of the coimnunica-

tions. Both an important and a completely senseless communication may

I bear identical quantities of information.

In the second place, although the entropy of a continuous quantity

is an ambiguous quantity, information quantity J is a completely deter-

mined quantity, since arbitrary constants C in difference H(s) - H Cs)

cancel each other out.

§6.2. THE PROBABILITY FUNCTION AND THE ADEQUATE RECEIVER

The mutual correspondence between transmitted (reflected) signal s

and received signal x is determined by the combined probability dis-

tribution W(e, x). According to the multiplication theorem of probabil-

ity theory

W (S' X) --- W (S) W, Wx =. W (X) W. IV ),

whence is found a posteriori probability
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W, W(S) We (Z).

) If the latter expression is viewed as a function of' s it may be

concluded that the first factor does not depend upon s at all and can

be replaced by constant factor k, which may be found from the condi-

tion of normalization of distribution W (a)

SW, (s) ds =1.

The second factor is the a priori distribution which, as before, is

assumed to be known. The third factor is the conditional distribution

of x when a i. known. However, being a function of a for the given re-

ceivvd x, this factor is not a probability distribution but serves as

a measure indicating to which s received signal X most probably corres-

ponds. For this reason W (s) as a function of s is called the probabil-

icy function (or the inverse probability function) and is denoted by

L(s).

WThus, discovery of the a posteriori prob-

ability

W's)=W(s)L(s) (6.6)
Fig. 6.2. Received
signal 6.2. ecevedn is reduced to discovery of the pobability func-signal x(t) over in-

terval T. tion. Consequently, the only operation which

must be accomplished during reception is ob-

taining probability function L(s) or its informational equivalent.

The concept of equivalence flows from the essence of reception.

Reception may always be viewed as the destruction of the unnecessary

information contained In the received signal. For example, the essence

of radio reception consists in selection of the signal of the station

which we need, using the tuned recelver filter, and suppressing the

signals of other stations which are viewed as unnecessary information.

Information maly be destroyed only through irreversible operation: fil-
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I tering. integration, limiting. Reversible operations (amplification,

raising to a power, taking the logarithm, etc.) do not destroy any in-

formation, since the initial quantity may easily be obtained by the re-

verse transformation or by suitable adjustment of the receiver output

device. Therefore, from 'he !nforntlcnal point of view such operations

are unessential.

The informational equivalent of the probability function is any

function of the received signal which is obtained by performing, with

respect to the signal, the same irreversible operations as during deriva-

tion of the probability function.

The adequate receiver Is the one which performs all irreversible

operations which are adequate for obtaining the probability function.

In the informational sense the signal at the output of such a receiver

Is equivalent to the probability function and, consequently, contains

everything that can be derived from received signal x relative to trans-

mitted signal a. No other operations on x can heighten the information

with respect to a contained in x: unessential operations do not alter

the quantity of information, while essential operations only destroy it.

To define the various tasks solved by the adequate radar receiver,

we find probability function L(8) for the case when gaussian noise n(t)
• 2

with dispersion ash is superimposed on the signal proper z(t). We will

assume that the target is punctiform and that the signal amplitude at

the receiver input is known.* This enables us to assume that the sig.-

nal amplitude is uncnanging from the moment of emission to the' moment of

reception and is equal to the defacto ampiitude of the signal proper

a(t) at the receiver input; the reflected signal is Just delayed by time

I0 - 2R/c. Aft,;z superposition of the noise we have, at the receiver in-

put, a signal

x () =S (I -to2 + a
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which exists during time T (Fig. 6.2).

Furthermore, we will assume that target range R is known. Then,

since we know function a(t) and assign to it a certain timc shift; T,

we can form dIfference

X(t) -AU)

which is a pure noise upon the condition that time shift T of functicn

8(T) is equal to the known delay time T 0 = 2R/c.

We select one of the values of received signal x~t) at arbitrary,

moment in time ti: x i = s i + n i . The differen . . = i - e i is subor-

dinate to the normal distribution law

W5 (X)= exp i-r -P2 eI (X U

The received signal, togeth& with the noise, is usually limited

along the frequency band from 0 to some frequency Fm . Then, according

to the Kotel'nikov-Shannon theo*rem, function n(t) = x(t) -. s(t - 7) on

interval 0, T is uniquely define-d by 2FMT of its values ni which are

reckoned off at time intervals AT = 1/2 % and are independent quanti-

ties.

By applying the theorem of multiplication of probabilities, we ob-

tain the ?robability function in a discrete form for 2F MT independent

events

rl • i- f" W X. (6.7)

Let us now turn again to the continuous representation of the sig-

nal. In accordance with the Shannon theorem, function n(t) (Fig. 6.3)

may be represented in the form of the sum

n (t)= n,, . (6.8)
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11 n, .8 n8 (t-2IZ

Fig. 6.3. Readings of function
I n(t)-(t) - ,, -- )

Here ni are the readngL of function n(t) at moments in time t. =

= i/2F M , while *i(t) are the orthogonal time functions of the form

sin z/z, differing from one another only by a time shift of a whole nuri-

ber of intervals AT = 1/2Fm . For these functions the power relation ob-

tained:

It follows from Fig. 6.3 that at the reference points all of the

items of the tum in Equality (6.8) except for one, are equal to zero,

which demonstrates the correctness of Llhe equality for the reference

points. Sinice the position of the reference points Js arbitrary, it may

be asserted that Equality (6.8) also obtains at the intermediate points.

In accbrdance with Fo'mula (6.8) and the expansion of the square

of the sum,

*- T

- .'Zn2',2(i0 di + (2ajn1'j (i) +ji (f) di

Since the functions *i(t) are orthogonal, the second term is equal

to zero, and
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0 gal

Since, in accordance with Formula (6,9) the latter integral is

equal to 1/2Fm,
T mdnl-- 2F--

The physical content of the obtained equality will be more mani-

fest If it is derived in another, less rigid, manner.

Within the limits of the ith interval, with length AT = !/ 2Fm

function n(t) may be considered approximately unchanging and equal to

ni Then signal energy n(t) over this interval

while the total energy over the whole interval T is equal to the sum

of the energies over all 2 %mT intervals

T *.2Poj

Dividing both parts of the equality by the spectral noise density

•,Eo , we obtain

If, in Formula (6 7), we replace the .sum by the integral according

to the last equality, and consider that n = x - a, we ultimately obtain

the probability function for a continuous signal

L (s) = W, (x) = (7w.) -'u r exp [- .(x-S)J. (6.10)

Since the integrand in Expression (6.10) is not negative, L(8)

reaches a maximum hen, and only when the transmitted (s) and the re-
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ceived (x) signals coSqricide to tie greatest extent over the whole time

interval T. The integral increases with increase in the divergence be-

tween x and a, wh.le L(s) decreatos. Thus, L(8) actually characterizes

the degree of correspondence betwe.!n x and 8, and ±t is rightly known

as the probability function. In reception the effort is made to maximize

this function, that is, to ensure maximum probability.

From Formula (6.10) the conclusion may be drawn that with a normal

distribution law the minimum of the mean-square deviation expressed by

the integral corresponds to probability ma:'imum L(s). If the integral

depended only upon difference x - a, nd not upon the square of the iif-

ference, the function itself would no longer be a measure of the corres-

pondence between x and 8, since even at large divergences between them

the integral could accidentally turn out to be equal to zero u'.e to sum-

ming of th devistions of x --- 8 wJbh different signs. Integration of

the difference x -'8 is an optimum operation only when signal intensity

is constant.

From the informational point of view thz only essential operation

in Formula (6.10) is expressed by integral

. -s(t-

where x and a are again given as functions of time. This integral is

decomposed into three integrals

r rI -I

.0 (1 di- x° )s( )d 2(

The first integral is cf no interest to the receiver, since it

expresses an operation which is irreversible only wich respect to re-

ceived signal x without reference to transmitted signal a. The laLCer

integral is in no way an operation on the received signal. Both of these

integrals are numbers characterizing, reopectively, the energy of sig-
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nals x and 8. The result of reception should be time function T repre-

senting the cornection between signals x and 8, this being precisely

what is described by the mean integl'al.

Thus the only essential operation on received signal x, which re-

flects the latter's connection with the transmitted (reflected) signa1l

s, is the calculatio;t of integral
T

2dt (6.11)

This is Just the operation which the adequate receiver should ac-

complish. In the informational sense, function Z(T) is the equivalent

of the probability function L(r), and therefore the adequate receiver

derives all available information relative to a which is contained in

x. Depending upon the signal/noise relation, the quality of the derived

information may be good or bad, but it is always the best that can be

derived from the received signal at the disposal of the receiver.

If the a priori distribution W(s) and the received signal strength

are known, from the data cf the adequate receiver I(T) it is posslble,

by using unessential operations, to form the probability function L(s),

the a posteriori probability W (a), and to calculate the quantity of
x

information obtained during reception. In this way the task of recep-

tion is completely solved. The received signal is needed only in order

to form function U(t). All other operations are performed without ref-

erence to the received signal.

§6.3. THE PROBABILITY RATIO AND THE OPTIMUM DETECTOR

The first task which the radar receiver must solve is detection

of the target. The informational approach which serves as the basis for

the adequate receiver is not suitable for evaluating the re.ults of

detection.

In the first place, it is necessary to know the a priori probabil-
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I
t ity, which is either unknown or has no meaning. For example, it is al-

most impossible to answer the question: what is the a priori pt'obabllity

that an airplane wii.l be detected on such-and-such a day, at such-and-

such a time, and at such-and-such a range, using the given RLS.

In the second place, in detection the observer must usually pre-

sent, not the a posteriori probability distribution and not s.me quan-

tity of information, but a well-grounded reply to the question of whe-

ther or not a target is present at a given point in the scanning zone.

In the third place, although the adequate receiver does ensure

the best reception, detection may be reliable or unreliable depending

upon the intensity of t:*e received signal. But since the results of re-

ception are not evaluated as a function of the relative signol inten-

sity, the important concept of sensitivity, which determines one of

the basic parameters of the radar station - its operating range, loses

its meaning.

Therefore, a somewhat different approach, the criterial approach,

I 3 used in detecting radar signals. To clarify the essence of this ap-

proach let us examine two cases of signal reception.

1. There is no target. The received signal consists of pure noise

(S = 0).

2. There Is a target. The received signal is the sum of the re-

flected signal and the noise (a pi 0).

These two cases differ in the statistical properties of the re-

ceived signals, which are descrited by their distribution functions at

8 - 0 and 3 . 0, respectively.

The cont.tional probability of reception of signal x in the pre-

sence of a target (e # 0) is already known to us from Formula (6.9)

W, (x) = (2ir2'T exp (X s)a di].
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We obtiir the conditional probability of reception of signal x in

the absence of a target by substituting a 0 into the preceding for-

mula

W (.x) = (2-,coL)F-mTexp V ~ Adi]. (6.12)L 0

A A

Fig. 6.4. Probabilities f detection
and of false alarms at assigned thres-
holri A0. A) Region.

When We(x) and WC(x) are known, it is possible to dlcide to which

of the two groups, a 9 0 or a = 0, caceived signal x most probably re-

fers. And this is Just the way in which the problems of the presence

of a target is solved.

The ratio criterion. There are a number of techniques or criteria

used in reacning a decision as to which of the two grcups received sig-

Inal x is to be referred. The best measurement technique for pr(viding
an answer to this question is the probability ratio

A (X) 1(6.13)

which shows how much greater is the probability that received signal x

contains 8 # 0 as a gainst the probability of reception of x, consist-

ing of pure noise. If ratio A(x) is sufficiently large, that is, when

the decision is that the target is p'resent. In the opposed case it is
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considered that the target is absent. Quantity A0 is called the cri-

terial threshold or criterial value.

Figure 6.4 gives distributions functions Wo(x) and W0 (x) at a cer-

tain value ,,f signal s, from which it follows that threshold A0 repre-

sents the ratio of W (X) to W0 (x) at point x = 0

WS (x*)= WO (x))•

The area under the curves W,(x) and W (x) to the right of x0 determines,

respectively, the probabilities that a noise or a signal-plus-noise will

fall in region A where condition A(x) > A0 Is satisfied.

The concept "region A" arose from the discrete representation of

the signal. According to this representation, each concrete model (time

function) of the received signal or of the pure noise may be represent-

ed in the form of a point in 2F T-dimensional space. Readings xi of the

time function are the coordinates of the describing point. The distance

of this point from the origin of the coordinates is equal to the length

of the radius-vector

It is obvious that the describing points of pure noise are located

mainly near the origin of the coordinates (p is small). As P rule, p of

the signal-plus-noise is larger, sirco each reading of xi contains con-

stant component s which in noise is absent.

If ;he origin of the coordir:ates is surrounded by a closed surface,I
we may divide the whole space into two adjacent regions. The region in-

side the surface contains primarily pure noise; the outer region - re.-

gion A - most probably contains the signal. A boundary closed surface

is selected such that condition Ax) > A0 is satisfied for the given

98.
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Thus, with the criterial approach to the task of detection, prob-

ability ratio (6.13) must be obtained at the receiver output and tested

at threshold A These operations are performed by the optimum detector.

It is called an optimum detector because it utilizes the optimum cri-

teria, in this case - the ratio criterion.

To determine the structure of the optimum receiver we substitute

Formulas (6.9) and (6.12) into (6.13). Then the probability ratio takes

the form

A(x)=exp -x.dt-4, (6.15)

where

r

E= s'd
0

is the signal energy (across a 1 ohm resistance). When the signal in-

tensity is known, ratio E8/E 0 is a known quantity. Consequently, from

the informational point of view Operation (6.15) is the equivalent of

Operation (6.11), performed by the adequate receiver, since both in-

clude one and the same essential operation.

In addition to the adequate operation, the optimum detector per-

forms one further essential operation - testing at the threshold A0,

or limiting. Introduction of a new essential operation in addition to

the adequate operation, as has already been pointed out, leads to loss

of information. However, this operation is necessary since the detect-

ing receiver is required to yield one of two mutually exclusive answers:

presence or absence of the target.

The loss of information is eypressd by the fact that the adoption

of a decision as to the presence of a target is accompanied by two kinds,

of errors.
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____ _ (u 1. False alarm - the detection threshold

is exceeded by pure noise, that is, signal x

I taken from the aggregate s = 0 falls into re-

. I 4u, A. The probability of a false alarm

F __Wo (x) dx = (x) d(6.16a)

S' is determined by the area with slanted shading

Fig. 6.5. Operating in Fig. 63.
characteristics of
the receiver (RKhP). 2. Failure to detect the target - the

signal-plus-noise reflected from the target

fails to exceed the threshold of detection. In other words, signal x

from the aggregate s $ 0 does not fall in region A. The probability that

the target will not be detected M = 1 - D, where

D= W(x~dx=S W,(x) dXr (6.16b)

is the probability of (correct) detection, which is numerically equal

to the area with vertical shading (Fig. 6.3). The probability M that the

target will not be detected is represented by the area limited from above

by curve W (x), on the right by the ordinate x = x0 and from below by

[ the axis of the abscissa.

Probabilities F and D depend upon the size of the threshold. The

dependence between F and D for all possible values of threshold A0 is

known as the receiver operating characteristic (RKhP). The operating

characteristic is constructed in coordinates F and D in the form of a

family of curves with parameter Ea/E 0 = const (Fig. 6.5). The PILhP

curves used in practice are usually in a slightly different form, since

only those sections are of interest for which F is very small (of the

order of 10--10), while D Is close to unity.

A;cording to Formulas (6.16a) and (6.16b) d( )D---- ,fo)-- !x,
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Then for any point on the curve of the RKhP we find the thres-

hold value A0 as the tangent of the tilt angle at this point

AO = WS (xO) =(;
WO(xo) S o\ ,

It follows from this that selectL., ,, 'perating regime for

the receiver means selecting a point on the RKhP curve.

Since Ao>O, as the ratio of W,(xo) >0 to Wo(x)>O , the ?KhP

curves increase monotonically.. With an infinitely large threshold

(A0= c) neither the signal-plus-noise nor the pure noise can exceed

this threshold, arid F = D = 0 (the point of origin of all RKhP curves).

When the threshold is zero (A=O) , any signal can appear at the re-

ceiver output, and F = D = 1 (the pcint of convergence of all RKhP

curves).

The more the signal energy exceeds the noises E 8 /E 0 the higher

the position of the curves. Consequently, different probabilities of

D for different levels of excess of the signal over noise E8/E 0 (Fig.

6.5) correslond to one and the same region A, detej'mined by the selec--

tion of x., with identical probability of false alarms F.

Together with the ratio criterion there exist other optimum cri-

teria, that is, techniques for defining region A for those values cf

signal x at. which it is decided that a target is preient. We will show

that all of these criteria are reduced to the ratio criterion which we

have already examined.

The weighted combination criterion. The probability of a false

alarm is usually assumed to be very small, and a one-percent change in

it is not equivalent to a one-percent change in the probability of de-

tection. Let us assume that there exist weighting fector B which takes

into account the lmpoz ;ance of false alarm F by comparison with correct

detection D. In thf.s case it is not advisable to include in region A
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such values of x which maximize the difference

DA -BPF or BW(x) t (x))dxK since an increase in the probability of detection and (or) reduction in

the probability of false alarm, is always desirable.

For the integral to be maximum it is necessary to assign to region

A only such values of x for which the integrand is not negative, that

is

W, (x) - P WO W > 0

or

A (x)=.

ConsJequently, the weighted combination criterion is a ratio cri-

tcion with the threshold A0 = P.

The ideaZ cbserver c2riterion. Let us assume that the observer knows

the a priori pr3babilities of reception of target signal pa and of pure

noise pO(ps + r0 = 1). It is then desirable to select a region A which

will minimize the probability of overall error, this probability being

eaual to the weighted sum of the probability M that a signal from ag-

p;oegate s i 0 will fail to be detected, and of the probability of false

alarm F for.a signal from the aggregate a = 0,

p M + pOF -p, (I - D) + po€_pS _ PS( P\ ).

This is equivalent to obtaining the maximum from the difference

D-A'F,
PS

which is reduced to the requirement for a weighted combination criterion

with weighting a = pO/p. Consequently, the ideal observer criterion is

alf'o an optimum criterion, coinciding with a ratio criterion with thres-

hold A0 =n pO/p8 .
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The Neumann-Pearson criterion. We assume 'hat the probability of

false alarms F is assigned. Then from all regions A with assigned F it

is advisable to select a region which will assure maximum probability

of detection D.

We formulate the optimum weighted combination criterion with weight-

ing 8, for which D = D(8) and F = F(8). Inasmuch as uhis criterion is

optimum, the weighted combination D( ) - 8F(O) utilizing tiis criterion

is greater than or equal to the weighted combination D - 8F utilizing

any other criterion at the assigned probability F, that is

D (- P D pP.

But since the probability of a false alarm has been azsumed by us

to be identical in both cases, and F(8) = F, we obtain from the latter

inequality

D(> D.

which is what we should have obtained on the basis of the Neumann-Pear-

son criterion. Consequently, this criterion is also optimum and coincides

with the ratio criterion at A0 = a

In explanation of why the Neumann-Pearson criterion is optimum, Fig.

6°4 shows that with identical probability of false alarm, improper se-

lection of region A' leads to a considerable reduction in the probabil-

ity of deectlion (for example, when region A' includes only a small part

of the space of the describing points).

A large number of other optimum criteria may be proposed; like the

preceding, they also may be reduced to the ratio criterion. Of all the

optimum criteria examined, the Neumann-Pearson criterion evidently cor-

respond best to the conditions in which a RLS operates. For technical

reasons it is usually required that the probability of false alarm not

exceed some previously assigned quantity, since repeated false alarms

lower conf'idence in the results of radar observation. At the same time,
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it is desirable to maximize the probability of correct detection.

The selection of one or another optimum criterion, as determined by

the mission, and operating conditions of the RLS, represents rather a

tactical than a technical task. From the point of view of the engineer,

the properties of the optimum receiver are fully described by its oper-

ating characteristics and hold true for any criterion. Selection of a

point on the RKhP curves in accordance with one of the optimum criteria

determines the interconnected characteriotics of the given receiver:

the probability of false alarm F, the rrobability oP correct detection

D, and sensitivity (E8 E0)min

The output effect of the optimum receiver can be not only the prob-

ability ratio, but any monotonic function of it. It has turned out to

be more convenient to use the logarithm of the probability ratio Z(x) =

= ln Ax) for which, in accordance with Formula (6.15), we obtain

r
Tx (6.17)

1 ('X)- x7 (J) s (t - c dt - (6.17
0

Use of the logarithm Is convenient because the result of succes-

sive stages of signal reception are usually not multiplied, but added.

When the probability ratio is utilized, the result of n successive

stages of reception should be multiplied, since

nX

W,(x)- H W,, (x), Wo (x) n,. Wo. (x)

and, consequently,

I~~~ A(x) Ax)

Then

I x=(X) ,-

which is what is required by the operating condition of the receiver cer-
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minal device.

The logarithm or the probability ratio for the case of n successive

stages of signal reception

I X -- (6.1.8)

where iE is the total energy of the received signal. When F and D are
assi ,quantity M--(E,.) characterizes the threshold signal/a s s ig n e d , q u n i y011

/noise ratio at the output of the terminal device. The threshold signal/
/noise ratio in one central pulse m--(- is the discrimination fac-

tor which we have already encountered.

Replacement of A(x) by 1(x)=InA(x). requires a corresponding s:iosti-

tution of the threshold: lo-lnA 0 . Testing of Functions (6.17) or

(6.18) at threshold Z0 is equivalent to tez'ing of function

r

2 x(1s~i-c~df(6.11)

at threshold lo +,

Thus, the optimum receiver reduces to the adequate receiver whose

output function l(t) is tested at threshold Z6. Therefore, the optimum

detector only differs from the optimum receiver yielding maximum in-

formation in that the detector possesses a threshold device at its out-

put.

The succeessive observer criterion. There exists one further optimum

criterion, differing from the preceding ones ii that it not only defines

the decision-making procedure and the size of the threshold, but also

assigns the operating regime of the RLS itself. This is the successive

observer criterion which has become particularly significant in connec-

tion with the development of inertialess antennas with electrical scan-

ning. *
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In ordinary RLS t.;: angular velocity of the antenna beam is con-

stant, and the number of pulses received frort the target is known be-

forehand. In the RLS utilizing the successive observer criterion the

scanning velocity and the number of received pulses is not determined
* I beforehand and depends upon the results of observation.

In space scanning the following procedure is used. The antenna beam

is stationary and fixed in the assigned direction, and the RLS emits a

single pulse. The resolving device at the receiver output has two thres-

holds: an upper one A = DIF and a lower one B = 1 - D/ - F. If Z(x) <

< B, it is considered that a target is absent, while at Z(x) > A a tar-

get is considered to be detected. In both cases the antenna receives a

command shifting the beam by one Jump to scan the space in the other

direction. But if the received signal has fallen in the region where

B < Z(x) < A, the beam continues to remain in the given direction, and

pulses are emitted until one of the thresholds, A or B, is exceeded.

Then scanning continues in the other directions.

Thus, the time during which the beam remains in the given direc-

tioI, and the number of pulses (received and emitted), depends upon the

results of observation and is random for the observer. Such a procedure

is known as the dynamic programing method of scanning.

In dynamic programing the receiver output signal l(x) is defined

by Formula (6.18); only the number of summing n > 1 is not constant,

being equal to the test number k at which one of the two thresholds is

crossed. It has been discovered that under actual operating conhtions

of an RLS the average number of pulses n irradiating the target, I'ring

dynamic programing may be several t1mes smaller th~n the number of pul-

ses n when scanning velocity is constant. Accordi ly, there is r duc-

tion in the energy expended during scan of the as igned zone. This is

merit of the successive observer criterion; is more flexile.
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The method of dynamic programing (sequential analysis) may also be

utilized to solve other :ass, for example, in searching for a target

using an automatic range-finder.

§6.4. THE SYNTHESIS OF THE OPTIMUM RECEIVER

The structure of the optimum receiver is determined by the function

T
di, (6.11)

which must be obtained at the receiver output when signal x(t) = oCt -

- T 0 ) + n(t) is registered at its input. The output signal (6.11) may be

viewed either ac a function of the mutual correlation, or as a convolu-

tion, of functions x(t) and ect). Thus there are two ways of designing

the optimum receiver: the correlation method and the method of optimum

filtration.

In principle these two methods are of equal value, since they are

expressed mathematically by one and the same formula (6.11). However,

in the synthesis of optimum receivers technical difficulties arise

whose significance depends upon the design adopted and upon the signal

shape s(r).

1. Correlation Receptio

Let us define the structure of the optimum correlation receiver

for signal act) in the form of a sinusoidal oscillatlon with an arbi-

trary modulation law. We will assume that the target is stationary and

lies at distance R0 from the RLS. Then the received signal has the form
t(.,) = 8(t - 'O ) + n(t), where T0 = 2RO/C.

In order to fo'm the correlation function, it is necessary to have

reference voltage 8Ct - T), in addition to signal x(t); the former is

obtained by passing the oscillations s(t) emitted by the transmitter

through a delay line. The integral is maximum at _0 and the
C

delay time in the line is therefore taken equal to 0"
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Fig. 6.6. Correlation reception: a) Block diagram of universal corre'a--
tion receiver; b) block diagram of continuous-signal recei',er with -,.n-
ear frequency modulation. A) Transmitter; B) delay line; C) mixers; E)
zero-frequency filters; Z) beat-frequency filters; F) mixer.

7he functions x(t) and s(t - T 0) Pre multiplied in a mixer and in-

tegration wrthin the limits of the length T of the signal is accom-

plished by passing the multiplied signal through a low (zero) frequency

filter with cutoff frequency FM = 1/T.

The signal of the given target at the filter output

T

has maximum amplitude, being a function of the correlation between

X(t) = 8(t - ) + n(t) and 8(t - TO) in the absence of a mutual time

shift (the phase is assumed to be known).

The delay T 1 T, and the '.oltage at the filter output, of the sig-

° ! nals of other targets is small or equal to zero. In particular, in the

case of a continuous frequency-modulated si.gnal at the mixer output,

beats are formed which are not passed by the filter, since their fre-

quency differs from zero. In pulsed emission the signal proper at the

output is also equal to zero, if the shift between the signal and the

reference voltage exceeds the pv se length, since the integrands do not
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overlap.

That is how a target signal whose range is known is discriminated

(detected). In order "- receive signals from any range it is necessary

to have a selection of receivers (channels) of the form examined above.

Each channel is calculated for a given distance, and together they co-

ver all the ranges.

Figure 6.6a gives a block diagram of a correlation receiver for

target signals of arbitrary range. The reference voltage is tapped from

the delay line and fed to the receiver mixers at different delay inter-

vals T i The delay times from one channel to the next should differ by

quantity ST = Z/Af, where Af = 2Fm is the width of the spectrum of the

h' gh-frequency signal. At shift 6T = 1/Af the signals in adjacent chan-

nels are considered as independent according to the Shannon theorem,

and the targets are resolved with re'spect to range.

We 9hould note that the res, lvable distance is deter-

mined by the signal spectrum width Af regardless of its form.

To ensure continuous scan the signal modulation law is periodical-

ly repeated. The possibility of an ambiguous range reading is excluded

by the fact that modulation period Tm is se:.e.,ted on the basis of con-

dition

T. 2RuaueTu> m -' ..-.. €

where is the maximum delay time of the echo-signaL and the delay in

the line.

This correlation method is applicable for any modulation law. It is

possible, in particular, to use noise modulation of the signal with res-

pect to amplitude or frequency (phase).

Unfortunately, the practical design of a correlation receiver of

the a'yove form is beset with serious technical dificulties.
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In the first place, when continuous emtssion is employed the strong

transmitter signal penetrates into the receiver input, bypassing the de-

lay line. As a result, intense parasite signals are formed in all the

channels.

In the second place, the maximum delay required in the line, being

proportional to the RLS operating range, may reach several milliseconds

and more, which is difficult to achieve.

Because of this, a simpler method of correlation reception for con-

tinuous frequency-modulated signals, based upon beat-frequency analysis,

is employed in practice.

Figure 6.6b gives a block diagram of a frequency RLS employing con-

tinuous emission and operating in accordance witi the beat method. It

is considerably simpler than the preceding method and utilizes the lin-

ear analogy between the delay time and the beat frequency, which is

manifested only when the frequency varies linearly over time.

The operation of this type of RLS %as examined in Chapter 2. We may

only recall that in this design the transmitter signal is fed directly

to the receiver input without delay. Thanks to this, the second inade-

quacy of the preceding design is eliminated, The beat frequency at the
t

output of the only mixer is proportional to target range, the latter

being measured by feeding the beats to a frequency analyzer which con-

sists of a selection of filters each of which is tuned to its own fre-

quency.

This design of the correlation receiver is approximately the same

as the preceding with the following limitations:

c) frequency changes linearly over time;

b) modulation period T3 >M.--

The latter condition is not satisfied, there is an increase in the
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amount of time, of transient processes, when target range is not pro-

portional to beat frequency. This causes range measurement error and

reduction in sensitivity.

The remaining characteristics and limitations of this method, which

have been examined above, are of no interest in the present case.

2. Optimum Filtering

Optimum reception

,) 2 x )s (f -,)d. (6.11)

viewed as the convolution of two time functions, may be accomplished

simply by passing a signal x(t) through a filter which is matched in a

particular manner with the shape of the signal itself s(t). Such a fil-

ter is called an optimum filter or a matched filter, and the operation

itself is known as optimum filtering.

In radar the signal shape s(t) is known beforehand (except for cer-

tain parameters), and it is therefore nossible in principle to design

an optimum filter. The principle of t ,>ign of an optimum filter and the

essence of optimum filtering are descrioed below.

_W xIt is known that the arrival of individu-

al pulse (t) (delta-function) at the input

of a linear filter yields response h(t) at the

Fig. 6.7. Calculating output; this is known as the pulse character-
the pulse character-
istic of a filter. istic of the filter. If the area of the pulse

is equal not to unity, but to a certain num-

ber A, the filter response will be Ah(t).

Let us eed vol'age x(t) to the input of this filter (Fig. 6.7)

and break this voltage down into an infinitely large number of infinite-

ly short pulses of length dt. The amplitude of a single pulse at arbi-
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Fig. 6.8. The pulse characteristic of an optimum filter: a) Shape of
signal and pulse characteristic; b) feasible h(t) and unrealizable h'(t)
characteristics.

trary moment in time t is x(t), and the cross-section is x(t)dt. At the

filter input this pulse will yield response x(t)dth(t). At moment in

time T the voltage of the response will obtain magnitude x(t)dth(T - t).

The remaining pulses will produce analogous effects.

All the pulses comprising i:put voltage x(t) at interval 0, T,

will, as a result of the linearity of the system, form voltage y(T) at

the filter output, this being equal to the sum of the responses to each

pulse

y()" x (t) h( - t) dt.

0

The resultant function is known as the Duhamel convolution or inte-

gral. In the case where input voltage x(t) terminates at moment in time

= T, the upper limit must be replaced by T.

If we take the latter c.curmstance into account and comoare the ob-

tained result with the func,..on

2 (6.11)

we will note that to accomplish optimun: reception of signal x(t) = s(t --

- ) + n(t) the latter need only be passed through a filter with a

pulse characteristic of the form
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(6.19)

and the value of theoutput signal is clamped at the moment T of termina-

tion of the signal at its input (more accurately: at the moment t0 > T).

Thus, the pulse characteristic of the optimum filter h(t' repre-

sents, accurate to a constant factor, a "mirror image" in time of the

signal proper s(t) (Fig. 6.8a).

If we pass from a time description of the structure of the optimum

filter to a frequency description, we find the complex transmission

function K(f) of the optimum filter as the Fourier transformation off

this pulse characteristic h(t) = s(-t), that is

K(f) =s(-) e-flufdt =Is (y') er"''di'.

The last integral was found by substituting t' = - t and by a dual

transposition of the limits of integration.

On the other hand, the signal frequency spectrum 8(t) is expressed

by the dependence

S (f S s(f) e- 'dt.

Dy comparing the twn last expressions we realize that the trans-

mission function of the optimum filter is a complex conjugate function

of the signal spectrum

K(f)=S*L). (6.20)

Conditions (6.19) and (6.20) are equivalent; however, the frequency

approach makes possible a more graphic demonstration of the properties

of the optimum filter.

The modulus of the transmission function of the optimum receiver

reproduces the amplitude-frequecy characteristic of the signal. There-

fore, the optimum filter is the one which best passes those components

of the signal spectrum which possess the greatest intensity in compari-
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son with the noise spectrum, the signal. spectrum being evenly distribu-

ted over the whole range of frequencies. The frequencies which are mis-

sing from the signal are not passed by the filter, since they are con-

ditioned by ncise alone. Thanks to this, the optimum filter assures the

maximum possible signal/noise ratio at the output.

The complex association of the transmission function and the sig-
0

nal spectrum indicates that the mutual phase shift between the spectral

components of the signal are compensated by the optimum filter when the

signal has fully entered its input (moment of reckoning T). Thanks to

this all of the signal spectruxm components are added in phase at the mo-

ment of reckoning T, and the output signal is at the maximum determined

by Expression (6.11).

The pulse characteristic of the optimum filter should be physically

realizable, meaning that the response may not appear at the filter out-

put before the input is acted upon.

Figure 6.8b (at the lower part of the illustration) depicts a re-

alizable h(t) and an unrealizable h'(t) filter pulse characteristic. The

short pulse of the forward front of the signal (shaded) acts first upon

the filter, giving rise at the filter output to the response h(t) =

= s(t0 - t), which is a "mirror image" of signal s(t). Since the res-

ponse may not appear at the output earlier than moment t = 0, it is ne-

cessary to satisfy condition

to> T, (6.21)

where T is the signal length at the input. This is precisely the con-

dition of physical realizability of a filter with pulse characteristic

h(t)=s(to-t).

It should also be pointed out that the shortest possible impact at

the input yields. at the output of the optimum filter, response h(t) =

= 8(t0 - t) whose length is T. Consequently, the optimum filter should
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be able to remember during the length of the input signal.

It follows from what has been said that the design of the optimum

filter is simplest for short signal-pulses. For a continuous signal a

filter would be needed with an infinite or very long memory, which is

physically unrealizable.

Re~eption of a single pulse. Let us examine the structure of the

optimum filtei" for pulse radar signals. To avoid difficulties associated

with ignorance of the initial phase, we will assume signal s(t) to mean

only its envelope (video signal), and we will assume the noise to be

gaussian with an even spectrum. Such an assumption is permissible for

a large signal/noise ratio and also for any signal, no matter how weak,

if the out-of-phase noise component is suppressed by a phase detector.

Questions connected with the phase of the high-frequency signal will be

examined in the following sections.

As has already been noted, the moment of occurrence of the maximum

output voltage of the optimum receiver, when it is equal to Integra]

(6.11), coincides with moment to i T = T, after the termination of the

input signal. Therefore it is convenient to refer the start of the reck-

oning of the -cho-signal delay time T to the moment in time when the

transmitter pulse, leaking into the receiver input, reaches its maximum

at the output of the optimum filter.

If the pulse has been emitted by the RLS at T = 0, the reflected

signal of the target will reach its maximum at the output of the optimum

filter (receiver) at moment T0 = 2%0/c, proportional to ta-,get range R0.

The crossing of threshold l0 by output signal (T0 ) est&,lishes the

fact that a target is present, and its range is reckoned fron thc quan-

tity Co. The output signals of several targets are distributed over

time in proportion to range.

Two conclusions follow from this.
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In the first place, when filtering is optimum, Just as in correla-

tion reception, target range may be measured Just when the target is

detected.

In the second place, optimum filtering differs from correlation

reception in that processing consists in passing the signals of all tar-

gets successively through one and the same filter, which is much simp-

ler. In view of this, optimum receivers of pulse signals have never been

designed on the basis of the correlation principle.

4'

a b

Fig. 6.9. Modulus of the transmission function of an optimum filter: a)
For the envelope of a rectangular pulse; b) for the envelope of a bell-
shaped pulse.

Fig. 6.10. The approximately opti-
mum universal filter. A) Delay line.

a S~t

Fig. 6.11. Processes in filters: a) Signal at the input; b) signal at
the output of an optimum filter; c) signal at the output of an approxi-
mately optimum universal filter.
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In order to have an idea of the receiver parameters, Fig. 6.9 sets

fcrth the frequency characteristics IK(F)I for pulses with rectangularI
and bell-shaped envelopes.

In the case of pulses with a simple shape and evenly varying ampli-

tude (for example, bell-shaped pulses), optimum filters are comparative-

ly easily assembled out of R, L and C elements.

With respect to signals of complex shape and also pulses with steep

fronts, it is either difficult or impossible to construct filters from

such ements. s an example we may indicate a filter wlhch Is optimum

for a pulse with ec:tangular envelope-

There is a un.- ersa way of designing optimum filters of any shape

based upon the appro ze replacement of Integral (6.11) by the sum.

The universal filter cons- of a delay line with taps (Fig. 6.10).

The number, of taps is equal to the number of terms in the sum replacing

the integral; therefore, the filter is only an approximation of the op-

timum filter. With increase in the number of taps the result of summa-

tion approximates the required result which is determired by Integral

(6.11). The signals from the taps are added in a certain proportion on

a common load. For this they are first multiplied (in amplifiers or'vol-

tage dividers) by weighting factors B. = S, whose selection is governed

by the signal shape (and by the amount of darinlng in the delay line).

By a suitable selection of maximr.:a delay in the i.ne, of the num-

ber and location of the taps, and also of the weighting factcts, it is

possible to design a filter approximating, with the assigned degree of

accuracy, the optimum filter for a signal of practically any 9hape. Fig-

ure 6.11 showsi as an example, the shape of the voltage at the output

of a filter with six taps and at the output of an optimum filter for a

rectangular pulse (for such a signal the delay-line filter may be con-

siderably simplified).
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It is seen from the example that the optimum filter distorts the

signal shape. This circumstance does not cause any loss of information,

since in radar we are interested not in the signal shape (we knz;i it),

but in the target information which it carrieis (the fact of the presence

of a target, its range, etc.). Earlier it was theoretically proven that

the optimum filter is the best transmitter of information.

We note that some signals, for example "The bell-shaped pulse, are

in theory infinitely long,and therefore the output signal of the optimum

receiver may generally be represented in the form

X (t) S(I-,)dt. (6.22)

Rec,?ption of a pulse packet. Usually not one, but several pulses,

are received from the target, the shape of the envelope of their ampli-

tudes reproducing the power of the antenna directivity diagram. For such

a signal, known as the pulse packet, the optimum receiver may be de-

signed in two ways.

I The first way is to view the packet as a pulse of complex shape and

to pass it through a filter which is optimur for the whole pulse packet.

Figure 6.12 gives the frequency characteristic IK() I of an opti-

mum filter for the ectangular pulse packet of rectangular shape which

is depi-ted there. The filter should consist of a series of' narrow-band

filters which would be optimum for the "pulse" of the packet if it was

continuous, while tho envelope of the characteristics of these filters

resembles the spectrum of a single pulse whose length is TI"

The frequency characteristic of the filter

K(F)= Psin siPnT (6.23)

is re resented only by the first lobes of the functions sin x/x and

sin nx/sin x, within the limits of which 90% of the signal energy is
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A

Fig. 6.12. Transmission function of a
filter which 's optimum for a packet
of rectangular pulses of constant ampli-
tude. A) Noise spectrum.

concentrated.

An optimum filter of this shape is known as a comb filter. The

example of the comb filter graphically demonstrates the mechanism of

noise suppression: the signal spectrum coincides with the filter trans-

mittance bands while a considerable part of the noise spectrum, which

is evenly distributed with respect to frequency. 's not passed by the

filter. That part of the noise spectrum which does not fall into the

narrow transmittance band of the filter is delayed.

Let us make a crude estimate of the degree of suppression of noise

by a comb filter (see Fig. 6.12). The width of the transmittance band

of each narrow-band filter (except for the first) is l/nTp, the number

of filters ti the array is Tp/T i . The total transmittance band, conse-

quently, -.-- , that is, n times narrower than the band of the

whole filter array, equal to 1/T,. The noise suppression coefficient is

equal to the number of pulses n.

With increase in the number of pulses n received from tie target,

it is necessary to narrow the transmittance band of each narrow-band

filter. At the same time, the coefficient of noise suppression of the

optimum filter increases.

Thus a comb filter integrates the pulses, the integrating proper-

ties being determined by the second factor in Formula (6.23) which de-
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pends upon n and makes the filter a "comb" filter.

When the data are those typical of many RLS: the number of pulses

n = 10, the pulse lhngth Ti  1 pIsec, and the pulse repetition period

T = 1000 usec, the width of the transmittance band of each filter is

only 100 hz, and the number of filters in the ray is 1000 (!).

It can be seen from this example that to design a comb filter as

an array of many narrow-band filters represents a complex technical

task. The same result may be obtained more simply.

The second method of optimum reception of a pulse packet consists

in examining each pulse and treating it as a separate signal, and then

adding the results of the processing of the signal sequence. Actually,

since Formula (6.18) has been utilized for a sequence of n independent

signals xk, the optimum operaVtion with respect to complex signal x =
= - kT ) may be expressed as a function of the probabi.lity ratioExk~t ma xresda

()- x, ( s, ( - , 0 < T . (6.211)

From this we derive the rule for processing a pulse packet. The

first step is optimum processing of individual pulses during each puls-

ing period Tp, as expressed by the integrals (intraperiod processing).

Then the results for a given T (of identical range and different period)

are added (interperiod processing).

Intraperiod processing is accomplished by passing the signal

through an optimum filter whose frequency characteristic Kf(F) is deter-

sfn 0-c.
mined only by the pulse shape. For a rectangular pulse K.(F) =-

Interperiod processing is accomplished by a device which had sig-

nals corresponding to an identical range in different repetition periods

(synchronous accumulat2on). This device is known as a synchronous inte-

grator, but its characteristic Xi(F) is dezermined only by the shape of

the pulse packet envelope and by the repetition period T
p
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Thus, the optimum receiver for a pulse packet consists of a filter

which is optimum for a single pulse and of a synchronous integrator

(Fig. 6.13). The transmission func-tion of the receiver

K(F) = K(FiK (). (6.25)

To deteri'2ine the structure of the synchrlonous integrator we utilize

Formula (.'.211) assuming ak and xk within the limits of a pulse length

to be constant (rectangular pulses). Then

S Xh(t) S. (t- s

and

2I3,) i SkXh=4-Bh (6.26)
I kI

where Bk = Sk are weighting factors proportional to the amplitudes of

the pulses in the packet (to the antenna directivity diagram). Let us

also note that the added signals are separated in time by a whole num-

ber of repetition periods Tp.

I MS."Ied U#Met.MW B--I

X I run" '1tl n¢te

LT - -,~A*5DW
L._J

Fig. 6.13. Optimum receiver for a
pulse packet with separate intra-
period and Interperiod processing.
A) Optimum filter for a single
pulse; B) synchronous integrator
for n'terms; C) summing bus.

• ] L L L,' fl,_

A A A A, A .

_A A h LI t

F-.tig. 6.14. Processes in an optimum
recetier with separate processing.
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Therefore a synchronous integrator takes, in general, the form of

a series of delay lines, the delay time being z T . From the taps of'

the lines signals enter the output summing bus through wpighted ampli-

fiers with gain factors By,. Thus the target signals in consecutive repe-

tition periods are summed at the output with weights Bk = Sk, as is re-

quired by Formula (6.26).

In general, when noise ii not gaussian, Bk = f(sk; For a rectangu-

lar pulse packet Bk = 1.

The frequency characterist.c of a synchronous integrator is comb--

shaped, and in the case of a rectangular pulse packet the frequency

characteristic has the form K(F) s n'_PnT as follows from a comparison

of Formulas (6.23) and (6.25). Therefore the synchronous integrator is

often known as a comb (or integrating) filter.

Figure 6.14 gives as an example the processes at nodal points of

an optimum receiver when a rectangular packet of rectangular pulses en-

ters its input. The output signal miximum after interperiod processing,

as determined by Formula (6.24), occvrs at the moment of entry of the

lasL p';ise ¢f the packet. Its angl.ilar nosition is determined from the

envelope maximum at the moment of dctection of the target. Thus, in the

S- case of interperiod processing, the task of measuring the angular coor-

dinates of the target may be solved at the same time as the target is

detected. Let us recall that target range Is measured during intraperiod

processing of the pulse.

Integration may also be nonsynchronous, when the pulses are not

selected with respect to range (their periodicity is nct taken into ac-

count). Nonsynchronous integration is not an optimum operation and

yields a loss in the signal/noise ratio.

At the end of the section we formulate the basic conclusions to be

derived from this Paalysis.
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In the firzt place, correlation reception and >ptimum filtering are

of equal value and are both optimum operations.

In the second place, the pulse packet should be received in two

stages: throug> intraperiod and interperiod processing.

Therefore, we will examine below the receiver of the most w~de-

spread pulse signals whose intraperiod processing is acccmplished by fil-

tering in the high-frequency strip, and whose interperiod processing is

done by the RLS video frequency terminal device. Between these two de-

vices there is a detector whose influence will vary depending upon whe-

ther or not the phase of the high-frequency signal is taken into ac-

count during the processing,

65. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RECEPTION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY SIGNALS

Radar utilizes high-frequency signals possessing amplitude and

phase. The outcoming pulse is an oscillation of frequency f0 whose en-

velope we will denote by A(t) and whose phase we will assume equal to

zero.

s (f) A (f) cos 2aft.

If, in addition to the limitations introduced above, we add the

condition that the target is motionless and that there is no Doppler

shift of the frequencies, the received signal may be reprtzented in the

form

where X(t) and (t) are, respectively, the amplitude (envelope) and

phase of the received signal, which are random time functions caused

by noise. The frequency band occupied by the signal Af - 2 Fm <<

where F is the largest frequency of the envelope speitrum and of the

signal phase. Consequently, the signal amplitude and phase are time

functions which change slowly by comparison with 2if 0 t.

The prhoability ratio
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Fig 6.15. Characteristics of the optimum filter and the signal shape at
its output when its input consists of high-frequency rectangular an.I
bell-shaped pulses. A) Bell-shaped pulse; B) rectangular pulse; C) sig-
nal at input of optimum filter; D) characteristic of optimum filter; E)
signal at output of optimum filter.

1 or

for a high-frequency signal is also a high-freauency function, since

the integral in the exponent of the second exponential curve, being a

! function of the mutual correlation of two functions of frequency f 0 , is

itself a function of the same frequency. The envelope of the probability

ratio varies as slowly as the envelope of the signal itself.

Depending upon whether or not the high-frequency structure of func-

tion A(x# is taken into account, the reception of radar signals may be

divided, respectively, into coherent and noncoherent.

Optimum filterng of Pingie p tse i accomplished, as a rule, at

intermediate f'equency. The frequency converer exercises no influence

on the processing itself, since, with respect to the nterpedlate-fre-

quency signal, it is a linear element with a transmission factor of the

forder of unity.
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Figure 6.15 depicts the shape of a signal at the input and output

of an optimum filter for pulses of both shapes, and the time and fre-

quency characteristics of the optimum filter are also given. It can be

seen from the diagram that, in the case of the most widespread bell-

shaped pulse, the transm.ssion function (frequency characteristic) of

an optimum filter is also bell-shaped. This is precisely the frequency

characteristic of the RLS intermediate frequency multistage amplifier

with resonaice circuits tuned to the signal frequency. Consequently, in

the usual intermediate frequency amplifier with a matched passband there

is practically optimum processing of each separate pulse.

Hence, there is no need to Lake into account the signal phase in

optimula reception of a single pulse of the packet.* On the contrary,

in the case of reception of several pulses the result of integration

will depend upon whether or not we know the phase relations among them.

1. Coherent Reception

If the received ignals are coherent (cophased) they may be inte-

grated by adding their amplitudes, that is, in the most effective man-

ner. Received signals will be coherent under the following two condi-

tions:

a) if the phases of the reflected signals do not vary throughout

the whole time of irradiation;

b) if the signals remain in phase in the receiver from one pulse

to another, the first condition also being fulfilled.

The firs' condition is not satisfied in the case of signals of mov-

ing and fluctuating targets. Regular change in phase due to movement

may in principle be offset if the target velocity is krwn. But coherent

reception of the signals of a rap.dly fluctuating target is completely

impossible.

The signals in the receiver will be cophased if a coherent voltage
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of identical phase with the emitted oscillations is fed into the mixer.

In this case the signal phase at the mixer output does not depend upon

the phase of the emission and remains constant from one pulse to an-

other if the first condition is satisfied.

In an RLS whose transmitter follows the design: "master oscillator,

pulse modulator, power amplifier," a coherent voltage is developed by

the highly stable master oscillator. If the RLS transmitter includes a

magnetron, coherent voltages developed by a special highly stable heter-

odyne which is brought into phase at the moment df emission from the mag-

netron. Similar circuits are examined in greater detail in Chapter 12.

A B
AIRn€ l I ~ 06e,8ho l o~ xa

a Sru2ewA L~ Npru

C *MAL

, 4a mw CUM f# E, CUM 4' i

b) JJMAV/4C J L " " ,

Fig. 6.16. Coherent receiver of signals with a known initial phase: a)
With high-frequency processing; b) with video-frequency processing. A)
Optimum filter for packet of high-frequency pulses; B) synchronous

* phase detector; C) optimum filter for single high-frequency pulse; D)
synchronous phase detector; E) synchronous integrator; F) to the thres-

* hold circuit.

L fMJ .! I IZN-IM
1* AI NW.o~I fZ ! maumop

AI

Fig, 6.17. Coherent receiver cf
signals of unknown phase with
high-frequency processing (tar-
gets velocity unknown). A) Otl-
mum filter for packet of high-
frequency pulse6; B) amplitude
detector.

The result of coherent reception depends not only upon whether the

signals are cophased but also upon whether or not the initial phase of
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Fig. 6.18. Packet of high-frequency
pulses and transmission function of
comb filter.

FB c

Fig. 6.19. Coheren't receiver of signal of unknown phase with video-fre
quency processii (targets velocity unknown). A) Optimum filter for sin.-
gle high-frequency pulse; B) PD; C) synchronous integrator.

the signal i. known.

,When the initial phase is known, in the receiver may be pl.aced a

synchronous detector whose reference voltage '=oincides with the signal

in frequency and in phase (Fig. 6.16). The out-of-phase noise component

is eliminated, there is no suppression of weak signals by noise (the

s~stem is linear), and the receiver achieves a maximum sensitivity. The

receiver itself may be assembled in two ways" a) with high-frequency

processing of the pulse packet, and b) with breakdown of the processing

into intraperiod (high-frequency filtering of the pulse) and Interperiod

(syn.!hronous integration of the video pu1zes). Both designs are equiva-

lent.

however, the initia2 phase is not known tco the observer+ The phase

difference between the signa) and the reference voltage 'Ls random and

may lead to complete loss of the target signal if the latter is equal
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to w/2. Therefore, maximum possible sensitivity may not be achieved in

L ; principle.

When the initial phase of the signal is unknown, both ortnogonal

noise components, possessing identical average power, are preserved, and

this is ecuivalent to dcubling the noise power with respect to reception

of a signal whose initial phase is known. The signal/noise ratio at the

output is reduced by one half.

Thus, real coherent receivers lose one half of their energy, that

i., 3 decibels, by compariscn with the theoretical limit.

The transition from optimum coherent reception of a signal of known

initial phase to reception of a signal of unknown phase is very easily

accomplished in a coherent receiver with high-frequency processing of

the pulse packet: an amplitude detector is utilized instead of a phase

detector (Fig. 6.17). What is detected here :s the integrated signal

whose signal/noise ratio muzt be 'arge enough to ensure the assigned

probabilities of F and D. Therefore, there is no suppression of the sig-

nal by noise, and the sensitivity loss due to retention of the out-of-

phase noise component is only 3 db by comparison with hase detection.

Unrortunately, such a nherent receiver design has not yet been

utilized, since there is a high-frequency comb filter befcre the detec-

tor, and the characteristics of this filter must be matched with the

speotrum of the pulse packet (Fig. 6.18). Such a filter is extremely

complex to produce and operate.

In a coherent receiver with separate Intraperiod and interperiod

processing all difficulties are transferred from the high-frequency

part of tne circuit to the low-frequency part (Fig. 6.19). The high-

frequency part of the receiver consists only of the filter of the inter-

mediate-frequency amplifier ,hose production involves no particular dif-

ficulties.
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Fig. 6.20. Cohererd. receiver for ;ignal of unknown phase with video-fre-
quency processing (targets veloci~y unknown). A) Optimum filter for sin-
gle high-frequency pulse; B) phase detectors; C) synchronous integrator.

In contrast to the receiver of th~e same design~ used for a signal

of known initial phase, the output of the UPCh consists of not one but

two phase detectors whose reference voltages are phase shifted by rr/2.

Because of this, ignorance of the initial phase does not lead to loss

of the signal, since it2 phase may not shift simultaneously by 7T/2 to-

ward the reference voltages of both phase detectors.

The high-frequency signal XkCOS(27q~t- ) is split up by the phase de-

tectors into two quadrature components Xlk = Xjcos (p-')" and X~k=

= Xk sin ('p- ) where ip is the phase of the coherent reference voltage.

Coiiponen.s X1 and X2 of all pulses of each target are summed individual-

ly by the two synchronous integrators. The summing is done with weights

which are proportional to the envelope of the pulse packet, that is,

optimally. Then the total components 11 and 12 are squared, put together,

and passed through an amplifier with a nonlinear amplitude characteris-

ttc of the form / .* As a result of this the output of the device yields

the aomplitude o: the integrated signal

Thus, th6.s coheret receiver gives the same result as the receiver

of thase tt hp (see Fig. 6.1). The only differece is that in the

first instance the amplitude of the integrated signal was isolated di-
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rectly by the amplitude detector, while in the second instance it is ob-

tained by the method of quadrature components. In this case also, the

energy loss due to ignorance of the initial phase is 3 db.

The essential difference between coherent receivers of the first

and second types consists in the complexity of the apparatus. The re-

quirements for manufacturing accuracy are much lower in the case of a

synchronous video-signal integrator than in the case of a high-frequency

integrator (comb filter), since in the latter case the accuracy with

which the summed signals are accumulated .does not exceed the phase of

the high-frequency duty-factor.

A coherent receiver yields the desired result only if the frequen-

cies of the reference voltage and the signal coincide, that is, if the

target radial velocity is zero. In signals of moving targets the differ-

ence in frequencies will cause a phase lead from one pulse to another,

and in integration of the pulses this may cause complete vanishing of

the signal at the receiver output (when the velocity is known this lead

may be offset).

The receiver device for signals of moving targets should consist

of a number of the coher-ent receivers (channels) examined above, ea-,h

of them tuned to its own frequency. Then, at the same time as the tar-

get is detected, its radial velocity is determined aciording to the num-

ber of the channel in which it is detected.*

In fact, the input circuit and the intermediate-frequency amplifier

in the latter design may be generalized for all channels, since IFd <

< Af and a slight mistuning of the interi.ediate-frequency filter with

respect to the signal of a mov'ing target will not noticeably influence

* the effectiveness of the receiver.

In the case where the target radial velocity is of no interest to P

the obseryer, the design of a coherent receiver for target signals of
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any radial velocity is erVen simpler (Fig. 6.20). Then only the set of

phase detectors is multichannel; in it the number of pairs of phase

detectors is equal to the number of channels. A reference voltage of

determined frequency with a mutual phase shift of 'r/2 is fed to each

pair of detectors.

A special coherent heterodyne unit, not indicated in the schemaoic,

is used to create coherent reference voltages of various frequencies

which are fed to the phase detectors.

in conclusion let us restate the fundamental characteristics of co-

herent reception.

In the first place, because the initial phase of the signal is not

known, limiting sensitivity cannot be achieved, and the coherent re-

ceiver involves a 3 db energy loss with respect to this limiting sensi-

tivity.

In the second place, a coherent receiver with video-frequency sig-

nal integration is much simpler than a receiver of equivalent efficiency

using a high-frequency integrator. Even so, coherent receivers are rather

complex devices and have therefore not yet been widely employed.

2. Noncoherent Reception

Hitherto the basic method of processing the high-frequency signal

has been noncoherent reception which takes into accoun; only the ampli-

tude dependences and does not take into account the phase relations.

To determine how the probability ratio should appear when only amp-

litudes are taken into account, we may first represent A(x) as a func-

tion of amplitudes and phases and then average the obtained result over

ail phases.

Utilizing the signal sampling theorem (see §6.2),

- 2P '

d X'Sj.
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Viewing signals e(t) and x(t) as vectors and I in 2F T-dimen-

sional space and basing ourselves on the scalar multiplication of vec-

tors, we obtain

xs,=XA cos-

Here X. and ai are projections of vectors on the axis of a multidimen-

sional coordinate system; X and A are vector moduli (amplitudes); ( and

W T are their arguments (phases).

By successive subztitution if the right sides of the two last equa-

tions .n Formula (6.15) we obtain the probability ratio as a function

of the amplitudes and phases

A (X, y) =exp [--~exp [4!,A-cOs (1Pwo)]. '6.27)

Ratio E8 /E0 may also be expressed in teims of signal amplitude A

and noise dispersion a2 dividing this ratio by "Afic= . In the numera-sh ' -

tor we obtain the signal power (across a 1 ohm resistance) A_ and

in the denominator we obtain the noise dispersion EoAf=o , whence,

i, As.

To eliminate the phase it is necessary to average A(X, T) by inte-

grating for all P over the integral from 0 to 2v, i.e.,

A (X)=+A(X, ?)d?.
I I'

As a result of integration we obtain the probability ratio for the

case of noncoberent reception

I A 'X) =erp [-p d?1('~
A"_ [] (6.28)

A simila: integral was already obtained in Chapter 3, Formula (3.32).

The lo, arithm of the probability ratio
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I (X) in 1f AA A'l

If a packet of n pulsing is received from the target, we then ob-

tain, in accordance with Formula (6.18)

(X) ' y) + (6.29)

Thus, in noncoherent recept:lon of radar signals, optimum processing

of the pulse packet is reduced to the following operations:

a) optimum filtering of each pulse in the packet;

b) averaging the phase of the obtained signal and isolation of the

envelope ;

c) synchronous integration of the video-signals;

d) testing the total signal at the threshold.

The first operation is usually performed by an i-f filter, 1sola-

tion of the envelope by an amplitude detector. and integration by a syn-

chronous video-signal integrator. The parameters of all of these ele-

ments are examined below. The threshold device is characterized only by

a limiting level.

The optimum filter for, a -°ngl.e high-frequency pulse has the same

shape as in the coherent receivers. In actual filters the band is usual-

ly selected somewhat wider than optimum, since the high-frequency genera-

tors in noncoherent RLS (maametrons) possess low frequency stability,

and tl'.3 self-tuning frequency circuits do not comple-;ely eliminate mis-

tuning. A certain widening of the passband beyond its optimum width

does not lead to any noticeable energy loss.

The next operation is averaging the high-frequency correlation

function obtained at the output of the UPCh for all phase values, that

is, isolation of the envelope of the shape InI.(.). It is known that
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Fig. 6.21. Voltage at the outpt of a "linear" aplitude detector as a

function of the relative signal intensity: a) Uniform scale; b) diminish-

Ing scale.

[ -- , ,inn • -

A # .- ,is I

Fig . 6 .2 . S,rc- Az:. of op timum noncoherent receiver of radar signals.

A) I-f filtei'; B) amplitude detector; C) synchronous integrator; D) 
to

the threshold circuit,

Z.. z< I,
In lolz)I, z>>l. (6.30)

,*, yZ> 6.

The first instance corresponds to a weak signal (z < 1 is equiva-

lent to ZA < ao2 ); the second case represents a signal which is consid-

erably stronger than the noise (XA>o. Consequently, the characteris-

tic of the optimum device used to isolate the envelope must be 
quadra-

tic for signals which are weak in comparison with the noise and 
linear

for relatively strong signals (Fig. 6.21). The detector characteristic

set forth on both axes in the diminishing scale particularly sharply

emphasizes the dependence (6.30).

These are precisely the properties possessed by a "linear" ampli-

tude detector whose static characteristic is linear for both weak 
and

strong signals.

"7The structure of a synchronous integrator for relatively weak 
sig-

nals Is determined by Formula (6.29) and by an asymptotic representation 
,

of function In Io() at z < 1 in accordance with Expression 
(6.30)
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The detector is quadratC.c with respect to a weak threshold signal,

its output voltage in relative units being equal to

We also introduce a denotation for weighting factors

After subdtitution of quantities Yk and Bk in Formula (6.31), the

structure of the synchronous integrator assumes the form

N

1(y)=- t B~ , . (6.32)

The term -1 has been discarded by us since it may be taken into

account in selecting the threshold quantity.

Consequently, each of the signal-plus-noise pulses Yk should be

summed with weight Bk proportional to the square of the amplitude of the
2

signal proper Ak in the UPCh channel or to the square of the antenna

directivity pattern with respect to power F ().
In the case of strong signals (XA ,-) , in accordance with Formula

(6.30) the structure of the optimum integrator should be different: the

weighting factors are proportional to signal amplitude Ak and to the

antenna directivity pattern with respect to power P (a). In the inter-

mediate case .(XAwa2L the weighting factors are proportional to A', where

2 > v > 1. Consequently, the structure of the optimum synchronous inte-

grator depends upon the signal intensity. However, it is sufficient in

practice to make it optimum only for weak signals, as a stronger signal

is in any case in considerably better condition than a weak signal.

Thus, a device consisting of a high- (intermediate-) frequency amp-
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lifier with a matched band, of a "linear" detector, and of an optimum

synchronous integrator is fully capable of performing all operations

which may be required in noncoherent processing of the signal (Fig.

6.22),

This may all be accomplished ruther simply in ordinary radar re.-

ceiver devices if we disregard the difficulties associated with the de-

sign of optimum synchronous integrators.

Noacoherent reception may be distinguished from the reception of

vIdeo signals in gaussian noises or from optimum coherent reception of

radio signals in that it includes a jupplementary essential operation -

detection using an amplitude detector, which involves a loss of informa-

tion.

As a result of isolating the envelope on a nonlinear element (de-

tector), there is a change in the structure of the noise itself: instead

of being 3aussian it assumes a Rayleigh distributior.. In accordance with

Formula (6.30) there is also a deterioration of a = A/ash times (a2 at

the detector output instead of a at the input at a < 1) in the stgnal/

/noise ratio for relatively weak signals due to the quadratic dependence,

and a 50% deterioration due to the presence of an out-of-phase noise com-

ponent. The overall reduction in the signal/noise ratio in decibels is

..,20 ig a + 3. The energy losses are greater the weaker is the signal by

comparison with the noise. That is why, in reception of very weak sig-

nals, an effort is made to accumulate them coherently before detection.

With increase in the signal intensity, losses in noncoherent re-

ceivers are reduced asymptotically to 3 db. Thexc.tse, if the signalz

are sufficiently powerful, th& coherent receiver has practically no ad-

vantages over the noncoherent receiver.

3. The Signal Shape Required for Detection,

On the basis of this comparlson ,f the two methods of receiving ra-
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dar signals and of the obtained relations it is pcssible to pass to an

evaluation of the influence of signal shape upon detection efficiency.

The properties of the optimum receiver are described by its oper-

ating characteristics (RKhP) which establish the interrelation of three

parameters: F, D and E8/E 0. Thus, the assigned conditions of obsprvabil-

ity during optimum rception are determined by the probability of detec-

t'on D and the probability of false alarm F and are satisfied by a Dar-

ticular ratio Ea/E 0 regardless of the signal shape.

From this we may draw the important conclusion: radar detection ef-

ficiency is completely determined by the ratio between the totel energy

of the signal and the spectral power of the noise E8/E 0 and hardly de-

pends upon the signal shape (pulse, con-vinuous), as Zong as optimum pro-

cessing is actuaZly used.*'

Consequently, the first task confrontir7 the engineer devigning a

radar station - that of ensuring the necessary operating range - has

almost nothing to do with the shape of the uutcoming signal.

However, one must not lose sight of the fact that everything which

has been said above is true under one essential condition, that the op-

timum reception method is actually employed. This condition is often not

satisfied: the overwhelming majority of radar stations employ noncoher-

ent reception whiat is not optimum for a high-frequcicx signal. This

leadz to energy loss with some signal shapes.

In particular, if multipulse pulsing is employed, noncoherent pro-

cessing of relatively weak signals involves a loss of /n-, where n is

the number of pulses in tne packet.

Actually, let n pulses enter the receiver input, each of them bear-

ing energy Esl. The total energy of the received signal E E 81 n and

the signal/noise energy ratio is nEl/E,. The result of noncoherent pro-

cessing of the weak pulse signals is a signal/noise :natio equal to
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AE 1/E0, which is the same as reducing the total energy of the signal

by ri times. Losses are also possible in a synchronous integrator if the

summing of pulses is not ideal.

Thus, the dispersion of energy among several pulses when processing

is less than optimum leads to energy loss. From this point of view It

is more advantageous to reduce the number of pulses in the packet down

to a single pulse, maintaining the total energy of the signal unchanged.

From the point of view of the threshold relation, the only demand on the

signal shape is that energy should not be dispersed during noncoherent

reception. However, during scanning rhe target must be irradiated by not

one but several pulses. This is dictated by the requirement that scan-

ning be continuous, by the need for accuracy in measuring angular coor-

dinates, and by the need to limit the peak power of emission.

§6.6. INTEGRATING PROPERTIES OF RLS TERMINAL DEVICES

1. Storage Integrators

The operatJgn of synchronous storage, or integration, is performed

on radar station indicator screens of the range-sweep type. For exam.ple,

on "azimuth-range" indicators, the range-sweep lines are traced from

below upwards and with each pulsing period are displaced to the right

by an amount corresponding to the antenna rotation angle during the

pulsing period. Because the arrival of target pulses causes the indica-

tor screen to light up synchronously with range sweep, light spots are

S produced on adjacent lines at identical distances from the origin of the

range sweep. When the lines of the sweep are right next to cne another,

the light spots are formed in practically the same place, and therefore

their brightnesses are summed.

Thus synchronous integration takes the form of accumulation of the

excitation energy of the luminophor of the screen and not of the elec-
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tric 1 signals themselves. The operator regards the brighter summed

- blips as indicating the presence of a. target, and in this way he in fact

fulfills the function of a threshold device.

B C CuAwWI
A vm"=

E i*I cm rt~m.*

a) G4u,
, ¢f l #$Wh o.

F 00i,mcmu -AR,'i H r.r -To

Fig. 6.23. Recording radar signals on a magnetic drum: a) Magnetic head;
b) sheet of magnetic material with recorded signal; c) the same sheet
wrapped around the drum, rotating at the pulsing frequency. A) Windings;
B) signal from receiver output; C) magnetic head; D) signal from recei-
ver output; E) s3heet of magnetic material; F) line of zero range; G)
range; H) azimuth; I) to be wound around the drum; J) line of zero range.

In indicators which do not possess range sweep, for example, in the

"azimuth-elevatlion" directional type of indicator, there is nonsynchro-

nous storage which, as has already been pointed out, is not an optimum

operation for the reception of pulses signals. Since in such indicators

it is impossible to isolate that part of the range in which the target

is located, the signal should be strong enough to withstand the noise of

the whole range spectrum. In indicators with range sweep, the signal must

withstand the noise energy of only a small part of the range sweep, that

corresponding to the length of a pulse. Therefore the discrimination

factor in RLS with directional indicators is a whole order of magnitude

greater than in RLS whose indicators employ range sweep.

The operation of synchronous storage may be accomplished not only

in indicators but also in other memory devices: charge-storage tubes,

magnetic drums (static memory) and supersonic delay lines (dynamic mem-

ory).

In charge-storage tubes the storage function is performed by a tar-
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ge,,. The target is a dielectric plate which may be viewed as an assembly

ol a very large number of elementary storage cells (condensers). On the

target range and angular sweep are analogous to sweep on the indicator

screen. When the scanning beam passes a number of times through a given

point on the target, the charge of the small "condensers" at this point

gradtally accumulates. Where there is nothing but noise the accumulation

of a charge is slow, since random noise blips appear at various points

on the target. The accumulitlon of a signal is more rapid: when scanning

is intense, signal pulses p at practically one and the same spot on

the target. The integrated signal is read from the charge-storage tube

target by a special readout beam. The target pulse may be isolated from

this signal by using a threshold circuit.

A synchronous integrator with a magnetic drum works in an analogous

manner (Fig. 6.23). The signals are recorded by a magnetic head (Fig.

6.23a), consisting of a magnetic circuit (yoke) with a winding, The yoke

has an air gap which creates a high resistance to the magnetic flux.

Therefore, if a plate made of some magnetic material is placed near the

open ends of the yoke, the magnetic flux caused by z ze signal current

flowing through the winding bridges through the ph.-:e and magnetizes it.

The stronger the signal the greater the magnetization of that part of

the plate which is near the gap in the ycke.

The signal on the plate made of magnetically soft material may not

only be recorded but also integrated: mti.ple recording increases the

magnetization. In principle, the signal rwy be registered in accordance

with its range and azimuth in precisely the same way as or an indicator

screen or a charge-storage tube target 'Fig. 6.23b).

An important distinction between th( mlagnetic system and the indica-

tor or the charge-storage tube is that the magnetic head cannot be dis-

placec relative to the plate as rapidly aa sa inertialess electronic
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beam. Therefore the plate is wound around a drum in such a way that the

range lines turn with the drum, and the drum is then rotated at the

pulsing frequency (Fig. 6.23c). The rotation angle of the drum, relative

to some starting position, is proportional to target R, while the range

lines themselves, because of ho slow displacc.- it of the head, are

moved along the drum in accordance with the antenna rotation angle

through azimuth a. The pulses of each target, falling within different

pulsing periods, are located on a single elemen.',t of the cylinder.

The integrated signal is read by one or several readout heads and

is passed to the threshold circuits. The design of the readout magnetic

head is analogous to that of the recording head, but it works in the

opposite way: the magnetized part of the drum, passing under the gap in

the yc .e, induces a current in the winding.

There are additional heads for erasing the recording. As a result

the whole device is rather cumbersome. Furthermore, it requires large

rotation velocities. For example, at a comparatively low pulsing fre-

quency of 500 hz the drum should rotate at a velocity of 30,000 revolu-

tions/minute. This imposes very severe requirements on the bearings, on

alignment, and on rigidity of construction, since the gap bttween the

surface of the drum and the magnetic head is very small.

Instead of a magnetic drum it is possible to use devices which re-

gister on magnetic tape (video tape recorders).

It is not difficult to note that the integrating processes in the

indicator, the cha.- se-storage tube, and the magnetic device are similar

in m:i.ny respecte; but in the first the excitation energy of the lumino-

phor of the screen is integrated, in the second - the electrical energy,

and in the third - the magnetic energy. And they are all subject also

to general limitations both of a theoretical and of a technical charac-

ter.
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Theoretical limitation consists in the fact that all target pulses

located on adjacent sweep lines are !umiied on an identical basis - bal-

anced integration. At the same time it fo!lo;&. from Formula (6.26) that

they should be summed with weights proporttotal to the iz-tensity of the

signal prtper a. It is known that the pulse amplitudes of the signal

proper in the packet are not identical and that, therefore, the synchro-

nous storage methods examined are optimum only in the case of a rectangu-

lar pulse packet which does not exist in reality. However, this loss is

insignificant, especially in indicators where it is reduced thrcugh par-

ticipation by the operator who, without meaning it, attributes different

weights to the pulses of the packet, concentrating on the middle of the

target blip and hardly paying any attention tc its edges.

The technical limitation consists in the fact that all of the dev-

ices examined above are more or less subject to saturation. Only a com-

paratively small number of pulses are effectively integrateu. As the num-

ber of pulses increases, the contribution ud each new pulse to the summed

signal declines.

2. Integrating Filters

Integrators with a charge-storage tube and a magnetic drum may be

made ideal, devoid of the drawbacks described above. For this a general

technical procedure is utilized: breakdown of the problem solved by the

*1 A B1

UF

b D C F
a C

Fig. 6.24. Ideal integrator with a pulse-storage tube: a) Scanning and
signals on the target; b) integration of the signal; c) integration of
noise. A) Recording; B) before the filter; C) readout; D) there is a
signal; E) after the filter; F) there is no signal.
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integrator' into the function of remembering the signal for n period and

the function of summing, these being accomplished by different elements.

In ideal integrators the charge-storage tube, the delay line, or the mag-

netic drum only perform the memory function. Integration proper is done

by a supplementary circuit, for example, the filter. The device as a

whole has a comb-shaped frequency characteristic. Therefore it is often

called a comb filter. However, this term has already been used by us for

several devices, and we will introduce the concept of the integrating

filter.

Let us examine the integrating filter with charge-storage tube (Fig.

6.24) developed by Yu.A. Mel'nik and Ye.G. Trubitsyn (see [13) in Chap-

ter 6).

The signal Is recorded on the charge-storage tube target by range

lines separated by some distance so as to eliminate the integration ef-

fect, while readout is accomplisbed across the lines in sequence, start-

ingfrom the zero range '?ig. 6.24a).

If line 1, upon which a series of target pulses of length d had

been recorded, is being read out, if the readout valocity is v, we ob-

tain a packet of pulse which are very close to onefl another and whose

cerall length iS Tp = d/v. The envelope of this packet (excluding

noise) has the shape of the antenna directivity pattern and may bc

viewed as a pulse of length T . The readout signal is passed through a

narrow-band filter which is optimum ft the pulse packet envelope, and

as a result the gaps between the individt.al pulses are smoothed over,

aid a wide target pulse is formed at the out .ut (Fig. 6.24b).

Noise blips (line 2) which are isolated &%d short in length, are

smooihed out when passed thrcagh the narrow-band filter (Fig. 6.24c).

As a result of this the target signal, as before, niy be separated from

the noise by using a threshold circuit.
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If the ,assband is narrowed, the filter may be made optimum for a

practically unlimited number of pulses. If the form of the filter trans-

mission function is selected so as to be optimum for the packet envelope,

the signals are integrated with weights corresponding to thei' intensi-

ties. Thus both of the drawbacks inherent in the circuits exanined ear-

lier are eliminated.

Synchronous integration of the pulses passing thrcdgh the ,)ptimum

filter may also be accomplished in a memory dev ce of the dynamic type -

supersonic delay linez and a magnetic drum comprising a dynamic memory.

Figure 6.25 shows a device consisting of n -- 1 identical delay

lines (Tz n Tp). which perform the function of remembering the signal

during n pulsing periods. From the outputs (inputs) of the delay line

the signals enter n taps where they are multiplied by weighting factors

Bk - f(Sk) in amplifier stages and are then summed over a common load

resistance. This device has already been examined by us above as th,-

general type of synchronous integrator ,see Fig. 6.13).

A #P I ?IV " B,

bWieft flpu
rip; ~CN' V.U or to,'. "' '

Fig. 6.25. Optimum integrating filter us-
ing delay lines. A) Signal from receiver
output; B) threshold device; C) weighted
amplifiersi D) summing bus of n items.

At the output there is a threshold device in the form c-f a tube

which is cut off by negative bias in the grid circuilt.

threshiold, i.e., the filtee output voltage at which the tube Is turned

on, is established i'T adJusting the uias voltage.

Figure 6.26 represents an integrating filter with a magnetic drum.
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Fig. 6.26. Optimum integrating filter with a magnetic drum. A) Signal
from receiver output; B) threshold device; C) magnetic drum; D) summing
bus of n items.

Fig. 6.27. Nonoptimum integrat-
ing filter with delay line. A)
Summing circuit; B) from recei-
ver output; C) delay line; D)
to threshold circuit.

CA, N

CA,, No

Fig. 6.28. Range selector of the
parallel type. A) Pulses from
output of a filter which is opti-
mum for 9 single pulse.

In contrast to the device given in Fig. 6.24, here there is not one, but

n, range scans around the drum. The drum itself rotates n times more

slowly. There is one recording head and n - 1 readout heads. All the

heads are located at equal intervals from one another. Thus, regardless

of the rotation angle of the drum, signals corresponding to the same

range in n pulsing periods are recorded and read cut at the same time.

It is not difficult to see that the network in Fig. 6.25 and 6.26
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are completely analogous in their working principle. In one case, how-

ever, dynamic memory is utilizeJ with delay lines, and in the other,

statistical memory with a magnetic drum which assumes the properties of

a dynamic memory through the rotatior of the drum relati-,e to the re-

cording heads synchronously with the arrive! of signals.

Devices which assure optimsum integration of dozens or hundreds of

pulses In a packet become excessively complex. Nonoptimum integrating

filters are much simpler.

Figure 6.27 shows a synchronous integrator with a single delay line

(Tz = T ). Integration is based on the use of a delayed positive feed-

back through a delay line and a summing device (+).

The reaction of the filter to the unitary pulse represents a pas-

sage of pulses with exponential attenuating amplitudes. Therefore, such

a filter is not optimum for actual pulse packets. However, tne actual

loss is rather small if the time constant of the amplftude attenuation

in the delay line is approximately equal to the length of a packet of

integrated pulses.

A comparison of the various types of circuits for synchronous ac-

cumulation reveals one important characteristic: in all of them target

signals are selected according to range.

In the statistical type of memory devices (indicators, charge-

storage tubes) selection is accomplished in the following way: because

of the repeating range sweep the target pulses fall in practically the

same part of the screen or the target, one corresponding to the target

range. This kind of synchronous integrating device may, therefore, be

viewed as a multiple unit selection circuit for each of the elementary

range zones (SD), terminating in storage elements (N) (Fig. 6.28). The

target signal is distributed by an electronic beam among the various

parallel range channels.
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In memory devices of the dynamic type (in delay lines) range se-

lection is accomplished directly on the basis of the delay time of the

echo signal rele.tive to cadence points (moments of emission). Thanks to

this, no commutating device is required, and the signals of various

pulsing periods are stored on an output load which is common for all of

the range zones. Depending upon the circuit utilized magnetic drums may

play the role of both static and of dynamic devices.

3. Integration of Signals of a Selected Target

The devices examined above select targets corresponding to all

elementary range zones. However, there are terminal devices containing

only one range selector ana only one storage device (Fig. 6.29). In or-

der to scan in all ranges the selector must be slowly retuned with res-

pect to range. ORAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

"m,- B lpo

Fig. 6.29. Range selector of the sequential type. A) Pulses from the
output of an optimum filter; B) range selector; C) storage device; D)
threshold device; E) range returning.

Such selectors are utilized in target autotrack systems. The range

selector is an amplifier which is u6.ally shut off, but which is turned

on by a special selector pulse for a time equal to approximately the

length of a target pulse. The timing T of the selector pulse relative

to the moment of emission is determined by a special delay stage (for

example, a phantastron) which is triggered by the synchronization pulse.

Change in the voltage on the anode of the phantastron cause the selec-

tor to be retuned to a different range. If the selector is tuned to the

target range, pulses will pass through it to the storage device (con-
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denser). At the output of the storage device there is a threshold dev-

ice which operates a locking relay which in turi. hignals the detection

of the target.

The slow retuning of the range selector follows a definite law.

When the timing of the selector pulse corresponds to the delay time,

several pulses are received from the target and are integrated in the

storage device, when the locking relay has been operated, the retuning

of the range selector is usually snut off, and the system returns to

the tracking mode. In order to search for a target at all possible ran-

ges a considerable amount of time and energy are required, and this is

a substantial drawback of this device by comparison with multiple unit

devices.

To accelerate detection (locking) of the target nonsearch systems

are also utilized in which there is no range selector, and the signals

enter the storage device together with the noises fron. all range zones.

Such systems are not optimum: there is an energy loss (nonsynchronous

storage) since the influence of the noise is considerable, and the oper-

ating threshold of the locking relay must be rather high. The merits of

such systems is that the circuitry is extremely simple, and locking is

rapid, since there is no range search and no range selection.

4. Discrete Integrator,

Up to now we have been examining terminal devices in which electri-

cal signals in one form or another were integrated. All of these devices

A NV~W, B C DEI!
Fig. 6.30. Multichannel discrete integrating system. A) Pulses from the
output of an optimum filter; B) range selector; C) amplitude analyzer;
D) standard pulse counters; E) resolver.
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may be assigned to one class of analog storage devices. In contrast to

the analog devices there also exist discrete integrators which utilize

numbers representing the signal.

As is known, the distribution of pulse amplitudes at the output c.

an optimum filter for n pulsing periods is different from the .istr:bu-

tion of the amplitudes of the noise blips. Therefore, if the pulse ampli-

tudes are measured, it is possible to establish, with a greater or les-

ser degree of error, whether the given combination of pulses is a target

signal or pure noise.

In order to depict the pulse amplitude distribution function in a

numerical form the whole range of possible signal amplitudes is broken

down into a series of levels. The number of the highest level which is

succeeded by the given pulse is a numerical measure of the amplitude of

this pulse. The operation of breaking down signal amplitude into a ser-

ies of levels is called quantization, and the device which performs this

operation is called an amplitude analyzer.

The output of the amplitude analy..er' is multichannel. Arrival of

the signal causes the analyzer to send a standard pulse (unit) to the

output bus whose number corresponds to the signal amplitude, the number

of standard pulses in each channel is determined by using pulse counters.

By estimating how many pulses out of n have arrived in each channel it

is possible to obtain the amplitude distribution function in a discrete

form.

The number of channels v is equal to the number of reading levels

(including the zero level). However, since the total number (n) of pul-

ses analyzed is known, there is no need to place a counter in one chan-

nel, since the number of pulses in this latter channel represents the

difference between n and all the other pulses counted. Therefore, 0 - 1

counting channels are utilized. The whole device together with thu ampli-
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tude analyzer is known as a muZtichanneZ oounting system, and it per-

forms numerical integration using the method of coonting pulses.

Figure 6.30 gives a b'ock-diagram of a discrete terminal device

together with a resolving (threshold) device.

Signals from the output of the optimum filter enter the range se-

lector which can be either single-channel or multi-channel. The signals

of the corresponding range pass through the selector to the analyzer,

and from the output busses of the latter they pass to the pulse counters.

In the resolving device thi& obtained combination of counted numbers is

compared with a known combination for pure noise, and the result is a

decision as to the presence or absence of a taiget.

Fig. 6.31. Comparin the results
of countinig jn the channels with
the distribution for pure noise.
A) Number of eounted pulses; B)
level of amplitude reading; C)

pure noise; D) channel number.

~Figure 6.31 gives the result of the processing of a packet of n =

- 30 pulses, the number of counting chan.lels being v - i = 10. The levels

of amplitude quantization are laid off on the axis of the abscissa, and

on the axis of the ordinate are given the number of counted standard

1 pulses in each channel, in the form of sections 'f vertical straight

line&. The continuous line shows what shape the envelope of the counted

numbers should have for pure noise.

From the situation given in Fig. 6.31 it is possible to conclude .

with a considerable de~r'ee 'f confidence that a signal has been received
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and not noise. This last logical operation is Just the one performed by

the resolver which is guided by one of the optimum criteria.

Terminal devices utilizing multichannel counting systems are very

complex. Thus, in scanning RLS employing i.iltiple element range selec-

tion there should be a counting system at the output of each range se-

lector element.

:s a result of this, in praztice devices are used in which the sig-

nal amplitude iz subdivided into only two values: lower and higher than

the limiting level (v = 2), and only one counting channel is used, one

which takes into account the number of times the assigned level has been

exceeded. When this level is exceeded, a standard pulse ("unit") is emit-

ted, and if this level is not exceeded, no pulse is emitted ("zero").

The whole signal is a sequence of two figures: zeroes and units. There-

fcre, this srt of terminal device is known as a binary integrating dev-

ice for a sin,le-chani.cl counting system.

The quantization of signals always involves a loss of information,

and therefore even the best discrete processing of received signals is

in principle inferior to the optimum methods of processing ncnquantified

signals. Information losses in qiantization are lower as v is Larger,

A nonquantified signal may be viewed as quantified at v

it should, however, be noted that ,ne losses from quantization are

very insignificant. Even in the case of the crudest binary quantization,

the sensitivity loss does not exceed 2 decibels.

The circuit for single-channel processing of a signal (binary in-

tegrator) may be mide much more simply than a multichannel circuit: it

is only necessary to install after the range selector a single counter

of the number of times the level is exceeded. The regulated level of

operation of the counter acts as an amplitude analyzer. The counter it-

self may also act as a resolver, emittins a detectien signal when the
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number of -imes *1-i level has been exceeded during n pulsing periods is

equal to a cert.in number 1< < n.

There .e also binary processing devices of a somewhat different

type. MethoCi of designing devices for binary processing of quantified

signals will be described in the following section.

Binary integration can be used as an example to demonstrate the

nsmilarity between counting systems and ordinary integrators. Let us as-

sume that a packet of n pulses of constant amplitude A is being Jnte-

&rated in the absence of noise. Then the pulse counter emits a number

n. while an ordinary integrator emnits voltage A - nA: the integration

effecz- of the ordinary integrator AnIA - n is equal to the reading on

the counter.

56.7. EFFECIENCY OF AUTOMATED DETECTION DEVICES

1. Efficiency of Analog Integrators

In automated detection systems the threshold signal, characterized

by discrimination factor -,=-T- , may be calculated precisely. Here

the number cf pulses n in the packet is assumed to be known, while prob-

abilities D and P are assigned. We calculate the threshold signal for

both coherent and noncoherent optimum devices.

Coherent integration. A coherent receiver is a linear system up to

the detector; therefore the distribution of the signal and noise at the

output of the amplitude detector follows the Rayleigh law. In calcula-

tion, the relative amplitude of the signal at the integrator output

ar' is considered large enough to ensure the assigned probabilities D

and P. Therefore the generalized Rayloigh distribution for the signal

may be replaced by the normal law with the average value a/n.

Under these conditions the probability of correct detection
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1*4

"3! "' dLL.---1 = 5 •dt-

-( -o=ai-V), (6.33)

where 0(z) -dt is the probability integral.*

The probability of false alarm with a Rayleigh distribution of

noise

therefore the threshold

The operating characteristic of a coherent receiver is found by

substituting the derived threshold value v0 into Formula (G.33):

From this one may determine the size of threshold signal a by in-

troducing function z=D-'(Y), which Is the reciprocal of probability in-

tegral Y=-(z) .** Values :-'(Y) mray, be found by utilizing the tables

or graphs of function , Y-(z); but they s1,-,ild be read backward: argu-

ment z is found from the value of fundtion Y.

When this is taken into account, from the latter formula we find

a I/ -a - V-n 0 -1 (D),

whence

and

N1-r D n+ (6.35)

And this is the relative value of the power of the threshold sig-

nal in coherent reception.
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Nonooherent integration. In noncoherent integration of a large num-

ber n of pulses, both signal and noise are normalized, inasmuch as the

noise at the output of the amplitude detector also has a conslant compon-

ent

Then the probability of false alarm

F= -e - dy--9- _efd-(i y.).

whence the detection threshold

y = 0- (1 -F);

The constant component of the relative signal voltage at the inte-

grator output is 0-.

Inasmuch as the law of signal distribution is normal, as in the case

of coherent integration, by substituting the derived threshold values

and the values of the constant components into Formula (6.33) we obtain

the operating characteristics of a noncoherent receiver

D (6.36)

We recall that it is true for the case of a large number of pulses

and a low signal/noise ratio within the pulse.

The value of the minimum detectable signal is easily found from the

last formula:

1'-1 (D) + 0-1 (1 --7 F. (6.37)

Exmle. Calculate the discrimination factor for coherent and non-

coherent integration, when the following are assigned:

n=100 P=1"O. D=O

1) Coherent integration.

From the table we find *0-1()=I.
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Subsittuting the derived quantitieo into Formula (6.35) we obtain

(1.3 + SAP)
S = 0.112

2) Noncoherent integration.

From the table we find 4- (0.9) = 13 - (1 - 10-,) = 4,7.

Substituting the derived values into Formula (6.37), we obtain

1.3 + 47 = 0.

2. Efficiency of Discrete Integrb.tor

Specific detection devices are discrete integrators. Tho radical

difference between these and analog integrators is the following. In

principle, analog integrators make it possible to a.-ieve the maximum

achievable results, but there are losses due to the technical inade-

quacy of certain components. Discrete integrators involve losses in

princ:iple, and, therefore, their manufacture involves no further reduc-

tion of efficiency.

4t .U -,

Fig. 6.32. Binary quantization of signals: a) Signal at receiv.r output
and its distribution; b) standard pulses after quantization and the
probability of their appearance or failure to appear. A) Si!nal,, B)
noise.

t I'P

Fig. 6.33. Binary integrator with delay
lines (n - 5). A) Generator of standard
pulses.
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Below we give a description of the design principles and an estim-

ate of the efficiency )f the simplest integrators of binary-quantified

signals.

Binary integration. In noncoherent reception of weak signals the

synchronous integrator yields the logarithm of the probability ratio for

the pvlse packet

I(Y) Z a, a< , (6.38)

b-

which is then tested at threshold 16, calculated in accordance with the

assigned probabilities of detection D and of false alarm F. Here, as

before, y. is the voltage at the detector output in the kth pulsing per-
io.P, Bk are the weighting factors used in summing voltages Yk,

is the signal/noise ratio for the voltage at the detector input.

Discrete integrating devices use signals whinh are quantified in

amplitude. In binary quantization of the signal, . are broken down into

two groups: those exceeding and those failing to ex:etd a certain level

Y0 known as the quantization level for the first threshold (Fig. 6.32a).

Signals may be quantified, for example, using a standard pulse genera-

tor with an assigned opecating threshold. If voltage Yk exceeds the in-

put threshold, tht generator develops a standard pulse - "1," and in

the case of Tailure to exceed this level - "0" (Fig. 6.32b) - nothing

hap-ens.

Thus signal y. becomes a series of units and zeroes, the probabil-

ity of units p (and the probability of zeroes q = 1 - p) being deter-

mined by the selectton of the threshold quantity yo and depending upon

parameter a.

The obtainea signal is fed to the synchronous integrator. The struc-

t'ure of the optimum integrator, as oefore, is described by Formula

(6.38), except that Yk should be replaced either by "1" or "0." The syn-
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chronous integrator is in no way simplified during the transition to

binary-quantified signals: the number of summed pulses (memory size) is

preserved, the we';ghted amplifiers are retained.

To simplify the circuit nonoptimum balanced integration within the

limits of optimum angle 2aop t = 0.811 is employed.* This leads to an ex-

tremely low energy loss, and the de-Ice Itself is therefore considerably

simplified by eliminating the weighting factors and reducing the size

of the memory device, which is the most cumbersome unit in the integra-

tor. In balanced integration Bk = 1 within the limits of the assigned

interval, and Operation (6.38) is reduced to a simple calculation of the

number of standard pulses (units). If the number of counted pulses out

of n possible pulses exceeds a certain number K, it is decided tiat the

target is present. In the opposite case it is considered that a taivget

is absent. The number K is called the counting threshold, or the secont

threshold, and the method itself" is known as the "1 out of n" method.

Figure 6.33 shows one of the possible binary integration (pulse

counting) circuits using delay lines to detect according to the "K ouL

of n" method. A circuit utilizing a magnetic drum has a completely anal-

ogous appearance. An electron tube acts as a pulse counter and a thres-

hold device. When the number of standard pulses forming the total pulse

exceeds counting threshold X in the grid circuit, the tube is turned on

and emits a signal indicating the fact of detection. Counting threshold

K may be varied by selecting the bias value. The processes occurring

in the circuit at K = 3 and n = 5 are explained in Fig. 6.314.

We calculate projabilities F and D for an equivalent rectangular

packet of n pulses in binary integration.

The probability that a single pulse will exceed the threshold is

p, that it will not exceed the threshold 1 - p. The probability that

k pulses will exceed the threshold is pk, that n -k pulses will not
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exceed the threshold is - (1 - p)n-k. The

~1 I iaa = probability that one combination of k pulses out

-- 10-____ of n will be formed is k(l - , k pulses
exceeded the threshold, and the remaining n - k

7

did not exceed the threshold. The number of pos-

t sible combinations of this type is equal to the

number of sets Ck. Then the probability of forma-
Fig. 6.34. Proces-

ses in a binary tion of any combination k out of n will be de-
integrating cir-
cuit. A) Quantiza- fined as C (0-A
tion level; B)
triggering level. This probability may be considered the common

term of the expansion of binomial [p + (I -_ P)],

and therefore the distribution itself had been called the binomial law.

The sum

.cp (I -,p) =Ir + (I - p)J8=

is the full probability.

AThe probability that the number of pulses

is equal to or in excess of threshold K

Xz I, J a,,P I C=_c (-py.-i (6.39)

S T I Iis the probability of detection or probability

I of false alarm depending upon whether p - pc

Fig. 6.35. Using the or p -sh are snbstituted ihto (6.39). The
coincidence -^,thod to
co~dect a re th to probabilities p. and Psh may be found from

v detect a-target, 'A) sStandard pulse genera-
tor. the formulas and graphs given in Chapter 5

and depend upon level v which is in rigid

functional dependence upon threshold • M,-. Therefore the type of de-

tector characteristic, in the corresponding recalculation of the thres-

hold, has no influence on probabilities ps, Psh, D and F in binary quan-
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tization.

As follows from Formula (6.39) identical probabilities D and F

may be obtained with different combinations of k and Psh = f(Yo), i.e.,

with different combinations of the values of the first and second thj.es-

holds. However, identical D and F are obtained at different values of

amin. Therefore, one threshold is selected such as to satisfy the as-

signed false alarm probability F, while the second is selected so as to

be optimum and to correspond to the least amin (to maximum sensitivity)

at the assigned F and D.

As the calculations demonstrate, the optimum threshold yo corres-

ponds to Psh " 0.1; the optimum counting threshold Kopt " 1.5 A. At

the optimum y0 the counting threshold K should ensure the assigned F.

If K = Kopt, to ensure the assigned F it would be necessary to calculate

the corresponding y0 or Psh"

Quantities F and D are easily found from Formula (6.39) for the as-

signed sensitivity (amin) and thresholds yo and K. Unfortunately, a

task which is more important for the calculations - determining the sen-

sitivity and the value of one of the thresholds froi; the assigned F and

D - cannot be resolved analytically from Formula (6.39). Therefore, one

either uses a sampL.ng method, substituting various p. and psh into

Formula (6.39) or previously conpiled graphs may be used.

The coincidence method. The above circuit for integrating binary-

quantified signals establishes the fact of detection using any K pulses

out of n. An easier device to build is one which records detection of

a target from the arrival of K pulses in a row, that is, K pulses fol-

lowing at intervals of Tp"

This method has been called the "K out of K" method, or the coin-

cidence method, since it employs coincidence circuits; this device and

its operating principle are explained for K = 3 in Fig. 6,35. If a gen-
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erator of standard pulses located at the output of the RLS receiver

sends three pulses at intervals of' p, at a certain moment in time pul-

ses will appear simultaneously in all three inputs of the coincidence

valve (VS), The coincidence valve Ztartc up and emits a pulse indicating

that a target has been detected.

The optimuim number of inputs of the coincidence circuit also corres-

ponds to Ko,.0 ..:1,5V . Since the memory capacity in a binary integrator

is (n-1) To , while it is (K-I) T. in a coincidence circuit, the latter

turns out to be a simpler device, At the same time, since the coinci-

dence circuit is cruder, it has an additional sensitivity loss over that

of the binary integrator; this loss increases with increase in n. Thus,

at D = 0.5 and F = l0- 5 this loss attains 1.7 db, if n = 10, and 3 db

if n = 30. Therefore, at large n the coincidence method is unsuitable

from the energy point of view.

A Nu, B~eqa-be-mc

A 6 7

D ID

son or

Fig. 6.36. Calculating the probability of detection by the coincidence
method. A) Number of the regular received pulse; B) favorable combina-
tions; C) probabilities; D) n - k combinations.

Calculation of the probability of operation of the coincidence cir-

cuit i considerably more complicated than a calculation of the probabil-

ity that the threshold will be exceeded in binary integration. Therefore

we will derive the formula for the threshold of detection using K pulses
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Fig. Threshold signal as
a function of the number of pul-
ses: a) Coherent integration; b)
noncoherent integration; c) pro-
cessing by the coincidence method

in a row out of a series of n pulsings only for the case when K > n/2.

We will examine the pulses sequentially, in the order in which they ar-

rive from the target.

It is obvious that a combination of K pulses in a row is impossible

before reception of the pulse with the number k = K. Upon reception of

the Kth Dulse the coincidence circuit starts up if all K pulses exceed

the quantization level y0. The probability of such an event is pk (Fig.

6.36).

With the arrival of each successive pulse, including the last, the

probability of the formation of a detectable combination increases by

the quantit, qp K where p = 1 - p. This is the result of the fact that

in order to form a new favorable combinatiop, the last K pulses must ex-

ceed the quantization level, while the pulse preceding them should not

exceed it. Actually, if this pulse also exceeded the quantization level;

a fP.vorable comb-ination would be formed one repetition period earlier,

and the reception of a pulse in the current period cannot alter the

fact that the coincidence circuit has operated nor the probability of
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I
such an event.

Whether' or not the quantization level is e. eeded by the signals

received before -he pulse preceding the detectable nonbination of K

pulses does not affect operation of the coincidence circuit. Nor can

these pulses form a favorable combination, since, with the limitation

(K> )introduced by us above thi~er number is n-(K+I)<K,

It follows from what has been said that the probability of formation

of all favorable griups except for the first is identical and equal to

qpK. The number of such groups is n - K (see Fig. 6.36).

Consequently, the probability that at least one pulse will appear

at the output of the coincidence circuit over the course of n pulsing

periods is equal to the sum of the probabilities of formation of all

incompatible favorable combinations: pC 4 (n-K) qpKp=K [I + (-K) (I -p)j.

At p = ps and p = Psh' respectively, we obtained the probabilities

of detection and of false alarm:

D, F=KjI+(i-K)(1-P)I, K>j- (6.40)

at K < n/2 the calculation follows a more complex formula

Dr~ +~.1'~ +)pK] -()'C:pk (6. 41)

where CV is the number of combination; vI and v are whole parts of num-

bers n - 1/K + 1 and n/K + 1 respectively.

It should be noted that for all n < 10 condition K,. 5X 15n>4

ts satisfied, and Formula (6.40) may be utilized. The number of terms

n
in Formula (6.41) ,,=v2- at the condition K = Kop t Z 1.5 ri is 0.9rW.

It mr.y actually be taken equal to 0.3rW, since the remaining terms make

a negligible contribution. Then we may limit ourselves to two terms in

sum at n < 50 and three terms at n - 100.

Unfortunately.. as in the case of binary integration, the sensitivity
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and level of' one of the thresholds it may be calculated from the assigned

F) F and D only using the sampling method or using previously compiled

graphs. Figure 6.37 shows discrimination factor m as a function of

che number of pulses in the packet when the target is detected using

the coincidence method (K = Kopt ) in comparison with optimum coherent

and noncoherent reception for certain concrete conditions.

§6.8. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DETECTION OF RADAR SIGNALS WHEN INDICATORS
ARE Ui'ED

Visual rad .r observation has its specific oharacteristics which

are determined by the properties of the indicator and by the physiologi-

cal pcssibilities of the operator under the assigned observation condi-

tions. Signals passing through the RLS receive strip and giving :..se to

target blips on the indicator are integrated by the screen and by the

eye, giving. rise to a certain imprint - trace - in the consciotusness of

the observer. The accumulation of traces and the analysis of their

characteristics, as consciously performed by the operator, enable him

to take a decision as to the preeince or absence of a target.

Let us examine the influence of these factors on the efficiency of'

detection of radar signals.

1. Integrating P:,certies of Indicators

The indicator characteristics influence the process of radar ob-

servation in two way-:: in the first place, the kind of marking (bright-

ness or amplitude) aal the type of indicator scan, and also certain

properties'of itE ',c.een determine the "quality" ol' the image repro-

duced - its brightiess, clearness, stability over time, e"-. As will be

shown below, these factors have a substan*,ial influence on the forma-

tion of the trace in the operator's consciousness. In the second place,

the storage properties of the screen of the cathode-ray tube determine

the efficiency of integration of radar signals, this being a process
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Fig.6.38. Observatio' of signals on an indicator with amplitude marking:
a) Noise path in the absence and in the presence of a signal; b) bright-
ness distribution of noise path.

which occurs without the participation of the operator's consciousness.

The type of scan and character of the marking substantially influ-

ence the sensitivity of the indicator. The indicator with amplitude

marking is the most sensitive. To explain this characteristic we may ex-

amine the mechanism of detection of weak signals when amplitude marking

is used.

During the coarse of one scanning cycle an oscillogram of the re-

ceiver output voltage is traced on the indicator screen; this is not

enough for reliable selection of any iniLvldual blip as a useful signal.

Visual inertia causes the scanning lines which are rapidly traced on

the screen to create the impression of a broad bright band, the so-called

noise path. The higher the pulsing frequency of the radar station the

greater the number of oscillograms in the noise path and the less dis-

ce:iible is any individual blip.

The meat ing of the brightness at each point in the noise path cor-

responds to the total time during which the bright spot remains at this

point. Therefore, the brightness in a cross-section perpendicular to the

scanning line changes in accordance with the distribution of the noise

voltage, that is, according to the Rayleigh law (Fig. 6.38). In an anal-

ogous way for the part of the screen where the sigial appears in each

pulsing period, the distribution of brightness will correspond to a gen-I eralized Rayleigh law.
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In the presence of a weak signal the section of the noise path pos-

sessing maximum brightness is slightly displaced upwards. This displace-

ment is greater, the greater is the amplitude of the useful signal with

respect to noise. The weakest signals are detected by a scarcely no-

ticeable darkening in the lower part of the noise path. As signal in-

tensity Increasek, a bright projection becomes visible above the scan-

ning line; finally, powerful signals are depicted in the form of sharp-

ly defined pulses.

The possibility of detecting an extrwY1 ely weak signal among the

noise, the presence of this signal being ascertained from the scarcely

noticeable darkening of the noise path, makes the amplitude indicator

one of the most sensitive devices as regards detection thresholds. The

discriminatior factor of such indicators in tne usual RLS opeorating re-

gimes is of the order of unity. However, the amplitude indicator has

practically no memory and does not give a sharp depiction of the target.

The mechanism of detection of weak signals on indicators with

brightness markings and range sweep, as is known, consist of the follow-

Ing: establishing In bis mind the limiting thyeshold with respect to

brightness, the operator includes in his observation only those bright

spots which exceed the threshold. The limiting level is close to the

average noise level, which helps in the detection of weak signals. How-

ever, an indicator with brightness marking a'ies not transmit amplitude

relations well. The number of discriminable gradations on an crdinary

screen with afterglow is 3-4; if it is necessary to detect a threshold

signal which scarcely differs from the hac!'groLuid, only one or two grada-

tions are actually used. This type of amplitude quantization causes a

r(-duction in the quantity of information transmitted by thc blip and

heightens the threshold signal. The discrimination factor of elevation-
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range brightness Indicators is considerably greater than that of ampli-

tude indicators, comprising several units, usually from 3 to 10.

A Rxcm elewwa

S----

4

2---

4- -

2 B V$ 4 8 to iti •#$

Fig. 6.39. The lrightness of
screen glow as a i"unct- on of
the number, of repeated excita-
tions. A) Brightness of glow
(in relative units); B) num-
ber of excitations.

As has been pointed out earli.er, directional indicators are nonsyn-

chronous storage devices and therefore possess the lowest sensitivity.

Their discrimination factor is 10-20 and more.

The screens of indicator tubes of the customary type are made of

special subttances - luminophors which glcw when oombarded bj electrons.

The afterglow of the luminophor is evaluated by the time it takes

for the glow to reduce to 0.01 of its initial value. This quantity is

conventionally called the afterglow time. Radar station indicator

screens possess, e.sentially, three different values of afterglo, time.

1. Screens with slight afterglow, measured in hundredths of a se-

cond. After the end of bombardment the glow intensity declines exponen-

tially with a very low time constant. Such screens are atilized in al-

most all indicators with amplitude marking and in oscillographs.
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2. Screens with average afterglow, measured in tenths of a second

(more precisely, from 1/20 sec to about 2 sec), used ko smooth out

flicker when the repetttio)n frequency of the images is less than the

critical frequency as determined by the stroboscopic effect (about 1/10

sec).

3. Screens with considerable afterglow, several seconds and ;(-e,

which are used to preserve the radar image on the brightness indicator

during a complete scanning cycle.

Single-layer 3creens with extended afterglow work well with weak

excitation: they assure considerable clarity of the image and a long

afterglow. However, image brightness is inadequate. Image brightness

cannot be substantially heightened by increasing the intensity oi' the

electron flux without a deterioration in image quality. This is because

excitation by an electron beam cannot penetrate to a considerable depth

in the luminophor.

In contrast to the electron flux, light excitation penetrates to

a considerably greater depth in the luminophor. This characteristic of

photolumlnescence (luminescence due to excitation by rays in the opti-

cal spectrumi) is employed in the 5o-called cascade screens. Two differ-

ent luminophors are a.plied in two layers to the surface off the glass

of the screen. The layer which is subject to direct bombar.dment ;y

electrons usually emits a blue or a light blue glow. Its afterglow time

is insignificant. The glou of the first layer excites the 3econd, so-

called glass layer, %h'.ch possesses extended afterglow.

A bright burst of blue light at the momeit of excitation of the

screen inhibits normal observation. By covering the screen w ith an

orange light filter it is possible to eliminate almost completely the

influence of the blue glow which pasnes through the second layer.

The brightness of the glow of cascade screens decrea.es over time
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according to a law which is almost hyperbolic. The rapidity with which

thle brightness declines is slightly less at lesser values of the current

rcerisity in the beam. Upon repeated excitation the afterglow declines

more slowly.

The integrating capacity of the screen with extended afterglow,

characterized by increase in brightness under the influence of repeated

excitations, Js illustrated by the experimental graph depicted in Fig.

6.39. Along the axis of the ordinates of the graph is laid out the

S brightness of the screen glow before each successive excitation, these

S being repeated every second. Brightness after the first excitation is

j taken as unity. Both axes follow identical logarithmic scales, and the

linear function on the graph therefore takes the form of a straigh6

line with a 450 slope angle.

It can be seen from this graph that initially the increase in the

S afterglow brightness is more rapid than the increase in the number of

jexcitations (the slope angle of the initial sections of the curve is

greater than 450). Thus, for example, the second excitation increases

' he brightness of the blip not by two times, as might have been expected,

but by three times. Such a nonlinear dependence (superproportionality)

. between the number of excitations and the increase in brightness which

they produce occurs when excitation intensity is low.

The superproportionality phenomenon is connected with the presence

of a certain energ threshold value which Is needed for the occurrence

S of glow. Basically, this threshold is exceeded by the first excitation.

i Therefore, the glow brightness corresponding to it is less than th'3

growth in brightness as determined by the subsequent pulses.

A superproprtional increase in brightness occurs only for the

first few initial excttiions. Later the slope angle of the curve (Fig.

6.39) becomes lower than 45' and gradually decreases to zero, The glow
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brightness increases noticeably up to about 20 excitations. A slight

lncrease in brightness can be noted even up to 50, and in some instances

to 20 5 - nitations.

+

*1- £ '

Fig. 6.40. Schematic depiction of elementary storage devices of a graph-
econ target: 1) Target dielectric; 2) signal plate; 3) high-voltage
(recording) beam; 4, 5, 6) elementary storage devices for electrical
charges; C1, C2 , C3 ) capacitances equivalent to elementary storage dev-

ices; i) discharge current of elementary storage device.

Thus, the typical screen with extended afterglow may be viewed as

an ideal integrating device for 10-20 pulses, which corresponds approxi-

mately to the packet of reflected signals during customary RLS operating

regimes.

As follows from what has been said, the luminescent screen of an

ordinary cathode-ray indicator fulfills two basic functions: transforma-

tion ef the electrical signals into brightness blips and reiw:embering

the image. However, these functions may be performed more successfully

by separate elements. The charge-storage tube target is often utilized

as a memory unit.

The oharge-storage tube "remembers" the radar signals by transform-

ing them into electrical charges which form on the dielectric target a

peculiar so ,t of invisible radar image. The potential relief which may

be maintained on the target without noticeable change for practically

any length of time is then transformed inLo a bright visible image on

the luminescent screen. These transformations are accomplI,±ed either
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in the same cathode-ray device or a special television kinescope may be

employed to obtain a visible image.

In the first case the potential relief registered on the target in

the form of a finely structured grid governs the intensity of the broad

electron beam which penetrates the target and excites the luminescence

screen. Depending upon the depth of the potential relief, che holes in

the grid let through a varying quantity of electrons of the reproducing

beam end vary the velocity of their motion. The invisible image of the

potential relief is transferred to the luminescent screen.

In the Eecond case, various cathode-ray devices are utilized to

remember the signal and reproduce the image. Recording is done by a

charge-storage tube whose scan is synchronized with the antenna rotation

and with the pulsing of the transmitter. The charge-storage tube output

i signal, which are obtained as a result of readout, are amplified and fed

I to a television kinescope. A television scan is used to read out the

signals from the target and to reproduce the image on the kinescope.

Let us examine briefly the mechanism of formation of the potential
t

relief of the target usirg as an example a charge-storage tube of the

two-beam graphecon type.

In its first approximation the charge-storage tube target may be

viewed as the totality of the elementary storage devices - condensers

(Fig. 6.40). When they are being prepared for recording, all the elemen-

tary storage devices of the target are charged by a low-volt electron

beam to an identical initial potential. Irradiation of part of the tar-

get by another, low-volt beam creates inside the dielectric layar free

carriers of charges - ele-trons and holes. Their movement which is gov-

erned by the electrical field of the surface charge of the target forms

a current of electron-excited conductance. The size of this current

usually exceeds the current of the high-voltage beam and depends upon
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its instantaneous intensity. The internal secondary electrons exiting

to the surface of the target reiu-e the positive charge on the surface

and give rise to potential relief. This process may be viewed as dis-

charge of the target elementary stor--- devices by a current of excited

conductance.

The recorded signals are fed to the modulator of the graphecon

hign-voltage projector. Change in the charge of the target elements is

determined by the current of the recording beam, by the extent of the

irradiation, and by ti- initial potential difference in the dielectric

layer. The elementary storage device may be completely discharged by the

current of excited conductance during one or several scanning cycles of

the high-voltage beam, depending upcn the recording conditions. When the

current is low the elementary storage device is incompletely discharged

during the time of existence of the packet of recorded pulses. Zmall

changes in the target charge, determined by individual pulses, may be

distorted by the internal noises of the charge-storage tube, and by var-

ious noises and babble in the apparatus. A high-intensity pulse com-

pletely discharges the target, and repeated pulses of the packet can

no longer change the potential relief. Under optimum conditions only

the last pulse of the recording packet completely discharges the target

element and completes the formation of the potential relief.

Gradual increase in the potential relief with the arrival of addi-

tional recording pulses makes it possible to integrate the radar sig-

nals.

The integrating properties of indicators are sometimes mistakenly

identified with memory time. Thus, for example, it might be assumed

that when cathode-ray tubes with short afterglo v are replaced by cas,-

cade screens with an afterglo.w Lirae measured in seconds, the indicator

sensitivity would increase substantially due to the possibility of ac-
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cumulating a large number of pulses. It would seem that still greater

possibilities are afforded by the charge-storage tube whose memory time

for signals is practically unlimited. However, these assumptions are

not justified.

A

Fig. 6.41. Storage of pulse sig-
nals by a screen with afterglow
and by a charge-storage tube tar-
get. A) Voltage; B) brightness;
C) charge; D) afterglow time.

IL
Al i 1 I I1 1111l!11111M

, .1 1 .I iIllil I 111 !1 1 ll

Fig. 6.42. Voltage of the read out signal of the graphecon as a function
of the number of pulses recorded at one point. The figures under the
curves give the collector current in microamperes. A) Number of pulses.

As follows from the mechanism of the formation of potential relief

examined above, the integrating properties of the target are determined

by its ability to alter its potential relief noticeably under the influ-

ence of repeated pulses (Fig. 6.41a and c), i.e., they are more ampli-

tude than time characteristics. From the point of view of integration
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the requirements on the memory are only that memory time be not less

than the length of a series of accumulated pulses. This requir-emert is

easily satisfied in the case of the charge-storage tube; the afterglow

time of cascade screens (Fig. 6.41b) is also usually greater than the

length of a pulse packet. Only in the( case of screens with shorc after-

glow is this relation often not satisfied.

From the point of view of the possibility of accumulating radar

signals, cathode-ray tubes with ordinary screens possessing extended

afterglow and charge-storage tubes are approximately equivalent. An ex-

p rimental. graph of signal intensity as recorded in a typical graphecon,

as a function of the number of pulses in the packet (Fig. 6.42), shows

that effective integration occurs up to about 10 pulses. After that the

growth of the recorded signal slows down, and then the output signal

may also decrease.

Readout, that is, the transformation of potential relief into elec-

trical signals, is accomplished in the graphecon by secondary electron

emission. In readout the target surface is irradiated by an electron

beam of constant intensity. The accelerating voltage is selected low;

therefore, the current of excited conductance is practically absent,

and the target charge is formed as electrons are knocked off its surface.

When a low-voltage beam is run across the area of the target which

has been discharged during recording, the charge is restored. The poten-

tial of this section increases toward the initial position, and a pulse

of current arises in the target circuit. But if the readout beam irrad-

idates a target element whose potential has not changed in the record-

ing process, there is no restoration of the charge, and there is no cur-

rent in the target circuit. Thus, the readout operation is accompanied

by erasure of the potential relief created by the recording process,

and the target is prepared for a new recording.
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If the radar image is transformed into a television image, usually

a readout current Is established such that the potential relief is not

disturbed essentially. Change in the readout current makes it possible

to regulate the memory time within wide limits (to 10 min and more).

To summarize what has been said above, we note that from the point

of view of the efficiency of integration of radar signals, this proces

occurring without participation of human consciousness, a screen with

extended afterglow and a charge-storage tube target are approximately

equivalent and make possible the linear integrati'n of 10-20 pulses. As

regards afterglow time, brightness, and image stability, the afterglow

law and other such indicator parameters, charge-torage tube systems are

unquestionably superior. These parameters have a substantial influence

upon the effectivcness of subsequent signal analysis in the operator's

organs of sight and consciousness.

2. Influence of Physiological Factors

The integrating capacity of vision is determined by the photochemi-

cal reactions occurring in the sensitive elements of the eye. As is

known, the sensitive elements of' the eye are the cones and the rods form-

ing a sort of mosaic - the retina. The molecules of the light-sensitive

substance of the cones or the rods, decaying under the influence of

light, create decay products which excite the visual nerve. This latter

transmits the excitation to the brain. A certain time is required fcr

the decomposition and restoration of the molecules of the light-sensi-

tive substance. A pulse excitation which is repeated at time intervals

of 0.1 sec or less is received by the eye as a continuous luminescence.

This luminescence is accompanied by flicker, buz at a frequency of ex-

citation exceeding 50-60 hz this flicker becomes unnoticeable. Accord-

ing to Talbot's law the apparent brightness of a continuous luminescence

is equal to its average brightness.
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The increase in the effect of the sensation of light in the opera-

tor's eye, occurring automatically and without the participation of the

consciousness, when excitation is repeated at short time intervals not

exceeding the tenth part of a second, is called visual accumulation.

Light impulses arriving at larger time intervals are treated as new

excitations and are not added to the preceding excitation in the opera-

tor's eye. The affect of such more widely spaced excitations may also

be cumulative. In this case, the role of storage device is played by

the operator's brain, which distinguishes among excitations with respect

to certain characteristic signs. Such an accumulation of information

occurring in the operator's consciousness is called visual correlation.

Visual correlation in radar observation is associated with a whole

series of characteristics and signs of the target blip which may be de-

tected by conscious analysis, and not automatically as in the case of

visual accumulation. Such signs are: the appearance of the blip in suc-

cessive scanning periods in a particular section of the screen, the in-

crease in the size of the useful blip by comparison with noise, the for-

mation of a trajectory of target movement by successive blips, and cer-

tain other factors.

If the trace which is left in the onerator's consciousness may be

viewed as the result of the primary proncessing of radar signals, then

the process of viSual correlatio. represents a secondary processing of

these traces.

In the process of radar observation integration and visual corre-

lation are not equally offe.tive. As is known, in linear integration

the threshold signal power is proportional to the square root of the

number of integrated signals. This is also true for linear integration

done by an indicator or by the operator's eye under normal RLS operat-

ing conditions. Since nearly linear integration occurs only in the
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case of processes which are spaced at short time intervals (0.1 sec and

less), its effectiveness is determined precisely by these rapid prcces-

ses.

Thus, for example, a doubling of the numer of pulses In the packet,

when all other conditions are equal, usually leads to a lowering of the

detection threshold by V7 times or by 1.5 db regardless of whether the

indl .a~r employs amplitude or brightness marking, or uses a tube with

long or short screen afterglow. At the same time these factors have a

substantial influence upon the effectiveness of vis,;al correlation. The

memory must be utilized in order to compare the various traces with one

another. The memory power of the human mind may not be considered per-

fect, since the traces left in it are gradually lost. The effect of vis-

ual correlation may be achieved if the memory of the whole detection

system is heightened by using an indicator device and if on the indica-

tor there is a graphic image which is suitable for the comparison of

traces.

An example of such an image could be registration on the tape of

a chemical or photoelectric device connected to a range-measuring radar

station. The fact that the tape is continuous makes it possible to reg-

ister a practically unlimited number of traces. From the point of view

of effectiveness of visual correlation, the indicator utilizing a

* charge-storage tube with an extended memory is also perfect. When rapid-

ly moving objects are observed on such an indicator, what is detected

is the group of traces forming the trajectory of motion of the blip.

In the examples examined above an increase in the number of traces

I is of maximum value for improving the observability. In particular, ex-

J periments with a chemical writing device have demonstrated that a doubl-

ing of the number of pulses leads to a 2.5 db reduction in the threshold

signal.
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Even though analogous images are viewed on an ordinary cathode-

ray tube with aft 3rglow of the order of several seconds, such e memory

can no longer give substantial assistance to visual correlation. Here

the operator's memory is called Into play, and in it, as has been shown,

old traces are gradually 3ost. Even if the number of traces is doubled,

the operator in fact cannot handle this doubled quantity of traces, and

he cannot reduce the threshold signal by 2.5 db as in the above experi-

ment with a chemical writing device, but by approximately 2-2.2 db.

This all makes it possible to evaluate the degree of reduction of

the detection threshold with change in the various RLS parameters.

3. The Influence of Observation Conditions

Contrast sensitivity is an important characteristic of sight, one

which influences the process of radar observation. In radar the con-

trast sensitivity of the eye determines its capacity to note differences

in the luminescence of two adjacent sections of the screen which are

represented as being in contact with one another. As a measure of

brightness (K) we use the difference in the orightness of the target

blip (BO0 ) and the background (Bf), divided by the background process

A number of experiments have established that the brightness con-

trast which can be detected on the indicator screen is approximately

proportional to the signal power. Therefore, the graphs of nontrast

sensitivity given in this section characterize in their first approxi-

ma- ion the change in the corresponding threshold signal.

Contrast sensitivity depends largely upon the view angle encom-

passing the blip (that is, upon its area), and upon the background

brightness. Figure 6.43 is an experimental graph illustrating thts

function. The values of the view angle encompassing the blip are laid
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Fig. 6.43. Contrast sensitivity as a function or the angle of view (the
angular area of the blip). The numbers on the curves indicate the back-
ground brightness in apostilbs. A) Angle of view encompassing the blip,
min; B) background brightness, apsb; C) light contrast, K.
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Fig. 6.44. The detection time of a blip as a function of contrast. The
figures on the curves indicate the distance in centimeters between the
blip and the point at which the operator looks. A*i Detection time; B)
second; C) contrast K.

Fig. 6.45. Detection time after light adaptation as a function of blip
(ontrast. Curves are given for the various values of the background
brightness (in milliuxes). A) Detection time; B) minutes; C) contrast
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out on the axis of the ordinate of the graph on a logarithmic scale;

on the axis of the abscissa are laid out the threshold values cf the

contrast. Curves are given for the various brightnesses of' the back-

ground - from dark (0.0001 apsb) to very bright (1 apostilb). The opti-

mum value for background brightness of an indicator screen of a sta-

tionary radar station is about 0.01 apostilb.

The time during which the blip is detected is of substantial im-

portance in characterizing the operating conditions of a radar-staticn

operator. The relation between the time needed for detecti,: and the

brightness contrast of the blip relatied to the background is illustrated

b: the (xperimental curve in Fig. 6.44.

It is impossible to set up experiment in visual observations which

exclude the operator's reaction and the delay involved in establishing

the fact of detection. Therefore, the detection time laid out along the

axis of the ordinate concerns a certain unknown and approximately con-

stant quantity determined by the experimental conditions. However, in-

determinacy in the position of origin of the coordinates of the graph

do not prevent us from making practical use of it.

For example, let us take the case of observation of a target blip

on the indicator screen of a stationary radar station. The operator's

working condItions in this case are favorable for observation: in a

quiet environment he can look around in the corresponding section of

screen for several seconds. As follows from the graph, brightness con-

trast of the order cf 0.1 may be detected in this case.

Let us take another extreme case, in which the operator of the

radar station is a pilot.* Since he Is operatlng the airplane, he can

only glance at the screen, letting his eye rest on the blip for a frac-

ti.on of a second. In this case the detectable contrast is approximately

0.3.
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The light adaptation ohenomenon preceding observation of the screen

sharply reduces the contrast sensitivity of vision and causes a substan-

tial deterioration in the observability of radar signals. In the case

of stationary radar stations the harmful influence of adaptation may be

practically eliminated by using external illumination, by employing

tubes, etc.

On an airplane the radar station operator is the pilot or some other

member of the crew who conducts visual observation of the air environ-

ment or of the earth's surface. In moving his eye from the brightly il-

luminated sky to the s.;reen, the operator is for an extended period of

time incapable of distinguishing the radar image.

Contrast sensitivity as a function of detection time in the pre-

sence of light adaptation is illustrated by the experimental graph of

Fig. 6.45.* Prior to observation the operator looked for 120 sec at a

i source of illumination which was as bright as a sunlit sky. Curves are

given for four constant background brightness values. A comparison of

Fig. 6.44 and 6.45 shows that after light adaptation detection time ir'-

creases by more than an order of magnitude. In this case the only way

to heighten contrast sensitivity is to increase image brightness.

Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

282 If the received-signal amplitude is not known, after recep-
tion the obtained results must be, as a supplementary opera-
tion, averaged over all amplitude values, with due accountj of their probabilities.

292 The derivative of the integral for, the lower limit is equal
to the integran with the opposite sign. 4
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317 If the problem is not one of detection with monopulse beam-

321 Since finding the root is a nonessential operation, it is
not obligatory; threshold I may be replaced by Z2

322 Here we do not take up the question of the ambiguity of the
velocity reading in the pulse mode.

329 In fact, the energy requirement increases somewhat, althoug.
very slightly, with increase in the number of elements of
resolution.

345* In many textbooks tables are given for the function 4,a)w

2 di , which is connected with the above function

by the dependence -(a)m-y1+,(*).

345** Sometimes another notation is used for the reciprocal func-
tion: tv-,(YDz-sc(Y).

349 See §5.5.

371 It is assumed that observation is done at night. Otherwise it
is necessary to take into account the presence of light adap-
tation preceding observation. as is discussed below.

372 See [2] to Chapter 6.

Transliterated Symbols

282 m = sh = shum = noise
292 PX11 = RKhP = rabochaya kharakteristika priyemnika re-

ceiver operating characteristic

297 MxH =m = minimal'nyy = minimum

297 PJIC = RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stamtsiya = radar

300 npA = prd = peredacha = transmission

300 6 = b = biyeniye = beat

300 npM = prm = priyem = reception

301 M = m = modulyatsiya = modulation

301 maKc maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum

310 x i = impil's = pulse

310 n = p = paket = packet; povtoreniye = repetition

312 $ = f = fil'tr = filter

319 OZ = FD = fazovoy detektor = phase detector
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320 on = op = optimalfnyy = optimum

322 = d = doppler = doppler

329 c s = signal = signal

336 = z = zaderzhka = delay

336 J I = LD = liniya zaderzhki delay line

337 a = a = anod = plate
337 cm = sm = smeshcheniye = bias
337 Bp = vr = vrashcheniye = rotation

337 CA = SD = selektor dal'nosti = range selector

337 H = N = nakopitel' = store

369 = f = fon = background
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Chapter 7

RESOLUTION, ACCURACY, AND UNIQUENESS OF THE READING IN MEASUREMENT OF

RANGE AND VELOCITY

§7.1. RANGE MEASUREMENT ERROR

The measurement of coordinates is one of Che principal functions

of radar devices. Measurement is inevitably accompanied ty errors, and

these provide a quantitative characterization of accuracy - cne of the

chief parameters of radar stations.

Errors may be divided into systematic and random.

Systematic error is the name given to t'ie difference bet l4en the

average value of a quantity obtained from numerous measuremerlts, and its

actual value. In principle, systematic erroi s may be offset b' Introduc-

ing corrections when calibrating the RLS or after the rreasurel ent has

been made. The correction is equal to the syt.tematic error wita lae op-

posite sign.

Random errors cannot be compensated, for their concrete vaute in

each separate measurement is unknown. Therefore, random error is one of

the determinants and 14m1;ations of measurement accuracy.

1enie measurement accuracy is evaluated quantitatively by the mean

square value of random error a or by dispersion a 2 which is the aver-

age square of the difference between the measured value of the random

quantity and its average value.

In practice, however, it is not always possible to determine and

to compensate for systematic urror. Therefore, in order to provide a

complete description of accuracy, the RLS performance sheet often in-
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eludes, together with the aR, the limits of variation of the systematic

error.

Range measurement errors are divided, with respect to their point

of origin, into external and internal.

External errors include those due to unstable propagation conditions

and errors introduced by the target itself. External errors do not de-

pend upon the measurement method or upon the type of equipment used. In-

ternal errors include those caused by noise in the particular range

measurement method used (noise errors of the method) and instrumental

errors.

1. Propagation errors (a R). Change in the conditions of prupaga-

tion (the specific inductive capacitance of the medium) causes change

in the velocity of propagation of radio waves c. The random error result-

ing from change in velocity Ac is

ORAR=--A-

If we make the substitution OR R and replace the random quanti-

ties by their mean square value, we obtain

04=, -c (7.1)
C

It follows from this that the absolute value of the propagation error

Increases with increase in range.

The relative mean square value of the fluctuations of the propaga-

tion velocity a s/c depend upon the state of the atmosphere and cannot

be determined accurately, like the velocity itself. It can only be as-
sumed as an approximation that it is of the order -I-10-'. Of approxi-

mately the same order of magnitude is the systematic (slowly changing)

part of the error, which is not subject to being taken into account and

offset. The question of propagation errors will be examined in more

detail at the end of this chapter.
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2. Errors introduoed by the target (aRts). Most real targets con-

sist of a large number of elementary reflectors and have finite length

Its in the radial direction from the RLS. With relative displacement of

the target or change in the RLS frequency the center of reflection of a

complex target may be displaced within the limits of interval It. Mea-

surement errors will be most scattered relative to the center of the

target when any position of the center of reflection x -'hin the limits

of interval Zts is equally probable, that is, the distribution density

W(x) I~.

Then

.0 SW (x) dx=-- x'dx=

and the mean square value of the error introduced by the target will in

all cases not exceed the quantity

OR -O ,3 . (7.2)
Error introduced by the target has no particular significance for

the measurement of range, since the center of reflection is not outside

the target limits. However, range fluctuation of the center of reflec-

tion has a substantial impact upon the accuracy of measurement of tar-

I get radial velocity.

in radar systems with active response no errors are introduced by

Sthe target. Instead of them, it is necessary to take into account ev-

rors o =.ja determined by the scatter in the transponder triggering

timea o

3. Noise errors of the method (aRm). With the given method of mea-

suring range, errors due to noises are detcrmineA by the relative noise

level, the signal shape, and the effectiveness with which the signal is

processed. There is an optimum method of processing in which error Rm
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is minimum. This minimum error characterizes the potential possible mea-

surement accuracy for the given signal shape and the assigned signal/

/noise ratio and is denoted by Rp"

We introduce the relation

oa: KM 4 . (7.3)

where Km > 1 is a factor characterizing the efficiency with which the

signal iz processed. The closer Km is to unity, the more efficient the

processing method.

The calculation of quantity aRp and the optimum signal-processing

procedure assuring achievement of the potential range measurement ac-

curacy will be examined below.

4. znstrumenta errors (aRi ). Instrumental measurement errors are

determined by the inefficiency of the RLS as a technical device. These

include errors in calibration and graduation, readout errors, errors of

interpolation, etc. Instrumental errors entirely upon the particular

station design employed. Very many of them may only be determined ex-

perimentally.

In conclusion let us note that systematic errors are added alge-

braically, while random errors are added geometrically. The total

range-measurement error

oR=op + oC + di + (7.4 )

When the items are not equivalent, the total random error is de-

termined by the largest of them; the smaller errors have only a slight

effect. Thus, if a given error is half the size of all other errors to-

gether, the total error is increased by only 10% as a result. This

should be borne in mind when apparatus is being designed, and the re-

quirements on the apparatus should not be too severe if this will not

lead to a perceptible reduction in the total error.
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§7.2. THE OPTIMUM RECEIVER FOR RANGE MEASUREMENT

Let us assume that signal x(t)=s(t-o)+(n() enters the input of a

receiver (filter) with arbitrary pulse characteristics h(t). The signal

proper s(t--ro) reflected from a motionless punctiform target has che

shape of the eaitted signal 8(t), but is delayed with respect to the

2R
latter by time o=- - , while noise n(t) is gaussian with a zero average

value.

The signal at the receiver otutput

Y 2 0h( t=y , + yl .

where

,, -A - o) h (- )d;(7.5)
. 2go () h f)d

are the signal and noise output functions respectively. The signal func-

tion y is regular: it is fully determined by the appearance of the sig-

nnl and by the receiver characteristic. The noise function ysh is a ran-

dom quantity with a gaussian distribution and a zero average value,

since the normal distribution law is maintained when the signal passes

through any linear system.

The signal function ys(T) is at a maximum at T = T0 . in the absence

of a noise function at the receiver output during the moment of arrival

of the signal maximum, the delay time of the echo signal T0 and the

target range R=" may be determined to any desired accuracy. However,

the signal and the noise function may not be separated, and it is there-

fore possible to clamp only the moment t of arrival of the maximum of

the total output signal y(0)=y ( )+y.(). This moment is known as "he

estimate of the delay time. The presence of noise function ysh(T)
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causes estimate T to be biased relative to the true value T0 by random
A '

quantity , which gives rise to raige measurement error

(Fig. 7.1).

Range is usually measured for a sufficiently !a~ge signal/noise ra-

tio E /EO; otherwise it would no longer be a question of the accuracy

of measuring the range of the true target, but rather of measuring the

range of pulse targets from random blips of the noise function.

Fig. 7.1. Combined effect of the
signal and the noise functions
at the receiver output.

Fig. 7.2. Measurement errors as
a function of the slope of func-
tion Y'(T) and the noise level.

When the signal/noise ratio is large, it may be considered that not

only the high-frequency signal, but also its envelope and its video sig-

nal at the outpu of the linear detector are distributed normally. There-

fore, without examining the precise structure of the high-frequency sig-

nal, we will understand signal 8(t) to mean the envelope or the video

signal at the output of the linear detector. Although the high-frequency
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reading off time on the carrier phase, in practice this accuracy can-

not be achieved because of the extreme .mbiguity within the limits of

the pulse length.

In order to estimate the accuracy of measurement of delay time, we

may examine the behavior of the derivative of function y('-yc()+Y-(@)

at the moment of reading. When the signal/noise ratio is large, the

random errors are not large. Therefore, if we expand the derivative of

signal function y;(T) into a Tayior series in the vicinity of To and lim-

it outselves to the two first terms, we obtain

y' ( C) (!o) + A'y' (-to) +y4 (7.6)

where yS(T O ) and y"(3 O ) are the derivatives of the signal function at

the point T - T0 .

During the moment when the receiver output function y(T) is passing

through the maximum (moment of reading) its derivative is equal to zero:

Y') =Y (-C) + A. + 4 .

Since at point i - T, derivative ys(T0) = 0, the error

AC ='C- % =- -- r---. (7.7)= Y , 0€ ), - . . .

The error dispersion in the vicinity of T T

7 (7.8)

where the line over the square of the noise function indicates that it

is averaged.

The physical meaning of Formula (7.8) can be understood from Fig.

7.2, where the first derivatives of the signal and noise functions at

the receiver output (T) and , (T) are given, being obtained by dif-th rcivr upu s Ysh

ferentiating output signal y(T). AAX follows from a comparison of the

derivative of signal function ys(T) and the mean square value of the
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derivatives of the noise function V J , measurement error aT be-

comes smaller as noise compvnent y' (T) decreases and as function y'(T)
sh s

bedomes steeper, that is, as y"(t), the second derivative of the signal
5

function, becomes larger.

In accordance with Formulas (7-5) and the rules of differentiation

under the sign of the integral, we may write

-"
n (t) -A- t di,

y:~ ~ ~ (, -- s (i- - d( t) di.

.(nasmuch as the integral depends only upon the relativw, shift of the

integrand, only one of these has been differentiatd, and the time posi-

tion off the other has been clamped. Tn taking the second derivative the

position first of one integrand, and then of the other, is clamped.

If we substitute the obtained values yh~t) and Y"(T) into Formula

(7.8), we obtain

-- -1 (7.9)

2 S(t- O) t' (-) di

The error dispersion depends upon the signal shape and the receiver

characteristic, that is, upon the method of measurement; therefore, it

has the subscript Im." We find the receiver pulse characteristic h(t)

at which the measurement error dispersion is smallest. The receiver pos-

sessing such a characteristic is optimum from the point of view _ff range

measurement and achieves the maximum potential measurement accu.racy for

the assigned signal shape.

The error dispersion am Ls minimum when the integral in the denom-

inator has its maximum possible value at t = tO. This Integral f.s the

function of the mutual correlation of functions s'(t - 0  and h'(T - t);
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this function characterizes their mutual resemblance. It will be maximum

when both functions are identical, that 's

-hit)--

I
h Wt - (to- ) ,

Thus, the pulse characteristics of the optimum receiver for range

mzasurement coincides with the characteristic of the adequate receiver

which best isolates any information, and with the characteristic of the

optimum receiver-detector. The receiver fcr range measurement differs

from the latter only in the procedure by which the results of'reception

are utilized: in detection the fact that the receiver output signal has

exceeded a given threshold is clamped, while in measuring range the mo-

ment during which this signal passes through the maximum is clamped.

Let us direct our attention to the following important circumstance.

As is known, the signal shape is changed substantially when it passes

to an optimum filter. For example, a rectangular pulse becomes triangu-

lar. From the point of view of measurement of range we are interested

not in the signal shape (it is known to us beforehand) but in the Infor-

mation borne by the reflected signal, in the given case - the delayi

time. The delay time may be clamped as accurately by the peak of a tri-

angular pulse as by the front of the initial rectangular pulse. There-

fore, if the receiver band is made broader than is optimum so ap to

make the wave front steeper, this only leads to a loss, since with widen-

Ing of the band the steepness of the signal front increases more slowly

than the noise level, and the error dispersion increases.

however, many textbooks recommend that accuracy be heightened by

selecting a receiver passLand which is 2-5 timez broader than optimum.

These recommendations are usefl when the accuracy of range reading is
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known to be lower than the potential accura,.y and is limited by the :n-

strumental measurement error which is lower as the pulse front is steep-

er.

As has already been noted, the output function of the optimum re-

ceiver is the logarithm of the probability ratio

where

i1.=-L- s -c).s(t-%)dt (7.10)

is the signal function, while

n t s("-)d (7-11)

is the output noise function of the optimum receiver.

The probability ratio component, not depending upon T, has been

eliminated since it has no influence upon range measurement, and is

taken into account only in selecting a threshold quantity in receiver-

detectors.

The value of the signal function at the point T = T is numerical-

ly equal to the signal/noise energy ratio

4('o)=-- s2(t - to)di-- --F, (7..2)

where E,-Ss2dt' is the full signal energy. The factor 2 in Formula (7.12)

is determined by the fact that comparison is made between the peak value

..e.. a t ..... .e effective value of the noise. In a sinusoidal

signal the amplitude is VT times greater than the effective value, and

this yields a factor of 2 when converted to poer (energy).

The dispersion of the noise component at the output of an optimum

filter is also equal to this ratio. Actually,

P. (,(t)s1t-)) 0t E2(2P.)2( . n, -
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2PT 2E,

j 0

Here we utilizea discrete representations of the function and tne

relations known before:
T F

F
F

EF22 ,~o S yzdt= J-Y; ~
Eo. ; jW 2 F,

The ratio of the square of the signal function at moment T T 0

to the dispersion of the noise function (signal/noise ratio at the re-

ceiver output with respect to power)

W e a% l(%o) __2E

p. 'L (

is also equal to the signal/noise energy ratio.

It follows from the relations given above that the optimum receiver

possesses the following remarkable property: the signal at its output

is concentrated at the moment of the maximum in such a way that the sig-

nEL/noise ratio at this moment is numerically equal to the ratio 'f the

whole energy of the received signal 2E to the spectral density of the

Snoise E0 , regardless of how this energy is dispersed over time in the

S receiver input.

Inasmuch as, in accordance with Formula (7.10), the signel output

7function t (T0 ) is a function of the signal autocorrelation e(t), the

I degree of concentration of the signal at the receiver output (compres-

sion) will be greater as the signal spectrum is wider. Consequently, ac-

curacy and resolution increase with widening of the signal spectrum.

§7.3. POTENTIAL ACCURACY OF RANGE MEASUREMENT

The dispersion of the error with which delay time is measured in an

2
optimum receivez, a is found by substituting its pulse characteristicTp

h(t) s(t0 - t) into Formula (7.9):
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-F tn(J)s'(t- dt
. a2 -- - -. (7 14)

, , s(t-- os' (t-6 Of].

We make use of the results of the derivation of Formula (7.13),

substituting function 8' in place of 8. Then

22[ (t) S' di d]= .- $['(t-~
Replacing the numerator of Formula (7.14) by the right side of the

latter equation, and assuming T = T0 , we find

In S is t(7.15)
I'" 0

This formuda chirac~e izes the dependence of the potential accuracy

of measuring delay time (range) upon signal shape 8Ct). Let us recall

that it was obtained for a large signal/noise ratio when the distribution

law of the signal envelope (amplitude) may be assumed normal. In this

case the following relation applies

+ 21,' (-o) "t (co) + It,(ro)1' = ..'-.ol (1, u - '% Al

since V'(T O ) - 0 (point of the maximum) and only the third term remain,
s0

its value having been determined above. Thus, the denominator in For-

mula (7.15) is nothing other than the average value of the square of

the derivative of the logarithm of the probability ratio with respect to

the measured parameter at T = T0 , and the formula may be rew,-itten in

the following form

I

F2 (7.16)

We have obtained the fundamental relation establishing a connection

between the potential accuracy of measurement and the output signal of

the optimum receiver. This relation may be demonstrated to be universal.
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In the first place, it is applicable for any law of probability

distribution and for any signal/noise ratio. Formula (7.15) is a particu-

lar instance of Relation (7.16) and is applicable cnly for a normal dis-

tribution law, that is, when the signal/noise ratio is sufficiently

large or the out-of-phase noise component is suppressed by a phase de-

tector.

In the second place, Relation (7.16) characterizes the potential

measurement accuracy of any signal parameter if the derivative is se-

lected with respect to this parameter. From this we may formulate the

general law for evaluating accuracy: the mean square value of the minimum

measurement error is the reciprocal of the mean square value of the der-

ivative of the output signal of an optimum receiver with respect to the

measured parameter at the point of reading.

Let us return to Relation (7.15). If we multiply and divide the de-

nominator by E,-'s2(t-)dt , we obtain

o~ ~~S i ( - -s(t--,%) dt

The first factor in the denominator is the signal/noise ratio 2E /
8

/ 0 which we already know. The second factor, which has the dimension-

ality of the square of the frequency, is denoted as

- S ' (t - ,)12 di-- -, (- . (7.17)

Quantity Afe is known as the effective width of the signal spectrum.

The general formula for evaluating range-measurement accuracy ul-

timately takes the form

1

M (7.18)

Thus, the potential accuracy of measuring delay time (range) is de-

termined by the signal/noise energy ratio and by the effective spectral
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band of the signal. Other signal parameters, in particular, length,

play no role. It follows from this that pulse and continuous systems

with frequency modulation are potentially of identical accuracy at iden-

tical 2E 0 and A e. Therefore, as will be demonstrated below, by arti-

ficially widening the spectrum it is possible to obtain a high degree

of accuracy when using broad pulses.

In order to clarify the obtained result and thp physical meaning of

the effective width of the signal spectrum af., iet us examine a pulse

of the simplest shape - a bell-shaped pulse.

Actual radar signals are almost bell-shaped, and the passband of

the filters of a multistage UPCh is nearly optimum for these pulses.

When the amplitude is unitary, the bell-shaped pulse (envelope)

has the appearance

where Ti is the pulse length read at the level e- =/ 4  0.45 (approxi-

mately at the half-amplitude level).

The signal derivative with respect to time

-zT e- - .

When calculating the effective band Afe from Formula (7.17) we as-

su.e T = 0, since the result is true -,t any T0" In addition, we make

use of tabular integrals

C li't - - " .

Inasmuch as a bell-shaped pulse theoretically extends from -  to

+0, we substitute the limit given in Form;ula (7.17). After doing the

necessary calculation (assuming a2 = 27r/q) we obtain
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j Is'(t)I'dt=- , r 1-. +

s'(t)d1=2 2'1

ad = (7.19)

The spectrum of a bell-shaped pulse is also bell-shaped

SA12

where A/- is also measured at the level e- 4 =0,45 ; therefor7e

If- / 1,SAf.

Thus, the effective spectral width of a bell-shaped pulse Af e and

its length Ti are connected by the relation Af,,=V , if the reading

is done at the 0.45 level with respect to amplitude. Similar results

are obtained for pulses of any other very simple shape if the reading

levels are selected in the appropriate way.

As has been pointed out, the signal/noise energy ratio at the point

T W T 0 is

Ut 0  2E*

where a is th.! ratio of the pulse amplitude to the mean square noise val-

ue, while n is the number of effectively integrated pulses.

Substituting the values of Afe and 2E. /E( Into Formula (7.18), af-

ter extracting the root, we obtain

(7.20)

When pulse! cf very simple shape are used the obtained relation

yields a result of trivial £imp.icity: the mean square range-measure-
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ment error is proportional to the pulse length and inversely proportion-

al to the signal/noise ratio with respect to voltage in the total sig-

nal. What is difficult is to define thEse quantities correctly. The ob-

tained result is valid when the signal/noise ratio a > 1 is sufficiently

large in a single pulse during noncoherent reception or when the signal/

noise ratio arn > 1 is large in the total signal during coherent recep-

tion.

In autotrack systems the number of pulses n = FpTi, where Fp is the

pulse repetition frequency, and Ti is the time constant )f the integra-

tor. In scanning systems the number of effectively integrated pulses n

is determined from the known formulas (see Chapter 5).

The mean square value of the random error, determining the potential

accuracy of range measurement is associatc with time measurement errors

by the well-known relation

(7.21)

In range-differentiating systems measurement is made of the delay

time between two received signals. If we denote the error dispersion of

the measurement of the time of arrival of one signal by 2 and of theTI'ado h

other by a 2 the error involved in measuring the intervals between twoIC2'

independent signals is determined by the sum of the dispersion:

while the error involved in measuring the difference in distances, char-

actrizlng the potential accuracy of range-differentiating systems,

ccA (7.22)

The measurement error in the non-optimum method of signal reception

may be found from Relation (7.9) if the actual form of the receiver

function h(t) is substituted into it.
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§7.4 SELECTION OF THE OPTIMUM SIGNAL SHAPE FOR MEASURING RANGE

In order to select a shape of the emitted oscillations which will

ensure the highest accuracy of range measurement, it is convenient to

represent the effective spectral width Afe as a function of complex sig-

nal spectrum S(f). We use the Parseval equality

Ss,(Od I= S (f) i df.

where Is(f)L' S=(f)S1(f), and the Fourier transformation

S (f = 5s(t) e-J'dt.

aI

Fle e 7.3. Selection of the sig-
nal shape which will ensure maxi-

~mum range-measurement accuracy:

a) Signal spectrum of arbitrary
shape; b) opti.mum signal spectrum.

By differentiating the last equality over time, we obtain

--d S (f) "- (t) e-P di - j2. f s ( t) e-Jtt d! =- 0,

Ssince $(f) is not a function of time. The first integral expresses the

spectrum of signal derivative S'(f); the second integral expresses the

spectrum of the signal itself S(f). Thence
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S,

and the Parseval equality for the signal derivative 8'(t) takes the form

S S?
o 'di = (2)' f'*S (f) I'd!.

By replacing the right side of the Parseval equality for a signal

by its derivative in Formula (7.17), we obtain*

I(2 )sSPS(f)tfdf (7.23)

Inasmuch as the potential rage-measurement accuracy increases with

increase in Afel it is necessary to search for a function S(f) which

will maximize the value of Af e in the presence of certain limiting con-

ditions. One such condition Js that the signal spectrum Af should be

full.

Figure 7.3a shows the square of the modulus of a certain spectral

function of a signal with spectral width Af. We may note in an analogy

with mechanics that Formula (7.23) expresses the central mon.ont of the

inertia depicted on the drawing of the figure. As is known, the moment

of inertia is maximum when the whole "mass" of the figure is concen-

trated at the edges of the assigned section, that is, when the signal

consists of two harmc'nic components fl and f2 separated by interval

fd = Af (Fig. 7.3b). We obtain phase systems of range measurement oper-.

ating with two waves.

Single-wave phase systems may b. visual!..ed as two-wave systems in

which the freqaency of one component and, consequently, its phase lead,

are equal to zero. Therefore, instead of measuring a phase difference,

it is -,ssible, in principle, to measure the phase of a single sinusoi-

dal os, illation with frequency f0 = fd.

Thus, the phase method of measuring range examined in Chapter 2

possesses the greatest potential accuracy. As has been noted, this meth-
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a b

Fig. 7.4. Signals of very simple shape and their correlation function,
characterizing resolution and accuracy: a) Broad pulses (narrow spectrum);b) narrow pulses (broad spectrum).

od possesses certain drawbacks. In the first place, when the spacing of

frequencies fd Is sufficiently great, reading starts to be ambiguous,

and part of the signal energy must therefore be expended on additional

frequency components iri order to form single-value scales, that is, a

deviation from the optimum method. In the second place, there is no

range resolution.

Therefore, the phase method of measuring range is the tesc for ca-

ses when observation is known to be limited to a single target, and am-

biguity may be excluded (for example, by continuous tracking of a tar-

get from a known distance). When measuring the range of many targets it

is necessary to provide range resolution.

Two targets are resolved with respect to range if their signals may

be observed separately at the receiver output. The si:nals of two punc-

tiform targets have the form of emitted oscillations e(t) and differ

from one another only in their amplitudes and time shifts T', which are

proportional to the distance between the tarogets. We are interested only
In 'Che time shift and thevefore assume the amplitudes to be identical.

The degree of resemblance between two identical signals of the form

e(t), separated by interval T', is evaluated, as is known, by the nor-

malized autocorrelation function
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()(i) S (t A (7.24)

where E is the value of the integral at T1 - 0 (signal energy). In view

of this T(0) = 1, which indicates complete resemblance of both signals

axl the impossibility, in principle, of distinguishing them at T' = 0.

With increase in T' the function 1(T) decreases, ard a peak is there-

fore formed in the vicinity of T' = 0. The sharper this peak, the less

the resemblance (correlation) between the signals at one and the same

T', and the easier it is to distinguish them (Fig. 7.4).

As follows from a compariion of Formulas (7.10) and (7.24), the

signal proper at the output of an optimum receiver Zs(T) coincide with

accuracy up to a constant factor with the autocorrelation function

T(T'), if we assume TC - T = T'. Consequently, the potential resolution

is determined by the width of the signal peak at the output of the op-

timum receiver.

In the absence of noise one signal may in principle be distinguished

from another rega'dless of how small the T' # 0 and with respect to any

deviation of functions T'V) or s (T) from the maxtmum value regardless

of how small. Resolution is therefore limitless. n practice, noise is

always present and limits it. Therefore revolution is a random quantity

and depends upon the signal/noise energy ratio and also upon tibe rate of

decline of function T(r') or Z (T).

The rate of decline of function T(t') increases, while the width

of the peak (correlation time) declines, with broadening of signal spec-

trum s(t), since the signal energy spectrum is a Fourier tra.nsfcrmation

of its autocorrelation function. Therefore, to heighten reso±ution it

is necessary to broaden the signal spectrum. In the simplest case the

signal spectrum is broadened by utilizing short pulses. in general, a.

will be demonstrated somewhat later, the s-ectrum miy be broadened by
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frequency (phase) modulation of the signal while its length is left un-

changed.

Using Formula (7.23) it is easy to determine effective spectral

width Afe in the case of an even spectrum within the 2A .Lcs of the band

Af, assuming S(f) - const:

At.,

Hence

- 1, 8 i&f.

The rate of decline of 'he output signal Zs (T) or of the function

'(T') also determines the accuracy of range measurement, since, when

the peak is sharper, the I.sition of its maximum is clamped more pre-

cisely. Actually, we dilferentiate Expression (7.24) twice; then

By substituting this relation into Formula (7.15) we obtain

a =-- ""(7.25)

Consequently, increase in the resolution is accompanied by simul-

taneous increase in the accuracy of measurement. However, increase in

the accuracy of measurement is not necessarily accompanied by a height-

ening of resolution; and this is the essential difference between them.

Thus, the two-frequency phase method of measuring range examined above

is not capable of resolution even though possessing high accuracy.

The reason for this is that, to obtain high resolution, the sharp

peak of the output signal in the assigned range zone must be the only

one. At the same time, to obtain a precise range reading it should also

be sufficiently sharp but not necessarily the only one. Therefore, in
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the first case the signal spectrum should be continuous, whle in the

7 second case it car, be discrete. A' the assigned spectral width the con-

tinuous spectrum is richer in harmonics and may carry more information.

A discrete or discontinuous spectrum neither ensures an unambiguous

reading at all-times, nor, even less, does it ensure resolution.

Consequently, the requirement of a high degree of resolution is

the most general requirement, and radar stations with a high degree of

resolution are among the highest class of measuring systems.

Our general conclusion on the selection of a signal shape is as

follows. If the ranges of a large number of targets are being measured,

high measurement accuracy is achieved if the spectrum possesses a suf-

ficiently large effective width Afe and is continuous. To measure the

range of an isolated target with the same accuracy the signal would

have to have the same effective spectral width Afe: however, it may be

discrete. In both cases as the signal/noise energy ratio 2Ea/g 0 is con-

sidered to be identical.

Our final conclusion on the selection of a signal shape will be

given in the analysis of the simultaneous measurement of range and rad-

ial velocity, since the frequency-time dependences in the signal are

mutually dependent.

§7.5. ACCURACY OF MEASURING RADIAL VELOCITY AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES

The measurement of target radial velocity VR - dR/dt may be reduced,

as has been nated, to the measurement of the Doppler shift of the re-

ceived signal frequency

F- 2V

this b'ing proportional to the emitted frequency f0 (we eliminate the

S) subsc-ipt D of the letter F).

Having solved this fornala for VR, having differentiated it, and
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converting to finite increments, we obtain the expression for the error

in measuring radial velocity

A V=-i + -rf.7 f

The relative error

AV At AP Al

Replacing the errors by the mean square values of a and utilizing

the law of their additio, we obtain

CT. )• + 7(7.2 6)

I The first term in the right side of Equality (7.25) expresses the

relative instability of the velocity of propagation; an evaluation of

this has been given in the beginning of the chapter. The third terra de-

fines the relative instability of the frequency of the emitted oscilla-

tionp; this is known for each individual RLS. The second term character-

izes the mean square error of the measurement of the Doppler frequency,

this being made up of instrumental error api and the error of the meth-

od of measuring ", (._=4.+j=). Both of these errors depend upon the

degree of efficiency of the equipment.

In equipment which functions at a high degree of efficiency the

instrumental error approaches zero, while the method error aFm approach-

es minimum quantity a p characteriz:-ng the potential accuracy of mea-

suring frequency.

In order to evaluate quantity aFP we may employ the relations ob-

tained for aTp, establishing an analogy between freque ,'; and tAme shift

in the signal.

"If we are not interested in the echo-signal delay, which is propor-

tional to t1-:, target range, in the casi: of an emitted signal of the form

cos 2wif 0 t the received signal may be represented as
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Cos 2wt f, - F).-

If we are not interested in the frequency shift, which is propor-

tional to the target radial velocity, the received signal takes the

form

cos2*f(- ),

where T = 2R/c is the delay, while f = f0 - F is the frequency of the

received --..gnal.

A comparison of these two last dependences demonstrates the com-

plete symietry of the received signal relative to time and frequency.

Therefore, al2 of the above conclusions relative ti the accuracy of

measuring tiie shift t will also be valid for frequency shift F, if

in the appropriate formulas the time and frequency characteristics are

exchanged.

In accordance with this, the formula for the dispersion f the op-

timum measurement of the frequency shift, by analogy with Formula (7.17),

takes the form

1
2E (7.27)

Here Te is the effective time of measurement, which may be determined,

for example, by analogy with Afe from Formula (7.23), as

2=2 (7.28)

where s(t) is the envelope of the emitted signal. If the emitted oscil-

lation is frequency modulated (complex modulation), it is necessary to

take the absolute value of the square of the function e(M). The obtained

formulas, like the initial formulas, are 7alid for a sufficiently large

signal/noise ratio.

) These results yield the general properties of systems for measuring

ran£y, and velocity.
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Thus, the best signal shape for measuring the constan ; velocity of

an isolated target during assigned observation time T is a packet of two
Ik

infinitely short pulses (delta-functions): one at thebeginning, the oth-

erat the end of interval T, with subsequent measurement of the differ-

ence in the times of their arrival. The spectrum of such pulses is con-
tinuous and, theoretically, infinitely wide. This signal may be compared

with two sinusoids (two delta-functions on the frequency scale) if a

phase range finder, which exists continuously during a theoretically in-

finite segment of time.

In practice what are used are not infinitely short, but simply

short pulses, with length Ti .< T. Velocity measurement consists of two

measurements of range at interval T, that is, V=(Ri . Then av =

Jr T Sinr aR a T, the mean square error when velocity

is measured by the method of two fixes is
C

]ITT (7.29)

However, this signal shape cannot be used to z'nsolve two or more

targets: the spectra of the signsla of all of the tar-gets overlap, and

it is therefore impossible to separate them and measure the velocity of

each target zeparate.y. in order to obtain high velocity resolution,

high accuracy, and hn unambiguous velocity reading the emitted signal

should be continuous over the whole of obse-vation interval T, Just as

a continuous spectrum over the whole of frequency interval Af was re-

quired for measuring range.

When a sinusoidal oscillation of constant intensity is emitted dur-

ing interval T, the effective signal length, calculated from Formula

(7.27), =-r LST. In the case of a bell-shaped pulse, we proceed

by analogy with the conclusion of Formula (7.19) and also obtain
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* (7.30)

where Ti and Af are read at the 0,45 level of the maximum. The signal

spectrum narrows with increase of Te, and the accuracy of reading the
e!

Doppler frequxency snift from the peak of the spectrum is therefore

heightened, as well as the velocity resolution (with respect to frequen-

Cy).

As regards the properties of the receiver for measuring velocity,

they are to be radically distinguished from the properties of the range-

measuring receiver.

It is known that the structure of the receiver does not have to be

varied in order to receive a signal from different ranges. The range is

read from the time at which the signal of the givn target appears at

the output of the ccmmon optimum filter.

It is in principle necessary to alter the structure of the optimum

receiver (filter) in order to measure radial velocity. The resonance

frequency to which the filter is tuned must coincide with the average

frequency cf the received signal, and this depends upon the Doppler vel-

ocity shift; otherwise the signal would fail wholly or partially to pass

through the receiver output. The receiver must consist of an assembly

of optimum filters, each tuned to its own Doppler frequency. Roughly

speaking, velocity is read from the number of the filter at whose output

the signal of the given target is detected.

In tracking only one filter need be used, and it is automatically

tuned to the frequency of the received signal; target velocity is eval-

uated from the frequency to which it is tuned.

The potential accuracy with which target radial velocity is measured

( ) is determined by the error a

ova (7.31)
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since F= 4- and &VjtA-f&.

Velocity may also be measured in the video chanel from the Doppler

shift in the pulse repetition frequency

F='F..

Since F is small in this case the velocity me.asurement accuracy is

comparatively low.

We may, as an aside, briefly discuss the question of the potential

accuracy of measurement of angular v-eccities.

As has been demonstrated in Chapter 2, target angular velocity is

determined by the difference in the Doppler frecuencies F = FI - F2

of the target signals received on dispersed antennas. The dispersion

of the measurement error of the frequency diffe.ence is equal to the

sum of the dispersion of the measurement errors of each of the frequen-

cies.

Consequently,

2 4
where a2p is determined by Formula (7.27). Then, applyin, Pormula (2.13)

from Chapter 2, we find the mean square error

-  - (7.32)

which debermines the potential accuracy of the rmeturement of angular

velocity.

The remaining types of velocity-measurement error, both external

and those due to the equipment, may also be calculated by means of the

corresponding frequency-measurement errors.

67.6. MEASURING THE RANGE AND RADIAL VELOCITY O" MOVING TARGETS. THE
INDETERMI11ACY PRINCIPLE IN RADAR

In the observation of a moving target the ec¢o-signal delay and
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the Doppler shift of the frequency appear at the same time. Therefore,

* selection of the best signal shape must take into account the change in

its parameters both with respect to range (from the time) and with res-

pect to the velocity (from the frequency).

These dependences may not be considered separately. In the first

place, the frequency and time relationships in the s-ignal are intercon-

ne.ted. In the second place, measurement of range and measurement of

velocity impose contradictory demands upon the signal. The resolution

of these contradictions is precisely the task involved in the selection

of a rational shape for the outcoming signal.

Let us examine the output signal of an optimum receiver in the pre-

sence of Doppler shift F and in the absence of noise

,( , F)= 2  s$(t) s (f - c) e-flu"t A (7.33)

where the numerator e"j 2rF t takes into account frequency shifc F of sig-

nal 8(t), and the signal itself is generally assumed to be complex (mod-

ulated either in frequency or in phase). In the absence of a frequency

or a time shift we obtain the maximum value of the output signal ampli-

tude

4(0. o)

where S is, as before, the full energy of tne signal.

As has already been noted, the signal at the output of an optimum

receiver may serve to characteriz't the range resolution, since it re-

prouaces, with accuracy up to a constant factor, the autocorrelation

function

W('" F)= 5 -.

So (.C) - F) --0"'d.

-"K. (7.34)
-m
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In general, this function is also complex. The second form of nota-

tion Is derived from the first by using the Parseval theorem.

In the absence of a shift with respect to T' and F' function

r(0.0) 1 1 is maximum, and in the presence of a time or frequency shift

it decreases, forming a peak in the vicinity 'f the point 0.0 (Fig. 7.5).

Thus, the function V('r, F') is a combined autocorrelation function of

the signal with respect to time and frequency and may serve for simul-

taneous evaluation of resolution with respect to range and velocity.

From it may be derived particular correlation functions with respect to

time and frequency alone:

V (0, SSs(J)SVf- Pjdf.

Fig. 7.5. Appearance of autocorrelation
function with respect to time and fre-
quency: a) Bell-shaped signals; b) rec-
tangular signals.

The combined autocorrelation function T'(r, F') also makes it pos-

sible to evaluate range-measurement accuracy using frequency detuning

of an op tmum receiver, as well as tho accuracy of velocity measurement

with a time shift relative to the moment of the maximum. Actually, by
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employing formula (7.25) as well as the symmetry of function V(TW, F')

by comparison with T' and F', we obtain

~(7-35)

o d(7.36)

In the absence of detuning (F' = 0) and time shift (T' t

above formulas characterize, respectively, the potential accuracy of

measurement of range and velocity; in particular, at F' = 0, Formulas

(7.25) and (7.35) coincide.

Finally, autocorrelation function (T', F') is also convenient in

that it can be used to discover the appearance of the envelope of the

signal proper at the output of an optimum receiver for any frequency

detuning. To do this it is necessary to pass the vertical plane F' =

= const, which is parallel to axis T', through the figure depicted in

Fig. 7.5. The trace of the section yields precisely the form of the sig-

nal envelope. Inthe figure it is demonstrated how the form of the out-

put signal of matched filters changes due to action upon the input by

bell-shaped and rectangular pulses from a frequency detuned filter.

As can be seen from the figure, the output signal has, in addition

to a basic high correlation peak, an area of low correlation (the so-

called side lobes) which niay extend to infinity both in time and In

frequency. The presence of side lobes inhibits observation of the sig-

nal of a second target close by, especially when this is weak by com-

parison with the signal of the first target.

To heighten measurement accuracy and range and velocity resolution,

it is desirable to eliminate the side lobes, and to make the main sig-

nal (area of high correlation) as narrow as possible both with respect

to c' and with respect to F'. However, this cannot be done, since the
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frequency and time characteristics of any signal are mutually dependent,

and narrowing the signal in time is inevitably accompanied by a broad-

ening of its spectrum.

The impossibility of heightening the potential resolution with

respect to range and *velocity at the same time is known as the indeter-

minacy prinoiZe in radar.

*Before passing to a mathematical formulation of the indeterminacy

I principle let us examine the case where the signals of several targets

whose side lobes overlap enter the receiver input. The areas of high

correlation of the output signals form the t.arget blips, and the side

lobes, being added, form the hum. Inasmuch as the locations of the tar-

gets with respect to one another is arbitrary, the phase relations among

the side lobes are random. Therefore, when there is a large number of

targets, it may be considered that the average powers of the side lobes

are summed, and not the amplitudes.

In this respect, it is advisable to examine how the signal power

behaves at the output of an optimum receiver when there is a shift in

time and frequency, that is, the function
I!(' I=& t, r(-. f, 1--. (7.37)

If we multiply the integral expression (7.33) by a complex conjugate

quantity, we obtain

I We represent the obtained result as a compound integral with res-

pect to t1 and t2; then the signal power at the receiver output

1 f 14 ~~~, F)?'=- AS' di * (41 _, so y23)s (4,-c e~'""~t

1 The -btained expression posses~e ore~ interesting property: its

compound integral with v,'etpect to ?".l values of T and P is equal to its
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maximum value Z(0.0).S

Actually

S i, (. F)2 ddP = s USS (t) () - x
X (.- C) e-J ' (-t'd tdw-dF S it)S(t )X

X S" (4) S ( - s [ e-2" (t,-I)dPJ d,,d v:.

a b

Fig. 7.6. Solid of indeterminacy
and its equivalent.

The inner integral is delta-function 8y:-t: which is equal to zero

at all values of t and t2 except for t a t 2 , when 5(o)-.. Therefore,

integration with respect to t and t2 is reduced to integration only

with respect to t t I  t2 . Hence

2• FS (7.38)

s =01 d C(0,0,

q.e.d.

II

Fig. 7.7. Section of the solid (region of high correlation), equal in
area to the volume of the solid of indeterminacy.
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As has riready been noted, the autocorrelation function T(r', P')

of the input signal is simila' to the output signal of the receiver

1(rF), and, therefore, Relation (7.38) is also valid for it. If we

denote the compound integral of the function V (x', F)with respect to all

values of T' and F' as V.2, we can write

VW )1 cd * 2(,0) =,. (7.39)

And this is the fundamental mathematical formulation of the indeterminacy

relation in radar.

From the point of view of the analys16 of the indeterminacy zela-

tion it is convenient to use not the autocorrelation function %Y (e, P)

but the indeterminacy function

"'(,F),s,(s*(u I) e-1,2Pd, (7.40)

which forms the spatial figure known as the solid of indeterminacy (Fig.

7.6). It is not hard to see that quantities V,2 = 1 is the volume of

the solid of indeterminacy, which remains unchanged regardless of the

signal shape s(t). Change in the signal shape deforms the solid of in-

determinacy without altering its volume. If we compress the solid in

one direction, we inevitably expand it in the other; by improving the

range parameters we cause the velocity parameters to deteriorate.

Thus the solid of indeterminacy is a graphic interpretation of the

indeterminacy principle. The solid may be likened to a pile of sand the

helg it of rhose peak in the center is constant: regardless of how we

deform it, the volume of the solid and the height of the peak remain

unchanged.

A spatial figure is not suitable for graphic reproduction. There-

fore, to depict the solid of indeterminacy we use the same technique

as in representing relief on geographical maps - horizontal sections.

It is convenient to select a horizontal section of the figure such
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that the product of the area of detection and the maximum altitude of

the solid will be equal to ii;s volume. In other words, the actual solid

of indeterminacy is replaced by a cylinder of equal volume (Fig. 7.6b).

Since the volume of the cylinder and its altitude are equal to unity,

the area of the section is also equal to unity (area of indeterminacy).

Figure 7.7 is a graphic representation of the area of the section

in the plane T'F. The effective dimension of the area of indeterminacy

with respect to the axis T' is denoted by T, anid with respect to the

axis F' by Af. Since the area is equal to unity, while the effective

linear dimensions of the figure, T and Af, are found by replacing the

figure by a rectangle of the same size, we may write

TAf=1. (7.41)

And this is the mathematical formulation ofthe indeterminacy principle

in radar for signals of very simple shape: a single pulse or a contin-

uous oscillation without frequency (phase) modulation. When the pulses

are short, the area of 'ndeterm.iacy is extended along the axis FP , in

the case of continuous emissicon - along the axis T'. Relation (7.41)

characterizes the combined resolution, whilae the combined accuracy with

respect to range and velocity is characterized, according to Formulas

(7.19) and (7.30), by the product AtT*-'T T

A rapid glance at Relation (7.41) could lead to the hasty conclu-

sion that the selection of a signal shape is a trivial matter: if you

want to improve range, reduce the pulse length, and in that way you

widen its spectrum; if you want to improve velocity, narrow the spectrum

by increasing thE signal length. Naturally, in the case of signals of

more complex shape, the solid of indeterminacy has new propertieq which,

with certain sensible limitations, make possible an additional gain

without violation of the general principle of indeterminacy.

Usually not one, but several pulses, are received from the target.
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Let us examine a signal in the form of a bell-shaped pulse packet with

length T and repetition period Tp, the pulse amplitude envelope also

being bell-shaped.

Under these conditions, the correlation function with respect to

time Y(T', 0) (signal at the output of an optimum receiver) will also

look like the pulses of the same period, while the correlation function

with respect to frequency T(O, F') (the signal spectrum at the output

of an optimum receiver) takes the form of discrete bands separated by

interval Fp = /Tp . The solid of indeterminacy will consist of a series

of peaks (Fig.7.8).

tee

£-.:::

.1A C.MW M * * .

Fig. 7,8. Section of a solid of indeterminacy when the signal takes the
form of a series of several pulses; appearance of the correlation func-
tions along the main axes: A) Section of the solid.

The total volume of the solid of indeterminacy, and also the total

area of its sections, remain equal to unity. For purposes of comparison,

the dashed line in Fig. 7.8 encloses the sectional area of the solid of

indeterminacy for a single pulse, which is equal to the sum of all of

the shaded areas.

The effective width of the spectrum Afe and) cons3equ- ntly, the ac-

curacy of range measurement, remain unchanged during the transition

from one pulse to several. However, effective signal length Te has in-

creased substantially, and the accurac:- of measurement of velocity has
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therefore increased substantially: inthe case of a stngle pilse

T,,&/. and in the case of n pulses T,,,ViTn ard the accuracy increa-

ses Ten/Tel = nq tines, where q = T p/i is the reciprocal duty factor.

Thus, the product ALfT,-=Anfxf . The combined accuracy of mea-

surement of range and velocity has increased substantially and may be

heightened still further. However, the combined resolution has not

changed, and the principle of indeterminacy is not violated, regardless

of the fact that AfT=AjnT.>1.

We introduce the concept of the frequency extension AFE and the

time extension T. The frequency extension is the width of the discrete

spectrum when all empty sections have been discarded. Accordingly, the

time extension is equal to the signal length minus the empty sections.

From Fig. 7.8 it can be seen that the number of discrete bands of

the spectrum separated by interval within the limits Lf is

Af:Fs = APn . Since the width of one band is equal to lInTp, the fre-

quency extension, equal to the total width of all bands

I~3  = .-KAf.

When the length of one pulse the time extension of the sig-

nal is equal to the total length of all n pulses:

Thus, in radar the indeterminacy relation for the compound signal

= 1(7.42)

is formulated mathematically as follows: the product of the frequency

j and time extensions of the signaZ is unity.

Expansion of the solid of indetermAnacy Into discrete segments

4 ) leads to a new phenomenon - ambiguity of the reading, which is a part

of the concept of resolution. Thus, the signals of two targets separated
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by single-value interval Tp (or by whole number T ) will not be distin-

guished, since they fall into discrete regions of ambiguity (see Fig. -

7.8).

To eliminate ambiguity of the range reading the pulse repetition

period T is selected on the basis of the condition

T' (7.43)

where Rmax is the operating range of the RLS. Under this condition the

distance between any two targets within the scanning zone will be less

than x, and the interval between their signals will be less than the

single-value interval T
p

The question of ambiguity with respect to velocity is resolved in

an analogous manner. The only difference is that the Doppler shift of

one target may be positive and of another - negative. Therefore, the

zingle-value interval with respect to frequency is + F p/2 and the unique-

ly measured Doppler frequency

I I<T (7.44)

or

AVRI <T

In the presence of Limitations (7.431 and (7.44) with respect to

range and velocity the total volume of the solid of indeterminacy, ex-

cept for its central peak, plays no role. Therefore, the combined reso-

lution is determined bq the volume of the central peak alone, and this

is considerably less than unity. It follows from this that when range

and velocity are being measured e.t the same time a signal in the form

of a pulse series Is preferable to a single pulse.

However, Condition kt.44) is satisfied in practice only with res-

pect to targets moving at very low velocities; therefcre, the velocity

of the remaining targets remains ambiguous. An additional velocity mea-
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Fig. 7.9. The pulse-packet sig-
ral.,

surement from the Doppler shift of the repetition frequency Fd --VR FYp

can eliminate the ambiguity of velocity measurement; however, the reso-

lution with respect to range and velocity remains unchanged.

To heighten the uniquely measured Doppler frequency at the as-

signed repetition period Tp, the pulse-packet method of operation is

also employed: instead of single pulses, in each period pulse packets

are emitted with a nigh repetition frequency Fs of the pulses within

the packet (1ilg. '7.9). Then the single-value integral with respect to

velocity F /2 increases substantially, since Fs >> P In this case the

resolution with respect to velocity also increases, but the resolution

with respect to range decreases. The pulse-packet method has been ap-

plied in Doppler RLS for measuring ground speed where the only "target"

is the earth's surface, and range resolution plays no role. It is im-

portant to separate the times of transmission and reception. With the

pulse-packet method the solid of indeterminacy is broken up even fur-

ther.

Let us recall that, together with the signal proper Zs(T, F), there

is a noise component ZshI T, F), at the output of the optimum receiver

which hinders the resolution of signals of adjacent targets. Therefore,

the potential resolution is a static characteristic of the signal, de-

pending upon the signalincLse ratio 2E/E0 .

In concluding this section let us note that the optimum coherent
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receiver used to measure range and velocity, like the coherent receiver

used for detecting moving targets, contains several channels tuned to

different frequenies. Radio velocity is determined from the number of

the channel, and range is determined from the delay time.*

The decision no-; to measure velocity does not simplify the struc-

ture :i' the optimum receiver. Only the resolving device is simplified:

when ,; ocity is measured this device is placed at the output of each

chan. "., and when velocity is nct measured, the outputs of the channels

are conbined and only a single resolver is employed (a detector and

delay-ttie meter). In noncoherent reception velocity is not measured,

and the rk.&:iver in practically ac simple as in measuring the range of

a stationary target.

§7.7. TK EMPLOYMENT OF SIGNALS OF COMPLEX SHAPE. PULSE COMPRESSION

Up until now we have been examining signals of the most simple

shape: continuous emiss:;on of a carrier, a single sinusoidal pulse sig-

nal, a paiket of such pulses, etc. It was shown that within certain

limitations it is possible ;o overcome the effect of the principle of

indeterminacy but rot to abolish it. The limitations applied for the

maximum delay time and tne Doppler frequency shift. Thanks to this a

considerable part of the solid of indeterminacy turned out to be out-

side the limits of the indicated time-frequency region.

An analysis of the behavior of the indeterminacy function T2(T"

F') for various signals makes it possible to synthesize signals of

complex shape which, with other ac(:eptable limitations ensure a high

combined range and velocity resolution, high accuracy ,and the n

of ambiguity in meaeui-ement. The employment of complex signals is also

advisable when it is technically difficult to achieve the assigned RLS

characteristics for signals of the most simple shape.

The general idea of shaping complex signals consists in artificial-
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ly widening the spectrum Af of a pulse, when the assigned pulse length

T) = T; the product is then

AfT=N 1. (7.45)

The width of the signal spectrum with respect to the high frequency

Af = 2 %m, where Fm is the maximum frequency in the spectrum of the video

signal (the envelope). Hence N = AfT = 2FmT is the numbcr of independent

readings in the signal, that is, the number of degrees of freedom.

Thus, signals in which the number of degrees of freedom N >> 1 are

known as complex signals. Simple signals have one degree of freedom

N = AfT - 1. In the case of pulse signals T = Ti.

The spectrum is widened by modulating the signal within the limits

of its length, mainly with respect to frequency for phase (complex sig-

nal). By selecting a sufficiently wide spectrum Af a high degree of

measurement accuracy and a high degree of range resolution are assured;

selection of signal length T yields the necessary velocity measurement

accuracy and the corresponding resolution.

A modulation law is selected such that the solid of indeterminacy

has no supplementary peaks giving rise to anblhguity in the reading, and

also such that it is convenient to form and generate a complex signal

in the transmitter and process it in the receiver.

1. Frequency-Modulated Pulses

There is one way to change the shape of the solid of indeterminacy

which is deserving of separate discussion. This involves the application

of frequency-modulated pulses with a linear law of change of frequency.

As pulse length is increased, a continuous frequency-modulated oscil-

lation is obtained at the limit.

The effective length of frequency-modulated signal T e corresponds

to pulse length Ti, while the effective spectral width Afe during deep

modulation is approximately equal to the frequency deviation Af. By se-
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lecting a signal of sufficient length and with

deep modulation (A f.01) it is possible to ob-

tain high range and velocity measurement accul-

acy at the same time. And the resolution in-

creases in proportion,

To evaluate the limitations imposed by the

of the solid of in- indeterminacy principle upon optimum range and
determinacy of fre-
quency-modulated velocity measuring systems in the case of a sig-
pulses. A) Detning. nal of this shape, let us examine the section

of a solid of indeterminacy which corresponds

in shape with the output signal of a detuned optimum receiver. The solid

looks like a mountain ridge turned by angle y toward axis T', this angle

characterizing the speed of frequency change (Fig. 7.10). The area of

indeterminacy and the volume of the solid of indeterminacy remain, as

Io

* a

Fig. 7.11. Combined range and velocity resolution with a frequency-mod-
ulated pulse: a) Range resolution only; b) velocity resolution only; c)
the best combined range and velocity resolution; d) the worst combined
range and velocity resolution.

before, equal to unity.

IA- Lhe iolid of indeterminacy is turned by angle Y, this causes the
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section of he solid of indeterminacy along each of the two axes to be

narrow. The pulse length at the output of an optimum filter, equal to

1/Af, determines accuracy and resolution only with respect to range. Ac-

cordingly, the size of the solid aiong the coordinate P', equal to l/T.,

characterizes accuracy and resolution only with r.,pect to velocity.

The situation is more complicated when it comes to combined eval-

uation of accuracy and resolution with respect to both range and velo-.

city. For this we refer to Fig. 7.11 which gives the various ways ol

resolving the signals of two targets. The upper part of the figure cor-

responds to the case already examined by us, of resolution only with

respect to one of the parameters - either range or ielocity.

The lower row shows two extreme instances of combined resolution

with respect to range and velocity, where tne relations between the dif-

ferences of the two targets with respect to range and velocity are fav-

orable and unfavorable. The least favorable case of resolutior is dis-

placement of the signals along the major axi, of symmetry of the solid.

It occurs when the difference in the ranges of the two targets ; and

ARA

the difference of their velocity AVR are found in the relation

arc ctg j= arc ctgfo - .

The best case of combined resolution, displacement along the minor

axis of symmetry, occurs when the relation is the inverse

In an analogous manner, the combined measurement accuracy will be

the wors' when range R and velocity VR of the given target satisfy the

relation arcctgfo"- -

Thus, the combined evaluation of range and velocity will be good if

the comn,,ratively rare cases of unfavorable relations among them are ex-

' cluded, that is, if limitations are introduced.

Relative detuning of the optimum filter (through the Doppler ef-
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feet) has hardly any influence on the mean square range measurement er-

ror. However, there doe . appear a systematic range error (displacement

of the output signal maximum) which is proportional to velocity (see

Fig. 7.10). This displacement may be ignored at low velocities. And the

range velocity error may be eliminated at high velocity by using a sig-

nal with a symmetrical frequency-modulation law; the section of the so-

lid of indeterminacy of such a signal is shcri in Fig, 7.12.

Fig.7.12. Section of the solid
of indeterminacy of a signal
with symmetrica linear frequency
modulation.

Fig. 7.13. Illustration of' the process of compression of a frequency-
r du~iated pulse in a universal filter on a delay line with taps. A)
Iuput signal; B) output signal.

When the frequency of a symmetrically modulated signal is displaced

relative to the tuning frequency of an optimum receiver due to the Dopp-

ler effect, two symmetrically displaced pulses are formed at the re-

ceiver output. The distance between the two pulses is proportional to

velocity, and the position of the midpoint between them is proportional

to the target range. The output of one receiver channel yields indepen-
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dent infcrmation on range and velocity. However, when there is a large

number of targe-ts, it is difficult to determine which pair of pulses

belongs to one target and which to another.

If we vake a quantitative evaluation of the degree of compression

of a frequency-modulated pulse with a rectangular envelope which is

symmetrical relative to moment t0

SA f or to - -' 4t+ 79
s (1)--

~1 I A0 fort-t.> "

When frequency modulation is linear (tgT= ), frequency may be

represented as a function of time in the form

f =f. -±L vt41)

or

Thus, the frequency function coincides with the time function with

accuracy up to a constant factor. Therefore, the spectrum S(f) of a

rectangular frequency-modulated pulse also has the appearance of a rec-

tangular "pulse" with extension Af (valid on the condition Af>)

{B f or Ao -_ "_ <-.f -k-'*f+ -*

S)-- 0forlf-.fol>-

It should be taken into consideration that in frequency modulation

the spectrum is a complex function

where 9s (f) is the phase-frequency characteristic of the signal (a

squared phase dependence correspond6 to the linear change in frequency).

The transmission function of an optimum filter is a complex conjugate

function of the spectrum

KU V ) =S ( ) e-'.
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Then the signal spectrum at the output of an optimum filter be-

comes a material quantity

• [B'f or f -a - 0 fo-~

L()=SWfS'(f)=1SYfl' Ofor if-foI > A

We find the signal itself at the output of the optimum filter as

a Fourier transformation of its spectrum:

lo+

' ~~L V)() L er2%Pdf Bs e Jh-df= ,
10 A4  2

According to the Euler formula the last factor is sin wAfT. Then,

assuming B2Af = Av, we obtain the final expression for a signal at the

output of an optimum compressing filter

on A "

The envelope of the compressed pulse has the form sin xix (see

Fig. 7.13). Its length with respect tothe first -eroes is 2/Af7 The

length of the compressed pulse is reckoned at the level 2/w Z;0.64,

which corresponds approximately to the half-power level, we obtain

(7.46)

The compression factor

Irk = . Af---N.

Since signal energy does not change when the pulse is compressed

whence the increase in pulse amplitude during compression

A

Target range may be reckoned from a short output range pulse with

high accuracy, determined by the pulse length -

Since the system is linear, the passage of thesignals of several
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Fig. 7.114. Signals at the input and outpdt of an optimum compression
filter. A) Delay line tap; B) input signal of the filter; C) summing
(output) bus; D) output signal of the filter.

targets through the filter may be examined independently. Therefore, in

reception of broad overlapping pulses from several targets, at the fil-

ter output we will obtain short separating pulses if the distance be-

r , i 
,, ,€ 

n

tieen the targets exceeds the quantity bRK--= . A high resolution

is obtained.

An optimum filter for frequency-modulated pulses may be designed

in various ways, for example, in the form of the universal filter exam-

ined in Chapter 6 with several tap?: and a sumi~ing bus (see Fig. 6.10).

Figure 7.14 shows, as an illustration of the compression process,

a simplified model of a frequency-mo&.Alated rectangular pulse in the

input and tne taps of an optimum filter and also the result of the sum-

ming of signals in the output bus of the filter. The taps are arranged

in the filter in such a way that at moment in time z0 the signals from

all the taps are summed in phase. Before moment 0and after it the

phases of the items diverge, since the frequency is not constant. As a

I( result of this a short pulse of large amlplitude forms in the vicinity

Si of to, while in the remaining time interval of summing the amplitude is

close to zero, inasmu~ch as the phase relations among the terms are un- '
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favorable. With increase in the depth of modulation tne divergence among

the phases of the summed ,ignals with increasing distance from point -0
will be more rapid. Therefore, the length of the compressed pulse will

be loss, the greater the frequency deviation Af.

From the analysis in Fig. 7.14 it can be seen that with reduction

in the signal frequency due to the Doppler effect the phase relations

whih are favorable for summing are displaced to the left of point T0 ,

that is, toward a point where the reduced instantaneous frequency value

is equal to the instantaneous frequency value at point T, when there isV

no Doppler shift. This corresponds to a reduction in the reckoned range

as against the true range. When there is positive increment in the fre-

quency, the maximum of the output pulse shifts to the right. Thiz is

the explanation for velocity error with respect to range, proportional

to the slope of the solid of indeterminacy tgy. The wnplitude of the

output signal decreases simultaneously with the shift, since favorable

phase relations do not occur at moment T0 when the whole signal has en-

tered the fJlter, but before or after this moment when either the whole

signal has not yet been received or part of the signal has already left

the filter.

There are two ways of forming frequency-modulated pulses - an ac-

tive and a passive way. The active way consists in varying the transm-it-

ter frequency during the length of a pulse using, for example, a reac-

I tance tube. In the passive method the same optimally compressing filter

is used in the transmitter, but in the reverse order: a short unmodu-

lated pulse is fed to the filter input, and a long frequency-modulated

pulse is obtairned at the output.

The drawback of the active method is that any deviations in the

law of variation of the frequency from the assigned value cause detuning

of the signal relative to the optimum filter. The effectiveness of com-
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pression decreases. In the passive method this inadequacy is automatical-

ly eliminated, since one and the same filter is used. However, the trans-

mitter in this case should be designed in a particular way: "master os-

cillator - shaping filter - power amplifier" and, in addItion, the shape

of the outcoming pulse is not good enough.

The use of frequency-odulated pulses is a graphic illustration of

the theoretical principle that resolution and potential range measure-

ment accuracy are, ini general, determined not by the signal length but

by the width of its spectrum.

Let us now turn our attention to an extremely important circum.-

stance.

Reception of a frequency-modulated pulse requires a considerably

broader receiver passband than in the case of an unmodulated pulse of

the same length. Here the noise power increases, but the peak power of

the pulse after compression increases to the same extent. The same sig-

nal/noise ratio is maintained as in operation with unmodulated pulses

with the same signal length and the same power of emission.

Consequently, the accuracy and resolution of frequency-modulated

pulie,; are heightened without practically any reduction in the RLS oper-

ating range, which depends oisly upon the total signal energy E8 and the

noise power E0 cu-ve 1 hz (signal/noise ratio).

The use of frequency-modulated pulses makes it possible to increase

the signal energy and the RLS operating range not through the peak power

of emission but by lengthening the pulse. In this case a high range reso-

lution is maintained by frequency modulation and pulse compression in

the receiver.

With the RLS operating range unchanged, the irradiated power is re-

duced with increase in the pulse length and is least when emission is

continuous. However, when the pulse is very long, the conditions of its
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j shaping and the design of the optimum filter becowe extremely compli-

cated. Because of this the correlation (frequency) method of measuring

range whose drawbacks have already been pointed out, is used with the

continuous frequency-modulated signal, and not the method of optimum

filtering. In addition, when emission is continuous it is difficult to

separate the received and the emitted oscillations effectively.

Therefore, radar systems which use broad frequency-modulated or

coded pulses are intermediate systems between pulse and continuous sig-

nal systems and embody a substantial part of the merits of both one

and the other.

2. Noise-like Signals

One further change may be effected in the solid of indeterminacy

of its basic colume, except for the sharp central peak, is spread out

in the form of a thin layer covering the large area z'F' (Fig. 7.15).IA

Fig. 7.15. Solid of indeterminacy
of a noise-like signal. A) Region
of strong correlation; B) region
of weak correlation.

This is poasible when the product of the signal spectrum and its length

N =Aft. I.

The solid looks like a button. The altitude of the thin layer in

which almost the whole volume of the field is concentrated
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-1Lv
is much lower than the altitude of the central peak. Therefore, in an

evaluation of accuracy and resolution the chief role is played by the

narrow central peak, the area of whose section

Af cc , " ' = --I < 1,

since the volume of the peak is N=Af , times less than the total volume

, while the output of the peak is 1.

Quantity tis is the pulse length at the output of a filter which
Afc

is optimum for the given signal, while quantity ±-j- determines the

limits of the Doppler shift of frequency when the signal at the filter

output >as a perceptible value. Thus the combined range and velocity

resolution, and accuracy as well, increase without lir.itations with in-

crease in the product NJinAft,

However, the indeterminacy principle is not violated: these signal

properties are manifested only with a limited number of targets. If the

signals of a large number of targets are being received at the same time

(and the number of targets increases with increase "N=4'P ), the areas

of low correlation (side lobes) of these signals overlap, their sum

forming a hum which is commensurable with the signal of the given tar-

get (central peak). Thus, if the number of such targets (at the limit)

is N, and their sigrals are of approximately equal intensity, the total

power of the hum formed by the side lobes of all targets will become

equal to the power of' the signals of each target separately. The observa-

tion conditions deteriorate sharply.

In practice, howeVer, in many casis the number of targets is known

to be limited (scanning of the airspace) and the use of signals in which

AfT >> 1 yields a positive result. In scanning the earth's surface the

effectiveness of such signals decreases substantially.
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V Let us now take up the problem of the selection of a signal shape

which will provide an indeterminacy function of the assigned form.

A signal of complex shape has A=:AFTH independent sections of

length 1/Af (Fig. 7.16-.). Within the limits of each section (correla-

tion interval) the signal phase is approximately constant, and it chan-

ges from se'ction to zection due to modulation.

Since the signal modulation law with respect to phase (frequency)

is known beforehend, an optimum riltev may be designed for it (Fig.

7.16b). The number of taps in the filter is N, and they are located on

the delay line at intervals corresponding to 1-- . The signal phase

is turned. The amount of the turn -A i is selected such that at the mo-

ment T when the signal has completely entered the filter (the initial

3ection of te signal enters the final tap, and the final section enters

the first tap of the filter) all the terms are in phase. The mutual

phase shifts are compensated. Because of this at moment T all the

I terms are summed with respect to amplitude in the output bus. Before mo-

ment T and after it the 9mplitude of the output signal is considerably

less. In the first place, not all components are summed: the signal

has not yet entered the filter completely or has already left it in part.

In the second place, and thiz is the ma.tu point, the phase r '!ations

among the terme &re unfavorable.

As a result, at the optimxm filter output there is formed a short
I

pulse of length r,=. and side lobes at interval 2Ti (Fig. 7.16c). Con-

sequently, with any modulation law a complex signal may be compressed

N = AfTi times - to the length of correlation interval Tis= /lAf. Fur-

ther compression is impoesible, sinc. the phase is constant within the

limits of the correlation interval and one and the same filter may not

be used Io obtain favorable phase relations in one part of this interval

an unfavorable phase relation at other moments in time: they will be
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Fig. 7.16. Noise-like signals: a) Generalized conplex signal at filter
input; b) optimum filter; c) signal at filter output; d) phase-keyed
signal. A) Noise level; B) input; C) output.

identical over the whole of interval ]/Af. Simple signals are also in-

compressible, since in them Ti 1/14

The signal modulation law must bo selected such that side- lobes

yield no blips, and this corresponds to the thin even layer of the solid

of indeterminacy. When we analyze a signal in the form of a periodic

pulse sequence we saw that the solid of indet(rminacy had, in addition

to the narrow central peak, many additional peaks. When the periodicity

of the pulses is v!olated these peaks are dissipated.

Consequently, i brcad-band signal of great length, one least re-

sembling a periodic signal, must be applied i; order that an even thin

layer be formed in the solid of indeterminacy instead of additional

peaks. It is also necessary to eliminate the simple interdependence be-

tween frequency and time which is characteristuc for pulses with linear

frequency: modulation. A certain chaotic state in the signal modulation

law is essential.

These conditions are satisfied by a signal in the form of ., sec-

tion of noise with length T >> i/Af. However, because of the sharp

amplitude oscillations within the pulse, such a signal cannot be gener-
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ated conveniently. The best way to obtain a noise-like signal is

through nonlinear frequency modulation for phase keying of a pulse of

constant amplitude.

The phase-keyed signal has constant frequency and amplitude, while

its phase jumps at interval 1/Af to take one of two opposite values:

0 or w, in a quasi-random series (Fig. 7.16d). Ono of two values of the

binary code, 0 or 1, may be ascribed to each phase value. Then a random

aperiodic law of the pequence of zeroes and units may be formulated un-

der the rules of algebraic logic. An example of the aperiodic code oh

which the modulation law is based in the case cf a noise-like signal at

N =31, is the binary number

000i11001101111101000100101011.

In addition to constant amplitude, phase-keyed signs's have the

merit of using simple filters for their shaping and processing: the

phase is turned in the filter taps by feeding a signal to a summing bas

in one or the other polarity

The noise-like signal may also be used in continuous emission if

correlation reception is employed.

§7.8. RESOLVING DEVICES FOR THE OPTIMUM RANGE-MEASURING RECEIVER
After the signal has passed through the receiver, the output s!gAal

maximum tests the bias relative to the input signal maximun:. in a tuned

optimum receiver this bias is identical for all targets, and it may

b

Fig. 7.17. Clamping the moments of the function maximum by testing it
at the threshold: a) Reckoning from two moments of interception of the
threshold; b) systematic error in fixing the maximum from the leading
edge when signal intensity varies.
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Fig. 7.18. Optimum resolving device for measuring range, clamping the
maximum from the leading edge of the signal (first arrangement of the
circuit). A) Optimum receiver; B) resolving (threshold) device; C) in-
staritaneous ARUT; D) to the circuit giving the range ini binary code.

B Na HEM dWPYXWr

Fig. 7.19. Optimum resolving device Lor measuring range, cl.amping the
function ma~ximum fr-om the moment at which its derivative passes through
zero (secoind frrangement of the eircuit). A) Optimum receiver; B) detec-
tion channel; C) threshold devicte; D) differentiation stage; E) thres-
hold device; F) VS; G) range-measuring channel°

therefore be taken into account in calibration or it may be compensated.

The simplest and most natural way of compensating systematic bias is

by reckonii'g the delay time relative to the maximum of the transm .tter

outcoming pulse passing through the receiver.

The 7 ask of the reso ving device of an optimum range-meauring

receive? is to register the moment when the receiver output signal (t)

pzr(ses through its maximum.

This task is hol D)ifer ,,eos''",y resolved by the operator in visual regis-

trateor of range. The operatort s eye is a good analyzer of the signal

shape and easily clamps the maximum. Then, by compaing the position of

the maximum relative to the scale grid, the operator reads out the

ran pe value.

hi automatic devices the signal-shape analyzer is 'uch simpler if

it ramps not the moment of the output signal maximum but the moment

- ~47-
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wJhen the signal exceeds a certain threshold level U0 .

There are two types of resolvers in stations with automatic data

registration: the first design uses the output signal directly, the

second requires it to be transformed.

First design. The output sigr.al of the optimum rcceiver is fed to

a threshold device which clamps the moment when the leading edge and the

trailing edge of the signal, T and T, (Fig. 7.17a) inter,;ect assigned

level U0.

The actual position of the maximum is found as the mean value

To= -- C-2

since the signal proper at tne receiver output Zs(T) is always symmetri-

cal, being the autocorrelation function of the input signal e(t).

It would be difficult to design a device which could clamp the mo-

ment at which the signal intersects the level U0 from below upward and
t0

rrom above downward. Therefore, in order to clamp TO it is desirable to

register only one moment p, and then introduce the correction 0 -p"

Unfortinately, the difference - T varies with different signal in-

tensities (Fig. 7.17b) and ther.e anpears a systematic error which can-

not be known ahead of time. The zy~tematic error may be eliminated if

the signal level is maintained constant at the receiver output using an

instantaneous ARU (normalization).

When normalization is employed the optimum resolver is extremely

simple, and the threshold detec '°-n device as well. The moment of ap-

pearance of a pulse at the output of the threshold deice relative to

the nearest transmitter pulse represents the target range. This pulse

enters a circuit which transforms the time interval into a number, and

this circuit gives the range value in a numerical code.

Figure 7.18 shows an optimum receiver with a special device of this
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type. Actually, it is impossible to design a receiver with instantaneous

ARU, and this causes the appearance of small systematic errors depending

upon the singal intensity.

The second circuit. The moment of the function maximum corrresponds

to the moment when its derivative passes through zero. Therefore, in

clamping the range the receiver output sihnal Z(T) is first differen-

tiated and then its derivative l'(T) is fed to a threshold device with

the level U0 = 0 (Fig. 7.19) At the moment in time when Z'(T) = 0, a

pulse appears at the output of the thresh'ld circuit, and this may be

used to reckon range.

4t A cu C&M OW (e.J

Fig. 7.20.Optimum correlator cir-
cuit. A) Multiplication circuit;
B) smoothing filter.

However, function Z'(T) may also be equal to zero in the absence

of a target. Therefore, the pulse from the threshold device output is

fed to a coincidence valve (VS) which generates a reference range pulse

only if the presence of a target has been clamped in the detection chan-

nel.

The reference pulse then passes to the transformation circuit which

presents the target range in the form of a numerical code.

The resolver in range autotrack systems has a somewhat different

appearance. These systems generate tracking function z(r' - T), the

time position of whose reference point T' should coincide with time posi-

) tion T0 of the output signal Z(T - T0).

To clamp the maximum the time discriminator should form mutual cor-
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relation function

+ - l. € - t( 0o) z (c - % )d +

€ ' (, 'go).

Here P,(T' - TO) is the regular part of the mutual correlation

function, while psh(T' - T 0 ) is the random component, distributed, like

Ish(T), normally with a zero average value if the condition introduced

above, that the signal/noise ratio is sufficiently great, is maintained.

Function

has a maximum at T' -: T and may therefore serve as a criterion of the

coincidence in time of tracking function z(t) and the output signal.

The noise component psh(T' - rO ) is the cause of the appearance of er-

rors.

It is obvious that the function maximum pS (T' - rO ) will be clamped

the more accurately the greater it is by comparison with noise component

Psh(T' - TO). Since ps(r' - T O ) is the mutual correlation function of

functions A(T) and Zs (T), its maximum is largest when

Z (,C) = , (--)

with accuracy up to a constant factor.

In the optimum case the correlation function takes the form

- ) 5(7.47)
As follows from Formula (7.35) the correlator consists of a device

for multiplying functions Z(T - T0 ) and x = Zs (T - T') and a smoothing

filter (Fig. 7.20).

However, the resolving device of a range autotrack system - a time

discriminator - should not only clamp the moment of coincidence of func-
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z(T -T') and Z(T - T') but should also develop a mismatch signal d(T' -

- t0) which satisfy the conditionJ 0
<0 fo 'T <,-o

d(C'-to) -0 j, C'=
1>0 for '>To.

When stimulated by this signal the controi device of the autotrack

system can automatically change shift T' of function z(T) so that it

will coincide with signal Z(T), that is, accomplish tracking.

These conditions are satisfied by mismatch signal

d (%' -%'o) =-y, P

In accordance with Formula (7.47) and with the rules for differen-

tiation under the sign of the integral, it is possible to obtain two

equivalent descriptions of the structure of the optir-in time discrimina-

tor:

d (' - = 51 (' - ) I' (, - ,') d,
-- - (7.48a)

or

d (,' - j 10- ,l (, -t o) 1., - ' d-,. ( 7.48b )

From this there follows the possibility of constructing the optimum

time discriminator in two ways.

The first, according to Formula (7.48a), uses a signal directly

from the output of the optimum receiver Z1() while the tracking function

Z(Tr) = Z' (T) takes the form of a derivative of the signal proper (Fig.
5

7.21a).

The second design, in accordance with Formula (7.48) utilizes the

derivative of the optimum receiver output signal '(T), while the track-

ing function takes the form of the signal proper at the optimum receiver

output Z (T) (Fig. 7.21b).
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Fig. 7.21. Optimum time discriminator of a range autotrack system: a)
First arrangement of the circuit; b) second tirrangement of the circuit.
A) Optimum time discriminator; B) differentiating stage; C) optimum
time discriminator.

1B
A r-

Fig. 7.22. Structure of a time
discriminator. A) US; B) smooth-
ing filter.

The first design of the time discriminator has proven more conven-

ient in practice and has been utilized. It is designed in the following

way (Fig. 7.22).

The signal enters two coincidence amplifiers (US). Pulse u =

is fed to the second input of the first amplifier, and pulse

U2=4%'--) , which is delayed by Tz relative to the first, is fed to

the second input of the secvnd amplifier. Both pulses are displaced in

time as a single unit with reference to the control circuit. Initially

signal Z(T) passes mai.nly through US,, then through US2 . In the anti-

phase the output signals are fed to an averaging device (RC filter). The

mismatch signals at the receiver output, obtained by averaging, is pro-

portional to mismatch AT - T' - Too

The resultant tracking function of the time discriminatoo

- =( - ' + -Y ~ +4

may be made close to the optimum function by selection of the shape of
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the selectro pulses U(T) and of the shift T z between thern.

§7.9. TARGET RANGE AUTOTRACK

.. The Target Range Autotrack Principle in Pulse RLS

All range autotrack designs (ASD) may be divided into two f'unda-

mental types:

a) ASD systems with adjustable delay line;

B C Owel spa D

A S

t.1t

Mu

w9mYeiw Ib.vm

E__ _

b
71g. 7.23. Target range autotrack system: a) Block diagram or the system;
b) time diagrams at various points. A) Synchronizing pulse; B) adjust-
able delay line; C) generator or two tracking pulses; D) receiver out-
put; E) time discriminator; F) range voltage; G) control device; H) syn-
chronizing pulse; I) delay pulse; J) first tracking pulse; K) second
tracking pulse; L) reflected signal; M) time disciminator output; N)
range voltage.

b) ASD sysitems with variable frequency generator.

Figure 7.23 gives a block diagram or a typical range autotrack sys-

tem with an~ adjustable delay line; it also gives time diagrams charac-

terizing the processes at key points in the circuit. As can be seen from
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the diagram, the ASD system is a closed automatic control system con-

sisting of four basic elements: a time discriminator (the sensitive ele-

ment of the system), measuring the time mismatch between th 3'flected

signal and the range pulses; circuits for shaping two range pulses or,
as they are often called, tracking pulses; an actuating element - the

adjustable delay line (RTsZ) hniich varies the time position of the

tracking pulses in accordance with the size of the control signal, and,

finally, a device which shapes the control signal and provides the as-

signed quality of control in the system.

CCM"

F" GI

Fig. 7.24. Block diagram of ASD system with a controlled generator. A)
Reflected signal; B) time discriminator; C) control device; D) reac-
tance tube; E) tracking pulse generator; F) circuit for 3haping trigger
pulses; 0) limiter; H) generator of sinusoidal oscillations.

The delay pulse generator which is triggered b RLS synchronization

signals generate pulses whose length is proportional to the control vol-

tage. The trailing edge of the delay pulse is differentiated, and the

shape which is formed in this way triggers the tracking pulse generator.

The pulses obtained pass to the time discriminator consisting of two

I coincidence stages and a comparison circuit. The range pulses in turn

open the coincidence stages, and as a result part of the reflected sig-

nal passes through the firut, and part through the second coincidence

stage. At the output of the time discriminator there is a comparison

circuit which generates an error voltage proportional to the deviation

of the target signal from the middle of the range pulses, while the po-

larity of the voltage is determined by the direction of target devia-
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tion. If the reflected pulse is situated symmetrically relative to the

boundary between the tracking pulses, the error voltage is zero. If the

target signal is somewhat delayed, a smaller part of the reflected pulse

passes through the first coincidence stage and at the output of the com-

parison circuit thert. appears a positive voltage which, after transform-

ation and amDlification in the control device, causes the adjustable de-

lay line to shift the range pulses in such a way that the target signal

is located symmetrically relative to their center. If the echo-signal

is leading the tracicin pulses, a control voltage of the opposite sign

is generated, and the delay in the range pulses is reduced.

As the target moves due to the constantly occurring mismatch be-

tween the time position of the reflected signal and the position of the

center of the range pulses, there is a continuous change in the control

voltage and, consequently, continuous displacement of the range pulses

in the direction of a reduction of mismatch.

In this way target autotrack is accomplished, with a particular

value of the control voltage corresponding to each position of the

tracking pulses. Consequently, the magnitude of the control voltage is

a uniquely determined function of target range.

Figure 7.24 gives a block diagram of an A3D system in which a tuned

generator acts as the actuating device. The basic elements of the sys-

tem are: a time discriminator, a conrol device, a tuned generator of

sinusoidal oscillation, a circuit for shaping trigger pulses, and a

tracking pulse generator.

The principle of operation of the system is as follows. From the

sinusoidal voltage of the tuned generator are formed signals which trig-

ger the range pulse generator. The moment of triggering of the range

pulses is tightly linked to a particular phase of the sinusoidal voltage.

The change in the frequency of Ihe tuned generator leads to change in
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the phase of the generated oscillation and, consequently, to displace-

ment of the range pulses. If the reflected signal is located symmetri-

cally relative to the middle of the tracking pulses, the output voltage

of the time discriminator is equal tc zero, and the tuned generator

operates at its average frequency, which is a multiple of the RLS pulse

ripetition frequency. But if there is mismatch in the time position of

the range pulses and the reflected signal, an error voltage will appear

at the output of the time discriminator, the generator frequency will

be deflected from its average value, and the tracking pulses will be

displaced in a direction corresponding to reduction in the initial mis-

match.

In contrast to a circuit with an adjustable delay line, the ASD

system with a controlled generator does not require triggering, and its

timing is not connected with devices shaping the radar station outcom-

ing pules. In the system there is no voltage proportional to the tar-

get range. Therefore, similar ASD systems are used when a radar .tation

employs a digital computer as the device generating a stable raference

pulse coinciding in time with the reflected target signal. In this case

range is measured by transforming into binary code the time Interval

between the moment when the transmitter is triggered and the moment

when the reference pulse appears.

2. Range Autotrack in RLS with Frequency Modulation

A simplified block diagram of a radar station with target autotrack

is given in Fig. 7.25a. The ASD system includes a retuned range selector,

a range measuring circuit, a comparison circuit, and an actuating motor
w-setting potentiometer.
with a range-etn p &etomtr

The range selector is usually a narrow-band filter, the average fre-

quency of whose transparency band may be varied within the limits of the

i possible change in the beat frequency.
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Fig. 7.25. RLS with frequency modulation: a) Block diagram of ASL) sys-
tem; b) transformation of the beating pulses. A) Transmitter; B) selec-
tion and locking circuit; C) range measuring cif'cuit; D) receiver; E)
range selector (filter) and amplifier; F) pulse transformer; G) inte-
grator; H) range-setting potentiometer; I) motor for retuning the selec-
tor; J) amplifier; K) comparison circuit; L) range voltage; M) searching
circuit; N) locking relay circuit; 0) relay; P) beating pulses; Q)
standard pulses.

Here it should be borne in mind that in a RLS with frequency modu-

lation the beat frequency is proportional to target range. Consequently,

the range of variation of the filter frequency is determined by the lim-

its of the operating range of the autotrack system.

In searching for a target the filter frequency is retuned over the

whole ra nge by a special motor, The rapidity of search is limited by the

ISO
wtm o)t ttransforaionyn of the ilses. tA) Trnsrmiet"te B)n hec

._ longer te ie or il)aduplfier F)olta e ttrasomut, G)antes-

er must be the search.

When a target appears at some range, the filter at some moment inm-
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time turns out to be tuned to the beat frequency corresponding to the

range of this target. At the selector output there will appear a sig-

nal which operates the locking circuit and switches over the tuning mo-

tor from the searching mode to the autotrack mode. Starting at this mo-

ment in time, beat pulses from the selector output start entering the

range measuring circuit. The latter consists of a beating pulse trans-

former and an integrator. The transformer converts beating pulses which

differ both in shape and in length into standard pulses of constant amp-

litude and length (Fig. 7.25b). This sort of transformation is necessary

in order that the output voltage of the range circuit be propca'tional

only to the average pulse repetition frequency and not depend upon other

parameters. The integrator isolates a constant component from the pulse

series which it receives. And since, when pulse parameters are unchang-

ing, their constant component is proportional to their frequency, the

magnitude of the voltage at the integrator output is proportional to

the target range.

From the integrator output the range voltage passes to a d;?ferent

drcuit where it is compared with the voltage tap from the range-setting

potentiometer. The latter is proportional tc the range to which the

selector is tuned. If the voltage of the target range is different from

the set voltage, an error signal will appear at the output of the com-

parison circuit, proportional to the mismatch between tne two voltages.

The amplified error signal is fed to the actuating motor which varies

the filter tuning in a direction opposed to the initial mismatch. The

motor turns until the magnitude of the range voltage and of the set vol-

tage become identical, that is, until the range selector is tuned to

the zone in which the target is located. As the target moves the range

voltage is continially varied and, consequenJly, the selector is con-

tinually being retuned. In this way the target is automatically select-
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ed and tracked with respect to range, and the system continually emits

a voltage proportional to the target range. The latter may be - ".Jtzed

in computers to solve various problems connected with sighting, inter-

ception, homing, etc.

The above ASD circuit functions sufficiently well only in the case

of comparatively low relative target velocities when the Doppler fre-

quency shift fits into the filter passband. Wideninig of the filter band

is limited by deterioration of the RLS noiseproofness and by reduction

of Its operating range.

3. Elements of Pulse Systems for Range Automatic Tracking

The ASD systems of pulse radar stations are pulse control systems

since the deflection of the position of the reflected signal from the

middle of the tracking pulses is not measured continuously but only at

the short moments of time when the target slg-

nal arrive. All the rest of the time i;iforma-

tion on target range is absent, and thie auto-

track system remains open. Therefore, the pro--

owl cesses in the elements of the pulse ASD sys-

tems and the dynamic Droperties of the system

.* as a whole are not described by differential

Fig. 7.26. Equivalent equations but by difference equations. However,
circuit of a time dis-cirmito an oltge because the boundary frequency of the effec-criminator and voltage

oscillograms at its tive passband of the tracking system is always
output.

considerably lower than the signal repetition

frequency, when ASD systems are analyzed it is poss.ble in some cases

to use the methods of the theory of continuous contrcl as a first ap-

proximation.

Time discriminator. As has already been pointed out above,time dis-

criminators are destined for measuring the time mismatch between the re-
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fiected signal and the range pulses. In practice there are a large num-

bey of different time discriminator circuits; however, most have the

same operating principle. This principle is that the reflected pulse

used for autotrack is divided into two parts using two tracking pulses.

The obtained parts are compared, and the difference of their areas is

proportional to the -ange measurement error.

Figure 7.26a gives a simplified equivalent circuit of a discrimina-

tor. The capacitance of capacitor C is selected such that the time con-

stant of charging circuit Tz is considerably larger than the length of

the reflecLed signal TV. Ini this case the comparison circuit will pos-

sess integrative properties, and the circuit output voltage will be pro-

portional to the time mismatch At of the target pulse relative to the

center of the tracking pulses.

The voltage oscillograms at the output of the comparison circuit

are depicted in Fig. 7.26b. As can be seen from the oscillograms the

processes occurring in the time discriminator in the nth repetition per-

iod may be broken down into three characteristic parts. Assume that the

target signal is displaced relative to the tracking pulses by quantity

At(n) in the direction of the first of them. Then, during the first time

interval, equal to T1/2 + At(n), the capacitor is charged by the output

pulse of the first coincidence stage. The voltage at the time discrim-

inator output at the end of this time interval

. (n) -a(n -1) + [JE --- m 4-1)] !-e- , (7.49)

where E is the size of the charging pulse, equal to the amount by which

the signal of the ci1naidence clrcutt exceeds the llmi3IOng threshold;

ua(n - 1) is the voltage on the capacitor at the moment of termination

of the (n - l)th repetition period; At(n) is the time mismatch between

the middle of the echo signal and the center of the tracking pulses.
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In the next time interval, equal to Ti/ 2 - At(n), the capacitor is

reuaarged by the pulse of the second coincidence amplifier. The time

constant of the recharge remains Tz under the condition that both coin-

cidence circuits are identical. The significance of the output voltage

of the comparison circuit at the end of the second time interval is de-

termined by the relation

U.(n)=u.(P)-[E+u.(n) l1-e- eJ. (7.50)

In the last, third time interval the capacitor is discharged on

the load r- sistance. The value of the output voltage at the end of the

nth pulse repetition period will be approximately equal to

a - (7.51)
U,(a) ='U. (n) C T.,p

where T r = RC is the time constant of the capacitor discharge circuit;

Tp is the RLS pulse repetition period.

If Eqs. (7.49), (7.50) and (7.51) are slved Jointly, one can ob-

tain the difference equation of a time disc :i.inator, one which ties

together the value of its output voltages at moments in time which are

spaced at intervals equal to the RLS operating period:+ .)a,(
u9 (Pa)n - i)

= 1 1 2 ~ e ~1Ie~.(7.52)-[2e e -e 'r- ] Ee-  P.

Considering that e- -- , Expression (7.52) may be simplified,

and the equ ition of the processes in the time discriminator may be writ-

ten in the following form

. )- b At(n), (7.53)

where Ab('e'); b,e
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Fig. 7.27. Transient character-
istic of a time discriminator.

We sclve Eq. (7.53) for the case where mismatch At(n) arises as a

jump and then remains constant. We solve this by writing down values of

Ua(n) for several repetition periods, starting with n = 1:

. ) =-2bE

u.(2)= ( + A) W At,

U(3)=( + A+Al)jEA.

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."(7.54)

u (n)- =(1 + A +A*+ ... + A-1) At.

It is easy to see that Expression (1 + A + A2 +... + A - 1 ) terms of

a geometrical progression, and therefore Eq. (7.54) may be rewritten in

the following form:

U. (n)=_ 21 - At. (7.55)

The obtained solution of Eq. (7.55) determines the transient char-

acteristic of the time discriminator as given in Fig. 7.27. The points

of t.;ts characteristic lie on an exponential curve with a time constant

equal to

Top TS (7.56)

Consequently, the time discriminator as an element in an automaticf control system is an aperiodic link whose time constant depends both

upon the time constant of the charging circuit and upon the time constant
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of the discharge of the corpar1son-circuit capacitor. V'ith increase in

Tz and T quantity T vr increases, and even in the absence of load re-

sistance R(T ) the time discriminator remains an aperiodic link
r

with time constant

7*p=T*T,

To design integrating time discriminators it is necessary to pro-

vide for constant charge-discharge currents regardless of the magnitude

of the voltage at the output of the comparison circuit. In this case,

when the mismatch is constant, the speed of change in the output vol-

tage will be practically constant, and the dynamic properties of the

time d'scriminator will approximate those of the integrating link.

Another parameter of a time discriminator is its transmission fac-

tor kvr , which is equal to the ratio between the steady state output

voltage and the size of the constant mismatch Lt. If we take into con-

sideration the fact that the transient process terminates at n + 0 and

that lmA n =O , from Formula (7.55) we obtain

= (I ) (7.57)

Taking into account Expression (7.57), the difference equation of

a time discriminator may be rewritten in the form

U (a) - A( - 1)= kp (1 - A) At).

In many cases, for example, when a time discriminator is used in

ASD systems with a controlled generator, the element after the time dis-

cdiminator do not react to the current value of the output voltage but

to its average value over the period. With respect to such conditions,

the diffe-.ence equation of a time discriminator should link mismatch

At(n) and the average value or the output voltage U(n).

Taking into consideration that T << %p, the average value of the

voltage may be calculated from Fnrmula
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K U(n) -f- S u,(n) e -di.

At

Fig. 7.28. Idealized static
characteristic of a time discrim-
inator.

Fig, 7.29. Amplifier with capa-
citive negative feedback.

After integration, taking into consideration that u,(n)=U'-(f)e T

and b=e- P, we have

U = -j---dn). (7.58)

Substituting the value of ua(n) from Formula (7.53) into Formula

(7.58), we obtain a difference equation which associates the average

values of the output voltage of the time di3criminator in two adjacent

periods,

2E(I-b).TV- At (n). f7.59)

The transmission factor of the discriminator for the average value of

the output voltage is equal to the ratio
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k U(-) _2I-) TV,
k •(7.60)

Taking into consideration (7.60), the difference equation of the

discriminator for average values of the output voltage may be written

in the form
U(n) -AU(n- ]) =kp (I -A) At (a). (7?.61 )

The complete idealized static characteristict of a time discrimina-

tor U = f(At) has the form shown in Fig. 7.28. The linear region for

which the expressions obtaixied above are valid has an extension equal

to pulse length Ti . The size of the flat par-c of the discriminator

curve depends upon the relation between the lengths of the reflected

and 'he trac.-,Ing pulses. The region of the characteristic with negative

steepness is equal to the length of the received signal.

Control devices. The purpose of the control device is to shape a

signal under whose effect the range pulses will be shifted. In most

cases integrating circuits are used as control devices. The type of in-

tegrator used depends upon the kind of time discriminator and the type

of actuating device. in the electronic circuit of an ASD integrating

amplifier with capacitive negative feedback have been most widely em-

ployed. The equivalent circuit of an amplifier is given in Fig. 11.29.

Since the input circuit of the amplifier has no grid current, ic M iR

and, consequently,

nit- an d (awn - Ua)

Considering that Uvykh = KUd, we obtain

(K-+-)RC----- "- K=a. (7.62)

By applying the Laplace transformation to Eqs. (7.62), it is easy

to find the transmission function of an integrating amplifier

h "

K.__ (7p63))(K+ )RC,+1 (K+ 1)RC (7.63)
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where ki = I/RC is the transmission factor of an integr'ating amplifier.

As can be seen from Formula (7.63), from the point of view of its

* dynamic property an amplifier with capacitive negative feedback is an

aperiodic link whose time constant Ti increases (K + 1) times by com-ii

parison with the time constant of an ordinary RC circuit. With increase

in K, Ti increases, and the aperiodic length approximates an integrating

link with respect to its dynamic properties. At sufficiently high values

of K tne transmission function of an integrat.ng ampilfier may be writ-

ten approximately in the form

From the point of view of principle such a substitution is incor-

rect; however, if the transient processes in the ASD system during a

time interval which is significantly smaller than Ti, in the case of a

quantitative evaluation of the control quality such an idealization

yields negligible errors which may be ignored in the first approximation.

Another type of control device is the electromechanical integra.tor;

a direct or alternating current mctor may be used as such an integrator.

The e--yment of an electric motor in such a device is based on the

fact that the rotation angle of the motor axis is proportional to the in-

tegral of the voltage applied to the motor armature (in direct-current

motors) or to the control winding (in two-phase induction motors). The

motor equation has the form

:D-MMT+T)u  (7.64)

where A* is the rotation angle of the motor axis; U is the control vol-

tage at the motor input; Tdv is the electromechanical time constant;

is the transmission factor linking the steady-state speed of the

motor with the voltage at its input; D is a differentiation operator.

As can be seen from Expression (7.514) from the point of view of
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Fig. 7.30. Phasometric adjustable delay circuit: a) Block diagram; b)
time diagrams. A) Sint~soidal generator; B) limiter; C) differentiating
circuit; D) amplifier; E) circuit for shaping trigger pulses; F) phase
shifter; G) limiter; H) differentiating circuit; I) tracking pulse gen-
erator; J) controlled by the phase shifter.

this dynamic property the engine is a series connection of an integrat-

ing and an aperiodic length. Electromechanitcal integrators are some-times

used in ASD systems with electronic adjustable delay line, but their

basic application has been in phasometric autotrack systems. Electro-

mechanical integrators may possess very high accuracy; however, their

considerable inertia limits their application in high-speed ASD sy~stems.

Actuating devioce. As actuating devices ASD systems use circu~its

which vary the, time position of the tracking pulses under the effec.t of

a control vol 't.ge, In ASD systems with adjustable delay lines, RTsZ
electronic circuits utilizing the voltage comparison method and devices

employing the phasometric methoc- have been the most widespread. The air-
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cuits of the first type are usually simpler; however, phasometric de-

lay lnes may be more accurate.

Electronic adjustable delay circuits include phantastrons, sana-

trons, and similar circuits involving a linear discharge or charge of

a capacitor.

In phantastron circuits the time delay error does not exceed one

thousandth of the maximum pulse length. The static characteristic of a

phantastron, expressing delay time t as a function of the control vo]-

tage ii very close to linear. The deviation from a straight line does

not exceed tenths of a percent. However, this linear dependence obtains

only after a certain minimum delay time, equal to about 2-4 psec. This

time interval determines the dead zone of an ASD system.

In accurate RTsZ electron circuits sa.atrons are usually employed,

functioning jointly with comparison cir2cuits. The time delay accuracy

of sanatrons is an order of magnitude higher than that of phantastron

circuits, while their static characteristin possesses good linearity

(deflection of the characteristic from a straight line does not exceed

0.05%).

From the point of view of their dynamic properties electronic time-

delay devices are discontinuous circuits, since quantity tz can change

only in jumps proportional to the change in the control voltage during

one RLS operating period. However, because the change in the control

voltage in the intervals between the outconing pulses does not affect

the amount of delay, from the point of view of the dynamics of control

the RTsZ circuit may be considered an inertialess link with a transmis-

sion factor of krtsz*

Phasometric adjustable delay lines consist of a sinusoidal genera-

tor, a phase shifter, and a pulse-shaping circuit. The operating prin-

ciple of an RTsZ is easily understood from examinaticn of a block dia-
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gram of the device and the voltage oscillograms at its various points

(Fig. 7.30). The time delay of range pulses relative to RLS outcoming

pulses is accomplished by a phase shifter. The magnitude of this delay

is determined by the relation

where T0 is the oscillation period of the sinusoidal generator; C is the

phase shift of the oscillations in the phase shifter, in radians.

/A x&" B

A ,-?coar-uiu IAteo

'T_ II c

Fig. 7.31. Mutual positions of
tracking and reflected pulses.
A) First-tracking pulse; B) re-
flected signal; C) second track-
ing pulse.

In most cases what are used are capacitive phase shifters in which

the phase shift of the output signal is proportional to the rotation

angle of the rotor. The axis of the phase shifter is rotated by an ac-

tuating electric motor. From the point of view of its dynamic properties

the phasometric delay line may be considered inertialess if the rota-

tion angle of the phase shifter P is viewed as an input signal, and if

delay time tz is taken as the output quantity. On this assumption the

RTsZ equation takes the form

When a controlled generator of harmonic oscilla';ions is used as the

actuating device, the tracking pulses are lisplaced relative to the re-

flected signal by retuning the frequency of this oscillator. The magni-

tude of the pulse shift during one period is proportional to the phase

difference accumulated during time T between the oscillations of the
p
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control generator frequency and those of frequency p

tn=- T A(t)d'-= * Af(t)t.(.5
d,(7.65)

where 6t(n) is the shift of the track±ne pulses relative to the reflect-

ed signal in the nth repetition period; AV(n) is the phase difference

in the nth repetition period; t - f(t) - Fp is the current value ofip
the frequency deviation of the controlled generator from frequency Fp,

The change in the frequency of the retuned generator follows prac-

tioally instantaneously upon change in the control voltage

AJ(t) = kF u (i),

where (at) is the control voltage; kg is the frequency retuning factor.

Substituting the value oP Af(t) into Eq. (7.65), we obtain

at ( k, a)dt (7.66)

o-)r, I

The integral in the right part of (7.66) is a Tp times increased average

alue of the control voltage in the nth repetition period. Therefore,

Expression (7.66) may be rewritten in the form

(n):= k'r7U, (n).

where F)u(n) is the average value of the control voltage in the nth per-

iod.

If we assume that in the (n - l)th period the tracking pulses are

delayed by time t 2 (n - 1) relative to the outcoming pulses (Fig. 7 .31),

in the nth period after shif' of the tracking pulses under the influence

of the control voltage, the delay time will decrease by the quantity

6t(n - 1), and

Since &*(n- )=k~r.U(- I),

f2 (i)=l(,- 1) - rTU (a - i)
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or

. t(n) ( n( 1)-- kU(- (7.67)

Expression (7.67) represents the difference equation of the con-

trolled generator functioning as the actuating device of the ASD systen.

The minus sign in the right side of Eq. (7.67) indicates that value

t2(n) must be reduced by comparison with t2 (n - 1) so as to eliminate

the mismatch which has arlsen.

To determine the dytPniIc properties of a controlled generator as

a link in a control system we may find its transfer characteristic. We

assume that the ccntrol voltage tit moment t = 0 has Jtuped from zero to

a certain value U0 and henceforth remains constant. For the sake of

simplicity we also assume that before the moment when the volt'.ge is

supplied the time shift t2 - 0. Then, on the basis of (7.67) or, can

write the series

f2 (1) - k, TU,
12(2) - 2k, TQu,

,, (n) - nk,TU. (7.68)

Expression (7.68) determines the transfer characteristic of the

controlled generator when the type of Jump is disturbed. The points of

the transfer characteristic lie on a straight line which passes through

the origin of the coordinate. The slope of the straight line is deter-

mined by the product k T p. An integrator has such a transfer character-

istic. Consequently, from the point of view of its dynwmic properties,

the controlled generatcr used as the actuating device of the ASD system

is an ideal integrating link whose transmission factor is ki kgTp

7.10. THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND ACCURACY OF PULSE RANGE AUTOTRACK
SYSTEMS (ASD)

Range-measurement accuracy is determined by the size of the track-

ing error in the steady state. This latter depends both upon the charac-
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Fig. 7.32. Structural diagrami of
ASD system with one integrator.
A) Time discriminator; B) cointrolleO
generator,

Fig. 7.33. Undamped oscillations

in ASD system.

ter of ,:he target's motion and upon the structural diagram of the sys-

tem. The number of Integrating links connected in series in the control

circuit has a particularly strong influence upon the quality indicators

of the ASD syjstem. In practice, ASD systems are used with one or 
two

integrators.

1 1 ASD Systems with One Integrator

A structural diagram of an ASD system with one ideal integrator 
is

given in Fig. 7.32. A controlled generator acts as the integrator. Iii

contrast to continuous systems which are described by a second order

SI equation, the pulse ASD system may become unstable if its parameters

* ~ have certain values. Let us define the conditions of stability of a pulse

syst.m. The processes in the system may be described u3tng three 
differ-

enee equations:

1) The equation of the ,tme dis criminator

. 452-
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U~n)- AU(n-- !)=k.(l-A)7.69)

2) the equation of the controlled generator

12(n)-20n- I)=- k,TU(n- 1). (770)

3) the equation linking the tracking error At(n) with the time

position of the reflected signal and the range pulses (see Fig. 7.31),

At(n)=)t(n)-tf). (7.71)

If the middle of the reflected signal is taken as the origin of

the coordinates, the value of tracking error At(n) will be equal to

t2(n), and Eq. (7.70) wi.ll be rewritten in the form

At(n) -At(n -, = kTg (A -,). (772)

The boundary stability of the system is determined by the moment

at which sustained oscillations occur in it. The conditions for the oc-

currence of sustained oscillations are (Fig. 7.33)

At (-a (a-1), (7.73)
U(i) =-U(n- I).

At these boundary conditions the system of difference equations

(-.69), (7.70) and (7.71) describing processes in the ASD circuit is

converted into

( + A) U(n) = k. (1- A)At (n),
2At(n)=k*U(n). - (7.74)

Simultaneous solution of Eq. (7.711) gives the condition for the

generation of sustained oscillations in the system

2(1 +A)=kk.(I -A).

Since the product k vk is the transmission factor of an open ASD

system, the stability condition may be expressed by the following in-

equality:
2 1+.A

K K< Kp= r -T, k (7-75)

where Kg is boundary transmission factor of an ASD system.
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Fig. 7.34. The boundary transmission factor of an ASD system with one
ideal integrator as a function of the time constant of the time discrim-
inator.

If the time constant of the transfee c aracteristic of the time dis-

criminator is much greater than the puls(, repetition period (Tv >> Tp)

the following approximate expression may be used to determine the area

of stability:

K<e---.

~Figure 7.34 .- a graph representing the boundary transmission fact r

of the system as a function of the relative time constant of the trans-

fer characteristic of the time discriminator. With increase In the ra-

tio Tvr/Tp the boundary transmission factor also increases. 1his may be

explained by the fact that with increase in TVTI/ p the properties of the

ASD system approach those of the linear systems of continuous control

described by the second order equation, and they, as is known. are stable

for any gain factor.

Range autotrack systems witRh a single integrating Link possess first

order astaticism. This means that if the ASD system measures the range

of a target whose radial velocity relative to the RLS iG constant and

equal to V., the steady-state tracking error will be equal to a constant

i - 454 -



quantity.

The physical presence of this error is explained by the fact that
'p

a certain constant voltage, varying the generator frequency, must be

present at the output of the time discriminator in order to ensure

movement of the tracking pulses with a velocity proportional to V . This
r

voltage, in turn, may appear only if there is a constant tracking error.

In the case of a stationary target the repetition period of the

reflected signals Is equal to the pulsing period of the outcoming pul-

ses. The repetition frequency of the tracking pulses should coincide

with the frequency of the received signals. Since the rated frequency

of a retuned generator is P ,. during tracking of a motionless 'arget

the control voltage is zero, and there is no error in the A:D system.

In the case of a moving target the repetition frequency of the re-

ceived signals Fpr differs from the repetition frequency of the emitted

pulses by the magnitude of the Doppler frequency shift

F~p = F,(l 2V

For tracking a target it is necessary that the repetition frequency of

the tracking pulses be F pr. In the steady state this may be assured only

by changing the frequency of the retuned generator by quantity AP =

= 2Vr/C F . The frequency shift of the controlled generator is due to

the presence of a constant voltage Uvr at the output of the time dis-

criminator. Since AF = kgFpUv.r., the steady-state output voltage at the

discriminator output is proportional to the radial velocity of the tar-

get's .1 otion

-k e " (7.76)

Constant voltage Uvr is formed by mismatch At between the time position

of the reflected signal and the tracking pulses

U5 5



I Iw At =F" = -'(7.77)

wher,! AR is the target tracking error.

Substituting value Uvr from Formula (7.76) into Formula (7.77)

and solving the equation for the tracking error, we obtain

The tracking error of a target which is moving at a constant radial

v,,locity relative to the RLS is inversely proportional to the transmis-

rion factor of the ASD system.

D

Fig. 7.35. Structural diagram of an ASD system with an electronic in-
tegrator.. A) Time discriminator; B) electronic integrator; C) adjustable
delay line; D) range voltage.

,of

W4 V

Fig. 7.36. The boundary transmission factor of an ASD system with one
integratin-: ariviifier as a function of the time constant of the integra-
tor. Cu_-,-,-4 are given for three values of the time constant of the time
discriminator filter: - rp - 4r; I- TV. xr.; 3- TV ,rS - .456 -



Electronic ASD systems with adjustable delay lines use as their in-

tegrating elements amplifiers with capacitive feedback. Figure 7.35 gives

a structiral diagram of an ASD system with an electronic integrator. It

can be demonstvated by the stability condition of such a system is de-

termined by the inequality

I+A I+e T

K<~ . - e,

where K is the transmission factor of an open ASD system; Ti is the time

constant of an integrating amplifier.

Figure 7.36 is a graph representing the boundary gain factor as a

function of tne time constant of an integrating amplifier. With increase

in Ti the boundary transmission factor of the ASD system grows.

As was demonstrated above, such ASD systems cannot in principle

be considered astatic, since the integrating amplifier is an aperiodic

link with a large time constant. However, when the value of Ti is many

times greater than the time of the transient processes in the system,

and with a large value of K in the first approximation, conclusions

relative to tracking errors in astatic ASD systems may also be utilized

to evaluate systems with a single integrating operational amplifier.

Under actual conditions the signals reaching the autotrack circuit

are not constant in amplitude but fluctuating, and sometimes the re-

flected pulse may disappear entirely for a certain time. When the target

signal disappears, the control circuit is interrupted (there are no

pulses ac the output of the coincident stages of the time discriminator),

and the voltage in the condenser of the comparison circuit of the time

discrlmirator begins gradually to be discharged with time constant Tr:
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where : is the output voltage of the time discriminator at the moment

vr 0

when tl.e reflected signal disappears.

Reduction of the voltage in the time discriminator leads to a de-

crease in the velocity of movement of the tracking pulses. The system

continues to track the target; however, because the tracking speed is

declining, the tracking error increases. If we assume that the targetIvelocity remains unchanged during the time of disappearance of the sig-
nal, the tracking error at the moment of its appearance will be the

quantity

T, 1-TAJ?=VA

where rz is the fading time of the signal.

If time Tz << Tr, the tracking error will hardly increase at all

when the signal disappears, but if the fading time is large, the error

may attain a value in excess of the length of the tracking pulse, and

the ASD system loses the target.

Thus, the ASD system with one integrator can "remember" position,

but its "memory" of velocity decreases over time. This is due to the

inertia of the comparison circuit of the time discriminator.

2. ASD Systems with Two Integrators

The basic drawbacks of autotrack systems with a single integrator

are the presence of considerable errors in the measurement of the range

of rapidly moving objects and the possibility of losing the target when

the reflected signal disappears for an extended time. ASD systems with

two integrators are used to eliminate these drawbacks:

circuits with a retuned generator and an electronic integrator;

circuits with RTsZ and two integrating amplifiers;

elettromechanical ASD systems with one electronic integrator.

It is known from the theory of automatic control that systems with
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Fig. 7.37. Structural diagram of ASD system with two integrators. A) In-
tegrating time discriminator; B) correcting link; C) adjustable delay
line; D) integrator; E) range voltage.

two series connected integrating links are struc-

tarally unstable and that additional correcting

links must be introduced to make them stable. Let

mix 92us undertake an approximate analysis of the stab-

ility of systems with two integrators, assuming

Fig. 7.38. Circuit that both integrators are ideal and that the sys-
of a correcting
link. tem is continuous.

Figure 7.37 gives one of the possible struc-

tural ulagrams of a stabilized ASD system with two integrators. Stabil-

ization is achieved by introducing into the control circuit a correcting

link whose main circuit is given in Fig. 7.38. "'he transmission function

of this link is

W.()= qTp+1 (7.78)

where q= T.=R3 C.

By taking into account Expression (7.78) it is easy to demonstrate

that the transmission function of a stabilized ASD system with two ir.--

tegrators has the form

W() P, (qr, P + 1) (7-79)
1+(,) K q "'I T+,) pI+ pl+ qr.,K +qK "qKqTP +
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SFig. 7.39. Structural dagramn of stabilized ASD system with two integra-

K ~tt

tor. A) Time discriminator; B) integrator; C) summing stage; D) ampli-

fier; E) adjustable delay lie; F) integrator.

where K--kka,.

It follows from Expression (7.79) that the condition of stability

of an ASD system (on the basis of the Hurwitz criterion) is determined

AA oAM by th ineqlit

S Inequality (7.80) shows that a stabilized system is stable regard-

ess of the parameters of the correcting 
network. However, at values of

q close to unity the reserve of stability is small.q Another way to stabilize an ASD system 
with two integrators is to

shape the conrolling action from two voltages, 
one of the m proportion-

al tc the unitary, and the other to the compound integral of the agni-

Stude of the tracking error. Figure 7.39 gives a structural diagram of

an ASD system which is stabilized in this 
way. Its transmission function

has the form

K (T,,> +l) ."

pR.,+ (780

les of, the pa a et r of, . , th cor ect ng net or ., How ve . 1 at v lu s o

q On the basis of the Hurwtz criterion the 
condition of stability
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of the ASD system with two integrators is determined by the inequality

kopkp4 .,2ky,> k~ppq.k,,jk,,2T,

or

k7> kirs,.

Stability of the system is ensured by appropriate selection of a

gain factor for one of the branches of the summing device.

A simple way to stabilize ASD systems is to connect a correcting

resistance directly into the feedback circuit of the integrating ampli-

fier (Fig. 7.O). The transmission function of such an operational amp-

lifier may be approximated in the following form:

W. () . (PI ,+ R.
z,(p' 1pCR R&

The output voltage of an operational

amplifier consists of two components, one pro-

portional to the input signal and the other to

the integral of the input signal. It is obvious

Fig. 7.40. Circuit of that this stabilization technique is completely

operational amplifier equivalent to the preceding one Therefore, in
with capacitive-resis-
tor feedback. this case the condition of stability of an ASD

system may be expressed by the inequality

.>,r (7.82)

System stability is ensured by the selection cf the resistances of the

operational amplifier.

An can be seen fraia Expression (7.69) and (7.71) ASD systems with

two integrators are second order astatic systems (inclusion of the cor-

recting circuits does not lower the order of astaticism).

The range measurement error in the steady state depends upon the

character of the target's motion. For example, let us assume that the

target is moving at a constant acceleration, so that the range changers
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in accordance with the law

R=R.+ V,t+,at'.

In this case the ASD system is influenced by zontrol stimulus

In the case of this sort of stimulus the error of an automatic

rangefinder may be found by methods of operational calculus. The trans-

form of the control stimulus has the form

1 2Ro. ! C__ 1"

As is known, the transform of the tracking system error is equal to

the product of the transmission function and the transform of the input

stimulus:

+ 1 2o [ 2, "VP In
AItp)= wp)4,~ =#+P+ ,,,kp,,.ut,,p +h.h,aa,. "

In accordance w:tth the boundary value theorem the tracking error in

Ii.mpW(p) @)= a

or

aa

If an automatic i-angefinder with two integrators measures the range

of a target moving with constant velocity relative to the RLS, tie track-

ing error in the steady state will be zero. When the target is moving

with a constant acceleration the range measurement error will be in-

versely proportional to the transmission factor of the ASD system. Thus,

in order to reduce the errors caused by target movement it is necessary

- to strive to increase the transmission factor. However, the selection

,: of quantity X is affected by a series of other factors, fundamental ones
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being the required stability reserve, length of the transient process,

and random errors caused by fluctuating noise.

Temporary fading of the reflected signal does not suspeod the oper-

ation of an actotrack system with two integrators. When the target pul-

ses are lost, and the tracking pulses will continue to move out at their

former velocity, equal to the target velocity at the moment when the

signal was lost.

ASD systems with two integrators affect continuous auto'atic mea-

surement not only of the target range, but also of its velocity. Actual-

ly, in the tracking mode the voltage at the output of the second inte-

grator is proportional to target range at any moment in time, while the

voltage at its input is proportional to the derivative of the range,

,hat is, to the radial velocity of the target, In ASD systems with a

retuned generator the generator itself is the second integrating link;

therefore, the control voltage which is fed to the reactance tube is

proportional to Vr . In autotrack systems with a phasometric adjustable

delay line, the output integrating element is an electric motor the an-

gle of rotation of whose shaft is proportional to the target range. Con-

sequently, the angular velocity of he axis is linearly independent

upon the radial velocity of the target.

Thus, all types of ASD systems with two integrators track the tar-

get not only with respect to range, but also with respect to velocity,

generating data on the Vr in the form of a voltage or of an angular

rotation velocity of the axis of the actuating device.

3. Accuracy of ASD Systems when Acted upon by Random Noise

Above we have been examining the dynamic errors of ASD systems due

to target movement. In addition to these regular errors there az'e also

random errors due to ihe effect of internal and external noises. Tne

effect of noise is to cbange the amplitude and shape of the useful sig-
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nal. Random variations of the signal lead to an increase or a decrease

in its area within these limits of each tracking pulse. A fluctuating

error voltage, which is not linked with the target's position in space,

appears at the output of the time discriminator. Thi6 iltage, which is

a disturbing stimulus applied to the ASD system, causes random displace-

ment of the target pulses.

Below we give an approximate evaluation of the random error of an

ASD system due to internal receiver noises.

As has been demonstrated in §7.8, from the point of view of the

least error in range reading, division of the pulse area into two equal

parts is a very nearly optimum operation. Therefore, it may be consid-

ered that the mean square error of each measurement of range by the auto-

matic rangefinder (when the signal/noise ratio i lar ge) approaches the

theoretical limit, equal to

where E is the energy of the received signa; N is the spectral density

of the noise, Af is the passband of the receiver device.

The ASD system averages the random measurement error. The time

needed for averaging is determined by the form of the frequency charac-

teristic of the automatic rangefinder, mainly by the width of its ef-

fective pissband AFe . As an approximation it may be considered that the

ASD systems accumulate pulses during time T,=-' • The quantity of in-

tegrated pulses is

In accumulation the mean square error of range measurement is re-

duced r' times. Consequently,

V / -+- ~(7.83)
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Formula (7.83) is valid for the case when the receiver device is

open only during the time of th? useful signal, that is, the total length

of the tracking date is equal to the length of the reflected signal. In

practice, the total length of the range pulses 2 tr is selected larger

than the length of the receiver signal. This ensures a very steep dis-

criminator characteristic, widens its working region, and makes it eas-

ier to lock into a useful search signal.

. If 2 Tstr > T., there is an Increase in the energy of the noise act-

ing upon the ASD system. Noise not only distorts the shape and changes

the amplitude of the useful signal, but it also gives rise to separate

voltage blips during the time when the reflected signal (2Tstr - i ) is

absent. As a result of this, increase in the length of the tracking pul-

ses leads to increased dispersion in the tracking error. In this case,

the magnitude of mean square error aR may be evaluated from the approxi-

mate formula

'/ NoTnAF&

It is often assumed that T str T. on the condition

4'-g r . e I

As can be seen from Formula (7.73) the mean square error in track-

ing a target with respect to range, caused by the presence of noise and

by the spectral density of the noise, depends upon the width of the fre-

quency characteristics of the ASD system. In turn, the frequenacy charac-

teristic of the automatic rangefinder is determined by its transmIssion

function (let us recall that the frequency characteristic is obtained

from the transmission function by replacing p by jw).

The frequency characteristic of an ASD system with one integrator

has the form
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K'" _ .% (7.84)

, where K is the transmission factor of the system; Tvr is the equivalent

time constant of the time discriminator.

The modulu5 of the frequency character~-stic

K
0 0 1 - =  - - K- "

Figure 7.41 gives graphs of the modulus of the frequency character-

istic of a- ASD system with one integr&tor for various relations between

the system transmission factor and the discriminator time constant. in-

crease in the ratio K/Tvr causes a broadening of the frequency charac-

teristic and, consequently, increase in the fluctuation error of the

ASD zystem. Analogous results rjay also be obtained for ASD system3 with

two inteV'ators.

a -- •

'N AV AVW A U-o

Fig. 7.41. Frequency character-
istics of the ASD system.

Thus, increase in the transmission factor leads, on one hand, to

a reduction in the dynamic errors caused by target xotion and, on the

other, to an increase in the errors caused by receiver ioise. The opti-

mum transmission factor should ensure a minimum value of the total auto-

track e&:ror.

In addition v*o errors caused by receiver noise in ASD systems ran-

dom errors may arise due to various circuit instabilities, principally
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to instabillj of time delay (instability in the length of the phantas-

J tron pulse, phase instability of' the controilicd generator, etc.). The

Jnfluence of the instability of time delay circuits upon the accuracy

of range measurement depends upon the purpose of the autotrack system.

If the automatic rangefinder yields information on the distance to the

target In the form ,f a voltage tapped from the integrator output, rapid

fliucbations of the delay time in the RTsZ cirnuit will have an insigni-

cant influence upon the accuracy of range measurement. The reason for

this is that between the source of the fluctuations and the system out-

put there is a series of inertial and integrating links (the filter of

the time discriminator and the integrators) which smooth out rapid var-

iations in the error voltage. If target range is reckoned frcm the

leading edge of the first tracking pulse (as is done in ASD systems

with a controlled generat~r), rapid fluctuations in delay time leading

to variation in the time position of the tracking pulses (for example,

fluctuation of the controlled generator frequency) give rise to range

measurement errors which are not averaged by the circuit of the auto-

matic rangefinder. Slow variations in the generator frequency are elim-

inated by the tracking system and do not lead to range measurement er-

rors.

§7.11. SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATIC VELOCITY TRACKING OF A TARGET

One of the possible methods of automatic velo'ity tracking of a

target was examined in the description of ASD systems. This method is

sufficiently simple and makes it possible to obtain data on target

range and velocity at the same time. However, in many cases the accuracy

of velocity measurements is inadequate. This is due to the fact that

the basis of this methcd is the method of differentiation of range,

velocity being determined as an increment in range between two pulse

rackets. These increments are small by comparison wtth the range itself,
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and their measurements are therefore inaciv'ate; this leads to consid-

erable fluctuations in the velocity voltage. The ASD system does not

average the velocity data adequately, since the second integrating link

does not participate in the averaging. This drawback may be eliminated

by smoothing the obtained velocity dal:a.

The mean square error of velocity measurement in smoothing may be

calculated in the first approximation according to formula

where a is the mean square error of range tracking of the target; T is

the time of averaging of the data.

An increase in time T leads to reduction in the velocity measure-

m6nt error; however, there is at the same time a delay in the output

of informatica which in many instances may be acceptable. Wherever an

extended tiae for smoothing the results of measurement is allowable,

this method may yield satisfactory results.

The most accurate method of measuring target radial velocity is

the one besod on automatic tracking of the shift In the Doppler frequwency

of the received signal. Since the range of variation in Doppler frequency

may be as high as hundreds of a percent of the carrier f-eequency

in '.ne case of rapidly flying objects, radar stations

which track target velocity must possess a sufficiently wide passband

(for example, at V maks - 8 km/sec and f0 10,000 Mhz the required

receiver passband must exceed 1 Mhz).

This, in turn, means that the signal/noise ratio at the output of

the receiver device may be very small, and the accuracy of velocity

measurement will be low.

A substantial improvement in the signal/noise ratio may be obtained

L connecting a narrow-band tracking filter into the receivor strip,
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automatically tuned to the current value of the received signal fre-

quency. Such a tracking filter can be connected because the frequency

of the received 3ignal varies comparatively slowly, while the automatic

tracking radar station measures the coordinates of only a single target

at one time.

There are two types of tracking filters - tile frequency-tracking

filter and the phase-synchronized tracking filter.

1. The Frequency-Tracking Filter

The automatic frequency-tracking filter is essentl.ally a system of

automatic frequency control of the heterodyne from the received signal.

Figure 7.42a gives a block diagram of a frequency-tracking filter. In-

put signal fs is limited in amplitude and fed to a mixer which at the

same time receives oscillations fn from a controlled heterodyne. An in-

terwediate-frequency signal fp , equal to the difference in the frequen-

cies fn and fs, is fed to a narrow-band quartz filter and to a frequency

discriminator tuned to frequency fo o .u the case when the intermediate

frequency differs from f0, at the discriminator output is generated an

error voltage whose magnitude and sign depend upon the size and direc-

tion of the deviation of the intermediate frequency. There i3 an inte-

grating device at the discriminator output, which suppresses rapid fluc-

tuation of the error voltage due to noise.

The control voltage from the integrator output is fed to a reac-

tance tube which acts upon the heterodyne in such a way as to cause the

intermediate frequency to approximate a value equal to fpo.

The heterodyne, the mixer, the discriminator, the integrating cir-

cuit, and the reactance tube form a closed automatic frequency control

-_y:te (APCb). The b,4nd of the APCh system should be narrow, but at the

same time it should ensure sufficiently accurate reproduction of the

frequency variation causa6 by the Doppler effect, The transmission fac-.
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Fig. 7.42. Narrow-band tracking filters: a) Block diagram of frequency-
tracking filter; b) block diagram of phase-synchronized tracking filter.
A) Input signal; B) J!miter; C) mixer I; D) quartz filter; E) mixer II;
F) heterodyne; G) delay line; H) reactance tube; i) integrator- J) fre-
quency discriminator; K) synchronous heterodyne; L) imixer i; M) input
signal; N) direct current amplifier; 0) intermediate-frequency amplifier;
P) low-frequency filter; Q) mixer II; R) hetrrodyne; S) phase detector;
T) generator of reference frequency.

tor of the system should be large enough so that the maximum static er-

ror of the system is several times smaller than the passband of the

quartz filter. Thus, if the overall range of variation of the received

signal frequency is APd, while the passband -f the quartz filter (for

it is the effective passband of the frequency-tracking filter) is AFe ,

the transmission factor of the APCh system should be not less than
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(4-5)AFd/AP Selection of such a transmission factor ensures that the

circuit will operate in the linear section of the phase-frequency char-

acteristic of the quartz filter.

The output signal of the quartz filter is mixed in the second mixer

with the heterodyne oscillation delayed by time tz, this being equiva-

lent to the phase shift in the quartz filter. The mixer output yields

a voltage which is free from noise, which is delayed relative to the

received signal by time tz, and which coincides with it in frequency

with accuracy up to the error of the automatic frequency control system.

2. The Phase-Synchronized Tracking Filter

Figure 7.42b gives a block diagram of the phase-synchronized filter.

Received signals of frequency l t Fd are transformed in the mixer into

signals o the first intermediate frequency fp. This transformation is

accomplished by a synchronous generator with frequency f2 + Pd" The

oscillations of the first intermediate frequency are amplified end

transformed in a local heterodyne into signals of the second intermediate

frequency fpch2" The phase of the oscillations of fpch2 is compared in

the phase detector with the phase of the oscillations of the reference

heterodyne. The output voltage of the phase detector is proportional to

the cosine of the phase difference of the compared oscillations. If the

phase difference is 900, the detector output voltage is zero. At an

angle greater or less than 900, the output signal has, respectively,

a positive or a negative value. The low-frequency filter passes only

the slow fluctliationE of the phase detector output voltage. The rapid

fluctuat!.ns due to noise are suppressed and do not reach the input of

the direct current amplifier. The output voltage of the amplifier con-

trols the generator in such a way that the phase difference between the

received signal oscillations and the heterodyne voltage approaches

close to zero.
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If the input signal fl starts to vary due to the Doppler effect,

these variations are fed to the input of the second mixer and cause a

change in the phase of the signal fed to the input of the phase detector.

These phase variations create an error voltage at the phase detector out-

put, and this in turn changes the frequency of the synchronous heterodyne

by the same quantity as the change in the reu. :ved signal frequency. The

phase error is again reduced to zero. The Doppler frequency reading

which is thus obtained appears at the output of the synchronous hetero-

dyne as a sinusoidal signal which is practically free of noise.

in determining the parameters of the tracking system it is aeces-

sary to take into account the following constraints: the passband of

the phase-synchronized filter must be as small as possible, in order to

achieve maximum suppression of noise, but it must be large enough so

that the synchronous heterodyne can reproduce without cistortion the

frequency changes caused by the Doppler effect.

The advantage of the phase-synchronized tracking filter over the

frequency-tracking filter is that it represents P phase automatic fre-

quency control system and, consequently, does not have any static errur.

17.12. BINARY READOUT OF RANGE AND RADIAL VELOCITY

The readout of range in binary code is based on counting the number

of pulses NR arriving in interval T - 2R/o, if they are repeated at a

sufficiently high and stable frequency F:

Na-rR. (7.85)

Range is reckoned at discrete intervals

A(7.86)

which decline with incresee in frequency P.

The transformation of range iato a binary number is accompanied

by two kinds of instrumental errors. The first kind of error is due to
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the fact that the reading is discrete and the repetitLon fraquency of

the counter pulses is unstable. Errors of the second kind are due to

breakdown. Breakdown is an interruption of the normal operation of tke

transformation device at certain moments in time. It car, lead to an in-

correct range reading in any digit, that is, to the appearance of very

large errors. Therefore, transformation circuits must be so designed

that breakdown is unconditionally eliminated.

Below we give an estimate of instrumental error, in range measure-

ment due to reading discreteness AR and frequency instability F, ana

we also examine transformation circuits which e6iminate breakdown.

Since the counted range value NR is proportional to frequency F,

the relative range measurement error is equal to the relative frequency

instability

where aF is the mean square frequency deviation.

Consequently, the error due to instability in the repetition fre-

quency of the counter pulses

is proportional to range and is particularly great at large ranges. In

order to reduce it, counter pulse generators are quartz stabilized.

The errors due to reading discreteness AR depend upon whether or

not the position of the counter pulses is matched with the starting

point of the range reckoning.

When the position of the counter pulses is coordinated with the

starting-point of the range reading, the reckoned number NR remains un-

changed as range varies within the limits AR (Fig. 7.43a). Since any

true value of range in the interval AR is equally probable, the mean

square measurement error
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as may be found by analogy with Formula (7.2).

A, ,_ A A A 'A A

Se) b)

Fig. 7.43. Range measurement errors due to reading discreteness: a)
When the position of the counter pulses is coordinated with the starting-
point of the range reckoning; b) in the absence of such coordination.

D E

*I, •o'.emi L:DN
S Fig. 7.414. Circui.t for range readout in binary code. A) Gate generator;

* ) "drop to zero; C) range register; D) counter pulse generator; E)
* VS; F) range-reading pulse; G) generator of readout pulses; H) distribu-

tor-shifter; I) to the memory of the TsV/M,

Wnen the position of the counter pulses is rot coordinated with

the starting-point of range readings the indeterminacy interval is

doubled (Fig. 7.43b), and the mean squre value of the range error in-

'II F crease I -Aes

UR

Consequently to reduce the error due to discreteness it nece -
sary not only to reduce the repetition frequency of the counter pulses 

but enso to use a oi cn oster oscillator to shape the cor ter wulses
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and the RLS synchronization pulses. In this case the total instrumental

error of the circuit for digital reckoning of range is

=/( )+ (2 -,(7.87)

A circuit for reckoning range in the form of binary numbers must

be capable of registering the range of a large number of targets with-

out breakdown. One variation of suoh a circuit, given in Fig. 7.44,

consists of a pulse counter (range register) with control stages, a

readout device (readout valves VS and a generator of readout pulses),

and a device for feeding range information to the memory of the TsVM

(distributor-shifter).

With the errival of a regular RLS synchronization pulse the gate

generator (reactance trigger) generates a broad pulse which opens the

coincidence valve VS. Because of this the pulses from the counter pulse

generator pass to the ,unter. At the end of the current pulsing period

the gate generator returns independently to its initial position. There-

fore the counter pulses stop passing through the coincidence valve, and

the counter readings drop to zero in order to prepare it for the follow-

ing working cycle.

Each stage of the pulse counter (trigger) represents a binary digit.

A high potential on the output side of the trigger corresponds to 1, a

low potential to 0. With the arrival of the synchronization pulse the

counter starts to reckon out the time (range), but these data from the

counter do not go anywhere since a coincide-.ce valve (readout valve)

w '4ch is normally closed is connected to the output of the trigger of

each digit.

Only when a range reckoning pul'e arrives (through the counter

pulse generator) the readout valves open momentarily and the counted

number is fed to the memory of thcu digital computer. As has already been
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noted, this number is proportional to the time which has elapsed since

triggering of the transmitter, and consequent':;, to the target range.

With arrival of a range reckoning pulse fro,,- another target, at a great-

er distance, a larger number will be fed to the TsVM memory through

the readout valves. In this way the range of a practically unlimited

number of targets may be mrnasured, which is an important merit of this

circuit.

The operation of the circuit is not disturbed by arrival from the

preselector of a false target pulse. The false target coordinates will

be screened out by the computer itself when the data are processed a

second time.

Range register. Figure 7.45 shows the voltage oscillograms at no-

dal points in the circuit of Fig. 7.44 and at the output busses of the

pulse counter triggers.

Each trigger of the range register has a counter input, that is,

it operates with the arrival of each pulse. Let us call the switching

of the trigger from position 0 to position 1 forward and from position

1 to position 0 reverse.

Negative counter pulses arrive at the input of the trigger of digit

20. Each counter pulse switches the trigger in either the forward or the

reverse diiection. The result is that broad pulses are obtained, their

number being half as great as the number of pulses at the input. The

broad pulacs are differentiated in the RV network which is connected to

the output of each trigger. Short negative pulses whose repetition rate

is Aalf of the repetition frequency of the pulses at the stage input,

are shaped at the RC network output during the switch to reverse. For

the sake of simplicity the networks are not given in Fig. 7.44, nor are

the negative pulses of the drop to zeAj given in Fig. 7.45.

The trigger of the next, 21, digit is operated by each short nega-
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Fig. 7.45. Processes in the range
register. A) "Drop to zero."
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Fig. 7.46. Pulse counter with rip-
ple-through carry of the higher dig-
it. A) Counter pulses; B) VS; C) LZ.

tive pulse from the output of the trigger of the 20 digit, that is, by

each second counter pillse reaching the input of the range register. The

number of short negative pulses at the output of this stage is also

half as large as at the input; therefore, the trigger of the next 22

digit is switched by each fourth counter pulse, the trigger of the 23

digit by each eighth pulne, etc.

Thus, 1 at the ouuput of the first trigger indicates the number of

counted odd units, at the output of the second trigger - the number of

odd twos, at the output of the thi,:d trigger - the number of odd fours,

etc. An even number of units, twos, fours, etc., yields in each given

digit 0 with carry-over of 1 to the higher digit. Consequently, the unit

of each digital trigger has the value of its digit in the binary syE.em:

1, 2, 4, 8 etc.

If we consider that a high potential exists on the output side of
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digital trigger 1, and a low potential on the output side of trigger 0,

we can read the number of counter pulses arriving at the input of the

range register at a given moment in time. Thus, at moment in time t af-

ter the beginning of counting (Fig. 7.45) the number 01101 (13) will

appear in the register, and this, as may be easily seen, is equal to the

number of counter pulses.

If a target pulse from the prfseleotor enters the readout valve at

this moment in time, pulses will Le obtained at the output of only those

valves to which a high potential has been fed from the counter (in the

above case in the digit 23, 22, and 20). The above number 01101, which

is proportional to target range, will be counted and fed to the computer

memory. If a signal arrives from a more distant target, a larger number

will be fed to the computer memory.

For accurate range measurement the repetition frequency of the

counter pulses must be sufficiently high, even up to several millions

of pulses per second. At such a high frequency the pulse length and the

time of the transient processes in the trigger occupy a considerable

part of the repetition period of the counter pulses. At the same time,

at some moment in time the transition iiom one binary number to the

next number takes the form of a sequence of switching of the triggers

of many digits. Thus, the transition from the number 1111 (15) tD the

number 10000 (16) is accompanied by the sequential switching of the

triggers of five digits, and this means that the total time of the trans-

ient processes is several times greater than the time of the transient

process of a single trigger (in this case it is approximately five

times greater). When there is a large number of digits in the range

regiL.er, the total time of the transient processes may te much greater

than the repetition period of the counter puilses; as a result, the pulse

counter can no longer operate normslly, and there is a breakdown.
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Breakdown is avoided by using more refined pulse counter circuits

which either employ special devices to shorten the. time of the transient

processes while maintaining a sufficiently high pu.e rpetition fre-

quency or reduce the repetition frequency of the counter pulses, main-

taining the necessary reckoning accuracy by employing the nonius method.

An example of a device for shortening the time of the transient

processev 's the pulse counter with ripple-through carry if the higher

digit, as depicted in Fig. 7.46. The characteristic of this counter cir-

cuit is that during the time of the transient process the triggers of

severaj digits are not switched in sequence - in the, ordec of growth of

the number - but in all digits at the same time. Because of this the

overall time of the transient process in the circuit is in all c,.ses

approximately equal to the time of the transient process of a single

trigger.

The operating principle of a counter with ripple-through carry may

be explained from the example of the transition from the numbr 0111 (7)

to the number 1000 (8).

Let us assume that at the moment cf arrival of a regular counter

pulse at the counter input the number 0111 is recorded on the triggers,

i.e., at the output busses of the triggers of the first three digits

there is a "high" potential which is al-.o fed to one of the inputs of

the three coincidence valves. Thanks to this the regular counter pulse

(unit) passes freely through the coincidence valves and enters the in-

put of all four triggers, switching them at practically the same time.

The trigger of the higher digit passes from position 0 to position 1,

and the first three triggers - from position 1 to position 0. A new

number 1000 is registered in the counter.

For normal operation of the circuit it is necessary to satisfy the

condition that the triggers not be switched before tht counter pulee has
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Fig. 7.47. Principle of the noni-us. A) Counter pulses; B) target
pulse; C) counted number; D) noni-
us pulses; E) coincident pulse.
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Fig. 7.48. Coordination of the roments of readout with the timing of
the counter. A) Counter pulses; B) LZ; C) VS; D) readout pulse; E) timeof transient processes; F) target pulse; G) trigger.

passed completely through the coincidence valves. This condition is

satisfied by connecting into the input of each of the triggers small

delay lines (LZ) consisting of several windings.

It is possible to obtain high range reading accuracy with a com-
paratively low repetf.tion frequency of the counter pulses by utilizing

the method of the nonius (interpolatior' which is wid,.ly employed in
micrometers and other measuring devices. Figure 7.47 gives the essence

of this method as used to irprove range reading accuracy.

Let the range reading pulse arrive between the fifth and the sixth

counter pulses. Then, in acr danoe with the above technique, the number
101 (5) is registered in the range register. We assume that the obtained

reading accuracy does not satisfy us and that it must be improved by

k orders of magnitude, that is, 2" times. To accomplish this a special

generator &enerates a series of 2 pulses (noniuc pulses) when the tar-[ get pulse arrives. An impact excitation stage may be used as such a gen-
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erator. The repetition period of these pulses is 1 + 1/2k times smaller

than the repetition period of the counter pulses. Consequently, the

repetition frequency of the non'-us pulses differs very slightly from

the frequency of the counter pulses. In our cask k = 2, and the reading

accuracy is 4 times better.
el

Each of the 2" nonius pulses is fed to a separate coincidence valve.

Counter pulses are fed to the second inputs of these valves. The ,,umber

of the coincidence valves (0, 1, 2, ... , 2k - 1), in which any counter

pulse has coincided with one nonius pulse will be a supplementary, re-

fined, range reading. It only remains to transform the number of the

coincidence valve into a binary number by using a special matrix cir-

cuit.

The length of the nonius pulses is selected to be 2k times smaller

than the repetiticn period of the counter pulses. Narrower nonius pulses

will not ensure the necessary coincidence with one of the counter pulses,

and wider nonius pulses will operate several coincidence valves at the

same time (breakdown).

In cur case one of the counter pulses coincide with nonius pulse

11'(3). We will consider the number 101 1.22 + 0.20 = 5) obtained in

the range register to be a whole number, and the result of the refine-

ment 11 to be a fraction (1.2- 1 + 1.2- 2 - 3/4). We obtain the number

10,11, which is equal to 57, in the decimal system, and tnis corres-

ponds to the condition in Fig. 7.47.

A drawback of the nonius method is reduction in range resolution,

since the next range reading pulse irorim another target bhould not ar-

rive before the last nonius pulse has terminated, that is, before 2k - 1

period of the counter pulses.

Readout puZee gene,'..tov. In order to avoid breakdown the passage

of the number readout pulses from the range register to the TqVM memory
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must be cootCii'ated with the timing of the range register. This means

that reado,t may9 be accomplished only at moments in time when the trans-

ient processes In The digital triggers have stopped after arrival of

the regular countor pulse. Otherwise readout is accompanied by large

rrors as at the mcment of switchover there is change in the status of

morp than one digit.

A.Itually, let us assume that readout occurs at precisely the moment

of .rnsition from the number 0111 (7) to the number 1000 (8), that is,

at tL.e moment when all units are changing to zeroes and zero is changing

to univy. For example, in a counter with ripple-through carry either 0

or 1 may ',e read in each digit av this moment. The minimum readout num-

ber is zero (zeroes in all digits), and the maximum number is 15 (units

are counted in all four digits). Instead of 7 or 8 an arbitrary number

will appear somewhere between 0 and 151

Coordination of the time of presentation of readout pulses with

the timing of the range register is accomplished by a special readout-

pulse generator, a variation of which is given in Fig. 7.48 together

with explanator, oscillograms.

Ila

-,*- - -a,~

Fig. 7.49. Distributor-shifter. A)
Readout pulses; B) cimmutator; C)
target.
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Fig. 7.50. Commutation of output
busses of the distributor-shifter:
a) The diode is shut (transmis-
sion; b) the diode is open (no
transmission).

The beginning of the transient processes in the range register is

determined by the times of arrival at its input of counter pulses 3.

The number registered in the range r.egister at the moment of arrival of

a target pulse should be read out only at those moments in time when

the transient processes have already terminated. These moments in time

are determined by pulses 4 - which have been delayed in the delay line

(LZ) for an appropriate time interval by the counter pulses. The arrival

of target pulse 5 operates the trigger. At the output side of the trig-

ger is formed a high potential 6, and the previously closed coincide:.Ze

valve (VS) is now opened. The regular pulse 4 passes through the valve,

forming readout pulse 7.

Thus a readout pulse is developed at the output of the valve only

upon arrival of a target pulse, but the time of its appearance is coor-

dinated with the termination of the transient process, and this is

clamped by the moment of arrival of delayed counter pulse 4 at the se-

cond input of the coincidence valve.The readout pulse which has appeared

- at the circuit output passes to the readout valves and also to the se-

- nd trigger input. returning the latter to its initial position. The

circuit is prepared for the arrival of the next target pulse.
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The distributor-shifter. The date from different t,:.-Cets tapped

from the range register should be stored in different memory cells. The

data read from the range register are distributed among the different

cells by the distributor-shifter. Figure 7.49 depicts the matrix cir-

cuit of a distributor-shifter of a four-digit number among three memory

cells corresponding to three targets.

Let us assume that from the output of the readout valves binary

units are presented in the form of pulses of negative polarity. These

pulses in any digit are distributed among the three branches, Sach of

the branches is a voltage divider consisting of a large resistance R,

an internal diode resistance Rd. and a small resistance K5 (Fig. 7.50).

The anodes of the diodes are connected to the control busses Y, and the

output voltage is tapped from the cathode through the output busses.

To one of the control busses there is fed a negative voltage whose

absolute magnitude exceeds the amplitude of the incoming negative pulses;

there is no voltage on all the remaining control busses ("ground"). The

diodes which are connected by the anodes to the bus with a negative po-

tential are closed to pulses of negative polarity. The internal resis-°

tance of the closed diode Rd is considerably greater than resistanceR/

and the input pulses are tapped without distortion from the divider t

the circuit output (see Fig. 7.50a). The diodes connected to busses

with a zero potential are open. Their internal resistance Rd plus resis-

tance Ra is considerably smaller than R, and the amplitudes of the out-

put pulses are practically equal to zero (see Fig. 7.50b).

Figure 7.49 shows the case when a negative potential is fed to bus

Y,, which corresponds to the reception of data from the target which is

first in order.

Let us assume that from the readout valves there arrives a number

1011, whose units are represented by negative pulses. The diodes which
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are connected to the first bus are closed, and the number l011 is fed

to the :;emory cell of target 1. Nothing enters the remaining memory

cells, since the diodes are open, and the whole voltage of the pulses

falls over resistance R.

The supply of the negative voltage to the control busses of the

distributor-shifter is governed by the commutator shown in the left

part of Fig. 7.49. The commutator consists of triggers corresponding in

number to the number of memory cells. Resistances Ra in tba circuit of

the control busses of the distributor-shifter are located in the anodes

of the output tubes of the triggers and are grounded. A negative feed

voltage is supplied to the cathode of the trigger tubes.

Before arrival of the pulse from the first target cited the output

tube of the first trigger is open, and the output tubes of the other

triggers are closed. Because of this, the voltage taps from the resis-

tance Ra in the anode of the output tube of the first trigger is nega-

tive, and in the others it is equal to zero. The distributor shifter

connects the output of the range register to the memory coll of the

first target.

Uporn arrival of the pulse fPom the fir. t target the range is read

and is fed through the distributccr-shifter t the first memory cell.

After a certain, adequate for readout and transmission of the number

to the TsVM memory, this same *arget pulse, after passing through a

short delay line (LZ), operates the commutator and switches over the

output of the range register to the second memory cell.

The processes in the commutator occur in the following order. The

positive delayed readout pulse enters the inputs of the trigger tubes.

Inasmuch as all of the trigger input tubes except the first are open,

the positive pulse only switches on the first stage, opening its input

tubes. The short negative pulse arriving at the momenz of switching the
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first trigger closes the input tube and opens the output tube of the

second stage. As a result of these processes the output bus of the first

trigger acquires a zero potential, while the output bus Y of the second

trigger becomes negative due to the drop in voltage across resistance

Ra . The outputs of the range register is connected to the memory cell

of the second target. The commutator is prepared f-ir operation by the

pulse from the second target.

With arrival of che plse from the second target all of the pro-

cesses take place in an analogous way, except that in this case the third

trigger is switched and the second trigger of the commutator is returned

to its initial state.

In concluding this section we may note tna' the presentation of

velocity in the form of binary numbers is analogous to the registration

of range. The beats of the emitted and received oscillations, whose

fre4uency Fd is propcrtional to the terget velocity, are fed to the

counter through the coincidence tube during a measured time intec9al

1T* The number of beating blips counted by the target

2V

is proportional to the target velocity.

§7.13. THE USE OF INDICATOR DEVICES TO MESURE RANGE

1. Range Measurement Accurac

Indicator devices may be used to measure range by employing scale

markings to create a range scale on the indicator screen or by match-

ing a target blip and a special sigbting line.

The accuracy of range measurement with scale markings is determined

b, the accuracy with which the operator's eye can reckon the target posi-

vtion relative to the neighboring scale markings and by the accuracy with

which the scale markings are located on the radar image. Reading error

depends upon the operator's experience and is 10-20% of che space between
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Fig. 7.51. Shaping range pulses so as to form a movable electronic sight-
ing line: a) Functional diagram; b) simplified oscillograms. A) Start
of transmission; B) synchronizer; C) scanning channel; D) indicator; E)
"range"; F) delay generator; G) range-pulse shaping stage; H) video sig-
nal; i) video amplifier.

the scale markings. For the sake of a more convenient reading it is ad-

visable that each range zone has its own scale marking, the total num-

ber not to exceed five. If distances can still not be determined with

sufficient accuracy,, it is possible to use a complex range scale in

which each fifth or tenth scale marking stands out.

Range can be measured accurately by matching the target blip with

an electronic sighting line or the so-called range marking. In indica-

tors with amplitude roarkings the electronic sighting line may ;ake the

form of a pulse of one shape or another. Range markings in the form of

a light or dark spot on the scanning line are also employed. In indica-

tors with brightness marking the appearance of the electronic sighting

line Is determined by the character of the raster. In circular scan in-

dicators the marking look,, like a lighted ring, and in rectangular azi-

muth-range scan it takes the form o? a straight line parallel to the

axis of the azimuth.

The range-measuring device shaping the electronic sighting lne

(Fig. 7.51c) consists of a delay generator and pulse shaping LT ages
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(Fig. 7.51b). The synchronizing pulses used to trigger the scan and

which determine the moment of oscillation of the transmitter enter the

delay generator. The delayed pulses are shaped in accordance with the

required form of the electronic sighting line. The range pulses obtained

at the output are fed to the video strip of the receiver and form an

electronic sighting line on the indicator screen. 'ith variation in the

delay the electronic sighting line is displaced over the indicator

screen and may be matched Kithth~itarget pulse. In this case, the delay

of the range pulse relative to the moment of oscillation of the transmit-

ter is equal to the time taken for the radio signal to reach the target

and return. The control device which varies the delay may be linked to

a range measurement scale.
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Fig. 7.52. A two-scale range meaeurng device. A) Video signal; B) videoamplifier; C) "range"; D) pulse-shaping stage- E) precise indicator; F)
coincidence amplifier; G) scanning channel; Hi gEate-pulse generator; I)
stpdelay; J) se-eagnrto;K) qurzmaster oscillator; L)
generator of 2 km-x pulses; M) frequency divider;l:10; N) frequeny di-

vider; 0) start of transmission; P) scanning channel; Q) crude indicator.
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When an indicator device is used, range measurement error is deter-

mined by the error of the delay generator, by the instability of The

parasitic delays in the circuits through which the pulses pass, and by

the error involved in mat'hing the target marking with the electronic

sighting line.

Delay-generator accuracy has a considerable influence upon the er-

ror involved in measuring distance. When high accuracy is not required,

a multivibrator with subsequent differentiation of the pulses is usually

employed as the delay generator. The tot;1. time error of the multivibra-

tor delay reaches several percent. However, this error may be consider-

ably reduced by special stabilization measures and by careful selection

of the circuit components. The most serious drawback of the multivibra-

tor is the change in the delay when the tubes are replaced or grow old.

Phantastron circuits are broadly applied in indicators of average

accuracy. The delay generator is often a cathode-coupled phantastron,

which ensures a total time error of the order of 1% of the maximum delay.

When a higher accuracy is required, complex devices consisting of a

sawtooth voltage generator and a comparison circuit are used to delay

the range pulses. Such devices ensure a time error of the order of tenths

of a percent. For particularly high measurement accuracy circuits with

phase shifters and quartz master oscillators, whose accuracy is 0.01-

0.1%, are employed.

The measurement error due to error by the delay generator may be

reduced to any desired point by the use of mulblscale systems. The two-

scale rangefinder (Fig. 7.52) contains two range measurement indicators -

a crude one and a precise one. The range sweep of the crude indicator

is triggered at the same time as the transmitter and makes it possible

to view the target over the whole range accessible to the radar sta-

tion. The precise indicator has a rapid scan which is delayed relative
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to the transmitter pulse. The delay may be varied by steps corresponding

to precise distances, 'or example, 20 km (Fig. 7.52). The range pulse

may move about continlously within the limits of this interval.

The radar station pulsing frequency is assigned by a quartz master

oscillator with frequency divider; the pulses from the output of the di-

viders pa.3s *o the step-delay generator. The step delay must be accurate.

However, the maximum delay for which the system is rated is extremely

significant, and a sufficiently low absclute delay cannot be obtained.

Therefore, the delay is made more accurate in the subsecuent stages by

selection of 20-kilometer pulses (Fig. 7.52).

To this end the generator of rectangular gate pulses, which are

used to unlock the coincidence amplifier, is triggered by the aelayed

pulses. During each pulsing period the coinuidence amplifier passes

one or another 20-kilometer pulse following upon dark-up of the trans-

mitter, depending upon the size of the step delay. This technique almost

entirely eliminates time error, as delay is in precise steps, each of

which corresponds to 20 km.

The pulses from th~e step-delay channel are used to trigger the

sweep of the precise indicator and the continuous delay channel. The

1 atter does not differ in principle from the single-scale rangefinder

examined above (Fig. 7.51); however, the position of the range marking

formed by it may vary within comparatively small limits (up to 20 km).IDuring the measurement process the target marking on the crude
indicator coincides with the sighting line which is moved in 20 km Jumps

by the step-delay switch. Further and more precise matching Is accomp-f lished in tha precise indicator by the use of continuous delay.

Step delay is not convenient for continuous tracking of a target,

This drawback is eliminated in special range-measuring devices which usc

phase shifters as delay generators.
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Multiscale indicators can be used to obtain any accuracy which is

practically required; if the noise level is low, accuracy is limited only

by the accuracy of the quartz master oscillator.

The delay circuits used to measure range must be calibrated per-

iodically.

Calibration of ranre--measuring devices is usually done by a special

calibrating voltage In the form ci )ulses with a standard period. In the

oa. :bration prncess an electronic sighting line is matched on the indi-

cator screen with the blip of calibration pulses which are introduced

into received strip, and the correctness of the markings on the range

scale is checked in this way. In the case of a divergence the voltage

which controls the delay of the range-measuring marking is adjusted.

Methods of deriving a calibration voltage are determined by the syn-

chronization system of the radar station which, in its turn, depends upon

the type of keying device in the modulator. When an ionic keying device

is used, the instability of the moment of its firing requires the opera-

ticn of the whole station to be synchronized with the modulator pulses.*

In this case the calibration voltage which should be rigidly synchronized

vitn the transmitter pulses may be generated only by a generator with im-

pact excitation.

When a keying device of the electronic type is used, the modulator

is rigidly synchronized with the side pules. These pulses may be derived

by dividing the frequencyof the calibration voltage from the continuous

wave generator.

Circuits with impact excit.ation ensure high accuracy of the time

position of the pulses only if stabilization measures are employed: the

use of stable elements with specially selected temperature coefficients,

thermostats, etc. Therefore, when high range measurement accuracy is re-

quired, and a mcdulator of the electronic type can ensure the necessary
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power, synchronization circuits are generally employed with division

of the frequency of the quartz master oscillator. In such circuits tne

error is about l0- 5 of the rated frequency value without employment of

any special stabilization measures.

The fundamental dem~and -imposed upon calibration pulses is that

their frequency should be stable and standard. In calibration it is also

necessary to know the extent to which the range scale formed by the cal-

ibration pulses is shifted relative to the true distance scale. This

shift is due to parasitic delays of the synchronization pulses and the

target signals.

Parasitic deZays are caused by stretching of the edges and delay of

the pulses in the stages containing the reactance elements. The finite

steepness of the pulse front leads to delay in the operation of' the

triggering circuit, for example, the blockirg o.cillators and the fre-

quency dividers. Considerable pulse delays occur in the receiver cir-

cuits due to the reactance element. The delay time depends substantially

upon the amplitude of the input signals; powerful signals are delayed

less. This is particularly true for the transmitter pulse which leaks

through the antenna switch. Therefore, even accurate measurement of the

time interval between the outcoming pulse and the target signal at the

receiver output Involves an error in range measurement, and this can be

as large as ten meters.

Let us follow the course of the synchronizing and the calibration

pulses, and also the s~gnals, which form the target indication on the

screen. In order to be definite we will assume that the station is syn-

chronized by the pulses of a quartz master oscillator with frequency

dividers (Fig. 7.53).

kIn each pulsing period one of the pulses forming the range calibra-

tior scale passes through the stages of the frequency dividers and trig-
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gers the transmitter. This pulse (more accurately, a certain section

of it, for example, its edge) determines the zero time reading of the

calibration scale. However, the emission of high-frequency oscillations

by the antenna is somewhat delayed relative to this moment in time.

The re.ceived signal Js subject to an additional delay in the feeder

strip and the receiver ci.-,uits.

A aoiivl- 4tCunwMw
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Fig. 7.53. Basic channels for passage of pulses in synchronization of
the radar station by a quartz master oscillator (functional diagram and
simplified oscillograms). A) Calibrator; B) frequency dividers; C) trans-
mitter; D) Al; E) rangefinder; F) indicator; G) receiver; H) range-cal-
ibration scale; I) modulator pulse; J) zero-range pulse (reflected from
the target, matched with the antenna); K) true range scale.

TIme interval T as reckoned from the calibration scale contains,

in Ridition to the propagation time to the target and back TR the de-

lay time Ti in the circuits of the frequency divider and of the trans-

mitter, in the feeder strip (manifested twice), and in the receiver. It

is equa.L to

I =tR + MC

The whole calibration scale is shifted relative to the true zero

range by the distance
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To ellmlnate this bias of the ,alibration scale (to establish the

zero range), the pulses which snepe this scale are usually delayed by

additional quantity 2R0 /o in a small artificial long line. If such com-

pensation for the shift in the calibration scale is not provided, it is

necessary to take into account the fact that when the sighting line co-

incides with the :-h calibration iyarking, the true indications of the

scale of the range-measuring device should coriespond to distance

nm- where Te is the period of the calibration voltage.
2 e~

The correctness of the zero-range setting may be verified from a
local object or an artificial target located at a precis. ly measured

distance from the radar station. The reflected sigial of such a target

is coordinated with the electronic sighting line, and the range-marking

scale should then indicate the required distance.

The zero on the range scale is in practice often established by

matching the range marking with an outcomlng pulse. Here it is necessary

to bear in mind that the delay time of the outcoming pul3e in the re-

ceiver circuits is less than that of a pulse reflected from a target.

The measurement errors due to parasitic delays are ystcmatic and

may be taken into account by special calibration. However, the variations

in these delays are random, and it is therefore impossible to take them

into account in practice in the operation of the station. The random

measurement error duo to parasitic delays is approximately equal to

their absolute size.

To determine what are the circuit elements giving rise to parasitic

delays which affect measuremert, it is necessary to analyze in each con-

crete synchronization system the path followed by the target signals as

well as that followed by the calibration and synchronization pulses. For
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example, an examination of the circuit in Fig. 7.53 indicates that range

meas~rement accuracy does not depend upon the parasitic delay in the fre-

quency dividers. Actually, this delay has an equal influence upon the

time position of the range pulse and upon that of the target signal. Its

variation does not disturb the matching of the corresponding markings.

At the same time, the instability of the delay in the transmitter or rz-

ceiver circuits gives rise to a proportional error in range measurement.

To reduce errors an effort is made to reduce as far as possible the

magnitude of the parasitic delays. To accoiplish this pulses with large

amplitude and steep fronts are employed. In the synchronization circuits

which affect measurement special cir-uits are often employed, which

eliminate delays in a train of series-connected stages. Such a circuit

is utilized in the two-scale range-weasuring device examined above (Fig.

7.52). The coincidence amplifier in the step-delay channel practically

eliminates the parasitic delay of all preceding stages, starting from

the generator of 20-kilometer pulses.

The acuracy vith which the sighting
oft)

,ine is matnhed with the target blip results

€ ?from a series of factors determined by the

characteristics of the image of the blips

5#z and by the properties of vision:

1. The target blip and the =lectronic

sighting line do not possess sharply expressed

points from which it would be possible to

Fig. 7.54, Total voltage match them.
of target ,ignal and 2. The electron beam which traces the

range puls-..

target blip and the sighting line has a fin-

ite diameter.

3. The noise voltage at the receiver output makes the trace of the
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electronic blip unstable and makes i4t difficult to match them, esptcial-

ly in the case of signals of small magnitude.

4. When a mechanical sighting line is utilized, matching accuracy

is reduced by parallax.

In the bsence of zioise the accuracy of watching the target ampli-

tude blip and the sighting line ie determined basically by the signal

rise time. If the scanning velocity is sufficiently great, so that the

pulse on the indicator screen is observed clearly, the matching error

will be approximately 0.1 of the length of the front.

The brightness blip is matched with the electronic sighting line in

such a way as to establish in the interval between them a definite

brightness value relative to the maximum value. Various alues for this

relative brightness may be eccepted; high accuracy of matching is as-

sured if it is apprrA,,ately 0.5.

There is a time shift between the pulses of the target and those of

the electronic sighting line even when their respective blips have been

accurately matched. In the accepted matching technique, where the bright-

ness dip between the sighting line and the target blip is a constant

quantity. this time shift depends upon the scanning velocity, the dia-

meter of the spot, and the pulse length. We may determine this function,

ignoring the influence of noise and assuming that the signal voltage and

the range pulse are described by a bell-shaped curve

u (1) e . (7.88)

The constant -i represents the pulse length at the 0.45 level of

the mayimum value u0 .

The equation for two matche(i pulses shifted by time interval At

If (Fig. 7.54) will take the form
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U' M : +e-- (7.89)

When scanning velocity v is constant, voltage u may b, expressed as

a function of the position of the center of spot x on the scanning line.

In this case we make the substitution A- L A .=- where x, A

and r are the distances traversed by the center of the spot during time

t, At, and T, respectively,
r ,(x o.y -(

u()- oe '- -  -e --% (7.90)

We determine hcw the image orightness Is distt.buted along the

scanning line.

We assume that the current density in the pencil is distributed

normallyIE
J=joe (7•91)

where d is the diameter of the spot at the 0.1 level of the maximum val-

ue of the current density (or of the maximum value of the spot bright-

hess); x is the coordinate of the center of the spot; C is the abscissa

of the point at which the current density (or the brightness) is deter-

mined.

V;e consider the modulation characteristic of the tube to be quadra-

tic and assume that the initial voltage on the control electrode coin-
cides with the blanking voltage (Q0  u 2 " Then the density of the

charge at point C and the brightness of luminescence B(C) which is pro-

port4.onal to it at this point may be determined, without taking into ac-

count the constant factors, as

B (E) '(x e (7.92)

By substituting Expression (7.90) into Formula (7.92) and integrat-
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ing, we obtain

4E+ ,,(, 0,6 oil
( 2 + A )' (2 - A ) d .

e + e +2e (7.93)

where

d.- /(0o,8r)" -+ (0,7d)i. (7.94)

We call quantity d the equivalent diameter of the spot. The mean-
e

ing of this definition will become obvious from the subsequent discus-

sion.

-E +, 48 I- - -

f 'do

t - I 

00 

0

4f 42 Pd 4+ 5 48.0 4,7 48 4P 4
B Ka,DxaP 'jl

Fig. 7.55. The relative matching
error as a function of the con-
trast of the brightness dip in
the interval between the brightness
blips. A) Relative mitching error;
B) contrast K.

To determine contrast we calculate maximum brightness Bm and

orightness B0 iii the space between the marking (Fig. 7.54b). We find

quantity Bm by assuming in Formula (7.9) that E = 0.50

_ ' ((7.95)

.=1+e ',-+2e''

As will be demonstrated below, ratio A/de is of the order of unity

and more; therefore, even in the most unfavorable case, when d << r,
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the last terms of the expression are approxi-

Ynately 0.04. Consequently:, it may be assumed

. with a sufficient degree of 
accuracy that the

I maximum relative brightness is equal to unity,
0 ---S U

TU 'that is, Bm = 1.

Fig. 7.56. The meth- We determine the brightness in the space
odical matching er-
ror as a function between the markings by assuming = 0 in For-
of the scanning vel-
ocity. mula (7.93),

BO = 2e + 2e- *(1+(7.9

The contrast of the brightness dip is

- 2e (7.97)

Equation (7.97) ties together the interval between the matched

pulses, the pulse length, the pulse diameter, and the matching contrast.

Inasmuch as the transcendental equation (7.97) cannot be solved in its

general form, we resort to the graph in Fig. 7,55 which is constructed

on the basis of this equation. The graph gives the values of the match-

ing interval for the equivalent spot diameter. The family of curves is

given for various quantities Ti .

An examination of the graph reveals that for real values of K and

divTi quantity Aide varies comparatively little. The graph in Fig. 7.55

may be used to find averaged values of A/de for the accepted matching

technique.

It has been pointed out above that the accuracy of matching is some-

what higher than in other cases when the operator establishes in the

space between the pulses a brightness which is approximately equal to

half the maximum value. In this case (K - 0.5), quantity A/de for the

whole possible range of variations of scanning speed falls within the
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limits 1.18 to 1.45. In all practical calculations it is perfectly per-

missible to ignore such variations of A/de and assume it to be, on the

average, equal to 1.3. Then the sought value frr the distance between

the matched pulses may be described by the simple equation

?-+ ,8 .. (7.98)

Thus, the distance between the matched pulses is a hyperbolic func-

tion of the scanning speed (Fig. 7.56). When the speed of movement of'

the spot is very low (VT I << d), the blip is considerably larger than

the distance over which the beam moves during the Vime of pulse length

(VT ). In this case the distribution of brightness in each marking along

the scanning line corresponds to the distribution of brightness in a

motionless spot. The distance between the matched markings comprises a

definite part of the diameter of the spot, namely A = 0.9d.

When scanning speed is great (vTi >> d), t'. dimensions of the blips

are determined basically by the pulse length and the scanning speed. The

distance between the matched pulses is expressed by the asymptote of the

hyperbola ,:nd is a definite part of the pulse extension on the screen,

or, more accurately, of the extension of the pulse front (the length of

the front of the bell-shaped pulse which we are using is 0.8Ti within

the limits 0.1-0.9 of the maximum value).

The time interval corresponding to distance A on the screen

+- +0,8. (7.99)

It follows from Expression (7.99) that matching at different scan-

ning speeds leads to a systematic error: between the matched pulses

there is a time shift which depends essentially upon the scanning speed.

This systematic error is reduced to a constant at high scanning speed.

Random ma.tching errors are due to the operator's inaccurate of the

assigned brightness dip. The graph (Fig. 7.55) may be used to evaluate
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the magnitude of this erz-or. If it 13 assumed that the contrast K r 0.5

may be spotted by the operator with an error of +0.1, it follows from

the graph that the correspondiag change in A/de will be about ±0.06 for

a large scanning speed and +0.08 for a smr '.,-,.ng speed, that is,

the average random matching error may be estimateu +_ +0.0TAt. The var-

iation of the random error is the same as that of the systematic error.

2. Resolution

In radar observation using a brightness indicator range resolution

is affected not only by pulse length but also by the spot diameter and

the scanning speed. When the influence of these factors is combined,

resolution may be evaluated by analogy to the way in which the accuracy

Fig. 7.57. Voltage in the linear part of the receiver, obtained from
interference of the high-frequency signals of two punctiform targets.

of the matching of brightness blips was determined. However, these tasks

differ somewhat in principle. The video frequency of the range-measure-.

ment pulse overlaps with that of the target signal, and in the time in-

terval where they exist simultaneously the voltages are added arith-

metically [see Expression (7.89)]. The high-frequency oscillations of

two targets located close to one another are added directly with respect

to the high frequency. The radar station antenna receives the high-fre-

quency signal which results from the interference of these oscillations.
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Even in the case of relatively motionless targets

j and a stationary radar station, there is always 4

a variat.on, exceeding A/4, of the difference of

the distances between the targets.

The field 6trength resulting from the addition

* °of identical signals with an arbitrary phase rela-

Fig. 7.58. Pulses tion may vary from zero to a double value (Fig.
of two targets in
the linear strip 7.57). Thus the envelope of the signals of the
of the receiver.

two targets whose resolution we are discussing is

an irregular quantity and varies in a random fash-

ion from one pulsing period to the other even in the absence of noise.

However, with respect to the brightness of the blips, one may again

speak of a definite value of the envelope due to the cumulative proper-

ties of the screen and to visual inertia. The resultant distri tion of

the brightness of the blips of the two targets determines the possibility

of their resolution. If there is a noticeable dip in this curve, the

operator may consider that the signal observed by him represents two

targets. The minimum value of the discriminable brightness contrast, as

will be demonstrated below, depends upon the observation conditions and

is K = 0.3-0.06 of the maximum brightness value. The upper limit K = 0.3

applies to difficult observation conditions (for example, when the indi-

cator is installed in the lighted cabin of an airplane). A brightness

dip with a contrast of K - 0.06 may be detected if the background illum-

ination is favorable, if the images of the targets themselves are clear,

and if the blips can be observed for a long time, Under practical ob-

servation conditions, such a ccntrast value cannot usually ba achieved.

The minimum contrast noted by an operator without excessive effort is

0.1.

Thus we assume that in the linear part of the receiver the intermed-
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iate-frequency signal for a single target is described by the expression

u (t)=(* sin wt, (7.100)

where f(t) is the signal envelope.

We assume that the targets yield two pulses which are identical in

amplitude, which are displaced by time interval At, and which have ran-

dom phase shift ( (Fig. 7.58):

This voltage may be expressed in the form of an envelope and a

high-frequency duty factor

U,) =[ (,+-) +f2'- ') +2 (i, +At) ×
+I

× (-At osin ,(+) (7.102)

where P is also the random phase shift dep-_nding upon angle P and upon

the value of the functions f (t-+A') and f

We assume that signal u(t) is detected by a linear detector since

the signal/noise ratios under examination are large. After detection

(and appropriate amplification) we obtain a voltage proportional to the

en, relope Uy,) = Ir(i + Y)r,-) Xi,
1-,+ ) ] (7.103)

This voltage is fed to the control electrode of the tube and is

used to modulate the electron beam. When scanning speed v is constant,

the voltage may be viewed as a function of the movement of the center

of the spot x along the scanning line

U(X) [ ( ) 0
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xlCos 4 . ('1 104)

where A Atv is the distance on the screen corresponding to time inter-.

val At.

By utilizing Expression (7.92) we find the relative brightnes value

(leaving the constant factors out of consideration) at arbitrary point

" on the scanning line

B(, )- j V (L-2 ) +A ---- 2f -- A

x (A) , e~(7 105)

In contrast to the case examined above, brightness is a function

of two variables - the coo-dinate of point 9 and the phase shift be-

tween the high-frequency fillings of the pulses.

Each target blip is shaDed during several successive pulsing per-

iods and yield a certain total luminescent effect. Furthermore, in

brightness indicators there 1s averaging of che brighitness during suc-

cessive scanning cycles as a result of screen afterglow. Therefore, the

apparent brightness value registered by the operatc;• may be found by

averaging quantity B(F, p) for all possible values of phase angle (

whose magnitude is evenly distributed within the limits 0 to 2r:

2:. ).rx A\ Ax
II ~~~X +(=~Cf 2f (x~+

~hJL (7.106)

X f- ( o pj" d.,

By integrating with respect to i we find

"A(X) MY d (7.107)
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As before, we examine the case where the envelope of the high-

frequency pulse is expressed by a bell-shaped function (7.88),

After 'substituting f(t) = u(t) from Formula (7.88), integration,

and transformation, we obtain the expression for the brightness dis-

tribution

The m1eaning of the definition adopted above (7.94) of the quantity
de = V(0,Ur)z + (0.7 j?)2 - "the diameter of the equivalent spot" - be-

comes clear upon examination of Expression (?.108): the image may be

considered as formed by two motionless spots which are displaced by dis-

tance A and have diameter de (at the 0.37 level).

If we substitute 2 - A and E = 0 into Formula (7.108) we obtain,

respectively, the brightness value in the maximum

ff,= e- Ay _-S 1(7.109)

and in the space between the blips

"h-2e '  (7.110)

Fig. 7.59. 'the connection between
horizontal range resolution and
slant range resolution.

)
The contrast of the brightness dip is determined by expression
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K:- I -2e- .(7.111)

The curve for vT i = 0 on the graph of Fig. 7.55 corresponds t . Eq.

* ~ (7.11n).

Resolution may be determined from the value of the detectable con-

trast K for the assigned observation conditicns. Thus, to the detectable

contrast 0.3 cor-esponds Ade = 1 or

A V(0,8r)2 + (0,7d)'. (7.112)

We determine the resolved distance on the scale of the locality

6R by reference to the radial scale of the image, which is equal to the

ratio of double the scanning speed and the speed of propagation of the

radio waves

2 =1 (07 ") (7.113)

The dependence. icf resolution upon scanning speed is of the same

character as the mal'ching error (Fig. 7.56). In order to heighten reso-

lution it is desirable to increase the scanning speed. however, at a

speed of v=4-1 the second term of the radicand increases the distance

between the discriminable targets by only 10% over the limiting value

of the resolution. It is obvious that further increase in the scanning

speed does not yield a noticeable improvement in resolution.

In some cases, the first term under the radical in Expression

(7.113) does not remain constant with variation in range, and for differ-

ent distances the spot dimensions influence resolution in different ways.

Thus, for example, a surface scanning station is mainly interested in

horizontal range resolution. We can determine the minimum horizontal

distance between targets (6R ) at which their blips do z.ot fuse. Tar-
g

Sgets A and C (Fig. 7.59) may be distinguished when the difference be-

tween their slant ranges exceeds the quantity 1/2 Tic. If we view Fig.
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ABC as a right triangle, we can write

or 8Rr'R 8. (7.114)

As follows from Expression (7.3114), at large distances (hR/R << 1)

horizontal range resolution (SR ) hardly differs from slant range reso-

lution (R=+,c) . However, at small target distances (by comparison

with the altitude of flight) resolution deteriorates markedly. Expres-

sion (7.113) may be used to determine the horizontal range resolution

taking into account the diameter of the spot, replacing in it 6R by the

value of 6R found from Formula (7.114).

3. The Influence of Resolution of the Human Eye

The capacity of the eye to distinguLs.i between two objects located

close to one another is known in optics as acuteness of vision. Such ob-

jects, in particular, may be two lighted target blips on the indicator

screen. Acuteness of vision is usually evaluated by the angle of resolu-

tion - the least angle between direction to points which are observed

separately. Acuteness of vision is measured by a quantity which is the

reniprocal of the angle of resolution, the unit of vision acuteness be-

ing a quantity which is the reciprocal of one angular minute. With a vi-

sion acuteness of 1 the distance between two sharply distinguishable

points, as projected upor: a grid, is approximately the size of a cone.

The acuteness of vision of the normal under favorable conditions

of observation varies from several tenths to several units. Radar ob-

servablon takes place under specific conditions: the brightness and

contrast of the image are not great and vary during the antenna rota-

tion period; the background is granular; the spectral composition of

the light variis, etc. These factors have a substantial influence upon

the acuteness of vision.
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Below are given some experimental data on the resolution of human

SI sight, obtained by imitating the observation conditions typical for the

work of an operator. On the axis of the abscissa of the graph in Fig.

7.60 is laid out in logarithmic scale the contrast between the blip and

the background. Values of the resolvable angle are laid out on the axis-

of the ordinate in minutes and the distances between the target blips

on the indicator screen are shown. The five curves of the graph cor-

respond to different values of the background brightness.

hair Ojhx~4aI

$- -

41-

Fig. 7.60. Acuteness of vision
in observing blips on an ind.-
cator screen. Curves are given
for the various values of back-
ground brightness in milliluxes.

The graph has the same character as the dependences determining

the sensitivity of sight examined in Chapter 6. With increase in con-

trast the curves of the graph decline rapidly, corresponding to an in-

crease in resolution.

An oxception is the path of the curve for extreme brightness In

the area where the distance between the blips is approximately 0.5 mm.

Here the blips are distinguished at minimum contrast values; in order

to distinguish larger and smaller distances it is necessary to increase

the contrast. A similar phenomenon is also encouitered in discussing
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the question of the observability of radar sigials; there is a certain

optimum blip size at which the operator's eye distinguishes it more

easily against the noise background. This is connected with the limited

dimensions of the field of vision. Evidently the optimum blip size util-

izes the most sensit:-" part cf the field of vision.

Another factor inl2uencing rep7':,i11on is the background brightness.

Wifh o hlip n' .5 mm) a 5.6"104 times change in the

brightness background requires, in order that the blips be distinguished,

th.reshold contrast differing by almost 50 times. Change in the back-

ground brightness has a substantial influence even though it ,alues

are small. When the brightness is considerable, the curves for which

the brightness values differ 13 times practically coincide.

It is necessary to point out that he contrast values indicated

in the graph are somewhat low,the reason being that the observation

conditions are somewhat idealized: the influence of the noise back-

ground is absent, the bips appear at definite points on the screen,

the adaptation conditions are extremely favorable.

§7.14. RANGE AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT ERRORS DUE TO RADIOWAVE PE .?AGA-
TION CONDITIONS

Two remarkable properties of radiowaves - constant velocity cnd

rectilinear propagation - which underly the principle of range measure-

ment, are violated in a heterogeneous real atmosphere. Deflection of

the trajectory and change in the propagatior velocity are infinitesimal

by comparison with frie space. However, when, they accumulate over the

long path between the target and the RLS, they may give rise to Votice-

able errors in range measurement.

Distortion in the propagation trajectory due to tne phenomenon.of

) atmospheric refraction leads to a lengthening of the path traversed by

the radio wave by comparison with the straight distance between the RLS
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and the target. On the other hand, the propagation time of the radai

signal is usually determined by the group velocity of the radio waves,

which is less than the speed of lj.ght in a vacuum. Both o- these fac-

tors lead to an increase in the measured time interval over what would

be necessary for prcpagation to the target in free space. The measured

range values turn out to be slightly larger than the true one.

The phenomenon of atmospheric refraction, and the uneven velocity

of propagation are due to atmospheric heterogeneity. The distinction is

I. made between regular heterogeneity, whose law of variation is known,

and random heterogeneity which can be described only statistically. In

Saccordance with this, measurement errors due to atmospheric heterogen-

Steity may be subdivided into systematic and random.

I. Regular Atmospheric Heterogenelty

In order to examine the errors due to regular atmospheric hetero-

geneity let us mention bri.efly the basic physical properties of the

atmosphere's three layers - the troposphere, the stratosphere, and the

ionosphere.

The lowest layer, the trc-zsohere, which in the middle latitudes

extends to an altitude of lC-12 km, contains about 80% of the mass and

practically all of the moisture of the atmosphere. This determines one

S of its most important properties: being transparent to short wave solar

S radiation, it does not prevent the earth from heating up. At the same

time the earth's radiation, which in accordance with Planck's law occurs

at loner wavelengths, is absorbed by the atmosphere and is not dissi-

pated into space. Thus the troposphere is not heated directly by the

S sur's rays, but by the earth's radiatiun. This, in narticular, explains

the reduction in air temperature with altitude.

The refractive properties of the troposphere were examined in Chap-

ter 4. It was pointed out that the refractive index, which at the earth's
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surface is on the average 1.000676, under normal conditions decreases
with altitude at the rate dn =--4.1011 due to the reduction in at-

mospheric pressure and moisture 3ontent. The value of the refractive in-

dex does not depend upon frequency over practically the whole ultrashort-

wave range.

NO'

S4. B

Fig. 7.61. Distribution of average electron concentration with altitude

A '

Fig. 7.62. Trajectory of propaga-

tion of target signals in the at-
mosphere. A) Apparent target di-
rection; B) ionosphere; C) strato-
sphere; D) troposphere.
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The next layer after the troposphere is the stratosphere; its upper

boundary is at an altitude of about 80 km, and it contains about 20% of

the mass of the atmosphere. The physical properties of the troposphere

are determined by its considerable ozone content which absorbs the ul-

traviolet solar radiation. Maximum heating of the stratosphere occurs

at an altitude cf about 60 km; then the temperature again declines. From
Sthe point of view of its electrical properties the stratosphere repre-

I sents a homogeneous medium with a refractive index equal to 1.

The most complex phenomena, and those most difficult to take into

account, occur in the third atrospheric layer - the ionosphere, which

contains only 0.5% of the mass of the atmosphere.

The specific properties of the ionosphere are determined by the

action of the solar radiation (basically, the ultraviolet radiation),

under whose influence gases are ionized. The concentration of electrons

I which are formed by ionization has its maximum value at altitudes of

300-400 km. At the upper boundary of the ionosphere (1100-1300 km) the

I electron concentration is small because of the low density of the gases;

in the lower layers it declines with absorption of the sun's radiant

energy which causes ionization.

Figure 7.61 gives averaged curves for the distribution of electron

concentration by altitude. The electron concentration depends upon the

time of day, the season of the year, and the intensity of solar activity.

The latter, as is known, also has a periodic character. With increase

in solar activity the electron concentration increases: as can be seen

from Fig. 7.61, the maximum value of N for the daytime differs by ap-

proximately 2 times from summer to winter.

The refractive inaex of a medium contairning free electrons is de-

termined by the formu>a (see Chapter 4)
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ff (7. 115)

where N is the number of electrons per cubic meter; f is the oscillation

frequency; fj0 = =.N is a constant known as the plasma frequency.

The plasma frequency for the regular ionosphere may vary from 3

to 12 Mhz. A typical average value of the plasma frequency is 7 Mhz.

Inasmuch as this is much lower than the carrier frequency values usually

employed in radar, Formula (7.115) may be simplified by replacing its

right side by the two first terms of the expansion into a series:

= (7.116)

As follows from Formulas (7.115) and (7.116), the refractive index

of the ionosphere is a number less than upity. Its minimum value coin-

cides with the area of greatest concentration of electrons. It is char-

acteristic of the ionosphere that the refractive index depends upon

frequency.

2. Deformation of the Radio Beam

Due to variation of the refractive index in the atmospheric layers

the trajectory of propagation of radio waves is curvilinear. The RLS

radio beam from point 0 on the earth's surface travels to the target

not along the straight line OT8, but along the curve OABVGTe (Fig. 7.62);

and the reflected target signal travels to the RLS along the same path.

The form of the curve is determined by the sign of the gradient

of the refractive index. Under normal conditions the refractive index

of the troposphere decreases with altitude. When the radio beam passes

from an "optically dense" medium and enters a medium with a smaller

refractive index, it is deflected downwards. in the stratosphere, where

the refractive index remains constant, propagation is rectilinear (the

A6 secticn). With grcwth in the electron concentration in the ionosphere

the refractive index becomes smaller, and the radio beam is again de-
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flected downwards. The largest angular deflection of the beam relative

to itE initial direction occurs in the area of maximum concentration

(point V). With further reduction in the electron concentration and in-

crease in the refractive index the beam is distortea in the oppcsite

direction (section VG).

Finally, leaving the ionosphere, the radio beam enters space (the

so-called exosphere) where the refractive index is practically unity,

and radiowaves are propagated without refraction.

Let us bear in mind that in examination of refractive phenomena

and calculation of the coordinate measurement errors associated with

them it is necessary to take into account the sphericity of the atmo-

spheric layers.

3. ktmospheric Influence on Radio-Wave Propagation Velocity

The concept of the "velocity" of propagation of radio waves which

we constantly employ in measuring distances by radar methods requires

more precise definition.

If it is the troposphere, a medium in which propagation velocity

does not depend upon frequency, the velocity of displacement of a cer-

tain clamp phase of the oscillations (vf) and the speed of transport of

electromagnetic energy in space (v gr are identical and are expressed

as

(7.117)

The shape of complex electromagnetic oscillations, with a spec-

trum of practically any width, remains unchanged in the propagation

process, since all of its harmonic components are displaced at identi-

cal velocity. It goes without saying that the shape of the oscillations

f remains unchanged in the stratosphere as well, where there is no refrac-

tion, and propagation is at the same velocity o for all frequencies.
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a

b

Fig. 7.63. Wave front when enter-
ing the ionosphere (a) and afte-
propagation to distance R (h).

The situation differs in the ionosphere where the refractive index

is not the same for different frequencies (Formula 7.116). Inasmuch as

the phase velocity of the harmonic components of a complex signal var-

ies, their phaoe relations change in the propagation process, and this

leads to deformation of the high-frequency pulse.

The value of the signal velocity now becomes indeterminate. How-

ever, the shape of the transmitted oscillations does not change instan-

taneously but only to the extent to which a noticeable phase shift ac-

cumulates among the harmonic components along the propagation path. In

many cases the propagated signal may be considered unchanged. The dis-

placement of the envelope of such a signal is characterized, and is

known, by a group velocity. Between group (vgr ) and phase (vf) - elocitl

there exists the relation

V.= L18)

Group velocity has meaning also in the case when the signal is

completely distorted during propagation. It defines the speed of travel

of the signal's electromagnetic energy.

Figure 7.63 illustrates the above by oscillograms of the trans-

mitted oscillation and the oscillation received at distance R. It is

assun. d that signal delay and signal distortion are caused only by the

propagation conditions of the radio waves. The first reaction to the
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connection of high-frequency oscillations occurs at the point of recep-

tion at a time equal to R/o. However, the oscillations propagat.ing at

velocity c (the so-called "predece3sors") carry an infinitely small

part of the energy of the transmitted wave and have no practical signi-

ficance for radar. A substantial increase in power at the reception

point begins at time R/v. It goes without saying that since the shape
gr'

of the transmitted oscillations differs from that of the received oscil-

lations it is impossible to define the beginning of the wave front pre-

cisely.

The phase velocity characterizes the phase distribution of the

field in the steady state. This quantity may be used to define the time

interval R/vf, at which any clamp phase value of the emitted oscilla-

tions will be repeated at the point of reception. According to Relation

(7.118) the phase velocity in the ionosphere will be greater than that

in free space, since the refractive index for the ionosphere is a num-

ber less than unity. However, this is not connected with the transport

of energy and, being a group velocity, is not the signal transmission

velocity. According to the postulate of the theory of relativity the

latter cannot be greater than the speed of light in a vacuum.

The above considerations enable us to decide which velocity -the

phase or the group velocity - to use for calculation when measuring the

target range by radar:

1. If the measurement is being made in the pcesence of the modula-

tion of high-frequency oscillat.ons by their envelope, especially in

pulse radar, range should be calculated using the group velocit , in

this case the group and phase velocitif.s coincide in the troposphere and

stratosphere.

2. When range is measured by phasomerric tethods using unmodulated

oscillations, distances are calculated using the phase velocity.
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4. Distortion of _ignal Shape in the Ionosphere

The distortion of signal shc.pe due to the dependence between pro-

pagation veloclty in the ionosphere and frequency imposes additional

limitations upon the selection of the RLS wavelength. We may make an

approximate evaluation of the acceptable distortions of signal shape

and of their dependence upon the propagation conditions.

When an oscillation is propagated at frequency f to distance dZ

in a medium where the phase velocity is v f = C/n, the phase shift may

be expressed by the quantity

dl -- 2 l- -d,?=-dl-- 2 %f - ndl.

The complete phase shift during propagation of radio waves between

the RLS and the target

f=2-f n4. (7.119)
L

where integration is over the whole propagation path of the radio waves.

Substituting Expression (7.116) for n, we obtain

". 1 di -- "l,

where 2R is the distance traveled by the direct and the reflected waves

in the ionosphere.

The phase delay time of a harmonic oscillation with frequency f

may be expressed by the dependence

d = . djP +--

The delay time difference for the harmonic components of a complex

signal wJth maximum and minimum frequency fmaks and fmin
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or

9, M = (fuol) +a fulls) S~L2cfj,,jz Nil%

In the case before us, where the spectral width of the signal

Af -fmaks - fmin is much less than the carrier and f freaks '" fmin'

we may write approximately

C10 (7.120)

Let us note that the highest harmonic components of the envelope

of the transmitted oscillation, obtained after detection of a high-fre-

quency signal, has frequency Af. The acceptable time shift AT of this

harmonic component should not lead to a noticeable shift of its phase.

The condition of undistorted transmission of the signal envelope should

be

ACf«< 1. (7.121)

At ATAf - 1 the harmonic component of the envelope of an oscilla-

tion transmitted at frequency Af will be shifted by a whole period dur-

ing propagation.

For a preliminary evaluation of the distortions or the front we

S assume

Af f 0,1. (7.122)

The integral in Expression (7.120) is replaced by the expression

2 1= 2 R. (7.123)

where 7 is the average value of the square of the ionosp.eric plasma

i frequency.

Thu. the lower carrier frequency value at which the envelope of a

signal with a band Af can be transmitted without distortion is defined.
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by the expression

3(7.124)

Let us examine an example. We assume that an earth satellite at

low elevation is being observed by an RLS, the path traversed by the

radio beam in the ionosphere being equal approximately to 2000 km. The

average value of the plasma frequency is 7 Mhz, the width of the s±i-

nal spectrum is 10 Dhz. According to Formula (7.124) the minimum car-

rier value which will ensure undistorted transmission is 870 Mhz (X =

= 35 cm).

The above approximate estimate of ionospheric influence on distor-

tion of the signal envelope is for an andisturbed ionosphere and solar

activity of average intensity. In the period of maximum solar activity

the group delay may increase many times and may cause considerable dis-

tortion of the signal in the decimeter wave range.

5. Systematic Range Measurement error

Returning now to the question of the error involved in measuring

distances we may recall that this error is due to the curvilinearity

I/!

Fig. 7.64. Range measurement er-
ror in the troposphere at rela-
tive humidities of 100% (contin-uous lines) and 0 (dashed lines).
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of the beam trajectory and to the variation in the propagation velo-

city.

The propagation time of radic waves in the troposphere along the

curve OTa (Fig. 7.62) at velocity v - c/n

Tim V(7.125)

differs from the value T - 2R/c which would be meastred in free space.

In Expression (7.125) integration is over the whole curvilinear pro-

.ajation trajectory of the radio beam in two directions. The distance

measurement error will be

AR = C (-VNM .- __ n -R. (7.126)

conIn calculation practiuQ the troposphere is usually considered to

consist of layers. Within the limits of each of the m layers the value

of the refractive index (ni ) is assumed to be constant, and the integral

in Expression (7.126) is replaced by the finite sum

AR -InAR-R. (7.127)
£- I

The range measurement error values (Fig. 7.64) calculated using

Formula (7.127) are not great, the maximum error not exceeding 60 m.

However, in many cases, for example, in solving problems of controlling

a missile trajectory, such errors have to be taken into account.

The size of the error is approximately proportional to the relative

humidity, since with increase in the latter there is increase in the

refractive index at the earth's surface and increase in its gradient of

change with altitude. The target elevation is extremely significant,

since at constant altitude it determines the length of the path traversed

by the radio beam in the refractive medium.

As was indicated above, in the ionosphere the radar signal is pro-
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pagated at the group ielocity. In this case, the time of propagation

to the target and 3ak is

j=2-=2 (7.128)

while the measurement error is expressed by

AR (7.129)

Calculations hav;e be.n performed in accordance with Formula (7.129)

for the law of distrioution of the electron concentration with altitude;

this law is approximated by a parabola with an exponent (dashed line in

Fig. 7.61). The parameters of this curve have been made more accurate

Ily measuring the time of radiorise and radioset of Soviet artificial

earth satellites.

In Fig. 7.65 range-measurement error AR is expre6sed on the scale

0If where f0 is the average value of the plasma frequency and may be

determined for any value of the RLS carrier frequency.

As can be seen, the curve resembles the shape of the beam tricJec-

tory in the ionosphere. The point where the curves bend corresponds to

an altitude of 330 kin at which the electron aoncentration is assumed to

oe maximum. As in the troucphe.'e, the error increases with reduction

in elevation, since this means an increase in the length of the path

over which error Is accumucted.

Other conditions being equal, measurement error is inversely pro-

portional to the square of the frequency. Its values are negligible in

thc centimeter wave range. The error becomes noticeable in the decimeter

range and very significant in the meter range.

(In accordance with the conditions for wninh the curves of the con-

centration distribution were plotted, the data of the graph in Fig. 7.65

are for the maximum of solar activity which occurs d"uring daylight huurs
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Fig. 7.65. Range-measa:,ement er-
ror in the ionosphere.

in the autumn. These errors may be viewed as nearly limiting for the

middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere.

6. The Systematic Velocity-Measurement Error

Distortion of the propagation trajectory of radio waves also leads

to error in the radar measurement of velocity. Actually, the true value

Trxe 0zlej aZ' AbSr.lAA

tAt

mem

;- Fig. 7.66. Error in measuring Doppler frequency: a) For a target moving

at a velocity of 6 km/sec at an altitude of 30 km at relative huidi-
ti es of 100% (continuous line) and 0 (dashed lines); b) for F, target'
moving at the same velocity at altitudes of 3-00 km in the da 'time (con-
tinuous lines) and 250 km at night (dashed lines). A) Ionos phere; B)

troposphere.

! of the target radiel velocity is a projection of velocity vector V on (

the direction from tb4 RLS to the target (see Fig. 7.62). However, be-
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cause of refraction the radio beam arrives at the target from another

direction at angle A* to the straight line OT8. The projIction of the

velocity on this direction will be VL. The error in measuring radial

velocity which, as follows from Fig. 7.62, may be expressed as

AV= VR- VL= Vsi( A,. (7.129')

is proportional to the tangential projection of the target velocity.

Accordingly, the error in determining the Doppler frequencj will be

r C

Angle A4' between the true target direction and the radio beam tra-

jectory at point Ts is determined by the refractive index values at the

RLS and the target and is practically ind ependent of the inte:irmdiate

values of n. Therefore, in contrast to the cases examined above, the

error involved in measuring the radial component of the target velocity

does not accumulate along the propagation path of the radio waves. The

magnitude of the error may be calculated using Formula (7.130) from the

values of the refractive index at the RLS and at the target taking into

account the sphericity of the atmospheric layers.

Formula (7.130) has been used to calculate the errors (Fig. 7.66a

and b) for a target (for example, a meteorite) moving at a velocity of

6 km/sec in the horizontal direction at an altitude of 30 km, and also

in the ionosphere tn the layers with the maximum electron concentration.

As above, in both cases there is noted a substantial dependence between

the error and the target elevation. According to Relation (7.130) the

beam deflection angle increases with reduction in the target elevation.

The moisture content is very significant for the troposphere, and, for

the ionosphere, the significant factor is the electron concentration

which depends, in particular, upon the time of day.

As follows from Formula (7.130), when the target is moving in the

troposphere, the error in determining the Doppler shift is proportional
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tc the RLS carrier frequency. However, this dependence is of a differ-

ent charauter for the ionosphere because of the reduction of the re-

fractive index with frequency.

In concluding these sections devoted to the systematic errors in-

volved in measuring range and velosity, we may note that the values of
these errwreobtained fort certain definite state of the atmo-

sphere. By using the methodology set forth above, error data may be made

more precise for o*her conditions of radar observatio. by using the re-

sults of meteorological and ionospheric measurements. However, it is

in practice impossible to obtain such data for the whole propagation

path. Therefore, the systematic or slowly varying measurement errors

may be taken into account only in part.

7. The Influence of Random Atmospheric Heterogeneities

Even greater difficulties are involved in a consideration of mea-

surement errors due to random atmospheric heterogeneities. In this

case it is quite impossible to take this error into account and compen-

sate for it, and c:ie can only estimate its size statistically.

A KmWO cqwma #M&AiMIi 'I.
Fig. 7.67. Influence of random atmospheric heterogeneities: a) Path in
heterogeneous atmosphere; b) fluctuations of refractive index; c) cor.-
relation coefficient of heterogeneities. A) Region cf random heterc-
geneities.

Let us make such an evaluation ftr heterogeneities with large

transverse dimensions.* In this case the atmospheric heterogeneity need

be taken into account only in the direction of propagation, which simp-
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lifies the task considerably.

The change in the r fractive index in a heterogeneous atmosphere

nay be conveniently characterized by quantity a, determined by equality

n= I + a.(7.131)

The average value of the refractive index is assumed equal to unity,

and its fluctuations are assumed equal to a.

Utilizing Expressiwi (7.131) we establish the link between the

phase fluctulation p of the incoming wave and the range-measurement er-

ror associated with the group velocity in unidirectional propagation.

The propagation time of radio waves with phase velocity along path

L

t. nd=LZIc~l

v# e + (7.132)

The propagation time of a signal with group velocity along the

same path is

L L L

or, because a is small,
L

trp j -a)di. (7.133)

The absolute magnitude of the fluctuattions of propagation time

tf and tgr

L £

Ai =- +d A1, = - a4dl

are equal and opposite in sign. Therefore

AR=*t aXdip (7.134)
C

where Ay=Af¢n is the phase fluctuation; AR=cAt, is the range-measurement

error.
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In accordance with Expression (7.1.34) the absolute magnitude of

the random range-measurement error is proportional to the phase fluc-

tuation of the received wave and has the opposite sign.

We determine the magnitude of the mean square of the phase fluc-

tuation and then the mean-square range-measurement error for propaga-

tion at range L in a medium with large-scale heterogeneities.

By squaring quantity Aq' from Expression (7.134) and averaging It

over time, we may write

CS=.! d d .

whence

42- C2

The average size of the product al 2 of fluctuations a, and a2 of the

refractive index, taken at different points 11 and Z2 of the trajectory

(Fig. 7.67) may be expressed as the dispersion of the refractive index

a2 and the correlation coefficient p which fs a function of the distance

between the points:

"2- (11 -- 2). (7.135)

Then

ALL

.~ ~j p(I- 12)dMl1 2. (7,-136)

In meteorology the coefficient of correlation between values of

the refractive index at points which are separated from one another by

distance r is often expressed by the function

P(r)= -(j; )° = e-) (7.137)

As tiown, tho values of this function decline raplily at r =
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= - > L0: at; the same time the heterogeneity dimensions charac-

terized by quantity L0 are many times smaller than the propagation path
i0

L (Fig. 7.67). This makes it possible to replace thDe integration limits

of function p by the values +c and -- without any noticeable error; then

A W eSe ( 4 ' 1dId 2. (7.138)
0 -00

After integration we obtain a final expression for the mean square

of the phase fluctuations

A ' X - - °  (7.139)

The mean square range-measurement error may be found from Expres-

sions (7.134) and 97.139):

L=3=L o. (7.140)

As is seen, this error is proportional to the square root of the

dimension L0 cf the heterogenities, the path L traversed by the wave in

the heterogeneous medium, and the dispersion oI' the refractive index -2.

The order of magnitude of the error may be judged from the data of the

following example: at L = 600 km, L0 = 200 m, j2 = 10-10 the mean

square range-measurement erro- is only 15 cm. However, as will be demon-

strated in Chapter 8, atmospheric heterogeneities lead to noticeable

errors in the measurement of angular coordinates, and their influence

may be assimilated to the above problem.

Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

385 Both here and below integration is within the limits of the
pulse length, in the general case from - to +-.

391 Formula (7.23) takes into account the so-called negative
frequencies. If they are nut considered, It is necessary to
double the integral within the limits zero to infinity.
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I404 Both here and below the limits of integration extend from
- to + .

412 At the present time devices have been developed for cIombined
measurement of range and velocity with a small number of chan-
nels [6]; in view of the complexity of their design principles
they are not considered here.

49. An exception is the thyratron filled with hydrogen; its firing
time may be determined by the synchronizer pulse.

498 Strictly speaking, the maximum brightness does riot co..noide
with the brightness value at the point C = 05A. Howe-;er, the
difference between them is negligibly small.

524 It is assumed that in a plane perpendicular to the propagation,
within the limits of the first Fresnel zones, the parameters
of the heterogeneities remain unchanged. We may recall that
the Fresnel zones represerit the geometrical locus of the point
in space for which the RLS and target traces differ by not
more than A/2.

Transliterated Symbols

.74 PnC = PLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya = radar

375 p = r = rasprostraneniye = propagation

375 c = s = sluchaynyy = random

376 u = ts = tsell = target

376 m = m = metod = method

377 x = i = instrument = instrument; impul's = pulse

378 c = s = signal signal

378 m = sh = shum = noise

'84 BUx = vykh = vykhod = output

384 n = p = priyemnik = receiver; povtoreniye = repetition

386 ; = e = effektivnyy = effective

410 MaKc = maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum

410 Q = d = doppler = doppler

416 c = s = szhatyy compressed

425 3 = LZ = liniya zaderzhki = delay line
427 APY = ARU =avtomatcheskiy regulator usileniya auto-

nmatic gain control

427 BC = VS = ventil' sovpadeniya = coincidence valve

428 n = p = peredniy = leading

428 3 = z = zadniy = trailing

432 YC = US = usilitel' = amplifier

433 ACA = ASD = avtomaticheskaya soprovozhdeniye pc dal'nost=
= range autotrack
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434 PI13 = RTsZ = reguliruyemaya tsep' zaderzhki = adjustable
delay line

442 Bp= vr = vremya = time

445 = d = diskriminator = discriminator

445 BX =vkh = vkhod = input

455 H i = integriruyushchiy = integrating

446 AB = dv = dvigatel' = motor

4h8 3 = z = zaderzhka = delay

450 r = g = generator = generator, oscillator

450 y = ;i = upravleniye = control

454 p = r = radial'nyy = radial

455 = p = perestraivayemyy = tunable

455 np = pr = prinyatyy = received

456 Uenz = tseli = target

459 K = k = korrektiruyushchiy = compensating, correction

461 oy = ou = operatsionnyy usilitel' = operational amplifier

462 yet ust = ustanovivshiysya = steady-state

465 CTp = str = strobirovaniye = strobing

469 H = n = nesurhchaya chastota = carrier frequency

469 a = p = promezhutochnaya chastota = i-f; also n pch

469 AI = APCh = avtomaticheskaya pogstroyka chastoty = auto-.
matic frequency control

481 U M = TsVM = tsifrovaya vychislitel'naya mashina = digi-
tal computer

484 A = d = diod = diode

484 a = a = anod = anode, plat.

4836 M = m = mernyy = measurement

493 All = AP = antennyy pereklyuchatel' = TR switch

498 m = m = maksimal'nyy = maximum

514 rp = gr = gruppovoy = group

514 = f = fazoryy = phase

517 MzH = min = minimal'nyy = minimum

517 marc maks = maksimal'nyy maximum

520 Ka= izm = izmerennyy measured
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Chapter 8

RESOLVING POWER, ACCURACY AND UNIQUENESS OF READINGS

IN ANGULPR COORDINATES MEASUREMENTS

The accuracy of angular coordinates measurements is estimated by

the errors of bearing originating from different elements of radio-

locational tracts. Just as in the measurement of distance, errors can

be divided into systematic and accidental ones. Systematic errors that

arise from independent sources of disturbances add algebraically while

accidental errors add geometrically.

For the sources of bearing errors, one can divide them into those

of external sources introduced by target or propagation med!,,m and

those arising from the inadequecy of the apparatus and the imperfec-

tion of the measuring method. The minimum apparatus error in angle

measurement determines the potential accuracy of the system of

bearing:the system itself in this case becomes the optimum. Potential

accuracy cannot be eurpassed in any external conditions.

In distinction from errors in distance measurements, external an-

g.e errors introduced by target itself and effects of the earth, have

their own features. Thus, while the center of reflection of an elongated

object in distance does not go outside the o'Atline of the actual ta'get,

irl angle, the center of reflection may appear to be several target

angular diameters away from the real one. The reason fo:' th.s and several

other errors is that during reflection from an elongated object (and

also during, reflection from the Earth), there is a complicated intei,-

fcrence phenomenon which leads to local distortions of the phase front
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of the waves.

This feature of angle error leaves a definite imprint on the

structure of the bearing system and should be taken into account in

the selection of a bearing system. Therefore, the problem of acouracy

in angular coordinates measurements berin5 with an examination of the

fxternal sources of error.

§8.1 EFFECT OF THE CONDITION OF RADIOWAVE PROPAGATION AND SIZE OF THE
OBJECT ON THE ACCURACY OF ANGULAR COORDINATES MEASUREMENTS
1he target .Earth and atmosphere are the sources of error in an-

gular coordinates measurements. In the process of reflection from the

object, which has finite dimensions and complex configurations, t>ese

distort the phase front of the reflected wave. Nonhomogeneous atmos-

phere causes the bending of the trajectory of radiowave prcpagation.

Finally, reflection from the Earth creates further sources of radia-

tion not in conformity with the RLS-target direction.

:l these factors create errors in the bearing of the object

which limit the ultimate accuracy of the measurement.

1. Effect of the Atmosphere

Errors depenient on the atmosphere can be systematic and acciden-

tal.

Systematic error of angular coordinates measurement is connected

with regular atmospheric inhomogeneity. Since the variation of re-

fractive index of the atmosphere may be considered only in the vertical

direction, the systematic error dependent on it concerns the measure-

ment of the angles of elevation. The reasons causing this error and

the character of the deformation of the trajectory of radiowave propa-

gation have been examined in sufficient detail in the previous chapter

(see Fig. 7.62). It remains only to give them a quantitative evalua-

tion.
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The relationship between the values of refractive index and

the angles of Inclination of the beam for the atmo3phere in the form of

horizontal layers nios 9 = const may serve as an initial expression

for the .Ietermination of errcr. However, it is necessary to remember

that the angle of incidence in each layer, is dependent not only on the

variation oi' the refractive index in the preceding layers out also on

the variation of the inclination of the layers relative t ,) che trajec-

tory.

The refraction of radiobeams in elementary layer of atmosphere

during a change of refractive index by the increment dn may be found

from the equation

n cos 0 = (n + dnlcos (0+ d).

Reorganizing this expression and discarding the small second or-

der values, we obtain

dO - t d .

The elementary ray deflections built up in the path of propaga-

tion L, lead to a deflection of the trajectory by an angle

Calculations with Formula (8.1) are substantially simpler for

not too small elevation angles (in the order of IO00 and larger).

Here the dependence of index of refraction on angle 0 may be

neglected and ctg 0 way be considered as constant.

Bearing error W may be found through the solution of a system of

equaticns in which there are:

1) formula for bearing error

51(8..)
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Fig. 8.1. Angular relationships
during refraction of radiowaves
over a spherical surface of the
Earth.

expressed in the angle of the elevation of the object 8 and the geo-

centric angle c (Fig. 8.1);

2) an expression connecting height H, distance R, radius of the

Earth R and the angle c:

R= V(R+HY+ -R,(R, +)COS, (8.3)

3) equation of the beam

whx- .=+A.cos6n(R.-±+H) =cos OniR,, (8.'4)where :+.

4) expression for the actual value of the ange of elevation

of the object, found through the theorem of sines from Fig. 8.1

•acC031&+A in (8.5)

rhe solution of these equations normally is done by graphical

methods.

The calculation results for bearing error in the troposphere and
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stratosphere are shown in Fig. 8.21

mw~ p0.Is, Ps"

25

I/

'af

" Y 3' 5 7 a
2 zgm,

Fig. 8.2. Error of measurement of the angle of ele-
vation in troposphere at 100% humidity and 00 (dot-
ted line). 1) km; 2) min.

As can be seen, the magnitude of the error is substantially de-

pendent on the inclination of the beam and the humidity of the atmos-

phere.

For the ionosphere (Fig. 8.3), owing to the dependence of the re-

fractive index on the activity of the sun, the measurement error var-

ies substantially from day (solid curves) to night (dotted curves).

The largest error occurs at a position of height with a maximum con-

centration of electrons. The curvc are given for a 400 megacycle

frequency. The value of the error is proportional to the length of the

waves and may be converted to other frequencies by the graph data.

There is certain interest In the cases where the object is located

at a very large distance from the Earth. Then the direction of the

waves past the limits of the atmosphere approximately coincides with

the actual direction to the distant object from the point of

observation (0 in Fig. 8.1). Bearing error for this case is designated

as the angle of astronomical refraction AB0, which is equal to the bend-

ing of the radiobeam over the time of passing through the atmosphere
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Fig. 8.3. Error of measurement of the angl. of ele-
vation in the ionosphere, daytime (solid line&);
night (dotted lines). 1) km; 2) min.

(Ae) and may be calculated by Formula (8.1). If we assume n = 1, which

is completely satisfied by waves shorter than 30 cm, then a simple ex-

pression for the angle of astronomical refraction may be obtained

AP. -- (no - 1) Ctg 00. ( 8.6 )

As can be seen, bearing errors of objects outside the Earth are

not dependent on the law of variation of refractive index but is de-

termined by its initial (n0 ) and 10inal (1) values.

Accidental error of angular coordinates measurements, dependent on

large scale nonhomogeneity of the atmcsphere, may be evaluated by meth-

ods of geometrical optics.

The problem is formulited by the following example.

The vibration of a point radiowave source is received at points

A and B equidistant from it (Fig. 8.4). Let us assume that the source

of radiation 0 is located very far from the boundary " the area where
there are zones of nonhomogeneity. Hence, fo:. the portion f the trace

with nonhomogeneity of the atmosphere (L), the beams OA and OB are

considered parallel. Determine the inclination of the phase front

within baseline AB, for which we find the difference in the phase of

vibration rec3eived at points A and B,
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Fig. 8.4. Scheme of the trace with nonhomogenous
atmosphere during the evaluation of bearing error.
1) Area of nonhomogeneity.

According to Formula (7134) obtained in Section 7.14, the abso-

lute values of phase fluctuation at points A and B are expressed as

L L

where "A and B are fluctuations of refractive index along the beams

OA and OB. The phase difference at points A and B

AA= A A - A'43' (aA. -)dl. ( 8.7 )

D3termine the mean square of this value similarly to what was

given in §7.1.4
L L

".-2d - a) dl=

--- S (l - ia) (CA - 0,) dlldl,.

Here, . , a and :aj, a2 - values of fluctuation of refractive index in

the current points on the beams OA and OB. The corresponding coordinates

of these points will be 1,A l,2 and 1,9. 12s.

Multiplying the parentheses in the expression under the inte-

gral sign and substituting -- p(r) we obtain a double integral cf
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four terms
LL

+ p12- - p p((r 2 P(r dldl 2 . (8.8)

The integrals of the first two terms correspond completely to

Expression (7.138) in the preceding chapter, and it is possible to

write down for them the final result, which is twice the value or

A-P from Formula (7.139). Two other terms contain the coefficient of

correlation connecting the valui of a in points which are located on

different beams. The distance between these points may be expressed

as (Fig. 8.4)

r,=dt+ (IA- 12 )'.and 2=d'+ (1, --

The formulas for the coefficient of correlation for these values of'

the argument
d'+09A-hOa 0-12

p(r =e o and p(r2)e

differ from Expression (7.137) in the constant factor e • . There-

fore, the result of integration of the last two terms of the Expression

(8.8). also comes to from Formula (7.139) multiplied by e .

Thus, the unknown phase difference at points A and B end the

phase fluctuation at one point are related by the expression
(8.9)

Dependent on the base of receiving points (or aperture of anten-

na) and the size of nonhomogeneity (L0), the relationship between the

shifts A9AS and Aq may be different. For long bases, larger than the

nonhomogeneities (d/L0 >> 1) vibrations received at points A and

B propagate on paths with statistically independent inhomogeneities.

Therefore, during the measurement of the phase difference, the mean

square fluctuation is two times greater in comparison with the fluctua-
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cions at one point

A 0 2A 2. (8.10)

On the other hand, approaching the point of reception ( ,

the paths of propagation become the same and the difference fluc-

tuation approaches zero. The case when the aperture of the antenna

system is smaller than the size of nonhomogeneity presents great in-

terest. Expression (8.9) for it may be written in a still more sim-

plified form Lf we expand e 0 into a series and take the first two

terms of the series:

A- = 2A - I-T"  (8.11)

Or, substituting the value of AP from Formula (7.139), we obtain

L- ,=V T (8..12)

Now, owing to the accidental nonhomogeneity of the atmosphere, at

points A and B, equidistant from the source, vibrations with phase

shift TAs are received. If there is phase p at point A then for the

beam OB there will be at a certain point B', a phase of similar value

(see Fig. 8.4). Considering the wave front plane within the base, its

angle of inclination may be expressed by

B- , ATAjL (8.3)

The accidental bearing error a8, which is dependent on the nonreg-

ular inhomogeneity of the atmosphere, may be deter.ined by the root-

mean-square value of this angle

0i= , - o I'%.. . (8.14)

It can be seen that the a-,Idental error of angular coordinate

Y " measurement is proportional to the fluctuation of refractive index

o,-- 1I-- and the square root of the ratio of the extensive-
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ness of i ' trace to the size of the nonhomogeneity. For the

example in §7.12 (L=600K,L0 =10 K , 0.=10-), the mean square error,

comes to an appreciable value of a-=3r.

2. Effect of the Finite Dimensions of the Target

For any method of diretion finding, the antenna system of a

radAr system responds to the variation of phase front of waves in its

aperture. If there are no errors in the RLS itself, the object

bearing indicates a direction ncr'm" to the phase front of the re-

flected wave. In an overwhelming najjrity of problems re~ated to the

propagation of electromagnetic waves, it is assumed that the wave front

is spherical and the source of radiation, the target, is located in its

center. However, if the object consists of tro or m~ore number of re-

flective points, the wave front is distorted and the normal to it may

pass through very far beyond the boundary of the contour of the object.

For a clarification of the physical substance of this phenomencn,

- let us examine an object with two reflective points I and If sepa-

rat4cd from each other by a distance of DO . We will consider these

points to be radiating in all directions with a fixed phase shift @0

(Fig. 8.5).

At a distant point of space 0 with polar coordinates R and 1P,

the radiators create the field strengths.

01 = ,sn2i mD i

2he phase displacement between these wavw i is determined by the

phase angle l0 and the path difference D sin* dependent on the direc-

tion * to the receiving point.

The field of the resultant wave at a distavoe R from the center of

the base D0 may be presented as a vibration
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Fig. 8.5. Geometric relationship during the deter-

mination of phase front of the waves of two sources.
1) Equiphase surface.

e=Esin(tot - - + (8.15)

with amplitude

E= 1r++Ei62COS( 4 sin SI + TC@) (8.16)

and phase

0 =arctg Bsn sn E inT a++t (8.17)
E, Cos ( T_ +1)+cs (_T_.

As it is known, phase front of waves is described as the geometric

locus of points in space with the same phases. For a fixed moment of

time, assuming the phase in Expression (8.15) to be constant, it is

possible to get a relationship between R and i in an equation of phase

front In polar coordlnat;s

" = ,.(8.18)

The aerivative dR/d* at any point with coordinates R, * r found from

this equation, determines the distortion of the wave front in comparison

with the spherical surface which passes through the same point.
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The error in determining direction to the center of the target,

arising as a result of the distortion of the phase front, may be ex-

pressed as an angle A, between the normal to the equiphase surface and

the radius vector R

tgA(8.19)

This error may also be easily determined by the linear deviation of

the App:arent position of the object relative to Its center

D = RtgA.= d-R .d* W) (8.20)

This deviation of the phase front normal from the target center, which

may be found by the differentiating (8.17) (Fig. 8.5):

A DamEj. 4 (8.21)
e + -+2E;,c i --sln++

depend3 on the relationship between E1 and E2 and the phase differ-
1 2

ence --= Dssm + ,. At m equal to an even multiple of 7r, the errorA. Do cos 4,E,-Et

J- - - (8.22)

does not exceed the apparent dimensions of the object :L but

the field intensity (8.16) has its largest value. If the

phase shift is equal to w or any odd multiple of w, then the

normal to the piase front deviates from the center of the object by an

amount

a D51+52
-, (8.23)

and may deviate beyond the boundary of the object. Large errors occur

for clo3ely similar values of s1 and E2 . However, the resulting field

strength will be small.

The reason for the error phenomenon is clearer, if we determine

the form of phase front of the waves fov the particular case
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when the amplitudes and phases of the sources are the same: EE4.i-O.

In the direction perpendicular to the object at a distance R

from its center the field strengths created by the sources are iden-

tical in phase. The resultant vector E (Fig. 8.6) has the same phase.

We shall find the equiphase surface for which the resultbnt ,ectc:

in the phase plane remains unchanged.

Let us move a short distance to the right along a sphere of

radius R in the far zone. The point of observation (point 2 ir

Fig, 8.6) is now closer to the source I and as ruch farther

from source II. Consequently, the vectors of the field strength E1 and

E2 retaining identical amplitude, rotate by the same angle in opposite

directions. The phase of the resulting vector will remain unchanged

(see the vector diagram for point 2 in Fig. 8.6). This signifies that

thp nrihPrInal surface on which the point of observation is transposed,

is an equiphase surface.

Transposing further along the wave front, we hit point 3 at which

the phase vectors R1 and E2 are oppositely located. At further points

on the same sphere (point 4) the resulting field changes phase by

1800. In order to continue the motion of the point of observation on

the previous surface it is necessary to move over onto a sphere

of radius R + X/2, where the resultant vector E again assumes a verti-

cal position.

Repeating the above discussion, we are convinced again that this

sphere remains an equiphase surface, until the phase shift reaches

a value of 3w. At this point, (point 5 in Fig. 8.6) a Jump-

wise shift of equiphase surfece by X/2 again occurs.

Under this condition, in the directions for which the phase be-

.ween the sources of vibration amounts to (2n + 1) where n is an in-

teger, the normal to the wave front rotates 900 relat.ve to the di-
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I 
rection to the object. Taking the bearing from thfse directions one

may expect an error of A* - 900 (or AD = -). However, in the present

case, such large errors do not occur since owing 
to the equality in

the amplitudes of the vibra+;ions and E2 , rebulting fields do not

exist at front discontinuities.

Let us examine i1,Ot sort of shape Aoes the equiphase surface take

if the relation of the amplitudes of the source fields is somewhat

modified.

e 74

a b I~ \It/ 5  ''t,I

e t vu o Int Vfte ihs

a

21

a -- 4---

Fig. 8.6. Shape of the wave front of two

sources and vector diagrams of interfer-

ence at various points of the equiphase
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At point 1, the vectors of field strengths E1 and E2 and the

resultant vector E maintain the previous phase values. If we leave

this point on a radius-R sphere, then owing to the inequality of

the absolute values of the vectors E1 and E2 , the phase of the result-

ant field will change. At point 2, vector E rotates by an angle of

Ac in the direction of the larger field component. This indicates that

we have moved fromthe equiphase surface by the distance AR= .

Hence, in order to return to the previous phase value, when the vector

E occupies a vertical position, it is necessary that the point of ob-

servation be closer to the object (or further away from it) by a dis-

tance of AR. In this, the vectors E1 and E. change phase by identical

amount - rotatinR by the same angle Aq, and The resultant vector E

returns to the vertical position. Under this condition, when E1 # E2

the phase front is displaced to point 2' either forward or backward in

relation to the previous position dependent on the relationship be-

tween E1 and E2.

It is not difficult to see that in this case, the phase front of

the wave (dotted line in Fig. 8.6a) is an undulating surface,

deviating by no more than A/2 relative to the sphere with the center

at the location point of the source with the larger field strength,

namely, the front of the resultant wave is determined basically by the

stronger source; the second source only slightly deforms it. The de-

formation is the more significant, the smaller the amplitude difference

in E and E2 . The largest deformation of the front occurs in areas

whe2e the fields of the sources add up in opposite phases. But the

intensity of the fields for these directions diminishes. At equal am-

plitudes, for every value of phase, there 'xist two equiphase sur-

faces equally located relattve to the first and second sources.

Continuing the previous discussion, we may explain the influence
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of the relationship between the phasesof the sources on the shape of the

wave front. In the presence of phase shift cp0 the equiphase line,

shown in Fig. 8.6 rotates. In particular, when q0 = n, the area of the

first inflection of the front is located in the direction = 0. Similar

deformation of the curve also occurs in coordinate * because the

angles i0 and * determine the phase (-- sl,+?0) in the wave front

equation (8.18) by different functions. But the general shape of the

curve remains unuhanged during the variation of phase shift. Equi-

phase surface may be formed by rotating the curve around the axis con-

necting the sources I and II.

For the evaluation of the probability of the error of measurement,

connected with the deformation of the front, we return to a discussion

of the Expression (8.21). A typical shape of the dependence of the

deviation of the phase front on the angle V is shown in Fig. 8.7.

LT .W *T A.

Fig. 8.7. Variation of error of phase front as a function of the ori-
entation of the object (for solid curves, the difference of the inten-
sity of the sources is smaller than that fo7 the dotted lines).

For cases of practical interest, the ratio D0/X has a very large

value. Even for small objects measuring 20 m, at frequently employed

wave length of X - 10 cm this ratio comes to 1000. Small fiuctuat4 cns in

angle 0 that always occur in the process of radiolocational observa-

tion lead to phase changes of many pe<Lois in the Expression (8.21).

Consequently, all values of phase 9 within the limits from 0 to 2n
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may be considered as equally probable. Under this condition, the

. branch of the curve p=p(AD) is the integral law of probability dis-

tribution of AD.

Actually, if two random quantities 9 and AD are mutually

related by a one-to-one correspondence T= (P(AD),then the probability

of the values of 9 remaining within the interval p - q + dp and that

of the values of AD within the interval AD - AD + d(AD) are equal. Ex-

pressing this probability in terms of corresponding values of probi.-

bility densty distributions, W(cp) and W(AD), we may write W(p)dT =

- W(AD)d(AD) or W(AD) = w(g) dq,/d(AD).

In our case, the quantity c is distributed evenly and for the

interval of length n, the density distribution of probability consists
1

of a constant value, equal to W(?-.

Then,

W£ (AD) -- (8.24)

Let us find*the probability with which the linear deviation of

the apparent location of the object relative to its center will exceed

a certain value AD, that is, will be found within the limits

AD="c A um

,p(AD) = W (AD) d(AD)=- d- T d (D

=1?(A (8.25)

It can bo seen that the function C(AD), relating the value of error AD

to the phase ar-le q in scale cf 1/w represents the integral law of

distribution of probability of posible deviations of the phase front.

The curve of this law of distribution is the segment of the curve

of the function 9(AD) within the limits from 0 to w (Fig. 8.8). Curves

are constructed for the linear deviation of the apparent position of

the object AD relative to its actual dimension D-D, cosq. But, owing to
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the smallness of the angular size of the target, the graph can also be

used for angular deviations A* of the phase front.

. ml et' Va &Wee " Me

4,4

9 4:3 4 5 447 R 49o ,1'i

Fig. 8.8. Distribution of tne probability of error of piase frs, t at
various field strength ratios (a E1iE) of reflectine points. 1)Probability such that the direction of thi froi-t deviates frim target
center by more than AD/D; 2) deviation from the center of the object
relative to its dimension

From an inspection of the curves, it follows that it is impossible

to neasur the direction to the cbtect with an error smaller than ADmin -

The probability of committing an error which would exceed the value of

ADmax thus, is equal to zero. The mean value of error of phase front

is equal to half of the angdlar measure of the object D0/2 cos *. This

value of the error takes place in such cases when the object consists

of one source - normal to wave front will pass through this source but

not through the center of the target which.now has no physical mean-

ing.

Using the law of probability, W(AD), it is possible to determine the

moments of distribution of the errors of phase front. The mean square

deviations of phase front relative to the actual dimensions of the ob-

ject for various values of EI/E consist of
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TABLE 8.1

E, ,950,91OM0.6,80,4021

2 92 1.6 1 0,8 0.6 0.52 0.505
D I1

This v&lue does not depend on the wavelength and the phases of

isolated reflectors.

The conclusions made in relation to the dual point object, in a

first Eciroximation, may be extended to objects of still more complicated

configuration; the physical substance of the phenomenon does not change

in principle. Furthermore, analyfes of dual point objects give results

which agree better with practical conditions than the investigations of

other complicated models of objects.

3. Effect of the Earth

An additional communications channel forming in reception of

signals from a target reflected from pop't-ons of the earth or water

surface may show substantial effect on the accuracy of the angular co-

ordinates measurements. For target and radar altitudes close to

the distance between them, for certain methods of measuring elevation

angles, it is necessary to consider the deformation of the lobes of

the diagram of visibility. Reflections from the earth, in effect

equivalent to a second source of radiation, cause deformation of the

phase front and lead to error in the measurement or small angles of

elevation.

The effect of these factors may be sufficiently simple for analy-

sis only in idealization when the surface of the earth is considered

as a mirror reflecting plane, For actual conditions, errors of mea-

surement of azimuth and elevation angles, dependent on the reflections
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from 'he earth, are evaluated experimentally.

I --
IFig. 8.9. Scheme of interference

of outgoing and reflected waves
at commensurable height of the

object and RLS an the distance
bhtween thcm.

I The distortion of the visibility diagraw on flat surface may be

calculated if the problem on the ef'fect tf t"h, , Lh on radiolocation!;l

; observations (see Chapter 3) i3 specified for cazss of very small dis-

* Itances and large height of the antennae.
As indicated, the electromagnetic vibrations at the receiving

point are the result of the interference of outgoing waves and waves

reflected from the surface of the earth. Reflected waves may be con-

sidered as direct radiation of some fictitiou.s Zource A' (Fig. 8.9).

The phase shi±ft ( de:nnct on the path difference and the phaa

cliangzc dur!.. i~eflecton (0), makes up the quantity

At space points for which 9 2rn (n is an integer), the outgoing

and reflected waves are alike in phase and the intensity of the resul-

tant field has a maximum value.

As is well known, the geometric locus of space points for which the
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difference in distance from two fictitious points - foci - remains

constant takes the form of a hyperboloid of revolution. Therefore,

points of vertical plane at which the zesultant field has its maxima

(or minima), form a family of hyperbolas with fcct at the point of the

location of the antenna and its mirror reflection. The number of hy-

perbolas corresponding to the maxima of the resultant field is equal to

the number of half-waves packed in the height of the antenna, 2H/X (Fig.

8.9).

In the far away regions of space, the distance considerably ex-

ceeding the height of the antenna, the hyperbola branches approach

straightness. The resultant directional patterns considered above,

which characterize the electromagnetic 1' in these regions, relative

to the point 0 of the earth surface unr the radiator where the asymp-

totes cut across,

Obviously, that which with the distortion of the petals of the

visibility diagram should be considered in such rare cases when RLS is

located at an elevation and the height of the object may be considered

to be commensurate with the beieht of the antenna.

Distortion of the phase fPrort of the reflected waves discussed

above, show the effect on the measurement of the location angle If with-

in the boundaries of the beam fall simultaneously the straight signals

of the object and their reflections from the earth. Reflecting portions

of the earth may be found either close to the antenna RLS or close to

the object,

The first case which we saw earlier (sae Fig. 8.9), is equivalent

to the appearance of supplementary rrror point receiving reflected

signals. By the principle of reciprocity, phase distortions occurring

during the Dr:opagation and reception of the radiowave, are the same. But

the straight channel through which the exposure of the object takes
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place does nC% effect the accuracy. In principle, the source of electro-

magnetic vibra'-ih may be found in the object itself or through expos-

in, it to any other points.

In the second case, the refleeting portions of the earth or water

surface is located near the object such that it splits in equal

strength (Fig. 8.10).

The conclusions obtained earlier on

the distortion of phase front may be extend-

Ti ed to both of the cases, assuming that the

0 distance between the sources of radiation

" - (D.) corresponds to the split height

I 8."- of the antenna h) or object (H). Phase

Fig. 8.a0. "Splitting" shift (T0 ) between the sources of vibration
of target as a result
of the reflection from is approximately equal to the arguent whilethe earth or water sur-
face. ths ratio of the intensity fi l is t e m dfh~i s th~e mod-

ulus of coefficient of reflection p.

For very small anu*es of location at all forms of polarization ar-

gument, the coefficient of reflection is equal to w while the modulus

p c 1. Therefore, on the earth ;'zface itself, the phast. front is dis-

posed horizontally (just as for identical opposite-phase sources in the

direction. perpendicular to their bases). In the same conditiov for other

directions, the wave fronts remain spherical and only have deformations

in the directions of minimum petals.

When the coefficient of reflection, dependent on the polarization

of the waves, properties of the earth and the armle of ''ide, becomes

smaller in units, the intensity of the mirror source diminishes. In this

case, the equiphase surface is determined basically by the frcnt of the

straight waves which are distorted by the reflections from the earth.

The probability of errors in the direction of the phase front may be
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evaluated by Formula (8.25) but its mean square value - by the data in

Table 8.1.

Thus, for example, at a wavelength of 10 cm and the angle of slide

of the beam 100, coefficient of reflection of sea water 0.95 for hori-

zontal polarization and 0.4 for vertical. If the object lies on the sur-

face of the sea at a height of 50 m and at a distance of 50 km from the

RLS,. the mean square error of the direction of phase front will be cor-

respondingly 16' and 4' (Fig. 8.10).

Effect of the earth in the mapZitude irethod of measuring the angle

of location is explainable by the petal character of the resultant dia-

gram of directionality. In order to establish the reason causing the

error and evaluate its magnitude, let us examine the process of the bear-

ing of the object by the method of maximum in the use of the inczerfer-

ence diagrams of directionality.

2 -------

Fig. 8.11. Various cases of location
of the object rulative to the petal
or the resultant diagram of direction-
ality. 1) Envelope minima; 2) envelope
maxima.

Striving for the maximum intensity of the signal being received,

the operator of the RLS changes the angle of inclination of the antenna

Oa . In this, the position of tie petals of the diagrams remain unchanged

since they are determined by the path difference between the straight

and reflected waves and are not dependent on the direction of the anten-

na. If the object is located ir the maxima of the petals (Fig. 8.11),

the magnitude of the signal will be changed in conformity with the

changed envelope maxima.
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As can be seen in Fig. 8.31, the intensity of the signal in the

maxirA rises propo'tioneilly with the decrease of' the angle Ba . Therefore,

for the taking of the bearing the operator will dip the antenna downwari.

tt the passing through of the true direction of the object (0, r ), the

motion of the antenna will not interrupt since the signal in the maxima

continues to increase. Only for certain angles of inclination, the sig-

nal of the object starts to diminish.

2

Fig. 8.12. Variations of the en-
velope rwaxlma and envelope minima
of the petals during the change in
the inclination of the antenna. 1)
Minima; 2) maxima.

In this condition, for object Ts1 located in any of the maxima in
the resultant diagrams of directionality, a false bearing will be taken,

close to zero.

If the object is located in a minimum (Ts2 in Fig. 8.1) then for

an increase of intensity in the signal, the antnna should be turned

upward. When the maximum of the exit diagrams passes through the direc-

tion of the object (0a - 8), differential signal (E - E1 - ) con-

tinues to increase such that the straight wave (R.) in the maximmn re-

gion changes very slowly, while the reflected (E2 ) continues to dimin-

ish very rapidly. Maximum value of the differential signal will be at

an antenna inclination of (Bs > B) for which the reflected wavs in the
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direction of the object remains to be zero (E :El).

- It is not diffio '.it to see that in some interpcint positicns (for

exampIF- Ts 3 in Fig. 8,.i) the object takes a bearing without error

si.nce the interference diagram for these directions give the same sig-

nal is the exit ones.

In this condition, transposing the object relative to the inter-

ference petals cf the visibility diagram, the measured value .)f the

angle of location fluctuates relative to the true value 0. Such fluc-

tuation of the bearing originates with reference to the direction $A

= -$ at a negative angle of inclination of the antenna. The boundaries

within which the 3pread of the measured values is possible, depends on

the coefficient of reflection, the width of the beam and the angle of

the object location. Errors are absent when the location angle exceeds

1/4 the beam width at the zero level.

It is necessary to note that the reading with excessive results

owing to the sma2.ness of the signal in the mizuima of the peta2s, often

drop out therefore, on the average, the measured values of small an-

"Incappear to be smaller than te actual values.

Using analogous conditions it is possible to follow the effent of

Earth on the process of the measurement of small location angle' when

autotracing is used for the purpose of employing the method of ampli-

tude comparison. For this resultant diagrams of directionality con-

structed in right angle coordinates for coefficient of reflection p - 1

are used. As an exit position of the antenna, we take the case shown

in Fig. 8.13b.

Having examined the resultant diagrams of directionality for two

beams forned in the free space of equal signal directions under the an-

I gle 00, we are convinced that at the intersection of the petals there

emerge many ecual signal directions. Each petal gives two equisignal
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location of the object relative

fig.e 8.13 Vealu ss of the arm

of directionality.

As

A "

Fig. 8.14.EExemplary chaiacter
of dependence between measured
and true location angle during
automatic location Lfor low fly-
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directions. For one of them, at the increase a:ngle of location of the
object in the autotracing system, signals arise by raising the antenna,

in the other by lowering. But the antenna in this case, performs ir-

regular motion which although connected with the object, tn practice

increases calculation.

For objects located in any of the false equisignal directions,

shown in Fig. 8.13b, the autotracing system indicates a location angle

ao cor:esp-nding to the direction of equisignal zones in free space.

Namely the oe and the same measurement of the magnitude of the loca-

tion angle (a0 in Fig. 8.14) may correspond to many different posi-

tions cf the object. If the inclination of the antenna changes, the

positions of the equisignal directions also change. Examplary charac-

ter of the dependence of measured and true values of the location an-

gle is illustrated in Fig. 8.14.

False equisignal directions may be unstable. A little mixing of

the objects relative to such equisignal directions creates a signal of

error, which when acting on the autotracing system further increases

the discordance.

If the object is not located in the equisignal direction b. in

the maximum of one of the petals (point Ts1 in Fig. 8.13b) then the

signal of low beams surpasses that of the high beam: the autotracing

system will turn the antenana downwa-d. Without considering the complex

charts of the changes of the petal diagrams, we note, that the signals

may be compared at a horizontal antenna position ( 0 0 0, Fig. 8.13c)

where the high and low beams coincide at all points. But, actually,

equilibrium sets in at small negative angle of inclination, since tle

coefficient of reflection is in smaller units and the maxima of the

low petals at 0 = 0 is somewhat lesu. than the high ones.

If in the exit condition the object is located in thei minimum of
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the antenna beam (Ts2 in Fig. 8.13b), then there will be a signal of

error turning the antenna upwards. At this, the signal in the minima

of the low beam increases and at some angles of inclination of the an-

tenna system, the object is found in the false equisignal directions.

Under this condition, at small location angles, the autotracing

system achieves vibration relative to the direction to the object and

its mirror reflection. The magnitude of the vibration is dependent on

the angle of object location, beam width, and the coefficient of re-

flection just as in the method of th6 maximum. The error is particu-

larly noticeable when the RLS is located on a smooth sea surface. Cal-

culations show that for this case, at a wavelength of 10 cm and the

smallest location angle, which may change with error, not exceeding

0.10, the error is 1/2 for horizontal polarization and for vertical

polarization 3/4 of the beam width at half ,trength.

Effect of the earth on the measurement of the azimuth refers to

the case of low height of the radiolocational station and the object.

* The reason for this appears to be the local unlevelness of the ground

in the region where the reflected wave is formed. For plane mirror re-

flecting surface this error does not exist. The calculation of this

error by way of theoretical analysis is extremely difficult, therefore,

we shall arrange to look at some results of experimental observations.

*Figure 8.15 illustrates the effect of an average intersecting lo-

cality in the equisignal zone generated by a conical rotation of the

antenna beam (antenna and reception point are located at the same

height (2.5 m) and at a distance of about 1 km).

The intensity of discordance is three times the intersection at

the zero level - producing three equisignal directions. One of them

(the middle one) appears tu be unstable. If an object is located in

this direction, the autotracing system would deflect the antenna side-
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Fig. 8.15. Character of the equisignal zones in the azimuthal direc-
tion close to the surface of the earth. 1) Azimuthal distance in m; 2)
discordance in relative units.

ways to one of the stable equisignal directions. The distance between

the extremest stable equisignal directions determine the possible er-

ror of the system.

Approximately, errors of such magnitude arise owing to the dis-

tortion of the equisignal zones along the direction of propagation.

The locations of the equisignal zones at the azimuth are dependent on

the height of the point of observation. The character of this depend-

ence is illustrated in Fig. 8.16a, where the perpendicular beams are

represented on a plane as geometrical location points through which

pass the equisignal directions. The formation of these points deflects

to the right and the left with the change of height. Upon narrowing

the antenna beam, the magnitude of the error and the probability of its

appearance diminish: there is less distortion of the equisignal zones

and inaccuracy occurs less frequently.

The areas of space in which considerable deviations of the equi-

signal directions from the center position occur are particularly con-

centrated in the minima of the petals dependent on the reflection from

the earth. This may be explained as follows.

The coefficient of reflection from the earth, owing to the small
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slide angle, is close to 1. About this, witness in part this fact,

that the minima of the petals of the resultant diagrams of direction-

ality for right and left positioned beams (Fig. 8.16b) in a majority

of cases, are close to zero. Consequently, in the directions of the

minima, where the straight and Earth reflected waves add up in p.iase -

arithmetically, we obtain a typical twofold value of the force field.

A small difference of the items, depending on the local unevenness of

the ground, will not have substantial effect on the results. For re-

gions of the maxima, the reflective surfaces of the earth are fully

accessible.

i ,a, !

Art

7

4 Aitw.w itc "sw 1 .C

I ~ Fig. 6.16. Character of th distortion of the equisignal zone on the

azimuth when height is var:.a: a) deviation of the equisignal zones
with variations of height oV the point of reception; b) variations in
the intensity of the signals of right and left beams as a function of
the height. 1) Azimuthal d1stance; 2) right beam; 3) left beam; 4)
relative units.

g In the directions of the minima, where the etraight and reflected

waves add up to a phase shift of 1800, intensity fields of almost simi-

lar values subtract. Their difference depends considerably on the con-

dltion of the area reflecting the signal of the otject to the RLS.

It is well known that the small difference of two sums may be neg-

lected; but it is, however, not permissible in subtraction. In the

given case, nonhomogeneity of the location, dependent on the small dif-

ference in the reflected waves for the right and left positions of the
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beam, is the reason of the large deviations from the equisignal zones.

Generally dtviations of the equisignal directions in the minima used

to be largc r in magnitude than those in the maxima of the petals.

Under this condition, anomalies of the equisignal directions -

distortion. nvnhomogeneity and others - arise basically in the minima

regions of the petals depending on the reflection from the earth.

In conclusion of the paragraph, we note that the errors examined

above, characterizing the distortion of the phase front of the waves,

deformation of the trajectory of propagation and the petals of the re-

sultant diagrav, deviation from the natural amplitudes of the signals

in free space, do not completely determine the errors in the measure-

ment of the angle in question. For a judgment of the accuracy of the

bearing, it is necessary to examine these problems in conjunction with

the processes which do not originate directly from the radiolocational

station and are dependent on the possibility of fixing the measured

quantities at given noise levels.

§8.2. POTENTIAL ACCURACY OF THE ANGULAR COORDINATES MEASUREMENTS

The analysis of potential accuracy of angular coordinates measure-

men-.s and the directional resolving power may be reduced to an investi-

gatios of the frequency-time dependence, analogous to the dependence

on distance obtained earlier. For this, let us examine the rotation of

the antenna beam at RI,S with a constant angular velocity 9 in the

plane of the object (Fig. 8.17a).

The angular position of the maximum of the antenna beam a = Pt is

proportional to time counted off from the moment of the intersection

of the maximum with the exit zero direction. The corresponding angular

position of the object a0, related to the momentum of passage To of

the maximum of the beam through the object is a0 - 01

For a simplification of the analysis, we assume that "inmodulated
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a b
Fig, 8.17. Reception of the signal of the object during the rotation
of the antenna beam: a) position of the antenna beam in the plane of
the object; b) the received signal during continuous radiation.

sinusoidal signal is radiated; the effect of the actual form of the

signal will be examined later. As a result, from the object, signal in

the form of impulse will be received. Its envelope is measured in ac-

cordance with the forms of the diagrams of directionality of the an-

tenna, F(c), while duration - time of exposure of the object Tobl

= 8/a is proportional to the width of the diagrams of directionality,

e (Fig. 8.17b).

Since the antenna beam during a rotation tc the right runs against

the right side of the object (p) and goes with the object to the left

(1), therefore at the beginning of the exposure a signal will be re-

ceived whose amplitude corresponds to the right section of the diagrams

of proportionality F(c) E'F(t), while in the end - the left section.

Hence, the dependence olf amplitude of the signal being received on

time

s (i) = AOF[2 (co- t)) (8.26)

appears to be mirror reflections of the diagrams of proportionality

(with accuracy to the constant coefficient A0 ). But, since the diagrams

of proportionality are practically always symmetrical with respect to

the maximum, the mirror reflection of the function is identical with

the function itself and may be considered that the envelope of the sig-

nal being received is si mpy a repeat of the diagram of proportionality

-560-
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of the antenna F(a). For this, F(a) is understood to be FE (a) if the

- signal being received is straight radiation, or F,(a)-F2(a), if the re-

flected signal being received is on the common reneiving-transmitting

antenna.

1. tMWs uWM 2 Crum UeMW

2E CuvvWaeM Il

Fig. 8.18. Received signaJ.s at receiver input and output. 1) Signal of
zero-azimuth target; 2) signal of target at azimuth; 3) signals at re-
ceiver input; 4) signals at receiver output.

In the receiver at RLS, mixed with the signal e(t), there is a

noise n(t) which is Gaussian distributed as before. Thus, the envelope

of the signal being receivea may assume this form

xtAo1F[2 (,-o- )] +, n(t), (8.27)

if the signal/noise ravio is sufficiently large and the second orthogo-

nal noise may be neglected. Receivers which have been optimized for

such signals have impulse characteristics of the form

h (t)- t) (2t). (8.28)

The envelope of the output signals of optimized receiver 'L3

where, ns before,

1.,)-- W 0 19(,to- )] F [2( )1 di

-regular signal component
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-incidental noise component wh4 .ch al',o distributes according to the

normal law.

The maximum of th. sign:-- comrinert ,(.). is reached at o, where

time T is co,.nted off from the maximum of the exit signal of the ob-

ject entering into the zero reading argle (Fig. 8.18). In the absence

of the noise component, the moment for .he approach of the maximum may

be fixed as exactly as convenient. In the count-off of that moment,

the position of the a~tenna axis is the exact value of the angular

position of the object if rl the re.naining errors are set at zero.

The noise component Im( ); prevents the er-ct count-off of the

moment of the approach of the maximum just as in the distance measure-

ments. The moment A of the approach of the maximum output signal of

the receiver ) is measured with an errc."

A

which leads to the incidental error of the measurement of the angular

position of the object
A

Tha mean square value corresponding to angular errors

while the dispersion 4=2,.

The potential accuracy of ths. count-off moment for the approach

of the maximum corresponding to Formulas (7.17) and (7.18) is deter-

mined by the dispersion

(8.30)
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Multiplying the right and left portions of the formula by S2

we find the variance of the values of the angular positions of the

object

2E,-m -

JFI f(2t) dt

Reorganizing the ratic of integrals in the denominator and sub--

stituting it into the preceding formula, we finally obtain

.3 _ '()a (8.33)IE -

2E IF(a) I'da
:o IP (,) li,

where a = QT, while F'(a) -derivative of a. Tne straight parentheses

indicate that the diagram of directionality of the antenna is taken

care by the module since in general, it may be a complex function of

the angle.

The formula obtained characterizes the potential accuracy in co-

ordinate measurements under the condition that the signal is suffi-

ciently strong in comparison with the noise. As it follows from the

formula, the potential accuracy does not depend either on the method

of survey or the speed of rotation of the antenna beam f. Consequent-

ly, it is valid and when the beam is stationary, Qi = 0, the depen-

dence of the strength of the signal on the entrance angle remains

the same.

Potential accuracy is determined only by che energy ratio of

signal/noige and the form of the characteristic, F(W) whereupon,

F(a) = FE (a) in some cases of reception of signals of straight radia-

tion and F(W) = F (a) = p2(a) in cases of reception of reflected si&..

nals.
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K For a clarification of the physical contents of the ratio of

K integrals in Pormula (8.31) let us compare it with Formula (8.30).

For which we shall assume that sig:-al of straight radiation is being

received, a(c) = FE(a) aiJ that frequ)e..- modulation of the signals in

the antennat 4es nc' exist, i.e., 5(a) is a real function,

As it "%llows from an analysis of formula of uhe fornr (8.30) Chown

in Chap.7, the root square from the ratio of integrals expresses effec-

tively the width of the spectra of the signal

(8.32)

if the spectra and duration of the "impulse" are taken on a defined

level.

The root square from the ratio of integrals in Formula (8.31),

as it was established during its derivation, is equal to the preceding

ratio divided by 0, i.e. equal to the value

Ssince -- But, O= d -- where d,,=V d - effective

exposure of the antenna proportional to the physical exposure da of

the antenna with uniform distribution of the field. The value

Y__ -d (8.33)

is called the relative effective exposure (aperture) of the antenna.

In conformity wih the statement we may write

iiI .[I(8.34)

and Formula (8.31) takes the form
II

-, 2E d (8.35)
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Under this condition, the relative exposure of the antenna,

A'- during the measurements of angular coordinates plays the same

role as the width of the spectra of the signat, V, does in distance

measurements. Increase in the relative exposure leads to an incre'se

in the accuracy ,i the readings and the resolving power in angular

coordinates.

As it has been shown earlier, when the pulse of the signal&2E 4

where a-- -0 - signal/noise ratio based on the strength of one pulse,

while n - number of effective integrated im;ulse. Then from Formula

(8.35) with the calculation of (8.33), we obtain

0
= (8. 36)

i.e., the error of the measurement of the angle is proportional to

the width of the diagrams of directionality and inversely proportional

to the ratio of the amplitude of tne integrated signal to the effective

value of n,4.se.

This trivial and simple result may be obtained by less complex

means but, Formula (8.34) gives a strict, quantitative definitude to

the quantity 6 -
4,

The potential accuracy of bearing depends on whether the an-

tenna works only for reception or simultaneously for reception and

transmission. The width of the diagrams -f directionality at points

cf half strength is, for a majority of reflecting antennae, connected

with the diameter of the antenna via the ivelationship

0-1.2 or d.m1,5d,, (8.37)

or if the angle measure is in radians. When the antenna works only in

reception, in Formula (8.36), the name for that quantity e should be

substituted. The deviation from the exact foimula (8.34) will not be

great.
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For its evaluation, just as in the work on the variation of

accuracy in the angle measurement on reflected signals, it is con-

Ienient to present the diagrams of directionality in the form of the
bell curve.

On account of the to and fro passage of the signals, the resultant

diagram of directionality for reflected signals has the form

ee

Consequently, in comparison with the case of the reception of straight

signal wh2en

i the resulting diagram of directionality ic compressed 31/2f 1Ames. This

I I is in equivalent Correspondence to the increase of effective exposure
I

of the antenna. Therefore, when working on reflected signals in Formula

r (8.36) one must substitute

0~0,83) *or ,2d,. (8.38)

The resolving power correspondingly increased while the effect of

i the lateral petals is also substantially reduced in comparison with

f the case of the reception of signals of straight radiation.

The above examination holds valid for cophasal ante-nnas wh-oe

Idiagrams of directionality are real functions of the angle. The formulas
obtained earlier (8.31), (8.34) and (8.35) however, are valid for an-

X tennes with any types of characteristics of directionality and also

S complex ones.

Let us pose the question: what is the optimum form of the dia-

g grams of directionality insuring maximum accuracy when using a given

size of antenna d and a fixed signal/noise ratio?a - 566-



When we were resolving the question on the selection of the

form of signal insuring the highest accuracy in the measurement of

distance at a given spectral width Af, it was established that the

best is the signal from two sinusoids with a frequency spread in the

interval fd = Af (phase method). In bearing taking, the spectral width
d

corresponds to the relative exposure of the antenna while the spread

of frequency fd corresponds to the relative spread of the two receiv-
a

ing points -. Therefore, tt would seem that the highest accuracy of

bearing during the reception of signals from two nondirectional an-

tenna is guaranteed by the spread in the interval ba = da. But non-

directional antennas however, do nct guarantee such signal/noise ratio

as do the directional antennas therefore, the accuracy of the bearing

2E,, n rappears low on account of the small value of the cofactors .Ino

der to increase the value of 2 i. at the expense of directionality, it

is necessary to increase the exposure of every one of the antennas so

that at a given common size of the antenna, da' it is possible to at-

tain this only by an increase of the spread ba among them. Under this

condition, the phase method with the help of an antenna system of non-

directional spread does not appear to be the optimum when there is a

given dimension for the antenna system. Finally, however, this ques-

tion will be examined below.

We will now estimate the possibility, included in the complex

diagrams of directionality, the, formation of phase field in the ex-

posure of the antenna at the 3xpense of modulation. Modulation of the

phase field in the exposure of the antenna is similar to phase (fre-

quency) modulation inside the pulse during distance measurement,

that, in principle, it permits the attainment of very nigh accuracy

and resolving power in angular coordinates. At this, in the vicinity

of the antenna a reactive field is formed which Interacts with the
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incoming waves like an imaginary internal antenna with a large ef-

fective exposure.

But, practical realization of an upward directed antenia of

limited dimensions encounters serious difficulties. Significant dif-

ference of phase fields in the neigbboring points of exposure leads

to the appearance of compensating currents: heat los during its flow

sharply lowers the useful effect. Gain at the expense of an increase

in the effective exposure of the antenna is compensated by the loss

in the signal/noise ratio (operation exchange). Potential accuracy

and resolving power, taking into consideration effective exposure as

well as noise level, remain unchanged.* Besides, this kind of antenna

is complicated in manufacturing and is unstable in operation. For

these reasons, the choice of an optimum shape of characteristic direc-

tionality is at the present, still an unresolved pi-oblem.

Under certain conditions the most simple anterna manifests it-

self as antennas with a complex diagram of directionality. As a re-

sult, the effective exposure of such antennas exceed their physical

dimensions by uiany times. The accuracy and resolving power in angular

coordinates measurements increase many fold. We shall now switch to

an examination of this case.

§8.3. COMPRESSION OF DIAGRAMS OF DIRECTIONALITY IN COHERENT RLS OF A

LATERAL FIELD OF VISION OF THE EARTH SURFACE.

Examined in Chapter 2, radiolocational stations of a lateral view

possess additional advantages in compariscn with stations of a circular

field - a possibility of obtaining very high resolving power at the

azimuth when small antenna is used at the expense of a coherent treat-

ment of the signals being received.

In Fig. 8.19, a shows the diagram of proportionality of RLS of

lateral view set upon an airplane moving straight with a velocity of
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V and R away from the object. Lateral antenna beam will be considered

S as sectors (right-angled) with a smalJ -xposure angle e. We assume

that the object itself radiates continuous vibration of frequency

f 0 (wave length X). Under this condition, th- antenna works only in

receiving to permit the illustration of the receivt, ults more

descriptively.

In the time it takes for the signal from the object to be receiv-

ed at the RLS, it passes through the path L - OR0 , therefore, the time

alone for reception (exposure) is

L- IOo---V -V-

The radial component of the relative velocity of the object is

located near th- angle a to the direction of the maximum of the diagram

of directionality.

Vsm,

On account of this, there arises a Doppler's frequency shift

[ Va
because

As a result of this, we have received from the object a wide "pulse"

of constant amplitude, duration °. and the frequency of which varies

linearly with respect to the carrier frequency f0 (Fig. 8.19b). Thanks

to the relative displacement of the object, unmodulated signal, after

reception becomes frequency modulated function of thi angle of recep-

tion. The resulting diagram of directionality of the antenna becomes

the complex function of the angle.

As it is known, such signal may be compressed with the aid of an

optical (compres'sing) filter. The time for its completion is equal to

the duration of the signal v... Since the entire deviation of fre-
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I
quency is

1the signal may be compressed in the duration to the magnitude

= - -(8.39)

In the time of the existence of the short signal Tc RLS goes through

the path

- d,. (8.40)I
Under this condition, any two objects, located along straight

parallel line paths at a separation no smaller than Lc = d from eacha
other, give separated signals at the output of the filter, i.e., they

are resolved. The resolving angle at the azimuth is determined by the

width compressed diagram of directionality

(8.41)

Since in ordinary antennas, e = X/d., therefore, the actual ex-
posure of the hypothetical antenna forniftg the compressed beam

is equal to the path going through the RLS in the time of the recep-
tion of the signal (time of exposure Tob I and may reach several kilo-
meters.

The effective exposure of the an-

g .tenna d..=i V R -  in the given
case increases with the decrease of the

actual size of the antenna, da . Column

V of unusual results explains that trans-

a .posing RLS together with the filter caus-
Fig. 8.19. The signal be-
ing received at lateral es, in time, the reception of imaginaryfield of vision. a) RLS
trasposition in the plane signals at virtual antenna of large di-
of the object; b) para-
meters of the signal be- mensions.
ing received. 1) Ampli-
tude; 2) frequency. Actually, going back to Fig. 8.20,

in which from the top, the points represent the successive positions
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Fig. 8.20. Ccmpression of Fig. 8.21. Actual and compressed
the diagram of directional- diagrams of directionality.
ity as result of reception 1) Antenna.
at an equivalent antenna of) nena
large dimensions. 1) Moving
antenna; 2) equivalent an-
tenna.

of the RLS of the segment L = OR0 at the time o-P exposure of the ob-

ject. Signals received from the object successively from various points

of the interval L, are kept and 3umed up in the filter taking into

account their phasal relationships. The results obtained are such that

they seem as if all the signals were received simultaneously of the

vibrators of the antenna depicted in the lower portion of the figure.

The extension of the equivalent antenna is d = L which agrees withab
the results obtained earlier.

Since from the separation of the object, R0 from the line, the

path of actual exposure L = OR0 increases the angular size of the com-

pression diagram of directionality 0c decreases while the linear dimen-

sion Lc = 6 R = d keeps constant (Fig. 8.21). Thanks to this, the

linear dimension of the resolved segment in position is not dependent

on the distance R0 from the object and both small and large distances

have the same clearness in the locality representation.

With the decrease in the actual exposure of the antenna da' the

real diagran of directionality expands and with it, the actual ex-

posure L - OR0 increases and is equal to the path passing through the

RLS at the time of the zeception of the signal. On account of this, as

we explained once before, the resolving pouer is increased and also
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the accuracy, with reduced actual dimensions of the intenna. In real-

I i-y, RLS is receiving reflected signal. In this case, the actual and

effective exposures are increased by V2 as in ordinary antennas.

The actual exposure of khe antenna L = OR0 and the structure of

the optimum receiver are different for different values of the dis-

tance R0 . This permits the resolution of unmodulated sinusoidal vibra-

tions of the object at exposure and also at the distance R0 . But, the

resolving power obtained at a distance (cross cut path) is considerably

lower than a longitudinal path. On account of' tK.s, impulse exposure

is employed.

In conclusion, we note that straight line flight a.id frequency

exposure f0 should be very strictly held. Vibrations of the phasal

range of the signal in the receiving device and overload are not per-

missible. The opposite will lead to a decrease of the compression ef-

fect or a complete drop. Therefore, the construction of a RLS of a

i lateral field of view with compressed diagram of dirr-.ionality is a

complex technical problem.

§8.4. MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR COORDTNoTES BY THE METHOD OF ENVELOPE

ANALYSIS.

The analysis of the potential accuracy of the angular coordinates

measurements has indicated that the optimum receiver for angle read-

ings of the signals received as a result of the rotation of the anten-

na beam in the field should, in principle, be so constructed as to be

the same as in detection - in a form, in congruence with the signal of

the filter, of a prominent logarithm ratio of probability. The differ-

ences lie only in the use of the results of reception: in detection,

events exceeding the output signal of the receiver are fixed at some

threshold level; in measurement of angular coordinates, the moment

of the approach of the maximum 6f the output signal obtained in the
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time of the exposure of the object, is fixed. The angular position

of the antenna considered at this moment appears to be the angular

coordinates of the object in the plane of the field of view.

The analysis of potential accuracy was conducted for continuous

signals. But ir the field. it is necessary to consider discontinui-

ties, in particular, the pulse character of the signal which permits

the reading of the distance simultaneously with the measurements of

angular coordinates. The discrete pulse characters uf the exposure im-

poses limits on the measurement of coordinates and also on the very

possibility of the construction of an actually optimum receiver.

Fig. 8.22a shows the time dependence of the amplitude of the sig-

nal being received at the input of t receiver. The envelope of the

amplitude of the .ipulses AOF[(T0-t)] repeats the characteristics of

the directionality of the antenna F(a). The optimtum receiver for this

type of signal, as it follows from Chapter 6, includes the synchroniz-

ed integrator. Weight factors of the synchronized integrator are deter-

mined by te-i amplitudes of the proper signals, i.e., by the relative

values of the envelope at that moment of time when the impulse reaches

the input of the receiver.

ISO,

a c

b
Fig. 8.22. The bearing of the object by the method of envelope analysis:
a) Positions of the pt.lses inside the envelope; b) mutual distributions
of the signals at the input and output of the integrator; c) fixed cen-
ter of the packet at the beginning and end of pulse. 1) At input; 2) at
output.
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But, the actual positions of the pulses received in succession

inside the envelope are not known. They are deeermined at random by

observers of the relationship between the moment of the attainment of

the maximum of the diagrams of directionality through the direction of

the object and the moment close to it, of the reception of the pulse

of the object. Thus, in Fig. 8.22a, the solid line indicates the pul-

ses of the object ul'en the moment T0 , of the attainment of the maxi-

mum through the object and the moment of reception of one of the pulses

coincide while the dotted line - when there is no coincidence. Obvious-

ly, the pulse close to the moment T0 may not lag behind it more than

± ,, while actually, the position of the pulse relative to the mo-

ment T in the previous interval , +- can never be predicted.

The weight coefficients of the synchronized integrator of the op-

timum receiver may correspond only to one of the positions of the pul-

ses within the boundaries of the stated interval. For the remaining

positions, the receiver will be already not completely optimum. During

detection, this circumstance does not play a significant role since it

was shown that small deviations of the weight functions from the opti-

mum show very weak effect on the signal/noise ratio.

It is somewhat a different matter with the reading of angular co-

ordinates at the moment of attainment of maximum of the input signal

of the receiver behind the time of the exposure of the object. The in-

put signals same as the output, have a pulse character (Fig. 8.22b).

The positions of the maximum pulse of the output signal, in most cases

also do not coincide with the oment, T0 ' The error of the reading of

the moment, T0 when the pulse is approaching it may have any value

from-y to+ within the boundaries of the interval Tp, hence every

value of error is equally probable.
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As it was shown in Chapter 7, the mean square value of the error

-under this condition has the magnitude

w ich gives the supplementary mean square error of the angle reading

A. = O,3T., (8. 4f2)

where flT - angle of rotation of the antenna for the sending period.P

Under this condition, the minimum error of the measurement of an-

gular coordinates by the method of envelope analysis during impulse

work, is

v here

K.=/Y (2-i0 (8.43)

- coefficient allowing for the lowering of the accuracy by the given

method.

Consequently, for a reduction of the additional error of the an-

gle measurement, it is necessary to either increase the reiterative

frequency F.=- or decrease the velocity of the antenna rotation.

Both will lead to a rise in the number of pulses ir the packet n.

With the rise in the number rf pulses, the accuracy of the method ap-

proaches its potential. Thereiore, the method of angle measuring by

the analysis of pulse envelope may be called asymptotic optimum, i.e.,

optimum when n .

Asymntotic optimum receiver of measurement of angular coordinates

differs f'om detection receivers only in thE form of the resolving

structure.

The resolving structure may be built by two schemes. In the first

scheme, the moment of attainment of the maximum of the envelope packet

is fixed carefully by the inpat signal of the detection reoeiver Z(T).
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In the second, the moment of passing through zero is fixed by tt:e de-

rivative, '(T), so that it is equivalent.

The first scheme is convenient in that the signals fed to it have

the same form as those in the detection channel.

In Fig. 8.22b, the form of the signal at the output of the inte-

gratcr of the optimum receiver is shown when noise is absent. For the

reading of the moment, T0 for this signal, it is necessary to cut the

i moments of intersections of the foregoing and following sections of

the envelope at a certain level U0 on the basis uf which we obtain

'to='-%(8.44)

Impulse envelopes such as that do not exist in reality. They may

only be imaginary. Therefore, the reading derived by the moment of in-

tersection at the given level has its initial and final pulses corres-

~ pond to the integrated signals TH and TK" Since according to the rea-

i son shown earlier, the initial and final pulses are not alqays symmet-

rical with respect to the center of the packet T0 vherefore, the an-

gle reading

A

derived by approximation, with admixed error is determinable by Formula

(8.42).

Under this condition, for an angle readi.ng at the output of the

optimum receiver, it is necessary to install a clipping circuit and

S also a separating scherae of the first and last pulses of the packet

i which will be described some time later. The readings of the angle

an and ak correspond to the first and last pulses computed on the an-
A

gular position of the object a, as half sum of these values.

Analogous method of angle reading may be used on pulse packets

fed carefully from the output of the receiver to irtegration. It is
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used in devices with binary quantized signals. In this case, the sig-

ral is v.eaa< and the effect of noise is strong: there is an ejection

of the noise exceeding the level of quantization U0 outside of the

packet and on the other hand, some pulses inside the packet turn out

to be lower than th s level.. The random ejection of noise may be used

for the initial pulEe ahile random disappearance of pulse for the final

packet. With tiese puilses, after the pulses having disappeared inside

the packet, they will be picked up as signals from a seccnd object.

The latter phenomenon is known as the fractional c&.cket.

In order to eject the delivering of the false initial and frac-

tional packets, it becomes necessary to complicate the logic of the

formation of the initial and final packets, i.e., for the initial and

final packets instead of using single pulses certain combinations of

pulses will have to be used.

In the simplest scheme of treatment of binary quantized pulse

signals, two methods of the formation of combination pulses are used:

method of K pulses from n (binary integration) and method K from K

(coincidence method). Generally, this logic is used for the registra-

tion of only tha initial packet whereupon simultaneous with fixation,

the problem of detection is also resolved. The logic of the registra-

tion of the end of the packet is generally taken care of more simply

since sufficiently complex registration excludes these fractional pac-

ktts in principle.

Figure 8.23 shows the circuit of the resolving arrangeiannt of de-

tection and measurement of the angular position of the ooject whan us-

ing the binary quantized treatment by the csincidence method : simul-

taneously oscillograms indicating the voltagcr at the nodal points of

the circuit are also shown.
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Fig. 6.23. Circuit for the determination of the center of the packet
by the initial and final pulses during binary quantization. 1) %Genera-
tor of standard impulses; 2) diagram of intensities.

I

The upper part is the ordinary circuit of detection by the coin-

cidence method (<< three from three >>), the lower part serves as the

separation of the pulses at the beginning and end of the packet. In

the beginning, the third series of successive pulses, exceeding the

level of quantization is received: the final packet prol,3s to be the

first passage.

The circuit for the separation of the beginning and terminal pac-

kets consists of a linear delay at the period of repetition (LZ) and

two prohibiti~ng valves (VZ.'? upper and lower.

The nonretarded pulses from the output of the coincidence valve

(VS) hit the passing through input of the upper prohibiting valve while

the retarded ones -- at the delay. The delay will b6 imposed for all

nonretarded pulses except the first. As a result at the output of the

upper prohibiting valve there will appear individual pulses whose time

position T is determined by the initial packet and the very fact of

its appearance fixes the presence of the object.

The retarded impulseup enter at the passage input of the lower

valve while the nonretarded at the prohibiting input. As a result of

this, indnvidual pulses of the retarthd series (the last) pass through
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at the output of the lower prohibiting valve. The time position Tk

of these impulses correspond to the first passage in the packet of

binary quantized pulses at the input.

The initial and terminal pulses obtained hit the antenna posi-

tions shown by calculation aH and ak in the moments TH and -k" On the

basis of these indications, in the long range, the angular position of

the object is computed to be a--(*%+%);whereupon the constant error

of reading T- is compensated during the computation by corrections.

I" . .5 "'
k. 4 S $ 7 8 1 JW

b ) P 6 -

Fie. 6.24. The dependence of Fig. 8.25. The probability of the
the position of the initial impulse packets exceeding the quan-
packet on the signal strength tization level (Pk) and the appear-
during binary quantization. ance of the first pulse at the out-a) Strong signal; b) weak sig- put of t oincidence valve k
nal.

It should be noted that the angle reading sometimes is produced

only through the moment of the reading of the initial packet TH' owing

to this part of the scheme, the fixing of the terminal packet Is shown

in Fig. 8.23 by the dotted line. But, in this case, a systematic error

appears which is dependent on the intensity of the signal: for weaker

signals, thQ moment T H is closer to Too then for stronger signals (Fig.

8.24). If the maximum amplitude of the output signal .s measure' , this

systematic error may be compensated during the calculations of the

readings.

Fluctuating component mistake of the reading determines the
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accuracy of the method. The mean square value of the error is depen-

dent on the logic of registration of the initial and terminal packets

and also on the level of quantization. There Js no mathematical diffi-

culty in the computation of this error but it is cumbersome and leads

only to numbers for each concrete situation.

Let us look at the property of an example of the calculation of

I the error of the measurement of angle for the circuits in which the

position of the object is determined by the first impulses at the out-

put of the upper coincidence valve. Differing from the detection de-

vice, the substitution of the real pulse packet by its right-angled

equivalent is not permitted in this case, since the accuracy of the

maasurement is determined precisely by the behavior of the envelope

of pulse packets. Therefore, during calculation, it must be kept in

mind that the probabilities of exceeding the threshold of the quanti-

zation of different pulses are not the same (Fig. 7.25).

The first pulse at the output of the coincidence with K entran-

ces may appear at various positions k = 1,,..., n. The probability

of the appearance of pulses at the kth position under the condition

that it did not appear earlier, is determined by the recurrent formula

1C.k+1

Here the product of probabilities of the last K impulses from k de-

termines the probability of the appearance of the impulses at the up-

per coincidence valve while the factor'(l-PhZj fixes the fact that this

pulse appears first at the kth position.

Under this condition, Pk is the probability such that the initial

pulse (pulse of the angle reading) appears at the kth position. The

calculation of' the probability P, is conducted sequentially beginning

vith the number k, at which the probability Pk-1 may be neglected with-
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out any harm.

The mean ralue ef the angle reading at the first output pulse

is determined by the known formula

since the angular distance between neighboring pulses is equal to

QTp .and the value of the prenent angle is a k - kT p. Similarly, the

position of the center of the packet is b0-=2T kp%. Hence the sys-*

tematic error of measurement is

i - 12T k (PI -P').
k

The variance of the incidental error of the angle measurement by

this method is

(2r.- r)P;,.
*

All the above formulas are valid at sufficiently large signal/noise

ratio, when .

The error of angle measurement at binary integration may be similar

ly -calculated as equally weighted or unequally weighted.

Figure 8.26 shows the values of the errors of angle measurement as

functions of the signal/noise ratio expressed in pulse strength for

various cases. From an analy.:is of the diagrams, two important conclu

sions may be made.

Firstly, with the rise of the signal/noise ratio, the accuracy of

angle measurement, taking into account only the amplitude of the pul-

ses, approaches the accuracy of the angle reading when the phase of

the angle is known. In the last case, the formulas obtained earlier

characterizing the potential accuracy are valid at any signal/noise

ratio. Now we may refine the conditions of applicability of these

formulas introduced earlier to accuracy of angle measurement only by

amplitude relationships: they give practically accurate results
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a,

when T>8. i.e., a,4
Secondly, the error of angle measurement during equalweight

binary integration and the given conditions approximately doubles

the error a., calculated by the formulas given earlier. Under other

conditions, this relationship changes very little. Therefore, for

practical calculations, it is sufficiently reliable to assume that

the lowering of the accuracy of angle measurement by the method of

binary integration or by the method of coincidence may be allowed a

coefficient of K,,2. in comparison with the potential.

"u~mee,(poko.e fipi

442 dpIwr iwi
i e 3 hme 1hi tle42

Fig. 8.26. Error of angle measurement during binary integration, opti-
mum treatment of the signal by amplitude and optimum treatment when
the phase of the signal is known. 1) Equal-weight binary Integration
at n f 8.po = 0.1 and K = K ; 2) optimum treatment after amplitud-
inal detecor; 3) optimum tktment with phase taken into considera-
tion.

The second .ircuit of resolving device fixes the angular position

by the moment when the derivati e from the envelope of the output (inte-

grated) signals of the optimum receiver, Z'(T) passes through zero.

This circuit is devoid of a large pail of the deficiencies of the pre-

vious one, but it requires the use of synchronized integrators of spe-

cial construction and their accompanying complications in comparison

with the detection receivers.

It is known that when the signal iE strong, the weight coefficient
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Bk in the synchronized integrator receiver for detection is propcr-

tional to the envelope of the signals, i.e., characteristics of di-

rectionality of the antenna F(a;. In order to obtain the derivative

from the envelope l'(T), it is necessary that the weight coefficients,

B'ks it is necessary to provide channels of angle reading in which

the signals total to weight coefficients of B °k

Fig. 8.27 shows an example of synchronized integrator with de-

tection channels and angle reading, and also resolving device. The in-

tegrator works on a linear delay although it may be built with equal

success by magnetic drums. For the definiteness of the number of the

pulses to be totaled, five similar ones are taken. The values of the

weight coefficients are shown graphically opposite every weight ampli-

fier for specif:.c positions of the pulses relative tc the center of the

packet. For all the remaining positions of the pulses within the boun

daries -- +_ Tv the center packet filter deviates somewhat from the
2' 2

optimum so that it is immaterial if there is a sufficinutly large num-

ber of pulses in the packet.

Fig. 8.27. Circuit of synchronized integrator with uhannel for angle
reading by the method of antisymmetric wegith coefficients. 1) Weight
amplifiers of channels of detection; 2) from the detector;; 3) weight
amplifiers for channels of angle reading; 4) cut off device; 5) prohi-
bitingvalve; 6) to schemes for the calculation of angle and reading of
distance; 7) linear delay.
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i Totaling bars of detec tion channels are connected to -he cut off

device, at its output, app;ar the integrated pulses of the object which

* exceed the threshold of de;ection. From these pulses onlj one needs to

be chosen corresponding t. the center of the packet. This is carried

'out with the aid of ::he prohibiting valve controlled by the prohibi-

ting input of the signals from the output of the angle reading chan-

nels. The prohibiting valve allows the passage only of the pulse of

those detection channels at which the pulse in the angle reading

channel has an amplitude of zero or close to zero (prohibiting valve

opens). This moment of the coincidence with the center of the packet,

is exactly the position of the maximum of the envelope.

The pulse reading obtained at the output of the valve enters into

the scheme of the calculaticn of the angular position of the antenna

in binary codes. Simultaneously, this same single pulse serves for the

reading of the distance of the object and fixes the fact of its detec-

tion.

The pulse of the reading coincides in position with one of the

* pulses of the object therefore, it corresponds only by approximation

to the center of the packet. In the results, the errors add up depend-

ing on the discrete signals, and the accuracy of the method is evalua-

ted by Formula (8.43).

It should be noted that in the above circuit, the resolving de-

vice gives pulse of reading when and only when the pulse in the detec-

tion channel exceeds the threshold whiL in the channel for angle read-

ing, it is close to te zero levci. This, with the exception of the

output of reading pulse when the signal inside the angle reading chan-

nel is zero, is simply because the object is absent.

I58
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Fig. 8.28. RLS of a circular field with channels of automatic tracking
of selected object by angle: a) Block diagram of RLS; b) processes in
the system of autotracking by angle in a circular field. A) Antenna
rotating motor; b) antenna; c) AP; D) transmitter; E) synchronizer;
F) receiver; G) indicator; H) selector of distance (autodistance moter);
I) generator of tracing impulses; J) coincidence cascade L; K) marking
motor; L) integrator; M) amplifier; N) beginning of angle reading; 0)
to the left.

This is the general outline of the second circuit of the construc-

tion of the resolving system for angle reading. In the second circuit,

there is also an angle discriminator built in the system o.. automatic

tracking at the azimuth in circular or sector shape (Fig. 8.28a).

The upper part of the diagram with the antenna end its drive gears

shows an ordinary RLS of circular shape. The lower part is reserved for

the automatic accompaniment of selected otjects.

The principle of the working of the system of tracking at the azi-

muth when the field of vision is circular, is shown by the oscillograms

of voltages at Jts nodal pol.nts (Fig. 8.28b). It resembles very much
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I
the principle of automatic tracking for distance only tracing is not

I carried out for one pulse but for a packet of pi ses received from the

object at the time of exposure in the field. The packets follow one

after ir-other with a period equal to the time of the rotation of the

antenna.

Let us assume that the object is selected and the system of track-

ing works normally. The selection of the object is accomplished by the

turning of the follower ring whose contact T is directed in the direc-

tion of the given object. At the axis of the antenna, there is located

a contact A which coincides with the focal axis of the antenna and the

maximum of the diagram of directionality. By rotating the antennas,

the contacts A and T are locked and generute pulse marker I approxi-

mately at the moment of time when the diagram of directionality inter-

sects the object.

Under the action of the pulse marker, special generator produces

right (p) and left (1) pulse tracings 2. These pulses appear at the

inputs of the corresponding coincidence cascades. At the second input

of the cascade, through the distance selector appears a packet of re-

ceived pulses of Object 3. The pulses of the object which coincide

with the left pulse trace appear, through the first coincidence cas-

cade, at the integrator in negative polarity while the remaining pul-

ses through the right in positive (pulse 4). These pulses charge the

S condenser of the integvator in different polarities forming differet

integral effects 5.

If the packet of pulses are shared equally between both coinci-

dence cascades, the output voltage 5 equals zero. This will mean that

contact T is directed exactly by the azimuth of the object. When the

object is displaced to the left relative to contact Ts as it is shown

Sin the drawing, then a major part of the pulses of the object will
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pass through the left coincidence cascade and the output voltage of

Integrator 5 will be negative. This voltage after amplification, forces

the revolving marking motor which displays the ring with the contact

Ts in the side of th? object.

Because of this, at any displacement of the object by the azimuth,

there will occur an automatic transposition of the contact Ts follow-

ing the object. The angle of rotation of the ring with the contact T

may be either computed in the form of binary code or converted with

the aid of a potentiometer into proportional angle voltage for output

into computers.

In the drawing, the pulse traces are shown as right-angicu. Actual-

ly, they deviate from right-angledness. The selection of the form of

the pulse trace and the magnitude of the dispersion among them mnay be

made so that the sum will be optimum, i.e., with weights proportional

to the derivative from the characteristics of the directionality of

the antenna.

The distance selector guarantees the delivery to the accompani-

ment system, only signals of single objects. Generally, it works from

the autodistancemeter, accomplishing discontinuous tracing for the se-

lected object and also for distance. Under this condition, tracing 's

produced for the position of the points in the surface of the field.

§8.5. OPTIMUM PARAMETERS OF THE BEARING SYSTEM WORKING BY THE METHOD OF

COMPARISON

The envelope analysis method is employed only on scanning antenna

beam and only for measurement of one of the angular coordinate. The

comparison method permits the bearing taking of the object by station-

ary as well as scanning beam whereupon two angular coordinates may be

measure simultaneously.
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The potential accuracy of the bearing using the method of com-

parison and the method of envelope is the same.

Mathematically, this is expressed by Formula (8.35) establish-

ing the mutual relation betweer the minimum dispersion of the error

of measurement and the antenna parameters which exist independently

of the method of realiza-ion of the optimum bearlrg system.

From simple physical representation examind in Chapter 2, it

shows that the error of bearing by the method of comparison is inverse-

ly proportional to the sharpness of the bearing ch racte-istic S and

the signal/noise ratio a:

S -- (8.45)

A comparison of Formulas (8.35) and (8.45) permits us to make the

conclusion that the relative effective exposure of the antenna . in-

troduced earlier reflects the meaning of the sharp bearing character-

istic.

The sharpness S characterizes the bearing sensitivity. In the sys-

tem of bearing by the comparison method, it is determined by these an-

tenna parameters which give the antenna system the sensitivity towards

the angle of deviation of the objact from the equ.signal direction.

In the phasal system these parameters are the dispersion of the

antenna b a whereupon the characteiutic directionality of both an-

tennas in the remote zones coincide. In the amplitude system, this,

role is played by the angle displacement e where the dispersions of

S reception points I aid 2 practically du not exist (Fig. 8.29).

One may establish an amplitude-phasal system in which the points

of reception are scattered in the same way as in the diagrams of pro-
f

portionality. But, there is no extra eminence for this system and we

shall not look at them.
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At the increase of the dispersion ba or the angle displacement

c to ze:to, the sharp bearing characteristic ..ils, strives towards zero

a:id taking bearing by the method of comparison becomes impossible.

From the other side, for certain profile of antenna system the

ba and e never reach the limits since this suppresses the signal/

noise r-t1o a.

a b

Fig. 8.29, Bearing by the method of comparison: a) In phasal system
owing to a dispersion of radiators at coincidence with the diagrams
of directionality; b) in amplitude system owing to an angle displace-
ment of the diagrams of directionality with coinciding radiators.

Consequently, there exist optimum values for the dispersion ba

and the angle displacement e, at which, the product,

Q = Sa

is a maximum, wnile the error of bearing is minimum.

Optimum dispersion in syotems of phasal bearing. fs it follows

from Formuila (2.13), the sharpness of the bearing characteristic of

pbasal systems S. obtained in Chapter 2 is proportional to the dis-

persion (base) of the antenna ba . The signal/noise ratio a, is deter-

mined by the directionality of the antenna and also by the nature of

its work: whather it is only receiving or both transmitting and re-

ceiving.

In the case of work:ng witb t-he properties of echosinal, the

amplitude of thb- latter i.3 prop ):tional to the characteristic direc-

ticnlity of the antenna Gtrength. lherefoe, the signal/nois. ratio

in voltage a at equisignal dL'ections (voltage at rnaxtmum) is pro-
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portional to the coefficient of directional action. The latter is

proportional to the linear dimension of the exposure da in the plane

of the bearing durlng constant exposure in other planes.

As is seen in Fig. 8.30a, exposure is

d. =2(L - b,.).

where L - given profile dimension of the antenna system.

Conseauently, for phasal system, the product is

Q0 =S,,a =Ab.(L - ba),

where k - coefficient of proportionality.

As should be expected, with the in-

crease in dispersion b the sharpness
cras in diserio b as h hrns

T-~ jj grows S i:- proportion to ba, and the

a b ratio a, diminishes in proportion to L - ba.
Fig. 8.30. Relation-
ship between dispersion since the increase of the dispertion b at
anJ exposure of the an- a
tenna at a given profile a given profile L is possible only at the
of, the antenna system.
a' Arbitrary dispersion; expense of a decrea3e in the exposure of
b) optimum dispersion.

the antenna da and its directionality.

The protuct Q is maximum wLen the derivative X-0, that is,

A(L - bw)'- kb,=O.

from which the optimum dispersion

t -. (8.46)

When the dispersion is at the maximum, the reflections of the antennas

close by Join one another forming a complex exposu~re da = L (Fig. 8.30b).

It should be noted that when dispersion is at the maximum, the

condition of single valuedness of the angle reading is fulfilled with-

in the boundaries of the solution of the diagrams of directionality

e by the ou. put voltage of the phasal detector.

Actually, in radian measures
I-__



and the maximum angle of deviation

12'Aac-oT 32-.

The maximum phase difference for narrow diagrams of di±ectionality is

Within the boundaries of -1 the output voltage of phasal detector

single valuedly corresponds to the phase shift of comparable signals,

therefore, the angle apha may be considered as single valued.

in the case of the reception of signals of straight radiation,

their amplitude and signa/noiLe ratio a is proportional to the root

square from the coefficient of directional action. Therefore, the pro-

duct

is maximum when the dispersion

2 L - d..

It is necessary, however, to note the following circumstances. In

the first place, in this case the exposure of the antenna is reduced to

the value d*=2L. In the second plaee, the optimum obtained is not very

critical.

Calculations show that if dispersion is reduced to the value 6,=-2

and exposure increases accordingly, the product Q0 aad accuracy of

bearing wursens, in al2, by l%. At the sane time, the resolving power

increases by one half time. Therefore, Just as the work in straight

signals so is it with reflected signals we select expeditiously, ba -

Optimum angle devialion in ampZitudz sy8tem of bearing. In Chapter

2, we obtained formula for the bearing characteristics of the ampli-

tude system

M + + -- (8.47)
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In the numerator is written the difference and in the denominator

the sum of the characteristics of the envelopes of two comparable sig-

nals. In the vJcinity of the equisignal direction, the summation dia-

grams of directionality practically do not change while the difference

is linear. Therefore, the sharpness bearing characteristic in the equi-

signal direction is

S, I dPu 60 P( pS da I.- @ *+ (-,

where S - sharp differential characteristic.
p

The signal/noise ratio a is proportional to the summation of the

diagrams F(a + ) + -a). Therefore, the product

Qa = Saa = kSp

determines only the sharp differential characteristic in the equisignal

direction.

As it follows from Formula (2.18) obtained in Chapter 2, the sharp

differential characteristic is roportional to the derivative with res-

pect to the angle from the diagrams of directionality in the equisignal

direction F'fe). Therefore, the product

Qa = kFI(e)

and the accuracy of the bearing in the equisignal directions is deter-

mined by the derivative from the diagram of directionality of the an-

tennas, which increases with the increased exposure of the antenna.

Under this condition, the accuracy of the phasal system of bear-

ing at optimum dispersion as well as the amplitude system 1.3 dtermined

only by the relative exposure of tne antenna -, When co:struction is

rationalized, the accuracy of both systems strive to potential deter-

mined by Formula (8.35). Accuracy of bearing used on practical antenna

is extremely weak depending on the distribution of the field in the

exposure and the forms of the characteristic directionalitj in strength,
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which fcr the axial.-directional antenna within the boundaries of the

principal petal is approximated very well by the function of the form
p Sae S-X

e-'. "pX2 and cos x.

As it follows from 'the latter formula, the product Qa appears to

be a function of the angle of deviation e. The choice of the optimum

angle of deviation at which Qa and F'(e) are maximum depends on whether

the antenna works only for veception or for both reception and trans-

mission.

In the case of reception of natural echo signal F(a)=Fp()=F,2(=).

The bell curve approximating the diagram of directionality is

Its derivative is

while the product (when a = C) is

Qa=-S a=- F (e) =ke e~p[- 0,7 2

where k - coefficients of proportionality, independent of a and c.

For the finding of an optimum, set the derivative - - to zero,

that is

k exp[_o,7 (2-)']- ,4 (e-1' ex[-o. (0,7)'] 0 .

After simplification, we obtain

1,4(

From which the optimum angle of deviation is

2&) = 0,850. (8.48)

In the case of antenna working only for reception F(m)=Fz(a). There

is the approximation

- ,z(:x= =exp[-,35 (2)2]

PL -(C-) -7 )0 oe [-.o, (2)21
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and

Q ke exn[0,35(j).

Treating analogously. as before, we obtain

2O= 1,20. (8.49)

Consequently, in systems of bearing of lateral signals, the an.-

gle of deviation should be taken larger than working with natural echo-

signals.

In the existing radiolocational stations like the monoimpulbs

ones as well as the single channel ones with conical rotation of the

beam, the angle of deviation is taken smaller than the optimun, and

do not make use of the potential possibilities of the system. The

fact boils down to this: at the optimum angle of deviation, the char-

acteristic directionalities intersect at a very low level and there-

fore, the strength of the signal being received (summation) in the de-

tection channel and the distance measurement appears to be much lower

than in the directional maximum. In the results, the distance of de-

tection of the object (hold) is lowered by more than 20%.

Fig. 8.31 shows the dependence of the relative magnitude Qa andia
the working distance R in the function from the angle of deviasion

for the "transmitting receiving" system. The working angle of devia-

tion is chosen as a compromise between loss of accuracy in bearing

and working distance at the detection channel in the region of points

2s - 0.68, where both magnitudes constitutes approximately 90% from the

maximum.

In recent years for monopulse RLS with antennas of special con-

struction, it is possible to use the optimum angle without decreasing

the distance for dezection. The principle of their action will be

examined In the following paragraph. Simultaneously, the means of over-
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Fig. 8.31. The dependence of relative values of bearing sensitivity
and working distance in the total number of channels of RLS as a func-
tion the angle of deviation.

coining other difficulties and discrepancie3 which come about in the use

of monopulse RLS will be briefly noted

§8.6. PRINCIPLES OF THE CONSTRUCTION CF MONOPULSE RLS, REALIZING THE

POTENTIAL POSSIBILITIES OF BEARING TAKING.

One of the basic shortcomings of monopulse (multichannel) RLS is

the rigid demand for the identity of channels of the receiver. Compari-

son of signals after amplification at identical channels givek consid-

erable error. What is Lartkculprly bad is that in this condition the

equisignal directions are fixed with the error and since the majority

of bearing systems works in methods of tracing for the entire equisig-

nal direction, these errors are extrernly undesirable.

The above mentioned shortcoming - the wandering of equisignal di-

rections - Is removed completely in the summation difference monepulse

RLS, in which the comparison (subtract on) of signals is carried out

before amplification directly at the output of the antenna. Under this

condition, the high frequency signals received are submitted to prelim-

inary transformuation which may be carried out in the amplitude bearing

system as well as in the phasal system.

The amplitude monopulse RLS with the subtraction of signals be-
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fore amplification will be examined below. The transformation of sig-

L I nals in high frequency is carried out in hybrid waveguide Joints - sum-

mation difference bridge, the working principle of which is shown in

Fig. 8.32,

C 
b)

Fig. 8.32. Summation difference waveguide bridges, a) Ring bridge;
b) bridge in the form of a "double T" in various projections. i) XOY
plan; 2) XOZ plane.

The ring summation difference bridge (Fig. 8.32a) has four bran-

ches in one semicircle upon which the electrical lengths of the compo-

nents of the ring waveguide between these branches are all equal to

the odd number . If cophasal high frequency signals are fed to

I Branches I and 2, then, at the point C where the branches are sub-

connected, these two signals will add in phase since the same path

I goes on the ring. At the point of branch subconnection P, Signals 1

and 2 are added up in opposite phase, i.e., subtracted since the dif-

ference of the path is equal to 34 7= Branches C and P are

j known coi,,.,nctively a, summation and difference.

Signal in the difference branch has the phase of that signal whose

amplitude is larger.

When Signal I is larger than Signal 2, the phase of the differ-

ence signal coincides with the phase of Signal 1 at point P. Conse-

luently, the difference signal in relation to Point I has a phase shift,

proportional o A-. rhe summation signal at point C has a phase shift
I4

relative to Point 1 (as well as relative to Point 2) proportional to
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4. Therefore, the summation and difference signals are in opposite

phase.

If Signal 2 exceeds Signal 7, then the phase of the difference

signal coincides with the phase of Signal 2 at the point P and the

shift with respect to Point 2 is proportional to The summation

signal a! o has such a shift with respect to Point 2. In this case,

the summation and difference signals appear to be in phase.

If, however, the signal is fed to the branch C, then it reaches

Branches 1 and 2 with the same phases and amplitude. At point P, sig-

nals do not fall since the path difference of the signals at the arc

CiP and arc C2P is equal to

The waveguide bridge of the type "double T" (Fig. 8.32b) has the

shape of the letter T both in the horizontal and the vertical cross-

sections, and it is from this that it gets its name. For an explana-

tion of the principle of t.e action of the bridge, let us assume that

strong lines of the electric field of the waveguide is in the horizon-

tal plane directed upwards from below.

Two cophasal signals entering Branches 1 and 2 of the bridge are

added up at branch C (plane XOY) forming a surmation signal. At the

branch P (XOZ plane) a difference signal is formed since the vectors

of the electric field of Signals I and 2 entering the branch, have

oppositely positioned directions. The direction of the vector of the

difference signal changes in opposite position depending on which cne

of the two signals is larger. In the case of an equality of Signals 1

and 2, the difference signal does not exist.

If a signal is fed to the branch C, then it is divided equAlly

between Branches 1 and 2, whereupon the direction of the vector of

the field (i.e., phase) in both branches will be the same. At this,
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no signal falls at the branch P since in the signal supplied, there

is no horizontal component of the electric field.

It is easy to notice that by their properties both types of brid-

ges are the same in the form of branches described. The ring bridge is

more sensitive to measurement of wave length, but it is more compact

since it is distributed in one plane.

Having gotten acquainted with the properties of the summation

difference bridges, we shall now turn to an examination of the ampli-

tude monopulse (multichannel) system of bearing in one plane with sub-

traction of signals before amplification (Fig. 8.33).

fI e ph A-- nexn-.p I J c h

g

Fig. 8.33. Amplitude su-ation-difference bearing system in one plane.
a) AP; b) transmitter; c) receiver of summation channel; d) ARU; e) re-
ceiver of difference channel; f) detector; g) phase detector; h) detec-
tion and reading of distance; i) angle reading; J) antenna.

Radiators 1 and 2 are , ymmetrically displaced relative to the

mirror axis of the antenna, subconnected correspondingly with Branches

I and 2 of the summation difference bridge. In so doing, their charac-

teristic directionalities form equisignal directions toward the perpen-

dicular to the center exposure of the antenna (Fig. 8.34a).

a b c
Fig. 8.34. Characteristics of summation difference systems. a) Diagrams
of directionalities of two irradiators; b) summation diagram; c) differ-
ence diagram. 1) Radiation.
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During the time of transmission from the transmitter through

branch C of the waveguide bridge, high frequency vibrations are dis-

tributed equally between Branches 1 and 2 and appear at both radiators

in phase.These vibrations are added up in space, forming summation

characteristics of directionality (Fig. 8.34b). Vibrations from thE

transmitter do not appear at channel P.

Signals reflected from the object are received at each radiator

separately. The strength of the signal received at each radiator is

dependent on the position of the object relative to the equisignal

directions. For example, if the object is disi!aced to the side of

Radiator 1, then the signal appearing in Channel 1 will be greater,

and the situation is reversed when the displacement of the object is

in the opposite position.

At branch C appears the summation signal which is received by

both radiators. This signal, through the antenna switch, proceeds fur-

ther to the receiver of the summation channel. The dependence of the

summation signal on the direction of receiving is also characterized

by the summation characteristic directionality. The face of object

detection and the measurement of its distance are fixed by summation

signals. Under this condition, if the branch P of the ring bridge is

shut off and all the lower part of the scheme in Fig. 8.33 is re-

moved, the very common one channel RLS is obtained, in which both

radiator antennas act as one.

Prin.ipally, what is new in comparison with the one channel RLS,

is the difference channel. If the object is not located in the equi-

signal direction, th n at branch P, a high frequency pulse will be

received whose amplitude is the bigger, the bigger the displacement of

the object from the equisignal directions, while the phase will be

equal or opposite in position to the phase in the summation channel
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(dpending on the side of d.-splacemen::),

If the object is displaced from !;he equisignal direction on the

side of Radiator 1, the phase of the difference signal is opposite in

position to the phase of the suiraation channel; when the itsplacement

of the object is to the side in the opposite position, the phases of

the signals will be the same" in the equistgnal directions, the ampli-

tude of the difference channel is equal to zero. This dependence is a

difference characteristic (Fig. 8.34b). The phase coincidence of the

summation and difference signals is denoted by the plus sign and non-

coincidence - by the negative sign.

It should be noted that the difference characteristic is formed

i only when reception is on the very receiving device. In space, its

! shape may only be taken mentally, in distinction from the summation

characteristic which during radiation is materialized in the form of

an electromagnetic field of definite intensity and may be objectively

Sobserved. Naturally, difference characteristics can never be explored

Sfrom the outside by any means.

It is also necessary to note that the formation of difference

signals does not take place at the expense of taking away part of the

energy from the siutmation channel but as a result of a greater and ful-

ler utilization of the energy received by the waves in the multichan-

nel system. The difference signal is formed at the expense of that

? part of the energy of the Incident waves which in ordinary one char-

~ nel systems Is transradiated by the antenna into space when the direc-

$ tion of the incident wave does not coincide oith the focal axis of the

antenna.*

Amplification in the receiving device of difference high frequen-

cy signal is detected with the help of phasal detectors, in which
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the high frequency summation signal is delivered as a support.ng

voltage. From the output o" the phasal detectcr, the err: signal

is suppressed in the form of pulse whose amplitude is proportional

to the angle of deviation of the object f'rom the equisignal direction,

while polarity (sign) indicates the side of deviation.

It should be noted that the appearance of additional phase shift

between the signals of the sumiration and difference channels increas-

es only the amplitude of the difference signal in proportion to the

cosine of the parasite phase shift, but does not lead to errors in

the determination of the equisignal directions. Thb:refore, in the sys-

tems of automatic tracking of the object by means of equisignal direc -

tions the de3mand for stabilization and identity of phasal characteris-

tics of the receiving channels, of the multichannel RLS is not very

rigid in these aspects.

For the exclusion of the effect of the strength of the signal be-

ina received on the magnitude of the error signal, the coefficient of

amplification of the receiver of the differe.nce channel should be

chanted in accordance to Formula C 45), in inverse proportion to the

intensity of the summation channel. For this purpose, the summation

channel is shown in scheme ARU with the help of what the effect of

any changes in the signals being received on the angle reading and

the overload of the summation channel may be established in principi .

The system of the bearing of the object in two planes (Fig. 8.35)

is considerably more complicated than what has been examined: In place

of two, four symmetrical irradiators in the mirror, exposure.s will be

required; in place of one bridge - four; still another difference chan-
nel will have to be added. Under this conditlon, for a simultaxeous de-

termination of all three coordinates of the object, three receiving
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channels are called for. In principle, the operation of the scheme

is not different from the above.

Fig. 8.35. Amplitude summation difference bearing system in two planes.
a) AP; b) transmitter; c) receiver distance channel; d) receiver, azi-
muth channel; e) receiver angle location channel; f) detector; g) phase
detector; h) antenna. "

The biggest interest in the scheme being examined is the commuta-

tion system on the waveguide bridge which delivers necessary voltage to

the corresponding channels. Thus, Tor the channels of detection and

jdistance measurement, it is required to supply the total number of sig-

nals receivers by all the four antennas. For this, Signals 2 and 2,

3and 4, are added beforehand ±n pairs at the two first waveguide brid-

ges, they are totalled Tinally in the third ring bridge and from the

bridge C oT the thrd bridge Ted into the receiver. High frequncy

transmitters are distributed, with the help of these same bridges,

equally and in phase among all the Tour radiators.

The differen e signal of the angle location receives the result

of subtracting the a of signals of diators 3 and 4 Tram the sum of

the signals of Radiators i an . Far this, the sum obtained in the

first two bridges is subtract.ed at podn l P of the third bridge and

fed into the receiver of the channel of angle location.

For obtaining the difference signail at the azimuth, it requires

the subtraction of the stu of signals of Radiators 2 and 4 from the

sum of the signals of Radiators and 3. The operation instruction may
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be accomplished somewhat differently: the differences 1-2 and 3-4 are

obtained on the first two bridges and added up in branch C of the

fourth bridge. This gives the required result since the system is lin-

ear and the calculation rule: (I - 2) + (3 - 4) = (I + 3i - (2 + 4)

is applicable.

The difference branch of the fourth bridge (difference of the dif-

ferences) is not used: it is reserved for absorbing load.

01 Iep"90u- 4

Fig. 8.36. Phasal summation difference bearing system in one plane.
a) Transmitter; b) receiver summation channel; c) receiver difference
channel; d) detector; e) phase detector.

Phasal summation difference bearing system is similar to the am-

plitude one in construction (Fig. 8.36). As can be seen from the vector

diagrams, the amplitude of the difference signal

U,=2Usin

appears to be the function of the phase shift

20I,--- sina,

dependent on the angle of deviation a. When a ip small, the amplitude

of difference signal

is proportional to the angle a same as in the amplitude bearing system.

With the change of sides of deviation (+a), the vector V varies

in phase by w, remaining, in all cases, perpendicular to the vector

of the summation signal c" For the determination of the magnitude and
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thie direction of deviation, the difference signal is fed into the phase

detector, the supporting voltage of which is the summation signal, dis-

placed in phase by 4.. The dependence of the output voltage on the

force of the signal bei|ng received is established by the help of the

ARU circuit.

Under this condition, the phase surmwation difference system dif-

fers from the amplitude one only in the phase rotation by -- and in

the antenna, the beam displacement 2e is replaced by the dispersion

of receiving points,b a . It is possible to build an amplitude phase sys-

tem having displacement and dispersion simultaneously.

Phasal summation difference buaring systems in two planes Just as

in the amplitude ones, have four beam antennas, four waveguide bridges

and three receivers, differing from the latter only in the presence of

the phase rotation of 7.

b* f

)b

Fig. 8.37. Compound summation difference bearing system in two planes,
a) Diagrams of directionality; b) in the vertical plane; c) in the
horizontal plane; d) transmitter; e) receiver of summation channel;
f) receiver of difference channel; g) detector; h) phase detector.

But., it is possible to construct a double beam c -Doaund summation

difference bearing system in two planes having only one bcldge and tw,

receivers (Fig. 6.37). In the vertical plane the beam diverges by the

angle 2e in the horizontal plane the points of receiving have a dis-

persion of b a . Under this condition, when the object deviates at the

azimuth only by a the system works like a phasal one and has phase
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shift of , in supporting voltage. At angle location, 8, the system,

behaves like a pure amplitude one. At a deviation of the object simul-

taneously by a and $, both the phase and amplitude channels will be

in action.

The compound system distinguishes itself as ultimately simple,

but its elagrams of directionality are deeply lobed, and the channels

of azlmutn and angle location are mutually connected.

In the multichannel bear.ng- systems, it is practically exclusive-

ly the application of the rota.ting waveguide connections, since a :,e-

versal produces parasitic amplitude and phase modulations and also ad--

ditional noise which suppresses the accuracy considerably. Th3refore,

all waveguide mixer tracts of monopulse RLS together with preliminary

amplifiers generally perform as one entity with reflecting antennas.

Antenna systems of such forms have cumbersome and powerful drive

gears. Borne in the focus of the mtrror of the irradiator, there is

considerable shading. Owing to the immense extent of the output to

the irradiator, there is significant loss of power at the wlaveguides

and a temperature variation of the electric wave brought into the

phasal error.

The enumerated shortcomings are almost completely settled in the

double refleccing antennas consisting of a parabolic refLecto-0 and a

plane counter reflector (Fig. 8.38). The radiators irradiates the

counter reflector through the aperture in the center of the reflector.

Owing to this arrangement, the summation difference waveguide bridges

and the mixing sections may be positioned behind the reflector and

the lines ,)f the waveguides brought to a minimum. Than'cs to the coun-

ter reflector, the radiator stands artificially as if it were in the

focal region of the reflector (dotted line). The dimensions of the
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focal length of antennas of this type is considerably reduced in

comparison with the focal length of the single reflecting antennas

which have the radiator actually positioned in the focus of the re-

flector.

b a C

V f

Fig. 8.38. Double reflecting antenna of monopulse RLS with plane coun-
ter reflector. a) Parabolic reflector; b) ir-adiators; c) beam disper-
sion; d) focus of the reflector; e) counter reflector; f) incident beam.

Rocking of the diagrams of directionality and equisignal direc-

tions is accomplished at the expense of the rctation of one such coun-,

ter reflectors around the horizontal axis (point 0). For the rocking

in two planes, the counter :reflector is set on a Cardan joint. Rota-

ting the counter reflector an angle a produces an inclination of the

beam to an angle of 2a as is shown in the right side of the drawing.

Thanks to this type of rocking ;he antenna beam, the power for

te antenna drive has been considerably reduced, weight, size and

inertia have all been cut down. The shortcoming of the double reflec-

ting antennas appears to be the limiting angle of view (no bigger than

±600) permitted by the distortion of diagrams of directionality.

The shading of the reflector by the counter reflector is accom-

plished with the help of systems of rot.t.ng the plane of polariza-

tion. The principle of the working of the system is explained in Fig.

8.39, where, for the sipplification of the drawing, the reflectors

are shoinm as planes.
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reflector; 2) coiintjpeflgector.

Counterrefleuotors are not made in a solid mass but in the form

of metallic strips, positioned sufficiently close and embedded in

disks of dielectrics, transparent to radio waves. Radiated by ir-

radiators, vertically polarized waves are reflected from the coun-

tWerrefLlector as from a solid mirror. Falling on the reflector, this

wave (vector k p)is transformed into a horizontally polarized reflec-

ted wave (vector k 0) which afterwards goes freely into the oe pc

through the grating of the counterreflector from the vertical plane.

The rotation of the plane of polarization is accomplished by a

special type of structure of the surface of the reflector consist-

ing of two layers. The upper layer consists of a series of metallic

surfaces turned at a 4s angle to the vertical. The lower layer is a

solid metallic screen at a separation of thickness arom the upper

layer of dielectrics.

The vertically polarized wave fallrng on the reflector p may

be separated into two components: ipl and kp2 the first of which is pr

llel to the plane of the reflector, and the second is perpendicular to

it. The first component, reflectino from the plane of the reflector as

from a solid screen, chanes phase a t 180 and forms the component
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of the rleeted wave 0I" If the second componept also were re-

flected from the same planes, it would form the component E02"

in So doing, the second component is perpendicular to the plane

and freely approaches the metallic screen, reflecting from it and

lagging behind the first component by a half wave length (2. X). As a

result, the second component of the reflected wave F 0 2, experi'ences

an additional rctation of phase bj 1800 (opposite in position to th7'

vector E02

Both components add up In the space between the reflector and

the cou-terreflector form the horizontally polarized reflected wave

k0 , for which the vertical plane of the counterreflector does not

appear to be an obstacle.

Besides what we have exanined, there are more complete double re-

flecting antennas, composed of parabolic reflectors and hyperbolic

counterreflectors (Fig. 8.40). They receive the designiation, Cassegran's

antennas - by Zhe name of the builder of the reflecting telescope of

the same construction.

During cophasal radiation from both radiators (or from all four

radiators during bearing taking in two planes) the reflection fpom

- the counterreflector produces such effect as if the refle'tor antennat I is directly irradiated by a point source, located in its focus. By
the principle of reciprocity, the same will be vglid for sunmation

signal, received by all radiators.

Urger this condition, in relation to the suir uation signal, the

Cassegrain antenna behav,-s as a single reflecting; antenna with a

single point radiator in the focus. It possesses the maximum possi-

ble directional action in the direction of the max:.num summation dia-

gram (equitignal directions) at any dispersion of the radiators and
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consequently at any angle of deviation e. Therefore, the angle of

deviation may be made the optimum without the lowering of the work-
ing distance of RLS by the summation channels.

Thanks to the maximum coefficient of directional action, the

resolving power of angle also reaches the ultimate in distinction

from other multichannel RLS or single channel RLS with conical ro-

tation of the beam, which, at the increase of the angle of deviation,

results in the widening of the solid angle of radiation and recepticn.

Consequently, in the multichannel RLS with Cassegrain antenna,

in principle, the potential possibility is realized in the distance

channel as well as in the angle channel. The actual error of angular

coordinates measurements by the method of automatic tracking by direc-

tion will t evaluated in one of the following paragraphs.

2 4W

1 ~ 1

Fig. 8.40. Double reflecting Cassegrain antenna. 1) Radiators; 2) para.-
bolic reflector; 3) hyperbolic counterreflector; 4) focus of the re-
flector (position of the equivalent point source).

§8.7. AUTOMATIC TRACKING OF THE OBJECT BY DIRECTION.

Radiolocational stations with automatic tracking of the objec. by

direction (ASN) present themselves as closed tracking systems control-

led by the actions in which the object is is motion. If the direction

of the antenna axis does not coincide with the line of visibility
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towards the object, then an intensity error is produced in the ASN

system under the action of which the antenna or' RLS turns to the side

to reduce the discord.

Different ASN systems differ in the m,?thods of fonnulating the

error signal. Below we shall examine two types of radiolocational

systems of automatic tracking of the object according to direction:

l) system with conical rotation of the antenna axis;

2) single pulse ASN system.

1. Principle rf Automatic Tracking Of The Object According To Direction
In XLS With Conical Rotation Of The Antenna Beam.

As it was shown in Chapter 2, in the ASN system with conical ro-

tation of the antenna beam, the maximum of the diagrams of direction-

ality is displaced relative to the optical axis of the antenna by a

certain angle £ (Fig. 8.41). At the rotation of the radiobeam, a direc-

tion is formed at which the intensities of the receiving and radiating

signals remain constant. This direction coincides with the axis of ro-

tation of the beam, known as equisignal.

Fig. 8.41. The formation of equisignal direction. 1) Object; 2) di.re'-
tion of the maximum; 3) equisignal direction.

When the object is displaced from the equisignal direction, the

reflected signals at the output of the receiver of the RLS appear as

amplitude modulated. The envelope of the received signals is a smooth

periodic function with a period T equal in time to one rotation of
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the antenna beam. The depth of the amplitude modulation and the form

-'| of the envelope of the pulses are dependevt on the magnitude of the

angle of deviation of the object * from the equisignal direction. At

small angles of deviation of the object (* << 0), the modulation is

extremely close to sinusoidal. If a moment of time is selected when

the maximum of the diagrams of directionality is located at the point

1, then the envelope may be described by the expression

u (t)=u.(R, 13 incos('-I, (8.50)

where U0 - amplitude of the signal being received in the equisignal

direction; Q - circular frequency of the rotation of the antenna beam;

m - coefficient of amplitude modulation; V - initial phase of the en-

velope, dependent on the direction of deviation of the object from the

horizontal plane.

The coefficient of modulation m at small angle deviations is di-

rectly proportional to the angle of discord.

where U - sharp bearing characteristic.

At large deviation of the object from the equisignal direction,

the modulation does not appear to be sinusoidal whereupon the most in-

tensive higher harmonics is the second ones.

The isolation of the basic harmonics of the envelope of amplitude-

modulated pulses is generally done with the help of peak detector and

resonance filters built according to tho frequency of the rotating .,?-

tenna beam. For an increase in the coefficient of transmission of the

detector and a decrease in the pulsation voltage at Its output, the

constant time of circuit discharge T must be selected considerably
p

ii larger than the period of the pulse sequence. But. considerable in-

crease of Tp leads to an inertness of the detector which may be said
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in the negative for the quality of the process of tracking of the

o bject. The most satisfactory results are given by the switch peak

detector. The voltage at the ovtput of such detector is regulated

practically instantly arA remains unchanged up to the end of a given

perlod of the sequence of pulses. Directly before the input of the

sequ.ence of pulses, the accumulated voltage is reduced to zero and

further process of charging and discharge repeats periodically. The

switch detector, which appears to be practically devoid of inert-

ness, has the maximum possible coefficient of transmission.

The spectra of the output signal of a switch detector are shown

in Fig. 8.42. It prv sents itself as the spectra of a series of right-

angled pulses with duration equal to the period of repetition. In-

formation on the deviation of the object froA the equisignal direc-

£ tion is contained in the component ipectrvm w. For the isolation of
that component generally after the detector, one installs a resonance

detector the output voltage of ahich, designated as the error aigral,

may be described by the exprission

u 0 (U=. cos (2f --

where 91 - additional phase shift, generated in the circuit detector

I and the filter.

The amplitude of the *zrvor signal should be proportional to the

depth of modulation m and should not depend on the average magnitude

:)f tha signals being received, U0 . Only under this condition, the main-

tainlrg of the proportionality between the error signal and the magni-

tude of the deviation of the object from the equisignal direction is

, indepeadrnt of -Lhe size of the object and its distance from the RLS.

In order to guarantee the indicated proportionality in the ASN sta-

tion with : oaical scanning, it is necessary to utilize automatic

| control of the amplification. The variable coefficient of amplifica-
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tion of the receiving tract is inversely proportional to the average
magnitude of the pulses. The ARU system should be sufficiently inert

at the frequency Q so that it does not produce noticeable demodula-

tion of the error signal carrying information on the deviation of the

object. At the fulfillment of this condition, the amplitude of the er-

ror voltage will only be proportional to the angle of divergence *,

while phase is single valuedly determined by the direction according

to the object.
The error signals so obtained are

used for the forming of voltages con-

trolling the motion of the antenna in

the azimnhal and angle position planes.

The resolution of the error signal accord-

OR 1729. ing to its orthogonal components, propor-

Fig. 8.42. Spectra of sig- tional to the displacement of the object
nals from the output of
switch detector, at the azimuth and the angle location, is

car-ied out with the help of two amplitude phase discriminators (detec-

tors).

There are many different circuits of amplitude phase discriminators,

but in their working principle, they all have elements, whose coeffi-

cient of amplification, K(t) changes synchronously and cophase with

the frequency of the supportinb voltage. The passage of the error sig-

nals through the phasal discriminator increase:, it in equal strength

according to K(t).

The supporting voltages of the phasal detectors are variable sinu-

zidal voltages of right-angled shapes with periods equal to the time

of one revolution of the antenna. The phases of the supporting vol-

tages of the aximuth chanel and the angle location channel are dis-

placed at art angle of 900 from each other.
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When the supporting voltage is sinuscidal., the output signals

of the phase detector cf the az.amuth and angle location channels will

be correspondinigly

IR kpU., cos (SU -T) •PUO cos (t -

=-p U. cos, + k U.U.= cos (201 - 4p); 81(8.51)
u,=#,.Uocos(Gt-?) . sInt =
I IkPA if+ -Tk1. sn291-,.

where k - coefficient of transmission :f the phase discriminator;

U0 cos at -supporting voltage of the azimuth channel;

U0 sin at - supporting voltage of the angle location channel.
Since cost=, s,@= (Fig. 8.41) and U=-,the constant com-

ponents of the output voltage of the phase detectors of the azimuth an

angle location channels are proportion&i to the displacement of the ob-

ject in the corresponding planes

U"- ka,

The larger extensions in the ASN systems with conical scanning

took in fullwave phase discriminators with right-angled supporting

voltage. A simplifled schematic diagram of these is shown in Fig. 8.43.

Supporting voltages commute by the anode circuit of the tubes of the

phasal discriminator (because of this, in the litterature phasal detec-

tor of this type are often designated as phase commutator). The co-

efficient of amplification of the cascades, collected at the tobes

L1 and L3 , varies with time according to the rules

k=ko fr 2nr<Qt<(2a+I)r4
k=O fial (2*+ )w.f<.

while the coefficient of amplification of the cascades, collected at

the tubes Z2 and L4 is according to the rules

k--0 sw 2na.s,,t.<(2a+ 1)a;
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where n = 0, 1, 2, .. -integers.

The output voltage of phase detectors of the azimuth and angle

location for one pericd of commutation may be described in rhe form

(Fig. 8.44).

u9 = kouo.( )cos (2t + p).
up= kuo.() sin (21 + ).

Fig. 8.43. Simplified schematic diagram of phasal discriminator.

a b c

Fig. 8.44. Time disgrams of voltages at various points of the scheme

of phasal discriminator: a) error signal and supporting voltage coin-
cide in phase; b) error signal and supporting voltage displaced in
phase by 900; c) error signal and supporting voltage displaced in phase

by 45*.
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The error signal uosh (t) is a slow varying function in comparison

with cos Qt therefore, in a first approximation uosh(t) may be con-

sidered as constant during some fi-dments of time.

The constant component of the output voltage of the phase detec-

tor is proportional to the error tracking !.n L!e corresponding planes

For the isolation of useful components of the error voltages pro-

portional to a and a, at the output of the phase detectors, low fre-

quency filters are included which do not let through comn.nents con-

taining the harmonic frequency Q. The controlled voltage from the out-

put of the phase discriminator of each cshannel is amplified and led to

the drive gears of the motors of the azimuth md angle lor.tion. The

drive motor will turn the antenna in the side of increased angle of

di&cord between the directi.on toward the object and the antenna axis.

This method insures the corittnuous coinciaence of the antenna axis

with the direction toward #"he object with accuracy up to the error of

tracking.

Let us remember that the automatic tracking of the object i; 't

possible in the , "'. at the output of the detector, the erro:

signals behave P signal from one single object. Therefore, in the

RLS receiver, it is necessary to guarantee the selection of objects

ac':ording to distance with the help of the ASD system.

2. Monopulse Systems Of Automatic Object Tracking.

Below, we shall examine two types of monopulse ASN systems:

phasal systems of autotracking and amplitude 2:ztms of autotracking.

In the phasal monopulse ASN systems, automatic measurement of

aigular coordinates is accomplished by a continuous comparison
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of the phase of the signals, received by the differont antennas.

The equisignal directions (directions of equal ih&se) coincide

with the symmetry avis of the antenna system.

During automatic tra.kirg tle eoviation of the o.ject from the

equisignal direction is not considerable, therefore, approximately,

it may be considered that the difference in phase of the signals re-

ceived is prop 2tional to the angle of deviation of tne object

AT _--=.

Since in the systems, generally heterodynes are used, therefore

the phasal relationship between the signals of the first and second

channels is preserved even after the transformation of frequency. But,

the voltage of the signals at the output of the amplifier of inter-

mediate frequencies may have an additional phase shift on account of

nonidentical amplitude phasal characteristics UPCh

U, = U1 sin (a.' + 1 + 80+.~)

u2 = L2 sin.e + 1o),

where 61 2 - amplitude of signals at the output of UPCh; 69 - phase

shift, dependent on the nonidenti-y of phasal frequency characteris-

tics of UPCh.

Phase discriminators are often used as the sen:3itive elements of

the systems reacting to the changes in the difference of phases of the

signals being received. The c onstant component of the output voltage

of th) phase discriminator is the error signals of the ASN sstem

u.= kU,L12 sin +(t ( .52)

During automatic tracking of the object the error of tracing

T is small, consequently, it may be considered that sinlZ: and

cosp:l. Under this condition, Expression (8.52) may be transformed

into the following forms:
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UM kUU2 (sin'? COS + COS? sin S)SkpuUrcos CO 4 + kUIU, Sin SO- (8.53)

The fl'st item of Expression (8.53) presents itE..lf as the use-
ful component of the error signal, whose magnitude is dependent in

the displacement of the object from the equisignal directIon and on

the amplitude of tb" signal being received. For the exclusion of the

influence of the amplitude fluctuations of the signals beings receiv-

ed on the magnitude of the error signal at the output of both channels

of UPCh, it ie necessary to install limiting devices or use circuits

of automatic amplification control.

tb nonidentity of the phasal frequency characteristics of the

channels lcads to a decrease of the ,'seful component of the error sig-

nal (factor crs 6T) and the appearance of additional voltage at the

output of the phase discriminator urelated to t'.s object in space,

[second term of Expression (8.53)]. As a result of the action of the

additional voltage, tracking error proportional to the ' ilue 6 i

produced. This error will become smaller the higher the bearing sen-

sitivity of the system -.

Changes in.temperature, instability of the feeding voltage and

the waste frequeniy of the heterodyne may lead to variations in phasal

delay i:'. the UP"h channels ani consequently, to the appearance of

tracking error. For the elimination of the nonidentity of the chan-

nels one may use different circuits of automatic devices of phasal

characteristics UPCh for special standard signals. Another way of

compensating the phase frequency characteristic, UPCh consists of the

In period commutation of the channels so that the UPCh alternately

switched to the first and second antennas. At this, the phase shift

fe takea on, at time, a positive value and, at times, u negative

value and in th6 average error signal, the magnitude of the additional
i. --618 -



voltage will be significantly reduced.

"The phase method permits the realization of automatic tracking

by direction without the rotational antenna set up, since it is not

connected with the use of the amplitude !iagrams of directionality

of the antennas. For instance, in place of the rotation of the an-

tennas, the variation of the relative phase shift is accomplished by

some other means, say, by the rotation of the axis of the phaserota-

tor which may be constructed, then it may also determine the direction

of the arrival of the reflected signal by the position of this axis.

Phasal systems of autotracking of this type are general2y called the

Interferometers. A simplified diagram of the interferometer is shown

in Fig. 8.45. In distinction from the previous systems, the drive

arrangement is not connected to tle mechanism of the rotation cf the

antenna, but with the constructible phaserotator. A variation in the

position of the latter leads to change of phase of the signals being

received in this channel and consequently, to a change of the relative

pnase shift. In the capacity of the phaserotators, it is possible to

use waveguide ferrite arrangement, waveguides with variable dimersions,

etc.

Fig. 8.45. Block diagram of inttrferometer. a) Phaserotator; b) mixer I;
c) mixer II; d) motor; e) heterodyne; f) amplifier; g) ARU system;
h) amplifier of intermediate frequency; i) phase discriminator.
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Damping an% iinearity characteristics of both types of phase-

rotator are acce,.taLle for the problem under consideration. When

the firrite phaserotator is used the variation of phase vibrations

may be accomplished by electrical methods.

Whien there is a e~splacement of the object from the equisignal

direction, there apears an error signal which %eting on the mechan-

ism of r(,tating the phaserotator, changes the phase (.f the signal

being ?-.siived in its own channel to the time until the difference

in the p,'asts of the signals in both channels will be zero. If it is

assumed that the characteristic of the phaserotator is linear, i.e.,

the phase eh.L't in the phaserotator is proportional to t.ie rotation

of its axis, tien the condition of the error signal equalling zero may

be written as

(8.54)

where k is the coefficient of transmission of the phaserotator.

From Formula (8.54) it is easy to find the angle of the rotation

of the axis, at which the equi3ignal direction coincides with the

direction of the object

d

where O-=7j is the initial angle of rotation of the axis of the phase-

rotator, corresponding to a phase shift of the signals in a magnitude

equal 0o

With accuracy to a constant factor, the angle of rotation of the

axis of' the phaserotator is equal to the angle of deviation of the ob-

Ject from the antenna axis and consequently every direction towards

the object is single-valuedly correspondent to a definite angle of

rotation of the axis of the phaserotator. The merits of the tracking

systema of the type of' the interferometer are the sufficient accuracy,
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simplicity of construction and the absence of the massive structure
4

- of the following antenna and its powerful drive.

In examining the operation of the interferometers, it should,

however, be remembered, that the antenna beam does not follow the

track of the object, consequently, autotracking is only possible with-

in the limits of the width of the diagrams of directionality; as soon

as the object starts to move out of the beam, tracking is discontinued.

From this point of view, one should strive towards a wider dia-

gram of directionality, but the boundaries of the spread is limited

by the requirement on working distance of the systems and the necessary

resolving power of the RLS.

For the increase off the zones of tracking of the interferometer

when the diagram of directionality is narrow, it is necessary to move

the antenna beam behind the object.

This operation may be accomplished with the help of the very

phaserotator which is used for the control of thb phase of the high

frequency tract of the interferometer.

What we saw above was ( 'e operation of the phasal system o±f

tracking in one plane. For the tracing of the objects in two planes,

it is necessary to have one more system exactly like this.

In the amplitude monopulse systems for the determination of the

direction of the object, a method of simultaneously comparing the in-

tensities of the signals received, at the different antennas is used.

If the object is located in the equisignal direction, then the signals

received by both antennas are equal; if the object inclines at a cer-

tain angle a, then at the input of the receiving part of the RLS in-

stallation, there will appear two high frequency pt-lfes of different

amplitude
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H 2 U(I +)stout,

where v - bearing sensitivity.

At the summation-difference bridge come addition and subtrac-

tion voltages, taken from both antennan:

Uc91 + u -=2Usin t,

ga,- u2= 21Ip sin of,
where u - voltage in the summation channel; u - voltage in the

difference channel.

The summation and difference voltages appear in phase for the

directions of incidence of the signals, from one side and in the

opposite phase from the other side.

For the isolation of the information on the side of the devia-

tion of the object, the signals of both channels (after conversion

and amplification to intermediate frequency) are compared in the phase

detector. The voltage at the input of the phase detector may be writ-

ten as

gp= KU siln (.t + ),
==KU S' "W4

where upr - voltage at the output of UPCh difference channel; u -

voltage at the output of summation channel; K - coefficient of ampli-

fication of the mixer and UPCh each of the channels; 6(p - phase shift,

depending on the various phase characteristics of the channels.

At the output of the phase de'ector videopulses are formed whose

magnitude is equal to

UP =T ru a, (8.55)

where k - coeffirient of transmission of the phase discriminator.r

The amplitude of the pulses is proportional to the angle of de-

viation of the object from the antenna axis while the sign indicates
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the side of deviation of the object. At the output of the phase de-

tector, there stands a switch pulse detector lengthening the video-

pulses to &ll periodls of the sequence. After the pulse detector, the

constant component is isolated Uosh whose magnitude is equal to the

argle a. The phase shift 6( acts on the magnitude of the error signals

deperidirg on the nonidentity characteristics of the amplifier of inter-

mediate frequency. The increase 6c leads to a decrease of the error

signals. Thus if t = 600, then the coefficient of transmission of the

system is reduced by two times while during a phase shift, approaching

900, the operation of the ASN system becomes impossible. The error

voltage from the output of the pulse detecto,7 after amplification is

fed to the Gperating mechanism rotating the artenna installation to

the side of the diminished angle a. The coincidence with the equisignal

direction with the object may be accomplished not only by mechanical

but also by electrical methods, by the way of electrical deviation of

the antenna beam.

In distinction from tPe ASN system with conical rotation C * the

radio beam, in monopulse systems there is no necessity to resolve the

error signals into two components since the amplitude and angle loca-

tion channels are not separated directl3 in the antenna installation,

Therefore, in the monopulse system ASN, there is no error conne,.ted

with the phase shift of the error signal envelope, resulting from the

inertness of the pulse detector.

§8.8. ACCURACY OF RADIOLOCATIONAL SYSTEMS OF AUTOMATIC TRACKING OF THE
OBJECT BY DIRECTION.

Radiolocational station with autotracking of the object by direc-

tion consist of two closed tracing systems accomplishing the contin-

uous measuremcnt of the angular coordinates in two mutually perpendiou-

lar planes: azimuthal and angle locatiin. Since both channels are iden-
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tical by their actions, therefore in the future, we limit to an

examination of one amplitude channel.

The total angular error of the ASN system, in view of the iden-

tity of the channels, is increased by V7 times in comparison with

the error of the single channel.

The structural circuit of radio-

locational system of autotracking of

_the object in the asimuthal plane may

Fig. 8.46. Simplified struc- be seen as shown in Fig. 8.46. The in-
tural circuit of the auto-
tracking system in one plane cident signal of the :racing system

appears ,o be the azimuth of the ob-

Ject, ats , the output -angular position of the antenna axis a . The

difference between the input and output signals is the error of the

tiziking system Aa.

For the system shown in Fig. 8.46, the following basic relation-

ships connecting the present values of Aa, ats, and ca are valid:

, p) K---- -+ K W ,

(P ) -TK 6 = W'. (P) •P

where XW(p) -transmission function of the open systen. ASN; A&(p) -

image of the error of autotracking; ats(p -- image of the output sig-

nal (azimuth of object); a (p) - image of the output signal (azimutha
of antenna axis); W A(p) - transmission function of the system ASN;

Wz(P) - transmission function of the closed system,

The magnitude of tI.e error Aa depends on the form of the trans-

mission function of the open syste, and the character of the motion

of the object, The values 41n the adjutstable region may be determined

very simply by resolving the transmission function of the error WAa(P)

into a series in ascending pcwers of p:
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Act () -- W,. Wp - &4 (P) -

=(Co + CIP +, , 1"+p-P a + ...)=.(p).(8.56)

where the coefficients of the series C0 , C1, CP, C3 , ...are computed

with the nelp of the formala

[J _, .(p)]
I dP-

Obviously, Series (8.56) converges at p 0.

Applying Laplace transform to every term of Equality (8.56) we ob-

tain the following series:
+ a=_ 2- , + q %,

Am Wt = CA= (t) + ,-- dt 2- 02 X: d ..

converging at large values of t and giving the possibility of deter-

mining the magnitude of error in the ASN system when the law of motion

of the object is known.

The biggest effect on the magnitude of the error is, in general,

indicated by the first three coefficients of the series. The smaller

each one of these coefficients, the higher is the dynamic accurary of

the system. The values of the coefficients of error depend on the para-

meters of the circuit structu 'e of the ASN system. For systems with

astatism of the vth order, all coefficients of error up to C__1 !qual

to zero. FroT, this point of view, it is advantageous to increase the

crder of astatism of the system ASN, but, the increase of the order of

astatism generally leads to construction complexities of the system.

Therefore, at present time, it Is more often that we encounter ASN sys-

tems with astatism of the first and second orders.

Formulas for the determination of the coefficients of error of

such circuits have the following form.

'. Systems with astatism of the first; order

C0=O; C=-r; C2= .
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2. Systems with astatism of the second order

CO=O; C1=O; 2 ,

where K - coefficient of transmission of the open system ASN: Tmax -

maximum time constant of the systems.

For guaranteeing the accuracy of tracking, it is necessary that

the coefficients C1 and C2 were small. Consequently, the coefficient

of transmission of the system should be sufficiently large. In the

present ASN system, the magnitude of K reaches several hundreds. The

increase of K when sufficient margin of stability of the system Is

maintained, leads to the broadening of the effective passband. In the

theory of automatic control, it is demonstrated that at the optimum

form of frequency characteristics of the open system and margin of

stability of phase in 40 - 600, the effective band of the tracing

system is

1-I1.

Thus, for example, in order to obtain the necessary accuracy of

the system, it is required that C2 - 0.01, then the effective pass-

band should be not less than 1.5 - 2 hz.

In the presence of sudden minaneuver of the object, the axial com-

ponent part of the summation error of tracking may be error, dependent

on the inertness of the system. In order to decrease the error of de-

lay, one should strive to decrease the time of the passage process such

that in its turn, the broadening of the passband of the system is de-

manded. The wider the AFz, the less time of establishing 1in the sys-

tem and consequently, the less the dynamic error of autotracking of

maneuvering objects.

For the optimum frequency characteristics the time of establish-

ing in the system is
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For example, if the condition is set that tu  I sec, then the

passband of the system should be not less than 1.0 - 2.5 hz.

Under this condition, to guarantee a high accuracy of reproduc-

ing the movement of the object and a decrease in the dynamic error,

dependent on the passage of the tracing system, it is inecessary to

broaden the zone of passage and increase its coefficient of trans-

mission. But, the increase of the coefficient of the effective pass-

band leads to a growth of the error of tracking, dependent on the ac-

tion of the internal and external interferences.

The effect of the interferences on the accuracy of the systems

of autotracking is dependent on the character of the disturbing in-

fluence and the point of its application to the system. The variance

of the error may be found if the spectral density of the interference

is known and the transmission of the system relative to it.

where a a var ice o , the error of the system; G M - spectral den-

sity cf the interference; (j)- transmission function of the system

relative to the interference.

The form of the transmission function t (jw) is determined by the

point of application of the interference to the system. For the calcu-

lation of 4- (jw) of the structural system ASN, it is convenience to

express it in the form of two serially connected dynamic members

(Fig. 8.47). The first one, a practically periodless member, converts

the angle of deviation of the object from the axis of the antenna in-

stallation Aa into error signals U ots. The second member characterizes
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the dynamic properties of the adeust,,ent installation.

The transmission function in relationship to interference,

applied at the point 1, as shown in Fig. 8.147, coincides with the

transmission function of the closed system

The variance of the error of the system in this case is

KIV. W() '0. (w) do, (8.57)
-2x I"+-KWW

where G (w) - spectral density of interference at the input of the

ASN system.

1 ~ ~ W 2 Mr~U)

Fig. 8.47. Representation of the structural scheme of the ASN system
in the form of two dynamic members in series.

Internal interference of the system is caused by the fluctuation
of the error signal Uosh at the output of the first dynamic member.

The transmission function in relation to this fluctuation is described

by this expression
¢I -- K. IV. U,.)

x - + U-)I (8.58)

The variance of the error of tracking, dependeint on the action of

the internal interference may be calculated by the formula

K. W. U (wU. do

KWU) (8.59)

.1j+ K1WU.) r

where G() - spectral, density of the fluctuation of the error signal,
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Tf the expression under the integral sin in Formulas (8.57) and

(8.59) is obtained by addition, then the err.',r determination is con-

veniently carried out by graphoanalytical methods, muidip.y.ing the

ordinates of the curves by G(w) and Io(Jw)1 2 and compute the area

bounded by the resulting curves.

In a first approximation of the error of the ASN system, one

may anticipate, if acceptable, that the spect:,.al density of the in-

terference in the passband f the system remaining at constant magni-

tude, is equal to the spectral density of the interference G(O) at

zero frequency. The fulfillment of such an approximation is substan-

tiated in that actual systems of angular tracking of the object have

sufficient narrow passbands lying within the boundaries from zero to

0.5 - 2 hz.

Under the fulfillment of this, Formulas (8.57) and (8.59) assume

the forms

0. dw (8.60)

2% o ID. * l ,(8.61)
-m

where Ga (0) - spectrum density cf external interference at zero fre-

quency; G0 (0) - spectral density of the fluctuation of error signalp

at zero frequency.

The integral from the square modulus of the transmission function,

as is shown in Fig. 6.48 may be expressed through the effective pass-

band of the system

.'0 (Uw) I'd = AFo 10(0) I,

where 0(0) - thf, clue of the transmission function of the system at

zero frequency.
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K For astatic systems IO(O)I 2  1,

_f thererore

i r o(/o)J'd --w=-AF." (8.62)
Fig. 8.48 Frequency

characteristics of Substtuting the value of Integral
the closed ASN system

(8.62) in Formulas (8.60) and (8.61), we

obtain a simple approximation expression for the determination of the

incidental error of the ASN system

(O)A (8.63)

o. (8.64)

where a - mean square value o-f the error of tracking of the obj,.;t,

dependent on the action of the external noise; a - mean square value

of the error'.of tracking of the object, dependent on the fluctuation

of voltage Uoh*

The basic sources o ".he incidental error of the ASN system appear

- internal noise of the receiving installation;

-amplitude fluctuation of the reflected signals;

- fluctuation of the angle of incidence of the reflected Lignals.

1. Effect Of Internal Noise On The Receiving Installation

The cvharacter of the internal noises on the accuracy of the ASN

system is the same for all types. The action of the noise leads to

the appearance of fluctratLon of the error signal. The comp)nent of

the spectra of these fluctuations lying in the passband of the sy5-

tem, a.l on the adjustment control producing chaotic rocking of the

positions of the ticacing antennas. As an example, we shall evaluate

the influence of the noises on the accuracy of an amplitude monopulse

ASN system.
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ht the output of the amplifier of incermediate frequency oi'

summation and difference channels of the sV.tem, act the high fro-

quencies of duration 7 and noises:

,8.65)

U =KUa sin of + u., (),
P (8.66)

where u - voltage at the output UPCh summation channel; ur - voltage

at the output UPCh difference channel; K - coefficient of amplifica-

tion of receiving channels (mixer of UPCh); Us - amplitude of the sig-

nal at the input of the frequency transformer; ushs - voltage of noises

at the output of UPCh summation channel; Ushr ,--:tage of noises at

the output of difference channel.

The signal/noise ratio at the input of the RLS receiver, same as be-

fore, will be assumed to be sufficiently large since only under these

conditions, a high accuracy of the measurement in angular coordinates

is possible.

The error signal In the amplitude system is obtained by the com-

parison of the voltages of the summation and difference channels at the

phase detector. It will be considered that the phase detector is a

simple multiplier. The voltage at the output of the phase detector is

Y Y- ~(8.67)
1- jusc Wt KUk.42 sti. of + , (0) KUc sin wt + a,, (1) u.P (j)

The first member ot" F-rmula (8.65) proves itself to be the use-

ful signal proportional to the deviation of the object from the an-

tenna axLs. The second component of the error voltage has high fre-

quency 2w which is suppressed by the output of the filtee. The re-

maining three components of the error signal aro interferences. At

a large signal/noise ratio, (U << Us ) and small deviation of the
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object from equisignal d~rection (Ac << 1) the third and fifth terms

in Expression (8.67) may be neglected. Under these assuivpt.,ons

u. Ki KUk,02 + n4 zc Wt KWc sin toa.

A.. it was shown earlier, for the evaluation of the accuracy of

the syster, it is nek'essary to find th. Epectral density of the error

signal. In the given case, the sl?, lest way to find it is through the

correlation function of the coiponent of the interference voltage ur"

It will be assumed that the filter at the output of the phase discrimi-

nator does not distort from the right-angled form of the pulse sig-

nal. Then the process, happening during 'he flow of the pulses may

be considered as continuous. The correlation functi on of the fluctua-

tion of the output volt,:ge of the phase discriminator is

Rp () = u. () a. (t + ,) sAWt wsin (t + ) kKU'L.= (8.68)

PkK2U,2R. (r) cos a,

where R pch(T) - correlation function of noise at output of UPCh.

As it is known, R pch (T) may be described in the following form
p(nr (,)cosn, (8.69)

where r(T) is a sluwly varying function whose nature is determined by

the width and shape of the UPCh frequency characteristic.

Substtuting the value R pch(T) into Formula (8.68) we obtain

RP(.=+ k 'pU () q kK2U(r (t)cos2 pt. (8.70)

The first term of the function R r(T) is determined by the low fre-

quency component of fluctuation, lying In the passband of the tracing

system. The second term is determined by the component of the error

signal frequency 2w, which is filtered off and does not affect the

accuracy of the ASN system. Consequently,

R, (0,) IUr()
4

The variance of the voltage fluctuation at the output of the
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phase detector is equal to the value of the correlation function

when T = O:

"k 2K'Ur (0).

Since r(O) is the variance of the noise voltage at the output of UPCh

then

02 =k,V2U2,2 :--k2K'U,SAF,, 6,P I p C€ W - 4 P' '

where AFpch - effective ps..sband of UPCh; Ssh - spectral density of

noise at the input of UPCh.

Let us suppose that there is a switch peak detector Efter the

phase discriminator, extending the pulses to a length equal the period

of the sequence T . In a first approximation, it may be assumed that

the probability characteristics of the fluctuation of the ampll.tude

of the pulses do not change d.ring the passage through the switch peak

detector.

In this case, the process at the output of ,the switch detector

may be looked upon as noise amplitude modulation of the 2nd kind of

right-angled pulses, whose length is equal to the period of the se-

quence. From the theory of7 random processes, it is known that at

noise amplitude modulation, the electrical spectra of the process lave

the same form as the spectra of the same pulse; while its intensity is

proportional to the variance of the noise and the frequency of the

repetition of the pulses:

For the switch detector

6
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Consequently, the electrical spectra of the fluctuation of the out-

put error voltage is

00 (w) =2091j

Sinke the passband of the tracing system is sufficient narrow

(AF z << Fp T ) so only the low frequecVy component of the spectra
p

at near zero can produce the incidental error of the system. The spec-

tral density of fluctuation in the regions of thasa frequencies is pro-
portional to the length of the period of the sequence.

Go 0 ) _2 TAP~-;Kt~flFl (8 71)
Under this condition, the noise received by the installation may

be considered as internal interference applied to the tracing system

at the point 2 (Fig. 8.4 7 ) and having spectral density G0 (0). In or-

der to find the error of the tracking ASN system, it is necessary that

the value G0 (0) is described in Expression (8.63). After substibuting,

we obtain

K.

therefore the variance is
02= TUAFA~F.,,S,. 1 7?n&A FWSL5

U. PC-Y2.= .U 1 =0" P

or

.2 TrAF, j (8.72)

whe-P Psh - strength of noise at the input of tha RLS receiver; Ps

strength of signal at the input of the RLS receiver.
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Mean square value of the error of the system ASNJ dependent

on the action of the noise of the receiver, is increased with the

increase of the period of the sequence of pulses and with the broad-

ening of the paspband of the tracking system.

If it is talen Into account that at the optimum angle of dis-

persion of the diagram of directionality, the sharpness character-

istic j- then Formula (8.72) may be written as

PC_

Approximately one may assume that the ASN system integrates the pulses

during the time Ti = 1 . Consequent2y, the number of pulse3, . -
AF

lated by the trackinp system is

Substituting N in ForIMla (8.72), we obtain

where a -

The variance of the error is inversely proportional to the signal/

noise ratio at the output of the receiver,

As a consequence of Formula (8.72), it may be considered that

noises only act during the time of the receiving of umeful signals,

i.e., assuming the presence of ideal gating of the receiver. If there

is no gating in the receiver or the length of the gating pulse is great-

er than tIe length of the pulse signal, then the variance of the error

voltage fluctuition a2 is :ncreased on account of the effect of theosh

ejection of noises not coinciding in time with the useful signals.

The increase of a2  leads to the rise of the errors of ta&t.king ofos hled
1 the AZN system. Fig. 8.49 shows a graphic dependence of tracking er-

ror on tce coefficient of gating, which is understood to be the ratio
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'if the selected pulses to the length of the pulse of the signal.

The graph indicates that the increase of the coefficient of gating

may lead to a considerable rise of the errors of the tracking systems.

The effect of gating is less with the increase in the signal/noise

Iratio.

The above method of the determination of

. error, dependent cn the internal noises of the

* !receivers, may be also employed for the esti-

-mate of accuracy of phasal monopulse systems,
S

* ASN and RLS with conical rotation of the anten-

* ,na beam. This same method may be used for the

* u * determination of the accuracy of the ASN systtm

Fig. 8.49 Error of during the action of external intrferences. It
autotracking as a
fUfl'tilon rf the co-functiont f t ng c should be noted however, the formula obtained isefficient of gating.

valid under the condition Ps/Psh > 1.

2. effects Of Amplitude Fluctuation Of The Reflected Signal

A Amplitude fluctuation of the reflectad signal is based on the

sources of angular errors in the ASN systems with conical rotation of

the antenna beam. The sensitivity of such systems to the amplitude var-

iations of the reflected signal is demonstrated by the fact that the

direction toward the object in them is determined by the comparison

of the amplitudes of the signals obtained at different moments of time.

In monopulse RPS, the angular coordinates are determined by the simul-

taneous comparison of the signals obtained from the different antennas

therefore in them, in principle, the effect of amplitude pulsation may

be set aside.

We shall examine now the accuracy of the ASN systems with nonical

rotation of the beam during tracing of the fluctuating object.
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The fluctuating amplitude of the reflected signal may be ex-

ppessed as

U~ ~ i= U o 1 + AU (t I-- O Mw,
U=Uo[L1 + Uo

where Au(t) - fluctuation of reflected signal of average value U0 ;

m(t) - coefficient of amplitude modulation, dependent on the pulsa-

tion of the signal.

Since the antenna beam rotates with the frequency Q, therefore,

the envelope o;' reflected pulses at the output of the receiver RLS

is described by the expression,

U= Uo 11 +n(I) 11 --:,,tlcos(WI - l)l=

= Uo 1]+ m (t) + LA cos(2t - ?) -- m(t) pA cos-(2t - y)].

After passing through the filter adjusted to the frequency n

the constant component of the error signal is separated voltages fall-

ing on the phase detectors of tht azimuth channel as well as on those

of the angle location channel.

. [ + A+ (t) cos (2t - T)'+ m (t) A+ (1) cos (2t - ')1.

The voltage at the output of the phase discriminator of the azi-

muth channel may be described by the expression (for simplicity,

assume 9 = 0

u(t)=Am () cus + m () A () +

+ A, (f) cos 22t + m (t) A x (t) cos 212ti,

where A., -- coefficient, independent :,f time.

The voltage u., after filtration reaches the executing device,

controlling the position of the antenna. Obviously, what brings about

the z.splacement of the antenna can only be that comnponent voltage

u r in the spectra of the frequency of which there is sufficient in-

tensity consisting of diapasons from zero to AFz . The useful signal,

A At(t) characterizing the motion of the object, is a sloi changing
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function of time, wlose frequency spectra lies practically entirely

within the boundaries of the zones AFe . The component A1 At(t) coo 29t

is suppressed by the filter of low frequency since in the system of

autotracking of angular errors At(t) is extremely small, hence the

action of the items m(t)Aa(t) and m(t).Aa(t) cos 29t are small in

2comparison with the action of the term 7 mt) coos Qt. Consequently,

in a first approximation, the expression for the error signal may be

written as

The effect of the amplitude pusatlon of the reflected signals

leads to a condition such that the a fluctuation voltage ! ta(t) cos St

is added to the error voltage produced by the diviation of the object

from the antenna axis.

This voltage may be considered as interference, applied at the

point 2 (see Fig. 8.47). The error of the systems of autotracking, in

this case, may be determined by Formula (8.59). The spectral density

of the equivalert interference is found by its correlation function. By

determining,

R.W m (W m (V + )cos 9t cos QV( + Z).- (8.73

Since the fluctuation m(t) is independent of the position of the

antenna beam, therefore, the signals m(t) cos (t + ), differing only

in phase, are equally probable. Hence Expression (8.73) may be written

as

R. (c) = m (M m Ut cOS.(Qt + t?) cos 12 (Y +,) + q- (.4~~ (8.714)

Averaging according to all the possible values cf phase q, we

obtain

-5cos (Of+ cos 9 (1+) dp c* 2 ,:.
0
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Consequently,

R. (t) = 2R. (l ar- Q%,
where RM (T) - correlation function of amplitude fluctuatior of the

reflected signal.

The spectral density of interference, of the equ Lent actual

amplitude fluctuation, is equal to

,() =2 .C= (.0 Cos w =G.-)+ o(+ ( ), (8.75)
0

where G.( ) - spectral density of amplitude fluctuation of the re-

flected signals (Fig. 8.50 and 8.51).

1 Gm 1fW NopNupoOkIh

" if i'crKm1 N U R4ffND1

O 4 8 1: V8 20 24 0 20 40 Ov ja (00 .2,0# ,
f, hz f', hz

Fig. 8.51 Spectra of fluctua- Fig. 8.52 Spectra of fluctuation
tion of signals reflected from of signals reflected from a ship.
airplane. l Normalization of
special density.

The spectra of the interferences, dependent on the action of the

amplitude fluctuation of the reflected signal, are equal to the suam of

two spectra uf amplitude fluctuation, displaced according to the fre-

quency axis corresponding to the values +Ql and -Q. The form of the

spectiu of the fluctuation of error voltage is shown in Fig. 8.52. in

the passband of the tracking system, the spectral density of the in-

terferences, may be assumed with sufficlent degree of accuracy, as a

constant value approximately equal to2G6, (9). In actual ASN systems

with conical rotation of the antenna beam, the autotracking error de-

pendent on the amplitude fluctuation comes to (1. 10- - -10-2) ° (see [73

to Chapter 1).
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In monopulse system ASN, the fluctuatior of amplitude of signals

being received also may lead to errors in the measurement cf angular

coordinates. This is explained as follows. In any actual systems of

angular trackir.g, errors always exist depending on the dynamiC re-

tardation of the tracking systems, the action of internal noises, etc.

The presence of errors of tracking indicates that the axis of the an-

tenna is always somewhat deviated relative to the direction towards

the object and consequently, at the output of the sensitive elements

of the system in anN moment of time, there exist error voltages

"k UA4%

where A -- summation angular error of tracking without taking into

consideration the effects of amplitude fluctuation; U - amplitude of

reflected signal; k - coefficient of proportionality.

0 . . . L
2F

Fig. 8.52. Spectra of interferences, caused by amplitude fluctuation
cf the signals being received.

The amplitude fluctuation of the reflected signal leads to modu-

lation of the error signal

u=kUoFkAu(f)A&, (8.76)

where Au(t) - amplitude fluctuation of the signal reckoned relative

to the mean value.

The second item in Expression (8.76) consists of the error voltage

produced in the variation of the amplitude of the reflected signal.

This is composed of the errors not connected aith the true errors of

tracking and therefore, does not carry any useful information. Besides,
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in distinction fr n.the Qrrors, produced by the dynamic retarda-

tion of the tracking system, by the internal noises and by the varia-

tion of the angle of arrival of the reflected signal, the component,

kAu(t) appears to be a function of the very error of tracking and

grows with its increase. Since in the voltage spectra, kAu(t)AV practi-

cally always contain the component, falling in the passband of the

trackingsystem, therefore the total error of tracking will always be

increased.

For the control of the effects of the amplitude fluctuation of

the reflected signal on the accuracy of autotracking, it is necessary

to introduce a fast acting ARU system. The inertness of the ARU system

should be such that all fluctuations whose spectra lie within the boun-

daries of the passband of the tracking systems, are effectively suppres-

sed. Only under this condition, there will be practical control of the

tracking errors arising from the amplitude fluctuation of the reflec-

ted signal.

3. Effects Of The Fluctuation Of The Angle Of Arrival Of The Reflected
Signal

Fluctuation of the angle of arrival of the reflected signal may

bt considered as external interference applied to the ASN system at

the point I (Fig. 8.47). Then, the error of the system may be computed

by Formulas (.57) and (8.60). If the wlith.of the spectra of fluctua-

tion, Fmax. is less than or equal to the pasband of the system AFe

then variance of the error will be equal to the variance of the fluc-

tuation of the position of the effective center of the reflection.

However, if J, >AF, then in a first approximation, the error of the

system may be determined by the formula

2 2

where a2 - the variance of the fluctuation of the angle of arrival of
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the reflected signal.

42

Ui iIV

Fig. 8.53. Dependence of' mean square error arising from Tluctuatiton of'
the center of' reflection and the amplituic of the sigr ,\_-s cn the error
of' induction antenna at various width of the pazsband of' the ARU system.
1) Error of' induction antenna, expressed in linear dijiension~s of' the

Sobject L; 2) without ARU; 3) l-h' ARU; I) 12-hz ARU.

i At average and large distances of' the angular dimension of' he ob-

! Jecb and consequently c is small. Theref'ore the error cis also ex-

tremely small. At close distances, the fluctuation of' the angle of' arri-

Sval of' reflected signal has considerabie magnitude and the error of' the

ASN system dependent on these fluctuations, may prevail over all other

e rors.

I Fig. 8.53 shows the resul-. obtained from experiments of' graphic

i dependence of the total error of tracking, dependent on the fluctuations

of the angle of arrival of the reflected signal and the fluctuation of'

ampltude on the error of the induction antenna according to the ob-

object. The graph given is for ARU system with various time constants. It

Ais interesting to note tha n at small angles of' deviation of' the a oten-

, na from the object, the errors of' the system with the fast acting ARU

exceed those of the inert ARU. This fac explains, in magnitude, tha

at small distances, the error is determined by the fluctuation of the

Acenter of reflection. As it was said prevmoasly (§8.1), at considerable

~ deviation of the effective center of reflection from the center of' the
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object the amplitude of the signal being received drops. Therefore,

the ARU system having boosted the amplification of the receiver dur-

Ing the weakening of the signal, will also amplify the error of the ARU

system dependent on the fluctuation of the center of reflection. Con-

sequently, at small cistarces, the cases of using the ARU system in

the monopulse ASN stations may be unsuitable. For the most part, the

use of the fast acting ARU will be the more effective, the larger the

internal Jnterference of the tracking system and when its equivalent

passage zone is wide.

4. Total Error Of The System Of Autotracking. Besides the angular

errors examined previously, in the ASN systems, other errors of track-

ing may also arise, dependent on the presence of zone insensitivity,

gaps and friction in the mechanisms owing to the drifting of the zero

of the amplifier of constant current, unbalance in the circuit of the

drive amplifier and so forth. The magnitude of these errors does not

depend on the character of the object nor does it depend on its dis-

tance but is determined entirely by the class of accuracy of the mech-

anisms used and the stability of the operation of the electric cir-

cuits.

The total error of the system of automatic tracking by direction

may be determined as a mean square value of all the errors. A graph

is shown in Fig. 8.74 indicating the qualitative _1aracter of the de-

pendence of the total error on the distance of the object. It can be

seen from the graph that the best tracking is obtained at average dis-

tance where the error components c-used by the fluctuation of the cen-

ter of reflection and the interferences of the receiver are small.

Errors of the ASN systems at small distances are basically determined

by the fluctuation of the angle of arrival of the reflected signal
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and at maximum distance - the noises of the receiver.

b 9=

1 "$..1 ."40

d UwuIt'4t uJ-39 Pepe-\ Ue wVI

f I /AVo ro

g

Fig. 8.54 Dependence of mean square error of the ASN system on the
distance of the object. a) Total error; b) errors due to amplitude
fluctuation; c) errors of the tracking system; d) errors of the shift-
ing of the center of reflection; e) errors from the noises of the re-
ceiver; f) relative rms error; g) relative range.

§8.9 COMPUTATION OF ANGULAR COORDINATES BY THE BINARY CODE

I The representation of the angle in the form of number,3 leads to

the appearance of instrumental errors, dependent on the discreteness

of the reading of the angle, since any position of the actual value

of the angle in the boundaries of any such interval of discreteness

Aa are equally probable, the mean error value of Instrumental error

of conversion is

am = A . (8.77)

The discreteness of the reading Aa should be selected such that

the value aai would be 2 to 3 times smaller than the mean square value

of all the remaining errors taken together. Then, the error owing to

the discreteness almost will not increase the total error. The increas

of discreteness Aa in comparison with the indicated value leads to the

I rise of the total error; considerable decrease of the discreteness

brings about unjustified increase of the number of dig.ts and the

complication of the apparatus.
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In the devices of representation of the angle in binary numbers,

incorrect and worn out circuits - connections, are possible. They may

lead to large errors and should be unconditionally excluded.

There exirt two methods the circuits of which are on the angular

position of the object:

-- the calculation of the position of the axis of the antenna RLS

in a certain moment of time;

- the measurement of the amplitude of the voltages in the various

channels of the multichannel RLS.

Corresponding to these representations of the angular position

of the obJect, in the form of binary codes, they lead to the operations:

- converting the angle of rotation into numbers or

-.converting the voltage into numbers.

1. Converting The Angle Of Rotation Into Numbers Of The Binary Code

It is possible to convert the angle of rotation directly or in-

directly into numbers. During the direct conversion, the angle of ro-

tation is given in the form of numbers without intermediate operations.

During the indirect conversion, the angle of rotation is converted,

in the beginning, into time intervals or voluages proportional to the

angle. Afterwards, conversion is carried out on the octained values in-

to numbers with the help of a circuit which we have already seen or

will examine below. During tae indirect conversion, there arise con-

siderable errorb, dependent or. the intermediate operations.

Tne dir.ct representation of the angle of rotation in the form

of binar' numbers may be carried out with help of converters of two

forms: acmulational converter and positional converter. Below, a

description of the principle of operation of these converters is in-

troduced and the measures of preventing knockdowns are indicated.
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Fig. 8.55 Accumulational converter of angle of rotation Into numbers.
a) Disk with slits; b) photodetectors; c) generator of counting pul-
ses; d) pulse of the angle reading; e) generator of puilses of computing;
f) intake; g) initial; h) value; i) reverse counter; J) valve of compu-
ting; k) into memory block TzVM through distributor-shifter.

Accumulational converter of angle of rotation into numbers. One

of the variations of the circuits of accumulational converter is depic-

ted in Fig. 8.55. On the axis of the antenna is fixed rigidly a disk

with slits distributed on its periphery with equal distance from each

other. Angular displacements between the sli.ts Aa is the discreteness

of reading. On one side of the disk is located a lo:.ght source, not

shown in the drawing, on the other - a photodetector (photoelement)

at the output of which pulse current appears every time when a sequen-

ce of lighted slits shows up opposlte it. With the help of counters,

the nurber of pulses of the photodetector is counted up

which is proportional to the angle of rotation a, read from a certain

original direction.

In view of the fact that in general cases, the rotation of the

antenna axis may take place In both sides, a reverse counter and not

an ordinary counter is used. At the rotation of the antenna in the

side of the increased angle, the reverse counter shows the arrival of
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a series of pulses growing in units, d.ring the rotat.rn of the antenna

in the side of the diminished angle, the counter shows a decrease. For

this reverse counter, there are two Inputs, addition and subtraction,

on them fall the pulses "+1i" and 11-" correspondingly. These pulses

are produced by" the generator of co'inting pulses: pulse "+1" at the

right turn of the antenna and "-1" of the left.

In order to make the generator of counting pulses sensitive to

the side of displacement, not one photodetector but two are installed.

Tne photodetectors are m,-.';ualy positicned such that th ir pulses

follow one after the other very cnsely during the roation of the

disk.

During a right turn, the pulse of the photodetector P appears

first. In the generator of counting pulses ft is amplified and proceeds

to the totalling input of the counter as 1"+l" Simultaneously, this

pulse paralyses the empliier of the pulses of the second photodetector,

the pulse of which is suppressed.

At a left turn of the disk, the first pulse is the one from photo-

detector L, which after amplificati±.n, comes out as ,,-i' and suppress-

es the pulse from the right photodetector immediately following it.

With the entry of the pulse "+l" at the totalling input of the

reverse counter, the processes in it goes on exactly like in the coun-

ter of distance since pulses have negative polarity and thanks to the

valve, the circuit of the second input is switched ofi'.

The computing units )f the double numbers lead to the augmenta-

tion of unit.*s w-itten in complementary codes. In the straight 4th order

code, unity i written ac 0001, in reverse, as 1110 (fero and ce ex-

change places) in the complem entary code as 11.1 (in the reverse code

the numbers are made up of units of low digit).
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Under this condition, for a decrease of the numbers written in

the counter to unity it is necessary to augment the number 1111, i.e.,

£ fed the pulse immediately to all digit counters. For this, the sub-

tracting input of the reverse counter is closed parallel to the in-

puts of all triggers.

Let us show that during the entry of the negative pulse ?-1i" into

the input of the counter, its reading is lowered to unity. Let there

be an established number 0110 (6) in the counter. With the arrival of

the next "-I" pulse, the condition of all triggers simultaneously

change to the opposite position and establish the number 1001. In a

very short fragment of time, at the output of the triggers 21 and 22

there appear transfer pulses, since in these triggers there have been

a transfer from 1 to 0. "he pulse of the trigger 21 changes the condi-

tion of the trigger 22 from 0 to 1 and thepulse of the trigger 22 chan-

;es i to 0 in trigger 23. In the counter the number 0101 (5) is esta-

bliched, which also demands to be accepted.

I At a lowering of the distance between the slits, the accuracy of

the angle reading may be increased by the method of verniers. For this,

it is necessary to install as many photodetectors as the number of times

of the demand of raising the increase of the accuracy of the reading.

The distances among the detectors are chosen in the same relationships

S to distances between the slits as the intervals between pulses of the

vernier and the intervals between the counting pulses it a higher pre-

cision of distance.

With the entry of the series of counting pulses into the counter,

the conversion processes start. The computed reading of the counter

during the time of the conversion process may lead to itself. There-

fore, the release of the readings is riot originated by the pulses of

the angle reading themselves entering from the RLS but by the, pulses
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of the computation which are generated by special geInerators with

the intake angle reading, when the conversion process in che noQuter

is ended. The working principle of the generator of pulse. of computa-

ticn is the same as in the distance converter. The computed readings

of the counter enter into the memory cells of the TzVM.

b

t! e

Fig. 8.56. Positional converter of~ the angle of rotation into numbers.
a) Slot; b) code diskc; c) pulse light source; d) screen with slots;
e) photodetectors; f) into memory of TzVM; g) code conver~er; h) pulse
of angle reading.

The basis of the accumulational angle coonverter is the reverse

counter whi.ch counts only the increments of Z . angle positive or

negative. Therefore, before the start of the ogeration, it is compul-

sory to establish in the counter the initial reading of the angle,

otherwise, its reading and the readings of the angular position of the

object will be incorrect. Here is its drawback.

A second drawback of the accumulational converters, - the keeping

nd aceumulat~on of the errors, appearing by chance in the counters.

Therefore, it is required to check its readings periodically.

A third drawback is the lengthening of the pulses entering from

the photodetectors when the velocity of the rotation of the 4' k is

close to zero that it may appear to e the reason itself.
• Positional converter of the angle of rotation into numbers. The

positional converters a~e free from the drawbacks peculiar to the
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accumulational converters.

Figure 8.56 shows a schematic diagram of an optical rzitional

converter with code disks, the principle of its operation consists

of the following:

On a transparent disk fastened directly on the rotating axle of

the antenna, transparent and nontransparent portions of code combina-

tions are applied to it by photoprocesses. The code on the disk is

applied in s series c-L stakes (digits) such that every discrete value

of the angle rotation corresponds completely a definite nonrepeating

combination of light and dark portion arriving opposite the slot in

the screen. On one side of the disk is located an elongated pulse light

source, on the other - screen with a narrow slot allowing the passage

of light in the ministurp photcdetectors, the number of which corres-

ponds to the number of digits. The photodetectors which are opposite

the transparent portion of the disk during the moment of lighting are

illuminated and produce pulses (one) while the photodetectors Located

opposite the nontransparent portion are not illuminated and produce

nothing (0). The photodetectors optically isolate themselves so that

the light current from the transparent zone of one digit does not fall

on the photodetectors of the other digits.

The computation of the angle in binary code is carried out in

the following manner. Let, at the moment of the arrival of angle read-

ing pulse, a lighted and dark portion of the disk which corresponds

only to that angle opposite the slot. The pulse of the angle reading,

proceeding from the discriminating device of the receiver, effects the

lighting of the light sournce. At the output of the illuminated photo-

detectors, flows a pulse current (one). The zeros and ones obtained

from all the digits of code combinations correspond to the positions
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of the antenna axis during the moment of counting and consequently,

also the angle of the positlon of the object. The computed combina-

tions, in principle, may be directly fed into the TzVM memory.

In doing this, the device seems considerably complex since it is

necessary to prevent itself during counting when opposite the slot

There is established a boundary of conversion from one number to the

other. Thus, at the boundaries of the numbers 0111 (7) and 7000 (8)

zero and one exchange places in all the four digits and may be consid-

ered as any number from zero (all zeros) to 15 (all ones).

Special codes are employed to exclude these computations in the

converter - V-code and cyclic code. Before entering the intake of the

TzVM, they are necessary to be converted back to normal binary code

and for this a code converter is included in the diagram (see Fig. 8.56).

During the use of the V-code, on the disk the normal binary code

is printed, but the computing of the numbers in all digits excepting

the small ones, are carried out not by one but by two photodetectors:

one computes the numbers fron the front and the other from the rear.

The distance between the .'z todetectors grows with the number of digits,

as a result they form a figure in the shape of the letter V, the top of

which is a single photodetector of low digit. From this, the V-code

gets its name.

The use of the V-code is based on the following properties of the

binary numbers: the conversion of zero to one in any digit is never ac-

companied by the changes of the condition in the following digits, while

the conversion of one to zero always alters the condition of the follow-

ing digits in the opposite position (transfer of one). Therefore, when

in the given digit at the boundaries of two discrete values, the count

is zero, no error happens, if in the following digit the computing is
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carried out from the front while when the count is u±W - from the rear.

I On the basis of this logic, the code converter with the help of

the special circuit (I-termines, which of the readings from the two

photodetectors to be fed into the TzVM in order to exclude incorrect

readings.

We shall not go into the details of the cyclic coding of binary

codes (Grey's code).

Figure 8.57 shows a portion of the cyclic code combination of

16 positions of the disk. The light places correspond to the trans-

parent portions of the disk, giving one during computation. The dark

places correspond to zero. For the sake of convenience, the digits are

arranged riot in the form of wheels, but in the form of straight bands.

Here also, for the sake of comparison, entries of the numbers in the

decimal code are included as well as the cyclic and norma binary codes.

The cyclic code combinations are formed in the following way. The

transparent portion of the small digits have the shape of bands occupy-

ing the length of two intervals of the angle reading and is also divi-

ded by two intervals. The transparent portions of the following digits

are in the form of longer bands superimposing on every separate pair of

bands of small digits. At this, exactly half of every band of a pair

of small digits is overlapped.

In Fig. 8.57, it can be seen that every ensuing number of the

cyclic code differs from the preceding one always only in one digit.

* Owing to this, errors during the counting of numbers at the boundaries

of two parts cannot surpass one of the small digits in which an inter-

change of onv to zero or vice versa takes place. Actually, let the

boundaries of the positions 0100 (7) and 1100 (8) approach opposite

the object. The photodetectors of the first three digits positively

read 0, 0, and I (transition processes in these digits are absent),
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while the photodetector of the fourth

5 . 2 7" " ';u'"L'IM :Dop' ', , , e digit nay read either 0 or 1. In the
;- ', . 0 000 000 0

o, i, "00 1 go00 f first case, it will count the number
2 0 0 01

_ _ 3 0 0 011f
, " . Voito 010 100 0100 (7) and in the second 1100 (8).

SS 010 O 1 1
6 _ ]101o 911 0 The error actually does not exceed one,

" 07 1 o a f
8 10 1 900

-I lint fool although nonuniformity is observed in
- -to /fi to7 f 0

_ if f1110 101 1 the older digit.
I // I f 0 1 1 10

/ /, 13 14 1o 1 1 f 0 o h ubr baie ntecci
, '- Io i It The numbers obtained in the cyclic

Fig. 8.57. Cyclic Binary code are fed into the computer. In prin-
Code (Grey Code), a) Dig-is; b) decimal code; c) ciple, a converter may be built direct-

binary code; d) cyclic; ly converting parallel cyclic code into
e ) normal.

parallel binary code. But, the scheme of conversion is obtained much

simpler, if it operates with the code converter. Therefore, in the be-

ginning a conversion of cyclic code from the parallel to the serial is

conducted and then a conversion of the serial code from the cyclic in-

to the normal binary code is made.

The conversion of parallel code into serial is accomplished in the

shift registers. The shift registers look extremely simple. They con-

sist of magnetic ferrite transformers whose residual magnetic induc-

tion may be either positive (recorded by 1) or negative (recorded by 0).

A schematic diagram of the shift register using ferrite trans-

formers with the oscillograms of the processes on the basis of its

image points are shown in Fig. 8.58. For the operation of thib circuit,

serial time pulses (shift pulse) are used. Let us examine this system

in the example of the conversion of the number 1101.

Before the recording of parallel code all the cores of the trans-

formers are magnetized in the direction of C, the.refore the shift

pulse is continuousl being entered at zero from the windings of the
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Fig. 8.58. Shift register using ferrite transformers and the processes
in them, a) Input winding; b) output; c) shift pulses; d) record moment;
e) cascade; f) output.

transformers and the cores being magnetized also in the direction of 0.

No changes whatsoever is produced in the scheme. At the arrival of the

pulse, the current from the output of the photodetectors to the corres-

ponding input of the windings of the transformers produces a reverse

magnetization in Direction 1 (cascades a, v, and g).

With the arrival of serial shift pulses, there is a reverse magne-

tization in the cascades a, v, and g again back in the direction of 0.

At the moment of transfer to the output windings of these cascades

there is a transfer of short pulses. Thanks to the diodes at the out-

put of every transformer, there appear only positive pulses correspond-

ing to the moment of transfer of the cores from ;'ondition 1 into Condi-

tion 0 sand the reverse action of information is prevented.

The pulses obtained in the output of the cascades a and v produce

a corresponding magnetization of the cores of the cascades b and g in

Direction 1. The small circuit RS and the small inductivity in the cir-

cuit of magnetization guarantee any retardation necessary in order

that the magnetization of the cores by the puless of transfer takes
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place after the action of the shirt pulses. This path accomplishes the

shift of the number in digits one step in the diraction to the output,

whereupon the first one is dislodged from the register.

With the arrival of the following shift pulse, at the output of

the circuit, the following 1 of Number 1101 is delivered while the

transfer pulse of cascade b magnetizes the core of the cascade v in

the direction of 1. The number in the register is shifted two steps

whereupon two figures find themselves beyond the limits of the shift

register.

The third shift pulse excites only the processes in cascade v,

therefore, at the output of the circuit, there will be no pulses that

correspond to zero of the serial code. The transfer pulses received

in cascade v produce magnetization of the core of the next cascade in

the direction of 1. In the register, the last figure remains, the re-

maining three find themselves beyond its boundaries.

Finally, the fourth shift pulse dislodges the last one from the

shift register. At the output of the ci'cuit, Number 1101 is shown

in serial code.

The conversion of code from the cyclic to the binary is accom-

plished by rules which are easily established from the analysis in

Fig. 8.57. They are included in the following. If the numeral of the

given digit of cyclic code is preceded by an even count unit (includ-

ing zero units) then that numeral is converted into the binary code

without change, if the count preceding "one" is odd, the numeral

changes in the opposite direction. As a consequence of this rule, it

follows that the old "one" always remain unchanged, while the numeral

that follows it always changes to the opposite position.

Logic circuits, converting serial cyclic code into binary accord-

ing to the above rule, is illustrated in Fig. 8.59.
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The circuit directs all output numerals of cyclic code into one of

two channels in correspondence with them such that even or odd num-

ber of units came to the circuit before that numeral. For this, the

circuit has a count,_ r of parity in Lhe fc.m of a trigger and two valves

of coincidence (BC) controllable from this counter and producing "sort-

ed" numerals and also an inverter for the conversion of 0 to I and 1 to

0.

At the moment of the arrival

of old onos (pulse), the counter

A4__J-. : unit is always located in the posi-
L .d e

, tion "even," i.e., gives "high" volt-

age to the valve of the upper chan-
Fig. 8.59. Converter of cyclic
code into normal binary code. nel. Therefore, old ones pass
a) Input; b) parity counter;
c) "even,"; d) "odd"; e) out- through the uper valve without
put; f) time pulses; g) in-
verter. change. This same one causes the

tripping of the trigger into the position "odd." A small linear delay

(inductivity) is introduced into the circuit in order that the trip-
pinz of the trigger is not effected earlier than the pulse has success-

fully passed through the valve.

At the moment of the arrival of the second numeral, the lower co-

incidence valve is opened. The second numeral passes th'ough it at the

input of the circuit, having been previously changed in the inverter

into the opposite position.

The inverter presents itself as a prohibiting valve (BZ), prohibit-

ing the input pulse of the code. At the second input of the prohibit-

ing valve, is fed the time pulse, the moment of the arrival of these
pulses coincide with the time current of the cyclic code.

If the second numeral proves to be one (pulse), then it closes

the prohibiting valve, not passing throu;h coinciding with the moment
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of the passing of the time pulse. At the outputt of the circuit in

this case, the time current will be zero Almost simultaneous with

this, the output pulse trips the trigger of' the parity counter and

tbc circuit is ready for the paj.iae of the next numeral at the out-

put of the circuit through the upper channel.

When the second numeral is zero, there is no shutting-off pulse

at the input of the prohibiting valve in the inverter, and the time

pulse freely passes through the prohibiting valve, and then through

the coincidence valve of the lower channel to the output of the cir-

cuit. Zero at the input of the circuit is changed into one at the out-

put. In this case, the trigger of the parity counter remains in the

preceding position which will be maintatned to the time when "one"

enters the circuit. At the arrival of "one" which at the open lower

channel becomes zero at the output of the circuit. The trigger opcr-

ates anew readying the circuit for the passage of the next numeral

through the upper channel, etc.

It is easy to check the regularity of this circuit, take for

example converting Number 9 from cyclic code (1101) into binary (1001).

The first "one" passes through without change the upper channel and

aisc set the counter in the position "odd;" the second numeral (1)

is changed into zero at the output and set the counter in the posi-

tion "even;" the third numeral (0) passes through the upper channe±

without change, the second channel remaining open through which even-

tually the next 0 passes through unchanged and the fourth numeral (1).

By a special command of the counter, the "one" at the end of the

transmission of the number, sets it in the position "even" readying

the circuit for the passage of the next number.

Y The shortcoming of the positional converter of angle into number

appears to be the complexity cf the circuit owing to the code converter
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and also the difficulty of disposing large number of digits and the

photodetectors when the code disk is of limited dimensions. From

this viewpoint, it is better to use code drums although the devices

so built will have less compactnes2.

2. Conversion Of Voltage Into Numbers In Binary Code.

Among the many different forms of convert(ors of voltage into

numbers, lei us examine the two circuits:

- circuit of electron commutator, and,

- circuit with intermediate conversion into time intervals.

Electron commutator circzts. The circuit of converting voltage

into ntmber with the help of electron commutators (Fig. 8.60) distin-

guishes Jtself by its high speed and is a typical example of the quan--

tization of voltage by amplitude.

The voltage being measured falls on

the deflecting plates of the electron com-
*fAa " E c B mutator producing a deflected electron

./\.4
beam at an angle proportl.onal to that

00 0 voltage. The electron beam falling on one

of the electrodes gives rise to a second

l. -/ 1 electron emission, the electrode becomes

I -l -. u-- poIltive and current flows in its circuit.T C

Fig. 8.60 Circult of con- The input voltage is converted into the
version of voltage into
number by electron com- number of that electrode in the circuft
mutator. A' Voltage be-

ing measure; B) deflect- of which current flows. With the help of
ing system; C) into the
memory block of' TzVM. matrix circuits in diodes and resistances,

this number is given at the output bar in )inary code.

For the prevention of knockdown in the case of a fall of the elec-

tron beam on two electrodes simultaneously, the number of eiectrcde is

converted not in the common but rather in the cyclic binary code or
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even by placing between the electrodes a negatively charged conduc-

tor producing complementary displacement of thie electron beam to the

side of' one of the electrodes.

Converters of this type, when the number of electrodes is small

(the order ctf ten) are sufficiently simple in principle and the

dimensions do not exceed those of a receiving-amplifying tube of

no-rmal range. But when the number of electrodes is large, the device

becomes very complicated in manufacturing.

Circuits with intermediate conv rsion of voltage into time inter-

oals. Two types of converters use the propertic3 of so.e circuits

(phantasstrons, sanatrons, circuit of comparison of the gi.owing volt-

age with the one being measured, etc.) producing pulses, the length

of which are proportional to the voltage (pulses modulated according

to length). The same measurement of' voltage leads to the measurement of

time interval that is already known.

The principle of conversion of voltage into pulses of corres-

ponding duration is shown in Fig. 8.61. The voltage is measured through

a period of time with the help of special pulses of inquiry (quantized

by time) the frequency sequence of which should satisfy Kotelnikov's

theorem on readings. In case of measurement of amplitude of pulse sig-

nals in different channels of RLS, incuiry is accomplished by the oul-

ses of the sunation channel.

Fig. 8.61 Conversion of voltage into number. a) Conversion of amplitude
{ of pulse readings into time intervalsz L,) conversion of double polar

volt.a -s into the form of amplitude and signs.
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Every time with the entry of inquiry pulses, phantastron or oth.-

er similar device is triggered producing gating whose amplitude is

constant but the duration is proportional to the voltage being con-

trolled. Expressed descriptlvely, tile pulses being measured are "buried

from side to side." (Fig. 8.61a).

During the measurement, negative voltages are converted before-

hand Into the positive by th" irrerter. The voltages received in the

inverter are used also for the formation of one's (sign negative) in

the sign digit (Fig. 8.61b).

An example of a circuit of conversion of voltage into number

through the intermediate conversi.on into time intervals is shown in

7 Fig. 8.62 together with occillograms of the processes in their nodal

points.

r/n~e C9NNOP~tS A*NV j - vmo C4' mpa~r £ -4f6~

NJ 8C n cIC Se SC

nnp t'w , m ,.'H'

lr,,o,, J,:! T. 1- 4 ! .

cepei Pus:teA m - diuffmern c

e

OteC~&mei c i ri':r~

a I 'h oJar0l& swoem)

Fig. 8.62 Circuit of voltag, transmission in numbers with irntermed'ate
conversion into time intervals, a) Pulse of the difference channel;
b) ]imitor, below; c) limitor, upper; d) voltige being measured;
e) inverter; f) generator of gati..g, variable distance; g generator
,,f gating, constant distance; h) counting pulse generator; i) pulse,

aiurration ^hannel; J) pulse counter; k) into the memory block TzVM;
1) through distributor -shifter: m) "fault;" n) eign.
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Inquiry pulses trigger two generators of wide gating. One

generator produces gating 3, constant duration TO . Duration of the

gating 2 of the second generator is kept equal to T0 a plus quantity

proportiona. to the voltage being measured, Uizm, which is fed to the

second generator. Both of these gatings fall on the prohibiting valve.

From the output of the valve, the difference gating 4 of, duration

T kU. is removed. This kind of method of the formation of gating of

variable duration is acccomplished such that none of the real circuit

may produce pulses whose durations may be smoothly changed fronm zero

to some sufficiently large values.

Gating 4 permits the passage of count pulses 5 through the co-

incidence valve to the pulse counter similar to the distance register.

If the counted pulse arrives with sufficiently high and stable frequen-

oy, F, then the number of pulses 6 going through the coincidence valve

is NV.= F = kFUS = k2U,,.

After th1ls, as pulses computed by the counter, output of counts

are produced in the memory cells of the TzVM through the computing

valves which operate from the short pulse 7, corresponding to the tail

end of te gating of variable duration.

The circuit being examined permits the measurement of positive as

well as negative voltage. F1or this, the input is made of a double chan-

nel and In the register a special sign digit is introduced. At the in-

put of the circuit, stand two limitors. One of them permits the passage

of the positive part of the input voltage into the first channel, the

oecond - the negative part into the second channel. In the second chan-

nel, the polarity of the negative voltage is changed to the opposite

position, ning to this, to the generator of the gating of variable

duration, always feeds only positive voltages JU,,,J. Besides this, when

ithe voltage being metsured is negative, the inverter feeds the voltage
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to the computing valve of the sign aigit, in which at computation

produces one. At 'he positive input of voltage, the sign valve closes

and produces zero.

The introduction of intermed'ave conversion of voltage into time

intervals produces additional instrumental error, dependent on the in-
S stability of time delays. From this viewpoint, the sanatron and the com-

paring devices appear to be better, giving relative error of _-'O0,05.

§8.10. THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR COORDINATES USING INDICATOR DEVICES

1. Accuracy Of Measurement Of Angular Coordinates Using Indicator Devices

When indicator devices with luminosity marks are used, the problem

on the accuracy of the measurement of distance and angular coordinates

are resolved mostly similarly. The error of measuring angular coordinates

E during the coincidence of the sight of the goniorieter with the luiinos-

Ity mark of the object is determined on the basis of two factors: r-

ros, with which the operator lines up the goniometer sight with the

mark of the object arid the error of angle of transmission. Let us exa-

mine how can we estimate these errors.

Accuracy of the coincidence of tne goniometer sight with the image

of the object is determined by the size of the mark of the objeci; on

the screen of the indicator.

During coincidence, the operator positions the sight in the cen-

ter of the image of the object, the permissible error for which is in

;he order of 0.1 - 0.2 on the size of the object. We shall see what

will be the extent of the mark of the point object on the screen ot' the

two dimensional indicator in the direction corresponding to the angu-

lar coordinates.

According to the equation of the dist;ance of radiolocational ob-

servations, the amplitude of the pulses or the object at the output of
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the linear receiving tract changes in relation with the diagrams of

directionality in power F(a)during the rotation of the antenna

R2 .(8.78)

where K - coefficient of amplification of the receiver; A - constant

factor.

A series of object pulses with envelope proportional to the func-

tion F(a), enters the controlling electrode of the tute (Fig. 8.63).

The constant voltage at the controlling electrode set at the regula-

tion of brightness, is generally lower than the threshold of unlock-

ing the electron beam u When the voltage of the signal reache3 the

level uO, which we shall consider from the initial potential of the

controlling electrode, the mark of the object begins to Le traced out

on the >.-reen.

Lighting will be produced in the boundaries of the angle of the

antenna rotation %0 during which the pulses of the object will e:ceed

the threshold of the limitation of the tube uO . The angle 6 0 we shall

designate as the angle of dimension, while the corresponding beam on

the screen, (1) and at the location (L = e0R) - tangential dimension

of the image of the point object in the scale of the screen and the

scale of the locality. The value MI) L and the tangential scale mt

are connected between them by the simple relationship Z = mtL.

The angular dimension of the mark of the object depends on the

forms of the diagrams of directionality of the antenna, the level of

the limitation of the tube uO, and the intensity of the reflecteu sig-

nals. For a given width and forms of the diagrams of directionality,

the angular dimension of the image of the point object may vary within

the boundaries from maximum, width of the beam (at the zero level) to

zero, or more exactly, to the dimensions of the diameter of the spot
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i 
being determined.

We shall examine the (haracter of the depen-
dence of the angular dimensions of the 

imae on

the f1actors ittrmining the intensity of the sig-

U0 I

t 

ut

d

Fig. 8.63 Series
of object pulses-'
and the modulation
characteristics of
the tube. Fig. 8.64 Envelope of the pulses at the output oC

the receiver at various distances to the object.

nal, in particular, on the distance to the object and the amplification

of the receiver. Assuming that all values besides R and F(a) in Expres-

sion (8.78) are constant and u= u0 , we may write

2 =Const. (8.79)

The constants may be determined for the particular case: at cer-

talt, ultimate distance to the object, Rpred (Fig. 8.64) the angula) di-

-i ension of the of the angle determined by the formula, equals

rero. Expression (8.79) changes to the for bo

f) R
w - f n t o ( 8 .80 )

where FE(a) -function expressing the diagram of directionality of the

antenna according tc intensity of the field.

[ I The dependence of the dimensions of the image of the object on

the distance is determined by the diagram of directionality of the

antenna according to the field intensity (Fig. 8 .65a). If it is assuin-

ed that in p20.ce of the function P (a) on the graph there is a distancee

R displaced from th, ultimate distance found for the given object Rpred
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the angle, reckoned according to the diagram of directionality, is

deterined by the angular dimensions of the image of the object. Ac-

cordi, g to the diagram of directionality in polar coordinates, the

corresponding arc L/Rpred determines the tangential dimensions of the

mark in the scale of locality.

As it follows from Fig. 8.65a, the angular dimensions of the

image of the object rise monotonously according to its prcx!.,aity,

from the value close to zero to the width of the diagram of direction-

ality at the level of zero power.* The tangential dimensions of the

mark of the object, L in the scale of locality increases at first with

the increase in distance, and afterwards, d-creases according to the

judgment diagram of directionality of the antenna FE a). In a simi-

lar manner, the dimensions of the mark of the object changes on the

screen of the indicator with polar sweeping (Fig. 8,65b).

The dependence of the angular dimensions of the image of the ob-

ject on the amplification of the receiver may be found assuming in

Formula (8.78) all the values are invariable, except FCa) and K:

F(~)=Ka.ru.(8.81)

The constant coefficient Kmin may be considered as minimum ampli-

fication of the receiver, at which the image of the object appears.

From Expression (8.81), it fcllows that with the increase in the co-

efficient of receiver amplification, the angular dimension of the image

of the object inoreascs from zero (at K =
tau ., A = K ) to the angular width of the beam at

' h, 4the'mero level of powerl. The dependence,
connecting the angular dimension:s n and
the value, the reciprocal coeffi :'e~t of
the receiver %plification K 1K /!presentitself as a function, expreswig the dia-

J) gram of directionality in power.

Fig. 8.65 Tangential. im-
age size v range. a) On At a certain magnitude of the maximumi hamplitude of the signals and level of read-ing u0r the argular dimensions of the mark of
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the point object is roughly proportional to the width of the dia-

gram of directionality of the antenna, 0 at half power. Therefore, the

tangential dimensions of the image in the scale of the locality is re-

lated to the width of the beam and the distance by the linear depen-

dence L = kRO (k - coefficient of proporticnality), which corresponds

to the straight line 1 in the graph of Fig. 8.66.

Up to this moment, we have not

taken into account, the dimensions of

the spot, traced cut by the image of

*the object. if we assume that the an-

tenna station has an infinitely narrow

beam, then the tangential dimensions of
Fig. 8.66 Dependence of
tangential dimensions of the mark of the object will be equal to
the i mage on the beam
width. the diameter of the spot Z = d. The

corresponding distance to the locality L may be determined through the

tangential scale of the image L . This expression holds good alsomt

for antenna beams having final, very small width.

Under this condition for the two ultimate cases - for large and

smail beam width - the dependence of tangential dimensions of the image

on the beam wiath is :upressed graphically by the straight lines I and

2, shown in Fig. 8.66. Similarly, this has a place in the analysis of

the accuracy oC the coincidence of the intensity mark according to dis-

tance. It will be assumed that in most cases, the curve of dependence

L = f%10) presents itself as a hyperbola, tangent to the straight line

1 dnd having the quality that line 2 is its asymptote. The analytical

expression for this curve has the form

L_ kR (8.82)

66
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If we assume that in the lining up of the goniometer sight with

the center of the mark, the operator is permitted an erroz 0.21, then

the error of measurement corresponding to the angular coordinate con--

sists of 0.2L/R.

The conclusions reached relative to the point object may be ap-

plied to objects of arbitrary magnitude, but enclosing in its dimen-

sions the cross-section of the bcam.

, K

A

Fig. 8.67 Circuit of the angle of transmission during the measurement
of the angular coordinates with the help of mechanical sights.
A) Sweeping circuit.

The error of transmission of angular coordinates in the system of

the formation of the gonlometer sight, in the circuit of angular sweep-

ing, in the drive of the antenna are dependent or. the errors of electro-

mechanical devices, inaccuracy cf the operation of the electron cir-

cuits or gaps in the mechanical reauctors. The diagram of directionality

usually seems to be somewhat asymmetry of the beam may depend on the an-

gle of rotation and some other factors. But not all elements of the sys-

tem of transmission of angular coordinates w'ich the radiolocational

stations have, influence the accuracy of measurement. Thus, for exam-

ple, in one system the error of angular sweeping directly increases

the error of measurement, in another it appears to be the indirect ef-

fect or it may not affect the accuracy of the measurement.
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Not considering the effect of' the error of concrete instaila-

tions in the system of transmission of angular coordinates, we shall

show only methods of approach to the problem of exposing the elements

I of the systems, which bring errors into the measurement of angles.

Simplified schemes of the passage of pulses in the circuits of

measui'ement of distance may be similarly constructed as simplified

circuits for the transmission of angular coordinates. Fig. 8.67 shows

a convenient circuit for the case of using a mechanical goniometer

sight. The signal of the object being received by the antenna beam,

proceeds to the indicator, containing the mark of the object., Delays

in the circuit of the passage of the signals do not have effect on the

accuracy of the measurement of the angle. Therefore, high frequency

elements, receivers and the indicator circuit are nov shown in the

figure.

We assuiie that the goniometer sight coincides exactly with the

mark of the object. Then the position of the goniometer sight should

correspond to the position of the antenna beam directed toward the ob-

ject. But, in actuality, these directions do not coincide.

1. The antenna axis in ordinary cases, does not coincide with the

direction of the beam. In the process of the rotation of the antenna,

the angle between them may vary in magnitude and in direction.

2. Some errors are transferred to the position of the antenna

system by the mechanica7 reductors depending principally on the geared

transmission. From an examination of tL- schemes, it may be concluded

that not all reductors of gear drives have errors but only the part of

it enclosed between the antenna and the point of offtake to the sens-

Ing element of the angular sweeping. The errors of the angle of the

antt.nna through the reductor drive aid the reduction connection with

the angular sweeping system have various directions. Reversing the
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antenna axis, and the sensing element of the sweeper lags behind the

rotation of the general axle connected with the motor. Depending on

which cne of the lags is larger the axis of the sensing element of the

sweeper may lag behind the axis of the antenna or precede it. For

radiolocational stations, that type of mechanical error of trans-

mission is constant in magnitude during the condition when the rots-

tion of the antenna is accomplished in one side.

3. The system of angular sweeping orIngs into the system defined

errors. If the radially curved sweeping .s accomplished by the rota-

tion of the deflecting coil, then the error is dependent principally

on the synchrono-tracing or the selsyn sysLems. In the case of the

modulation of the sawtoothed voltage, the erro-)rs arise in the sens-

ing element of the sweeper, fcr example, in selyn-transformer, in

amplifying circuits of sawtocthed currents and in deflection coils.

In the right-angled sweeping of angle distance, the source of error may

be the sensing element (potentiometer or selsyn transformer), and al-

so circuits of the formation of the amplification of the deflected

voltages or currents.

As a result of the above mentioned errors, the deformation of

the actual sweep reAlative to the goniometer scale is connected with

the screen. The image of the object and the angle, computed .n the

scale (W'), do not correspond actually to tne di,?ection toward the ob-

ject (a), but rather to the direction

(X' = + (7. + T. -) (8.83)

The components of the e3,ror appear to be the error of angular

sweeping yr' the error o mechanicnl drive ya and the deviation of

the antenna beam Y

In the case of electron sight, the circuit of angular sweeping- '
does not influence the accuracy of measurement directly. If the sig-
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nals of the object and the pulses of the sight exi.st simultaneously,

then thei; images coincide; the error of the sweeping circuit changes

4 only the positions of their locations on the screen out cannot dis-

turb the coincidence.

The significance of some errors, shown in Expression (8.33) do

not depend on the rotation of the antenna or varies very little with

the rotation. The balance ot the radiolocational station may be con-

sidered as a permanent component of the total error. Balance may be

fulfJiled with the use of artificial objects and local objects whose

angular positions relative to the radiolocational station are known.

The essence of it is to compare the true angular coordinates of the

object with measured values. The manufacturers of goniometer sigh'.s

generally provide the tricks for the removal of errors observed in

the process of balancing.

2. Resolving Power By Direction.

The question on the resolving power by direction is expeditious-

ly considered to be applicable to the dimetric indicators with luminos-

ity marks.

We shall assume that the a "enna of a radiolocational station ir-

radiates sequentially two obJects, located at similar distance from

the station. At the rotation of the antenna, the amplitude of the pal-

ses at the output of the receiver vary, in correspondence with the dia-

gram of directionality of the antenna in power (Fig.8,53). But, ^.ithin

the limits of the angles of rotation a1 - a2 the antenna receives the

reflected signals simultaneously from both objects. In actuality,

the distances of the objects can not remain strictly constant. There-

fore, interferencv of the reflected signals gill result with arbitrary

coincidence of phases varying from pulse to pulse. As a result of this,

within the stated limits of the angle, the antenna rotation signals at
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the input of the receiver do not have a derinite envelope and may

change from zero"to twice the value in comparison with the pulses of

a single object.

In actual conditions, scintilla-

tion is not observed at the point of

the screen correspondi C -3 the space

1between the two objects. This circum-
ri ". I b "stance is explained by the effect of

a -

Fig. 8.68 Variation in the interference neutralizing the action
magnitude of two pulses of

two point objects during of the pulses with random amplitu )s.
the rotation of the an-tenna (a) and equivalent We shall estimate the result of this
packet (b).

action having made the following assump-

1. Within the limits of the angles of rotation of the antenna

a 1-a 2 ' 1the amplitudes of the signals of both objects remain on the

average, the same (Fig. 8.68a).

2. Within these limits of rotational angles a' - a2? are much

narrower than a - tA2 . enclosing sufficiently larger number of pulses

(3-5 or more).

We shall assume that the luminosity marks are proportional to the

average value of the integrated pulses. During the interference of two

electromagnetic oscillations with the same values of the modulus of

field intensity E0 , but with arbitrary phase shift T, the modulus of

ths resulting vector of field intensity E is equal -o 2E0 COS

Since any phase shift between the high frequency signals are equal-

ly probable, the effeet of large number of such pulses may be deter-

mined an the average value of the function 2E0 cos . within the limits

of 0 to w, which is equal to - U: der this condition, it may be consid-

ered that the envelope of the pulses within the limits of the angles
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a - a has a defined ralue corresponding to the center of this por-.1 2

tion ==L=uo (Fig. 8.68b).

4 Assuming the modulation characteristics of the tubes to be quad-

ractic and not taking into account the diameter of the spot, we may

write the relationship between various contrasts K and the corres-

ponding voltages

4 4

After subatituting Ia=-=-u and transformation, we get

L i (8.84)

Exjp-,sion (8.84) permits the determination of the level of the

diagrams of directionality of the antenna I according to which

its width is numerically equal to the angle being resolved. Thus, for

example, the resolving power at various contrasts K = J.1 Js determinedL , by the width of the diagrams of directionality of the antenna in powier

at the level 0.75 from the maximum value. For K = 0.3, we get the

approximate - H 0.
Various methods of approximation of the diagrams of eiretionality

approximately give the same relationship between angular resolving

power of the radiolocational stations and the width of the diagrams of

directionality of the antenna OaiO,70.

Up to this point, it has been assumed that the initial voltage of

the controlling electrode of the tube is set at the level of unlock-

ing the electron beam. If a defined number of signals is introduced,

then the contrast of the dip of luminosity, dependent on the two-humped

curve (Fig. 8.68) increases. Consequently, the diminished luminosiy

of the image may be raised by various methods. But, if the objects are

so close that their signal envelopes have flat tops (without dip) then

not any artificial measure can permit them to be resolved. This case
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corresponds to the limiting values of the angular resolving power.

It is not difficult to show that the llmit'Ang value of resolving

power in voltage is deternined by the width of the beam at the level

0.8 from the maximum value that is approximately 0.6e.

Under this condition, by controlling the unlocking of the tubes

or the change of the intensity of The signals, the resolving power in

voltage is changed in comparison with the narrow limits:

Since linear distance corresponding to the angle 6x (SL - R6a)

generally exceeds considerably the dimensions of the electron beam,

(in the locality scale), therefore during the calculation of resolv-

ing power in voltage, thu diameter of the spot ofteiA doos not count.

If, however, the distance tc the object R is small, then, the

dimensions of the spots do effect the resolving power. In this case,

by analogy to Formula (7.112) we may write

&L ' (R+ (8.85)

where d - diameter of Vhi spot; mt - tangential scale in the given

point of the screen.

The angular resolving power, taking into account the beamwidth

and the diameter of the spot may be found, dividing Expression (8.85)

by the distance to the objects.

Fig. 8.69 Vector diagram of the addition of two oscillations of simi-
lar amplitude with arbitrary phase shift. '
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Manu-.
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

568 In television, similar operations are used for the im-
provement of the resolution of the fine details of the
image and carries the designation aperture correction.

600 This fact is easily established in sharp directional an-
tennas: at a deviation from the direction of maximum In-
tensity, the signal being received suddenly diminishes,
in the very time as the antenna surface is perpendicular
to the angle of arrival and the energy taken in by it al-
most does not change.

665 When the intenriby of the signal is large, additional il-
lumination may be observed dependent on the lateral petals.

[Translitevated Symbols]

532 3 = z = zeialya = earth

540 MH m = mrimal'nyy = minimum
540 Maxe maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum

553. PIC vPRS = ,aiolokatsionnaya stantsiya radar
553 l = Ts = tsel' = target
560 H = P = pravyy = right-hand

560 = L = levyy = left-hand

560 ofn = obl = oblucherniye = beaming

561 c = s = signal = signal

561 m = sh = shum =noise
562 n = p = portoreniye = repetition
564 3 = e = effektivnyy = effective

561% o6n = obl = oblucheniye = beaming, irradiation
569 A = d = dopplerov = doppler
570 M = m = modulyatsiya = modulation
570 aB = av = antenna, voobrazhayemaya = imaginary antenne.
575 m = m = metod = method
576 a = z = zaderzhka = delay

576 H = n = nachal'nyy = initial

576 K = k = konechnyy = final.
578 R3 = LZ = liniya zaderzhka = delay line

578 B3 = VZ = ventil' zapreta = blocking valve
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K578 BO = VS vetillovpadenya =coincidnce valvre

592 p = r = raznostnyy = differenitial
598 APY = ARUJ avtomaticheskoye regulirovaniye usiileniya=

603 c = s = summirovaniye = summation (sum)
607 ni = p = polyarizov.annyy =polarized

609 ACH =ASN = avtornat~cnaskoya soprovozhdeniye po naprav-
lemiyu = auton-,at,,-,-.c direction tracking

612 OM osh =oshibka = error
614 P= r = razlichitel' = discriminator
618 YN = TJPCh = usilitell promezhutonoy chastoty =i-f'

amp lifie r
622 n = p = promezhutochnyy = int-.rmediat6
624 3 = z = zamknutyy = closed
626 z = e = effektivnyy = effective
627 y = u, = ustanovleniye = settling
628 x= i = ispolnitelnoye ustroystvo = actuator
628 n1 = p =preobrazovatell = converter

632 nn pch = promezhutochnaya chastota = intermediate

6414 x i = instrumentaltnyy : instrumental
646 IIBM TsVM = ts-Afrovaya vcych-islitelnaya mashina=

digital computer
659 xa izrn = izmerennyy m ~easured

663 T = t =tangentsial'nyy =tangential

664 npeA prcd =predel'nyy =limiting

669 p = r = re~vertA = sweep
669 m= ra= mekhanicheskiy = mechanical

669 a = a = antenna =antenna
671 cp =sr =seredina = center
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Chapter 9

THE DETERMINATION OF THE LOCATION OF THE OBJECT BY THE RESULT
OF THE MEASUFEMENT OF ITS COORDINATES

§9.1. DETERMINATION OF THE LOCATION OF THE OBJECT WITH THE ABSENCE OF
ERROR OF MEASUREMENT OF THE ORIGINAL GEOMETRIC VALUES

The position of the object may be found through three independent

geometric values in space and two in a plane. These values obtained

from the results of the radar measurements of the coordinates of the

object should be converted such that the position of the obJect is

characterized in a united and universal

of O.' so coordinate system. Such coordinate sys-

Na etems are the rectangultr and spherical

41 0,(polar) coordinates (Fig. 1.6).

6 We shall first determine the polar

coordinates of the object in planes. In
Fig. 9.1. Range finderFetho o.1 latindetr- the case of the application of rang6-method of location deter-

mination in space. finder-gonioa-. ter method, polar coordi-

nates are measured directly.

For the range finder method (Fig. 1.6b), we have to find the con-

version to the polar coordinates from an inspection of the triangle

01 C02 . Set up first the polar coordinates, at the point 0 and orient

a polar axis 01L in the direction 0102 . Then, the radius vector of the

object is equal to R and the polar angle a may be found through the

theorem of cosines

R22=R21+ bP - 2R~bhcos a.

With the use of goniometer method at known azimuthal angles, the
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internal angles of the triangle 0 1 C0 2 are determined (Fig. 1.5c). The

orientation of the polar system is exactly the same as obtained In Fig.

1.5b such that the polar angle of the object is equal to a'l, and the

radius vector is determined by the theore, ,f cosines

b sin a

R= OIC --- s,.Z, ' +)"

We determine the polar coordinates of a and 8 by the known dis-

tance R1; R2; R3 to three stations located at the points 01, 02 and 03

(Fig. 9.1). We erect first the coordinate at the point 01 and will

create the reading a from the direction 0103 in the plane 010203 and

the angle reading 8 from the direction 01E in tne plane O1 CE, perpen-

dicular to 010203. If the distance between the objects is small in

comparison with the radius of the earth, then it may be assumed that

the triangle 0- T203 is located in the horizontal plane. In this case,

the angle 8 is the location angle and angle a is entirely determined

bj the azimuth of the object.

C
I 'a

Fig. 9.2. Polar coordinates of the ob-
ject: a) mutual positions of the RLS and
the objec- ; b) position of the RLS on
the plane. 1) The plane of the drawing
coincides with the plane 01020 3.

We shall look at the three sided pyramid 01 0 03 C, the basis of

j which is the triangle 010203.

From Fig. 9.2a, we obtain
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O,F

CO- - Cosat.WS (9.1)

and

'CS o ,0 o s [A ... a) Cos. (9.2 )
where A=ZO200,=LGOF* (Fig. 9.2b).

The relationships (9.1) and (9.2) form the system o2 equations

relative to a. Eliminating cos B, we find
Cos Cos 0

cos a C; - K.

From this expression, we obtain the equation relative to a

sin a sin A-+ cos a (cosh - K) =O. (9.3)

For the solution of Eq. (9.3), divide both sides by cos a. Then

tgasinA-+ cosA - K=O

and, consequently,

tga= K-cA K _- g A"

If cos a - 0, then, dividing both sides of -zq. (9.3) by sin a may

get similar relationship for the result cot a.

I fV..

Fig. 9.3. Directional angles
in space.

After the solution for a, angle 0 may be determined witn the help

of Relationship (9.1).
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For the solution cf the r'aver:3e problem, i.e., for the solution

of R2 and R3 by the given polar coordinates of the object and the mu-
2k 3

tual location of HRS, we start, necessarily, with the solving of '2

and 3 according to the known a and ( using Formulas (9.1) and (9.2)

(see Fig. 9.2). Afte'wards, R2 and R3 are determined by the law of c'o-

sines

= RI + c' - 2Rc cos ,.

The direction toward the object may be fixed with the help of' the

so-called directional angles and 'Y (Fig. 9.3) The relaticnshipy

connecting angles a and 0 with the directional angles OX and -y is

given in a similar manner, i.e.,

cos = cos M cos P, cos 2 P cos' 6 + cos,2 ,.

We shall examine the conversion to polar coordinates of points

from geometrical values very oftFn meiasured with the help of the RLS.

For all the remaining cases, the corresponding formulas of conversion

may be conveniently done in the same manner by the use of geometrical

relationships.

§9.2. LINEAR ERRORS ON THE PLANE AND IN SPACE

The errors of measurement of geometric values are caused by the

errors in the determination of the location of the object. In order to

establish a connecticn between these errors, it is expedient to use

the elements of the theory of the scalar field.

If every point in space corresponds to values aetermined by scalar

quantities U, then the aggregation of these points form the scalar

field. Thus, for example, we may have seen the temperature field, the

pressure field, the electric field. All points in which the scalar

.4 quantities have the one and the same values are distributed over level

surfaces (equipotential surfaces).
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All geometric quantities also form scalar fields. In every point

in space there is completely determined meaning U for any geometrical

value. Applied to tho scalar field of geometrical quantities, the level

surface forms the surface of positions.

Fig. 9.4. Gradient of scalar
field and linear errors.

Changes in the scalar field are characterized by vector quanti-

ties, called the gradients of the field. This quantity is designated

by grad U. The gra@dent of the field is aligned according to the nor-

mal to the level surface at that point in the side of the maximum

change of the scalar quantity (Fig. 9.4). The modulus of the gradient

ir equal to the limit of tie ratio of the increment of the geometric

quantity U in the direction of the normal to the value of the segment

of the normal An when An * 0 (positive directin of the normal corres-

ponds to the increase of the geometric value).

~Consequent ly,

v~d ,,I=( 9.4 )

where n is a "nit vector, directed according to the normal to the sur-

face (lines) of position.

Under the same eonditions we may consider the derivative in any
direction 4. The derivative is designated as al/Z.

It can be seen from Fig. 9.4 that in the direction of the normal,

6
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the derivative 8U/l1 is at the maximum and in any other directions it

decreases in proportion to the cosine of the angle between .ne no:,mal

S and the direction in question.

Let the Dermitted error in the measurement of geometric values in

the results of inaccurate measurements be AU. Substituting the partial

derivative with the final difference, we obtain
AU-

All = AU ' (9.5 )

where Igrad UJ is the modulus of gradient of the field, and

An A/cus(; /) = Alcosl. (9.6)

If a ctrtain straight line I is drawn in any arbitrary manner

through the point positlon of the object C (Fig. 9.4) then the error

of measurement of the geometric value corresponds to the displacement

At in the direction of the introduced line. "his displacement is called

the linear error of the position of the object.

Fig. 9.5. Gradient Fig. 9.6. Gradient
of the field of dis- of the field of an-
tance. gle.

fhe modulus of the field gradient permits is to establish which

of the linear errors of the position of the object in the direction of.

the normal is the error of the measurement of gecrmetric value leading

to. The value of the vector of the gradient field gives the possi'ility

of finding the linear ercoor in any arbitrarily fixed direction 1. It

is necessary to keep in ruind that in correspondence witn Relationships
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(9.5) and (9.6), small values of the gradient leads to considerable

li. ear error and at a deviation from the normal, the error increases.

We shall find the modulus and the directions of the gradient field

for several of the lines of position on the surface. For the lines of

various distances (Fig. 9.5) we obtain that the increment of distance

is equal to the value of the corresponding segment of 1-he normal, i.e.,

An - AR. Under ch° s condition Igrad RI = 1, and the direction of the

" 1normal coincides with the radial direction. Therefore, the linear er-
ror is independent of the distance toward the object.*

We shall look now at the lines of different angles. i.e., the d'-

recttons toward the object (Fig. 9.6). Normals to these lines are tan-

gents to the circle of radius R. Consequently, An = RAa, i.e.,

Therefore, the linear error of the goniometer system is propor-

tional to the distance toward the object.

The moduluj of the gradient of the lines of constant differernce

of distance may be determined by the differentiation of the hyperbola

equation. Thereby, it shows that

I grad R, 1=2sin (9.7)

where Rr = -R 2 ; q is the angle of inclusion between the radii vec-
t or R1 and R 3 .

If the distance to the object is considerably larger than the

base b, then the constant difference of distance corresponds to the

fixed value of the directional angle O (Fig. 9.7). Thereoy

JgradR.J--grad I1=-:-. . (9.8)

Under thi3 condition, the linear error produces inaccurate meas-

urement of 0, depending on the deviation of distance as well as on

the directional angle. The best results are obtained in the case if
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Fi g. 9.7. Equal distance iae-hod
of location determination. .

the object is located at the normal to the base line. Errors increase

with the increase of the base line, as can be seen from Formulas (9.7)-

(9.8).

On the %Jsis of what was said, the following conclusions may be

made. The linear error when using the range finder method is numeri-

cally equal to the error in the measurement of range. Since this prop-

erty is possessed only by the range finder systems, therefore, at a

considerable distance to the object these systems appear to '.o more

accurate. The linear error of the goniometer system is proportional to

the range. The error of rangefinder-goniometer systems is dependent on

the direction toward the object. The linear error of such systems is

always larger than in the case of the range finder at one and ';ne same

kind of accuracy of measurement of time intervals. When the distance

is larger in comparison with the base, the difference-range finder sys-

tems are degenerated into the goniometer vstems. The errors obtained

under this condition by the goniometer system is dependent on the di-

rection as well as the range.

We go back now to the determination of the gradient of the field

of geometric values in space. In the future we shall look at thr sur-

face of positions formed by the rotation of the lines of positions
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around a certain axis. Thus, spherical and conical surfaces formed as

a result of the rotation of a circle around any diameter and an in-

clined straight line relative to the corresponding base line. There-

fore, the scalar field of geometric values on all surfaces going

through the axis of rotation are all the same. Besides this, the nor-

mls to these surfaces are always intersecting the axis of rotation.

Consequently, the modulus of the gradientb of such fieldu on the

planes and in space are equal among th nselves.

.@1,
<-
C

Fig. 9.8. Method of fixing the

normal to the surface.

Por fixing the direction normal to the surface of positions it is

convenient to use the equation of the surface FVx; y; z) = 0 in th&

system of rectangular coordinates. The posit.ion if the normal is chal-

acterized by the vectnr n (Fig. 9.8), the components of which are

equal to the derivatives from the function F on the corresponding co-

or'dinate axis, i.e.,

ax )C. = .V - (9.9)

where x,,, n , and : are the projections of the segments of the normals

on the corresponding coordinate axes.

According to the known relationships of the vectors, the coinci-

dence with the direction of the normal is easily determined by the an-
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gles between the normal and the coordinate axes. The cosines of the

directional angles of the normals are found through the following re--

lat 3 nships

cos (n; x) (9.11)

OF

cos(n; y) (911)TX()' ,', ,of) +

Cos 0; z):.-- 10,",2 /Sp ' 2 + °" (9.12)Y VJX ) +t MM

Let us look at the spherical surface of positions. The equation

of the sphere cf radius R has the following form:

(x - x1)' + (Y - y1)' + (z - )= R'

where x , 91 , 11 are coordinates of the center of the sphe:,e.

Having determined the normal iR in accordance to Formula (9.9),

we obtain the component of this vector at the point of the location of

the object (Xc;.Ye;z)

nx-X-X-, nyR=Yc-Yi, n-R=Zc--z. (9.13)

We designate the vector whose components are determined by Formula

(9.-13 ) as -.*(xe-xi; y,-Y,; 4-74).

If, initially, the coordinates coincide with the center of the

sphere, then the p.o1ections of the segments of the normals are equal

to the rectangular coordinates of the points since x - =, - 0.

This result Is obvious since at the given angular directicns the nor-

mals and the radius-vectors coincide.

We shall find the normals to the surface of mixed values of the

directional angles, i.e., conical surfaces (Fig. 9.9a). With the known

) directional angles, OX and % , we find the equations of conical sur-
fa,.es, formed at the rotation of the straight line OC around the axes
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OX and OY:

y,+- -tg 2 x• a-=O% (9.14 )

x' + z' - tg8, • y'= O. (9.15)

b)
Fig. 9.9. Conical surface of positions:
a) general case; b) object is located in
the horizontal plane. 1) Surface of rota-
tion.

C:ilizing Formula (9.9), we find the projections of the vectors

n& yXI; -_).

normal to the cosines X1 and K2 . with the axes of rotation OX and OY.

If the object is located in the oDlne XOY thben 8,+,-=90". Having
multiplied all components by the r'ector n by j/,, we find

€- y,,g's,:0).
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where xsg and ysg are coordinates of the object, located on the plane

" XOY.

The given vectors are located on one straight line of opposite

directions. This result could also be obtained directly from geometric

constructions (Fig. 9.9b).

By the use of' the relationships given in the previous paragraph,

the conversion of errors of measurement of geometric values into linear

errors in an arbitrary direction is accomplished In this manner: first.

the error in the direction of the normal is found (Formula (9.5)) and

then by the angle between the normal and the direction under considera-

tion the true error is determined by Formula (9.6).

§S.3. ACCURACY OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION OF THE OBJECT IN
PLANES

The accuiracy of the determination of the position of the object

in the plane is dependent on the errors or' measurement of two geometri c

quantities, therefore the errors are necessarily considered jointly.

First, we find the error of searching for the posit'on of thle object

by the range finder method (Fig. 9.10). At the presence of the error

cf measLrement of the dlstances AR1 and AR2 the computed position of

the object corresponds to the point C*. The error of position deter-

mination chiaracterized by the segment CC* depends not only on the er-

ror of measurement of the geometric quantities but also on the mu, tual

orientation ( 0 the lines of positions in the potnts under considera-

tion. Az can be seen from Fig. 9.10, at the sene linoar error in the

direction of the normal to the lines of positions, the error of posi-

tion determination is dependent entirely on the angle between the

lines of position,. The smallest error corresponds to the intersection

of these lines at right angles, i.e., when the lines of positions are

orthogonal. Error irncreases with the decrease of the acute angle be-

tween these given lines. In the limiting case, when the argle between-685 -
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I the lines of go!4 tions is zero, the error is equal to infinity, sinc.
with the use of one geometric quantity, it is never possible to deter-

mine the positior of a point in a plane.

Fig. 9.10. Error of the com-
puted position of the object
by the range finder method of
position determinatton.

Fig. 9.11. Parallelogram of er-
ror.

Let us look at the general case of the determination of, position

in a plane. The error of position determination, AC (Fig. 9.11), is

the result of the inaccurate measurement of the geometric quantities

VU1 and U2 . If these errors are not great, then it may be assumed that

the lines of positions U - const and U + AU = const are parallel (AU

is the error of measurement). Thereby, we obtain the parellelogram of

error CAC*B, whose sides are parallel to the position of the point un-
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der consideration on the plane. The error of position determination AC

-'D is equal to the sum of the vectors, determined by the sides of the

parallelogram of error. The vector Ali, in the direction of the tangent

to the line U2 = const is specified by the inaccuracy in the measure-

ment of the quantity U1 The modulus of this vector is equal to

7:ll--- AU, a -x U,
I grad U , cos(;,} I grad U, I sin y

Similarly, the vector A!2 may be determined. Its modulus is equal

to

'&1 AU, L U,

I grad U, Icos ( 3;) - grad DU.I sin 7

In this way, the error of position determination is entirely de-

termined by two vectors, whose magnitude and directions depend on the

error of the geometric quantities, the gradients of their fields and

the angle between the lines of positions.

We draw through the point of the location of the object, in an

arbitrary way, the rectangular coordinates CX' and CY'. According to

the known vectors AZ1 and Al2 we find their components AZ 1 ; Aly and

AL 2x and Al 2y. The vector, characterizing the error of position deter-

mination AC is equal to the sum of the vectors AZI and Al Therefore,

SCos(Al, 4- (9.16)AC=----x"-- gria U1 Isin (9 1

+ Igrad Ur In cos (A; X'),

AU,
"_. ~ igrad U1 W C l

AU, . 77( 1 )
+ I gradLISif (917

where AC and AC - components of the vector A .

x Y
We f'.nd the probability characteristics of the components of 'he

vector of the error A . Let us assume that the errors of tho measure-

ment of geometric quantities are distributed according to the normal
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law with the zero mean values corresponding to the absence tf sys-

tematic errors. In this case, the combined density of the probabili-

ties of the two random values x' and y' are described by the normal law

of distribution, since these values form linear functions of two nor-

mally distributed random quantities AU I r xd AU 2

The density of the probability of normal distribution of two

random quantities with zero mean values may be given in the following

form: 1WW ')--
w~~~x'x' 2x _-.,, r x,.

xp - " "[ -2 -(-p 2+ (9.18)

where a , and -mean square deviation x' and y'; p - coefficient

of correlation between x' and y'.

In the future, we shall assume that the errors of measurement of

geometric quantities are independent. In the majority of practical cas-

es, this assumption is valid, Thereby, the coefficient of correlation

depends only on he orientation of the coordinate axes introduced

CX' and CY'.

On the basis of Formulas (9.16), (9.17) and the rule of determina-

tion of the variances -f the sums of independent random values we ob-

tain
("-2

co' (,; YT as Cos (At, )  62 ).

= grad V, ys'w T(T,;yao,(u)- rI, s 7

where a2(U) - variance of measurement of geometric quantity U.

Having crossmultiplied the right sides of Formulas (9.16) and

(9.17), we obtain the average value of this product

(Y')= cIsul,,si a(U,)+

+ -rad U, ,
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The coefficient of correlation is determined by Expression

'(9 19)
S, .Iy ,

From Formula (9.18), it can be seen that the constant'density

of probability corresponds to the value of the expression obeying the

law of exponential function. Consequently,
x"3  2px y' i ,4y -.1 ,x -+-1-4 const=K'. (9.20)

The relationship obtained is the equation of a curve of the

second order and is precisely an ellipse which is designated the

ellipse of error or ellipse of 'istribution.

At arbitrary positions of the co-

r11 W ordinate axes, the principal axes of the

ellipse of di.-tribu!or do not coincide

with the coordinate axes (Fig. 912). The
C1'

coeffficient of correlation between x' and

y' becomes zero if the coordinate axis

Fig. 9.12 Ellipse of dis- coincides with the prinipal axes of the
tribution.

ellipse. Thereby the equation of the el-

lipse takes the canonical form:

;(9.21)

a1  a24
where a1 and a2 - major and minor semi-axes of the ellipse.

The orientation of the ellipse of distribution Is determined by

the following formula

where c - angle between the axis CX' and the major axis of the ellipse.

The tangent of the angle e corresponds to two angles displaced at

90o,, i.e., Relationship (9.21) determineo both principal axes of the

ellipse. Thereby, the major axis of the ellipse is always located in-
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side the acute angle between the lines of po.sitions. The principal

axes of the ellipse coincide with these lines when the lattei iter-

sect at right angles. If the linear mean square errors in the direc-

tion oL" the norinals are the same a(U- U-) then the principalIgrad UI hgad Usricia

axes of the ellipse ors 6he bisectors of the angle between the lines

of positions.

Let us combine the coordinate axes with the principal axes of'

the ellipse. Then the coordinates x" and y" are independent (p = 0).

The density of the probability of two 'r4-oendent normally distribu-

ted random values has the following fo2,::,:

W(x"; 3')= .. xp 2 .) 1. (90.23)

where ax"f and Y,, - mean square deviations of the coordinates x" and

Y

Thereby the conversion to the mean square eviations in the new

coordinate system is accomplished by the follow!.ng formula:

ol. =acos'+p4. o,,s&2 ++,sc.
q2  F*. -oy si aSf2& -LQ 2y s' ao 2 = o,2, sO a - pa ,, . 2 + 02, CO ..,

We shall find the connection between the dimensions of the el-

lipse and the mean square deviations, ax11 and ay ,. The expression

.,+ - zonst=. (9.24)

at different values of K, determines a family of ellipses the forms

of which, i.e., eccentricity and, orientation in the plane are the same.

The dimension of the ellipse is determined by the value; ax" and cy,,.

From a comparison of Formulas (9.21) and (9.23), it follows that

a2 =v

I this way, K is the coefficient of proportionality between the

mean square deviation and the dimehilunk of the semlaxes of the el-

lipse.
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The probability of the falling of the located position of the

object inside the ellipse of distribation is determ:Lned according to

the following formula

Pr S W (x'; y-)dx'dy', (9.25)
S (K)

where W(W"; Y") - density of probability (Formula 9.23); S(K) - re-

,glen bounded by the ellipse of error with the specified size of semi-

axes.

After integration, we obtain

P, -- exp(-). (9.26)

K=- -21n (1 -P,). (9.27)

determined by Formula (9.25).

With the aid of Formula (9.26), the probability of the falling

of the computed position of the object inside the ellipse of the

specified dimensions may be fourd,while by Expression (9.27) the

dimensions of the ellipse in which the probability of falling is

fixed, mr.y be determined. Formula (9.27) is used in these cases,

whe, iI is necessary to find the region inside of which all obtain-

3jle values with specified magnitude of probability are concentrated.

Por example, one may find the region inside which 95% of all the re-

su~ts of the determination of the position of the object are concen-

trated.

The probability of Lalling in a specified scattering the semiaxis

2f which is equal to K average ;quare deviations may be determined

from Fig. 9.13 (curve 1).

In this way, the parameters of the ellipse of error appear to be

th exhaustive characteristics of the accuracy of the position deter-

mination of a point in the plane. For a given location of the station,

and at known mean square error ,f the measurement of the geometrical'
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quantities, every point in the plane correspods to a family of el-

lipses of error differing only in the value of K. Assuming K - 1, we

obtain the unit ellipse of error, whose semiaxes are equal to the

mean square deviations in the directions of the principal axes. The

unit ellipse in its turn is completely determined by the three num-

bers: a , a , and the angle e. Consequently, the problem of estimat-

ing the accuracy of the position determination is resolved at the fix-

ing of' these characteristics for all the points in the plane.

In practice, the determination of the ellipse of errors is not

always necessary. In a majority of cases, there exist only values of

the errors of position determination. Thereby, the parameters of the

distribution of the probability of the moduli of errors of location

become the characteristics of accuracy. With the aid of the distribu-

tion of the probabilities of the moduli of error, one may determine the

probability of finding the position of the object locating inside the

circle of radius D (Fig. 9.14), the center or which coincides with the

true point location of the object. Analytical expressions of the above

distribution may be found only for a single axis of the ellipse of er-,

ror = Y)i.e., when the ellipse turns into a circle. In this

case, the probability of the falling insido th'.h circle of radius D

is found directly by Formula (9.26). The density of probability distri-

bution of the value D may be determined, differentiating Relationship

(9.26).
W(D) ="Dex D

- --exp (-
In this way, the modulus of error of position determination is

distributed according to the law o"4 Rayleigh.

In the general case, when a," , aY", the probability of falling

inside the circle, however, cannot be determined by the simple method.

Therefore, the value of the error of position determination is
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characterized by the squares of error
p

(Fig. 9.14) since the probability or

8 falling of the computed position of the

object inside the squares is found with

8- •the aid of the simple relationship and

#14 the areas of the squares and circles

close to each other. The sides of theI Sal' squares of errors are chosen to be

2 4 parallel to the principal axes of the1 2 J 4 -

Fig. 9.13 Probability of ellipse of distribution. The probability
falling into the ellipse(curve) (Curve 1) and
curve) ofurero ( v a . of falling in the square with side equalsquare of error (curve 2).

tc 2D is found from the following relatioriships:

P(I I"< D; ly' < D)=

D D

2n~. S~'exp [-Y -~(+~ ddy"=

2 D D

Performing a substitution of the variables of integration and

assuming r=-t-, s= r-, we obtain,

P (Ie <D; Iy 1< D'O=0 (D), =(, (). 9.8

where0 a) exp-)dris a tabulated integral.

In Fig. 9.13 results are presented of

rthe calculations for the determination of
the probability of falling into the square

of errors (curve 2) and the circle inscribed

in it (curve 1). From a comparison of the

curves shown, it is seen that the probabili-

Fig. 9.14 (rcle and ties being examined are close to each other.

Squire of ev.,or%. Therefore, half of 4-he side of the square

of errors, D, the probability of falling into which is equal to a
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fixed value P, is sufficiently complete for the determination of the

modulus of errors of position determination. That value may serve as

the characteristic of accuracy of the position determination of var-

ious points in the plane. Every point of the plane may be compared

with the size of the half side of the square of errcrs. Generally,

this size may well be expressed as a portion of the mean square er-
D

ror of measurement of any geometric quantity d = (-7. The aggregate

of points which the value d corresponds to forms 'chu. lines of posi-

tion of accuracy. A family of these lines give the possibility cf

evaluating the accuracy of the various methods of the determination

of position.

We shall find the accuracy of the

Iv ii position determination of the object in a

plane for the previously mentioned methods.

1) The range finder method. We shall

assume that the distance to the object is

determined with the aid of two orthogonal

stations, which have the same mean square
Fig. 9.15 Ellipse of
error in the range error of measurement. In this assumption,
finger method of pei-
tion determination, the linear errors are also the same. Conse-

quently, the principal axes of the ellipse of distribution coincide

with the bisector of the angle between the lines of positions (Fig. 9.15).

These angles are equal to the angles of intersection if the radius

vectors are drawn from the points of the positions of the stations.

The sizes of the semiaxes of the unit ellipse depend on the angle y

and the mean square error of the measurement of distance.

We shall find the sizes of the semiaxes ai the arbitary angle y.

Having determined the projections of the vectors of the linear errors

AZ and 12 according to the axes CX" and CY" and converting from the
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Increme'its to the mean square errors, we ottain

4 0R. (9.29)

(9.30)

The best results correspond to the case when the lines of posl-

tion, and consequently, also the radio vectors are perpendicular.

Thereby, o(x") = L(y") = a

We shall determine the lines of equal accuracy on the plane. As

a measure of accuracy, we take the half of the side of the square of

errors expressed as a portion of the mean square error, d = D. TheaR

probability of falling in the square of errors is taken as P = 0.6.

The error of position determination depends only on the angle between the

lines of positions y, which is equal to the angle between the radius

vectors R1 and R2 . The geometric locations of the points with the same

values of y form a circle passing through points 01 and 02, therefore,

only equal accuracy is indicated by the circles (Fig. 9.16). The best

accuracy corresponds to the positions of the object on the circles for

which the segment 0102 = b is the diameter. Consequently, for the nec-

essity to obtain high accuracy at considerable distance, it is expedi-

tious t) increase the size of thy base.

2) The range finder goniometer

method. With the range finder gonio-

meter method, the lines of positions

intersect at right angles. Therefore,

the principal axes of the ellipse of

error coincide with the lines of

Fig. 9.16 Lines of equal positions. The mean square error*

accuracy using the range
finder method. L - segment in the direction of the lines of equal
of the perpendicular read distance (r(") R(a), a
from the center of the base. d and in the
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direction of the lines of equal angles a(y") =( The line of equal

accuracy firm circles with center in the point of the location of the

stations (Fig. 9.17). For the possibility of comparing with other

methods, at the construction of T.VR. 9.11, ie assumed that the posi-

tion of the object on a circle of diameter equalling to 01 and 02

(Fig. 9.16), corresponds to the same accuracy of the determination of

position by the range finder method as well as by the range finaer

goniometer method.

do

2'5

/2 2

Fig. 9.17 Lines of equsv! accuracy using the range finder goniometer method.

3) The goniomter method. In the goniometer method, the aicuracy

of position determination depends on the angle of intersection of the

radius vectors as well as on the distances to both stations. Therefore,

the lines of equal accuracy have more complex shapes than in the prev-

ious cases. The character of the lines of equal accuracy is shown in

Fig. 9.18. The dependence of d at P = 0.6 on the line of segment 1,

according b.o Fig. 9.18 is shown in Fig. 9.19. At a calculation of that

dependence, we assumed that the errors of both stations are the same.

In order to compare with the methods examined earlier a(a) is zhosen

with such calculations that the same accuracy of position determination

for all three methods is obtained in the point of intersection cf the

perpendicular with the circle of the radius . The size of the base is

chosen in the same way as in the range finder method.
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in conclusion, we may make the following remarks. When the ob-

ject is located :Ln the vicinity of the perpendicular to the base line,

the highest accuracy is realized by the range finder method. But, if

the de'viation from the perpendicular exceeds 25 - 300, the accuracy

of position determination .s lowered considerably. Therefore, in these

cases, when the measuring system should be all. directional, the range

finder goniometer system has a substantial advantage. With the gonio-

meter system, the accuracy of position determination is '-he same as

the range finder system, dependent on the direction. Besides that,

when the condition of the error is the same, the goniometer system is

considerably greater than the rest.

44d q7. #7 1.,

rL 2

Fig. 9.18 Character of
lines of equal accuracy -----using the goniometer
methode Fig. 9.19 Dependence of the error

of psition determination using the

goniometer method on the distance to
the center of the base,

§ 9.4 ACCURACY OF THE DETEHMINATION OF POSITION I! SPACE.

In the searching of the accuracy of the determination of the posi-

tion of the object in space, it is necessary to examine the error of

measurement of three geometric quantities. The accuracy of the posi-

tion determination depends on the mutual orientation of the planes of

the positions and on the error in the directions o' the normals to

the e planes. The largczt accuracy, as before corresponds to the In-

tersection of these norra.; at right angles. In the general cases,

the analysis of the accuracy of the determination of the position in
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stace is considerably more complex than in a plane. Below, we shall

ex-artne the methods, permitting the determination of the accuracy of

position determination when the object .s located at any point of' the

space for the case of arbitrary location of the radar station.

1. Linear Error Of X osition Determination

For .ne evaluatlon of th error of po-oiticn determination, we

examine the planes of the location of the object C (Fig. 9420). If the

error of the measurement of tne geom-eric quantity iz not great, then

one may substitute the surface of the position at point C by the tan-

gents of the planes, L,, L2 L3 We find the linear error in the direc-

tions of the lines intersecting these planes. Ever'y one of these lin-

ear error6, depend on the inaccuracy of measurement only of one geo-

metric quantity. Thus, the intersection tangent to the planes L1 and

L is determined by the straight line to which the error component is

dr
~directed on account of the inaccuracy of measurement ef the geomaetric

quantity U 2. This error is denoted AZ 2 . In the same manner, there could

be assigned AZ1 and AZ$. since the directional straight lines AZI and

A 3 are completely dterminod, so it is possible to find the corres-

ponding moduli AZ; AZ2 and AZ. For this it is necessary to compute

S the gradient of such surface pozitions at point C and therL find the

angle between the normal ni'and the corresponding directional lines
S Al

The vectors, At1 ; AZ2 ; At3 form a parallelepiped, the faces of

which are the planes tanrgent to the surfaces of the pos'..ion U1 ; U2 ;

U3 and UI + A I; U2 = AU2 ; U3 + AU3 . This parallelepiped whJch is

analogous to the parallelogram of errors, is designated as the para-

llelepiped of error for the cases in space. The diagonals of the

parallelepiped drawn from the point C from the error of position de-

termination in space. As can be seen in Fig. 9.20, the vector AC
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is equal to the sum of the vectors All, AZ2 and Al.. in this way,

the problem of finding the error of position determination leads to

the determination of the vectors At1; A12; Al3 and subsecluently,

their sum.

We establish first coordinates at the point C. The coordirates

of the ends of the vectors of errcr AC" may be found by the known com-

ponents of the vectors parallel to ATI ; AT 2 ; AT 3*

Designate these vectors Z 1; L2 ; 1 .

We determ~ue the direction cf the vector .2" This vector belongs

to the planes L1 and L Therefcre, it should be perpenicula- to n1

and n 3* Consequently, its direction coincides with the !irections of

44.
the vector product n1 x n3 (Fig. 9.21). Using Formula 9.3), and also

the rule for the finding of the co-ponents of the valcc r product of' two

vectors, we obtain

OF, OF, OF, OF.
2 =O ,z Oz dy (9.31)

1? ze xd (9.32)

OF', dF3  of, OF,-Ti ax o, p (9.33)l O x :-- Oy dy Ox

Similar formulas mayv be

found for the components of the

vectors Z and Z-:

l _OF2 OF, aF2.4_op, o, ap __

l - = x -dx z

(9.35)
- OF, !). OFt OF,

ex 0y 1y 0:

Fig. 9.20 Parallelepiped of errorT. (9.36)
cc' == + Ik +.. OF, " O- OF,

cc- C;Ady az 0d
(9.37)

OF, OF, OF, OF,""y d--67 " - -"7 " "-

(0 38)
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9119

1. }" 1 O, 'F th

By the known component,., the

cosines of The directional angles are

fourd [Formulas similar to (9.10) -

N (9.12)].

After this, the cosines of the

Fig. 9.21 Linear intersection anles between the normals to the sur-

of two planes L1 and L3 . face of the positions and the direction-

a. vectors 11; 12; 13

CC,_ i) =Cos (WI; X)Cos (1,; X) +Cos(n,; )os (1i; Y) + (9.40)

+cos(Ini; z)cos (l,; z).
Utilizing Formula (9.6), we find the moduli of the vectors All; AT 2

and iL 3 . Thereby,

Al- = U (9 .41)
I grad Ufcos(ni; 11)

The coordinates of the ends of the vectors of errors of position

determination from an algebraic sum of the components of the vectors

Ad. Consequently,

$AC I K.AU, (9.42)

-,, .= ,K. AU, (9.43)

3
SAC,=,K.,.,,. (9.44)

where x'; y'; z' -coordinates of the ends of the vector AC;

cos(it. X)

I grad V, I " cos (nj; 1)

Kylcos(I;y)
Igrad Uj I" cos (ni; 4)

cos (i: z)
I grad U . cos (nj; I1)

The relationships obtained permit us to find the linear ,rrors in

the directions of rectangular coordinate axes by the known errors of
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the measurement of geometrical quantities.

2. E.lipsoid Of Errors

We switch now to the statistical characteristics of the comoo-

nents of the vectors of error. !e assume that the errors of the measure-

ment of geometric quantities are independent among themselves and dis-

tributed according to the normal law with zero mean value. Then the com-

bined density of the probability of the values of the coordinates x';

y'; z' describe a three dimensional normal law of distribution with

zero mean value. For the specification of this distribution, it is

sufficient to determine its second moments.

Similar to the corresponding formulas found In § 9.4*:

3
3 " -9.45)

'3

T7. - Y: K Kv -, 12o ( U,). (9.46)

Yp- Ih_ K .•j K- e(,). (9.47)

j 7j - c2(9.48)

With the aid of these formulas, the coefficient of cor,elation be-

tween the values of ths coordinates are determined

( , ; y ') - " .Y f
ax, * V, ' (9.49))

P (x'; Z") =-of Z?-T ( 9.50 )
Z(9.51)

Notice that the latter formulas are vl--.d only in the case, if

the errors AU. are mutually independent.
Formulas (9.49) - (9.51) allow the finding of the determinant of

the coefficients of correlation which may be presented in the follow-

ing form:

I p(x'; y') p(x'; Z')
iDj= p(x'; y') I p(y'; Z).

p(x'; z') P(y',; z') 1

These characteristics obtained completely determine the density
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of probability of the three dimensional normaL distribution of the

coordinates of the located position of the object:

eV [ I ( Dr,2
W(x'; y; z')=-- 2"--' W __J

,' } , .. .Dy.y .12 + !._z z12 + o,, -- X 'y' + ---- (9,---52)''

where Dy; Dz, etc., - corresponding algebraic complement of the de-

terminant IDI.

From Formula (9.52), it can be seen that the constant density of

probability corresponds to the fixation of the value of the expression

which obeys the law of exponential functions. Adjusting this expres-

sion to a constant value, we obtain the equation cf a surface of the

second order, in space. In the case being examined, this surface forms

the surface of an ellipsoid. This ellipsoid characterizes the distri-

bution of the errors of position determination of the object in space

and is designated as the ellipsoid of errors or the ellipsoid of dis-

tribution.

At any arbitrary location of the coordinate axes, relative to the

I principal axes of the ellipsoid of distribution, there are sites of
t

correlation between the valnles of the coordinates. If the principal

axes coincide with the coordinates, then the equation of the ellipsoid

assumes the canonical form. Thereby, the values of these coordinates

become independent. The combined density of the probability of the

values of the coordinates may be presented in the following form:

S(X ; y ; ) e, + , , +

where aX,,; aY,,* o,, - mean quadratic deviation of the converted rec-

tangular coordinates.

In this way, further problem is decided in the finding of the

position of the principal axes of the ellipsoid Gr errors and the mean
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square deviation from these axes.

3. Determination Of The Orientation Of The Principal Axes And The Mean
Scuare Deviation In The Direction Of These Axes

We shall look at the arbitrary ellipsoid of distribution (Fig.9.22).

(On the drawing a cross-section of the ellipsoid is shown, i.e., an el-

lipse.) Normals, drawn through various points of its surface, in the

general cases, do not go through the center of symmetry of the ellip-

soid, i.e., the dirention of the normals and the radius vectors, drawn

from the center of symmetry of the ellipsoid C, do not coincide. Idan-

tical directions of the normals and the radius vectors are the distinc-

tive properties of the principal axes of the ellipsoid. Therefore, in

an arbitrary system of rectangular coordinates, passing through the

center of symmetry of the ellipsoid, the cosines of the dire'.tional an-

gles of the normals and the radius .,ectors in the principal directions

are eq';al among themselves. The cosines of the directional angles of

the normals are proportional to the derivatives ; e;** [Formula (9.9)]

and the cosines of the radius vectors - proportional to the coordinates

X'; y '; s'. Consequently,

O X OF=, aP (9.53)

where A - coefficient of proportionality.

',

I V

Fig. ,22 Cross-section of the ellipsoid of distribution.

(" } We introduce now the equations of the surface of the ellipsoid of

distribution obtained on the basis of Formula (9.52) in the following
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form

a x' + a2y'2 + a3sz 2 + 2a12x • y' +

+ 2a,3,e z'4- 2any' z'=KV .

Conducting partial differentiation with respect to Relationship

(9.53), we obtain

ax' + ay' + a,,e = ke,
a,2X' + anY' + ane ="Y
a,' + a2&Y' + ag' =W

or

(all - ?) x+ a,2y'+ ae =0,
a 2. + (a 22 - X) ' + a2'=O, 
(,, + a,3Y' + (a, - X) z' =0. (954)

The solution of this given system of equations determines the

position cf the principal axes of the ellipsoid of distribution in the

arbitrary system of rectangular coordinates. The system of Equation

(9.54) has a zero solution in the one and only case if the determinant

of the coefficients of this system is equal to zero.. Consequently, it is

necessary that the condition be maintained

a,,1-) a,2  a,*
a,2  a-X a , =0. (9.55)
a,3 a2 a-).

Having c,-mputed the determinant (9.55), we obtain the cubic equa-

tion relative to k, which is designated as characteristics,-

X - (al + a22+ aW) X' + (a,,, + a2a,+.
+ a,,a- a' - a,3 - a2)X+ ala2 + a22a23 12 r.(9.56)

+ aa02 - a,,iaa,. - 2a, 2a, 3a2=0

or

i, + AX2 + Ek, + C=O.

The roots of this equation may be found in the following manner:

a) Determine the auxiliary values

As 2 AB-=- -F"; q =-"ff - -- +--G

b) find the cosine of the auxiliary angle T
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c) determine the roots of the cubic equation acczording to the

relationship

X" + 2 Pcos +-T~- )T (9.57)

•here i = 1, 2, 3, whereupon the sign " + " stands in the case when

q < 0, while the sign " - ", if q > 0.

All the roots of the cubic equation (9.56) are real.

At known values of X1; X2 ; and X3, it is not difficult to deter-

mine the direction of the principal axes in an arbitrary coordinate

system x'; y'; z,. The cosines of the directional angles of the princi-

pal axes proportional to the values of the coordinates, are the solu-

tions of the system of Equations (9.54).

The values of the coordinates x'; y'; z' in sequence for XI; 12;

and Xs may be found on the general formula for the solution of similar

system of equations

x' y' : z=D,,: DI,: D , (9.58)

where D'11; D'12 ; and D' .3 - corresponding algebraic complementary ele-

ments of Determinant (9.55).

For the finding of the mean square deviation in the direction of

the principal axes, let us look at the canonical form of the equation

of the surface of the ellipsoid

a;,x" + a;23 2 + 2 .

The reduced considerations on the relationship of the directions

of the radius vectors and the normals remain valid in t.is case. There-

fore,

From the reduced relationships, it follows that the coefficients

a,. are equal to the roots of Cubic Equasalon (9.55). The equation of
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the surface of the ellipsoid may be also presented in the following

form:

.2f: + K'. (9.59)

since

p(x"; y') p(xW; z')=p(y"; z')=O.

therefore
1 1 1

In this way, the reduced method of calculation permits the de-

termination of the mean square error by the coordinate axes and the

orientation of the principal axes of the ellipsoid of distribution.

4. Sequence Of Calculations For The Determination Of The Principal Axes
Of The Ellipsoid Of Distribution

For setting up the sequence of reduced calculations, we shall look

at a concrete numerical example. Let us assume that the position deter-

mination of the object is determined with the aid of three range findert,

located at the points 01, 02 and 03 (Fig. 9.23a). The object is located

at a point having the coordinates: R1 = 300 km; 8 =250; c = 150.

The mutual positions of the stations are characterized by the follow-

ing values: QO,-b-1s0 x; OO1 -c-350 ", ". Te mean square errors of the dis-
.ZOsO,O,-6",'.

tance measurements for all three distances are the same(aR = 200 m).

1. We find the cosines of the directional angles 03 and 0 l by

Formulas (9.1) and (9.2)

cos 68 = cos 15" c= 2" = 067,
cos 02 = cos 45" cos 250 = 0.4

2. We determine the deviation of the distance relative to the

stations 02 and 03 by the theorem of cosines

R, = / + ec - 2cR, cos 0, = 279 ,

R = '+ b --2R, cost, = 184 x.a.

3. We compute the rectangular coordinates of the points 0., 03
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and C (in km), 02 (175; 303,0); 03 (150; 0; 0); C (263; 70; 127).

4. We find the vtctors normal to the surfaces in spherical co-

ordinates (Fig. 9.23b; Formula 9.9) at the point of the location of

the object:

n, (263; 70; 127); n-2 (88; - 233; 127); n3 (113; 70; 127).

5. We determine the relationship of the vectors 11; 12 and Z3,
taking into account that the initial coordinates are located at the

point C, coordinate axes parallel to the original.

z Fe

a

A,

I ,

-I

c
Fig. 9.23 Range finder method of position determination: a) Mutual
positions of the three range finder stations; b) normals to thE sphere-
like surface; c) principal axes of tne ellipsos;J of distribution.

The calculation is carried out by Formula. ('J.31) to (9.39)

1z=--3,85; z=O; IU =4ly = 0,32 : 12y = - 1,73; y = - 22

Is, = 3,58; lu = 1,05; Iu = 6.75.

6. We find the cosines of the directional angles between the

normals and the vectors Z, (Formula 9.40)

cos (1,; n1) = - 0,339; cos (1,; n) = 0,95; cos (1; nt) = - 0.388.

7. We compute the momenta of the positions of the coordinates of
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the ends of the vectors of errors A and the coefficients of correla-

tion (Formula 9.44 to 9.50).

S 6,1702; , =1,35 A , ,

p(x'; y') = -0,436; p(. ; z') -0,94; p(y'; z) =0.4.

8. We work out the determinant of the coefficients of correlation,

compute their values and the algebraic complements of its elements

1 -0,436 -0, 4

IDI -- 0,436 1 0,1 =0,094,
--0,94 0,4 1.

Dxx =0,84; Dxz=0,766; Dy =--0.01; D.,Y= -- 0,06, D, =0,116;

Dz, = 0,810.

9. We find the equation of the surface of the ell.Lpzol (Formula

9.5I2)

I /0,84 2 0,116 2 0,810 , 2.0,06,1Wr + -; o + -z"_-" o, - ' "*+

2.0,766 , 2. 0 * )'0,53 .- - ' -.Y. z' =

The coefficients of this equation permits the writing of the cubic

equation relative to X.

10. We determine the coefficients of the characteristics equation

[Formula(9.55)].*

0,724X - 0,111 0,548
-0,111 0,4, -- k -0,0153 =0.

0,648 - 0,0153 0,481--

11. We find the characteristics equation

X3 -- ,+ 0.,6 7 - 0,0177= 0.

12. We compute the roots of the characteristics equation by

Formula (9.57).

p=-0,335 q=--0,0332; cos(=0,428; 1 = 1,176; 12= 0,0306; Is=0,453.

13. We work out the system of linear equations (9.54) in sequence

for XI; X2 and X3:
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- 0,452x' -0,11 ly' 0.548z= 0 0,6.)3x' -- O,1 lIy' +0,548z'=O,

--0,Ix' -0,719y' -0,0153z' .- 0, -0,111x' - 0,427y' - 0,015 3 :' =0,
-),548x' -- 0,0153y' - 0,695z' A; t; 0,548x' -- 0,0153y' + 0,451z' = 0;

A3

0,271x'- 0,11ly' + 0,548z' = 0,
• 0,1 llx' - 0,0049y' - 0,0153z' = 0,

0,548x' - 0,015 3y' + 0,n288z' = 0.

14. We determine the direction of the principal axes of the

ellipsoid of distribution by Formula (9.58). Each solution of Equa-

tion (9.54) determines the principal directions in the original form

of coordinates, i.e., directions of the principal axes are fixed. For

the fixation of the segment according to the direction of one of the

obtained vector components, we set it to equal to 1 (Fig. 9.23c).

D' : D' 2 . D' 3 = 0,499.0,0853: 0,39 ,

).1 (1; 0,171; 0,794);

D,: D : = 0,1 92: - 0,0415 :- 0,232,

X2 (0,827; -. 0,179; - 1);

D 1! : D'3 = .- 0,000093: 0,005202: -. 0,

X3 (-0.0175; 1; *-0,192'.

15. We check the obtained results, since the principal axes are

mutually perpendicular, the cosines of the angles between the direc-

tLons determined by the formula similar to (9.40) should be e-'ual

to zero.

cos ('; ' S 0 cS ,; _43) 0, COS (A2; ,) = 0,02.

Consequently, two angles equal to 90 and the thira angle e+;=89,

which is admissible.

16. We determine the mean square ei.rors in the directions of the

principal axes of the ellipsoid of distrioution;

a) 0,922.7; % = 5, , = 1,4%,Z.

Prom the obtained results one can see that on account of the non-
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optimum location of the stations relative to the object, the mean

square errors in two axes seems to be significant.

5. Error Of Position Determination In Space

Ju.t as the case for the position determination in a plane,

every point corre3ponds to a family of ellipsoids of distribution,

differing only in the parameter K (Formula 9.59). The probability of

falling into the ellipsoid of distribution, with semiaxes of which

equal to K - of the mean square oi' deviation, is determined by the

following formula, found in a similar way to Formula (9.26):

(K) = ()- exp -- •(9.60)

tThe ellipsoids, whose principal semiaxes are equal to 1, 2 and

3 mean square deviations by this axis, is characterized by the follow-

I ing probabilities:

i P(1)=0,2; P(2)=0,74; P(3)=0,97.

The distribution of the moduli of errors of position determina-

tion maay be found only under the condition that the mean square errors

in the direction of the principal axes are the same. Thereby, the prob-

ability of the fixed values of errors of position determination are

found oy Formula (9.60). Th parameter K in this case is related toI the radius of the sphere insi-e of which the located positions of the

object are distributed with the fixed probability P(K) with the mean

square of errors in the direction of the principal axes. The distribu-

tion of the radii of this sphere has the name of the Maxwell distribu-

tion.

By analogy with the errors in the plane for the characteristics

of the values of the errors of the position determination in the gen-

eral case, the probability of the falling of the located position of
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the object inside the cube is taken up. The sides of this cube are

parallel to the principal axes of the ellipsoid of distribution;

the center of symmetry of the cube and the ellipsoi.d coincide. The

probability of falling inside t.Le cube with the side 2D may be found

by the following formula:

For the example given previously, we obtain that when the prob-

ability of falling into the cube is P = 0.9, half of the side D should

be equal to 10aR. At the same time, if the normals to the spherical

surfaces are mutuall, perpendicular, the size of the cut-e is 2a., there-

by it Is the same as the probability P.

6. Errors Of Positlon Determination In Space Using Various Methods

The range finder goniomcter method. When the range finder method

is used, the planes, tangent to the surfaces of positions are mutually

perpendicular, (Fig. 9.24). Therefore, the principal axes of' the ellip-

soid of distribution coincide with normals to the surface of position,

and the corresponding mean square errors are equal to the linear errors

in the direction of these normals. Then,

.RCos 0 (a); dy.- (R);
o.-Ra().

Z .- Consequently, the error of
C position determination depends

on the dist . ' to the stations

and the aagl of location of the

object. The geometric location
0

pcints in space, characterized by

Fig. 9.24 The location of the the same accuracy of position
principal axes of the ellipsoid determination, form a circle as
of di tribution when the range
finder goniometer method is used. a result of the intersection of
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a sphere wit&. cone,(Figure 9.25 shows the dependence of the size

of the cube of errors (P = 0.6) on the slope of the range for various

angles.

2'

1 2 3f 2 Ji

Fig. 9.25 Dependence of the Fig. 9.26 Dependence of the magni-
magnitude of the error of tude of t'Ie error of location on
location on the distance the distance when the values of
using the range finder gonio- two directional angles are fixed.
meter method.

The range finder goniometer method of determination of direction

with the aid of two directional agleo. Using this method, the slope

of the range (R) and two directional angles 9X and 0y (Fig. 9.3). The

measurement of each of these directional angles is accomplisned by the

reading of the various distances (from two pairs of points, located on

the axes OX and OY correspondingly), to tne object under the condition

b,<,R;b,<R. The object is located at the intersection of the spherical

and two conical surfaces of positirns. Differing from the previous

method, the normal to the spherical surface is perpendicular to the

normals of the other .urfaces of positions. Therefore, the accuracy of

pcsitlon determination depends not only on the gradients of the fields

of geometric quantities but also on the mutual orientation of the nor-

mals to the conical surfaces. The acute angle between these normals

increases from 0 (when 8 0) to 900 (when 8 = 900). At the same time,
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according to Formula (9.8), the gradient of the field j fixed val-

ues of directional angles depends on the slanted distance and the

angle i. Therefore, the accuracy -)' the position determination is

lowered wbv.n R increases and wL%-n the location angle 6 decreases.

Besides this, the highest accuracy corresponds to the position of

the object in the .zimut,,al plane dividing in half the right angle

between the base directions (a = 450. The curves similar to those

shown in Fig. 9.25 constructed 2or B = 450 an-t = 9=0 (Fiz'. 9.26)

permit us to make a comparis-n of both methods. It seems that even in

the most favorable case (a = 450), the accuracies of the position de-

termination when the angles are measured using the various range

finder methods are comparatively not great. But, these mrethods are

perspective since the linear erior produced during its use, may be

substantially reduced when the size of the bases are b and b is in-

creased 'Fig. 9.8).

The range finder method. The 'rnr of position determination

when using this method is dependent only on the accuracy of the mea-

surement of range and the mutual orientation of the radius vectors.

At a deviation from the "optimum" direction (where the radius vectors

are orthogonal), the accuracy is lowered faster than the determination

of location in the plane. At the same time, the method being examined

is characterized by a small dependence of accuracy on the slope of

the range. This method is most frequently used in systems with limi-

ted sectors of the wc-Iclng angles.

7
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I Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
no.

676 The angles 02; 1)3 and A may be found by formuia for the
solution of oblique angled triangles since the sides of alltriangles since the sides of all triangles are known.

680 F-are and further on it is to be understood that the error ofmeasurement of geometric quantities does not depend on thecoordirptes of the object and at all points of space it is
the same.

695 a(a) - error of the measr'rement of the angle a.
701 For obtaining o2(y') and a 2 (z')' in Formula (9.45) K6 .

2  2 xshould be replaced by Kvi and K correspondingly.
zi708 All coefficients of the characteristic equations may be in-creabed by n times. Thereby, the roots of the equations in-crease also by the same number of times.

[Transliterated Symbols]
684r9 gorizontal'nyy = horizontal

1I

I

I

I
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Chapter 10

DETERMINATION OF THE PATHS OF THE OBJECTS WITH THE AID OF

RADIOLOCATIONAL FACILITIES

§10.1. FEATURES OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE PATHS OF VARIOUS OBJECTS

The ultimate problem in the radiolocational measurements in most

cases is the determination of all the paths of the object or parts of

.ts sections. The path of a point object forming exhaustive space-time

characteristics of the motion of the center of mass of the object, is

for example, in the rectangular coordinates, being considered 4s a

function of' time:

-x (X), y Y), z(.

The path may be reproduced by a continuous observation on the ob-

ject. But, at discrete measurements, it is also p',;.,ible to obtain

sufficiently complete data on the motion of the wject. We assume for

exarple, that with the aid of RLS a measurement of the coordinates at

Poirts 1, 2 and 3 is to be carried out (Fig. 10.1). For simplification

it will be assumed that the motion is on a plane. On the basis of the

data of the measurement, a curve may be used to characterize the motion

of the object. If however, besides this, the time of the stay of the

.,ject at Points 1, 2 and 3 were also specified, then the velocity of

its fr,,ion will be known. Therefore, by the results of the measure-

men's, it is possible to find the position the object is occupying be.-

tween the moments of measurements and also to predict the position of

the object in the en.uing moment of time.
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The located position of the object is diffeent from the true one.

This deviation is produced by two reasons. The first of which is in-

cluded in the inaccuracy of the measurement of the true coordinates.

The second reason is dependent on the incomplete coi'respo.Ldence be-

tween the hypotheses on the laws of motion of the object based on

the results of measurement and the true characteristics of the path.

At the same time, the errors of determination of the coordinates also

interfere with the development of the actual law of motion.

iC
Y V

At

I , A

Fig. 10.2. Target rectangular coordinate
. - as function of time.

0 x

Fig. 10.1 A segment of the
path of the object 1, 2, 3,
observation points C antici-
pated point. A) Path.

Let us examine the error of the determination of the anticipated
point of the object resulted from the deviation of the true motion form

the assumed. Obviously, these errors depend on the distance betwean the

end of the segment of observation and the anticipated point C (segment
s in Fig. 10.1) and on the maneuver of the object. The maneuvering of

the object in its turn is determined by its flying tactics characteris-
tics, i.e., maximun, speed of motion, maximun permissiole acceleration,
etc. These objects are airplanes, winged rockets and others.

Besides that, an important quality is the possibility of the con-

trol of the motion of the object. Uncontrolled objects moving under the

action of natural forces do not possess maneuverability. Consequently

the law of their motion may be predicted with high degree of accuracy

when we have the knowledge of the characteristics of the force acting

on the body being examined. To this type of objects belong the ballitii-

tic rockets, artificial earth satellites (ISZ) and cosmic rockets.

The errors of the determination of the anticipated position, be-

ing referred to also as the errors of extrapolation, are considerable
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in more maneuverable objects. Therefore for the obtaining of the

same accuracy in extrapolation of different objects, the radioloca-

tional measurement of coordinates of the more maneuverable objects

shouLd be conducted with smalkY- errors. The obtaining of small e,-

rors is interlinked with additional energy expenditure. Consequentl,

at the radiolocational observation of nonmaneuverable objects the

energy consumption is at the minimum.

For the establishment of the quantitative characteristics, let

us look at the dependence of one of the rectangular coordinates of

thc! object on time y(t) (Fig. 10.2). The maneuverability of the ob-

ject in the direct",,n of the coordinate axis being examined is deter-

mined possibly by the curved line y(t). Thus, at an uniform motion of

the graph, y(t) forms a straight line, at equal speed, - a parabola,

etc. The maneuverability of real objects are limited by the maximum

permissible acceleration. At the same time, acceleration is connected

with the radius of curvature Rk, which is determined by the following

relationship
S

=R , )1)

-y

where Rk - radius of curvature at the arbitrary value y(t); v and wy

- component velocity vectors and acceleration of the ob.Iect corres-

pondingly.

From Formula (10.1) it follows that the radius of curvature is

limited below by the maximum value of the acceleration of the object.

At the one and same maximum acceleration, the minimum radius of cur-

vature is larger at the acceleration of the object, i.e., with the in-

crease in velocity, the maneuverability becomes worse.

The maximum radius of curvature is determined by a number of para-I

meters with the aid of which the curve being examined may be presented
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in the form of an analytical expression. It is known that any contin-

uous function determined at some interval of the values of the argu-

ment may be approximated by a polynomial with any degree of accuracy.

A

3 a 5A

45 -

Fig. k0.3 Dependence of Fig. 10.4 Interval of discreteness
= X when k = 1, 2, 3, and maximum linear error of repro-

4, 5. duction function.

The degree of that polynomial at a given accuracy of the reproduction

curve depends on the minimum radius of curvature. The stated position

is explained in Fig. 10.3, on which a family of curves y = xk is shown.

As one can see from the curve, the radius of curvature decreases with

the increase of the index of the degree k. In this way, for the repro-

duction curve with small radius of curvature, it is necessary to have

an approximating polynomial with large values of k.

A polynomial in the power of k may be presented in the following

form:
mY.= P A,(X) = + C X+ . .+ (10.2)

The combination of k + I coefficients gives the possibility of

reproduction dependence y(t) with specified accuracy. In the case be-

ing examined, the coefficients of the polynomial Ci characterize the

path completely. The numbers whose combinations permit the single-val-

ued determination of the path are designated as the parameters of the
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path. Quantitatively, these paramet'rs are connected with the flying

tactics characteristics of the object.

Let us find one of the methods of specification of the stated

parameters. For which, transfoain !-xpressiorl (10.2) by substituting

X=--Cos t.

Thereby, the approximating polynomial is transformed into an

even trigonometric polynomial

kPA (ros1) T--fk (1)--= ao I-t a'Cos it. (1i0.3)

From Relationship (10.3) it can be seen that the path of the ob-

ject may be specified by the aid of the sum of harmonic vibrations

with multiple frequencies. The largest frequency of this vibration is

determined by the m.inimum radius of curvature y(t). Consequently,

fk(t) is a function with a limited spectrum. According to the theorem

of Kotelnikov, such a function may be completely specified by a com-

bination of discrete values following with equal intervals of At.

We shall determine the interval of discreteness at the approxima-

tion of the curve y(t) with its values taken at equal intervals of

time. The above mentioned val.es of the function y(t) thereby are the

parameters of the path. We find the regions of the possible values of

the function between two connected readings y(tn ) and y(tn+1). Since

the radius of curvature could not be smaller than its minimum value,

Rk min the values of the function are distributed inside of the seg-

ment of the plane limited by the arcs of the circle of the radius

Rk min (Fig. 10.4). Consequently, the maximum linear error of the

reproduction function consists of ±AZ. Having assigned the magnitude of

this error, the interval of discreteness being sought may be found by

way of simple geometric construction. Actually AZ forms the altitude

of the segment of the circle of the radius Rk min By the known values
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of A and Rk mins the values of the segment of AB may be found which

appear to be a chord of the same circle. The projection of the segment

AB on the horizontal axis is the necesbary interval of discreteness in

time
Ati/ (2Rk ..-mm

With the aid of this formula, one may find the interval of ais-

creteness at the reproduction path with the help of series of values

off rectangular coordinates taken through equal intervals of time. The

error of reproduction does not exceed thereby AZ. The total number of

parameters found in the above mentioned method is significant for the

path of maneuverable objects. But at the determination of the total

number of parameters, it must be taken into consideration that the

probability of the continuous maneuvering of the object is practically

equal to zero. The total number of maneuvers of the object, i.e., de-

v Iarion from the forward motion, could not be significant. Therefore

the quantity of parameters of path of a real object found with the

consideration of the above circumstances, are relatively not large.

When the motion of the object comes under the action of a force,

the laws of its variation with time and space are kSnown, all the paths

of the object are determined by six independent parameters. In truth,

the law of motion of material points in the direction of the coordi-

nate axis may be described by the differential equation of the second

order

where m - mass of the body; F - force acting on the body.

The solution of that equation is characterized by two arbitrary

constants which are the parameters of the motion along the Y axis.
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Considering analogously when examining the motion around the other

axes, we obtain that the total number of parameters is equal to six.

In this way, the total number of parameters, with whose help one

may determine the path, is closely connected with the maneuvering

properties of the object. In its turn, the number of parameters is

an extremely important characteristic from the standpoint of the con-

structlon of the system of radiolocational observation of the object.

It may be assumed under stable and equal conditions, the necessary

number of coordinate measurements is proportional to the number of

parameters of the path.

§12. THE USE OF RADIOLOCATIONAL MEASUREMENTS FOR THE SEARCH OF PAPA-

METERS OF THE PATH

For the observation of moving objects with the aid of radioloca-

tional facilities, the total number of coordinate measurements in many

cases seem to be larger than necessary for the unambigious determina-

tion of the path. Thus, one RLS may accomplish the continuous measure-

ment of thp coordinate (during its operation in the process of automa-

tic tracking). It is permissible that witn the help of one RLS, the co-

ordinates of the object are measured through small intervals of time

Atn, whereupon the results of the measurement are mutually independent.

As a result of the limits of the maneuverability of the object, it

may be assumed that there exi.st some intervals of time, during which

the velocity of the object is constant. We denote that time interval

- At. If the condition At << At, is maintained then some measure-

ments independent among themselves will determine the points on the

path connected rigidly by functional relationships. For a well de-

fined specification of the path, it is sufficient to locate two mea-

surements from each coordinate in the interval. the remaining data
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are superfluous. The superfluousness produced in this way is respon-

sible for the increase in the tempo of conducting the measurement.

The superfluousness may also be obtained on account of the in-

crease in the quantity of the measuring faciliilies. Observation may

be carried out simultaneously by a few RLS and the data of every one

of them determine the path in well defined manner. The results ob-

tained thereby differ from one another as a result of the errors of

measurements of the cocrdinates. The combination of all these data

is superfluous.

In the presence of superfluousness, more accurate values of the

parameters of the path may be obtained. The increase in accuracy comes

about on account of "he averaging of the results of a series of measure-

ments. This operation 2arries the designation of accumulation of the

parameters of path. The coordinates of the object and the parameters

I of the path being sought, are connected by a system of equations.

When this system is solved, i.e, when the parameters are found, the

equations will give the measured values of the coordinates. If there

is superfluousness, then the number of equations will be larger than

the unknown parameters. Solving the system of equations several times

one may get series of values for every parameter. Averaging these val-

ues will lead to an increase in the resultant accuracy of the path de-

termination.

Let .is look more in detail, in what way by a series of measure-

ment of the values of the coordinates one may find the unknown para-

meters of the pcth. Assume in the beginning that the object changes

I from constant velocity into v by a straight direction which is known

to the obs3erver. Let vs assume that a series of measurements of the
distance to the object in the direction of its motion is conducted.

We call the results of the measuremen,; y4. The measurements are
72
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accompanied by errors, therefore in the graph y = f(t) (Pig. 10.5)

the value Yi may be shown in th. form of a noint grouping around a

straight lire ref .ecting the true path of the object. For the deter-

iInation of the scral.ght line, 'ti necessary to specify two numbers.

One of which is cnaracterized by the slope of the line (velocity of

the object) and the other - the position of the object at the moment

of' the initial reading (when t = 0). These numbers are the parameters

of the path.

During the determination of the parameters by the results of the

measurements, the condition is introduced that the suinc of the squares

of the deviations of the function from the measured values should be

a minimum. This condition ordinarily leads to the requirement of ob-

taining the minimum mean square error of the determination of the para-

meters of the given function.

0

ti

Fig. 10.5 Graph of the measured values of a linear function.

Let us examine how do we find the parameters for the case shown

in the previous figure. The condition introduced may be formulated

mathematically in the following form:

i-i* -y(vi, + o) r=min, (10.5)

where v and yo - parameters determining the equation of the straight

line in rectangular coordinates system; n - number of variables.
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Essentially, Q is considered as a function of the parameters

v and yo.

For the determination of the parameters v and yo, corresponding

to the minimum values of tht: giv,' sanount should be found by partial

derivative with respect to v and yo and set them to zero. Thereby, we

get the system of equations

-- =o, . o.

Writing the system of equations in the developed form, we obtain

R+y y

v.x + y,o.n = nz .

As one can see, the equation is linear with respect to v and y.

The coefficients of the equation are different combination of valaes

of the measured quantities, while the roots of the equation are the

sought for parameters of the function. This method of finding the

parameters is referred to as the method of' the least squares.

In most general cases, the function being investigated may be pre-

sented in the form of a polynomial of the power k relative to the in-

dependent variable t:. i.e., as

y.=ao+ ajt+... + aj. (10.6)

It may be shown that the searching for the coefficients of the

polynonial aO...ak is crrried out with the help of k + 1 linear equa-

tions with k + 1 unknowns. Thereby, substantially, the coefficients

of che polynomial are linearly related to the values of the function y.

The given lrear equation is referred to as normal. If in place of the

integral powers uf L, there is substituted any other arbitrary func-
tion: sin t; e', tg t, etc., then the parameters aO; ak..

fore, may be found to consist of a system of k + 1 linear equations.
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It is necessary only that the resulting equation should be linear

with respect to the unknown parameters. This limitation implies that

the method of least squares may be applied to an extremely narrow

clas:, of' functions. But, as It w 'l be shown later, there are means

which perm4.t the application of the method of leact squares and tco

arbitrary functions with the presence of some additional conditions.

In the example examined, when the resulting equation is linear,

it is assumed that all the measurements may be considered as single

valuedly, i.e., their errcrs are the same. In the selection of the

parameters of the straight line, there are not as many among the

measured points as it is assumed thaz all measurelr.lts lead to the

same conditions. In practice, the measurements lead t, different

accuracies. The results of more accurate measurements are obviously

more trustworthy. Therefore, measurements should be attached differ-

ent weights - gj, which should be chosen in inverse proportion to the

variance rf the individual measurements With this calculation, it is

necessary to determine the minimum of the f1 cllowing expression:

n 4

L .2 1 (j - I2--1.11

where yj - measured values, obtained as a result of the Lth measure-

ment; y. - true value of the measured random quantity; a . - variance

of the ith measurement.

In this way, one needs to find the values of the parameters of

the function, y,, which changes in a minimum sum being determined by

Formula (10.7).

In many cases, the eirrors of' measurement of the coordinates are

independent and distributed according to the nor.mal law. Then the

treatment of the results of the measurements by the method of least

squares leads to the obtaining of the smallest mean square error of
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the determination of the path parameters in comparison with other

methods.

Ordinari2y, function" connectin the coordinates values measured

by RLS, with the parameters of the paths are not linear with respect

to the parameters. (The parameters of the path, when writing them In

the ordinary form will be denoted later on by v1 , while the cooidinates

of the object by yi.) Regardless of this, it is important to use the

method of least squares for the sclution of the given problti, by the

way of artificial linearization of the function being used.

In those cases where the approximate values o:f the parameters of

t;he path are known, it is only necessary to calculate tha[_2 magnitude.

This has a place in the solving of problems of antirocket defense,

when the presence of the rocket is to be specified and the depth of

its trajectory is to be evaluated in the case of evaluation of ISZ,

etc. Then, the function connected with the measurement of tke coordi-

nates with parameters of the trajectory yi = fi(vi"..Vm) may be ex-

panded into a Taylor's series relative to points which are close to

the tru . values of the coordinates being measured. From the course of

mathematical .'Ialysis, it is known that .f the function is continuous

and has all derivattves, then it may be expanded into a Taylor's ser-

ies in the power of the increments of the values of the independent

variable.

Thus, for a function of two variables, determined at the points

f, (v*; tO), we obtain

Ii A ( )+ , -3,V; + -'2)-- I; A V, +
-L [('h ",V + 2\-L *, /f )*A,

where:

V2 - V;+ 7 6 V2;
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R n ro.mainder term; AV1 and AV2 - in':rements of the variables V and

V 2

If the deviations of the parameters from their values at the se-

Lected points are not great, ,,hen it may be limited only to the fL.rst

derivatives. Then in the general case of m variaL'le,, we obtain

Y= "+(ai, ° -Av + Af, +A j ._. ( °
S ) d(10.8)

From Formula (10.8), it follows that the function standing on the

left hand side of the expression is linear with respect to the variable

parameters 6v 1 ; Av 2 ;...; Av , Therefore, as a result, the solationsm

found for the previous system of equations will not determine the para-

meters but only their incremCnts.

For the making up of the system of equations, it is necessary to

determine approximately the positions of the selected points in space.

The specification of the positions of these points permits Lhe esta-

blishing of values of the partial derivatives. Thereby, the deviation

of the approximate values from the true ones should not be great since

otherwise, it is impossible to be limited by the first terms of expan-

sion in the Taylor's series.

L~t us look in more detail the matheatical conversions which are

nece3sary to carr'y out during the search of the values of the parameters

of tht: trajectory. At the disposal of the observer, there are measured

values of the coord.triates yi. In accordance with the general principle

of the least squares, the mrin:.mum sums of the squares of deviations of

the measured values from the ;rue values are found.

Discard the indicated deviations through the approximated values
a

of the function at the selected points yi" Introduce the designation

=1 = Y* - Yt"
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Then,

y,. -- :A:- 1 y; - - -

But y. may be computed by Formula (10.8). Thereby, we get

- ,1AA, t Y;M2 . . yivm'

where

~In this way we find

- = Ii (yAv -1 ;A 2 ± -- Yt

~Then the sum of the products of the squares of deviations of the

measured quantities form the true ones according to the weight factor

in analogy with Formula (10.7) may be represented in the following form

where gi -weighting factor, whereupon A;:+ = Ya-Vn)'i (1,9

It s ncesarytodetermine the values of the increments of the

paaetr V.cagig3 minimum quantity Q. This may be done by com-

puting t~e partial derivatives with respect to every one of the incre-I ments of the argument AV. and subsequently equating them to zero. Then

in the case of m parameters, we obtain a system of m equations. The

{equation being examined is linear relative to the increments of the

parameters.

Let us find the structure of the indicated equations. Perform dif-

¢ ferentiation on Av.. The resulb of the differentiation after dividing

i by 2 may be written In the following form:

.e,. y, (,,,A'v + y,,A,2 + ... -+ Y,,,A,,i, - I,) = 0..

I ly-L°

r'em there we get the general for of representation of the nor-

mal equations

in a-7 -

where~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A' - g



,, . . ,.,. .. . . . . . . . (10 .10)
1 1 I-I i-

We denote the coefficients of the unknown increments of the

parameters by the symbol hip and the terms, standing on the right hand

side by the symbol X I, where i and j - are correspondingly the number

of the row and column of every coefficient [Formula (10.10)1, After

'his we get,

h, +l h,12A-2 -I- ..•X1,,Z' ,,=",

h.; a,% -+ h22A :H-•• 2 h2, A, X ., (10.11)

. . . .+A. .v. . . .. . . . . . .

Here h.. . h.. and the total number of the various coefficients
1.3 J +

of the system of equations is equal to 2 + 1)R elationship l0.11)

is the ordinary form of representing syttems of m lInear equatinns.

In this way, the problem of computing the parameters of the tra-

jectory leads to the solution of ,he system of m linear equations. The

actual values of the parameters are found by the method of step by step

,aproximation. The solution of the system of linear equations (10.11)
0? 0

permits us to find the new oriented quantities v. = v 2 + Av where

Av. - is the root of the system of equations. ,,ter this, differentiate
3

again the solution of the system of equations, etc. The process of

computing is discontin ed when av. is smaller than some previously

specified value. The number of cycles of this process is dependent on

the d..fferenct v. - v..3 3

In this way, the method of least squares leads to the finding of

the unknown parameters of the path wl.: n a combination of the measure-
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ments is superfluous or at least is sufficient for the determination

of these parameters. At the same time, the limitation of the appl.ca-

tion of this method is the necessity of the approximate values of

t hose pat- :".areters A- i1 was r, ted, this limitation fits th_ dft-!r-

;,ination of the trajectory of the ballistic rocket and the orbit of Tne

artificial Earth satellites. In connecticn with this, we shall look at

the basic relationships connecting the current coordinates of such ob-

jects, being measured by RLS and the parameters of their trajectoriepa.

§10.3 BASIC GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS OF ELLIPTIC TRAJECTORIES

It is known that the motions of the ballistic rociet- and the ar-

tificial Earth satellites are accomplished only under t> action of

the Earth's gravitational force. Thereby, the trajectory of these ob-

jects form ellipses, located in planes passing through the Earth's cen-

ter.*

As it was already demonstrated, the traja.ctories of the objects

* moving under the action of known forces are completely determined by

six parameters. The parameters of the ellipt1c trajectory may be divid-

ed into three groupz. The first group of parameters permits us to find

t.~p lane of the trajectory which is defined by twQ parzuneters. Actual-

ly the equation for any 4lane may be represented in the following form:

Ax+By -Cz+D-=O. (10.12)

In the case being examined, the planes pass tfhrough the center of
th; FL.th, i.e., it m:ay oe assumed D = 0, if the initial coordinates

coincide with the center of the Earth. Then, dividing both sides of

the equation (10.1.2) by C, we get

A1x+ By +z=O.

In this w&:, the two numbers A1 and B1 completely determine the

plane.
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The second group of parameters gives the possibility of defin-

ing the trajectory in the plane. The ellipse is a curve of the second

order. As it is known, for the defining of such a curve, it is neces-

.3ary t.o have three parameters. One of them characterizes size of' the

ellipse. Generally, for this parameter, the size of the major semi-

axis of the ellipse is used (Fig. 10.6). Then the second parameter is

the eccentricitye==L, c with the aid of which the form of' the ellipse

is defined, its "oblateness" along the minor axis. The third parameter,

denoted here by 00, characterizes the orientation of the ellipse rela-

tive to the coordinate axes. The position of the ellipse in a plane is

determined by the first Law of Kepler according to which the focus of

the ellipse coincides with the center of the gravitational field, i.e.,

the center of the Eartn.

It must be noted that the trajectory of ISZ forms in most cases,

a closed ellipse; tlie trajectory of the ballistic rocket is only part

of it (Fig. "10.6).

Fig. 10.6 Parameters of the ellipse 4. and v -f oci of the ellipse.
1) Orbit of artificial Earth sateli.t6; 2) t~ajectory of ballistic
rocket; 3) center of Earth.

Besides the five geometric parameters for the determination of
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the trajectory as indicated above, it is necessary to have a para-

meter connecting the position of che object with time. For this, a

time is defined for the passing of the object at any characteristic

point on the trajectory. The moment of the passage of the object

through the bearing t0 forms the sixth (time) parameter.

In the following, for the sake of simplifying the calculations,

we expeditiously take the value oD the equitorial radius of tlne Earth

R3 = 6370 km as the condition of unit length and for the unit of -,c-
2

celeration we take the magnitude g0=9,81 m/sec.It may be shown that the

unit velocity in this case corresponds to the first cosmic velocity,

I.e., V0 .7910m/sec. Thereby the unit of time
R1  6370. 103 -808 sec

0 Vo 7910

is determined by the duration of the flight of' the imaginary object in

a circular orbit along the surface of the Earth in an arc correspond-

ing to one radian.

.. Parameters Of The Plane Of The Trajector.

Let us examine the determination of the trajectory with the ai.

of RLS. Assuzae that the RLS is located at a point 0 (Fig. 10.7). In

genera! cases, this point does not lie in the plane of the trajectory.

The line CD is formed by tne intersection of the plane of tra-

jectory with the Earth's surface. Through the point of the posiltion of

the RLS, 0, and the center of the Earth Ts, the plane ODTs is drawn,

perpendicular to the plane of the trajectory. The arc of the large

circle OD formed by the intersection of the plane ODTs with the Earth's

surface. The plane NOTs is the meridional plane drawn through the point

of the location of the RLS. The current position of the object is de-

noted by the point P. The plane POTs goes through the object, the cen-

ter of the Earth and the point of the location of the RLS. Rt is the

3
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projection of the current point of the trajectory on the surface of

the Earth.

3

/I US'

~V-Mo4V~ro PGIMJCfo M., PAIC1

P-mtevudjr moe-a mir

F4.g. 10.7 Location of the plane of trajectory relative to the RLS.
1) Point of the location of RLS; 2) the current point on the trajec-
tory; 3) plane of trajectory.

pop

b

7.

Fig. 10.8 Pararn -ters of the plane of trajectory and the current co-
cordirates oif the object. a) Auxiliary spherical right-angled triangle;
b) sectilon of the plane going through RLS, center of the Earth (Ts)
and the curren~t point on the trajectory (P).
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The position of the plane of the trajectory relative to RLS is

determined by the orientation and the marnitude of the arc of the

t large circle OD.

The orientacion of the arc lo dctermined by the following quan-

tities: a) The central angie ZOIID--., between the pian-.s of the tra-

jectory and the direction of the RLS located in the TzOD plane

0*< o In the system we used, the unit of this angle is equal

to the cor-responding arc of the big circle on the surface of the

Earth. b) The angle ZNOD=a 0 between the meridional plane and the

normal to the plane of trajectory, i.e., the azimuthal angle perpen-

dicular to the plane of the trajectory, drawn through the point of

the location of RLS. The quantities 60 and a0 are the parameters of

the plane of the trajectory.

For the determination of the plane of the trajectory, one should

find the position of the object with the help of the RLS at least at

two points. From the points so found and the center of the Earth, the

< plane of the trajectory may be laid out.

Express the parameters of the plane of the projectory with the aid

_f '*he coordinates, measured by the RLS: Distance r* azimuth a and the

location angle 0. Let us look at the spherical right-angled triangle

ROD (Fig. 10.7 and 10.8).

Utilizing the relationship for spherical triangles, we obtain

tg to = tg 8 cos (o - C). (10. 3 )

Express 6 through r and 0. From AOPP, located in tie plane

R,,OT, (Fig. 10,8b), we find

-_ 0 - - PF-rsinP;

FV = I since in the unit system we adopteda the radius of the Earth is 1.

Then

*g& r CosI + rsinp"
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Substituting the value of tg 6 obtained into Formula (10.13),

we find the equation of the plane of trajectory

tgao- rcos cos(ao-a) ,
-+rs np (10.14)

This equation permits thc finding of the magnitude of the cen-

tral angle 60, characterizing the departure of the RLS from the plane

of the trajectory and the azimuthal angle normal to the plane of tra-

jectory - a0. The value of the slope of the range, r, the azimuth a

and the location angle B measured with the help of the RLS introduced

into the equation, are consequently known values. In this way, the re-

sults of the measurements of the coordinates at two points permit the

building of the system of two equations (10.14) with two unknowns.

Having solved this system., we find the parameters of the plane of tra-

jectory a0 and a0 '

2. Determination Of The Parameters Of The Ellipse

Let us find the link between the parameters of the ellipse and

the coordinateb, of the object. As it was noted, the orientation of the

ellipse may be defined by the angle between the polar axis TsM and the

principal axes drawn through the focus of the ellipse coinciding with

the center of the Earth (point Ts in Fig. 10.6). The reading of the

angie e0 originatedfrom the polar axis to the principal axis of the

ellipse in the direction toward the perigee by the hour hand. The axis

TsM lies on the continuation of the straight line TsD, where D is a pro-

jection point of the locaticn of the RLS. On the plane of the trajectory

(Fig. 10.7).

As it is known the equatf. n of the ellipse in the plane of the

trajectory, expressed in polar coordinates, has the form

-a -i- (10.15)
- +eco -
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where p - radius vector; 0 - polar ar:-le reckoned relative to t;

polar axis TsM (Fig. 10.6). In the equation (10.15) the quantities

a, e, and 60 are unknown parameters, p and 6 are detennined from the

radiolocational measurements. Let us examine the conversion from the

coordinates measured at the RLS to polar coordinates. For- that, we

express the slope of the range by p and 0. From A,PF and A2'sPB

(Fig. 10.8b) we obtain

: ~r2-- F2 sn2 , (pos --OS )

or

Sr 2 P2 + I - 2P cos 8. (10.16)

Now, we express 6 through the polar angle; for which we examine

the spherical right-angled triangle OPtD (see Fig. 10.7 and 10.8a).

Utilizing the relatioiship for the cosiY-3 of the sides of the spherical

right-angled triangle, we determine

cos cos 4 cos (M -- 0) - cos'80 cos 0.

Then, substituting the obtained expression for cos 6 in Formul.a

(10.16), we obtain

r=/ +pc+2cosStooS0. (10-17)

The parameter of the plane of trajectory 0 resulted from this

relationship is computed by Formula (10.14).

From the spherical triangle POD, we obtain also a second expres-

sion connecting the polar angle 6 and the azimuth a measured by the

RLS.

tg (r - e) ---- tg (ao - a) - sin t.

or

4 g ( tg( -- o) - sin o. (10.18)

Furthermore, it is necessary to determine the connection of the

radius vector p with the slope of the range r and the location angle
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B.

From the triangles RTsB and OPF (Fig. 13.8b), we find

2 = r 2cos'- (1+ rsin P)2,

f rom which

P= V1.+ r2 + 2rsino. (20.19)

Expressions (10.17), (10.18) and (10.19) permit the use of the

coordinate values measured by the RLS, for the determination of the

paraineters of the ellipse. Besides that, with the help of these rela-

tionships, one may determine the parital derivatives from the coordi-

nates in the parameters of the ellipse, necessary for the making up of

the system of normal equations (10.10).

3. Distance Of The Flight Of Ballistic Rockets

Knowing the parameters of the trajectory a and e, it is possible

to determine the flight of the ballistic rocket, i.e., the length of

the path I, located on the Earth's surface (Fig. 10.9).

p

Fig. 10.9 Distance of flight of the ballistic rocket.

We determine the polar angle 0 point of intersection of the tra-
C

jectory with the surface of the Earth, taking auvantage of the basic

equation of the ellipse
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Since for the point C the radius vector p is equal to the r~dius

of the Eavth. therefore, in our unit system Pc = 1. Then

ii(0c -8-0 ) e(I- )-I

(but since L we obtain
2

The expression obtained serves also for the determination of the

distance of the flight Z; it may also be considered as one of the equa-

tions determining tha trajectory of the rocket. If the positions of

the points of start and fall are known then Z is known, and the ii.-

dicated expression determines some families of trajectories, since the

one and the same distance corre3ponds to combinations of possible val-

ues of a and e. Actually, through the points C and H one may lead

through numerous elliptic trajectories.

§10.4 ACCURACY OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE TRAJECTORY
OF BALLISTIC ROCKET AND ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE

In the presence of errors of the measurement of the coordinates,

there are produced errors of the determination of th, parameters of the

trajectory. The latter, in its turn depends not only on th :-ror of

measurement of coordinates but also on a series of other factors. Here

we are referring to: Character of the trajectory, locality of the RLS,

quantity of the number of the derived measurements of coordinates,

position of point of measurement on the trajectory and others.

During the projection of the system, it is necessary to find per-

missible errors of the measurement of cooo,dinates guaranteeing trajec-

tories with the required accuracy. At ,.he same time, it is necessary to

select a locality of the RLS relative to the trajectory and region of

observation of the object. A dire..-" solution of this problem seems ex-

tremely complex. Therefore, in practice, one should proceed from the
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problem reversing what was indicat-d wh. _h may be resolved considerably

, easier.

When solving thi- problem in the capacity of original data, the

accuracy of determination is specified for the coordinates of tho

points beng .Leasured which are found from the condition 'f possibility

of the technical realization on the principle of the choice of the mea-

surement of coordinates. Further, assume a knnwn positoon of the loca-

tion of the RLS relative to 'che trajectory the number of points to be

measured and their positions on the trajectory. In these conditions,

one may evaluate relatively simply the accuracy of the determination

of the psa-ameters of the trajectory and the coordinates of its indivi-

dual points by the qethod of least squares.

..Approximation Method Of The Calculation Of The Parameters Of The
Trajectory.

In the evaluation of the a-curacy of the trajectory parameters

obtained, it is possible to simplify the solution of the stated pro-

blem. This simplification is included in a separate consideration of

two equations: Equation of the plane of the trajectory in space and

the equation of the ellipse in the plane of the trajectory.

In the search for the parameters of the plane of the trajectory

a0 and 60, it is not necessary to know the parameters of the ellipse.

Therefore, the error of determination of the parameters of the plane

of trajectory is independent of it however accurately the parameters

of the ellipse are determined.

On the other hand, the parameters of the ellipse are dependent

on (% and dos since in the equation of the ellipse the parameters of

the plane of trajectory are also involved. The fact is that the cur-

rent coordinates of the object r, a and 0 which characterize its posi-

tion Ln space and consequently, are dependent on the parameters of the
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i ellipse as well as on the position of the plane of trajectory.

Therefore, the errors of determination of the parameters of the el-

lipse a, e and e ar: also dependent on a and 6 But this deoen-

dence In practice needs not to be taken into account. Therefore, iust

as in the preceding case the determinati-,i of the paraneters of t ie el-

lipse is independent of the parameters of the plane of traJ ,tory. Con-

sequently, when finding a, e and e 0  It is assumed that the plane o'"

trajectory is determined without error.

On the basis of the stated evaluation, the accuracy of the deter-

mination of the trajectory may be ca:ried out independently for the two

parameters of the plane of trajectory and the three parameter,.s f the

ellipse. For this, it is 3ufficient to examine the system of linear

equations: Of the second and third order.

The system of equations (lu.10) for the determination of the para-

meters a0 and 60 takes the form
;tA 0 + h12A46 ,

{ h1Ato + tAB- .

We shall find the formulas determing the coefficients of the sys-

tem of equations for the parameters a0 and 6 Uniting the partial de-

rivatives and the weight factors from Formula (10.11), we find

ho Oyl(10.21).1

h 9 al (10.22)

2. l)

ja

,1 11
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Here yi - coorainates, measured by RLS, i.e., in the case being exa-

mined - r, ct and ; I. -difference between the measured and approxi-

A.* mation values of r, a and '.

Similarly, the system of equations for the det,:rmination of the

parameters a, e and 60 may be written in the follow.ng manner:

h;,Aa + h;2te + 43AO-,
f Aa + J &e+lt,0h;,a + he& + hLA x;,

The coefficients of' the system of equations of the third order for

the finding of the parameters, a, e and 80 is found with the aid of the

relationships

'IV
(10.24)

h-2 •;I g, ( 10.25 )
5-1

13 , " " (1.0.26)

-1

(10.28)

YJ goM'" 1.29).1

YI

a',
1-1

I-1
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Having solved the above system of equations, we shall f_.id the

values of the parameters of the trajectory, which, in correspondence

with the rule of the solution of system of linear eqilaLions is compu-

ted by the formulas

k,- 22 - "2 . h12A~o-- M'I '(1i0.30 )

H- l(10.31)

- 'W7 (10.32)

A, . (10.33)

where IH'1 and IHi - determinants of the coefficients on the system

of equations of the second and third order correspondingly; iH" I -

determinant, obtained by substituting the elements of the rows of the

determinant I."I which are the cc fficients of Avj , by the free terms

of the system Lf equations.

In practice the incremento of the parameters of the trajectory

Cre calculated by more complex formulas taking into account the devia-

tion of the motion from the elliptic character. But, for the determina-

tion of the accuracy of the searching of the paramnters of the tr. jec-

tory, it may be assumnd that the computation is car.-Ied out according

to Formulas (10.30) to (10.34), The errors found in this way is the

same as under actual conditions.

2. Evaluation Of The Accuracy Of The Determination Of The Parameters
Ee Trajectory

Assu-me at the beginning that the trajectory of an object is de-

fined only by one parameter. Similar simplified consideration permits

us to elucidate on which factors the accuracy of the searching of para-

meters of the trajectory is dependent, The determination of one para-

meter may have its place, for exarple, i the determination of the
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radius of curvature of the orbit ISZ in the case of the known posi-

tion of the plane of the orbit. Then the single parameter the deter-

mination depends on is the radius of" the orbit a.

The condition for the finding of the unknown parametcr v in

correspondence with the rules statedl above has the form

is

Q= g, (1- y;A)' = min. (10.35)

In the case being examined, we obtain only one linear equation

relative to the increment of the unknown parameter Av. The minimum Q

is determined from.the condition

dQ g "' -Iy') 0,

from, which

S1 1

In the denominator of the exnression obtained, there is a quantity

independent of the results of the measurement, and in the numerator, a

sum of random values Z. each one of which is multiplied by the coeffi-

cient giy!. Assume that the results of the measurement of the coordi-

nate. are mutually independent. Then, using the formula for the search-

ing of the variance of the sums of ±nde.)endent random values and taking

into account that -'(4)=o" we obtain
a

. _ _ 1'%, (1036)

where a2 - variance of the determination of the parameter v.V

As it was noted that the weight factor gi, is proportional to -_

The coefficient of proportionality between these quantities may have

any values, which, as it is not difficult to see, does not influence

Dthe solution of the system of linear equations. Select this coeffi-
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cient from the condition

I
where 02 - variance of the most accurate measurement of coordinate.

Thereby gi<! and the most accurate measurement is assumed to

have a weight g = 1. Then the relationship (10.36) may be represented

as

91 Yl 9 ! , A

Assume that all measurements cznducted under one condition,

i.e., 4m 0  . M Y% -Y. =Ya-Y': Then from (10.37), it follows

that

S

From the relationship obtained, it can be seen that in the pre-

sence of n individual measurements, the error of the determination of

the parameters is decreased by /_n times in comparison with the case

of one measurement of the coordinate g. Consequently, when the method

of least square is used, actually an accumulation of the parameters of

the trajectory is accomplished. The gain in accuracy is the same as for

several measurements of the same coordinate.

In the same time, the resulting accuracy depends on the deriva-

tive =y', which determines the slope of the cturve connecting the co-

ordinates with the parameters of the trajectory. For a clarification

of the effect of the quantity 4 L we shall look at a concrete example.

Assume that the parameter v, is the size of the. major semiaxis of the

ellipse, a. A family of ellipses is shown in :ig. 10.10 differing only

in the parameter whereupon the plane of the figure coincides with the

plane of the trajectory. Assume that the RLS is located at the point D

and the measurement of the slope of the range me. be carried out in

Directions 1 and 2. From Figure 10.10, it is seen that in Direction 1
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the one and same increment of the parameter a corresponds less to

the increment r than in irection 2. Consequently, the derivative

Or is larger when the measurement is made in the second di-ection:

t r)>(La

At the same time, it is obvious that the choice of the second

direction is more preferred since the one and the same mean square

error of the measurement of distance a in the first direction leadsr

to larger deviation of the parameter a. Thus, for example, if r

corresponds to Aa=a2 --al in Direction 2 the same value ar is produced

at a smaller interval of measurement a.

In this way, at the determination of one parameter and in the pre-

sence of error of measurement of one coordinate, the increase in the

partial derivative of -- leads to an increase in the accuracy of the

sought for parameter. The indicated dependence holds as well in the

presence of several parameters.

If, however, the measurement of the coordinate is not equally ac-

curate, then during the treatment by the method of least bquares, it is

taken into account by the introduction of the weight factors gi The

points on the trajectory should be selected in such a way that the big-

gest value of the derivative A-- should correspond to the most accurate

measurement of the coordinate.

In the general cse, the determination of the trajectory in the

presence of several unknown parameters, we may obtain formulas similar

to Relationship (10.36). It may be shown that the variance of the deter-

mination of any parameter v thereby may be found by the following

formula:

' J (10.38)

where IHI -- the determinant of the coefficients of the system of nor-
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mal equations; H.. - algebraic complement of the jth diagonal ele-

ments of the determinant HI.

Zimilarly, the combined moments of the distribution of the values

of the parameters may be found:

A,,. , (10.39)

wher - - mean value of the increments ol" the qth and oth para-
&.v. AVS

meters; H - algebraic complement of the qath elements of the deter-
qe

minant IVlL

Fia. 10.10 Family of ellipses with different values of a.
a. - a2 a a2 - aI - Aa.

The quantities found by Formulas (10.38) and '10.39), permit the

characterization of the d--stiAbution of the trajectories constructed

of the given measurement:i -f the coordinates. The indicated quantities

are the second moments of the distributi.on of the probability of the

deviation of the parameters from the true values. In the case being

examined this distribution is normal with zero mean values and such

distributions are completely characterized by the second moments. Con-

sequently with the aid of Formulas (10.38) and (10.39) a family of tra-

jectories (Fig. 10.11) may be found characterizing that any arbitrary

computation of the trajectory will belong to this family with the de-

fined probability P. This family of trajectories corresponds to sever-

al intervals of the values of the parameters of the trajectories. The
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probability P is characterized by the volume of the ,,--dimensional

ellipsoid Cf distribution of the parameters of Liajectories. This:

ellipsoid ii similar to the ellipsoid of distribution in the plare

(m = 2) and the ellipsoid of errors in space (m = 3) examined in

Chapter 9.

Fig. 10.11 Scatter of the computed trajectories relative to the true
one. 1) The true trajectory; 2) combination of computed trajectories.

3. Means Of Defining The Original Data

During the analysis of the method of least squares, it was esta-

blished that its application shculd be on known approximate values of

the parameters of the trajectory and the positions of the points at

which the measurements are conducted. In that case, if the assumed

trajectory of the object is computed beforehand, thn values of its

parameter may be taken as the required approximate valu :s.

But verj often it appears that the approximate values of the para-

meters of the trajectory may not be defined unambiguously for example,

during the solution of several problems of antirocket defense, at the

considerable deviation of the orbit of the artificial Earth satellite

from the calculated, etc. In these cases, the accurate determination

of the trajectory of the object precedes the step of observation and

the approximate finding of the parameters of the actual trajectory.

At the projection of the radiolocational system it is also necessary
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to define the approximate values of the parameters of the standard

trajectory so that there 4,3 a possibility to estimate the accuracy

of the determinations provided by the system.

Let us first look at the case of known calcLIlated trajectory

of a ballistic rocket. Obviously, there are many possible means of

defining a trajectory. Thereby almost always the coordinates of the

starting and falling points are known.* By the known coordinates of

these points, the distance of the flight may be found with Formula

(10.20). Thereby, we get an equation whose unknowns are a and e. For

the unambiguous determination of these parw,:eters, it is necessary

there is still one more equation. This equation may be written on

the basis of one of the following conditions.

a) Optimum trajectory. From ballistics, it is known that for an

optimum trajectcry, the angle between the direction of the motion of

the object and the horizontal plane at the starting point is found

from the condition

4 4 (10.40)

At the same time, th. angle v~ot may be found from the formula

pVcos s= Va(I - 0), (lo.41)

where V - velocity of the object.

Siabstituting into Formula (10.41) the values of p and V, corres-

ponding to the intersection of the surface of the Earth, the trajec-

tory of the object and taking into account Relationship (10.14), we

find

COS- 4 (10.2)

* Formula (10.42) may be considered as the second equation for the

determination of the parameters a and e. in this way, a system of two

equationts and tL inknowns is obtainred: Formula (10.20 and (10.42).
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Excluding a, we obtain the quadratic equation relative to the ec-

centricity of the ellipse e. Solving it, we find

e=tg2-I"

At known e, the parameter a is easily found by Formula (10.20)
1

I- cos' • C
a= (10.43)

b) Kinown height of the object at the apogee point - h ap. From the

equation of the ellipse (10.15) it follows that at the apoge ° point

a(I +e)=l +h,,. (10.414)

Utilizing rormula (10.20), from the lattor expression, we obtain

1 + h a - cos -

Afterwards, same as the preceding case, we find the parameter

a from Formula (10.43).

In case the trajectory being measured is not known, it is neces-

sary to make a choice of one or several characters of the trajectory

and then find a and e for every one of them. Ordinarily, there are con-

jectured regions of the start and fall which are known. It is assumed

that these regions are bounded by circles of the same diameter (Fig.

10.12). If the observation of all the trajectories should be accom-

plished by just one RLS then obviously, the RLS should be located on

tie arc of the large circle, going through the center of the indicated

region. The calculations of the accuracy of the determination of the

parameters of the trejectory is expeditiously carried out for trajec-

tories found in the worst conditions, i.e., at the largest distance

from the RLS. The planes of similar trajectories should be tangent to

the crosshatched circles, surrounding the regions of start and fall.

From this condition, the distance of the flight may be defined. Further

calculation is carried ouL for the optimum trajectory and taking into
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account the measurement of the accuracy during the transformation

to the nonoptimum trajectory. If the accuracy required is provided

for the most unfavorable conditions, thou it will not be worse for

all the remaining trajectories. TLe parameters a and e and others en-

countered in practical cases may be found in a similar manner.

Fig. 10.12 Choice of calculated parameters of the trajectory when
the regions of the start and fall are known. 1) Region of start;
2) region of fall; 3) line of RLS location.

After this, it i3 necessary to define the remaining parameters,

i.e., 0, ao and 6. The parameters 60 and 60 are determined by the

location of the RLS relative to the trajectory, therefore the defining

of such parameters are equivalent to the choice of the location of the

RLS. The parameter 0 characterizes the position of the projection of

the point of the location of the RLS on the plane of the trajectory

relative to the principal axes of the ellipse (point D in Figs. 10.6

and 10.7)

The choice of the parneter e0 is determined entirely by the as-

signment of the RLS. Thus, when it is necessary to prognosticate the

starting point, the parameter 00 should be chosen with such calculations

that the RLS is located close to the initial segement of the trajec-

tory. In all conditions, it is not expeditious to choose a small e0

since then the condition of observation is worsened owing to the con-

siderable steepness of the ran. in the vicinity of the apogee. At the

same time, the choice of 60 is often limited owing to the impossibility

of arbitrary positioning of the RLS.
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The parameter 60 is determined by the distance of the RLS from

the Plane of the trajectory. In the presence of one RLS and during

the observation of the only possible trajectory, i.e., assuming 6

is equal to zero. Therefore, the choice of 60 is determined by the

possibilities of the positioning of the RLS. Thereby, the lowering of

the accuracy in comparison with the case 60 = 0 is caused mainly by

the increase in the slope of the range.

The quantity a0 does not have any effect on the determination of

the parameters of the trajectory. In reality, a 0 characterizes the

orientation of the plane of trajectory. By virtue of the spherical

symmetry of the Earth, any position on the plane of trajectory is

equivalent. Therefore, when calculating the accuracy, it is not nec-

essary to define the parameter a0.

The furthermost problem of consideration is the choice of the

point of observation for the trajectory. During the determination of

the parameters of the trajectory only the automatic tracking of the

object for some segments is accomplished, only the measurement of the

coordinates in some points when the multibeam RLS is used (Fig. 10.13).

As it was noted, the case of the automatic tracking of the object may

be reduced to a measurement at a few points, which will be examined

later. The calculation for a large number of points may be reduced

to the calculation of just a few points (see §10.6). Therefore, dur-

ing the conducting of the calculation, it is expeditiously limited to

3-5 points on the trajectci'y. These points should be located at equal

intervals of observation.

The interval of observation is of+cn determined in all by the

maximum range of action of the RLS and the limited zones of observa-

) tion of the positive location angle. The segment of the trajectory

all of the point of which satisfy the cond.i.tion of r < r make' where
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maks is the maximum range of action of the RLS, may be found via

making the slope of the range a function of the polar angle r = f(6).

The value 0 corresponding to r = r maks' is determined by the upper

limit of the segment being observed. The lower limit is found from

the condition of observation of the object under the positive loca-

tion angle. The quantity e during which 6 = 0 determines the lower

limit of the segment of observation. After which as the limits of the

segment of observation are found, the ccordinates of the point of ob-

servation may be determined from the condition of equivalent filling

in of the segment of the trajectory with the measured points.

It should be kept in mind

that the interval of observation

may also be chosen from other

conditions of operation of the

measuring system. In part, this

Fig. 10.13 Discrete measurement of interval may be chosen from the
the coordinates of the object. 1)
Start; 2) drawing in plane of tra- consideration guaranteeing the

jectury; 3) falling point.
secrecy of the work, from the

condition of the observation of the tracking of the trajectory, etc.

In this way, in the capacity of original data for calculation,

four parameters a, e, 80, So and the coordinatee of thie points of

measurement which determines the specification of the polar angle e

should be defined. Besides this, it is necessary to set the mean square

err~or of the measurement of coordinate at all points.

4. Sequence Of Carrying Out The Calculation

On the basis of the reduced relationship, the following order of

calculations of the accuracy of determination *f the parameters of the

trajectory may be offered

a) Determination of the necessary characteristics of the point
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of observation. Radius vectors of all points are found by the follow-

ing formula

a 4(1 -el)
I- + +ecos (5-o FT

The location angle is calculated in the followLng way

-arcsin - - p cosa cos 80
r

The slope of the range is determined from the relationship

r- 1 p + 2p cos O cos 0.

Besides this, for the completion of the calculation, it is nec-

essary to introduce auxiliary characteristics of the points of the tra-

jectory referred to as the eccentric anomalies. With the help of these

characteristics the deviation of the ellipse from the circle, its

"eccentricity" at the given point, is estimated. The eccentric anomaly

forms an angle read from the principal axis of the ellipse to the

direction at the point of intersection of the perpendictu.ar to the

principal axis and the auxiliary circle of radius a (Fig. 10.14). This

angle is calculated by the formula

g -- arcsln r"I - e2 sin (0 - Oo)
u=arcsin 1 +cos(O- o)

E - nvpuzt
£4-' mp MUM ,OM

P-m, YU4VanJ mvOI NO
rptexmepuu

Piti-EIGIC
#,A sAU

Fig. 10.14 Eccentric anomaly. 1) E - Perigee; 2) Ts -center of sym-
)metry of the ellipse; 3) P - current point on the t~ajectory.
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In this way, for all the points of observation, we obtain the

following characteristi,

2; r2, P2; U2;

6; P; r; I; u,

where Z the namber of points.

b) Determination of the partial derivatives. Partial derivatives

may be found by the differention functions, expressing the coordinates

of the object by the parameters of the trajectory. The coordinates

r. a and 0 are not expressed directly in the parameters of the ellipse.

Therefore, these parameters are expeditiously con3idered as functions

of the auxiliary variables, which in their turn are easily expressed

as parameters of the ellipse. It is convenient for these variables

to assume the polar coordinates of the points on the plane. In this

way, the auxiliary variables (designated as Zk; k = 1, 2) are

Z, 'p; z2 = .

The derivatives sought for may be found according to the princi-

ple of finding the partial derivative of yi from the function Zk.

In our case

Y A (P; zI),
z --- (vI; V2; v,),

where

Y1 --'; Y2= "P; y = -r;

v-=a;. V.>=e; V3 =--oa.

We designate the partial derivative from the ith coordinate to

the kth auxiliary parameter as Tft=LY', and the partial derivative from

the kt.h auxiliary parameter as vj=- . Then, the general expression

for the finding of the partial derivative may be written in the follow-

ing form:
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' Z y --- - VJJ + Z12 v2J

The partial derivatives zik and may be determined by the

differentiation relationship, given in §10.3. The formulas obtained

as a result of the differentiation are condensed in Tables 10.1 and

10.2 (see page !'66). The partial derivatives from the coordinates

with opect to the plone of trajectory !I and dL are determined

from the equations of the planes of the trajectory. These derivatIves

are given in Table 10.3.

c) The determination of the weight factor gi" The weight factor,

are found from ti.e condition g 0-- and are dimensionless quantities.

Therefore, the mean square error of the measurement of angular coordi-

nates and distance should be expressed in the same linear units as is

also a2. As it has been noticed that is convenient for C
2 to assume

the smallest dispersion, which is natural in the majority of ca.-es of

errors of the measurement of distance. These errors are expresstod in

meters. The angular errors are necessary to be converted into linear

by the formula

a (As) =~.

where a(As) - linear mean square error owing to the inaccurate measure-

ment of the angle.

d) Catculating the irrors of the determination of the parameters

of the trajectory. After finding the quantities indicated above, the

coefficients of the system of normal equations may be foundL from Rela-

tionships (10.21)-(10.29). The ,-ombination of *, co-fficients permits

the calculation of the determir.nits of the system and the necessary

algebraic complements. Afterwards, the variance of the determination

of the parameters may be found by Formula (10.38).
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Thuto, Por the system of equations of the second order, we find

II In l-h. "-2''; o,. rR-, (1.0.45)

H'=h1, 2- 0 ' (10.46)

H - M --- 0. (10-I7)

Similarly, for the system of equations of the third order, we

cbtain

IH"I-= h;1 hh .+,h . i,. 1,-
- (,. h; + h'. h; + . h;),

°s (a) H I' '
(10.48)

(e) -2 0',
-T' -  (10.49)

(0)=F7F ( 10.50 )

x;, ,,;(10.51)

Aa. Aeo~r --. ,-

,a. aj 0.; (10.52)

Ae A9 (10-53)

The errors found of the values of the parameters of elliptic tra-

jectory permits the calculation of the acauracy of the determination of

the position of the object in any point of the trajectory which includ-

es the point of fall of the ballistic rocket.

10.5 ERRORS OF PROGNOSTICATING THE POINT OF FMAT- OF THE BALLISTIC
ROCKETS

The division of the parameters into groups obtained above is con-

venient also for the finding of the error of computing the point of

fall. Thereby, the rectangular coordinate system is expeaitiously in-

troduced, the origin of which coincides with the true point of fall
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(Fig. 10.15). One of the coordinate axes (axis PL), coincides witb the

line of intersection of the plane of the trajectory with the Earth's

surface, while the other its perpendicular and is located in the hori-

zontal plane (axis PN). Any deviation from the true point of fall may

be represented in the form of deviation by these two axes. The devia-

tion of the plane of trajectory, is referred to as the lateral devia-

tion and designated as 1n . The deviation from the axis PL, dependent

on the errors of the computed parameters of the ellipse referred to as

the longitudinal deviation and designated as I

1 om
/2

Fig. 10.15. The location of the coordinate axes during the determination
of errors of finding the point of fall of ballistic rockets. 1) Plane
of the trajectory; 2) horizontal plane.

It is obvious that the deviation of the coordinates of the compu-

ted point of fall from the true point is a function of the error of the

determination of the parameters of the trajectory. Therefore, it is

necesse.ry to find the relationship conne!:ting these deviations with

the errors of the values of the parameters of the trajectory as found.

For the largest deviation of the point of fall, it may be consid-

ered that the connection is linear. The functio n, determining the lat-

eral and longitudinal deviations in dependence of the values of the

parameters is expanded into a Taylor's series and is limited by the

first derivatives. This expan3ion should be conducted relative to the

assumed position of the point of fall, computed by the approximate

values of the parameters. For this, it is necessary to find the values
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of the partial derivatives of the lateral and 'n .gitudin L deviations

according to the parameters of the trajectory:

oil =J L su, =s' L ;

We determine at first the derivat ve of the lateral deviation 2

according to the parameters a0 and 600 Assume that errors have their

places in the determination of the parameter' a0 ; designate it as Aa0 .

Then, the measured plane of the trajectory surface is turned around by

the angle Aa0 relative to the true plane (see Fig. 10.16a). Therefore,

the magnitude of the lateral deviation is determined as the derivative

A 0 with respect to the distance from the point D. To the point of the

fall (Segment DP in Fig. i0.16b). In this way,

AI = 2M o sin ,

where 2sin --2 - length of the segment DP; 0p - polar angle of the pointpon

of fall. Consequently,

S' t 2 sin

It is not difficu2t to see that the presence of error In the deter-

mination of the parameter 80 leads to the lateral deviation,, numerically

equal to the magnitude of this error A%. As it is seen from Fig. 10.1 6 a,

the resulting lateral deviation is equal to the difference of the devia-

tions owing to Aa0 and AS0 at the reading a 0 by the hour hand. Therefcre,

S =OlI= -i In a majority of the practical cases, the lateral devia-

tion due to Aa0 is considerably larger than that due to ASO.

We find the derivative from longitudinal deviation by the para-

meters a, e and e0. The derivative in a and e may be determined by the

differentiation of the relationship for the distance of the flight.

t -a(-e)
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Fig. 10.16 Con-nection betwee- errors of' determination of the parameters
of the trajectory and the de-,.- ation of the point of the fall1: a) Later-
al deviation; b) polar coordinates of the point of fall; c) increment
of the distance of the flight; d) longitudinal deviation due to inac-
curate determination of the parameter 8a  1) OD =6 n - arc of the
large curve lying in the plane perpendicular to the lane of the tra-
Jlectory; 2) P - point of fall; DP - arc of the great circle in plane
of thc trajectory; Ts - center- of the earth.

As can be seen from Fig. 10.16,c,, the increment A4/2 is equal to

the sought fcr increment Al z Having completed the differentiation, we

find

Sa i=sin I

$; . , - ( e )

The longitudinal deviation, caused by the inaccurate determination

of the parameter e0 is numerically eaual to A 0 (Fig. lO.16, d). In

" this way, we obtain
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Now, we nave all the necessary data for thb findi g of the var-

iance ,,f the lateral and longitudinal deviations.

It is obvious thar. the lateral deviation may be computed from

the relationsni;.

The dispersion of the lateral deviation is

where it and n - the mean values of the corM e.aponding magnitudes.
n

, 1 () =s =1. + +2s;A. s' A+ sI"2oS' (A.)' -

where the mean values Ea0 and E6 0 are equal to zero since the quanti-

ties found by the method of least squares do not have systematic error:;.

Substituting the values of the partial derivatives and the moments

of the determination of the parameters from Formulas (10.45)-(10.47),

we obtain the calculation formula for the determination of the variance

of the lateral deviations

I F - ,1 (10.54)

The variance of the longitudinal deviaticns is found in the same

manner. Thereby, it is necessary to find the sum of the derivatives

all second moments witb respect to the corresponding second derivatives.

Substituting in the same way as above and using Relationships

(l0.48)-(lo.53), for the case of the longitudinal deviations, we find

,,,1,0.2,, + s2;, + S-2- + S.g.-+ e+
+ .* .S h79. + 27,+ .- --. AT.= (,'.-,,_+ (10.55)

+ *" If;+ H, + W'- .' .+ 2S ,' + H ,. 2S2
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where

H = h*2 h 1 -- h* .h .

The relationships obtained permit the determination of the mean

square error of the prognostication of the point of fall according to

two mutually perpendicular axes, whereupon these errors are independent.

Then, in correspondence with the methods stated in Chapter 9, it is

possible to determine the ellipse of distribution or the mean square

error of the location in the horizontal plane.

§10.6 EFFECT OF THE CONDITION OF OBSERVATION ON THE ACCURACY OF PROG-

NOSTICATION

Effect of the character "f the trajeotory. The character of the

trajectory, or the form of the elliptic curve is determined by the an-

gle between the direction of flight and the horizontal plane at the

starting point 0 *0
. If the angle $1e < B6e opt' where v opt - the

V 0 V0 V0o

angle under consideration for the optimum trajectory. Such trajectory

is also referred to as flat (Fig. 10.17, a). From Fig. 10.17, it is

seen at the same value of the error of determination of tne parameters

of the ellipse, the value of the longitudinal deviation is dependent o!1

the angle 0 increasing with the decrease of' v . Therefore, at the

conversion from the optimum trajectory to the flat one, the error of

determination of the longitudinal deviacion increases. The quantitative

character of the trajectory is provided by the ratio /1 0 where I - is

the factual distance, while Z - i5 the distance of the flight at opti-

mum trajectory. The dependence .'(h1) on this magnitude is shown in

Fig. 10.17,b.

If the angle P> Pt, we obtain a curved trajectory (Fig. 10.17,c).

It is obvious that the mean square error of the longitudinal deviation
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decreases in comparison with the case of the optimum trajectory. The

dependence , similarly stated for the flat trajectory has the

form shown in Fig. 10.17, d).

4(4

he. '.9 N

a v/1
b

A/. I \\ w ---
I \p "",1 ° it

44

Fig. 10.17 Dependence of longitudinal deviation on the character of the
trajectory. a) Flat trajectory; b) longitudinal deviation during the
observation of the flat trajectories; c) curved trajectory (AZb < AZ
d) longitudinal deviation during the observation of the curved trajeg-
tories.

The dpendenoe on the vaZuee of the part-at derivative. At a de-

fined number of points of observation, the error of lateral and longi-

tudinal deviatIons changes in inverse proportion to the value of the

segment of the trajectory being observed. The given condition is obvious-
ly for the case of two points. In tact the one and same error of deter-

mina.ion of the position of the point leads to a larger deviation of the

prognostication of the point than the close distance between the points

found on the trajectory. During the deviation of the positons oft these

points from the actual computation, the trajectory is displaced to a
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certain angle relative to the true one (Fig. 19.18). The linear de-

viation of prognosticated points satisfy the condition, 1 , where

AO is the interval of the polar angles between the extreme observa-

tion points. Therefore the extent of the segment of observation is

expeditiously increased. The dependence of the mean square error of

the lateral and longitudinal deviations on the interval of the polar

angles between the extreiie poins of observation A6 is shown in Fig.

10.19 where for comparison, the curves are reduced by an inverse pro-

portionality. From the figure, one can see that for the computed exam-

ple, the error of lateral deviation rises faster than what is theoreti-

cally expected of the two point law.

Dependence on the number of observed pointe. In §10.4, it was es-

tablished that the mean square error is determined by the parameters

inversely proportional to the square roots from the number of deriva-

tives of independent measurements. Similar rules are valid also for

the linear errors of the prognostication of the points. Consequently,

if the error of lateral and longitudinal deviations is equal to a1 at

the presence of nj points, the corresponding orror for n2 points may be

found from the following relationship

U - .i 10.O.56)

From there one can see that at the conversion to large rumiber of

points the resulting error decreases. But, it should be ncGd that when

the angle of the points being observed increases, the errors ali.z) and

G(I n ) strive toward zero.

Firstly, the measurement of coordinates is practIcally almost al-

ways associated with systematic errors. If these errors are small in

comparison with the incidental ones, then Relationship (10.56) may be

used. At the increase of the number of obpervation points, the decreas-
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ed incidental errors appear to be comparable with the systematic.

Therefore the indicated conversion may be carried out up to the time

when the systematic errors may be neglected in comparison with the de-

creased incidental erroi.s of the :easurement of coordinates.

* Ncu~NU b)

m2 gwmffE/1

Fig. 10.18. Dependence of the deviation of the computed trajectory
from the true one at a distance between the points being measured of
Z (a) and 2Z (b). A and A - deviation of the position of the com-pated point r~lative io the rue one(A and A according to Figs. a
and b are the same). 1) True trajectory; ?; igniputed traJectory.

at), i" .

* 1ARS O 12 a'

Fig. 10.19 Dependence of lateral and longitudinal errors on the segment
of observation (interval of polar angles). 1) o(I ) and a(I ) corres-
pond to AO - 160 distance of the flight of the rockgt L = 500 0 kn.

Firstly, the measurement of coordinates is practically almost al-

ways associated with systematic errors. If these errors are small in

comparison with the incidental ones, then Relationship (10.56) may be

used. At the increase of the number of observation points, the decreas-

ed incidental errors appear to be comparable with the systematic. There-

fore the indicated conversion may be carried out up to the time when
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the systematic errors may be neglected in comparison with the decreas-

ed incidental errors of the measurement of coordinates.

Secordly, the conversion of errors should be carried out only

in Oie case if the measurement of the coordinate is statistically in-

dependent. At the same time auring the decrease in the time interval

between the moments of observation, individual readings may be correla-

tea. The latter circumstance is particularly necessary to be taken in-

to account when analysing the operation of the RLS accomplishing auto-

matic tracking *_f the object. The calculation of error of the determina-

tion of parameters of the trajectory for the case of automatic tracking

of the objeo may be conducted at the equivalent substitution of con-

tinuous observation by the discrete. Thereby, it is necessary that the

interval of discreteness should be at least equal in valli, of the sta-

ted band pass of the system of tracking.

6fF,) co. mlimcm4Sim n.

All 4OhJombola

L -5000,,

3 6 S 6

Fig. 10.20. Dependence of lateral and longitudinal devia-ions on the
number of observations, n. 1) a(I ) and a(In)° correspond to n = 6

n - number of observations distance of flight, L = 5000 km.

On the basis of the cited considerations, it is possible to esta-

blish the dependence of the errors of lateral and longitudinal devia-

tions on the extensiveness of the interval of automatic tracking. In

fact, with the increase of the interval of tracking as the value of

the segment of observation so is the number of measuring points. At
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joint zition of both factors, it shows that oC() varies in inverse

proportion to the linear interval of tracking in degrees 3/2. This

dependence is valid for intervals of time of tracking from 30 s~c to

2.5 min (see [1] to Chapter 10).

Figure 10.20 shows the stated dependence of mean Square errcr

a(17) and (I n ) on the number of points of observation. From a com-

parison of the indicated carve with the theoretically expected, shown

in the figure in dotted line it follows that the deviation from the

assumed law is not great.

Th,: dependence examined previously may be used for the approximate

evaluation of the effect of various conditions of observation on the

error of prcgnostication. If it is necessary to obtain accurate re-

sults, then one should for the changed condition of observation carry

out anew the calculation of accuracy of prognostication by formulas

of §§ ]0.4 and 10.5.

TABLS 10.1

a. 03 ± Ofuee Bupamieit. z cz

*ii=** 1 a] -cos Sgo
Z2 = ap r

r a ( - e) + [I + e cos (6o- S)] cos a o
4 r 11 +ecos(8-)
4) sit

0 3 a (I - #2) sin 0 ros to'
: =" =-r2[1 + ecos(- 6o)]s )r/1 --os cos' eo

X '{a (I - e2) + 11 + e cos (e-0),cos 5 cos to)
or, a (I - 0) sits 0 Cos to
do" =r =- (I +7ecos (e -- o7J

1) General Expression
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TABLE 10.2

06atce mi a;;zcwte: v =

da' X
~"* ' 2 2YTTi J- ecs (8 0 )

x "7:2: 12 t. e:-, -cos, (o -- 0,)j - 3c I I ecos (0- 0))] [sin ( - Oo)] uj

o 3I1 -+ e cos (0 - 0 )] I -ecos(C.-O ]
2a (1 - e23) 2

1=2 = -a cos (8 - So)

do sin (5 -- 0o)
2 Te. [2 +ecos(OSo)]

op=11 0

= 3

1) General Expression

TABLE 10.3

ea sin tcos Icoslt
So - I -cos, aCos',bo

63 a (I - e2) cos 0 sin to

o o r2 1 + e cos (0 .- e,)]2 I -- cos2 O cos 8I X

X a(1 -e 2) + [+ - ecos(6-- 0o)] cos cos t)

Or Or a (f -- e2) eos 0 sin tow- 0 d% -- Te-is (e - so)
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Page [ootnoes]
No.

I 730 In further c-.,sideaiacions, the rotation of the Earth is
not taken intc account and al-o other factors arising
from the deviation from the e.liptic trajectory. The
effect of these factors on the accuracy of the parameters
determined is not sigif-.cant.

734 r is the slope of the range R, expressed In polar radius
of the Earth.

0
743 Since Z. = y - y., i.e., equal to the difference oetween

the meaiurpd valu s of the coordinates and its approximate
value which is not incidental then, a

2 (Z.) = 02

748 Since only the elli.ptic trajectories are considered, it
must be remembered that such a start is understood to be
the point of' intersection of the continuation of the pas-
sive part of the trajectory with the surface of the Earth.
The sue concerns also the point of fall of the object.

[Transliterated Symbols]

71.6 14C3 = ISZ = '.3kusstvennyy sputnik zemli = artificial earth
satellite

717 K = k = krivizria = curvature

717 M- = min = rinimal'nyy = minimum

720 Mac = maks = maksimal'nyy = maximum

731 BP = BR ball.'.sticheskaya raketa = ballistic missile
731 Il = Ts = tsentr = center

732 s = z = zemlya earth

732 P.qC = RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya = radar

732 T t = tekushchiy = current

749 a = ap apogey = apogee
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Chapter 11

ACTIVE INTERFERENCES AND THE METHOD OF COMBATING THEM

§11.1 INTERFERENCES AT RADIOLOCATIONAL STATIONS

All interferences of the operation of radiolocationa). stations

may be divided into two major groups: intentional (arranged) and

natural. To the natural interferences belong the signals of the var-

ious reflections: hydrometeors, the surfaces of the Earth and the sea,

various positions of objects and signals formed on account of the tre-

mendous discharge of cosmic radiation, radlatior of radiobeams on the

surface of the Earth with the aid of special technical devices. Be-

sides these two basic groups of interferences, dlsturbing signals en-

tering from neighboring radiotechnical apparatus operating from the

same band width may act on the radiolocational stations.

Depending on the method of forming the interferences, they may

be divided into passive and active. Natural passive interfere.ioes con-

sists of signals reflected from the clouds, rain, forest, shrubs and

other lo-.al objects, Passive interferences may disguise as useful sig-

nals or create the sign of a false object.

Intentional passive interferences are created with the aid of ar-

tificial reflectors, which reradiate relatively intensively the energy

of the incident radiobeams. For the creation of organized interferences,

one may u.e dipole halfwave reflectors made of :trips of foils or me-

tallized q1rrors, angular or biconical reflectors, Luneberg lenses,

etc.
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The dipole reflectors are u.' ,i mostly fYr the madk.nkg of aerial

objects. The degree of maskiri 3eful si.gnal depends on the effec-

tive area of scattering of every reflector, the quantity of reflec-

tors in unit volume and the magnitude of the reflect.ing volume. 
Var-

ious types of angular reflectors are used for the creation of 
false

torrestial, above-water and aerial objects and for the change 
of the

outline of terrestial objects, for example, shore lines, configuiratiorn

of cities, etc. The methods of combating the passive interferences

will be examined in Chapter 12.

Active interferences consist of sources of electromagnetic ener-

gy. The active natural interferences are mostly atmospheric noises,

cosmic radiation, and thermal radiation radiooesns of the Earth's sur-

face.

1. Natural Active Interferences

There are two basic forms o^ sources of natural active interfer-t

ences: dispersed and discrete. To the dispersed interferences belong

the galactic noise (Young's noise), radiation of atmospheric hydrogen

and noise of the atmosphere. Discrete sources of interferences are

the Sun, the Moon and radiostars.

The intensity of the external natural noises are customarily

evaluated by the brightness V or the temperature of bright-:ess Tya*

By brightness is meant the current density of the energy cf the noises,

which is received by the ground antenna having a beam width in one

steradian (it is assumed that V remains constant wiv'.in the limits of

the diagram of directionality).

The brightness temperature T is the tenperature of the absoluteya

black surface having such brightness as the area of sky being observed.

The magnitude of T is meaured in degrees Kelvin., The brightness
ya15ms

and brightness temperature are connected between them by the r.lation-
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ship of Rayleigh-Jones

where k -. Boltzmann's constant, equal to 1.38.10 - 23 w/hz-degree;

- wave length in m.

The dispersion of -osmic noises is observed at the receiving oJI

signals from all directions but they are the most intensive in the

plane of the Galactics, particularly in the direction towards its cen-

ter located in the region of the constellaticn Sagitta. Close to the

galactic center the power of the cosmic noises rises in 10-20 times

in comparison with the average level of radiation of the remaining

part of the Galactics.

The effective temperature of the cosmic radiation, decreases with

the increase in the frequency according to the law a/f" where n for

viost part of the radiofrequency bands lies in the limits feom 2 to 7.

At frequencies higher than 2030 Mhz the leval of galactic noise becomes

small and the predominant scurces of external natural interferences is

the natural thermal radiation of the azmosphere.

The Earth's atmosphere is composed of oxygen and water vapor,

which absorbs and radiates radiobeams. The quantity of oxygen in the

atmosphere is relatively constant in time and it determines the con-

stant background noise. The quantity of water vapor and the noises pro-

duced by them vary depending on the locality and the time of the year.

The graphs characterizing the dependence of average cosmic and

atmospheric noises on frequency are shown in Fig. ll.la. The effect

of the relative humidity on the intensity of the atmospheric radiation

is characterized by the graphs drawn in Fig. ll.lb.
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Fig. 11. 2.Characteristics of the natural active interferences:

a) Temperature of the galactic and atmospheric radiations; b) depen-
dence of noise temperature on relative humidity; c) characteristics

S of the rad'a.tion. o f the Sun. 1) Angle of elevation; 2) average level
of galactic nolse; 3) current density (w/m 2 hz); 4) disturbing Sun;
5) increased radiation; 6) quiet Sun; 7) absolute black body at 60001:

; 8) relative humidity %

i The above graphs parmit the determination of the frequency band

S with the lowest level of natural active interferences. The lower bound-

S ary of this band is approximately equal to (2-3)-0 mhz and the up-

per reaches 1-5)1 mhz. The average temperature of the noises in

tUhis band does not surpass 10-20'K (for an angle of elevation of the

ILantenna are larger than 25-30').

To the distributioil of the noise sources there also belong mono-

chromatic radiations of the interplane!,--~cy hydroger, ?, P 2.1 cm). The in--,

t-insitv of this radiation exceeds considerably the pcwe°, of the galactic
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noise. But the radiation of hydrogen exceeds only in the fundamental

frequency therefore as a source of interference for RLS working in a

different wave, it has no significance.

Besides the dispersion of sources of cosmic noises there are

als',o large quantities of source s of radiations with comparatively

small angular dimensions. Such sources are called the radiostars. The

Post powerful radiostars are located in the galactic plane. As a rule,

the current density of the radiation energy of the radiostars dimin-

ishes with the increase in frequency.

The most intensive radiostars are Cassiopeia-A, Cygnus-A and

Taurus-A. The current density of' the radiation of the brightest radio-

star, Cassiopeia-A consists of 10-23 w/m 2 .hz, at the frequency of 1 Ghz

and approximately 6-10 -24 w/m 2 -hz at the frequency of 10 Ghz. The noise

radiation of the radiostars is not great and may be neglects-4 in com-

parison with the dispersion of galactic noises even in the case of

sufficiently narrow diagram of directionality of the antenna. Thus

for example, at a frequency of 100 Mhz the current density of Cassio-

pel.a-A consists of 2-10 - 22 w/m 2 -hz, while the brightness of the Galac-

tics in the direction of the radiostars is equal. to 5-10-21w/m2.hz

steradian. An antenna with effective area in A = 100 m2 will receive

from Cassiopeia-A the power of 2.10 - 20 w hz. The beam of the antenna

thereby makes a space angle of approximately 0.1 steradian and the

antenna qill receive radiation of the galactic background of 5-10-20

w hz.

Among the discrete source of noise of practical effect on the

operation of the radiolocational station, IVCh band, one may count the

Sun and to a lesser degree the Moon. The radio frequency spectra of

the solar radiation has complex characters and to a large degree de-
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pends on the condition of the Sun. In the milimeter wave band, the

solar radiation curresponds to the radiation of the absolute black

body at 60000K. At longer wave length, the intensity of the radiation

oP the quiet Sun is conslderabl bigger. Thi the band of 2-60 cm the

intensity of the radiation is dcpc d - bo a very high degree on the

magnitude and quantity of the solar spots. The periodicity of the

appearance cf the spots leads to the periodic in..rease of the radio-

waves of the Sun.

In the metric wave band of average level, radiation remains clos;e

to constant during a significant time but there exists very strong dis-

turbance - "noise storm" consisting of a series of sparks continuing

for the duration of several hours or days whereupon the radiation at

ignition possesses sharply marked circular polarization.

Solar flares produces shortlived sharp rise of the energy of

radiation as in the centimeter waves as well as in the netric wave

bands. The duration of such disturbance consists of a few minutes but

the intensity of the radiowave in these moments of time may increase

by several orlers.

j The characteristics of the intensity of the radiowaves of Sun

is shown in Fig. ll.lc. For the sake of comparison the level of radia-

tion of a back body at t = 60001K is also shown. The curve of the dis-

turbed Sun characterizes the most probable level of radiation during

disturbance. The maximum flare could give considerably large current

of electromagneti energy. Thus, for example, the registered flare-up

had a current density of 105w/imnhz.

The radiowave of the Moor has considerably less intensity and

j appears only in the range SVfh where the current density is approxi-

mately composed of 10" 21w/m2 hz.
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With the Sun and the Moon as the sources of external interfer-

ences of RLS, it should only be considered when the basic or the more

intense lateral petal of the diagram of cirectionality of the antenna

Js oriented towards them. The galactic and atmospheric noises mani-

fest themselves everywhere and they are the mc-- serious form of

natural active interferences.

For a complete account, it should be mentioned about the possi-

ble interferences from the radiations produced by gigantic discharges.

The maximum radiation of atmospheric discharge lies in the long vave

bands (X % 1 km) but the observable magnitude could be harmonics at

metric and decimetric waves. For example, on a wave of 5O cm, the cur-

rent density of the radiation of lightening may reach the magnitude of

101 8w.m2 hz.

2. Active Intentional Interferences

The active intentional interferences consist of specially trans-

mitted interferences which may be the very object after which the radio-

locational observation is directed or outside of it. In the first case

the interference is referred to as coincidental and in the second case

- noncoincidental.

Organized active interferences: - show masking action similar to

the action of internal noises of the receiver; -- produce overloading

of the receiver, after which during certain moments the observation

of useful signals is impossible; - create signs of false object, simi-

lar in form to real objects,

Depending on whether the interferences are in the narrow or wide

frequency band, one distinguishes on-target and boundary interferences.

The on-target interferences refer to disturbing signals whose frequen-

cy spectra are coniderably narrower than the frequency band in which
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the suppressed RLS raj operate. For an effective action of the RLS

the transmitter of the on-target interference must have the possibility

of a quick changeover to any frequency within the limits of the opera-

ting range. The boundary interferen,:es refer to the disturbing signals

whose frequency spectra embrace all frequency bands in whose boundaries

it is necessary to suppress the operation of the enemy. Boundary in-

terferences in opposite position to the on-target may suppress the

operation at one stroke many radiolocational stations operating at

different frequencies.

From an energetic viewpoint, the on-target interferences are

more advantageous since the coefficient of the use of the transmitter

of interference (the ratio of the total passband of the receiver of

the. suppressed RLS to the width of the frequency spectra of the in-

terfe:mne station) -for the on-target interferences is considerably

higher than that of the boundary interference. But the nonproductive

expenditure of power during the creation of the wide band intecferences

in many cases may be recovered by operative reception (no necessity in

accurate tuning of the carrier frequency of the transmitter of inter-

ferences) and the possibility of simultaneous suppression of an entire

group of different RLS.

The most effective action on RLS interference will be in such

cases if it is created on the basis of the knowledge of the parameters

of the RLS. Therefore, for the creation of the maximum effective inter-

ference it is necessary in the beginning to investigate the basic para-

meters of the PIS, As it is known the difficulty of investigating into

the parameters of the radiolocational stations is called the secrecy

of the operation of the RLS. The ability of radiolocational stations

to keep their parameters during the action of interference is known

as interference-immunity. The interference-immunity and the secrecy of
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operation are det.ermined by the Interference protection of the radio-.

locational station.

The signals of interference stations may be pulsated and contin-

uous. Pulse signals are received as a rule in the capacty of on-target

interferences. Pulse interferences whose frequency sequeice is equal

to the short repetition frequency of the useful signals :re called

the synchronous interference pulses. Synchronous interfer'ences are of-

ten completely created by retranslating the signals being received.

The station of interferences receives the signals, emitted by the RLS,

amplifies them, modulates, makes false informations and practically

instantly re-emits accurately on the same existing freqaency.

Synchronous interferences form at the indicator of the RLS one or

an entire series of false moving or stable objects disinforming the

recipient of the radiolocational information.

Nonsynchronous interferences are referred to as interferences,

the frequency sequence of whose pulses are in an arbitrary relation-

ship with the frequency F. Nonsynchronous interferences 3reate on the

indicator of the RLS, signs, movable in distance. 7'e character of the

Totion of the false signal depends on the relationship between the

frequency of the interference and the frequency of the repetition pul-

ses of the RLS. To isolate the useful signals on the background of non-

synchronous interferences is simpler, but, when the frequency Gf the

sequence of interference pulses is higher in comparison with F andp

its variations i:3 by a random rule, the usefu- ;gnal may be masked

quickly and chautically transposed by the pulse marks.

Continuous interferences may form unattenuated, unmodulated and

frequency and amplitude modulated oscillations. The continuous inter-

fe>rences with narrow energy spectra are received only as on-target

interf'eences, masking the signal and producing overloading of the
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receivIng channels of the RLS. The continuous interferences with wide

spectra, surpassing the passband of the receiver are received as on-

target as well as boundary Interferences.

The noise interferences having the maximum entropy possess the

largest maskingaction. Such interferences may be created by direct

amplification of the noise voltage or oy the noise modulation of the

unattenuated oscillation. The disturbing action of such interferences

are similar in action to internal roises of the receiver and at high

power, their interferences may cause in addition, the overloading of

the receiving channels.

§11.2 RANGE OF RADIOLOCATIONAL OBSERVATION DURING THE j ;i O) i OF ACTIVE
NOISE INTERFERENCES

The degree of suppression of the radiolocational s stem by the in-

terferences of the masking type depends on the power of the interference

transmitter, form of interference, distance between sources of inter-

ference and the RLS and also on whether if the interferences are coin-

cidental or noncoincidental. Quantitatively, the effect of the inter-

ferences may be evaluated by the decrease of the working range of the

RLS. If the external noise interferences are similar to the character

of the internal noise of the receiver, i.e., they possess equivalent

spectra and obey the normal law of distribution then the effect of the

internal noises of the receiver. Since the external noises and internal

noises are statisticilly independent therefore, the resulting power of

the noises at the input of the receiver in this case is

P,- = P. + Pe.

where Psh - power of the internal noises, reread at the input of the

receiver. Ppr p - average power of the Gaussian interferences at the

input of the receiver.

If the interferences have nonhomogeneous electric spectra, then
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it possesses less masking effect than noise. Therefore, the cooffi-

cient of discrim'-nation for such interferences will be less than the

coefficient of discrimination of noises, and the power of internal

noises, equivalent LIn its action to the power of external interfer-

ences, decrease by g times where iF the coefficient of nonhomogeniety

of the interference equal to the ratio of the coefficient of discrimina-

tion of the signals in the background to the coefficient of discrimina-

tion of the Ainals in the background of Gaussian noises.

In this way, if the power of the noise is known, reread at the in-

put of the receiver and the power of the interferences being received,

then in the general cases, the minimum discriminated signal in the pre-

sence o!' external interferences is determined by the expression

Pnp MHM --= npPU, + ir .O,p . -= mp (P. + EP.p.), (11.1)

where EPpr p - entropy power of the noises at the input of the receiver;

M- coefficient of discrimination for interferences.r

We determine the range of radiolocational observation for the most

general case when tinere are noncoincidental interferences by distance

as well as by direction (zig. ll.2,b).

Under this eondition, the power of interferences at the inpuL of

the receiver is letermined by the expression

pap n' -" n£D A (a)

where PZ r - power of radiation of the transmitter of interference in-

to the passband of the receiver taking int , account the form of the

polarization field of the interference; D - coefficient of directionalP

action of the antenna of the transmi'.ter of inter-frerence in the direc-

tion toward the RLS; R - distance between RLS and tz'ansmitter of in-P

terference; A(a) .- effective area of the antenna of RLS in the direc-

tion toward the interference station.
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Pig. 11.2 Conclusion of the equation of' range of observation in the
presence of interference, a) Coincidental interference; b) noncoinci-
dental interference. 1.) Object; 2.) transmitter of interference.

Taking into consideration that A(a)= . where D(a) - co-

efficient of directional a-tion of the antenna at RLS in the direccion

toward the station of interference, Express.',n (11.2) may be rewritten

in the following form:

P DD (a) 1-1

The resulting power of the noise interference at the input of the

* receiver of RLS is

P. P .+ Pf, P. + (42,R. " (11.3)

Substituting the value of Pp in the basic equation of range of

radiolocational observation, we obtain

4 P2 D')2'o,
j/mp (4.1,)),

IF- (41t)2F .

where Rmak, p - range of radiolocational observation in the presence

of external interference.

After several algebraic transformations, Equation (11.4) takes

the form

78A ,/ , [41RP.U 4 oP 2 ,DaD (a)"
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The calculation of the action of the interference presents in-

terest when the entropy power of the active interference may signifi-

cantly surpass the power of the internal noises (Psh < P ). There-

'I Vpr r,) Tee

by, approximately it may be assumed that Ppr min - 4r Vpr p) and the

range of the radiolocational observat.on is

Rf = ' 1/ 4 M _ D Crj
n _ D (11.5)

Consequently, the range of radiolocational observation at the ac-

tion of nonaoincidental interferences diminishes in comparison with the

range in free space by yn times, where

RMaKC 4/ PZDnD(a) 2

VMKC (4f)2 R ft

Interferences may diminish the range of radiolocational obscrva-

tion considerably since it is known that the value Rmaks p depends sub-

stantially on the relative locations of the diagram of directionality

of the antenna of the RLS and the transmitter of interferences. The

reduction of the working range of the RLS during the action of interfer-

ence depends on the width of the diagram of directionality of the anten-

na and also on the intensity of the lateral petals. The narrower the

diagram of directionality and the less the lateral petal, the less ef-

fective will be the interferences noncoincidental by direction.

The range of the radiolocational observationduring coincidental

(Fig. ll.2,a) interference may be determined from the formula obtained

above (11.5). Thereby, one should bear in mind that

For the case, Psh << Ppr p the working range of the Ladiolocational

station is

1D 

c6

The range of the radiclccational observation is reduced by ys times where
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When the distance to the object is less than Raksp, the sig-

ical/noise ratio at the receiver Input will be large. than the crieffi-

cient uf discrimination and the object will be found on the background

of the interferences. When R > Rmaks p the useful signal is lost among

the interferences.

§11.3 PROTECTIVE METHODS AGAINST ACTIVE INTERFERENCES

The most complete suppression of interferences may be accomplished

on the basis of the stat0istical distinction between the signals and

interferences. If the interferences have the normal law of distribution

then its exhaustive statistical characteristics are the correlation

function or the energy specvra. In this case, the maximum weakening

of the interference action may be accomplished with the aid of a liner

filter uti.izin,; the distinction In the spectral composition of the

signals and the interferences.

If the signals and the interferences differ in one or several

t parameters, then it is possible to use selection according to these

parameters, i.e., to accomplish suppression based on the knowledge of

the deep differences between the signals and the interferences.

For the elimination of overloading of the receiver, caused by in-

tensive interferences, regulating amplification of various types may

be used.

in this way, all methods of protection against active interferences

may be subdivided into three basic types:

- optimum filtration; - selection according to determined para-

meters; - re ',ulating amplification.
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1. Optimum Filtration

The problem of the synthesis of optimum filter leads to the de-

termination of transmission function by which at the output of the

filter the ratio of the peak values of the signal "o the mean square

value of interference reaches a maximum mlagnitude. The rrethc s of op-

timum filtration during the action of noise interference with equi--

valent spectra have been examined tn Chapter 6. These methods are also

applicable to the suppression of active interferences if their spectra

in the passband of the receiving device are homo geneous. In the cast

when the interferences have nonequivalent spectra, filters optimum for

white noise will not be optimun for action on these interferences. To.

every form of interferences, there is a corresponding optimum filter

whose transmission function is determined by the character of the

spectra of the interference. For the finding of the dependence of the

transmission function of the optimum filters on the form of energy

spectra of the noise, we shall look at the passage of the signals and

interferences with arbitrary spectra through the linear filter,

Let there be Mhe action of the summation of the signals and inter-

ferences at the input of the linear filter

X (t) = S (t) + n (,

where S(t) - signal of known form; n(t) - interference forming a sta-

tionary random process whose energy spectra are G (W).p

Since the filter is linear, therefore its output voltage y(t) may

be represented in the form of two components dependent correspondingly

on the action of tne signal and the interference:

y (0) - y, V) -I- Y. (0).

If K(jw) -- complex frequency characteristics of the linear filter

then tne signal at the output of the filtcr has thi.s- fcrn-
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Yo , K j') U o) (/, P-jd,,, (11.7 )

wheyr . G(ji)= S(ne-j'tdt - the complox spectra of the signal.

Interferences firm a random process, therefore, for the deter-

mination of the intensity of the interference at the output of the

l'ilter, it is possible to fulfill. the theorem of Khinchin, according

to whlch the mean square value of the interference is connected with

i the energy spectra oy the dependence

where OG1,.m()G= (w)tK(jw)j' -energy spectra of the interferencez at the

output of the filter.

The signal/noise ratio (in power) at the output of the filter in

a certain fixed moment of time, t0 is determined by the expression

_ --_ ,-- ) .~e d (I1.8)

- ..

G (j-) K(j-) eld,

where -(t the value of the signal at the output of the filter at

the moment to .

At given spectra of the signal and the interference, the ratio

(11.8) depends only on the transmission function. The problem of find-

ing the maximum possible signal/noise ratio and the finding of the op-

timum transmission function of the filter during which the quantity q

in a certain moment of time takes on the biggest value, may be resolved

by the method of inequality of Bunyakovski-Schwarz. According to tnis

inequality, the square of the modulus of the integral from the pro-

duct of any two functions of the one and the same variable may not be

larger than the product of the integral of' the square of the modulus

of the same function under the condition that these integrals exist:
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A(jw). (jw)dw-.S I A (jo) 12 d, IB(jw)I'dw. (11.9)
-M - t

If the functions A (jw) and B (jw) assume correspondingly the

equalities

-I (w) = ejo'oK(jw) J/c(j;

B j(w)- G()

then according to the inequality of Bunyakovski-Schwarz, we have

2 a
c"" .... 0. (,< 2 .() IU )I

or

eja""K (U-) G ( o
< a L(Z ') dw. (11.10)

" I K (jo ) I I G n , do a* .G . (0)

Since the left part of the inequality (11.10) there is an increase

in 2w times of the signal/interference ratio q at the output of the

filter (s(f3 Formula 11.8), therefore,

The maximum signal/interference ratio is

q''l( - . (o) Id.(11.12)

It is easy to see that the inequalities (11.10) and (11.11) changes

to equalities if the transmission function of the filter assumes the

form.

KUuj) = Ce-"t GO (J) (11.13 )

where C - arbitrary constant; G* (Jo) - spectra, complexly conjugated

with the spectra of the signal.

Filter with transmission fLnction described by Expression (11.13)

L6 an optimum linear filter guarantaeng the best separaLion of the
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signals from the interferences. The amplitude frequency characteris-

tics of the optimum filter is proportional to the ratio of the ampli-

tude of the spectra of the signal to the energy spectra of the inter-

ferences.

I C L I) (11.14)

The optimum filter let pass the component of the frequency spec-

tra to a larger degree the higher the amplitude of the component of

the signal and the less the intensity of the interference. The ratio of

signal/interference at the output of the filter is greater, the greater

the 3pectra of the signal relative to the spectra of the interferences.

At equivalent spectra G (w) = const the function of transmission of

the optimum filter coincides with G* (jw), which is also shown in

Chapter 6.

As an example of finding the transmission function of the optimum

filter for the case shown in Fig. ll.3,a, when the spectra of the inter-

ferences are wider than the spectra of the signal and both spectra have

the bell shape:

J~~1 I 0(i) I 'e '

0G (=)" G,=e A

where Aw - width of the spectra of the signal at the level l/e; Awp-

width of the spectra of the interference at the level l/e.

The amplitude frequency characteristics of the optimum filter ac-

cording to (11.14) is described by the expression

" K.,. =)I-- o -- ), (-,,p)
4=Kw. x pl I = C e..

C ~ t !=~ (11.15)

As it follows from (11.15), the characteristics of the optimum

filter also has the form of a Gaussian curve (l1.3,a,). The signal/noise
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ratio at the output of the optimum filter in correspondence with

Formula (11.12) is

Cta., Kotf,! G(w), R(w)

am W-, r 4

A,.1A

bl .,f a f , -&

4r~ur

' Wj "aWSa
c d

Fig. 11.3 Filtration at various relationships between the spectra of
the signal and the spectra of the interference.

It should be noted that the optimum solution has meaning only

when the condition that the spectra of the interference completely

overlap the spectra of the signal, i.e., Awp > Aw . In the oppositep

case in correspondence with Formula (11.14), the filter should possess

infinite amplification at the band of frequency where there are compo-

nent spectra of the signal but no component of the spectra of the in-

terference. But, in these cases, when the spectra of the interference

only partially overlap or in general do not overlap the spectra of the

signal, the optimum solution is obvious without mathematical analysis.

Thus if the spectra G(w) and do not overlap (Fig. ll.3,b), then the

amplitude frequency characteristics of the optimum filter have the

form
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I
K M Kv= K f, UW-h0

K1 K(o)=O for G(w)=O.

If the spectra G w) and G (w) partially overlap (Fig. 1l.3,c),
V p
then K(W) = 0 when w < wi and w > W3; K(w) = K 'Ihen U 3 > w > w!, and

in the interval W1 - 2 the function K(w) monotonously rises from 0 to K.

Example of the use of filtration at partial overlap of the spectra

of the signals and the interferences may be given, for example, the

circuit of small constant time (MPV). The MPV circuit forms a differen-

tial chain (filter of high frequencies) included in the pulse RLS af-

ter the detector. The time constant of the circuit is chosen approxi-

mately equal to the duration of the working pulse. The connection of

the MPV circuit practically does not have any effect on the entering

of the useful pulses of the signal and weakens considerably the action

of the continuous interferences with slowly changing amplitude and the

pulses of the interferences of great duration.

If the interference has a narrower spectra in comparison with the

spectra of the signal (Fig. ll.3,d), then the most significant weaken-

ing of the interference may be reached by the inclusion of a linear re-

Jector filter with bands of suppression equalling in width to the spec-

tra of the interference. Such filters may be used for the battle with

the narrow band unattenuated interferences. They are relied upon to

make it so that the filter will have great damping on the carrier fre-

quency of the interferences.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the optimum linear filter

is absolutely optimu, if the interference n(t) has normal law of dis-

tribution, the nonlinear filter may be the absolute optimum. But, the

mathematical analysis of nonlinear filtration is extremely complex and

the substantial results of the investigation whlzh could be widely
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used in practice, obtain, as long as it succeeds.

2. Selection Of Radiolocational Signals

The parameters of the selection of radiolocational signals may be:

carrier frequency, length and frequency of the repetition of the pulse

being received, phase of high frequency reflected oscillations, ampli-

tude of the signals and the form of polarization of the reflected

electromagnetic waves.

In correspondence with these, we distinguish frequency, time, am-

plitude, phase and polarization selections.

All forms of selection excepting amplitude, are widely used at the

present, in radiolocational installations. Amplitude selection does not

find a wide application in the RLS since large dynamic range variations

of useful signals aad the fluctuation of magnitude of the reflected

pulses may completely erase the difference in amplitude relationship

between interferences and signals.

Phase selection is a particular case of time selection since the

parameter of selection is the time shift between signals and interfer-

ences, which for high frequency oscillations is manifested in the phase

shift between them. Phase selection is widely used in radiolocational

stations with selection of two objects for the suppression of passive

interferences. It will be examined in detail in the following chapter.

The remaining forms of selections are described below.

Frequency selection. In frequency selection, various carrier

frequencies of the useful signal and the interference are used. It is

realizd via the changeover of the high frequency tracts of the radio-

iocational stations.

The simplest method of accomplishing a changeover of frequency

is ccnitained in the use cf two receiving transmitting channels scatter-

ed in frequency, one of which works while the other is In a readying
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position for work.

The changeover of the RLS from one working wave to another may

be conducted by a manual operator or automatically with the aid of a

special circuit changing b'e level of the external interferences of

the working frequency at the moment of time directly preceding the emis-

sion of the pulse of the chinaover.

The methods examined possoss the same drawbacks as the use of on-

ly two fixed working frequencies which are opponents in the process of

operation of RLS and may easily separate or combine on-target inter-

ferences to both frequencies.

The advent of powerful pulse changeover generators SVCh and the

wide band klystron generators and the tube of inverse waves permitted

their use for creating perfect systems of interchangeable working fre-

quencies in sufficiently wide range of waves.

On the basis of the use of range changeovers, two basic types of

frequency changeovers may be built: tracing and synchronous tracing.

In the first case at the appearance of interference the transmit-

ter of RLS is connected, in the connected condition it is changed over

to new frequency and then connected to that frequency. After the connec-

tion o the transmitter, the system of automatic fine tuning of the

receiver(APCh) produces a search for new working frequency of the

transmitter, holds it and accomplishes accurate fine tuning. The advan-

tage of such systems is the absence of connection between the change-

over circuit of the transmitter and the heterodyne. Therefore, the

variatic.n of the parameters of the latter or the change of one of the

generators does not require the addition regulating and the tuning sys-

tems of the APCh.

The shortcomings of the tracing systems of changeovers is that

during the time of search and holding of the APCh system, there is
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produced radiation of the transmitter and opponents may separate the

new wcrking frequency and create interferences like the receiver will

be tuned, The elimination of this shortcoming may be done by the switch-

ing of' the transmlicter to the equivalent antenna to the moment of the

compl.etion of fine tuning in the receiver. But in that case, the total

time of changeover of the radiolocational station may be consiaerable

since to tne time of changeover, the time of search and holding of its

frequency by the APCh system is added.

The synchronous tracing method of RLS frequency changeover consists

in changing the frequencies of the transmitter and the heterodyne simul-

taneously by Jumps approximately in the same magnitude, while the inac-

curacy of changeover is eliminated by an electronic APCh circuit. The

shortcomings of this system are tne difficulty of accurace coupling of

the tuning of the transmitter and the receiver in all ranges of working

frequencies and the sensitivity of the system to temperature variations

(the temperature maintenance of the frequency of the changeover may be

different from the maintenance of the frequency of the receiver). But,

the synchronous tracing method possesses pretracing advantages, con-

taining in the fact that it permits the considerable shortening of the

time of transformation into the new working frequency, completely ex-

cluding the time for searching and holding via the application of the

so-called "instant" APCh system of receiver accomplishing the fine tun-

ing of the heterodyne during the time of the radiation of the sounding

pulses.

Time eiection. Time belection is based on the difference between

useful signals and interferences in duration, repetition frequency and

the time position of the pulses. On this principle, the selectors by

duration and repetition frequency operate.
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The repetition..-fsquency puree selector is used for the battle

wt.th nonsynchronized pulses of the interferences. Protection of the

rad.olocational stations from the nonsynchronized pulses of interfer-

ences may be accomplished via feeding to the system matching unretard-

ed refle,'ted signals and the same signals only retarded in time, of

emitted pulses of exactly equal period of repetition. Thereby, through

the system of coincidence, only these signals whose periods of trac-

ing are xactly equal to the periods of tracing of the emitted pulses

will pass !.hrough.

Fig. 11.4 Block diagram of the selection of the signals by the repeti-
tion of the signals by the repetiti.on frequency. 1) Generator of fre-
quer!cy lC nhz; 2) modulator; 3) ultrasonic linear delay; 4) amplifier
10 mhz; 5) detecLcr; 6) reflected signal; 7) selection channel; 8) co-
incidence circuit; 9) blocking generator; 10) limjLtor; 11) synchroniza-
tion channel; 12) output of selector.

In the selectors of this type, one may use electronic circuits of

delay of pulses, oscillatory loops, tuned acc:ording to the repetition

frequency of the pulses and electric or ultrasonic linear delays. The

most extensively used selection circuits are those that employ ultra-

sonic linear delays (UZL). One of the possible functional scheme of

selector with UZL is shown in Fig. 11.4. The basic element of the

scheme is the ultrasonic delay. It consists of a sound transmitter with

electromechanical converters of energy which is most frequently quartz

plates.
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Ultrasonic lines may be used for the delay of high frequency

(approxinately up to 15 mhz) pulses as well as video pulses. For the

delay of video pulses, there are produced considerably distorted forms

of the transmitted signals which may not favorably affect the opera-

tionl of the coincidence circuit. Therefore in the scheme of selectors,

cne signals, subject to delay are first converted with the aid of spec-

lal generators and modulators in high frequency pulses with frequency

priming of the order of 5-15 mhz.

During the conversion of electric oscillations into ultrasonic

and vice versa, and also during the passage of the ultrasonic oscilla-

tion in the linear delay considerable (to 60 db) weakening of the radio-

pulses takes place. The amplification of delayed pulses is accomplished

by amollifiers tuned to the priming frequency.

After amplification the high frequency pulses are detected and

proceed to the inpL't of one of the coincidence circuits to the second

input of which enters the reflected signals directly from the output

of the videoamplifier of the receiver. If the period of the reflected

signals equals exactly the magnitude of the delay in UZL, then the

palse of the current period and the delayed pulses of the preceding cy-

c.e hit the coincidence circuit simultaneously and at the output of the

clrcuit, signal appears. Pulses having large or small repetition per-

iots wll arrive at the coincidence c'1cuit in different moments of

time, and will not pass through it.

It is obv;ious that when circuits of protection against nonsynchro-

nous pulses of interference are ised, it is necessary to provide high-

ly exact equality of delay times in the UZL and the period of tracing

of the emitted pulses. This requirement may be fulfilled by the use of

special circuits of the formation of pulses of synchronization, in

which the stabilization of the repetition period of the pulses As ac-
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complished by the linear delay of the circuit of protection against

interferences. *

The generators of pulse stabilization may be, for example, a

blocking generator with proper period of auio-osciflation, some big

time delays of signals in the UZL. When the RLS is connected, the first

pulse of the blocking generator proceeds to the modulator of the linear

delay, having passed through tha, It hit the net of blocking gener-

ators accomplishing their compulsory triggering. in this way, the sec-

ond synchronizing pule, produced by the block generator, shows a de-

lay relative to the first one, and all the following ones - relative

to the preceding ones in time, exactly equal to the time of delay of

signal in the UZL. Consequently, equality of the received-signal delay

time and period of tracing of the emitted pulses is automatically s,'1=s-

fled independent of the variations of the parameters of the UZL, caused,

for example, by the fluctuating temperatures or the action of any other

factors.

PuZse seZection by duration. In the radiolocational stations, it

is possible to use selectors, senarating pulses whose durations:

- do not exceed a certain value; - are not less than some defined

valuAes; - are within a determined range.

For the purpose of protection against active interferences, the

most extensively used selectors employ pulses of definite duration.

Since pulses of durations reckoned on certain conditions, depends on

the amplitude of the gignal b3ing received, thorefore, the circuIt of

selection may only suppress these pulses of the interference which dif-

fer in duration from the useful signal no less than 1.5-2 times.

Potarization aelection. The improvement of the observability of

useful radiolocational signals on the background of interferences may

be reached by the use of antennas with ellipti3 polarization.
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The elliptic polarized waves are characterized by three parameters:

thu angle of spatial o:ientation of the ellipse of polarization, a, o-

efficient o! el3ipticity k,-!=(k,.<]) and the direction of the rotating

vector of the voltage of the ] -ctric field (Fig. ll.5,a). Elliptic

polarization may be achieved by the interference of two linearly pol,.LP-

ized orthogonal fields of the same frequency, but displaced in phase by

an angle o:

e,, = -,sin (wi - cp).

ey E, sin W.

X

b 2

Fig. 11.5 The problem of polarization selection, a) Parameters of el-
liJpse of polarization; b) polarization grid. 1.) Direction of polariza-
Gion; 2.) polarization grid.

An example of the construction which accomplishes elliptic polar-

ization is shown in Fig. ll.5,b. The antenna forms a special phasal

rotator in the form of a grid to which the linearly polarized waves

are fed. The grid is oriented in such a way that tl-e plates form an

angle of 450 with the vector of the electrl.c field of the entering

waves. In the zone of the grid, the vector is resolved into two ortho-

gonal components, one of which is perpendicular while the other i ,

parallel to the plates. The component perpendicular to thF plates pass-

es through the grid unchanged. The parallel component of the vector
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passes through the grid with increased phasal velocity as a result

of which there is a phase shift between the orthogonal components.

The magnitude of the phase shift depends on the width of the grid (d),

the distance between the plates (a) and the wave length. If both com-

ponents of the vector of the incident field are equal to each other

and the phase shift is at an angle (2n + 1)1/ , then at the output of

the grid, there will be circular polarization.

At lhe reception of the signals by the elliptically polarized an-

tenna, tne e:..ctromotive force, induced in it, depends on the polariza-

tion parameters of the incident field
I

4k~k, + Ik2)(1 _k2) 8=' + + (+j(+)-o28 (11.17)
±(I +k 2 ) (I +k (I + k.) (I + k2

where E - emf, induced in the arntenna by tne signals; k - constant co-

efficient; ks - ::oefficient of ellipticity of the field of the signals

being received (k,<i); ka - coefficient of ellipticity of the antenna

(waves emitted by the receiving antenna in the region of transmissicr.);

6 -- angle between the major axes of the ellipses of polarizaticn of the

antenna ad the incident waves

In "'ormula (11.17) the sign " should be taken when the field of

the incident wav.z and the field of the emission of the receiving anten-

na in the region of :ransmission have the same direction of rotation.

The sign "-" is taken in the case of opposite position rotation.

As one can see from Formula (11.17), the signal at the input of

the receiver reaches a maximum value in the case of congruence of the

antenna with the polarization structure of the incident wave k. = s 3

= 0, same direction of rotation of the vectors3 .of the electric field).

(6+ k3 (I -+
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At ortnogonal disposition of the axes. of the ellipse 6 = n/2,

equa. -efficients of ellipticity ks = ka and opposite position of ro-

tation o-P tha vectors of the field of emission of the antenna and the

field of the incident waves, a complete suppression of the signal be-

2.lh receiv,& is obtained (E = 0). This property of the antennas of

ootational polarization permits the use of them in ti.e capacities of

selectors of radiolocational. signals. Emitting elliptic polarizcd waves

and providing tuning of the antenna-waveguide tracts to the polariza-

tion parameters of the useful signals, may (at various polarlzazion

structures of signals and interferences) substantially raise the sig-

nal/i...terference ratio. When the powers of the fields of the signal

and the interferences are the same in the exposure of the antennas,

their ratio at the input of the receiver will be

P.2
_ __,(I - k)( I ' (1

+ k2il) (I + k) ; (I+ k' (1+ t2 ¢ <-a)

dhere k - coefficient of ellipticity of the field of interference;
p

$ - 0 - angle between the majo.' axes of the ellipses of polarization

of the signal and the interference.

The sign "-" is taken in Formula (11.18) in the case of opposite

_,sition direction of rotation of the vectors of the fields of the sig-

r-_1 and interference.

As one can see from Formula (11.18), polarization selector permits

the incr .ue of the signal/interference ratio if the interference dif-

,t rs from the signal by any one of the polarization parameters. The

greatest influence on the effectiveness of the selection is the differ-

ence in the direction of rotation of the vectors of the electric field

w;hereupon, the smaller the coefficient of ellipticity differs from uni-

ty, the greate the influence. When k = k = 1 (circular polariza-
s p

ticn) ccmplete .Appres-ion of interference may be accomplished only on
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account of the opposite position rotation of the vectors of the fields

of the signal and the interference.

Substantial effect on the effectiveness of the polarization se-

lection is also manifested by the difference in the coefficient of el-

lipticity and in the spatial positions of the axes of ellipses of polar-

ization of the signal and the interference. But, these differences may

be effetively used for selection cnly at small values of ks and kP,

With the growth of ks and kp, the effectiveness of selectior: by the

coefficient of ellipticity and bj the angular position of the axes drops.

In conclusion, it should be noted that at present, the emission and

reception of waves with any polarization crharacteristics may be Lompara-

tively simply accomplished with the aid of ferrite structures.

3. Amplitude Adjustment As A Method O' Combating Interferences

The limited dynamic range of the receivers of the RLS make th-im

extremely vulnerable to interferences of great power. We shall examine,

as an illustration, the operation of the radiolocatlonal station when

it is acted upon simultaneously by useful signals and pulses of inter-

ference of great power. Thereby, it will be as tried that the carrier

frequency of the interference lies within the passband of the receiver.

Depending on the relationship between the carrier frequency of

the signals and the interferences, the amplitude of the high frequency

resulting oscillation approaching the input of the receiving device,

may be larger or smaller than the amplitude of the interferences.

Therefore, the envelope of the useful signal at the output of tne detec-

to.L will only form positive or negative selections whose magnitude is

determined by the phasal relationship between the signal and the in-

terference in that given cycle of operation of the radiolocational sta-

tions (1-ig. 11.6).
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' 1.6 Effect of overload of the receiver on the observability of
he 3ignals. a) Envelope of interferences and signals at the outpct of
the Idetector; b) suppression of the signals during receiver overload.
I) Signal; 2) interference; 3) signal suppression.

.1nce the relationship of phase in every successive period of sending

does not depend on the phase relationship in the preceding cycle, the

iuiative phase between signals and interferences runs through all val-F . wi-chin a certain segment of time and, ccnseqaently, a fluctuating

., .'U. signal on the background of intensive noise. It is obvious that

11 ne5e amplitude variations of the total signals are mairtained dur-

P, rht passage through the receiving tract, then the useful signals

,.y bJc isolated on the background of interferences. But, if no special.

x..a-dres are taken, then the intensive interferences may produce over-

,;Ju of the videoamplifier or the last cascades of UPCh and fluctua-

tiorn of the useful signals is lowered. The occurrence of overload ex-

.luces the possibility of uncovering the useful si,-nals on the back.-

-cc-,wd of intensive interferences (Fig. ll.6,b). Similar pictures will

_c .bsrved at the action of other types of interferences (unattenuated

amf.?itude-frequency modulated oscillation, noise interferences of large
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intensity, etc.)

For combating the overload in thc rosdolocational stations, re-

ceivers are used with special forms of amplitude characteristics (most

often linear logarithmic) and circuits of fast-actin; automatic ajust-

Ing amplification (BARU). Inertia circuits ALIT as means of protection

against interferences are not used since they may give some effects

only at weak interferences, whose amplitude is small in comparis,,.

with the amplitude of useful signals. Therefore, the inert ARU syste

is used on]y for the stabilization of the coefficient of amplification

of the receiver for noises in the surveying RLS or for signals of fast-

ened objects in the stations with automatic tracking.

Special amplitude characteristics of receivers, For the wicaernng

of the dynamic range of the receiving tract and the elimination of

overload depended on the action of the :nterferences, receivers w'ith

linear logarithmic amplitude characteristics are used in the radio-

locational stations (Fig. 11.7). At the segment 1, (weak signal) the

characteristic is linear and the output signal is proportional to the

input; at segment 2 (strong signal) the increment of the output volt-

age decreases with the increase of the amplitude cf the input signal

dUM, - ko _. (11.13)

where k - coefficient of proportionality.
0

Fig. 11.7 Characteristic of TJPCh with wide dynamnrc range.
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lntegrating (11.19), we obtain

UX --(11 .20)
k, In U,. + C,.

We denote by Un and kn, the input voltage and the coefficient of

8dnplification of the receiver corresponding to the beginning of the

nonlinear segment of the characteristic. Then we can write that

U~kl = k. In U,. 4- Co.

The constant of integration is

CO = U.k, - k0 In U=.

In order that the amplitude characteristic of the receiver should

nave a smooth period from linear to nonlinear regions, it is necessary

that the derivative does not have a point of discontinuity at

U,--U,. i.e., should fulfill the condition

ko = Uk..

Substituting thie value of k0 into Formula (11.20) we obtain

U.1 = Uk, (in -+u. 1) (11.21)

For the input voltage Ux,<U, the amplitude characteristic is i in-

, :, and when U,>U, - logarithmic (according to the law of natula"l

iogarithm). The dynamic range of the logarithmic receiver according to

hu output signil consists of

CT31U _ Uk, (In D + I)
DSUh Unk3 UDkV nD

vqhQ,:-e %:ynamic range of output vroltage of the receiver.

For the widening of the dynamic rangeof the receiver, the chara2-

tA~ristic may be built according to the law of logarithm with the bas&

N < e
),.=kU. ( b In UL,+

.h+ I,
I ' .;mere b i- .
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The dynamic range of the receiver in this case is

The variance of the voltage of interference at the output of the

logrrithmic receiver is

-S [ UmIW(Uax~dus [u- U,,,,W(U,,)dU,] (11.22)

where W (Uvkh) - differential law of distribution of tae envelope of

interferences.

The mean square output voltage of the interferences is

o o

W(:= U. W az(bkU..) df..r=VUiy + In +IX

X W(U..),Wu..(=(bu.)' I. + InU. U..)dU,.=
0 (11.23)

-(bk.U") - 2 in " In UW(U) dU3 1+

inS nU,)-- W (U..) au,.
0

The mean value of the output voltage of the interferences is

U=~U.. 1 (U..) dU.Z
I', 0 (11.24)

, -- bk,,Y. In U.., W (U .) A ., -+ in -L ' J

Substituting the values of the integrals nto Formula .11.22), we

obtain

-- 1 --2

ax (dsru..)buWdau)du.i- [intt. WiaU.()dU

In the cases if at the nput of the receiver noise i.' .rferences

arrive, distributed according to the ,law of Rayleigh W(U;=-- cxp( -2'
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then the va-,iance of the output voltage is

n U 2 -E--.CU. e 2, dU., X (11.25)

x (bk U,)',

where u -- variance of the voltage of interferences at the input of

the receiver.

For the computation o" the integral in Expression (11.25), we

introduce the new variable

u:1
Z U2-.

Since 02dz=U,,dU, and lrU.!= -In2c 2z, then Expression (11.25) may be

written as

r~1 2

2 (bk.U 2 )J (In 5z) e-Tdz -[ (In z) e-'dz

_ 4 ° nL(

From the theory of integral transformation, it is known

e'-2 in zdz-= - C,
0
00 (11.27)

e-2 (In z)2 dz - + C,
0

w, iere C - Euler's c.,nstant.

Substituting the value of the integrals from (11.27) into ,,)x ula

(11.26), we obtain
.rtb k

2 U
2

n 24f

The mean square value of the voltage of interference at the out-

put of the receiver is

"(11.28)

The variance of the output voltage of the logarithmic receiver

does not depend on the power, of the input action but i: determined on-
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Ly oy the coefficient of amplification, k the size of' the linear

segment of the amplitude characteristic Un ana the rul of' lorarlth-

mizlng of the input signals (b). The logarithmic charactristics fen-

erally starts from the level 20 db relative to the menn ,;quare value

of the natural noises of The receiver. Here the internal noise is prao-

tically all in the logarithmic segment.

The mean value of the output voltage of the interferences, Uvykh

grows with the increase of the power of the interferences at the input

of the receiver. For tne elimination of the disturbing effects of the

constant componer;. of the interferences at the output of the logarith-

mic receiver, it is necessary to connect the filter of high frequencies

(for example, differentiating circuit after the detector). The filter

suppresses the constant component and at the output of the receiver,

there remain only the fluctuation of the disturbing voltage, which with

adequate choice of the parameters of the logarithmic receiver may Oe

reduced to the level of internal noises of the receiver.

There exists a few methods of obtaining logarithmic amplitude

characteristics. The simplest method consists of a tube of the last

cascades of UPCh placed in a hook condition at which the slope of its

characteristic decreases by the exponential law with the increase of

the voltage of bias.

Other methods of obtaining logarithmic characteiisfc of the re-

ceiving channels are based on the use of sequential detection of sig-

nals at the output of every cascade of the UPCh (Fig. 11.8). Crystal

detectors work on the individual voltage, and the rect~fied current

is accumulated according to the total resistance R n Linear attenua-

tion is necessary for the compensation of the attenuation of radio-

pulses in corresponding cascades of UPCh.

I I - 8o4 -
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-
01 

-l

U,L

Fig. 11.8 Amplifier of intermediate frequency with logarithmic ampli-
tude characteristics, a) Functional circuit; b) amplitude characteristic-.
I) Intermediate frequency amplifier; 2) videoamplifier.

At small signals, Uvkh < UP the amplification takes place accord-

Ing to the linear law. At the amplification of signals up to the values

Uvk h = U in the last cascade of the UPCh saturation scts in as a result

3f which the velocity of the increase of the voltage ykh is reduced.

At the value of the signals Uvkh = U2 1 saturation sets in in the second

cascade and the velocity of the growth of the output voltage decreases

some more since the amplification in this case takes place only at the

expense of I;be first cascade. In this way, the amplitude chara.,teristic

of UPCh will consist of some segments of the straight line having differ-

ent slopes. In real circuits, amplitude characteristics is obtained

smoothly without breakoffs. Varying the relation between the ccefficient

amplification of individual cascades of the UPCh, may give ,haracteris-

iic forms close to logarithmic.

In a number cf cases for the obtaining of logarithmic amplitude

characteristics methods are used based on the variation of the equiva-

lent resistance of' tne load of the cascades of UPCh with the aid of non-

linear resistances shunting the output circuit. rhe choice of' the type
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i
of nonlinear resistance anl the condition of their work may also oL-

tain amplitude characteristics extremely close to the logarithmic.

The essential shortcomings of the logarithm:Lc receivers are the

dependence of time of attenuation of the signal Tz on the magnitude

of the input voltage of the receiver. As a result of this errors in

the measurement of range may arise and the cond.tions of coherent

treatment of the reflected signals may be upset. Therefore, in the

number of cases, it is necessary to use special methods of stabiliz-

ing Tz . But, the existing methods of stabilizing the time of attenua-

tion in logarithmic amplifiers do not permit the complete elimination

of' the dependence of T on Uvk h .

Other shortcomings of the logarithmic amplifier are the worsen-

ing of the signal/noise ratio at 'the output of the receiver.

Fast.-acting automatic adjusting amplifier. A block diag,.w:1 of

the BARU system is represented in Fig. ll.9,a and b. If interferences

appear at the input of the cascade UPCh s3urpassing in amplitude by

several orders of magnitude then at the output of the detector of BARU

voltage is obtained which after amplification proceeds to the rectify-

ing net of the cascade UPCh. On account of this addit-4"--1

bias originating - _rng tne time of the action of the interferences,

the operating ooint of the tube is shifted to the left. The voltage of

iiterference at the output of the cascade UPCh suddenly decreases and

the signal appears on the background of the interferences.

For the evaluation of the effectiveness of the BARU system, we

shall look at its basic dynamic properties. The voltage at the output

of the amp:ifier of intermediate frequency with BARU is described by

the expression

} u , ( t) --=-K (u .) • , t ,( 11 i . 2 9 )
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a

79

9Pnplu€ C i . ' I

10== b)

90

Fig. 11.9 System of fast-acting automatic adjusting amjllfier. a) Bloc"'
diagram; b) time diagram; c) adjusting characteristics. 1) From the mix-
er; 2) amplifier intermediate frequency; 3) to the videoamplifier;
4) regulating voltage; 5) filter low frequency; 6) amplifier BARU;
7) detector BARU; 8) interference; 9) signal; 10) regulating voltage.

where Kur) - coefficient of amplification of UPCh, as a function .f

ihe adjusting voltage, Ur; .vkht) - voltage at the input of UPCh.

It will be assumed that in the ;.Lrcuit of the feedback cf the BARtJ

system, ther ),, included an one-member RC filter. In this case,

a1) = 7D +LT (u)- (11.30)
d

wt.ere D-1 - operator of differentiation; T = RC - time constant of

the filter; k - coeffi'ient of transmission branch of the feedback

(from Point 1 to Point 2 in Fig. 1l.9,a).

The dependence Kup) is approximately by the straight line

up

where K0 - amplification of UPCh when u= 0; - voltage during
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which the coefficient of amplification o. UPCh turns to zero

a - siope of the adjusting'characterlstics (Fig. 11.9,b).

Having solved the simultaneous equations (11.29), (11.30) and

(11.31), we obtain the equation describing the process in the BARU

system

dt --u3 11 + ku'x(t) K °u (t)" (11.32)

Let us assume that at the input oi the receiver from the moment

of time t0 act the interferences of the type- of nonodulated and sup-I0
ported with amplitude equal to U and at a certain moment tI there

appears a useful signal with amplitude US . For the sake of 94mplic!ty,

we shall assume that between the signals and the interferences, there

is no interference action and an arithmatic addition of their envelopes

takes place. The indicated conditions are equivalent to applying at

time to a disturbing influence of the type of a rapid change in the

magnitude of U to the BARU system, while at time tl, the nisturbance

increases to up + U.

The equation of the BARU system during the disturbing type of

rapid change is transformed into a nonhomogeneous differential equation

of the first order with constant coefficients

dtl--El.-+ 11+-kQ=KU

The solution of it for the zero initial condition (u p(0) = 0) has

the form:

I + akUs exp - -
______________ 1 +h~U, ) KAU + kV4 = Ko i,+ 1~ +i+E~aI+h,'

where kz - equivalent coefficient of amplification of the BARU system;

T - - equivalent time constant of the BARU system.
z
The rate of the course ou tie conversion process is determined by

the equivalent time constant T, whose magnitude decreases with the in-
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crease of amplitude Up, In a steady state

-MON- (1133)
l+h

up kPl'aTUTT, • (11-34)

The coefficient of amplification UPCh at the end of the conver-

sion process is

=- (11.35)

In the moment of time ti at the input of the BARU system, the

useful signals are admitted. The equation of the system during the

time of action of the signal has the form

T -"p+u..11 + kU.+,I=KoUc+v, (11.36)

where U - total am*)litude of the signals and the interferences.

The solution of this equation is

wh(1) = U,+ U exp(- A ). (11.37)
" ) where

Lo= t IU+=

The quantity U1 is found from the initial conditions. In the mo-

ment t = tl, the regulating voltage at the output of the BARU circuit

is determined by Expression (11.34). This voltage supports the coeffi-

cient of amplification of UPCh e4ual to KI. Therefore the output volt-

age at the mo:iient t - t1 is equal to XIU,+p . Comparing the values ob-

tained for U with the output voltage, determined by Formula (11.37),
vykh

we obtain

U*-+ U1=K,U, 4,=U K.

or

-809-
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from which

Ko 1 1 kKoEeUc+u
U, ,.+ Ke1!+ shu n I + kUc+.l J - + hU ) (I + WkU -+.

Taking into account that akUp >> 1, we have

Substituting the value of U1 from Formula (11.38) into the

expression kor the output voltage, we obtain finally

U ..(i) =!Ll +i U- .(11.39)

The ampll'.ide of the useful signal decreased according to the

exponential law. In the end. the magnitude of the pulse signal will be

Since the equivalent time constant of BARU T T
SkUs+p

decreases with increase in amplitude (see Formula 11.37), then at strong

interference considerable disto.rtion of the useful signal may take place.

For the decrease of distortion, it is necessary to increase the time

constant of the filter of BARU, but then in case of comparatively small

interference, the system will be sufficiently inert. In practice, the

ratio, Lgenerally will be equal to 3-10.
Thereby, the regulating voltage follows sufficiently eyactly be-

hind the comparatively slow variations of the input voltage of the in-

terference and remains practically constant at quick variations of the

useful signals.

It should also be noted that at large values of the interference

the coefficient of amplification of BARU becomes e-tremely small and

the increment of amplitude of the output voltage may bt insignificant

on account of the useful signals. Therefore, the larger the interfer-

ence, the less effective the BARU system.
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In -rder that the BART s.93tem does riot lessen the amplification

of the receiver during small voltage of the inter'ference, the initial

,4 threshold of the wearability of the system (BARU with attenuation) is

oftel, specified. If for the elimination of overioad in the receiver,

V;-i variation of the coefficient of air.olificavion of one cascade indi-

cates to be inconsat, then automatic adjusting in two or :nore serial-

ly connected cascades UPCh (Fig. 11.10) is used. At comparatively small

int-rfc -nce, only the BARU systam f the final cascade works, at in-

creased amplitude of interferences, the last cascade of BARU is con-

nected in the beginning with the second band then to the first regula-

ting cascade.

The BARU circuit increases the interference resistance of the radio-

locational station in relationship to tne interference pulses of large

duration and to interferences forming unattenuated, unmodulated and

umplitude frequency modulated oscillations.

f-- g V Mf1r dW,'-

Fig. 11.10 BARU syst:m of three UPCh cascades. 1) ist, 2nd, 3rd, cas-
cade UPCh; 2) BARU circuit.

Manu-
script [Transliterated Symbols]
Page
No.

770 H = ya = yarkost' = brightness

773 PC = RIS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya = radar

773 CBq = SVCh = sverkhvysokaya chastota = superhigh frequency

777 n = p = povtoreniye = repetition

778 m = sh= shum = noise

K 778 np = pr = priyemnik receiver
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778 n =p =pomaktia =interference

779 M14H = mir = mriniral, riyy = minimum

779 p = r razlichimyy -discriminated
780 maKC maks =maksinm.1'lnyy = maximum
1781 H =n = iesovmeshchennyy = noncoincide rital4 181 c = s sovimeshchennyy = cicdna

783 a = s signal = signal
.784 BLDC = vykh = vykhod = out.putU 786 onrc = opt = optimal'nyy = optimum
788 MIIB = MPV =malaya postoyanrnya vrenment saaLIJ time conistant

1 790 AWlT = APCh = avtomaticheskaya podstroyka c~iastoty = automa-I tic frequency control
792 7331 = UZL = ulttrazvu1covaya liniya zaderznki = ultrasonic

delay line
795 e = elliptichnost' = ellipticityI :9 Bx=vkh= vkhod =input

300BAYfl = BARU = ustreys promehtchykh astotc= i-fy
r elineynyy uslninarhg-pe atmtcgi

800 AM = ARU =zat tihsky rgloaniye = atteuati.
807 p = r = ati r g inuhci c ontoln

809 n = e P = usfektivnyy effetivekb hatt -

Imlfe
7o 1 eieny olna

-801xx kkh -. kolotoy hod= noloa
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Chapter 12

METHODS OF PROTECTION OF RADIOLOCATIONAL STATIONS

FROM PASSIrE INTERFERENCES

§12.1. PURPOSE OF SYSTEMS OF PROTECTION OF RLS FROM PASSIVE INTER-

FERENCES

The disturbing reflections from immobile or slowly moving objects

are referred to as passive interferences. These objects are local sub-

jeets, surface of the seas, hydrometeors (clouds, rain, hail, snow)

and metallized strips, thrown by enemies. The signals reflected from

these obje3cts may disrupt substantially the normal operation of RLS of

all types: gtounded ones, in the airplane, on the ship &d others.

'The intensizy of passive interferences may surpass the 30 - 80 db

level of the natural noise of the re Alver. Such high level of inter-

ferences leads to the overload of the receivers and the indiuators of

the RLS and as a result of this, to the loss of the use-Xal signals.

Therefore, the first problem in tha course of isolat.=_; the signals

from the pasoive interferences is the prevention of over±oad of the

receivers and the terminal arrangement of the RLS.

However, useful signals may be lost when there is no overload
i

since to detect them on the background of a large number of various

types of disturbing reflections is extremely difficult. For example,

local subjects on the screen of the indicator may give reflected sig-

nals of the same type as those of the target. In this case, even the

intensive signals of the target may be mixed with the signals of the

ocal subjects found in the vicinity of the target and cannot be per-
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ceived as useful signals.

The images of the local subjects on the screen of the indicator

divert the attention of the operator, tiring his ision. Consequent-

ly, the image of the objects, which do not present an interest to the

observer, must be removed from the screen. Sometimes, the images of

the local subjects permit the operator a better orientation of the

situation, and then they should be kept on the screen. But in that

case, the image of the target should be given such features that it

would be easy to distinguish them from the images of the local sub-

jects. These problems are to be resolved by the systems of isolating

the signals of the target on the background of the passive interfer-

ence.

In the ordinary type of radiolocational stations, where no spec-

ial measues of protection against passive interferences are provided,

the separation of the signals of the target from the disturbing reflec-

tions is carried out by the operator. The recognition of the marks of

the target on the screen of the indicator is accomplished by the trace

of the target when the operator expects the regular repetition of the

signals in the determined position of scanning (method of visual corre-

lation).

But, radiolocational stations wit> direct observation of the sig-

nals on the screen of the indicator are characterized by substantial

shortcomings:

- the holding of the images of the disturbing objects and the

effectiveness of the isolation of the useful signals is low

- the resolution obtained by the operator in the presence of the

object requires an additional large amount of time

-with the increase of the maximum working range of the station

the spatial size of the team grows and the contrast of the target is
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lowered

Obviously, for easier selection of the signals, it i.- necessary

to have radiolocational stations with high radial and tangential re-

soliing powers. For example, the narrower the diagruns of direction-

alley and the shorter ne pulse in the pulse RLS, the Less is the vol-

ume of the space, which corresponds to the signals entering simul-

taneouely into the input of the receiver and the higher is the con-

trast of the target on the background of the disturbing reflections.

It is necessary to note that the increase in the power of the

transmitter may not increase the contrast of the target since in so

doing, the energies of the signals and the interfere.,nce: are propor-

tionately increased.

At the separation of the signals of moving targets from the

natural noises of the receiver, the velocity of the target, as it

follows from Chapter 6, does not influence in any substantial manner

the effectiveness of the observation system, if the filters were ad-

Jiusted only to the reception of the signals with the given Doppler

shift of frequency. In distinction from noises for passive interfer-

ence, it is characterized by a relatively strong correlation. Thanks

to this resolving effect on the effectiveness of the observation sys-

tems, tie magnitude of the radial velocity of the target begins to

manifest itself. It will be shown below that at strongly correlated

passive interferences and optimum velocity of the movement of the tar-

get with the help of systems constructed in the suitable way, one can

succeed to weaken the interference oy hundreds to a thousand times.

Thereby, sufficiently good observability of the signals of the object

is provided regardless that the intensity of the passive interferences

may surpams the intensity of the signals by many times.
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The observation of the signals in thi passive interference is

based on the different properties of the interference and tLe sig-

' nal:. The maitn reason, dependent on these differences, is the dis-

similarity of the velocity of the moving object and the sources of

the passive interferences. If foi- example, the velocity of the moving

clouds of metallic strips may reach 10-15 km/hr., but the velocity of

the airplane is up to 1000 km/hr. and better. As a result, the Dopp-

le- frequency shift of the sinals ot the target is very many times

higher than that of the passive interferences and that is utilized fox-

the observation of the signals in interferences.

For the battle with passive interferences, it is possible to use

also differences in the polarization properties of the signals, reflec-

ted from the real target and the sources of the passive interferences.

Finally, the useful signals and the passive interferences differ

also in statistical properties.

§12.2. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF PASSIVE INTERFFRENCES AND USEFUL
SIGNALS

Let the radiolocational station emit monochromatic vibration of

frequency w0 . Then the signal reflected from the source of passive in-

terferences may be described as stuns of signals, reflected from cer-

tain elementary reflectors within the boundaries of a pezitted volume.

( Cos= (t- %J)' (12.1)
I

where n, w and (0j - amplitude, frequency, and initial phase of the

signal of the jth reflector correspondingly; *I= + l ; 2;

Doppler frequency shift of the signals of the jth reflector, propor-

tional to this radial velocity.

The variations of frequency, phase or amplitude of the elementary

signalc which as noted in Chap.2 are always there to lead to amphitudi-

'ial and phasal fluctuations of the resulting reflected signals.
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Consequently, the passive interferences should be considered as a
p

random process.

The principal reasons for the fluctuatton of passive interfer-

ence3 are:

-- relativw movements of the elementary :eflectors and RLS

(irregular movements of the elementary reflectors themselves, rota-

tion of the antenna during survey of the space, movement of the RLS);

-ustable working elements of the RLS.

The movement of the elementary reflectors leads to the variation

of the phase of the signals relative to the reflectors which causes

the iluctuation of the resulting signals. For example, the fluctua-

tion of the signals reflected from the clouds of dipole interferences

is produced because the individual dipoles due to their differences

in the ielocity of -falling and the local whirring action, interfere

relatively each other and also relative to the RLS.

The transposition of the elementary reflectors takeB place rath-

er slowly. As a result of this, the value of the resulting reflected

signal at the moment t + T will depend on the value of the preceding

moment, v since during small intervals T the distribution of the

reflectors In a permitted volume is preserved to a certain degree.

Therefore in distinction from the natural noises of the receiver, the

paesive interferences are referred to as correlated signals. If for

noises at the output of UPCh of the receiving devices of the pulse

RLS, the interval of correlation does not surpass the duration of the

pulses, then for passive interferenceo it is characterized by coi-.rla-

tion during the course of several periods or even ten periods of repe-

titinn.

The absence of necessary data on the character of the movement of

the elementary reflectors maken it diffi-ult for an analytical calcula-
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tion of the energy 6pectra of fluctuation (correlation function) nf

the passive i.terference. Up to the present, however, there is a rela-

tive abundance of experimental materials.

It is found by experimental means that the energy spectra of the

fluctuation of the signals of a multitude of reflectors depended only

on the motion of the elementary reflectors (RLS immobile, antenna stop-

ped). The envelope at the output of the detector may be approximated

by the Gaussian curve

a 0 (12.2)

where f0 - operating frequency of the station; y - parameter, depend-

ing on the type of envelope of the object and the meteorological condi-

tions.

Dependence of a similar nature was conducted in Chap.3.

The value of the parameter y and the width of the spectra of fluc-

tuation P0.1 on the level 0.1 from the maximum when f0 3000 Mhz and

f0 = 9000 Khz are shown in Table 12.1

TABLE 12.1

a hii@~K :~A4k: I

b loaAesue oau ... 2,3.10%k 95 285
c MeTaaia wposaun,,e xen-

TM. ........... 10 45 136
d Mopcnx nosepnaocm

. npx mpt ...... 1,41.101 38 115e OX"MP, liOpOCWH¢ ry-

CTMM net 03, II K CWO-
pocm mwap 32xIs 2.3.1011 10 29

f XOAMW, UOpocmu PeA!
ax Xecon, Rpm -NZR

noroe ............ 3,9. 1Is 2,5 7

a) Reflecting object; b) rain cloud; c) metallized strips; d) sea sur-
face In the wind; e) hills, thick forest growth at wind velocity
32 km/hr.; f) hills, thin growth, calm weather. g) hz; h) Mhz.

It is necessary to keep in mind that certainly the spectral char-

- teristics of the passive interferences may vary within wide bounda-
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ries in time end space which is particularly natural for reflections

from the rain,

Depending on the characteristics of fluctuation, the sources of

passive interferences may be divided into two classes. The objects of

the first class form an aggregate of large numbers distributed random-

ly in space and are independently moving elementary reflectors. Exam-

ples of such types of reflectors are the hydrometeors, surface of the

sea, metallized strips. The sources of the second type of passive in-

terferences, besides the multitude of independently moving elementary

reflectors, include immobile objects, giving reflections fixed in time

(regulated signals). Examples of this type of reflectors are the sur-

face of the earth, coverings of plant-growths.

Certainly, one can never draw a sharp line between the objects of

the first class and the second class, since the character of the sig-

nals depends not only on the nature of the reflecting object but also

on the velocity of the wind and the operating wave length of the RLS.

For example, complex objects, whose elemente are displaced by the ac-

tion of the wind for no larger than lcm may be considered as non-mov-

ing when the operating wave length is A - 10 cm. In this case, the re-

flected signals will form almost a regular (non-random) function of

time. But, this same object should be considered as an aggregate of

randomly moving reflectors for a wave length of X - I cm; during which

the reflected signals will fluctuate strongly.

It has been established experimentally that the regular component

of the aignals reflected from hydrometeors, metallized strips is equal

to zero. As a rule, the signals reflected from thes objects, possess

wide energy spectra of fluctuation (widebanded passive interferences).

On the other hand, signals reflected from local subjects contain lage (

values of the regular component (in comparison with the random) and
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possess narrow spectra of fluctuation (narrowbanded passive inter-

ferences).

Table 3.3 introduced earlier illustrates graphically the de-

crease of the regular component of the signal and the increase of the

intensity and width of the spectra of fluctuation with the increase in

wind velocity during reflection from the Earth's surface, covered by

woods.

The rotation of the antenna during the survey of the space leads

to the variation of the amplitude of the elementary signals and conse-

quently, to the fluctuation of the resulting reflected signal.

Fluctuation due to the rotation of the antenna may also be ex-

plained somewhat differently. During the rotation of the antenna, part

of the elementary reflectors leave the diagrams of directionality

while others enter into them. The exchange of reflectors, which are

distributed in a random manner in space leads to the fluctuation. The

coefficient of correlation between reflected signals U(t1 ) and U(t2) ,

which correspond to the positions of the diagrams of directionality

I and 2 (Fig. 12.1) in a first approximation may be found as

as

where e - width of the diagrams of directionality; Am - deflection

angle of the diagram for the time t2 - t V

During the deflection of the diagrams of directionality by the

width of the antenna beam e a complete exchange (renewal) of the ele-

inentary reflectors take place in the permitted volume acbieving the

independence of the signals U(t1 ) and U(t2 ).

Motion of the RLS similar to the motion of the elementary re-

flectors, produces change of phase of the elementary signals and con-

sequently, the fluctuation of the resulting reflected signals.
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As it was shown in Chap.3, from the point of

V.view of frequency representation, the effect of the
successive of the motion of the RLS may be tracked

At by other means. Since the radial velocity of indivi-

dual reflectors are different, so the elementary sig-

nals will have different Doppler's frequency shift.

Consequently, if the RLS emits vibration of frequency
Fig.12.I Dia-
grams of dir- f0 . then after reflection from a multitude of reflec-
ectionality
correspond- tors, at the input of the receiver there will appear
ing Vo the
time mom- signals occupying an entire band of frequency (spec-
ents t 1 andts2" tra). The pulsations of these frequencies produce

the fluctuation of the signals. Let us look at an

example.

Let the RLS move in the direction of OB with a velocity of V and

tne diagrams of directionality makes an angle o with the direction

of the motion (Fig.12.2). We shall assume that the

reflecting surface is an aggregate of a large number

of equal sized reflectors distributed irregularly.

The energy reflected from each one of these elemen-

tary reflectors is proportional to the energy of its

irradiation and depends on the shape of the diagrams

Fig.12.2 The
determina- of directionality.

tion of the The Doppler's frequency shift of the signals,
spectra offluctuationof the reflec- reflected from the elementary reflectors with a

ted signals course angle , is
when RLS is
in motion. F V

FA=TcO2. (12.3)

When a varies within small boundaries, the

Doppler's frequency Yd and the course angle a maintain between them

an approximately direct proportional relationship. If the diagrams of
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directionality expressed in power units is approximated by a Gaussian

curve

where e - the width of the diagrams at a level of 0.5 from the maximunt

and assuming that the diagrazis are sufficiently narrow so that for the

envelope of the spectra of the signals, we may write

-2.8 L A-A IS(f)=e

where AF width of the spectra at the level 0.5 from the maximum;

f.=fo + F,,; F cos a.

The envelope of the spectra of' the power of the signal is

GLJ=S(f)=e (12.4)

where

AFA=

For the determination of the value of APd from formula (12.3) we

find

2V
dF= sin ada.

When the diagrams of directionality are narrow, it may be assumed

da = 8, dFd = AFd. Consequently,

AF --. VO. sln_. (12.5)

If V = 800 km/hr, X = 3 cm, 0 30, a 300, then AFd = 390 hz.

The normalized correlation function corresponding to the spectra (12.4)

is
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SCOS (2ntf)-) d

T1 W WS4~ 2, A &) 2 ]Cosw~5 ~.Sfi (12.6)

If we substitute the value of AFd = 390 hz.

into the last exnression then already when T = 3 msec P' (T)

-that is the valites of the reflected signals of different intervals

T * 3 msec are not correlated.

A comparative evaluation of" the fluctuation, depending on various

reasons, shows that the fluctuation due to the motion of the RLS far

surpasses the fluctuations pr:cduced by other reasons.

Instability of frequencies of probing oscillations also leads to

fluctuations. As we have already noted that for the signals of the dis-

persed targets there is a vector sum of signals obtained from the indi-

vidual reflectors within tne boundaries of

permitted volume. Variations of frequency

lead to the variations of phasal relation-

ships between the elementary oscillations'II
got and consequently to the fluctuation of the

S--- resulting reflected signals. It in found

:1U
0 a I a &S that the dependence of the coefficient of

correlation between the signals UI and U2

Fig.12.3 Correlation
coefficient as a func- corresponding to the frequencies of the pro-

tion of frequency bing oscillations f and f + Af, on the fre-
change AP.

g Aquency increment Af has the form shown in

Fig.12.3. From the curves of this figure, it follows that when TiAf<<l

between the signals UI and U2 (their amplitudes and phases) there will

be enough room for strong, correlati!on. At the change over of the fre-

quency of the RLS from pulse to pulse 1o the magnitude Af l/Ti
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the reflected pulses of the signals will be completely non-

correlated.

Thus, we have establishen that the fluctuations of the passive

interferences are produced from a series of independent causes. It is

obvious that during the simultaneous action of a series of causes, the

resulting velocity of fluctuation will be more intensive than during

the a,:,.on of each one of these causes by itself. It may be demonstra-

ted that the normalized correlation function of the reflected signals

during the calculation of various independent causes of fluctuation

may be found as the product of the partial correlation functions*

r (t) = r, (c) r2 (r) r (,r) r4 (c),

where r1 (1), r (T), r3 (T) and r 4 (T) - normalized correlation func-

tions taking into account correspondingly the fluctuations due to mo-

tion of the elementary reflectors, the rotation of the antenna, the

motion of the RLS and the instability of the frequency of the proting

oscillation. In this way, the narrower every one of the partial c rre-

lation function, the narrower is the resulting correlation function and

the wider is the energetic spectra of fluctuation,

We shall now write the law of probability distribution of thepas-

sive interferences.

Let osr be the average frequency of the energetic spectra of the

passive interferences. Then exprezssion (12.1) may be represented as

n(*)Znj Cos (u.Jt - (OPt - T, + Pt

- V1)sna -=Et~snI.,t+~(t~. (12.7)

where

X () cos [(wj - w t- J

YJ Pj - in CV) - 4OJI(12.8)
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- quadrature components;

E~f)Yx~v + Y); ( (1= r~t(1) (12.9)

-amplitude and ohase, correspondingly of the oscillation n(t).

The average frequency of the spectra of interference wsr is

determined by ti.e radial velocity V,) of the motion of the sources

of passive interferences as one integral object

Cp =o + Q4*.
w 'e o - frequency of the probing oscillation; 2 DR r

t0wo Doppler's

frequency shift.

It is obvious that such sources of passive ln-

<I.. terferenc- as the local subjects,Vp =0,

w a dp = 0 and wsr W 'no.

For clouds, the dipoles 2,*O.

But, the motion of thp cloud, as one complete

k unit, may be compensated by simple means (see

§12.4) and then, also wsr = Woo Therefore, in

Fig.12.4 Ener- the future in all cases it will be assu-med that
getic spectra of
passive interfer- s -0
ences. r

The frequency w of the signals reflected from individual elemen-

tery reflectors in the boundaries of the permitted object, does not

deviate tignificantly from the average frequency of the spectr'a w sr

i.e. the width of the spectra of interferene Aw << to Consequently,sr*

the passive interferences are narrowbanded interferences (Fig.12.4)

There"fore, X(t) and Y(t) 3eme as E(t) and (t) are slowly varying

functions of time in comparison with coswsr t and sinwsrt.

Utilizing formula (12.8), we may find the autocorrelation func-

tion of the quadrature components.*
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V I

Rx)('C m S X(t)X(t- )di

T

2

I

The quantity in the last expression is the power (in

resistance of one ohm) of the jth component in the summation of (12.7).

This power may be related to the frequency band df, adjoining the fre-

quency fj. If the energy spectra of the interference is designated by

G(f) then d(f1)d= J" and expression (12.10) is rewritten in the form

RX (19) =:,R (0) =G (f) cos [2,x (f - fp) c] df (2.1

Obviously, the variance of the quadrature components is

X= -Rx(0) = 4=Ry () 0 (f)df =0,

where %2 - variance of the interference n(t).

The mutual correlation function is

- (f)sIn I2(.f-fv, -1 df.

The spectra of interference G(f) Ore generally symmetrical with

respect to the average frequency tsr' then

R.V(.0 - Rr (C) O= 0.

i.e. the quadrature components of the interference are non-correlated.2")

As it is known that all random processes are characterized by a

N-dimensional common density of probability of selected values.
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The random functi)ns X(t) and Y(t), for.: a weighted summation

of large number of individually distributed random values, which accor-

ding to the central limit ".heorem of the probability theory, are dis-

tributed according to the normal law. Unlike the case of non-correla-

ted selected values examined in Chapter 6, the selected values of the

passive interference are relatively strongly correlated. Assuming that

the regular (non-random) component of the interference is equal to

zero, for the N-dimensional plan of the probability fnctions X(t) and

Y(t), we may write*

WN,,, , .. j.=(2n)_ T R., " exp |-L-,R"xixj'11J.1

WN(Yl Y2---- YJ=(10) 1hR.1 hexpf Z R'JYIYJJ

where IRnI - determinant of quadratic matrices IRRI. whose elements

are the correlation moments Rj='X(t). '(tj) = Y(4) : YYt);
__Ad CR0)

-(-~- 1)-'e elements of the matrices IR, reciprocal to the

matrices IR.I; Ad(Rij) are the algebraic complements of the elemonts R
in the determinant IRn I

From expression (12.11). it follows that

0 - (f)os 12. V -f.l) (1,-  .~df, i, j -1, 2.... n,

In place of the correlation matrices II Rj it Is possible to

consider the nomalized correlation matrioes, , n, whose elements

are the coefficients of correlation
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If 0= =0, then,

I rl = Rts.,, (12.12)

where r'j --Elements of tht matrices I rn Il.

Since normally the distributions of the random functions

X(t) and Y() do not correlate, then, they are independent.

Therefore, their combined 2N-dimensional probability density Is

WWP(v 'I;,...,, ; x,. Yn,, WN (Xp .... Xj) A, ly...., YR)

=(27r)- I R , 1-1 ' exp [ -I" j (R'/X1Xj -R' yjv) (1 .23

2 1, J-1

Besides the interferences on the signals, inevitably there will

also be superimposed, the nai in,,l noises of the receiving devices.

The addition of noises increass the power and decreases the coirrela-

tion of the interferences. Since the intensity of the passive inter-

ferences, (with the exception of observation at the limiting range,

when the interference becomes commensurable with the natural noises

of the receiver) then the addition of noises under these conditions,

is not possible to change the statistical properties of the inter-

ferences substantially.

Now, let us look at the probability properties of the useful

signals. As we have already noted, ne radio]ocational target (air-

plane, ship etc.) have complex strucues and may be considered as

an aggregate of large number of randomly distributed sparking points.

The variation of the orientation of the target relative to the RLS

leads to the variations of phasal relationships between the signals,

reflected from its different parts such tht in their turn they pro-

duce fluctuations of the resulting reflected signals. This gives basis

-827-
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~toasmthtteueu signals r'eflected from such targets like

the passive interferences are randow. :unations of time,, whose values

inl one instaint are distributed in many cases according to the normal

la.Experimental data indicate that the velocity of the rL"luctuation

~ I of the signals of real targets are generally not great. For examaple,

in the centimeter wave range, the width of electric spectra of the

signals is of the order of one hertz. Consequently, in the time of'

observation (irradiation), of the target, the reflected signal can-

not change its phase substantially. Taking into account of this cir-

it illbe ssued hattheuseul ignlsare non-random functions

s(I)=~t~cs[(.+Qjfy.I,(12.!)4)

Fvo- Dpplr's hif oftheaverage frequency cof the spec-

traof hesignals of the moving target relative to the frequency of

teprobing oscillation w0

VR - radial velocity of the target.

Rewrite expression (12.14) in the form

s ~Ax () cosee - AP(t) .sinrt (12.15)

wherefte~~frtefloigaa~ss

Thnthe suzmmation of interferences (12.7) and -%he signals

(2 .15)

ia(1)+s(t)=IX()+Ax()COswot- IY.(t)+Ar(i)jslnn..t

adthe combined LY-dimeneional law of probabIty distribution of

tequadrature components x=X+Ax and Y= Y.kAr
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will have the form

1V. W~ (xj,,3,;...; x, y.),,,=(2r)-"lnjj1.-1expX

X j-- R'(xI -A. )(x-Ar) (12.16)

+ RUl (y. - Ay)) (yj -- Ayj)]

where

A, = Ax (ti) A cos (2t, -jF%);
Ayj AY () =Aj sin (9,tj + ?o);

Aj =A (t).

In this way, we have ubtained the multi-dimensional probability

density of the interferences and the sum of the signals and the inter-

ferences.

§12.3. OPTIMUM DETECTIO"T OF TAtE iADIOLOCATIONAL SIGNALS ON THE BACK-

GROUND OF PASSIVE INTERFERENCES

The optimum detection of signals in passive interferences will be

examined applicable to the pulse RLC.

As it is known in the pulse RLS, the optimum treatment of the

data of radiolocational observations may be divided into intra-period-

ic (the treatment of homogeneous pulses) and inter-periodic (treatment

within the boundaries of the pulse packets). The effectiveness of in-

ter-periodic and inlra-periodic treatments are different and depends

on the statistical properties of the interference. If relatively

strongly correlated interferences are considered then the intra-

periodic treatment is less effective (this will be shown below)

and the basic role is played by the inter-periodic treatment.

I et us look at the optimum rule of the inter-periodic treatment.

Remenber that in the case of the detection of the signals on the back-

ground of the natural noises of the receiver, the selected values of

which do not correlate, these rules reduce to the integration of the
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signals.

The passive interferences possess the property that all their

energies concentrate in the final time intervals Tobl (time of obser-

vation) and the frequency band Af. Such functions with a large degree

of accuracy according to the theorum of V.A.Kotelnikov, may be repre-

sented by an aggregate of terminal numbers of selected values of the

envelope F(t) and phases '(t): E(t), (P(t); EVt + -,0), (t + T0);...

E(t + nT0), 9(t + nT0 ) measured by time intervals To<.

The total number of coordinates F(M) and ' (t), unambiguously determin-

ing the process according to the interval , is equal to 2Uft,.

in place of the values E(t) and c (t), one may consider the quad-

ratic components X(t) and 7(t), which are connected with E(t) and P (t)

by Relationship (12.9). Consequently, the expressions written earlier,

(12.13) and (12.16) for the 2N-dimensional probability densities of

the quadratics 1(t) and 1(t) will be entirely determined by the

interference or the sum of the interference ar.d the signal if only

the interval between adjacent pairs of selected values xi, Yi and

l will fulfill the condition The decrease of the

interval between the selected values in comparison with does

not guarantee the obtaining of additional information on the inter-

ferences and consequently, does not give its statistical descriptions

I more fully.

I Since below we shall analyze the optimum rule of the inter-period-

ic treatment, therefore the pairs of selected values appearing in

Expression (12.13) and (12.16) xI yl'xBy2;...Xn-yn must be consider-

el as quadrature components of the first, second and third etc. the

Nth pulse packet. Thereby, the treatment of the data of radiolocatlon-

al observations may be considered as ',ptimum in the case if the period
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of repetition of the pulses is T L. Besides this, it is assumed

that the high frequency phase is the same for all pulses.

During the analysis of the optimum methods of detecting signals

in passive interferences, the situation of statistical detection

examined earlier in Chapter 6 is used. According to the theory, all

types of optimum detections (Neumann-Pearson, ideal, etc.) compute

the ratio of the probability

W 2 (x1, y1;.' ; x,, Yn)c+n
A (x, y,;...; x, y = W2 N (x. y,;...; Xf, y,) ' (12.17)

The difference of one detection from the other consists only in

the rules of accepting the final solution with the presence or absence

cf the signal. The rules of accepting the solutlon consists of the

following:

If A(x1, yl,...; Xz,, yn) >Ao, then accept the solution on the

presence of the signal,

if A(XI, Y;...; xn' Yn) <A0, accept the solution on the absence

of tl: signal.

The detector of Neumann-Peacson, in particular, the threshold

solution AO chooses from the conditions guaranteeing a specified

probability of the false detection.

1. Optimum Detection of Signals With Known Parameters

In practice, as a rule, there are no such situations when all

the parameters of the signals were precisely known. The detection of

signals with -known parameters is considered here as a simplifying

measure. Besides this, it permits, afterwards, the solution of the

problem of detection of signals with unknown parameters.

Thus, the parameters of the signals are entirely known. But the

7) signals at the input of the receiver may be present or may not be

present. Analysing the data of the radiolocational observation - the
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selected values x1 , Y;' Xn'ynJ from either one interference

(sequence of selected values, xpl, pl;...;Xpn, p)or a sum of

interferences and signals (sequence of the selected values

Xpl + Ax1, Yp1 + Ayi;...; xpn + A xn. pn + AYn) the receiver should

decide the oscillation being received is dependent on : one interfer-

ence or the sum of interferences and signals.

Utilizing Expression (12.13) and (12.16), we find the ratio of

probability by the computed optimum receiver

A(x,, yi;...; x,, y,)=exp [- -R-A (R11A.I.t.2 +

Xexp[., (R"A 5,+-RL. A.y (12.18)

The logarithm of the ratio of probabilities is

in A (.v, y,; ... ; x,, y.)=-- fCo+ (,R-'.A~xj + MAyj),

where

C0 - (RJAi Aj + RJA, Ayj). (12.19)

The quantity Co does not depend on the input data. The structure

of he optimum receiver is determined by the function
a

,=.Z (R'ax + RAyj). (12.20)

From the last formula, it follows that the decie-ion on 1he pre-

senoe or absence of the useful signal is taken on the basis of the

analysis of the data of the mutual correlation of the quadrature

components X and Y of the input oscillation and the projections A and

A of the apriori known useful signal.

Rewriting Expression (12.20) in the form

J (.x + -yj), (12.21 )
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where

S ,co,(+, (12.22)

B X RA = ! RUAI sin ( ,1 + O.
-I-I

Then the function y may be considered as the voltage at the

output of the linear filter, determined by the combinatlon of the

weight coefficients B xj,BYj .

Expression (12.19) thereby will have the form
A

Co.-- i. (8 jAj + 8:,Ayj), (12.23)
J-1

from which it follows that the quantity Co is the useful signal (peak

value) at the output of the filter.

Thus, the optimum receiver kjy- ars to be a linear reteiver be-

cause the operation of forming the quantity y from X. and Yj is

linear. The receiver should separate from the input oscillations its

quadrature components, X and Y. In practice, this may be accomplished

with the aid of two cobertnt (phasal) detectors, on which the support-

ing voltage is fed with a phase shift of w/2 and should be rigidly

-onnected with the initial phase of the probing oscillation. Further,

the qaadrature components of the pulses X and 7 in accordance with

Formula (12.21) are subjected to conversion In the linear filter and

the output voltage of the filter is compared with the threshold. The

block diagram of the optimum receiver is shown in Fig.12.5

For the formation of the opera:ion characteristics of the opti-

mum receiver, it is necessary to find the distribution probability of

the value y.

The random value y forms a linear combination of normal distri-

bution of the values X and y, and therefore is also distributed

according to the normal law.
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Fig.12e5. Block diagram of the optimum receiver during the detection
of signalL, with known parameters. 1) Coherent; 2) summation ircuit;3) threshold device; 4) delay installation Tp.

since

The er aan value of the quantity y under the condition of the en-t

fering of one interference (X - X p, 1Y - Y p) into the input of the

receiver is equal to

(Rif Axxfj + RJ A,yi )-0,

since

The mear. square is

S8(31A.4x.j "RIIA

-since

• (12.24i)
jet I Niy) 1?11U  Ay, ~

•The variance is f ,

i = -(T,)'Co.
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Consequent:.y, the density of the probability of the qhantity y

uncr the condition of the entering of an interference at the input

of the receiver

-. e (12.25)

The mean value of y under the condition of the entering o" a

summation of signals and interferences at the input of the receiver

(X = Xp + A ; Y = Y + A Y) is
a

1,1.I(RtAxA, + ?R"A;AY,) = Co.

since

X=Ax; Y=Ay.

The mean square is

- [RJA, (Asj + x.,) + RJAY, (A,, + y.,)]- CO, + CO.

The variance is

The dernsity of the probability of the quantity y under the con-

dition of the entering of a summation of signals and interferences at

the input of the receiver, is

We- (12.26)

The probability of the false detection and the probability of the

detection of the target are equal to correspondingly

F='W (y ), df = 0,5 -0 (,q). (12.2")

F =0.5- -(12.28)
Ii

where yo - thre.old solution, selected from the condition of obtain-

ing the specified va'ue of probability of false detection P;
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7- normalized value of the threshold

H' edt - probalility integral
¢ (x)- go

In place of Expressions (12.27) and (12.28), we may write

I:= ,5 - (0,5 -F) - JU/ I, (12.29)

I whcre 0-(x) -- function, reciprocal to the function O(x).

From the last formula, it can be seen that the quantity C0 is an

unique parameter. determing the effectiveness of the optimum receiver.

Let us show that the quantit, Co is equal to double the6,value of

the ratio of the power of the signal to the 9oter of the interference

at the output of the filter. Utilizing (12.23), we find that this

ratio, same as in the case of noncorrelated Gaussian noises is

O, _ L (R"A A, + RLAyAy)] 2

2 RU,+(12.30)

- ~~ tRJAm'jAaj +,RUJAyjAYI)I-c

- 2 ' .RJAzjA~j + -Ayj.~

_ . .=

Converting Expression (12.19) to the form, convenient for

computation a

C. . [R"AA, cos (91, + po) cos (js +,pe) +

+ RJAAj sin (t4 -1- %) .sin (R2a, + %)]-

" I-I R"AjAj cos 12, (t1 -t,)].

For simplification, we assume

- the diagrams of directionality are right-angled, i.e., A. = A. = A;

-the interferences are the same (a-=o-=);

- the interval between the selected values (pulses) is I4-t(i-J), T-.
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Then the ratio of signal/irterference at the output of the

filter is

2- r rcos • 12,(U-/)M,(12.31)

where T= ---A - ratio of the power of the signal to 'he average

power of the interference at the input of the receiver for one pulse.

It may be shown just as in Chapter 6, that the linear optimum

filters characterized by the weight conefficients B . and Bxj xy

are concordant filters maximizing the signal/interference ratio.

In this way, the optimum receiver detecting non-random signals

in the correlated interferences is made up of concordant filters and

resolving devices.

Computed by Formulas (12.29) and (12.31), the curves of prob-

ability of detection for this receiver is shown in Fig. 12.6 in

solid lines. The dash-point lines show the curves oL probability of

detection at T>A -,when the selected values of the interference are

not correlated. During the calculation the envelope of thi ener'getic

spectra of the interference wab approximated by the Gauss curve

G W0 = ve ,(12.32)

The width of the spectra of the interference AFp, determined by

the parameter K, calculated at current of half strength.

Figure 12.7 shows the dependence of the threshold signal

at"K ccrresponding to the probability of detection, D 0 .9
2

obtained on the basis of the curves in Fig. 12.6, on the value of

Doppler phase increment 9AQ, per period of repetition.

From these curves, it follows that the probability of the detec-

tion of the target depends to a large degree on the magnitude c;f the

Doppler's increment of the phase D* The variation of 9D from 0 to

1800 (when AF,,T,=0,15) is accompanied by a decrease of the threshold
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Fig° 12.8 The dependence o.' the quantity q= - on the Doppler incre-

ment of' phase per period of repetition. 1) fntert. ences not correla-
ted.

signal to 50 db.

The velocity of the target corresponding to the Doppiex's incre-

ment of phase p =±, _±3i..... gene ral:ly is referred to as optim(u)/. If,

however =O, ±2., ±4g..., then such v.olocities are referred to as;

"blind". In this way, at "blind" velocity, the ef'fectiveiess. even of

the optir.um receiver is not great.

The effect of the correlaton t' the interference may be different

depending on the Doppl~r's effect on the iphase:

- if ? =(2I-I)x, =G, 1, 2k.... xvhen the increase in the degree of

: correlation of the interferences leads to.the increase of the thresh-

ontd sensitivity of the optimum receiver.

- if @1A2juc then the increase in the degree of corr:elation of

the interferences leads to the decrease of the threshold sensitivity

Tn this case, the decorrelatio of the interfererces, for sxample, the

change-over of the frequency at the RLS ocr the seFaration of the select-

.th opiu receive reiiv some gareantht..

- ed values through the interval f h intree se ai bi feren
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value of the threshold signal.

Figure 12.8 shows the dependence of the values q---, showing

by how many times the signal/interference ratio at the output of the

filter is greater than that similar ratio at the input of the filter

calculated by Formula (12.31) on the Doppler's variation of the phase

of the signal per period of repetition. The character of this depen-

dence also specifies the high ralues obtained for the threshold sig-

nals.

2. Optimum Detection of Signals With Unknown Initial Phases

As a rule, the initial phase of the signal is unknown to the ob-

server and therefore the assumption is made that it is approximately

distributed within the interval (0.2n). The structure of the optimuwn

receiver in this case is determined by the ratio of the probabiliti's

averaged by the initial phase.

Transform the previous Expression (12.20) for y to the formIR
= I. tRIJxjAj (cos 2 A'L cos o - sin 2,i sin 'o) +

+ R" yjAL (sin 2,tj cos yo + cos Q2t sin ?o)] -

where =Ucosf + V sinPo = Ecos (T -") (12.33)
U=., (RI/xjA cos 2,i -+ RI~yjA, sin 2,1);

V- (R'IyjAj cos 2Atj - RIxjAj sin 2,,1); (12.34)

y= arctg-" (12.35)

Averaging the ratios of the Probabilities (12.18) taking into

account Formula (12.33) for tne unknown initial phase, we get

A(x,, y,; ... ;x,,, y.):--"- - --z~ 4Fd

. i(12.36)
=e 2 (Eo
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where 10 - Bessel's function of the zeroth order from the minimum

argument.

The logarithm of the ratio of probabilities is

InA (x, y1;...;x., y.) =-- -Co + In.(E). (12.37)

Expression (12.37) also determines the structure of the optimum

receiver.

Represent (12.34) in the form

a

U2 (B2jXj + Byy),
(12.38)V= (B ..y - ayjx).

i-I

where

B RJA, cos 2,;

(12.39)B, =a RAI sin , .
8-1

then the values U and V may be considered as voltages at the outputs

of the linear filters characterized by the weight coefficients B j and

B .. The receiver forms the envelopes of these voltages E={1U2+V2.

Afterwards, E (or any monotonous function of them) should be compared

with the threshold for obtaining the decision on the presence or ab-

sence of the signal.

A block diagram of the optimum receiver is shown in Fig. 12.9.

The receiver includes in itself the coherent detectors, concordant

filters, filters similar to Fig. 12.5 and functional converters.

To calculate the operating characteristics of the optimum receiv-

er, it is necessary to find the probebility distribution law of the

envelope E.

It is obvious that the random values U and V, form linear combina-

tions of normally distributed values which are also distriouted accord-

ing to the normal law. Similarly as it was done previously, the para-
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meters of this law may te found.

Under the condition of the entering of one interference into the

i nput of the receiver

0, 2-=4o-- C0, UV=O.

The combined density of probability of the values U and V is

U*+vIW/(u, V).=W (U).. W(V),. -="-

Further, Just as in Chapter 6, it may be shown that the density of

probability of the envelopes is

e 2C.

Under the condition of the entering of a .sim~ation of signals and

interferences into the input of the receiver

V=CocOs~o, V=Cosi;nO,
V = =CO, 1-=O,

I - (U-C. Cos %), -(V-C. Sin ,J'

W(U, V)+.=--j" e 29

and the density of the distribution of the envelopes is

W(E C + e- 1----• (E).

- -

3, .: 1OF"k. /'W
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Fig.12.9 Block diagram of the optimum receLver during detection of
signals with unknown initial phases. 1) UPCh; 2) coherent detectors;
3) filter; 4) functional converter; 5) threshold device.

The probability of the false detection and the probability of.

the detection of the target are

F = eo e dE e- C1

+ (12.140)

D=S-O e c. - 10(E)dE.

where E0 - threshold solution.

From Expression (12.40) one can see that Just as in the case of

known parameters, the probability of the detection of the target is

determined by the unique quantity C0.

By Formula (12.40) for the same condition as during the detection

of signals with known phases, the curves of the probability of detec-

tion were calculated. These curves are shown in dotted lines in Fig.

12.6. From the curves, it follows, that not knowing the initial phase

of the useful signals only insignificantly lowers the effectiveness

of the optimum receiver. The increase in the threshold signal in com-

parison with the case of the completely known signals is equal to

approximately 1 db at all values of the parameters, CP-2zT.

From Expression (12.39) it can be seen that the weight coeffi-

cients of the linear filters, B j and B j depend on the Doppler's

frequency shtfts of the signals QD and the degree of correlation of

the interfererces, R'J.

Let is examine in what way the rules of the treatment of the

input signals change at the variations of the Doppler's increment of

the phase D and the degr- of correlation of the interferences.
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For this, we transform Expression (12.35) into the forw

E2= U'+ V.z (Bi, -I- Byijyj + ± (B,, - B,)-

=', [(B~aBr +J Ai'VBy 1) (xtx, 1 " 1 - 2 ~j• ),Yi; - 2 (B~a Y! - B.,s ydil-

(12.41)

+ tR'A,,A, cos Qi, ( t, - ,)yjy -

-2R'1-kR'1A,,A, sin QA (' -1, XSY I.-Assume +R--Ai--A; oO-- 2 e );

A2=.=a.2 and designate

- .1

Then

E2 2) 1a *1 COS + P, COS A , ,,'
P. ' v i

.sln2 UP, 11), J. l aZ - i (a,+ P ,)e-fire (12.42)

where

At "blind" velocity of the target (- :,...)

C,14J (12.43)

If the velocity is optimum (.a+, ±3w,...), then

E2- _ '  -(12.144)

In order to make it easy for the following analysis, we approxi-

mate the energetic spectra of the passive interferences, in distinc-

tion from Formula (12.32), by the function*

0A#, + 4 (a- *or ( 12.45 )

where bw -width of the spectra at the level 0.5;

- arbitrary constant.
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The correlation function corresponding to this spectra is of

the form
"" ~~~Rx (c) = Ry(-)-- -- e-T"' 24

Then the elements of the matrices i1rall, determined by the

Formulas (12.12) have the forms

r,,= e 2 I,

where

ro--e- r.

The optimum matrix

1 -r 0 . . 0 0
- ro I+r2  -ro . .. 0 0

0 -r. I-+-r2  . . . 0 0

II. . . . .__ --.o

0 0 0 . . . 1+ro-r.

C 0 0 . . -- r. I

Utilizing the eleme.nts of this matrix, we find the values

. ,- = 1 oX, -rox, + (,+ Ioo) X, - rox,ecr- V a2 -- - etc. (12.47)

Similar formulas may be obtained also for $V . Thereby, the signal!/

interference ratio at the output of the filter is

CO a2 n (I -2ro ces T, + r") - 2ro (ro - cosya (12.J-T - -112 • 1 .48)

We shall analyze the case of the "blind" velocity. Taking .nto

consideration Relationship (12.47) from Fornulau (12.43) and (12.48)

we obtain A-1I
As x, 1- ro). :Ex + X.,E ,= As. v-2o

+ roCuy, +0 -ro) . , y.
v-2

C. n (I - to) + 2ro a,-2 - 1+ ro " -
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In particular, if the selected values of the interference are

not correlated (r,-0). then,

2 2

i.e., the optimum receiver should create accumulations in two quad-

rature channels and from Envelope E. Th,;'eby, the signal/interference

ratio is proportional to the number of pulses in the packet

CO 4
-2

I44 the interferences are strongly correlated (roI), then

=_AA2 ~ ~ x,4J,'1El I, i_ (n Y,+3, 1

i.e., the receiver should add up the quadratures ccr.sisting of only

the first and the last pulses of the packet and form an envelope of

these sums. The signal/interference ratio is C . In this way,

at strongly correlated interferences and "blind" velocity, the accumu-

lation does not lead to an increase of the observability, since both

the signals as well as the interferences are increased to the same de-

gree.

The last example shows graphically that the intraperiod treatment

at strongly correlated interferences is actually very low in effective-

ness. During the treatment of homogeneous pulses the coefficient of

correlatior- between the selected values (within the boundaries of the

duration of the pulses) is approximately equal to one while the Dopp-

ler's increment of phase strives toward zero. If, for example, the

Doppler's 'vequency shift is equal to 6 khz and the duration of the

pulse is 1 psec, then ?,< Q;=220. In this way, the treatment of one

pulse can not change the signal/interference ratio.

Let us look now at the cases of optimum velocities. Substituting

into Formulas (12.44) and (12.48) the values a and Ov, we obtain
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X, [_+ ( + ro). 1(-,
+ ' X, + (-I •

0t 4 1 -ro +

• " - ' y, + (I + ro). -. (-1-I'YV -+ (-I) •y '

Co = n (1 + ro)--2ro a2

2 1-r -

At non-correlated selections of Interferences (r-O)

0.4- (-)K '  , -) + . y

i.e., the receiver accomplishes accumulation taking into account the

alternation of the phases of the signals.

If the interferences are strongly correlated (ro~l),

then
x, + 2. (-l)+lxV +  (- 1)n + t x .

C.4---r - . +

y -+2- I + (+ /r.

For example, when n 2, and n = 3 we will have correspondingly,
2=_L,[(2_Y,-:-Y2

-y --a-- [( Xt-2Xs +x ',-r _-(_ -- t___ ']_

Consequently, the receiver accomplishes in two quadrature channels

the computation of the signals of adjacent periods (intra period sub-

traction). Thereby, the signal/tnterference ratio at the output is

Co (n-) 42
2r - -r

the larger, the lar'ger is the value of n and the closer is yo to unity.

The high effectiveness of the optimum receiver at strongly

correlated interferences and optimum velocity of motion of the target
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is explained that during these cond.tions there is room for the

deduction of the interferences and the accumulation of the useful

signals.

At present time, the intraperiod deduction, as one of the methods

of selection of signals of moving targets is extensively used in

practice. Therefore, in §12.4, we shall look at the problems of

realization of this method.

3. Optimum Detection of Signals With Unknown Initial Phases and Doppler's

Frequency Shift

The apportionment of the radial velocity (Doppler's frequency

shift) is unknown in general ..,ases, and therefore it is ordinarily

assumed to be equal to some intervals. It is necessary, however, to

notice that in a number of particular cases, the law of the distribu-

tion of the radial velocity may be exactly known, for ezample, in the

case of the dispatcher RLS, when the volocity and the direction of the

motion of the target are known. Besides this, the velocity of target is

known in the autotracking of the target. In some systems, the informa-

tion or. the target may be obtained from other sources of non-radioloca-

tional means.

In the case examined, the relationship of probabilities (12.36)

must be also averaged for the unknown Doppler's frequency shift

A(Xi. y1; ... ; XR, yO) -- i (Q.) " W (go dQ., ( 12.49 )

where W(QA) - density of probability for the additional frequency

shift of the signals.

The exact computation of Integral (12.49), by inspection does not

sef-m to be possible. If we divide all the ranges of Doppler's frequen-

cy shift into a series of sufficiently small sub-ranges k.AMQ,.k=,2,3...,N,

then the approximate values of integral (12.49) will be equal to

A(x, y,; ... ;xx. yg,)- A (• AQA) W(k AQA).

S848
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The last expression may be rewritten az

A(x 1.j,...;x , y=CXp[lWA( . (k A2,a). (12.50)

Substituting into Formula (12.50), bhe values InA(x,y;...;XIy",

from (12.36), we obtain

A(xy;..xy) , exp COkT
A-Y (12.51)

+In lo(E(k A2))]• W Ak.

From Fxpression (12.51), it follows that the optimum receiver

detecting nonrandom signals with unknown initial phases and Doppler's

frequency shifts should be composed of N channels each one of which is

built on its own Doppler's frequency and includes in it two coherent

detectors, linear filters and functional converters. The voltage at the

output of the kth channel is

C., - ~(k. -&2) -F' In . [E (k . "QA)i.

Te output frequency of all the channels are Joined exponentially

with all V(k.Agj)and the resulting voltage is checked according to the

threshold.

Find the necessary number N, assuming that the distribution prob-

ability of the Doppler's frequency shifts is approximately according to

some interval.

The voltage at the output of the kth channel Yk is a periodic

function of the quantity k. AgJT,, since the periodic functions

yolk. A1 . T3 (p-,) and Elk. A2,. T,(.-v) , are determined by Expressions

(12.31) and (12.41). Consequently, the necessary number of channels

may be determined from the conditions

N. AQ. T, =2,,

from which

-849
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For the determination of the maximum attainable frequency

displacement AQD between channels, let us examine the structure of the

spectra of the packets from n coherent pulses with repetition period,

T . It is known that the spectra of such a sequence of pulses have the

form of ccmbs. The width of a single "tooth" of the comb is

2%.

For this, in order that the useful voltage, even if in one of the

summation channels of the receiver, should reach the value close to

the maximum, the frequency displacement between the channels must be

chosen such that A2A,<Ar.

Assuming A2
AL-AQ,, we find that N z n, i.e., the necessary number

of channels should be equal to the number of pulses in the packet.

§12.4 PHYSICAL BASIS OF iHE DOPPLER'S METHODS OF THE SELECTION OF
SIGNALS OF MOVING 'ARGETS (SDTz)

As it follows from the analysis indicated in §12.3, the optimum

devices of detection are sufficiently complex and require apriori know-

ledge of the statistical properties of the interferences, which as a

rule the observer does not assume in full measure. Therefore, in prac-

It-.-.:;e, sub-cpilt.m devices are generally used, which are not that com-

plex as tht; optimum and are relatively close in their characteristics

to the optimum. In this paragraph, we shall conduct an analysis of the

zub-optimum, the so-called ccherent-pulse, system SDTz, the basic prin-.

ciplo of its action is the Doppler effect.

Let the transmitter RLS emit monochromatic occillaticns

s (1) = A cos (w.1' + TPO). ( 12.52 )

Then from immobile (o.bJects, from one side and the ob.Jects moving,

approximately in a straight line from the other side signals shall be

received correspondingly
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=Acos wo+ -.- L& )
(12.53)

". -() = Acos [ ((- oR - 1/•q + O]=

where VR - radial velocity of the moving object.

1

OC F, -FA

Fig. 12.10 Block diagram of the Dcppler system SKTz with continuous
radiation. 1) Generator UKV; 2) indicator; 3) attenuator; 4) receiver

In this way, the reflected oscillations as before, are monochrom-

atic. But if in case of immobile objects, the reflected signal differs

from the radiated only in the .onstant phase shift M. then for

the signals, reflected from the moving object besides the constant

phase shift T Rs it is characterized by an additional frequency dis-

placement o. The frequency shift may be used for the detec-

tion of the signals of the moving target on the background of rhe re-

flections from immobile objects. This is realized most simply in the

RLS of continuous radiation. Simultaneous with the signals reflected

from the target oscillations of the transmitter also enter the receiver

(Fig. 12.10). By the pulsations between the oscillations of the trans-

mitter and reflected signals, the facts of the presence of the moving

object and the determination of its radial velocity are fixed. But, as

it is known, systems of continuous radiation does not give the possi-

bility to determ'JAe directly the distance to the target. Therefore the
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I pulse type RLS is used.

V Let the transmitter emit unlimited series of right-angled

(.oherent radiopulses (Fig. 12.11a). The spectra of this series S,(f)

l is represented in Fig. 12.11b. Idealizing the operation cor,ditions

S of tne RLS, it will be assumed that "he reflected signals are also

infinite series of pulses. It is obvious that the spectra cf the sig-

nals, reflected frnm the nonmoving objects will coincide with the

spectra of the radiated oscillations. (Fig. 12.11b).

At the reflection from noving objects, the time function of the

signal is deformed: it is stretched during withdrawal and compressed

during approaching to tne object. Consequently, the length and perii

of repetition are reduced at reflection from the approaching objects

and increased at the reflection from the witVhdrawing objects,

(Fig. 12.11v). Correspondingly, the spectra SD(f) of the signals re-

flected from the moving objects are deformed: compressed when the ob-

Ject is approaching (Fig. 12.11g). Every harmonic component of the

spectra receives a displacement in frequency of F,--Nfand a phase

shift of 6y=--_ x2arf,, where - component of the spectra.

Since the displacement of each component of the spectra is proportion-

al to its frequency, therefore all the frequency intervals of the

spectra are proportionally varied by (I + - )times. The radial velocity

of the target relative to the RLS is considered positive when it is

approaching and negative when it is withdrawing from the target.

in p.-inciple., for the separation of the signals of the mlving

target one may use the variations of high frequency priming, the repe-

tition frequencies of the pulses and the duration of the pulses. But,

these variations are often very small and to detect them directly is

extremely difficult. Practically, it is possible to use the method of

pulsation to fix only the variations of the high frequency priming of

- 852-
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the pulses. For this, the signals reflected from moving objects are

compared with the '.tandard voltage, for example with the signals re-

flec3d from the immobile objects.

The phases of the high frequency priming pulses, reflected from

moving object remain unchanged in relation to the beginning of each

pulse, since the additional phase shift of the reflected components

of the spectra during reflection are proportional to the frequencies

of these components- But, their frequencies of repetition differ from

the repetition frequencies of the pulses reflected from non-moving ob-

jects. Thanks to this during the addition of the signals of moving

targets with the signals of the non-moving obje-ct s. the amplitude of

the summation oscillation will vary in correspondence with the phase

difference of the totalled oscillation (Fig. 12.12). The variations

in the amplitudes within the limits of the duration of the pulzes are

not great. For example, if the Doppler frequency FD = 6 khz and wI =

1 psec then the phase difference of the signalu reflected from moving

and non-moving objects "creeping" in time is equal to the duration of

the pulse y,-=2rF,:z.=2,20. At such differsnces ., the phases of the os-

cillations, the amplitudes in the limits of ths. duration of the pulse

will be insignificant. Eut, the variations of the amplitudes of the

pulses from period to period may be significant. Actually, the differ-

ence in phase of the signals being compared "creeping" toward the repe-

tition period of the pulses ,=2rFaT , .

In the simultaneous coherent-pulses of the SKTz systems

the smplitude v ,iations from period to period is precisely fixed by

the repetition of the pulses.

All systems of selection of moving targets may be divided into

systems with internal and external coherency.
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4.,~S (p .

Fig. 2.11Time and spectral characteristics of the pulses of the
S signals, reflected from nonmoving and moving point objects: a) infi-
S nite sert4 es of right-angled radiowaves; b) 'ipectra of infinite series
of right-angled radiowaves; c) serie3 Of pulses, reflected from moving
targets; d) spectra of signals, reflected from moving targets.

IM
Fig.~~~ 1.2 MnfsainoDopesefcInple LS a) sc-

Fig 1.2l renfleted n om ong r' target; t smion scll.at ion;

AT is the displacement of the pulses of the moving target relative to

the pulses of noni-moving ob.ject.
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1. Coherent-pulse Systems SDTz With Internal Coherency

In these systems the oscillations emitted from the same radioloca-

tional station are used as the calibrating oscillations with which the

reflected signals are compared.

Two methods of obtaining the calibrating oscillations may be

pointed out depending on the principle of construction of the RLS. If

the transmitting arrangement forms a generator with an internal excita-

tion (triod, spanned klystron, and others) then the calibrating oscil-

lations is obtained by the increase of the frequencies of the highly

stabilized specified generator. An exemplary block diagram of a coher-

ent-pulse RLS of the similar type in the centimeter wave range is repre-

sented in Fig. 12.13. The working principle of these SDTz systems will

be understood from an examination of other systems described below.

Here we will only note that klystron of low power is used for the ampli-

fication of oscillation of the specified generator to the level, pro-

viding normal .,;eration of powerful output klystrons.

If a magnetron or other similar devices were used in the capacity

of a high frequency generator of the transmitter then the obtaining of

the calibrating oscillation is complicated in that in the time of re-

ception of reflected signals, the transmitter does not generate. In

this case, oscillations of a special, so-called coherent heterodyne is

used as calibrating oscillations. These oscillations are rigidly syn-

chronized in phase with the oscillations of the transmitter so that

the difference in phase between these two oscillations are maintained

constant in each period of the sending of pulses. That type of oscil-

lation is referred to as coherent.

Coherent heterodyne may operate either in the system of contin-

uous generation or in the pulse system. In the latter case the dura-

tion of the pulse should surpass the time of recovery of the reflected
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signals from the maximuxa working range of the station.

According to the method of obtaining the coherent voltage and

the reflected signals compared with it, the systems with internal co-

herency may be classified by the following features:

- the direction of the phasal synchronization (transmitter syn-

chronizes the coherent heterodyne or vice versa);

frequency of synchronization (at what frequency is synchroniza-
tion accomplished - at the frequency of the transmitter or at the inter-

mediate frequency);

frequency of the comparison oscillation (at what frequency is

the comparison of the reflected oscillation with the coherent conduct-

ed - at high frequency or at intermediate).

The phasing of the magnetron transmitter to be coherent to the

generator is hardly expeditious since the latter should possess consi-

derable power to contradict the requirement of guaranteeing high stabili-

zation of frequency. The phasing of coherent heterodyne transmitter to

the high frequency is l.inked with considerable difficulty since for the

guaranteeing of high stability of frequency of the oscillation, the

circuit of the heterodyne should have a high quality factor.

The most extensively used circuits in the centimeter wave are

those in which the phasing of coherent heterodyne and the comparison

of the coherent and reflected oscillations are conducted at the inter-

mediate frequency. The block diagram of such a RLS and tho oscillo-

grams clarifying its operaticn are shown in Fig. 12.14.

Fcr an analysis of the operati.n of the circuit, combine the ini-

tial reading of the time with the moment of the emission of the first

probing pulse when the target i, located at a distance R0 from the

radiolocational station.

Pulses of the synchronizer (1) trigger the modulator, rectifying
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Fig. 12.13 Block diagram of coherent-Dulse RLS with internal coherency
a) Fixing generator; b) multiplier; c) klystron; d) modulator; e) power
amplifier klystron;f) mixer; g) coherent detector; h) to indicator;
i) block compensator; J) antenna switch; k) UPCh.

the megnetron generator. The high frequency pulses of the transmitter

(3) enter through the antenna switch into the antenna. We record the

pulses of the magnetron emitted in the nth period of repetition in the

form

UM- Ube sin(W • -(). 0 < .,

where t - the currtnt time, read from the beginning of the nth period

of repetition.

T mn - initial phase of the oscillation of the magnetron in the

nth pulse.

Then the reflected signal at the input of the receiver in the nth

period of repetition is

= u . stn j(*, ( ,- ')- %j. , 'E-- < - .< + T, (12 55 )

where r - time of diffusion of the signals from the radiolocational

station to the target and back.
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of Fr no-moing bjets 2=-o is a constant value. In the case
ofmoving targets, the time is

Substituting the value of T from Formula (12.56) into Expression "

(12.55), we getac=Ucsln[.Je -t-Q.(n-1)Tr-1 - l t _ (12.57)
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where

2R

The oscillations of the heterodyne (4), operating in the system

of continuous generation, corresponding to the nth period of repeti-

tion of the pulses are

where . - phase of the oscillations of the local heterodyne in

the beginning of the nth period )f repetition of the pulses.

As a result of the mixing of the frequency of the reflected sig-

nals and the heterodyne at the output of the mixer, (UPCb), signals

of intermediate frequencies are formed (5)

U ,, = .P sin I(w - -0) 1 + (a - 1) Tn -. ?R- 'fu + P,,l-

The pulses of the transmitter (3) enter also into the input of

mixer of phasing, where they are transformed into pulses of interme-

diate frequencies (6). These pulses are used for the phasal synchron-

ization of coherent heterodynes operating at intermediate frequency.

In every period of repetition, in the current time interval of equal

duration of pulses, the coherent heterodynes are phase to the trans-

mitter. In the process of phasing the frequency and phase of the oscil-

lation of the coherent heterodyne is equal to the frequency and phase

of the phasing pulse. After the completion of the process of phasing

the frequency of 'the oscillations of the coherent ieterodyne is re-

st ored to the natural frequency of the oscill :ion wkg' but the phase

of the oscillation of the coherent hek" "1, n now is closely

connected with the initial phap- of the transmitter, mn' even though
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it is not equal to It. This route guarantees the coherence of the os-

cillations of the transmitter and the coherent heterodyne. Consequent-

ly, taking into account the phasing of the voltage of the coherent

heterodyne may be written in the form

Uxr- U~r 'sin ((Or-'fx n, y< n < o

where t - time from the moment of introduction of phasing pulses to

the final establishment of oscillations of the natural frequency re-

ferred to as the time of the establishment of the procesb of phasing.

The length of the time of generation of the coherent heterodyne

surpasses the time of the retardation of the reflected signals arriv-

ing from a maximum range. Before the arrival of every subsequent phas-

ing pulse, for the restoration to the original conditions, the coher-

ent heterodyne is locked by a rectifying circuit at 20-50 Usec. The

pulse of the rectifying circuit (7) hits the coherent heterodyne some-.

what later than the moment of the arrival of the phasing pulses (6).

In this case the phasing pulse remains overcome only by the voltage of

the fluctuation of noises at the oscillational circuit of the hetero-

dyne. Thanks to this, the expected phasing of the latter is insured.fThe reflected signals and the coherent voltage (8) are fed to the
coherent detector. For the compressing of the dynamic range of the re-

flected signals and also for the elimination of the parasitic modula-

tion of the signals of non-moving objects as a result of the rotation

of the antenr..,. durIng a survey of the space, amplitude limitors are

placed in front of the coherent detectors. The voltage at the output

of the coherent detector (to the filter) is

+QATitI- 7.0 -COSWW~r +S W)+

+ 2-. . - 8 < ].
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where

U12= U pUxr;

yo " - n - ,r n - ?Kn r n;

Y. - MI -.n Oir n + 'PKr n

After the filter of low frequency there will be signals

1 c= Li' COS 1(10r - Om - 'Whr) in + 2x (fl - 1) T. - -p01

At the reflection from the non-moving objects 2,=O. OC=-oW and the

signal at the output of the coherent detector has the form

UcA = U S,. s C ((0. - (Our - W,,) t.- ( - T41. (12.58)

If the frequency of the magnetron, local and coherent heterodyne

are absolutely stable, then the quantity pf, referred to as the para-

meter of phasing, will remain constant from period to period of repeti-

i.,rn of pulses. Then, as can be seen from Expression (12.58), at the

absence of disarrangement (Aj--,,-- r-=0w--w--r=0) videosignals of non-

moving objects will have constant amplitude, determined by the distance

to the object R0 and the parameter of phasing cf.

In the presence of moving targets, the envelope of videopulses

(9) varies according to the sinusoidal law with frequencies of Dopp-

ler's pulsation

u = U. cos IQt. + A (n - 1)T- -?]. (12.59)

The variation of the amplitude of the videopulses can take place

from period to period as well as within the limits of one pulse. If

now the output voltage of the coherent detector fall on the indicator

with amplitud~e markings, then the markings of the moving targets will

appear crosshatched while at the same time the markings of the non-

moving objects will riot have such hatchings (see Fig. 12.14). This

difference in form of the markings is used by the operator for the

separation of signals cf moving targets from the background of re-
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flections from nonmoving objects. These SDTz systems are "fnown as the

comparing systems.

Compensation of the signals of nonmoving objects. On the indica-

tors with luminous markings, the varying as well as the amplitude un-

changed videopulses give markings of almost the same brightness. Con-

sequently, if the videopulses from the output of the coherent detector

fall directly on the indicator with the luminous markings, then to dis-

tinguish the moving targets from the nonmoving objects will be extreme-

ly difficult. Therefore in the RLS with indicators of the luminous

type, a method of compensaticn of the signals of the moving and the

slowly moving objects (compensation system SDTz) is used. The video-

pulses from the output of the coherent detector enter the input of the

compensating d. vice in which via the intraperiod subtraction of sig-

nals the suppression of the pulses with unchanged amplitude is accom-

plished and also the isolation of the pulses whose amplitude changes

from period to period.

The compensating device may be made of linear delays or electro-

statc memory tubes. Let us examine the operation of the compensating

device, made of ultrasonic linear delays (UZL) (Fig. 12.15). For the

accomplishment of intraperiodic subtraction in the compensating de-

vice the signals enter the two channels directly and "delayed," and

then the two subtraction circuits are compared producing the differ-

ence signal. In the delayed channel an ultrasonic line is included

accomplishing the delay of the pulses for the period of repetition.

Therefore the series of pulses at the output of tie direct and "de-

layed" channels show a displacement of one relative to the other by

a period of repetition.

For the undistorted transmission of videopulses of the receiver

through the ultrasonic line of delay, te latter is transformed tnto
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high frequency pulses wAth a naintained rule of the variation of the

envelope. Th7is transformation Is accomplished by auxiliary modulators

made up of generator of oscillation of frequency fl and a modulating

a:;ipt! fler.

We shall find the voltage at the output of the compensating de-

vice

Zi, = 14 [Uc€.,,-"...},zid

where K0 -amplification of the direct and delayed channels; i,., and

- voltage cf the two adjacent v.ideopulses at the output of

the receiver.

On the basis of Expression (12.59)

Uc,,'3 ) = UC cos [ 1 ..I- (,-

. = U,, cos [2 .t, + 2,nTA - ?I.
Taking K0 = 1, we find

111C=2U,,,sin (in + ,, L) - (12.60)

From Formula (12.60), it is seen that for the nonmoving objects

the difference signal is equal to zero, at the samne time for the movinu

targets, it differs from zero. This signal i3 also used for getting

the luminous markings of the moving object on the screen of the indica-

attob.

The pulses at the output of the subtraction circuit may be posi-

tive as well as negative. For the obtaining of luminous markings on

the oreen of the indicator, the bipolar pulses are transformed into

unipolar with the aid of the full-wave videodetector.

For the guaranteeing of good compensation signals of nonmoving

objects, it is necessary to provide strict equality between the total

time of delay of the signals T zad and the period of repetition T
z ad p

The varia:ion of the period of repetition or the time of delay leads

to the relative displacement of the signals being compared and the
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showing its operation. a) From the output of the receiver; b) to the
synchronizer RDS ; c) modulated amplifier; d) generator of frequency fl;
e) cascade with shock excitation circuit; f) UZL; g) frequency de-
tector (f2 ); i) differential ARUY; J) blocking generator; k) limitor;
1) to the indicator; m) detector; n) subtraction circuit; o) video
detecter.

appearance of uncompensated residues.

In the process of the operation, the time of de1,ay may be varied,

since the velocity of the pvopagation of the ultrasonic wave in the

sound transmitter is depgndent on the temperature of the su.rrounding

* medi.um. One of~ the methods of mnaintaining equ~&lity between. the time of

delay and the period of repe-.ition is the method of the formation of
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synchronizing pulse stations with the aid of the same UZL, which is

used for the delay of output signals of the receiver. For this pur-

pose, in the compensator there are synchronization circuits (Fig.

12.15), including cascades with shock excitation circuits at frequen-

cy f2s freouency detector. limitor and Ulocking generator. The fre-

quency f2 differs somewhat (as far as the passband of the UZL per-

mits) from the priming frequency of the signals of the pulses, fl.

The operation of the synchronization circuit is included in the

following.

The blocking generator has characteristic generation period, some-

what surpassing the time of delay in UZL. The pulses of the generator

hit the cascade witb the shock excitation circuft. From the output of

this cascade, radiowaves with carrying frequency f2 enter the UZL,

where they are delayed by the time Tzad = Tp, detected by the frequen-

cy detector and after limitation hit the blocking generator anew for

the synchronization of the latter. The frequency detector is tuned in

such a way that synchronized pulses with frequency f2 are produced and

the pulses of the compensation channel whose priming frequency fl # f2

are suppressed. Thanks to this the possibility of the untimely trig-

gering of the blocking generator by the reflected signals is excluded.

The pulses of the blocking generator trigger the snchronizer of the

transmitter and the circuit of rectifying the coherent heterodyne.

14otfcry, besides the frequency principle of the division of chan-

nels and compensation examined above, amplitude selection of the sig.-

nals may also be used.

The effectiveness of the suppression of the signals of nonmoving

objects depends to a large degree also on the identity of the frequen-
f.

cy character of the direct and delayed channels and the constan-

cy of their coefficients of amplification. The equality of the coeffi-
8
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cients of amplification is provided with the aid of the differential

APU, automatically regulating the magnitude of the voltage of dis-

placement at the grid of the amplifier tubes in such a way that at

the absence of moving targets the voltage at the output of the cir-

cuit of subtraction is equal to zero.

Let us examine briefly the operation of the compensation device

achieved by electrostatic memory tubes. The electric signals from the

output of the receiver are recorded at the target of the electrosta.

tic memory tube and maintained for a duration of time equal to the per-

iod of repetition of the pulses. In the following period of repetition,

the reflected signals are taken into acccunt and compared by the cir-

cuit of subtraction with the signals being received. In this arrange-

ment, the operation of the electrostatic memory tube performs only the

function of recording.

More complete electrostatic memory tabes with barrier grids which

may accomplish at the same time the recording and compensation.

At a certain cycle, let the target of the electrostatic memory

tube with barrier grids composed of potential relays record the output

signals of the receiver U1 . During the second cycle of recording, when

the magnitude of the signals U2 at the output of the receiver will be

different, the potential relays correspond to the new signals. At the

repeated recording in every point of the target there results an over-

charge from the old potential to the new. The current of the over-

charge of the target is proportional to the difference between the

4 voltages VI-U 2 of the output signals in the first and second cycles of

recording. Flowing past the resisting charge in the target of the col-

lector, this current is composed of a voltage proportional to the dif-

ference of the output signals in the adjacent cycles of recording -,

In the operation of the compensating device of the electrostatic
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memory tube, the equality Tzad = p is maintained all the time auto-

) matically and any special measure of equalizing Tzad = Tp is not re-

quired.

Let us examine the operati,n of the block compensator originated

from the spectral repiesentition.

As it has already been noticed that during the reflection from

nonmoving objects, the videopulses at the output of the coherent detec-

tor have constant amplitude. It may be shown that the mplitude spec-

tra of unlimited series of right-angled unmodulated videopulses with

amplitude U0 , duration Ti and period of repetition Tp have the form

(Fig. 12.16 a)
_sin k_ . (12.61;

S (w) =A o - - 2
--k 2

Ar-O

where

A 0 U,

2x(a "= -D

In this way, the spectra of the videopulses of nonmoving objects

consist of constant components and harmonic frequencis of repetition

(Fig. 12.16 b).

At the reflection from the moving targets the videopulses at the

output of the coherent detector shows modulated frequencies of Doppler

pulsation S1d (Fig. 12.16 c). The rule of the variation of the envelope

of the amplitude of the pulses may be written in the form U-Uo-cos,t.

The amplitude spectra in this case will be

3()-A -rsin[(k- +!2. 1)-J 2~ [k Q).
-(W + (12.62)I I(k- + 2

k-O

Consequently, the spectra of the videopulses of the moving targets is

composed of the component Doppler's frequency d and the lateral fre.-
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S Fig. 12.16. Reflected signals of nonmoving objects and moving targets
I and the spectra corresponding to them, a) Pulses of the nonmoving ob-

jects at the output of the phase detector; b) spectra of the series of
pulses a; c) pulses of the moving targets at the output of the phase

i detector; d) spectra of the series of pulses c; e) pulses of the mov-
ing targets, located on the background of local subjects, at the out-L put of the phase detector; f) spectra of the series of pulses e;[ g) vector diagram of the signals entering the phase detector: U - os-

cillation of the coherent heterodyne; E - signal, reflected froM~the
local subjects; U - signal reflected from moving target; U otr - sum-
mation reflected ftnal; U - resultant signal; z - frequencyI characteristics of the com~ensating device. h) oscillation of the co-
herent heterodyne.

quencies of modulatio;' hw-6 and ko+d. (Fig. 12.16 d).

If the moving target is located on the background of local sub-

jects (Fig. 12.16 g), then under the condition, E>>U " the videopulses

at the output of the coherent detector will be a'l-ady not bipolar but

unipolar (Fig. 12.16 e). The rule of variation r.f the envelope of the

amplitude of the videopulses has t..3, form

U U o(I + f. sm~n2).
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The amplitude spectra of this series is (Fig. 12.16 f)

S(w)=A. - +

h-O (12.63)

+ m0  {sin[(k. + 9. sin (k,*-Q)~]
(kc + Q) 2 (k. -2-

h-O

From a comparison of Expressions (12.6i), (12.62) and (12.63)

it can be seen that the spectral component of the signals of moving

targets and non-moving objects are located at different points on the

axis of frequency. Consequently, for the separation of the signals of

the moving targets it is necessary to place after the coherent detec-

tor a filter which would suppress the components of the spectra, short

repetition frequencies and let pass all remaining frequencies, The cir-

cuit of intraperiod subtraction does have such a filter.

Let us find the frequency characteristics of the circuit of in-

traperiod subtraction

. _. ,- , U o-) 1 - o),

where &, and /1.1 -complex amplitudes at correspondingly the input

and the output of the subtraction circuit. ,jw) - transmission i:nc-

tion of the delay channel.

The delay of the pulses is accomplished at the period of repeti-

tion. Consequently, one may write U)=--e-Jn. Then

0Uw)1 -- e- IT

and

4,(w) =2 sb(ifT).

As one can see from Fig. 12.16 m, the f-'equericy characteristics

of the compensating device are such that the component of the spectra,

short frequency of repetition are suppressed.

Some types of sources of passive interferences, those, like the
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rain clouds, metallized strips, are disturbed by the action of the

wind as a single object, i.e., they have regular component veloci-

ties. Thereby, the videopulses of interference will be modulated by

the frequency of Doppler's pulsation, as a result of which at the out-

put of the compensating device there will be root, for the uncompensa-

ted residual interferences. For the separation of uncompensated resi-

dues, the compensation of the moving sources of interferences is car-

ried out. For this with the aid of the so-called wind compensation de-

vice the frequency of the coherent detector is changed as much as the

frequency of the signal reflected from the moving sources of interfer-

ences is changed. As a result of this, the phase of the interference

relative to the coherent oscillation will remain constant from period

to period and the quality of the compensation of interference is im-

proved.

2. Coherent - Pulse Systems SDTz With External Coherency

In the SDTz systems with external coherency in the capacity of

calibrating oscillation, signals, reflected from nonmoving objects

located at the same distance from the RLS as the moving target, are

used.

If it is assumed that the relative positions of the elementary

reflectors of the nonmoving object remain unchanged with the current

time, then the signals of a multitude of reflectors would have char-

acters of a regular function of time, and the nonmoving objects them-

selves would be ideal sources of calibrating oscillation. Actually,

this signal fluctuates, such that the effectiveness of the selection

of the signals of the moving objects is lowered. The lower the veloc-

ity of fluctuation of the signals of the multitude of reflect .rs in

Scomparison with 7 y-, the higher will be the quality of the selection

of signals of moving targets.
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Signal, reflected from moving point target, is described by

Expression (12.57). As a result of the addition of the signals, those

reflected from the sources of passive Interferences (12.7) and the

moving targets (see Fig, 12.17 a), there is a pulsation at the input

of the receiver. If these pulsations are fed to the linear detector

of envelopes, then, the voltage at the output of the detector in the

nth period of repetition will be

u,= -+ :P:V(12.64)

where At.JA(f-)Tfl- R-- l.- - angle between the vectors of the

interferences and the useful signals; E and 9 - envelope and the

phase of che interferences.

From Formula (12.64), it follows that at the output of the detec.

tor, the amplitude of the videopalses of the moving targets located on

the background of local subjects, varies with the frequency cf the

Doppler pulsations. (See Fig. 12.17 b).

The simplest way using the SDTz system wich external coherency is

the observation of the characters of the pulses on the indicator with

amplitude markings. If the moving target i located on the background

of local subje-ts, then the top of the palses appears to be cross-

hatched (Fig. 12.17 c), which is also shown by moving targets.

More effective indication is provided by the use of compensatin'

devices similar to those in the systems of SDTz with internal cohtren-

cy. The compensation of the signals of nonmoving objects in the SDTz

system with external coherency ie illustrated in Fig. 12.17 d, in

which the spectra of the infinite series of videopulses, modulated by

the frequency of the Doppler pulsation, and the frequency characteris-

tics of the compensating device are shown.

In the SDTz system with external coherency, as a rule, receiver

with logarithmic amplitude characteristics is used. As shown in
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Fig. 12.17 Working principle of the coherent-pulse SDTz system with
external coherency. a) Vector diagram of signals at the input of the
coherent detector; b) series of pulses at the output of the detector
of envelope; c) image of signals of nonmoving objects and moving tar-
gets on the screen of the indicator with amplitude markings; d) spec-
tra of series of pulses b and the frequency characteristics of the
compensating device. 1) Local subjects; 2) moving targets on the back-
grouid of local subjects; 3) probing pilses.

Chapter 11, the logarithmic characteristics, compressing the fluctua-

tion of the input signals, permit the maintenance of the amplitude

difference at the output of the receiver, which is principally neces-

sary for the operation of the SDTz system with external coherency ex-

amined above.

3. Selection of the Moving Target During the Motion of the Radioloca-
tional Station

If the radiolocational station is found in motion, then the non-

moving objects relative to it in the general cases, do not exist alto-

* gether and the problem of the selection of useful signals have, in this

case some peculiarities.

Let us examine, for example, airplane radiolocational station with

SDTz. From Fig. 12.18, one can see that the radial velocity VR of cer-

tain nonmoving object.0 on the Earthis surface depends on the course

angle a as well as on the location angle .
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Fig. 12.18. The calculation of radial velocity of the approach of the
airplane and a portion of the Earth's surface.

For the suppression of the signals of the object 0, compensation

of the natural motion of the RLS is necessary. The compensati, e

motion is accomplished in the same way as the compensation of the wind,

-- changing the frequencies of the oscillations of the coherent hetero-

dyne to an amount equal to the Doppler's frequency shift of the reflec-

2V cos ccos~

The accurate compensation of the natural motion of the RLS niay be

accomplished for any point sequentially of the exposed surface. If we

consider however the aggregate of elementary reflectors within the

limits of the permitted area AS, the radial velocities of whic, are

different, then to accomplish compen sation of all these reflectors

does not seem possible. As a result of this, complete slppression of

the signals reflected from the Earth's surface is never attained.

In the radiolocational stations established on moving objects, in

principle SDTz systems with internal coherency as well as SDTz sys-

tems with external coherency may be use4.

The use of the SDTz system with internal coherency on moving ob-

jects is linked with considerable difficulties. These difficulties are

produced in the first place, by the necessity to have devices on the
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airplane to compensate its own velocity. Since the radial velocities

of the elements of the Earth's 3urface depends not only on the course

angle but also on the angle of the location of the target, therefore

the corresponding device of compensation becomes complicated. In the

second place, for the stabilization of the operation of the high fre-

quency generator of the SDTz system with internal coherency presents

rigid requirements, which are extremely difficult to meet on an air-

S plane.

One may use more successfully the SDTz system with external co--

herency on moving cbjects. In these systems, the requirements for the

stibility of the operation of the high frequency generators are less

rigid. There is no coherent heterodyne and it is not required to com-

pensate for its own velocity. But, the SDTz systems with ex'.Lnal co-

Ii herency and compensation of signals of non-moving objects have ne

serious shortcoming. If the moving target is found outside of the

background of disturbing reflections or this background is small then

there will not be any pulsation. Thereby, all pulses at the output of

the detector will have constant amplitude and the output signal of the

compensating device becomes equal to zero. Therefore it is necessary

that measures are provided permitting the release from the above men-

tioned shortcoming of the system with external coherency.

§ 12.5. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE COHERENT-PULSE SYSTEM SDTz

The fluctuation of passive interferences leads to the appearance

of uncompensated residues at the output of the compensating device,

which worsens the quality of the selection of signals of the moving

targets. The uncompensated residues produced from each one of the

reasons enumerated earlier, are statistically independent. Therefore, -

the resultant power of the fluctuation is equal to the sum of the
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powers of fluctuatiori caused by each of the reasons individually.

The degree of suppression of interference in compensating de-

vices is well characterized by the so-called coefficient of suppres-

sion, which is understood to be the ratio of the powers at the input

and output circuits of the intraperiod subtraction.

Let us evaluate the magnitude of the uncompensated res!.due, caus-

ed by every one of the reascns individually, in the example of the sys-

tem SDTz with external coherency.

1. The Evaluatior of the Magnitude of Uncompensated Residue Taking into
Account the Mction of Elementary Reflectors

Due to the motion of the elementary reflectors, the series of pul-

ses at the output of the detector of envelope change in amplitude in a

random manner. The normalized correlation function of buch series of

pulses may be represented in the form of the product

r (t) = r (a + vTn) = r, (vT) ( r (8), (12.65)

where r=8+vT,- argument, represented in the form of a sum of dis-

crete parts vT,. v=O, 1, 2. ... and the continuous parts &(O<8<T);

ro,(vT) - normalized correlation function of the envelope of the Per-

ies of pulses determined for the discreet values of the argument, vT3 ;

(s(t)sV4+)dt - normalized corrlation function, determined by the

s (O~tt form of the pulses.

Examine the coefficient of suppression of interferences. The con-

stant component of the voltage at the output of the detector may be ex-

cluded from the analysis since it does not pass through the compensa-

ting aevice. Therefore, it remains only to investigate the passage of

the vbltage of fluctuation.

Let us denote the voltage of fluctuation at the input or the com-

pensating device by U,,()' Then, the voltage at the output is

- The corr lation function of the output voltage
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RgN:(~) 7.V~+ ) 2R,~
Re .(t. - T3M) -R.( +} r.). ( 12.66 )

where R()=, (t) U,(g + -).

Assuming in Formula (12.66) T - 0, we find the i;*e power of

the fluctuation at the output of the compensating device is

ot= 2.R. (0)- R., (r)J.

since
RU (TM) = r-- (T6.) •RII (0),

where ru(Tm) - coefficient of correlation. of tne input voltage then

----2[1 - r (!J" 1 7!

The coefficient of suppression of interferences is

I~ i-.(T~u)

Consequently, at strongly correlated interferences Ir.(T,)a

11 L- co; at weak correlation [r,,(T,)20] suppression is absent.

Substituting the value ,vkh from Formula (12.65) in to the expres-

sion for coefficient of suppression, we get

0.5 (12.67)

If the period of the sequence of the pulses is exactly equal to

the time of delay in the line (T,.=T, , ), then in the last formula, it is

necessary, obviously to set 8=0, r,(a)= and then

,- "15 (12.68)

The energetic spectra of the fluctuation of the interferencea Lt

te output of the detector of enlelopes is determined by Expression

(12.2). T-1he correlation function corresponding to this spectra is

ro, (r)- exp Is •
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Fig. 12.19. Dependenc . of the coefficient of suppression on tae ratio
fO/Fp for varicus types o f multitude of reflectors. 1) Rain clouds;
2) metallized strlpc, surface of the sea in the wind; 3) hills with
plant growtn in the wind 32/km/hr; 4) antenna stopped; 5) hills with
plant growth, calm.

Consequently,

SO(12.69)

From Eq. (12.69), one can see that the coefficient of suppression

decreases with the shortening of the wave length and the decrease of

tha fre-uency of repetition of the pulses.

in correspondence with Formu"la (12.69) curves of the dependence

of the coefficient of suppression on the ratio for various objects

characterized by the parameter y are constructed in Fig. 12.19. From

the curves, it follows, in particular that in the centimeter wave range

[o (0.5 -I)107J the coe'ficient of suppression of the reflections

from moving objects hardly ever gets to be larger than 10 db. It is es-

timated experimentally that in many cases the reflection from the rain

in the installations of the SDTz almost is not weakened.

2. Evaluation of the Uncompensated Residue Caused ? the Rotation of
the Antenna

At reflection from isolated nonmoving objects, the envelope of

the signals at the input of the receiver will vary in correspondence
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with the diagrams of d.zectionality of the antenna in power (Fig.

12.20 a). The maximnum variation of magnitude of the reflected .ignai

per period of repetition will be in points where the diagrams of direc-

tionality have the largest slope.

a

ITh g

t

I \

Fig. 12.20. Variation of signals reflected from isolated objects dur-
ing the rotation of the antenna. a) At i;he output of the linear re-
delver; b) at the output of receiver with limits.

If we approximate the diagrams of directionality in power with

the Gaussian curve

U(m) = Uoe

where 0 - width of the diagra, at Level 0.5, then the abscissa of the

point of the largest slope may be found from condition

dU(e) -

= - oe .1--W-]0

from which we get

0

We find the tangent of the angle of inclination tangent to the

curve at the point a---I!

i '~ 5,~, U.. - (-u;)' 1.4
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Then the quantity,

au 6 1 aU ) (a)

= 
no

UO P Iao -- (12.;10)

where r0 - number of pulses, arriving in the width of the diagrams of

dirertionality at the level of half' the power value.

If the receiver has linear amplitude characteristics, then Expres-

sion (12.70) will also be characterized by the magnitude of the uncom-

pensated Psidues of the interference. For example, at a width of the

diagram of directionality of 8 = 3', ';he velocity of the rotation of

the antenna 6 rpm and the frequency of repetition cf the pulses

Fp = 400 pulses/sec, the number of pulse, n0 = 33 and the value of the

remaining signal -- =430,. or the coefficient of suppressi.,n is

L.=Ilg (IL) 2 =27,5 cb..

Applying the limitations of the signals it is possible the lower

,he -'alue of the umcompensated residues caused by the rotation of the

antenna sonsiderably. (Fig. 12.20 b).

Let us find the magnitude of the remaining signals during the re-

flection from a multitude of reflectors. It will be assumea that the

relative positions of the individual reflectors in time equal to the

pericd of repetition, remain substantially uncianged. Then durin, the

rotation of the antenna ther wi1l be room only for the variation of

amplitude corresponding to the elementarl, signals, &he phasal relation-

ships remain unchanged. The amplitude variations of the elementary sig-

nals lead to the fluctuation of the resulting signals. Therefore, if

the vector 9. (Fig. 12.21) represents the signal of a multitude of re-

flectors in the nth period of repetition of the pulses, then in the

(n+))th period, the signal will be represented by another vector,
-4. --4 L.4 "

} ,. The various vectors u=; - u,+jj characterize the chenge of the

resulting signal per period of repetition.
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Fig. 12.21. Vector diagram of signals reflected from a riultitude of
reflectors during the rotation of the antenna.

The mean square value of th different vectors is

. k [U(a+42. -- uct)jsd,

where act= - angle of rotation of the antenna in the time between
two pulses; k - coefficient of proportionality.

Substituting the function U(a+Am) into the form of a Taylor's ser-

ies and limiting to two terms of the series, we obtain

IV = Y- j ww + oa.n

Separate the vector of difference U into two components, one of

which, (us') is found in phase with the vector of the sum of vectors

A6 and -#+. and characterizes the variation of amplitude, and the

other, (i") -in quadrature with it and characterizes the phases of the

resulting oscillation. The elementary components of the signal, as a

result of 'he Irregular distribution of the reflectors in the permit-

ted volume, are statistically independent. Therefore, one may write,

that the mean square value is

Thus we hav found the mea square valne of the difference vec-

tors u0. The finding of the difference vectors corresronds to the
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subtraction of signals in the KPCh channel. We are however, i13teres-

ted in the magnitude of the signal at the output of the block of com-

pensation. If we assume "ie detector of envelope of the receiver to

the linear then this value is equal to the difference of the envelopes

of two adjacent pulses, AE (Fig. 12.21).

Between the values of the vectors it, and t,+, there is room for

the signal of correlation, &ince when the antenna is rotated an angle

of Aa, correspondin g to the period of, repetition of the pulses, part

of the permitted volume common for the first and second positions of

thq diagrams, is sufficiently large. Therefore, the variations of the

vector u, per period Tp cannot be significant, i.e., the value of the

vector u is generally small. Thereby, the level of mean square value

of the difference of the envelop,:s AEd is approximately equal to the

mean square value of the ,value U'd, component u' cf the difference

vectors

E U ° V k S IU'(a)J'd.R 1-/7a- . no (12.71)

The mean square value of the voltage of fluctuation before sub-

traction is

EA.=Ilk S JU(a)ltda. (12.72)

On the basis of Formulas (12.71) and (12.72), we find the coeffi-

cient of suppression

For the approximation assumed earlier of the diagram of direction-

ality, we get after integration,

La. (12.73)

The dependence of the coefficient of suppression on the number of

*iulses, arriving at the diagram of directionality computed by Formula
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(2.7u) is shown in Fig. 12.22. As should be expected, the bigger the

numbez of pulses arriving at the diagram of directionality, the less

is the remaining signa.

LI'1l

iits
Fig. 12.22. The dependence of the coefficient of suppression on the
number if pulses at the diagram of directionality.

A comparison of the curves of Fig. 12.19 and 12.22 shows that in

the RLS of the third decacentimeter wave range -- = (0,5--. 1)10'1 the fluc-

tuation of the reflections from metallized strips and rain produced by

the motion of the elementary reflectors prevail over the fluctuations

caused by the rotation of the antenna. In the RLS of decimeter wave

range, L9 =(1.5-3)1(r] these fluctuations are approximately equal.

During reflection from hills covered with woods, in the condition of a

slight wind, the fluctuation due to antenna rotation prevails over the

fluctuations caused by the motion of the reflectors in the centimeter

wave range as well as in the decimeter range.

3. Evaluation of the Magnitude of Remainink Sgnals Caused by the
Notion of the ELS

1be energetic spectra of the fluctuation of the interferences pro-
duced by t he motion of the RLS (in the plane uf the target), is deter-

mined by Expression (12.4). '±ne normalized currelation function corres-

ponding to this spectra is

r (c)= r, (c) cos-,, (12.6
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where r AL~i~1r 1 () =exp

L-J" (12.74)

Fig. 12.23. Suppreseton c-ceficieit as a
SC , .,function of spectral width of sigra:l re-

5-- flected from a plural reflector and of
pulse repetition period. 1) db; 2) Usec;
3) msec; 4) hz.

a Vk Knowing the coefficient of correlation
'854 r(T) of the process at the input of the de-

tector, we may find the coefficient of cor-
relation of the low frequency components of
the fluctuation at the output of the detee-
tor P(T).

For linear detector of envelopes
0 (r)_ =s,(t).-sa Y+,) 0p(), (12.75)

where S - low frequency component of the fluctuation at the output of
the detgctor.

Substi.uting the value of coefficient of Correlation (12.75) into
Formula (12.6P), we find the coefficient of suppression

-- 72A (12.76)

From Expressions (12.5) and (12.76), it follows that the wider
the diagram of directionality and the bigger the course angle an, the
wider is the band of frequency and the smaller is the coefficiet of

suppression. With the increase of the period of repetition, the co-

efficient of suppression also decreases. According to Formula (12.76),

the graphs in Fig. 12.23 are constructed illustrating the dependence

of the coefficient of suppression on the quantity AP ' at various val-

ues of Td" Let us look at an example: V=360 km/hour, =30% *

=2,8%, )-=3 cm. Thereby, AF=1I5 hz and the coefficient of suppression

at T.=1 msecis equal tQ L = 8 db.

If the RLS is installed on an airplane, then the fluctuation of

the signal depends not only on the azimuthal angle but also on the an-

gJe of inclination of the antenna. The magnitude of the uncompensated

residue in this case grows still higher. Calculations show that the
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motion of the SL .s the deciding factor, determing th? magn.tude of

the unccmpensat,d residues. The motions of the e3ementary reflectors

and the rotation of the antenna in tha case of an airplane RLS may

often be neglected.
4. Opevational Characteristics of the Coherent-Pulse System SDTz

The coefficient of suppression of inteiferences characterizes the

quality of 'he operations of the SDTz system only from one side; show-

ing, -n what degree the interference is weakened, it never does tell

us about the passage of the signals themselves. It is obvious, however,

that if the selector of the moving target will suppress in equal c.e-

grees the interferences as well as the useful signals then such a se-

lector is useless.

Let us examine some opecific features of the SDTz system with com-

pensation, stipulated by the intraperiod subtraction of the signals.

For this we rewrite the expression determining the amplitude of the )
signals at the output of the compensating device [see Formula(12.60)):

U, = 2Q,,sin( Au. (12.77)

From this expression we see that in the case of the optimum veloc-

ity, when 2 (2--2 , p ---- ± It ± 2,:.., adjacent pulses have equal ampli-

tudes, but opposite position polarity and the voltage at the output of

the compensating device reach a maximum value.

At "blind" velocity, when all pulses have the same ampli-

tude and polarity and therefore the voltage at the output circuit of

subtraction is equal to zero. Under these conditions, the target cau-

not be detected. In this way, the observability of the sienals of the

moving targets on the background of passive interference6 depends not

only on the magnitude and velocity of the fluctuation of the interfer-

ences but also on the radial velocity of the targets.
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The presence of blind velocity is the essential shortcoming of

the coherent-pulse system with intraperiod subtraction of signals.4
At the autotracking of the target and in all the other cases, when the

velocity of the target is known, the period of repetition of the pul-

ses, T and the frequency of the coherent voltage fkg vary, then the

velocity of the target may be made optimum while that of the interfer-

ence, 'blind'. Thereby, the best condition of the observcion of the

useful signals is guaranteed (accumulation of signals and deduction of

interferences).

During the operation of the RLS in the regime of survey, the

velocity of the targets as a rule is not known. In this (:ase for the

decrease of the probability of letting pass the target having blind

velocity it is necessary to have in the receiver a series of channels

tuned to the receiving of signals with different Doppler's frequency

shift. Another way of solving thic problem -- the variation of the fre-

quencies of the period of repetition of the pulses at the presence of

an one-channel receiver.

Up to this time, it has been assumed that the useful signal forms

a nonrandom function of time (nonfluctuating signal). Actually, the

signals of real targets do fluctuate and this circumstance noticeably

~effects the condition of their detection.

Complete objective evaluation of the effectiveness of the SDTz

system, considering the velocity of the fluctuation of the interfer-

ences as well as the velocity of fluctuation and magnitude of the Dopp-

ler's frequency shift of the useful signal may be done only with the

aid of the operational characteristics (RKhP).

The calculation of the operational characteristics of the coher-

0 ent-pulse system SDTz is extremely unwieldy and it will not be exa-

*ined here. We shall look only at the completed results considering
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as an example the operational characteristics of the receiver, whose

block diagram is represented in Fig. 12.14, for the case of the detec-

tion of the fluctuating useful signals on the background of passive in-

~ terferences with different velocities of flu'tuation.* These character-

istics, shown in Fig. 12.24, are calculated for the following qondi-

tions:

-no limits in the receiver;

- the useful signals and the interferences are distributed accord-
ing to the normal law with zero mean value, i.e., regular components

of the useful signals and the interferences are equal to zero;

- the energetic spectra of the fluctuation of the useful signals

* and the interferences are described by the Gaussian curve;

- the diagram of directionality of the antenna is rightangled;

- the Doppler's phase increments of the signals per period of rep-

etition art taken as "blind" (v.---AT,-+2q, L-O, ,2...) and optimum

(,t (2 - 1)z). 
s

P "e0 D ' 1 , 20 .AM

I Fig. 12.24. Operational characteristics of the SDTz system with inter-,
nal coherency: AFp and &Fs - width of the energetic spectra of fluc-
tuation of interferences and useful signals correspondingly (at the
level 0.5); n - number of pulses in the packet; C. - ratio of the
power of the signal to the power of the interference ar the input of
the receiver; F- probability of false detection.
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From the curves cf Fig. 12.24 we see that luring the detection

of the signals of the moving targets, the quantity 9d plays an extreme-

ly essential role: the variation of 9d from 1800 to 00 leads to the

rise of the threshold signal to 20 db. It is necessary, however, to

notice that the target cannot move with "blind" velocity for a long

time. The quantity cd depends on the radial velocity of the target and

it does not remain constant when the direction of the motion of the

target does not coincide with the direction toward the RLS. Besides

this, the absolute value of the velocity of the target is subject to

fluctuation. If for example, the veloci.y of the target is equal to

720 km/hr varies by 2%, then at X=I10 cm and T,=0 n:2c, parameter (pd

varies by 260. This leads to a better observat..ity of the target if

it moved before this with "blind" velocity and -.as badly discerned on

the background of interferences.

From an examination of the operational characteristics it follows

that the p-o)bability of detecting the target at blind velocity is not

equal to zero. This is explained by the fluctuations of the useful sig-

nals. The growth of the probability of the detection with the increase

in the ratio of the power of the signals to the power of the interfer-

erce a in the region of large probability takes place slowly, which

is also explained by the fluctuations of the useful signals.

As it should be noticed, with the increase of the velocity of the

fluctuation of the interferences, the magnitude of the threshold sig-

nal increases. With wide band passive interfe.'eices, the effectiveness

of the coherent-pulse receiver with the intraperiod subtraction is not

great. Therefore there is interest to present a comparison of evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of this type of receiver and the classiea'.

receivr carrying out the accumulation of the signals after the detec;-

tor of the envelopes, the operational characteristics of which is
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shown in Fig. 12.25. From the curves of Figures 12.24 and 12.25

the dependence of the magnitude of the threshold signal a, on the

width of the energetic spectra of the fluctuaticns of the interference

AF, is calculated for the coherent receiver with intraperiod sub-

traction and also for the ordinary receiver with the detector of enve-

lopes and integrator. This dependence for the probability of detection

D - 0.9 is shown in Fig. 12.26, From the curves of the figures, one

i[ ] can see that even in the case of optimum velocity of the motion of the

target at AF,.T,>O,30 the coherent receiver for the level shown in the

figure is less effective than the ordinary receiver.

I

"IyI
-j -e -, o '2 4 6 8.

IA
2t Fig. 12.25. Operational characteristics of the receiver carrying out

accumulation of signals after the detector of envelopes. 1) hz; 2) db.

In conclusion, it is necessary to indicate that the coherent-pulse

method with the intraperiod subtraction is the only one of the possible

methods of selection of signals of moving targets against the back-

ground of passive interferences. Experience of exploitation shows that

regardless of the relative width cf tLe practical reception, the indi-
cated method is not the best.

Other methods have been proposed for the detection of the signals
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Fig. 12.26. Dependence of the threshold signal on the width of the
spectra of the fluctuation of the interference. 1) Coherent receiver
with intraperiod subtraction; 2) receiver with Cietector of envelope
and integrator.

in passive interferences, in particular, double, triple and even

(n - 1) -tuple compensation (n - the number of pulses in the packet

of rerlected signals). The methods of multiple compensation are more

effective than intraperiod subtraction, but they as well as other sub-

optimum methods which we have not examined here are far from fully rea-

lizing the potential possibility of the detection of the signals in

passive interferences. This possibility is only realized when the meth-

od of optimum reception is used.

5. Sensitivity of the Receivers of the Coherent-Pulse SDTz System with
Internal Coherency

Le'; us examine the effectiveness of the receiver with the detec-

tor and the intraperiod subtraction in the case of the detection of

signals against the background of natural noises cf the receiver.

The average value of the amplitude of the videopulse signal after

compensation and the change of polarity of ti.e negative pulses to the
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opposite position is equal to

2U,Isin"( - T • I) "r~sin (2xFt) dt=
2. (12.78)

4

where T _-y - period of Doppler's frequency.

Form (12.78) it follows that at the optimum velocity of the tar-

get (snF,,=1) the average value of the amplitude of the signals at

the output of the coherent-pulse receiver is---=I,27 times greater than

the amplitude of the signals at the output of the receiving device of

an ordinary RLS. At "blind" velocity (sih-.FlT3=6) the aignal at the out-

put of the coherent receiver is equal to zero.

The noise level of the receiving-indicator tract of the coherent-

pulse RLS with compensation and that of the ordinary RLS are approxi-

mately the same. Actually, the compensating device increases the noise
voltage by a factor /f, since the noise voltages in the direct and de-
layed channels are statistically independent.

But the coherent detector, having suppressed the quadrature component

and allowing the phasal component of the input signal pass without

change raises the signal/noise ratio by 1/2. times.

Consequently, the sensitivity of the receiver of the coherent-

pulse RLS with compensation is a function of tie radial velocity

(Fig. 12.27).

Fig. 12.27. The dependence of the sensitivity of the receiver of the
coherent-pulse RLS with intraperiod subtraction of signals on the

radial velocity of the target.
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It is necessary to note that also at the "blind" velocity the

signal at the output of the coherent receiver is not equal to zero.

This is explained by the fluctuation of the useful signals. If it is

further assumed that all the values of the velocity of the target are

approximately distributed in some intervals, then by a first approxi-

mation, it may be assumed that the sensitivity of the receiver of tn

coherent-pulse RLS on the average is equal to the sensitivity of the

ordinary RLS.

§ 12.6. STABILITY REQUIREMENT OF THE OPERATION OF THE ELEMENTS OO THE

SDTz SYSTEM

It is necessary to have in view two circumnstances when discussing

the basis of the requirement of stabilization of the ope.ratJon of the

elements of the RLS system.

From one side, the stability should be sufflciently high such

that the uncompensated residues of the interference are not substan-

tially increased and the quality of the selection of the signals of

the moving target is not worsened. From the other side, very h~gh sta-

bility is not expediticus since then the uncompensated residue is not

substantially reduced while the construction of the RLS is sharply

more complicated. From an analysis of the graphs of Figs. (12.19) and

(12.22), one can see that the coe'fflie°:- of supp;?c&sion of fluctuation

produced by the motion of the elementary reflectors and the rotation

of the tenna cannot somehow significatly surpass 30 db. Consequent-

ly, even at the absolute stability of the operation of the elements,

the coefficient of suppression is limited to the order of magnitude

of about 30 db and lower. If the RLS is instelled on a moving object,

then to b residual sigiial caused by the wind a.d the rotation of

the antenna, there are added the residual signals due to the change of

position of the artenna and tne coefficient of suppression becomes

891
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still smaller.

It is assumed that at coefficient of' Suppression 28-30 db

good observabiLity of the signals of the moving target on the screen

of the indicator is guaranteed. The value 1=28-:-30 06 corresponds to

the ratio of the voltages at the outrtt and the input of the block

compensator- ...4-:-o,3. This value of the ratio is generally used as

the starting point for the basis of requirement of the stability of

V operation of the elemcnts of the RLS.

1. Reauirement of the Stability of Operation of High Frequency Genera-
tors in the SDT-1Systems with Internal Coherency

Since in the SDTz systems with intraperiod subtraction, the phase

variation of the reflected signals is fixed per period of repetition,

therefore the magnitude of the reflected signal at the output of the

subtraction circuit will be determined by the stability cf the frequen-

cy of the transmitter of the local and coherent heterodynes during the

course of that period.

The variation of the frequency of any of these generators or all

of them together will lead to the appearance of a parasitic phase dif-

ference between the reflecteA signals and the coherent 'o- ages. If it

is assumed that the variatlin of frequencies of any generator takes

place according to the linear rule that is equivalent approximately to

the variation of the distance between the RLS and the target then the

signals of the nonmoving objects will never differ from those of the

4! moving target. There will not be a full suppression of the signals of

the nonmoving objects.

The amplitvde of the videopulses at the output of the balanced

phasal (coherent) detector, very often used in practice, is determined

by the expression

£J=U(I4-4-C ). 1801' 360,(
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where Uo kU;

k - coefficient of transmission of the detector;

U - amplitude of the signal at the input of the detector;

- phase difference of the reflected signal and the coherent

voltage.

It is obvious that the summation of the phase differences is

A = ~~ + A41.1 + AS=r

where A$, A+.r nd a, variations of phase of the tranam!tter, local and

coherent heterodynes correspondingly.

If it is assumed that the frequencies of the generators vary

according to the linear rule then the corresponding variation of phases

per period of sending will equal to*

= t

di (12.80)

On the basis of vhe requirement of stability of the frequency of

every generator individually it is necessary to take into account that

the time of delay is >,. Consequently, the most rigid requirement

needs to be imposed on the absolute stability of the local and coher-

ent heterodynes. Since the loca2 heterodyne operates on a significant-

ly much higher frequency than the coherent one (high frequency and in-

teriediate frequency correspondingly), therefore, w1%en their absolute

instability is the same, considerably more rigid requirement should be

imposed in tne individual instability of the local heterodynes. Besides
thi it needr to be taken into account the fact that the higher the

stability of 'he coherent heterodyne, the more difficult is its phas-
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ing. The-eore, it is necessary to demand the same absolute stabili-

ty from bott' h terodynes -

Since -u<< therefore, the absolute instability of the

transmitter sho\,i considerably less effect on the variation of the

phase *. Consequently, less stringent requirements may be imposed on

the absolute instability of the transmitter, the more powerful the

ti,insmitter in the pulse system, the stability requirements of which

wc'id be significantly harder than the less powerful heterodyne. There-

foizi it may be accepted that the phase variation due to the mainten-

ance frequency of the transmitter may be the same as the maintenance

freque-,wy of the heterodynes, i.e.,

A = A+,. = = Ato.

The variation of the phases of the oscillations of the transmit-

ter, local and heterodyne, takes place by a first approximation, inde-

;endently of each other. In the worst case, the phases of all the three

generators change in such a way that there are room for the arithmatic

addition of the individual phase shifts. In the other extreme case, the

phasal variation will compensate each other.

Based on this, we will assume that the resulting variation of

phases is equal to, on the average.

From Formula (12.79), we find the relative variation of amplitude

of the videopulses when the variation of phase is at the magnitude of

AU I

I "/(cos +sin A), 0<f

The maximum value w -- wjil1 be when +=90. from which

0 j ' . " (12.82)
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Equating the rlight hand sides of Formulas (12.82) and (12.81),

we find the maximum permissible phase variation

AU .

r om Relationship (12.80), assuming in correspondence with the

earlier statement = -0,03, for the permissible velocity of the
U0 MC OR

maintenance frequency of the heterodyne, we find

du, _ 0,03

dw., 0,03 (12.83)
d'okr C003

The permissible absolute maintenance frequency per period of repe-

tition (short duration instability) correspondingly will be

Af= ,03 0,03_

From the last formula we see that the permissible maintenance fre-

quency for the local and coherent heterodynes depends on the distance

to the target.

As an example, in m"ble (12.2) the permissible velocities of the

maintenance frequency, absolute and relative to the instability per

period of repetition for the transmitter, local and coherent hetero-

dyne are shown: -,-.z=0.5psec, T,=500sec, =300 ILsec (R=45 Km), fo=

10 000 Mhz, f ir-30 IMz.

TABLE 12.2 The requirement of short duration sta-

%1 C'TIm A I KorepelTr Aeafa - I

!T2:O.1;IM 1 Irov,,, A s I bility 10 for the transmitter and the co-

32khz/s 32khz/s 9-Mhz/s herent heterodyne i not too rigid and may
16 hz 16 hz "kkzb
10-9 0.-10-' 10-; be easily relaxed in practice. The short

1) Local heterodyne; duration stability, 10- 9 for the local het-
2) coherent hetero-
dyne; 3) transmitter. erodyne is reached with great difficulty,

The variation of the amplitude of the signals, reflected from

the nonmoving object happens not only at the maintenace frequency but
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I also during its variation according to the length of the emitted pul-

ses. The maintenance frequency of the transmitter, within the limits

of the duration of the pulse, leads to the variation of the phase dif-

ference of reflected signals and the coherent oscillation in the begin-

ning and the end of the pulses. This produces variations of form and

even the polarity of the videopulses. Since the maintenance frequency

arises independently of the period to period repetition, therefore at

the output of the compensating device there appears residual signal.

As it is known, the output voltage of the phase detector varies

from zero to the maximum value during the variation of 1 to 900. If

it is required that within the limits of the pulses no more than four

intervals should be included then we may write

or

If for exampleN 0.5 Usec then the permissible absolute main-

tenance frequeny of the transmitter during the course of the duration

of the pulse is Af, = 500 kilocycle.

Let us look now at the requirement on the stab-lity of the fre-I quency of the transmitter from the viewpoint of the fluctuation of the

signals, reflected from a multitude of reflectors and caused by the in-

stability of the probing oscillation. As it was shown in §12.2, the

fluctuation of the reflected signal due to the variation of the fre-

quency of the transmitter is not significant in such case if

Actually it is ordinarily required that %.AIfKl and then the permis-

sible maintenance frequency of the transmirter frow pulse to pulse

s ,.Af < 0,05.J ~~~A <5r.f~,5
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We shall determine finally the required stability of the gen-

erators from the viewpoint of dependability of the phasing of the

coherent heterodyne. We shall use to designate

the maximum derangement of the phasing pulse relative to the frequency

of the coherent heterodyne at which phasing is still possible.

If no measures were taken in the RLS for the stabilization of

the frequency of the transmitter, then as a rule, the tuning of Afo

is determined on the base of the maintenance frequency of the trans-

mitter. In such cases, the inequality should be fulfilled

I Afh, I. -< I Afo I..=.

Since the pulse phasing is dependably accomplished when the

relative derangement is of the order of 5%(' fo!kc < 0.05) therefore,

Af. ,,n < oo5/,.

2. Requirements For The Stability Of The Operations Of High Frequency
Generators In The SDTz Systems With External Coherency.

In these systems the magnitude of the uncompensated residues will

dpend on the stability of the frequency and the amplitude characteris-

tics of the local heterodyne.

Since the phase of the reflected signals in the receiver does not

fluctuate, therefore the special measure for the stauilization of the

local heterodyne is not undertaken. The requirements for the local

heterodyne is not undertaken. The requirements for the local hete.odyne

in the sense of maintenance frequency in this case are determined by

the parameters of the APCh system as well as in general t RLS.

The variation of the frequency of the transmitter produces the

fluctuation of the signals of the alspersed reflecters. As it has been

shown before, the permissible maini,.Aauce frequency of the transmitter

per period of repetition of the pulses should not exceed In ordcer of

magnitude of
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The flactuation of frequency and amplitude of he oscillation

of the transmitter is produced by the variations of the load and the

instability of the operation of the modulator. The magnetron is gen-

erally used in the capacity of ihe transmitting device in present

day RLS of the centimeter- wave range. The velocity of the maintenance

frecuency of the magnetron in the process of the operation of the RLS

is the bigger, the shorter the wave length and the faster the rotation

cf the antennas. The most favorable condition in the sense of the main-

tenance frequency is in the case of the airplane RLS where the opera-

tional frequencies are relatively high and the antennas are rotating

at a great speed and are shielded by deflectors. "'n these stations,

the velocity of the frequency variation of tho' magnetron may reach

hundreds and even a thousand megahertz in a second.

It is necessary to keep in mind tha there is still the fact that

fast variation of the frequencies of tbh rgnetron produces distortion

of the forms of the frequency spectra of the pulses whereupon the

harmful effect of this distortion on the operation of the station can-

not be lessened by the use of the system of fine tuning the frequency

of the receiver.

For the increase in the stability of the operation of the magne-

Itron, measures should be taken by guaranteeing its separation from
the linear transmission. For this purpose one may use, for example,

filters, which not bringing in any noticeab.Le weakening of the trans-

mission energy in the antenna, practically fully absorbs the reflec-

ted waves.

The decrease of the fluctuation of the output power of the mag-

netron is attained by the stabilization or the voltage of the modula-

tor, or the curr-ent of the magnetron.
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3. Requirements For The Stability Of The Time Delay, The Period Of
Repetition And The Duration Of The Pulse.

The variation T r T and also Ti leads to the appearance of

uncompensated residues at the output of the circuit of subtraction,

since as this takes place, the precise ccincidence of the pulses of

the direct and delayed channels at the output of the circuit of sub-

traction is destroyed.

The effect of the instability of T zad or Tp as before, may be

estimated by the ccefficient of Suppression (12.67), it is necessary

only to set i-3(T,)-l. Then, the coefficient of suppression as a func-

tion of the mutual displacement of the pulses is

)= 7'( 3 )
If we take the form of the pulses as right-angled,

Oc for all other valuts of t

thea,

and the coefficient of suppression is

L @) = ' (12.84)

Assigning in (12.84) the accepted value of L(B), we may find the

maximum permissible value of Tzad or Tp.

Similarly the requirement f3r the stability of the duration of

the pulses may be estimated.

§ 12.7 POLARIZATION SELECTION OF USEFUL SIGNALS

The observability of the useful sigr.als against the background

cf the : Aeturbing reflections fro.d hydroiaeteors and metallized strips

may oa improved if probing ossillation with circular polarization is

use3d.
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In gcaeral cases, the power of the signals being received re-

flected from defined objects, changes dependent on the form of the

polarization of the oscillation being emitted. For real objects, small

in comparison with the size of the reflecting volume, there is alwaysIpolarJzation at which the intensity of the reflected signal is maxi-

mum and conversely, polarization at which the intensity is maximum.

If the probing oscillations have the circular polarization, thenV the waves, reflected from the real targets, for example, airplane, as
a result of the asymmetry of the latter, will be elliptically polar-

ized. Rain drops have almost spherical shapes, acting like synmetri-

cal reflectors for any polarization. Therefore being reflected from

the rain, the waves also will have circular polarization. But, the

idirection of the rotation of the vector of the electric field changes
to the opposite direction upon reflection from the rain. If, for

example, the vector of the electric field of the wave being emitted

is, relative to the direction of the propagation, rotated clockwise,

S then the vector of the reflected waves relative to the direction of

propagation will be rotated counter clockwise.

As noticed in Chapter 11, one of the devices permitting the

acceptance of waves of circular polarization, is the phase rotator in

the form of a quarter wave grid, placed in front of the antenna ex-

posure (See Fig. 11.5). In passing through suoh a grid linearly

polarized probing waves obtain at the output waves with circular

polarization and the vector of the electric field is rotated for

example, clockwise. If the wave being received has circular polariza-

tion and the vector of the electric field is rotated counter clock-

wise, then at the output of the grid the wave will become again

linearly polarized. But the plane of polarization of the reflected

wave will be perpendicular to the plane of polarization of the inci-

i - 90O, -
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of the incident waves. Wave with such linear polarization cannot

pass through the waveguide tract of the RLS.

Consequently, waves reflected from rain having circular polariza-

tion, oppositely positicred to the direction of the rotation of the

vector of the electric field, will be suppressed in the system. Ellip-

tically polarized waves of real targets will have, at the output of

the grid, components of vertical as wel] as horizontal polarization

and therefore, part of the power of the reflected signals falls in the

receiver of the radiolocational stations.

Experimental investigations show that when circular polarization

is used in the RLS of centimeter range signals reflected from the rain,

are weakened to 6-8 db, reflected from snow - to 10-15 db. It is inter-

esting to note that for the reflection from non.-moving objects, whose

polarization differs from circular is weakened riot in excess cf 4-8 db.

When circular polarization is used, not only the disturbing re-

flections are suppressed but the useful signals are also weakened by

6-8 db. Therefore, the system should be completed in such a manner

that when disturbing reflections are absent it may be converted from

waves of circular polarization into linearly polarized waves.

The earth shows substantial effect on the magnitude of the sup-

pression of the disturbing reflections. If part of the energy of the

waves reflected from the rain falls cn the earth and afterwards re-

flected from it and enters through the :ttenna, then this wave will

not be suppressed and enters the input of the receiver of the RLS.

This is e:xplained by the change of direction of polarization when re-

flected from the earth. The effect of the earth depends on the dia-

gram of directionality, the angle of Inclination of the axis of the

antenna and on the coefficient of reflection of the surface coverings.
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Manu-
script [.footnotes]

| Page
, No.

823 See book by L.A. Vainshtein (Weinstein) and V.D. Zubakov

"Isolation of signals from the background of random inter-

ferences." Publisher "Soviet Radio," 196').

824 In the interval of observation, the interference is consid-

ered as a stationary ruadoi process,

826 More details on the normal random processes are found for

example in the book by B.R. Levine "Theory of random pro-

cesses and their applications in radio technology." Pub-

lisher "Soviet Radio," 1.962.

844 Such approximation agrees .ufficiently well with actual

practice.

886 During the calculation of RKhP it was proposed that in

place of the indicator an integrator and a threshold device

are used.

893 In so doing the variation of frequency in the course of the

duration of the pulse is negligible.

[Transliterated Symbols]

812 PC = RLS = radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya = radar

815 A = d = dopplerov = doppler
816 YIN = UPCh = usilitel' promezhutochnykh chastot = i-f

amplifier
821 c = s = spektr spectrum; signal signal

822 4 = i= impul's = pulse
823 cp sr = sredniy = average
824 n = p = pomekha = interference

830 o6n = obl = oblucheniye = beaming
834 Bx =Vkh = vkhod = input
837 mmH = min = minimal ?nyy = minima
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850 r = g = grebenka = comb

850 CAI = SDTz = selektsiya dvizhuyushchikhsya tseley = moving-
target selection

851 YKB = UKV = ul'trakorotkaya volna = ultrashort wave

857 m = m =magnetron = magnetron

859 mr =mg = mestnyy getcrodin = local oscillator

859 np pr = promezhutochnyy = intermediate

859 Kr = kg = kogerentnyy geterodin = coherent heterodyne

860 y = u = ustanovlenlye = settling

86o = d = detektor = detector
860 0 f = fil'tr = filter

862 Y31 = (ZL = ul!trazvukovaya liniya zaderzhki ultrasonic
delay line

863 n = p = oovtoreniye = repetition

863 3a = zad = zaderzhka = delay
864 APY = ARU = avtomaticheskaya regulirovka usileniya = AGC

868 A= dts = dvizhuyushchaya tsel' = moving target

868 OTp = otr = otrazhennyy = reflected

868 p r = rezul'tiruyushchiy = resultant
869 Bx= vkh = vkhod = input

869 BUX vykh = vykhod = output
875 or = og = ogibayushchaya = envelope

878 mK = mk = maksimal'naya krutizna = maximum slope

882 6 = db = detsibel = decibels

883 H = n = nizkochastotnyy = low-frequency
885 PGIM = PKhP = rabochaya kharakteristika prLyemnika = receiver

operating characteristic
893 A = d = detektor = detector

894 maKc = maks= maksimal'nyy = maximum

895 Aon = dop = dopustimyy = permissible

897 0 = f = faziruyushchiy = phasing

897 AIIq = APCh = avtomaticheskaya podstroyka chastoty = automa-
tic frequency control
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Chapter 13

PASSIVE RADIOLOCATION

'§3.1. PHYSICAL BASIS OF PASSIVE RADIOLOCATIONAL OBSERVATION AND SOME
AREAS OF ITS APPLICATION

In the passive radiolocavional observation of the locationv of

various objects or the reliefs of the locations, these positions are

determined by the reception of electromagnetic vibrations emitted by

these same objects being observed. In the last few years, it has been

established that the objects, depending on the temperature3, emit elec-

tromagnetic waves not only in the frequency of the infrared but also

in the longer wave lengths close to the centimeter waves. The electro-

magnetic radiations of various substances dependent on the temperature

of the regime, are k: )wn ordinarily as the thermal radiowaves and are

utilized for their passive detection and position definition.

In connection with the development of rocket technology, it has

been made clear that during the launching of a ballistic rocket, suf-

ficiently intensive electromagnetic waves have been observed. At large

distances (to 8000-10,000 km) the high frequency components of the

spectra are absorbed by atmospheric diffusion, while the low frequen-

cy (below 30 kilohertz) may be received and used for the determination

of the moment and position of the launching of the ballistic rockets

arnd the tracing behind its trajectory (when the engine is working).

It is assumed that during the launching of a ballistic rocket,

> its accelerated motion, intensive ionization and vibration of the

molecules of the gases take place on account of the high te:peratures
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and the velocity of the escape of i;he Jet exhaust of-the rocket en-

gine, The vibration process of the ionized molecules is accompanied

by radiations of electromagnetic waves. The intensity of th long

wave radiation increases on account of the fact that the Jet of strong-

ionized gases dragging behind the rocket provides a highly effective

antenva of very low radiofrequency. Besides, this, same ionized "tail"

forms a conducting layer foll the discharge of the vertical component

of the electromagnetic field of the earth, accompanied by additional

radiations of elect)-cmiagnetic waves.

Electromagnetic vitrations of still lower frequency are formed by

nuclear explosions. Their reception permits the assured registration

of the location and the measurement of the strength of the nuclear ex-

plosion.

The reason of the appearance of the ultra low frequency electro-

magnetic vibration during a nuclear explos:on Is the process of inten-

sive generpLion of electrically charged elementary particles possess-

ing gigantic kinetic energy. Appearing during the atoiic explosion,

the strongly ionized clouds create condit on for the discharge of the

:vertical field of the earth. Thereby, the unsettled process of the
type of lightning discharge is developed accompanied by the radiation

of electromagnetic vibrations.*

The intensity of the radiation of nuclear explosion is mostly

close to a frequency of 30 hertz and quickly diminishes to a frequen-

cy amounting at the maxi:Lnm of 0.1% of 1 kilohertz. In spite of that,

the level of signals even at frequencies of 10-20 kilohertz is suf-

ficient for them to be received at a range of several thousands of

kilometers.

Thus, at the present, from the purpose of passive radiodetection

and position defining we maj use:
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- electromagneti2 osciliaions, formed by thermal radiations

of various objects;

- electromagnetic oscillation, produced by strong aerodynamic

disturbances and processes of intensive ionization.

Passive radiolocation is developed in the last few years main-

ly for the solution of problems of navigation of airplanes and ships

at the geodesic and astrononical investigations etc. To the largest

degree, it is develcped and verified by the numerous experiments of

receptior of thermal radiowaves of objects i. the centimeter wave

range and the attention paid to it in a wide range of publications.

Passive radiolocation station (PRLS) is a non-radiating system

(insofar there is no transmitter) and therefore, possesses high secre-

cy, since its operational frequency cannot be determined by the enemy

using techniques of reconnoitering. PRLS may detect objects that are

,:,t contrasted in radiolocational relationships. Besides this, PRLS

requires v 'V much less energy and have relatively small weight and

bulk.

With the aid of airplane stations, passive radiolocation has

succeeded to receive extremely good reproduction of reliefs of local-

ities and a number of objects on them whose radiations differ in in-

tensity from the signals of the surrounding background (Fig. 13.1a).

The survey of localities is accomplished by the needle shaped

antenna beam which is irtermixed in direction by the perpendicular

course of the carrier of the PRLS (Fig. 13.1b). Plate scanning of

several bands is provided by the motion of the carrier. In this way,

the survey of the locality goes "line by line." In so doing, the

velocity of the intermixing of the antenna beam should coincide with

the motion of the carrier of the apparatus.
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The signals being received is reprodu ced on an electrobeam indi-
cator of direction. The brightness of the image on the screen of 4he

i m  indicator depends on the temperature con-

__. . trast of the objects.

The scale of the image obtained is

unknown, since the passive radiolocation

system does not directly determine the dis..

tance to the objects. The thermal radiowaveFig. 13.1. Survey of

locality by an air- is continuous in time and therefore it is
plane PRLS: a) image
on the screen of the impossible to register the time of the prop-
indicator; b) survey
of locality. aganda of the electromagnetic wave from the

object co the PRLS. Because of this, the scale of the image is esta-

blished by the juxtaposition with geographical charts or by the method

of bearing taking on the objects: the distance to them is determined

by the known heiglh of the flight and the angle of tilt of the dia-

grams of directionality of the antennas.

The capability of the PRLS to react with the temperature contrast,

depending on the differences in the intensity of their thermal radio-

waves, may be used for the leadirg of the guided missiles along the

borders between water surface and dry land in the detection of the

course of the ships passing through by their dead water current which

has much higher temperature in comparison with the surrounding water,

j and in a number of other cases.

I §13.2. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COURSES OF THERMAL RADIOWAVES.

Spectral distribution of radiatica3. The best sources of thermal

radiation waves in the centimeter and mil.limeter range is the absolute

black body.

She spectral distribution of thermal radiation of the absolute
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Vlack body for the radlo ["requency range is given by tne Law of

S Rayleigh-Jeans determilning the power of the radiation from unit sur-

face of the black body in an unit solid angle in the frequency band

of 1 hertz:

P= -T. (13.1)

where P - spectral density of the power of radiation volt/camhz;

- wave length m;

k = 1.3? x 10 watt/cm2 -degree (Boltzmann's constant);

To -absolute temperature

From the law of Rayleigh (13.01), one can see that the spectral

density of the radiation depends sharply on the wave length decreas-

ing with the increase of the latter.

Radiating capability of bodies. In the radiowave range, the ab-

solute b ack body possesses the best radiating capability in the fre-

quency of the centitueter waves. Therefore this ! used a * ,andard

with which the levels of the energy radiated by any other bodies is

compared under the same conditions.

The radiating capability e denotes the ratio of the power of

radiation Pzr of te given body in the specified frequency band at

temperature TO to the power of radiation P, of the absolute black

body at the same temperature and in the same frequency band, i.e.

, (13,2)

The quantity e is always smaller than unity, since the maximum ra-

diation is given by the absolute black bo )y. If, for example, the

radiating capability of a body is equal to 45%, then it radiates in

the given frequency bank only 45% of the energy which would be radi-
ated by the absolute black body under the same conditions.

RefZecting capabiZity of bodies. All real objects not only radi-
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but they also reflect the energy from other surrounding media in-

cident on them. The level of this energy depends Dn the magnitude

of th( reflecting capabilities of various bodies. The reflecting

capability of the object, x is related to the radiating capability c

by the simple relationship

z=1-, (13.3)

which is a result of' the law of conservation of energy.
EquivaZent and apparent temperature of bodies. Rayleigh's law

and the data on the determination of radiating capabilities of objects

permit us to characterize their temperature equivalent to the radiation

of the absolute black body. The temperature level so obtained of real

bodies is referred to as equivalent.

From Expressions (13.1) and (13.2) it follows that the equivale't

temperature T7 of any body is equal to its absolute physical tempera-

ture TO multiplied by the radiating capability C, i.e.,

T:=T*. (13.4)

For example, water at the temperature 300 0 K and radiating capability

of 115% behaves "ike an absolute black body with temperature

0.45 x 300 0 K = 1350 K. Consequently, water has an equivalent tempera-

ture of ]35 0 K, which is completely determined by the level of radiat-

ing energy.

The high frequency energy, entering from any object is dependent

not only on the thermal radiation but also on the reflection of the

energy incident upon it from the outer space. The level of the reflec-

ted energy may be characterized by some absolute black body tempera-

ture giving the same value of the radiated energy and the equivalent

temperature produced by the external medium TO, multiplied by the re-

flecting capability of the object x according to Formula (13.3).
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Let, foz, example, the equivalent temperature of the external

modium be T.*,=50°K. The reflectuing capability of the body is 55% and

consequently the energy of the external medium reflected from the body

will be equivalent to the radiation of the absolute black body with

temperature 50° KXO,55--2 7,5 K.

The total amount of energy may also be characterized by some

temperature of the absolute black body, at which the latter gives the

same a iount of radiation energy. This temperature we use, is designa

ted as "apparent" temperature of the object, T1'.3 It, in correspondence

with the description, is deternined by the relationship

rT,,,-- = :6 + T1@ 1? %(13.5)

where T:., -equivalent temperature of the object.

As an example, we shall determine the apparent temperature cf

water. Earlier it has been calculated that its equivalent temperature

is T> 1350K. Besides this, it was established that water reflects ener-

gy, equivalent to the radiation of the absolute black body with temper-

ature 27.50K. Consequently, its apparent temperature consists of

135 + 27.5 + 162.5 0K.

Temperature contrast of object8. By temperature contrast, we mean

the difference of their apparent temperature. In the presence of tem-

perature contrast, the objects are distinguished by the intensity of

the entering radiations.

Temperature contrast exists at the same absolute temperature of

the objects. For example, the radiating capability of the earth's sur-

face is 90% while the reflecting capability is 10%. For water surface,

these values are correspondingly equal to 45% and 55%. Consequently,

the apparent temperature of the surface of the earth is higher than

that of water; the latter is as if "colder." As a result, according
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to the level of the total radiation of the ear-th surface and water,

they may be distinguished.

This possibility is illustrated by the curve of the difference

of apparent temperature in Fig. 13.2, obtained by recording the inten-

sity of the radiation of the earth's surface and water with the help

of an airplane PRLS.

As a final register of the PRLS,

5-% 1.: the self-recording device was used.

4 T. - The useful signal at the output of the

4-I - - -V receiver activated the pen of a strip

2 -- recorder which a2.luws a continuous re-
2 #4 2 * 2V1. 
Wg . C of t" cording off the profile of the apparent

Fig. 13.2. Curve of the crigo
difference of apparent temperatures of the objects being ob-
temperature of the earth's
surface and water. served.

1) Earth; 2) over a lake;
3) 1 dlvision,150 C 4) Note that the temperature contrast

may even be there at the same equivalent

temperature of the objects. This is valid in such cases, if the objects

have diffez. nt reflecting properties.

§13.3. OPTIMUM TREATMENT OF THE SIGNALS OF THERMAL RADIOWAVES.

The thermal radlowaves are signals a(t) for the receiving devices

of the passive radiolocational stations. They are similar in their

structure and statistical properties to the natural flctuations of

the noises of the receiver n(t). This circumstance makes it difficult

for the separation and determination of the parameters of the weak sig-

nal. on the background of the noises since its actual shape is not

known.

The problem of isolation of the useful information from the back-

ground of noises is resolved in the basis of the theory of statistical
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testing hypothesis. The latter permits us to get recommendatiors

for the synthesis of the optimum devices for the treatment of use-

ful signals.

The detection of fluctuation signals. The optimum procedure of

the treatment of the signals for the soluti -f *he problem of de-

tection may be determined on the basis of the critei-c. of the ratio

of probabilities (Chapter 6).

The signals of thermal radio;aves being received are extreme-

ly close in statistical properties to the normal stationary random

process. The detection of fluctuation signals is carried out on the

background of noises with similar probability characteristics. Their

additive mixture x(t) -s(t) + n(t) will also be random normal proces-

ses with summation variance.

In this way, the single physical characteristic of the presence

of the signals of thermal radlowaves is the increase of the variance.

In the presence of the signals it is equal to the sum of.c+a of the

variances of the signals and the natural noises, while in the case of

their absence, it is simply a.

The statistical properties of the thermal radiowaves and the nat-

ural noises noted above permit us to determine the probability func-

tion in the absence and also in the presence of the signals.

L~ ,x, ... x;0)= - ! .•exp --"x " (13.6)

(2:.

L(x, x2. x.; s)=
. [2x -(g2 + T-

Xexp 2( + 2 )  (13,7)

Expressions (13.6) and (13.7) permit us to create the ratio uf

" probabilities a

A (x,, x, rj- - exp 2 . (13.8)
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The solution on the presence of the signals is obtained in the

cases, if the ratio of Probabilities (13.8) surpasses some threshold

value A0 or the logarithm of the ratio of probabilitiLes satisfying

the condition

SA .(x,, x2, . -+n
In~ -,

(13.9)
+2 ~ x, >In A,

Performing transformation on Inequality (13.9), we obtain the

condition for the detection of the signals of thermal radiowaves

2 I >L -. In A+ r C~2 _ (13.10)

It is known (§6.2), that

r r

2 -01 02 (1311)

where Fm - the highest frequency of the spectra of the signals in t;he

receiving target; E,=-w - spectral density of the noise.

Therefore, the optimum procedure of detection, satisfying Condi-

tion (13.10) consists in the completion of the quadratic detection

and integration. More precisely, (13.11) tells about the summation of

the squares of the sum of signals and noises. On account of this, it

is possible to reach maximum sensitivity independent of the site of

performing the treatment of the signals according to high frequency or

videofrequency.

Another way of the optimum treatment of the signals, e(t) of the

thermal radiowaves may be pointed out. Let the reception be carried

out in two channels with independent noises n1 (t) and n2(t). In each

channel, there will be corresponding signals

X, W~ S 8(1) + ni (i)
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and

x2 () =s (t) + n2 W, (13.12)

which afterwards is compared by the determination of the extent of

their mutual correlation

r
q-S x, ). X2 (t) dt. (13.13)

0

The execution of Operation (13.13) is equivalently fulfilled by

the optimum procedure of the treatment of the signals given in Ex-

pression (13.11).

Actually,
r r• r

.x2(d=fss~t)d+2 s(i)-n (t)d1+S ns (i) di. (13.14)

The first integral is the energy of the signals, accumulated in

the time of integration T; the second integral is equal to zero since

the signal s(t) and the internal noise n(t) are independent*; the

third integral characterizes the energy of the noise. In this way,

the only substantial operation in the execution of the optimum proce-

dure is the finding of the first integral in Bxpression (13.14) i.e.,

the accumulation of energy of the useful signals.

From the other side, the completion of the procedure of the treat-

men, in correspondence with Expression (13.13) ib determined equiva-

lently by the following integrals:
T r

x, () x2 (9) dt- [s (j) + n, (,,]. -i (t) +-h (i)) di-
r .T

ss (i di +(i) di +
r r (13.15)

+fIS Y). n2 (f) di + I nj(i) - 2dt.

The last three integrals strive to zero at the increase of T,

) since the corresponding values are mutually independent. The first

integral as can be seen determines the only su;stantial operation co-
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inciding with the optimum Procedure (13.14) recommending to carry

out the accumulation of the energy of the useful signals.

Consequently, from the position of the optimum treatment of the

signals according to the threshold (detection), the procedures givei,
by Expressions (13.11) and (13.13) are the same. In both cases, it is

K 1 necessary to carry out the one and the same operation - accumulation

of energy. The quality of the treatment is determined by the time of

reception and the time of integ'.r-ation. The longer the time of integra-

tion, the more sensitive is the receiving tract to weak signals of

thermal radiowaves.

The evaZuation of the parameters of thermal reaicw-ces. The ob-

jects giving thermal radiowaves may be different one prom the other in

the power of the signals entering the receiver of the PRLS. The power

of the fluctuating signals is characterized by its variance. Carrying

out an evaluation of the variance may determine the intensity of the

radiation of the different objects at the point of reception and also

accomplished their identification.

In order to determine the evaluation of the variance A at the

maximum probability, it Js necessary to find susn values .__ at which
C C'

the probability Function (13.7) is at the maximum. The condition of the

maximum is given by the probability equation

L (x...--. (13.16)
., 

A

Then the probability function has a maximum at A

Utilizing Expression (13.7) for the probability function and con-

ducting the necessary computation in correspondence with the probabili-

ty Equation (13.16), it is possible to obtain

Ll
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or

A

-1 C n (13.17)

When treating continuous values of the signals, the evaluation

of its variance will be obviously

x2__)di__ (13.2-8)

In this way, the optimum procedure of the evaluation of the

variance of the useful signals is included in the calculation of

the difference between the accumulated values of the energy of the

signals x(t)=s()+z(t) and the power of the natu.al noises cP, of the

treatment installaticn.

The comparison of Expression (13.18), giving the optimum pro-

cedure for the evaluation of the variance, with Expressions (13.14)

and (13.15), uncovering the meaning of the optimum treatment during

detection, permit us to draw the conclus'on that in both cases, it

is necessary to conduct Just one and the same operation - the accumu-

lation of the energy of the useful signals. Therefore, the devices of

treatment which realizes the recommendation of optimum Procedure

(13.18) for the evaluation of the variance, are also optimum for the

purpose of detection.

§13.14. RECEIVER OF THERMAL RADIOWAVES.

The realization of the recommendations from Expressions (13.18),

(13.13) and (13.11) permit us to synthesize circuits of receivers of

thermal radiowaves which are optimum for detection as well as for the

evaluation of intensity (variance) of the useful signal.

The receiver of thermal radiations, realizing Procedures (13.13)

is referred to as correlational.

The receiver with the aid of which Operation (13.11) Is carried
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out is referred to as compensational.

Y/V4CompenationaZ receiver.

A : lock diagram of the 3orrela-

SIV meedN*rIv 6 tional receiver, of thermal radio-

-! I VI?? waves is represented in Fig.

13.3 The reception is carried

out in two independent channels

Fig. 13.3. Block diagram of corre- wth stabilized amplification.
lational receiver of thermal radio-
waves. 1) UVCh; 2) mixer; 3) Letero- The input signal s(t) in
dyne; 4) UPCh detector; 5) muItiply-
ing circuit; 6) FNCh; 7) UPT; 8) in- the presence of general antennas
dicator

should be suppressed at each re-

celving channel by uncoupling devices for the exclusion of the entry of

the natural noise of one receiving tract into the input of the other.

The difference of channels is most commonly achieved by 4he use oe two

different antennas.

If superheterodyne rectivers were used, then the local heterodyne

should be synchronized. General heterodynes are never used because the

noises natural to them would fall on both of the receiving channels

.apd would be received as signals.

After the detectior of the signals in each of the independent re-

ceiving tracto, their mutual comparison is conducted with the aid of

the multiplier and the filter of low frequency (FNCb), forming the

correlator.

The noises of the receivers are not correlated, whereas the sig-

nal voltages are strongly correlated. As a result at the cutput of

the circuit of the multiplier, there will be a constant Juxtaposition

at the begiining of the signals and the fluctuation component of the

natural noises of the receiving channels. The components received are

integrated by the filter of low frequency with a very narrow passband

-916-
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for the separation of the uneful component which is suppressed by

3al the amplifier of constant, current (UPT). The signal from the output

of the latter guarantees the operation of the indicator device, for

example, to be used for the modulation of the brightness of the in-

dicator direction.

CompensationaL receiver of thermaZ radiowaves. The compensa-

tional receiver realizes the recommendations set forth in Expressions

(13.11) and (13.18) for optimum operation. Its block diagram is shown

in Fig. 13.4. The input signal s(t) of the thermal radiowaves passes

through the low noise receiving tract to the compensating device.

The compensation is conducted at the same part of the constant vol-

tage, which is proportional to the vei"Lance of the natural fluctua-

tion of the noises of the receiver.

The filter of low frequency separates the component of constant

voltage which is fed to the indicator installation. As an indicator,

electronic beam indicators may be used or self recorders.

In actual conditions, the parameters of the receiving tract is

subjected to slow fluctuational variations. Particularly significant

is tne fluctuation of the coefficient of amplification which leads to

the slow variation of the constant voltage dependent on the useful

signals and the natural noises. As a result, the compensating voltage

established at a certain moment will appear as ineffective at other

moments. The same condition of optimum reception will not be maintain-

ed.

Parial elimination of the effect of the fluctuation of the co-

efficie..k" o' amplification of the receiving tract is achieved by the

variation of th output voltage in short time intervals. Daring the

) course of these intermediat; times, the coefficient of amplification

is substantially unchanged. Similar principle is used as the basis
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r
of the operation of the modo -

lational eceiver.

NV ftecuma dFm 'Mae 6 Modulational receiver of

the rmaZ radiowavee. A typical

5J #WD*JUN i, _7 block diagram of modulational

Fig. 13.4. Block diagram of compensa- receiver is illustrated in
tional receiver of thermal radiowaves.
1) UVCh; 2) mixer; 3) heterodyne; Fig. 13.5 while the forms of

4) UPch detector; 5) indicator; the signals in various chains
6) compensating device 7) FNCh.

are represented in time diagrams in Fig. 13.6.

The natural electromagnetic radiations of the objects of the cen-

timeter or millimeter wave range are received by the antenna as useful

.ignals, 8(t) (Fig. 13.6a) and enter the modulator of input signals.

Ordinarily modulators are slit sections in right angled wave guides in

* j which an absorbing plate - the modulator proper, driven by an electric

I motor - is inserted.

bu The velocity of the

o 4" turning of the plates com-

poses of, for example,

pool 30 revolutions/see, which

7f lot leads to the modulation of

Fig. 13.5. Block diagram of modulational the output signals of the
receiver of thermal radiowaves. 1) Modu-
lator; 2) balanced mixer; 3) heterodyne; modulator, right-angled or
4) UPCh; 5) indicator; 6) detector;
7) UPT; 8) narrow band amplifier at sinusoidal oscillations of
30 hz; 9) phase detector; 10) FNCh.

a frevuency of 30 hz.

(Fig. 13.6b). The character of the envelope of modulation is determlned

by the form of the rotating plates.

The output signal of the modulator is transformed in frequency

(Fig. 13.6c) and amplified by the wideband UPCh. The voltage at the

output of the detector (Fig. 13.6d) contains the component, which
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4, t KmYVuuu: SIT)DNe varies in cycle with modula-
a lI0 - y 4 A, 

- e-A J -ra- 2 e, tion (periodic component) and

b € the noise component. The per-

86,,dy£ iodic component is filtered

C off and is amplified by the

q .w.4 S ___ae. narrowband amplifier, tuned

d _C to the frequency of the modu-5 Otoe .iofpXn 'JD

____..__ lation.

f__________________________ Afterwards, demodulation

Fig. 13.6. Time diagrams of the vol- is carried out in the douole

tage in the elements of the modula- cycle phase detector in which
tional r2eceiver. 1) Fluctuations of
8(t) in antenna; 2) output of modu- the supporting voltage enters
lator; 3) output of UPCh; 4) output
of detector; 5) supporting voltage; (Fig. 13.6e) from the drive
6) output of phase detector.

systems of the modulator. The

periodic component gives at the output a constant component (Fig. 13.6f)

while the spectra of the Juxtaposing noise is displaced in the region

of zero frequency.

Further treatment of the useful signal is carried out as in the

correlational reception: the signals are integrated by the filter of

low frequency with the narrow passband and are fed to the amplifier

of ccnstant current whose output controls the operation of the indi-

cator device.

In the modulational receiver, as it is not difficult to notice

the comparison of the useful signal and the natural noises is con-

ducted in the subsequent time interval determined by the law of modu-

lation. As a result, the useful signal is completely not used during

the couize nf reception that leads to the decrease of the character-

istics of the modulated reception in comparison with the optimum

treatment.
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§13.5. SENSITIVITY OF THE RECEIVERS OF THERMAL RADIOWAVE3.

The operational characteristics of the receiver (RKhP) realiz-

ing the optimum rules of detection of fluctuation signals (13.10),

are represented by families of curves, which reflect the dependence

of the probability of detection D on the magnitude of the level of

probability of false alarm F under various values of the ratio of sig-

nal noise, 11. Outwardly, the RKhP for the case of treatment of fluc-

tuation signals does not differ frcm the operational characteristics

shown in Fig. 6.5.

The calculation formulas for the probability of false alarm r
I and the probability of detention D may be found taking into account

the rule of Dection (13.10). It is obvious that the probability of

* false alarm has a .robability of occurrence, which is constituted such

that

1a

in the absence of the signal, i.e.,

F I=P > O. (13.20)II .
Similarly, the probability of detection is

~If~A 1LO(13.21)

* under ths condition that there is signal at che input.

For the determination of the probabilities D and F, it is neces-

sary to know the density of the distribution of the probability valuesI
42(13.22)

In the theory of probability, it is proved that similar sums of

independent normal random values are distributed according to a law

called the CHI 2 .- distribution ("chi"-square distribution):
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z" e 2 z>O
W, z) n

, z<O(13.23)

Kee the symbo] -(x) refers to gamma-function.

The shape of the curves of CHI 2-distribution are shown in

Fig. 13.7 for several values of n. At n,,2 the curves monotonously

decreases; at n>2 they are close to the curve of normal distribu-

tion.

The quantity z as it follows from

n,, Expression (13.22), obeys the law of

* distribution W (z), since in the pre-n

4 "  sence of the signal as well as in its

absence, the value xi obeys the normal

S2 4law. Therefore, the probability of
o~ ~ 8 QI to t3 14

false alarm F and the probability of
Fig. 13.7 CHI 2-distribu-
tion. detection D in correspondence with

(13.20) and (13.21) are formally computed by the one and same formula

W8 (i) dz.

But X0 in the presence of the signal (a, O) has the value . while

in its absence (oc=O) k =) .

Consequently, the probability of detection is

D= W. (z) dz (13.2I)

and is computed under the condition that the signal is present at

(or *0). in correspondence with Expression (13.10) for this case

A

21 + 42)+0C2. (13.25)
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The probability of false alarm

F= W(z)dz (13.26)

is found under the condition of the absence of the signal (a,-O), i.e.,

I.= n A. (13.27)

The Integrals (13.24) and (13.26) are expresseiJ by an incomplete

gamma-function, which is determined by the equality

e-' t.t=r(l +x; y).

Therefore the probability of detectic;i is

D(13.28)

r

while the probability of false a.',arm is

F=1 (13.29)
F=I--r(;nA)

The Erpressions (13.28) and (13.29) permit us to calculate RKhP).

At fixed values of the probability of false alarm F the probabili-

ty of detection D will be bigger, the bigger the ratio of signal/noise

o € as this follows from Expression (13.28) and (13.25).

Concrete values of D and F are assigned by tactical considera-

tions. For a guar'antee of reception of the magnitude D, the signal/
noise ratio -!L should be somewhat bigger than the minimum value .!,,,,

i.e., the useful signal should surpass the determined necessary minimum

value P.,..= 2c.

The magnitude of the minimum necessary signal P..., providing the

required value of probability of detection D at a defined level of

false alarm F is generally used as the quantitative characteristics of "1

the se!nsitivity of the receiving tract.
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The output signal P pwa correspcnds to the determined value of

the signal/noise ratio n at the output of the integrating filter

(FIIh) of the receivers of the thermal radiowaves. Therefore the

sensitivity of the receivers of thermal radiowaves is quantitatively

estimated by the magnitude of the minimum power of the signal at the

input P,,,,. necessary for the obtaining of the required signal/noise

ratio np at the output of the filter of low frequency (FNCh in Fig.13.3,

13.4, 13.5).

Sensitivity of the correlational and compensational reoeivers.

The correlational and compensational receivers of thermal radiowaves

realize the optimum procedure of the treatment of signals. Therefore

their sensitivity are the same and below we shall carry out its calcu-

lation for the correlational receiver only.

The determination of the magnitude of the minimum necessary signal

P ,, at the i.nput of the receiver is related to the signal/noise

ratio found at the output of FNCh (Fig. 13.3). For this, in the follow-

ing we shall calculate the spectra of the signal and noise at the out

put of the linear and non-linear elerents of the receiving tract.

The spectral components of the signal and the noise pass through

the narrow band linear high frequency tracts with right-angled fre-

quency characteristic of width Af= AI, symmetrical with respect to the

operating frequency w0 and the nonlinear element - correlator formed

by the multiplier circuit and FNCh with the passbandAF=--,

The spectra of the signal and noise at the output of the linear

element with frequency characteristic K(W) are found by the 1nown

energetic spectra of the input process Gu(w)according to the formula

G, .(., = G. (-o. K* (a). (13.30)

) Expression (13.3) permits subsequently the calculation of the

spectral components of the signal and noise after passing through the
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linear elements of the correlational receiver.

Some diff'.culties of a computing nature are encountered at the

determination of the energetic spectra of the signal and noise after

the passage through the nonlinear elements. The known transformation

R cos=,, do. (13.31)

is used hereby between the functions of the correlational process

R(r) and its energetic spectra G(w). A reverse transformation, accord-

ing to the energetic spectra of the process G(w) permits us to find

its correlation function

41(=.43R(,). co-. d (13.31a)

The multiplication circuit conducts linear transformation of

the form

y(t)=k- x(t). x2 (, (13.32)

i.e., the output signal y(t) is proportional to the product of the

input signals x,(t)_s(t)+ni(I) and x2(t)=s(t)+n 2 (t) of each receiving tract.

Therefore at the output of the multiplication circuit there is, in the

presence of signals, a random process

yU) = k Is2(i) + s (1)[ (1) + n.(I)l n, (1) • n2 ())}. (13.33)

The calculation of the autocorrelation function T(T)of the process

* y(t) is conducted by the averaging of the products y(t).y(t+,). i.e.,

S - ( Yt +C) (13.334)

and connect, as is seen from Expressions (13.3-) ard (13.34), with the

determined average value of the products s2(t).s 2(y+-) and n(t).n(t+.)

correspondingly for the first (n and the second (n)2 receiving chan-

nels. Their calculation on the basis of the general rule of finding

the average value require the knowledge of the two dimensional laws

of distribution for signal and noise.
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The two dimensional law of the distribution of signal W(s; s,)

and noise W(n; n,)is normal and given by the expression

W (S; S- exp S2+s,2 - .s,- 1 (13.35)

W (i .t; exp 2- n, -2nn. ro

in which rs and r sh - coefficients of correlation for signal and noise

and for the simplicity of writing, they are designated s()-=s; s(tf+,)=s,;
n (i)--n; n (t +,t)-,.

The fluctuations of noise and signal of thermal radicwaves are

statistically similar, therefore r,=r. The coefficient of correlation

is by definition the ratio of the correlation function R('T) to its

value at T = O.
•, R ("e)

r -'R-- 0- (13.36)

Utilizing Expressions (13.31a) and (13.36) according to known

spectra for signal and noise, it is not difficult to find the coeffi-

cient of correlation of random processes after the passage through the

narrow band ( > Ao) of the linear system with right-angled frequency

symmetrical with respect to the central frequency w0 and width charac-

teristic Aw.

Au
sin

r,=r.= lot cos o€C. (13.37)

The final expression for the correlation function at the input

of 2NCh (13.34) after the completion of the intermediate calculations

and the exclusion of the corresponding double frequencies (2w0 ) has

the form

I R (T) .'o + [204 + q (a., + 0,) + o, ]X

_sin _ _, Af . (1 3 .3 8 )
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The first term

I ( , -= "4 (13.39)

determines the spectral component of the signal at the input of the

FNCh. The second term in Expression (13.38)
& 2 + s n ~ x • A f • t( 1 .0R.(')= - - 3+ (.+O,)+ o, * .,, (13.140)

specifies the noise spectral component at the input of the FNCh.

In correspondence with Transformation (13.31), the spectral den-

sity of the power of the signal at the input of FNCh is

Gc(w)=4. R, (t). - wr .. di

or taking into consideration, Expression (13.39)

S=4. ,(13.41)

0

where &(a)-2.. icoswz • dt is delta-function.

The power of the signal at the input of FNCh with passband AF

is determined by the known spectral density of the signal at its input

Pc=J 2k' 4" (w)" dw=k'. . (13.42)

j Similarly, the spectral density of noise at the input of FNCh

may be found by the known "noise" component Rsh(T) of the correla-

tion function so 4

I X ( A " -ty

or after taking the last integral, we have

o0 (f) [4 + ,(q2,+ ) lo •  (13.4,3)

Since the frequency band FNCh AF<Af, therefore the power of noise at

its output may be calculated by the formula

P, = Ow (f) . AF, (13.-144)

approximately, it may be assumed that the power of the noise is equal-
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ly distributed in the fraqdency band AF. Consequently, the power of

the noise at the output of VNCh is

• PP..= [2C+" (°W z%.)+ .o" ] ,.^, Af (13.45)

Expressions (13.42) and (13 .45 ) permits us to find the signal/

noise ratio at the output cfi FNCh

4
PC ._ _f 

(13.46)J -" 2 2 "2 '21- 21 4 )
W')! + a+" " S

For the most interesting case of weak signals a-<c ; besides this, letC Ws

us assume cW--=-. Therefore, the ratio

pW , A (13.47)

By definition, the magnitude of the minimum necessary power de-

termining quantitatively the sensitivity of the receiver is found from

the conditions obtained at the output of FNCh, the signal/noise ratio

is equal to n . Consequently,-

P "' = =p U l C - "P (13.48)

or taking into account that the power of the noises Psh is equal to

.,

= f - (13.49)

The time constant T of the receivers of thermal radiowaves de-

fines the magnitude, the reciprocal of the width of the passband AF

of the integrating filter, i.e.,

I
'41 - A(13.50)

The time constant defines the fast acting channel. Taking Into

account Expression (13.50) the minimL.m necessary power at the input of

the optimum receiver of thermal radiowaves is

P.

P~ MNU" V v;,- " (13.51)

It is seen that the sensitivity may increase, decreasing the natural
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noise Psh and increasing the frequency band by the high frequency

Af and the time constant of the receiver T.

Sensitivity of modutationaL receiver. Modulational receiver of

thermal radiowaves, whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 13.5, is

not optimum since owing to the modulation, the useful signal. is not

utilized during the course of all the receiving time. Therefore, its

sensitivity is in principle lower than the correlational and compen-

sational receivers of thermal radiowaves.

The minimum necessary signal for the modulational receiver is

determined by methods similar to what was used above. In carrying out

the calculation, it should be assumed that the characteristic trans-

lormation of the nonlinear elements of the receiving tract has the

following form

x(t)-k- Y() (13.52)

for the detector of the receiver also

W (t) = V (t) . sin 2wqt (13.53)

for the phase detector. In the last expression q - frequency of modu-

lation of the input signal.

In the cases of weak signals qa the signal/noise ratio at the

output of FNCb are equal

-= \ A.j" A- (13.54)

Therefore, the magnitude of the maximum necessary power at the input

of the receiver

MP 4)/ np (13.55)

or in the designations used earlier

P•P .4Y2 O (13.56)

Expressions (13.51) and (13.56) follow on tht fact that the sen-

K sitivity of the modulational receiver is 44) times lower than that of
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the optimum receivers of thermal radlowaves even Though qualitatively

the character of the dependence of the magnitude of minimum necessary

power on the basic parameters of the receiving tract remains as before.

For the minimum necessary power at the input of the receiver of

thermal radiowaves the general expression

Pn' "Un jC ** N (13.56)

may be written where =i,0 for correlational and compensational receiv-

ers and =4V2 for modulational reception.

The presence of obvious advantages in the sensitivity for the op-

timum receivers does not predetermine their preference in use. It is

necessary to take into account also the degree of complexity of the

technical realization and the conditions of exploitation. For example,

for the correlational receiver, an extremely difficult problem is the

stabilization of the amplification of the two receiving tracts - in the

presence of two channels, two different ARU are necessary, providing

identity of their amplitudinal characteristics.

Methods of raising the sensitivity of the receivers of thermal

radiowaves. Expressions (13.51) and (13.56) permit the establishment of

a route to raise the sensitivity of the receivers of thermal radiowaves.

It i3 seen that the minimum detectable power of the signal Pnpms is

directly proportional to the power of the natural noises of the receiv-

er and inversely proportional to the root square of the passband for

high frequency and the time constant of the integrating elements.

The first method of reducing P.P." consists of the decrease of

the passband of the integrating filter. But, in so Loing, the time con-

stant of the receiver Is increased such that it may seem unattainable

for the use of passive radiolocation systems on a high velocity fly-)
ing apparatus. Airborne PRLS with high time constants do not guaran-
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tee the observation of quickly varying thermal reliefs of locality

and objects.

The second method of raising the sensitivity is based on the

simultaneous (or different) decrease of the power of the natural

noise of the receiver and the widening of the passband for high fre-

quency. Perspective devices for the solution of this problem are high

frequency amplifiers for LBV, parametric and quantum mechanical ampli-

fiers possessing uniquely low coefficient of noise at wide passband

frequency.

§13.6. WORKING RANGE AND DISTINGUISHABILITY OF OBJECTS DURING PASSIVE
DETECTION BY THERMAL RADIOWAVES.

The working range and the distinguishability of objects are the

basic tactic characteristics of passive radiolocational stations. The

principal physical paraneters determining these characteristics are

correspondingly the apparent temperatures of the objects and the dif-

fe -ence of the apparent temperatures.

Working range. The range of the detection of the sources of ther-

mal radiowaves is determined by the sensitivity of the receiver and

the magnitude of the power entering into its input.

Let us carry out the calculations of the levels of power of the

thermal radiowaves of the objects at the input of the receiving device

under the following assumptions:

). The power of thermal radiowave of unit area of the object

with, surface Si constant for all directions.

2. Receiving antenna with effective surface A removed from the

radiator with the surface Si at a distance of R. The surface of the

radiator and the exposure of the antenna are perpendicular to the line

Joiaing their axes.

3. The distance F is sufficiently great. Therefore th? effective
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surface A of the receiving antenna is "visible" from every elemlent

of the surface Si of the radiator at the one and the same spatial

angle 
A

Utilizing Rayleigh's Law (13.1), giving the magnitude of power

radiating from an unit surface of the object in an unit solid angle

and a frequency band of 1 hz, one may determine the full power of

the radiowave from the surface Si in the solid ungle 02:
A S

Pt Sv. ,. R'f --V* $.A (13.57)

Here T1 - apparent temperatu-'e of the otject. If the band of the re-

ceiver is Af, then the full power of the utful signal at its input

will be

-V . (13.58)

Ordinary antenna system receives electromagnetic oscillations on-

ly of a certain polarizatlon. On account of this, on the average of

only ha2f the entering power wIll be received inasmuch the different

forms of polarization are equally probable (for a majority of cases).

We snall calculate also the connection between the effective sur-

face of the antenna A with the coefficient of directional action i.

the principal direction D. As a result of Expression (13.58) for the

power, entering the input of the receiving device, transforrz2 into

the form
p.P DS. $ . T

4C &f. (13.59)

If P. exceeds the minimum necessary pc.wer at the input of the

receiver, then the object will be detected. Therefore, the maximum

range of the detection of the sources of thermal radiowave without

considering the attenuation of the electromagnetic wave in the atmos-

" phere.
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RU- . Pp - (13.60)

The quantity P,. is determined by Expression (13.56a) which,

taking into consideration, that P,=NkT . Af, may be wi-itten as

P, ,,.- n;,k T° .- -C [ 1 .1

where N - the coefficient of noise of the receiver, and TO 4s the

absolute temperature which generally is assumed to be around 3001K.

Therefore Expression (13.60) may be transformed

Iz'DS, b(13.62)

or replacing D with the effective surface A,

Rbmc" =V *Af "ST (13.63)

From Expressions (13.62) and (13.63), one may establish the de-

gree of the effects of various parameters on the ramge of detection

of passive radiolocational observation. In particular, one can see

that the range of detection is increased with the increase in the

passband frequency, time constant and the relative drop of temperature

of the radiator and the receiver.

From the equations of range (13.62) and (13.63), it also follows

that for a workable amplification of high frequencies, it is necessary

in the first place to reduce their noise coefficient and then take

measures f¢2 the widening of the band Af, since N strongly influences

the range of detection.

In conclusion, by Formula (13.62) we shall estimate the working

-range of the PRLS at the following conditions:

1) The passband for high frequency Af=50 14hz the noise coeffl-

cient N - 1.5. There are receiving tracta with modern parametric am-

pl~fiers which need no cooling and have similar characteristics.
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2) Time constant of correlational receiver, %4 -3,2ec,necessary

signal/noise ratio n, =1,5; antenna has a coefficient of directional ac-

tion D = 15,000.

3) The object of detection has a surface -of S,=15 A2 and apparent

temperature of T'=300°K. The working range is 10 km, i.e., the PRLS

concedes in working radius to the ordinary radiolocational station

at the present state of technology.

Distinguishability of objects during passive detection. With the

aid of airplane stations passive radiolocation has succeeded to get

extremely good reproductions of the relief of localities (Fig. 13.8).

The image of the locality on the screen of the indicator of the PRIS

is referred to as the radlometric chart.

The differences in the targets and objects are detected in the

passive radiolocational stations by various factors, among which the

principal ones are:

- The difference of apparent temperature of the objects;

- the angle of sliding of the antenna beam, the formation of the

axis of the diagrams of' drect.onality of the antenna and the perpendi-

cular to the surface of the objectives;

- type of polarization of the electromagnetic waves, being receiv-

ed by the antenna;

- width of the diagrams of directionality of the antenna;

- sensitivity of the receiver of thermal radiowaves.

The decisive factor determining the distinguishability of the ob-

jects which cannot be controlled is the difference in the apparent

temperature. Below, results are cited of the measurement of difference

of apparent temperature of somc objects obtained at the operation in

the centmcA wave range:
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- snow covered earth and buildings - 100 K.

- damp earth and automobile - 12*K.

- dry and damp earth - 190K. P

- snow covered and damp earth - 410K.

.iuD~emhpuvecK:?AR0T /?ozuvew.pm The effect of the type of polariza-

tion of the antenna is most strongly ex-

pressed at large angle of sliding and

disappears when the maximum of the J.a-

ao grams of directionality is perpendicular

* to the surface of the obJer-. For exam-
i •J

"pie, the surface of water with absolute

Fig. 13.8. Image of the temperature 2931K has an apparent tempera-

locality on the screen
I of the indicator of PRLS. ture of 160 0 K, if the angle of sliding is

a) Radiometrical chart;
b) ge3ographical chart. 90*, independent of the polarization of

the antenna. At an angle of sliding of 300 and vertical polarization,

the apparent temperature of water is 280 0K, but when using antenna of

horizontal polarization, its apparent temperature again becomes I 00 K.

The best condition for distinguishing asphalt landing strip from

the surrounding grass covering will be when the maximum of the diagrams

of directionality forms a small angle with the surface of asphalt while

the polarization of the antenna is horizon tal. In this case, the as-

phalt will appear to be more "cold," than the ground growth, which

seems to be "warr.' Prom the other side, grass maintains the same

apparent tempera.-re at any angle of sliding and type of polarization.

Asphalt, however, has the same temperature regardless of the angle of

sliding at the vertical polarization of the antenna; at horizontal

polarization, its apparent temperature rapidly decreases with the in-

crease of the angle of sliding. Therefore, for distinguishing the

smooth metallic objects (for example, flying cbjects), located on
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asphalt cover, the antenna should have vertical polarization, since

metals radiate weakly, practically under any conditions while asphalt

radiates more intensively vertically polarized electromagnetic waves.

The effects of the width of the diagrams of directionality of

the antenna on the apparent tbaperature of the objects are expressed

in the following way. if the width of the diagrams of directionality

exceeds the angular size of the object then its apparent temperature

in percentage ratios will be that much lower as the angular size ')f

the object diffdrs from the width of the diagrams of directionality

of the antenna. Therefore, in principle, passive radiolocational sys-

tems for the survey of localities should possess possibly higher re-

solving power i.e., have extremely narrow diagrams of directionality.

On the road to the realization of such diagrams of directionality, some

well known difficulties are encountered: constructionally unacceptable

bulk of the antenna or in trying to raise the operational frequency,

an increase in the damping of the thermal wave in the atmosphere.

§13.7. PASSIVE DETECTION OF SOURCES OF LONGWAVE RADIATIONS.

The ultra low frequency radiowaves (15-30 khz) originating from

lightning discharges, the exhaust of ballistic rockets and nuclear ex-

plosions may be used for their passive detection.

On the range of detection, basically or e talks about the condi-

tion of propagation of the ultra long waves.

The principal essential features which determine the character cf

the propagation of the long electromagnetic waves are included in the

following:

1) The long waves bend very well arourd the earth's surface

which lead to the propagation of straight (earth) waves to an extreme-

ly large distance.
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2) The propagation of long waves takes place in the space of a

spherical waveguide formed by the surface of the earth and the iono-

4 sphere. It is established that the absorption of energy is minimum in
P

the 10-30 khx range and consists of not more than 1-2 db at 1000 km.

3) On long waves, one almost does not speak about roughness or

non-uniformity of the earth's surface, which permits us to consider

it as uniform, in the calculation of the field Intensity at the point

of reception.

It is experimentally established that the intensity of the elec-

trical field, in dependence on the distance R to the radiating source

at the frequency range of 10-30 khz, is characterized by the curve in

Fig. 13.9. The field intensity varies in dependence on the conditions

in some areas, the shape of the curves AB and CD. Since the source of

the radiowave is the operating engine of the rocket, therefore, as

seen in the graph, even at a distance of up to 10,000 km, the field

strength is sufficient for the reception of the signals originated from

LW exhaust.

Fe--w- The propagation of the cylin-

to- drical earth (straight) waves of the

4I
0 _ _ultra low frequency range in theK Z - space of the wave guide is illuetra-

ted in Fig. 13.10. As a result of a

Fig. 13.9. Graph of dependence
of the intensity of electric great number of experiments, a form-
field E, on the distance R for

the frequency 10-13 khz. ula was proposed for the calculation

of the field intensity E created by the source of long wave radiowaves

at a distance of R to the point of reception:

30 fP- * (13.64)

where P- power of the source kilovolt; R and X - correspondingly
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distance and wave length, km; - heliocentric angle.

Na

tR1p
A ~

VS

Fig. 13.10. The spread of the Fig. 13.11. Determination of' the
electromagnetic wave, frequen- location of the source of radio-
cy 10-30 khz in the space ofwae
the waveguide. 1) Ionosphere; wae
2) cylindr-ical waves;
3) earth's surface.

Expression (13.64) allows us to carry out the oriented calcula-

tion, in particular, to evaluate the strength of radiation, existing

at the location of the exhaust of the rocket ox the conducting of a

nuclear explosion.

For the determination of the source of the long wave radiation

three receiving stations, A, B and C aide used, spaced at some distance

apart. The magnitude of the spacing of the receiving points determines

the base of the system AB and BC. The registration of the time of the

arrival of the signal in the receiving stations is carried out. From

them it is possible to determine the difference in the distances of

the points A, B and G from the course of the radiowave. Consequently,

the location is determined by the exact intersection of twc hyperbolic

lines of position. All necessary calculations are generally conducted

with the help of digital computers.

The principle of the operation may be elucidated by Fig. 13.11.

Let the time of reception )f the radiosignal at station A be tA and

station B and C - tB and tC correspondingly. Let us also suppose that

the signal arrives first at station C. It is easy to determine the
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K difference in the time of arrival of the radiosignals: at station A,

The signal arrives with a delay of AtA=tA-ta, and at station B with

a delay of AgEB--I-ta. Multiplying AtAC and AtBC by the velocity S of

i thQ propagation of the electromagnetic wave we find the difference of

distance

ARAB- C

and

8 C-A,,, (13-65)

which determines the location of the source of the radiowave.

Actually, we draw circles of radii ARAC and ARBC correspondingly

with centers at A and B. The course of The signal should be found in

the center of the circle, passing through the point of the location

of the station C and tangent to the circles drawn earlier at the

points a and b, since the electromagnetic wave arrives at the points

a, b, and c in one and the same time.

The accuracy of the lucation determination depends principally

on the magnitude of the base, errors in the registration of' the dif-

ference of the time of arrival of the signal and the condition of prop-

agation. Generally, for an increase in the accuracy, the base AB and

BC are set at large values in a few hundred kilometers and more, but

then there will be Fr-ong effects on the accuracy arising from the

difference in the condition of propagation of the electromagnetic wave

from the source rc .ceiving stations and the differences in the

parameters of the soL-, at the place of their location. Therefore, a

system is adopted of three receiving stations with small bases, which

* permit the determination of the direction to the source of Radiow ,ve

(Fig. 13-12). If there is a second of the same system sufficiently far

from the first, then it is possible to determine the location of the

source.
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Three antennas of the receiving system

)A are positioned on the corners of an equilat-

eral triangle, as it is shown in F.g. 13.12.

A/l/fts m ArT"W, The distances from the source of the signal

to every one of the antennas in the no'ations
Fig. 13.12. Geometry
of the system of bear- used are
ing taking. 1) Antenna;
2) source. RA +R2 -r -22rRcos,

R,= - r2 - 2rRcos (1200+0),

RB-:-V R + r2 - 2rR cos (120* - 6). (13.66)

For each pair of the antennas one may find the relative time of

delay, which is proportional to the difference in distance from these

antennas to the course of the signal

C

fiR =(13.67)

Expressio-is (13,66) and (13.67) permit us to construct what is

so called a polar diagram of time of delay of the signal for neighbor-

ing pairs of Antennas (Fig. 13.13). In the construction of the diagram,

the length of the base (RU)" is taken as unity. The exact meaning of

these distances and the foim of the diagram itself depend, obviously,

on the ratio !I. Under the condition r >> R the form of the polar dia-R"

gram of the time of delay of the signal practically does not depend

on the distance r to the source of radiation. At L = 10 the values
R

shown in Fig. 13.13 differ from the exact values not more than 0.5%.

Ordirarily, the condition r << R is fulfilled wilth sufficiently

large delay. Therefore, by the difference in the time of the arrival

of the signal, one may Judge the azimuth of the source of radiation

as It is seen from the polar diagrams of the delay of the signals.
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The accuracy of the determination of the azix, th depends on the

errors of the fixing of the difference of the time of arrival of the

signal at the neighboring antennas. Since the distances between the

antennas are small in comparison with the long wave (ordinarily the

base is taken as 1/]0 - 1/3 of the length of the wave), therefore,

the difforenoes in the time of delay for each pair of antennas are

also small. Thus the accuracy of the determination of the correspond-

ing time differences should be sufficiently high, in order to obtain

acceptable accuracy of the measurement of the aximuth of the source

of long wave radioradiationp.

The system examined for the determination of the location of the

source of long wave radiation finds application for the so.ution of

problems of weather forecasting. Stations with scattered receiving

points permit us to take extremely accurate radiobearing of stormy

areas and hurricanes. Broad possibilities of the long wave systems

lead us to suggest that they will gain extremely extensive applica-

tions for the solution of many problems.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the objects of passive

radiolocational observations may be also radiolocational devices

operating in other frequency ranges.

.1 24.

Fig. 13.13. Polar diagram of
time delay. 1) Antenna.
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Manu-
script Fonts
Page
No.

C)O!JSee book by B.A. Malyshkin ontitled '"Passivnaya radio:lokat-
siyall [Pa,:ssIve Radar', Voyenizdat 19b1

913 For suf'ficiently large averaging time T.

(Trans literate d Symbols]1

905 FIPJIC = PRLS =Passivnaya radiolokatsionnaya stantsiya =

passive radar

008 3 e =ekvivalentnyy = equivalent

908 cp =sr = sreda = medium, environment

909 Kaxc kazh = kazhush.-hiysya = apparent

909 o6 =ob = ob"yekt = object

912 m = m =maksimal'nyy =maximium

912 m =sh =shum noise

914 c, = s =signal =signal

916 YBtI = UV~h = usilitel' vysokoy chastoty = r-f amplifier

916 yrIT = UFCh = usilitelt promezhatochnykh chastot = i-f ain-pli-
f i- r

916 4?Ht = FNCh = f'il'tr nizkikh chastot = low-frequency filter

91L6 YfIT = UPT = usilitell postoyannogo toka = d-c amplifier

922 om = osh = oshlbka = error

c,22 mxH = min = minimal' nyy =minimum

922 rip = pr = priyemnik = receiver

923 BLIX = vykh'= vykhod = output

923 EX = vkh = vkhod = input

93I JIEB = LBV = lampa begushchey volny traveling-wavre tubz:

930 x= i =izluchatelli radiator

936 mBm=microvolts/nieter
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